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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT
Although the image of “the body of Christ” (σώματος τοῦ Χριστοῦ) has been the source of
many academic studies, scholarly consensus is yet to be achieved. The significance of the “the
body of Christ” in Biblical texts, the impact of various readings within faith communities, and
the elusiveness of meaning inspired this study. 1 Corinthians is of primary concern to us because
of the direct use of “the body of Christ” and that each of Paul’s arguments are presented in
relationship to “the body of Christ.” Furthermore, there is still a lack of harmony among
scholars regarding questions of textual unity, a clear structure, and the theme. This research is
structured in three distinct parts after the introduction.
Examining 1 Corinthians through the use of deliberative rhetoric realized that the structure,
coherence, and unity of the text is established around the prothesis of sanctification. Moreover,
this study demonstrated that “the body” speaks to each pobatio identifying Paul’s vision for his
beloved listeners. Catholic and Protestant scholarly readings of six key texts were analyzed
anthropologically, ecclesialogically, and eschatologically. A fresh reading here demonstrated
the implications of a realistic and metaphorical reading of the image in the text.
Conclusions to the exegetical analysis when applied to the pragmatic application of
Conversion and Discipleship within the Catholic and Pentecostal faith communities produced
meaningful results to the two dominant Christian faiths of our time. A realistic reading reflects
the sacramentalistic nature of the Catholic Church. Contextualization shows that the Church
has moved beyond the Pauline text, in the priority of faith, Baptism, the place of sacraments
and the visible Church; and the authority now vested in the Church. Hearing is understood on
an intellectual level, and believers are inaugurated and discipled by the sacraments of the
Church. A metaphorical reading demonstrates the individualistic approach to soteriology and a
proliferation of churches, which would not have been what Paul envisioned with his selection
of the image. Pentecostals give the ancient Biblical text the preeminent position of authority,
which emphasizes the personal relationship with Christ.
Conversion for the Catholics is consummated in the Eucharist, which was read together by
the two largest Christian faith communities of our time. Unities are plentiful and Differences
emerge, which will be difficult to traverse. However, scholarly reflection on the theology and
origin behind the term “Transubstantiation,” the sacramental effect of “conferring” and the
place of the pneumatalogical work of the Spirit in the Meal, are all identified by this work as
possible paths towards greater understanding. In addition the term repraeseiüatio which
emphasis the encounter with Christ and his gift also has possibilities to move towards increased
communio, leading towards koinōnia. A serious commitment to robust scholarship and the
humility to own past mistakes will reduce the chasm between the two great Christian faiths of
our time. Yet several areas for further research are presented.

KEY WORDS: Slovenia, Catholic, Pentecostal, body of Christ, realistic, real presence,
metaphorical, metaphor, sacramental, sacraments, conversion, inauguration, discipleship,
Christian formation, deliberative rhetoric, sanctification, Eucharist, Lord’s Supper, faith,
revelation, Holy Spirit, ecumenical dialog, pneumatikos, psychikos, koinōnia.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The image of “the body of Christ” (σώματος τοῦ Χριστοῦ) has been the subject of many
scholarly studies over the years; however, consensus has yet to be achieved. The significance
of the image of “the body of Christ” in theology cannot be underestimated, as it gives meaning
to areas of anthropology, ecclesiology, and eschatology. First Corinthians is of primary concern
because of its direct use of the image of “the body of Christ,” which is putative of the Church
and the most dominant theological image used (Dunn 1998, 548). Furthermore, despite the
numerous scholarly studies throughout the years on 1 Corinthians, there is yet to emerge a
consensus regarding the unity of the text, the clear structure of the text, and the theme of the
correspondence. The two largest Christian faith communities of our time, Catholic1 and
Pentecostals2 read the image in different ways, which has significant implications for the way
faith is practiced and lived out. The Catholic Church is also the dominant faith in Slovenia,
claims Petrine succession, and reads the image of “the body of Christ” realistically. A realistic
reading gives meaning to the sacramental structure of the Church and significantly impacts the
practice of the Church’s daily faith. Pentecostalism is described as the “…dominant expression
of Christianity in the postmodern age” (Johns 1995, 7), yet Pentecostals read the image of “the
body of Christ” metaphorically, which gives significant expression to the individual emphasis
and the spiritual dimension of their faith. Given the “Global Village” within which we now live,

1
The Catholic Church is understood as the Roman Catholic Church led from Rome by Pope Francis I,
who claims the direct succession from the Petrine ministry. The Catholic Church is the largest expression of the
Christian faith in the world today. Of a world population in 2000 of 6,065m people, 943m of these were
Catholic. Slovenia’s population of 1.985m people in 2000 boasts of 1.117m Catholics or 56.26% of the
population. This is down from 1.369m or 71.6% in 1991 (Johnstone and Mandryk 2001, 2, 571).
2
The New International Dictionary of Pentecostal and Charismatic Movements identifies three types of
Pentecostalism: The Classical Pentecostal movement (from 1906-9); Charismatic-renewal movements in
mainline Protestant, Orthodox and Catholic churches (from 1960’s); and Neocharismatics (independent
Pentecostal and charismatic congregations) (Burgess 2002, xviii-xxi; Yong 2005, 18). The common uniting
factor of these Christians is that they claim the experience of “being filled with the Spirit.” In 1995 there were
477.767m in the world and by 2000 there were 523.767m or 8.6% of the world’s population. In Slovenia there
were 1,521 or 0.76% of the Slovene population in 2000. What is most notable with the Christian statistics is the
phenomenal growth in the world both in numbers and as a percentage of population. Burgess charts statistics
from 1900 and projects that if they continue growing, by 2025 they will number 811.551m. Because they
practice a Free Church ecclesiology, Pentecostals will never become a political force; however their influence
can no longer be denied (Johnstone and Mandryk 2001, 571; Burgess 2003, 287).
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the accessibility of information to the lay church, and the rapid growth in Pentecostalism in the
emerging third world countries, these questions demand a fresh reading and contemporary
responses.
This study will be conducted in four distinct parts. Firstly, here the introduction will deal
with the state of present scholarship, the scholarly challenges, the criteria for establishing
differences, defining the concept of what is meant by Metaphorical, the methodology of
exegesis, hermeneutical principles for contextualization, and the methodological approach for
the Ecumenical dialog. The second part of this research will conduct an analysis of the Catholic
and Protestant reading of the selected 1 Corinthian texts. This part of the exegesis is examining
how scholars within the respective faith communities read the image of “the body of Christ”
anthropologically, ecclesiologically, and eschatologically. The third part of this research is the
hermeneutical task of contextualizing the findings within the respective faith communities.
Here the study will narrow the focus to the Catholics and the Pentecostals. Because the
Pentecostal movement is relatively young, just passing 100 years, there is insufficient Pauline
scholarship in 1 Corinthians to allow for the robustness demanded. Therefore, for the pragmatic
application of the contextualization of the findings within respective communities in the areas
of Conversion and Discipleship, this work will be narrowed to examine Catholics and selected
Pentecostals (refer addendum 2 for Pentecostal scholars). The fourth and final part of this
research will build on the ecumenical dialog, which has been in existence since 1972. Findings
from the first three parts, together with the incorporation of some additional scholars, will lead
logically into an ecumenical dialog between Catholics and Pentecostals regarding the Eucharist,
where “the body of Christ” is of central concern.
Results of this study will be rich and plentiful. Firstly, this work will provide a fresh reading
of the image of “the body of Christ” in light of the unresolved issues. Secondly, when “the body
of Christ” is read in relationship to Paul’s argumentation, a clear and discernible structure will
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emerge. Thirdly, contextualization will reflect the role that the sacraments and ordinances play
in conversion3 and discipleship4 within each faith community. As this is a study in Biblical
theology, this will also identify where beliefs and practice are either not supported or have
moved beyond the sacred Biblical texts. Finally, this work will read together the nature of the
Eucharist, establishing unities, disputed differences, agreed differences, and will plot a path
towards possible greater understanding.

3

Here we will use conversion, knowing that scholars prefer a variety of terms regarding the
soteriological function of inauguration, salvation, or conversion.
4
Here this work will use discipleship interchangeably with Christian formation.
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2. THE STATE OF PRESENT SCHOLARLY DISCUSSION
Recognizing the state of the present scholarly discussion reviews key contributions in the
respective areas, which provides a foundation and context to continue to interact and debate the
essential issues. Three areas are of primary concern for this research. Firstly, volumes have
been written on the image of “the body of Christ” in Paul. This work will synthesize the present
scholarship, which will provide a context for our exegetical examination. Secondly,
contextualization of the exegetical conclusions within the Catholic and Pentecostal faith
communities requires recognition of how scholars approach the subject of conversion and
discipleship. This work will look briefly at the contemporary scholarly opinions, which inform
the Catholic and Pentecostal faith communities. Thirdly, the Eucharistic celebration is
considered the consummation of the conversion process and the pinnacle of worship for
Catholics, which only gain meaning from the reading of “the body of Christ.” The ecumenical
discussion between the Catholics and selected Pentecostals has been in existence since 1972,
with the last dialog leaving the questions of conversion and discipleship for future contributions.

2.1. THE STATE OF THE PRESENT SCHOLARLY DISCUSSION REGARDING “THE BODY OF
CHRIST”
There is a tremendous difference between “are like” and “are.” Recent scholarship reads
“the body of Christ” as either, “are” in the realistic sense or “are like” in the metaphorical sense.
The word translated as “body” is used 43 times throughout 1 Corinthians in its various forms:
21 times Paul uses it to discuss an individual person,5 once in reference to a symbolic “body,”6
once to refer to “the body of Jesus Christ” directly,7 and 20 times in reference to a corporate

21 times refers to an individual body, σῶμα 13x (noun, nominative, singular); 6:13 (x2); 6:19; 9:27;
11:29; 12:24; 13:3; 15:37; 15:38 (x2); 15:44; 15:44; 15:44. σώματι 5x (noun, dative, singular), 5:3; 6:13; 6:20;
7:34; 15:35. σώματός 3 x (noun, genitive, singular), 6:18; 7:4; 7:4.
6
Once as a symbolic body of two people σῶμά (noun, nominative, singular), 6:16.
7
Once to refer to Jesus’ own σῶμα (noun, nominative, singular), 11:24.
5
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“body of Christ.”8 Paul’s considerable usage of σῶμα has therefore attracted much scholarly
attention. Different theological approaches have been employed to discuss and give meaning to
“body” and “the body of Christ.” In order to give foundation and direction to this research, we
shall proceed to survey scholarly theological contributions from theological, historical, and
sociological approaches.
The “body of Christ” is read either metaphorically or realistically (Son 2001, 102). Those
who read “the body of Christ” as a metaphor are referring to a collection of believers. This
metaphorical reading elicits a variety of nuances among theologians. 9 Examination of
particularly 1 Cor. 10:16-17 and 11:24 in relation to the Eucharist has been crucial to this
discussion from scholars of both traditions. The Church enjoys a “special relationship,” which
Ridderbos denotes as its unity in and with Christ (Ridderbos 1975, 375). Best disputes directly
the idea that “the body of Christ” is physically, really or ontologically one “body in Christ”
(Best 1955, 99-100). Best sees this as a corporate personality that believers form with Christ
(Best 1955, 99-100). Some scholars see the relationship pneumatically (Bultmann 1952, 310312). However, Ridderbos argues that those who view the relationship between Christ and the
Church spiritually are basing their understanding on a dualistic anthropology (body/soul)
(Ridderbos 1975, 364-365, 372-373). Moreover, Ridderbos finds that the basis or foundation
(formation of the body) for the unity in and with Christ is in the redemptive-historical sense.10

8
20 times is reference or allusion to “the body of Christ” σῶμα 9 x (noun, nominative, singular), 10:17;
12:12 x 2; 12:13; 12:14; 12:17; 12:19; 12:20; 12:27. σώματι 2x (noun, dative, singular), 12:18; 12:25. σώματος 9
x (noun, genitive, singular), 10:16; 11:27; 12:12; 12:15; 12:15; 12:16; 12:16; 12:22; 12:23.
9
“Recalls (or remembers) Christ” in “solidarity with Christ” (Garland, 2003, 477); Figurative
interpretation (Kristemaker 1993, 440); “Koinōnia and solidarity with Christ” (Fee 1987, 469); Metaphoric
reading with the inclusion of a “sacramental sharing”(Dunn 1998, 551); Metaphoric reading with the stoic as a
background to the image (Polhill 1999, 246); Metaphoric reading, mystical and body politic (Porter 2008, 590);
“The unity of believers” (Ladd 1993, 590); “The Lord’s supper is a symbolic sharing of Christ” (Guthrie 1981,
758); Sōma is used in a figurative way (Fitzmyer 2008, 476); Redemptive-historical reading as the many are in
one (Ridderbos 1975, 375); In solidarity with Christ (Bekker 1984, 289); Corporate personality (Best 1955, 99100); Metaphoric reading “like a body” (Ziesler 1990, 57).
10
Redemptive-historical in relationship to this discussion is the expression by Ridderbos that there is an
objective reality to the many in one (1 Cor. 12:14). In Christ’s body all were put to death, for Christ was our
substitute. It is not an analogy of the human, which is inhabited by a soul or breathing life into the man’s spirit.
(Ridderbos 1975, 375 & 393).
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There is a unity in “one body,” that is brought about by baptism (1 Cor. 12:13), which actually
according to Ridderbos, lies behind or foundational to the unity brought about by the Spirit
(Ridderbos 1975, 372). The sense of “the many” in the one (1 Cor. 12:27) gives rise to the
historical-redemptive view that there is an inclusion of “the many” in the one Christ (Ridderbos
1975, 375; Schreiner 2001, 336). Any interpretation of “the body of Christ” pneumatically
reveals a new spiritual reality, a new eschatological actuality, which has been demonstrated as
an important part of the believer who is now “in Christ.” In agreement, Dunn states, “The
identity of the Christian assembly as “body,” however, is given not by geographical location or
political allegiance but by their common allegiance to Christ (visibly expressed not least in
baptism and the sacramental sharing in his body)” (Dunn 1998, 551). Thus, Dunn is supporting
a metaphoric interpretation of body and with the inclusion of sacramental sharing reflecting an
ontological reality to the “body of Christ.”
A realistic interpretation of “body” is to read the believer participating in “the body of
Christ” in a realistic sense.11 Robinson interprets “the body of Christ” realistically and

A realistic reading of “the body of Christ” is preferred by the Catholic (CCC 2000, #1374-1376;
Cerfaux 1959, 278); however, a number of Protestants prefer a variation of the “realistic sense.” Grounded in the
Eucharist (Robinson 1952, 57); Established in water baptism (Schweitzer 1931, 117); The believer is included in
the death and resurrection of Christ (Percy 1942, 18-46, quoted in Son 2001, 106); Realistic, but not physical
(Bultmann 1951, 310-312); Realistic in the sense of a relationship with others (Käsemann 1933, 118-125);
Emphasizes the physicality of “the body of Christ” (Gundry 1976, 159-183, 217-44, quoted in Son 2001, 108).
Throughout history, up until the Protestant reformation, the realistic reading of “the body of Christ” has
been the preeminent reading with sparse opposition. In the Gospels and in Paul’s account of the Lord’s Supper,
the words “…this is my body” (Mt. 26:26; Mk. 14:22; Lk. 22:19; 1 Cor. 11:24) were not seriously debated for
much of the first millennium. As early as the second century, we are able to see that early Church Fathers, wrote
largely as if it were to be assumed that the Eucharist represented the real flesh and blood of our Savior. Ignatius
(35/50 -98/117) is understood to have said in his letter to the Smyrnaeans that the Eucharist is “the flesh of our
crucified and risen Lord Jesus Christ” (Ignatius, Ad Smyrn. c.7 quoted in Schaff Vol. 2, 1858, 241). In the early
period this view was followed by Ignatius, Justin Martyr (100-165) and Irenaeus (-202). Opposition came from
Tertullian (160-225) and Cyprian (-258), who held to a symbolic view, while Clement of Alexandria (150-215)
and Origen (184-253) held an allegorical or spiritualistic view (Schaff 1867, Vol. 3, 492). It was not until the
ninth century that the term “real presence” came under close scrutiny as two French monks Radbertus and
Ratrammnus took opposing views regarding the “real presence” of the Lord Jesus in the signs. Radbertus argued
that the bread and wine become the body and blood of Christ in reality. Ratramnus debated that the bread and
wine were merely symbols of the body and the blood (McGrath 1994, 509-511). A third view appeared in the
ninth century from a German monk Candidus of Fulda, who proposed that Jesus’ words “this is my body” refers
to the Church. The bread and wine is therefore to nourish the Church and bring her to perfection (McGrath 1994,
511). In the 11th century Berengar (-1088) denied the “real presence” in the Eucharist, arguing that “a sign
cannot be the thing that it represents.” The arguments relates to Berenger’s understanding of a sacrament, as he
contended that the signs must be a sacrament or they must be the real body and blood, they cannot be both.
11
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ontologically, that the Christian community feeds off “the body of Christ” and becomes the
present “body of Christ” (1 Cor. 11:24-25) (Robinson 1952, 57). The Christian participates in
the “body of Christ” through participation in the sacrament of the Eucharist (the mystery of
Christ, Eph. 3:4-6). Here, a leap is made from feeding on to becoming or from Eucharist to
Ecclesia. While this could not have had its foundation in John 6:53-54, because it was not
written by Paul’s time, it is certainly seen as supporting. While those scholars who hold to a
“realistic” reading see that the “body of Christ” is a literal extension of Christ’s individual
person, Schweitzer offers a departure, suggesting that believers become part of Christ’s body
through baptism (Schweitzer 1931, 117).
Rudolph Bultmann reads “the body of Christ” in a realistic sense. However, because the
risen Christ has a glorified body (non-physical) that it is also transcendent, it is argued that the
relationship of the believer to the “body of Christ” is not physical (Bultmann 1952, 310-312).
Son also finds that Käsemann prefers a similar view to Bultmann; however modifying his
existential interpretation from “relationship to one’s objective self,” to “relationship with
others” (Son 2001, 107). “For him, therefore, the body of Christ is a transcendent non-temporal
sphere into which believers enter by the sacraments” (Son 2001, 107).
The Italian theologian Penna prefers a realistic reading citing several exegetical problems
with a metaphorical reading (Penna 2002).12 Penna argues that the image of “the body of Christ”
should not be read as a metaphor, but rather the term should be taken to mean an “expression

Berenger does confess a reality in the signs, but the “…reality is a spiritual nourishment of the faithful”
(Leeming 1956, 252-253).
The chief text for Biblical support for the “real presence” comes from John 6:53-57 which Catholic scholars
read in a literal sense to understand that one eats and drinks Christ in order to inherit his promises. This work will
give this passage more attention in the exegetical analysis (refer exegetical reading 1 Cor. 11:24-26).
12
Penna, in his critique of the metaphorical reading of the image of “the body of Christ;” issues four
critiques: (1) “La chiesa, insomma, non sarebbe altro che una corporazione, nella quale tutte le membra
collaborano nel formare o costituire un corpo…” (Penna 2002, 249). He goes on to illustrate a social corperation
as a Fire Brigade which belongs to a municipality of the state. (2) “Si capisce bene che una interpretazione del
genere associa il corpo e Cristo solo in forma estrinseca...” (Penna 2002, 249). (3) The third critique is made that
the exegesis is defective because the concept of Christ as the head is absent from the metaphor (Penna 2002,
249). (4) Finally, Penna claims that if the metaphor for the body is projected in which Christ is not the head then
an alternative ecclesiological perspective is being promoted (or required) (Penna 2002, 249).
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of the body of Christ.” “The body of Christ” Penna states, “…e intende l’espressione corpo di
Cristo in senso proprio, più realistico, non immaginoso, ma personale e individuale” (Penna
2002, 250). Penna introduces the term corpo eucaristico or “Eucharistic body” (Penna 2002,
255), and understands that reading “the body of Christ” in a realistic way leads to five main
conclusions: (1) The dignity and equality of all believers as they are made one; (2) each has his
own Charisma, for service in the body; (3) the body is the whole self in relationship with others,
in the worlds of which Christ is head; (4), it implies a missionary dimension; (5) the Eucharist
is a paradigm of the church (Penna 2002, 254-256).
Σῶμα is inescapably linked to anthropology, in the sense that the constitution of man is
discussed as a composite unity of body, soul, and spirit. This earlier or classical understanding
of a tripartite nature was drawn from a Hebrew understanding (Kreitzer 1993, 71-76), largely
in opposition to the Hellenistic dualism with its matter – spirit dichotomy. In relation to the
anthropological understanding, σῶμα has been used to describe the existence of the whole
person or the self, the “I” (Bultmann 1951, 192-195). A lexical-semantic study of Paul’s use of
σῶμα presents several challenges to this idea. On account of the interchangeable nature of the
personal pronouns, Gundry suggests that the semantic scope does not advocate that such an
interpretation was in Paul’s thinking (Gundry 1976, 30). Moreover, σῶμα is used in 1 Cor. 6:12,
20 as an “objective genitive” (Gundry 1976, 80); thus, the whole person is not necessarily the
intended interpretation. Furthermore, Paul uses dualistic rhetoric such as outer man / inner man,
flesh / spirit, which we might understand as a dualistic thought process (Gundry 1976, 156).
There are functional (purposeful, intentional) and operational elements of Pauline anthropology
which we do indeed grapple with, but the idea of significant disagreement between noted and
respected scholars suggests that this discussion warrants revisiting.
Aaron Son’s study established that the determining factor in recognizing Paul’s
anthropology of “the body of Christ” is derived from conclusions in three key areas (Son 2001,
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108). Firstly, does σῶμα refer to part of the person or the whole person? Dualistic thinking was
pervasive in Hellenistic culture. To compound the problem, there is no exact equivalent for
σῶμα in Hebrew. Collins argues for a Pauline interpretation through Semantic lenses, which
would see the anthropology of man as a composite unity of more parts (Collins 1999, 41, 126).
Bultmann reads σῶμα as referring to the whole unified person. Taking a verse such as: “There
are people who ‘deliver themselves to be burned’ (1 Cor. 13:3)” (Bultmann 1992, 194).
Moreover, Bultmann argues that σῶμα is something that “clings to man’s real self” (Bultmann
1992, 194), and permits his more existentialistic reading. Therefore, establishing the
anthropological constitution of σῶμα is essential in order to quantify what joins or forms the
“in Christ” of Paul’s thinking. Secondly, the next question naturally arises; does σῶμα refer to
the physical or non-physical substance (Son 2001, 108)? Answers here lead to statements about
what part, parts or whole is actually “in Christ.” Thirdly, there is the question of participation?
Does “the body of Christ” refer to the person in isolation or solidarity (Son 2001, 108)? In light
of these three questions, Son argues that it may be wishful to make a distinction between
Christ’s individual σῶμα and His ecclesiastical σῶμα; therefore σῶμα can be a metaphor for
his ecclesiastical body. However, this would not pay justice to Paul’s representation of σῶμα
in 1 Corinthians. Moreover, this type of dichotomy with “Christ’s body” in Paul is not
exegetically permissible.13
Scholarly research into the background of the metaphor σῶμα has been leading to a
rethinking of the Paul’s original intent. Deconstructionism is a hermeneutical approach, which
seeks to “deconstruct” the ideological basis for the original assumptions (gender, race,
economics, politics, culture, religion, etc.) and traditional interpretations in order to arrive at

Gundry finds that σῶμα refers to the physical part of man, while Bultman and Robinson state that
σῶμα refers to the whole person. For Paul, it matters what you do in your body (1 Cor. 6:15); therefore,
conveying physicality and one’s relationship to Christ in terms of this physicality remains a challenge. Son says
“…it is exegetically impossible to make a complete distinction in Paul between σῶμα that refers to the individual
body of Christ and σῶμα that refers to his ecclesiastical body” (Son 2001, 108; Gundry 1976, 159-183; Bultman
1952, 192-203).
13
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the intended meaning (Osborne 1993, 388-396; Goldstein 2009; Wheeler 1999, 209-210). There
is a basic premise, which suggests that much of human history has suffered from various forms
of domination on the basis of color, religion, wealth or sexual orientation, etc. Thus, within the
ideology of the deconstructionist is not only the concept that the term “body” is a rejection of
domination, but also the rejection of centralized power.
The postmodern context of our diversified global Church places increasing pressure on the
interpretation of “the body of Christ” in 1 Corinthians. One might stop to ask the question, is
the first letter to the church at Corinth primarily about unity or diversity? Predominant
approaches have been: “ecclesiological organism,” “organic unit,” “corporate solidarity,” and
“Christological.” However, to those who have experienced the marginalization from society
(perhaps as Paul) this could be read as Kim does, as a boundary marker.14 A boundary marker
reading of σῶμα then presents the possibility of “the body of Christ” being read as a boundary
for exclusion rather than inclusion. The reading of the metaphor of σῶμα as a boundary places
fresh ethical considerations of Christ’s activity in the world, particularly in relationship to the
marginalized and underprivileged. Ultimately this becomes a criteria of religious communities
found inside the modern-day Church.
Sociological research of the Corinthian community has a tendency to read Paul’s use of
σῶμα as a metaphor. Martin, in his very skillful ideological study, argues that all the conflicts
expressed in 1 Corinthians are expressed in relationship to the construction of the body.15 In

14

Traditionally, I Corinthians has been considered to be about unity. However, Kim proposes that from
a deconstructivist’s reading of the metaphor the “body of Christ,” one may also ask whether it is about diversity?
By reading the metaphor of “body politic” from a Roman and Jewish standpoint, Kim argues that Paul takes the
side of a democratic inclusive body, emphasizing the deconstructive power of the Cross. For Paul, “Christ’s
body” is about sacrifice and a solidarity with oppressed, the vulnerable, and more importantly against the
dominant oppressive political systems (Kim 2008).
15
Martin argues that the church was divided along class lines and all the arguments in 1 Corinthians can
be seen in relationship to “the body.” Those who espoused the ideas of hierarchy were at the top levels of
society, while also demonstrating Paul’s understanding of “the body” was pervasive among the lower levels of
society. Martin concedes from his position that Paul was arguing a weak case, considering that he did and rightly
should have lost his case. This understanding is only because Martin’s premise is built on ideology. Basing
one’s view on ideology also prevents one from grasping the nature of “the resurrected body” in 1 Cor. 15. The
arguments against inappropriate sexual conduct are seen in the light of “a body” which could be permeated by
different pollutions. However, again the argument cannot be sustained with this ideology because while a man
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addition, Martin argues from the ancient concept of corporality.16 This demonstrates that
socially constructed knowledge gives us deeper insights into the thinking pervasive at that time
and how the text was to be intended and read. Yet, at the same time “body” needs to be read in
relationship to Paul’s vision for the church, his vision for the individual believer and most
importantly to grasp Paul’s Christology.
In summary, “the body of Christ” is read either metaphorically17 or realistically.18
Theologically, the question is what is the constitution or ontological reality of both “Christ’s
body” individually and “Christ’s body” corporate? The idea of “Christ’s body” corporate
referring to the Church retaining or denoting physicality remains a theological challenge,19 as
does the conviction that the Spirit constitutes the Church.20 Having established the
anthropological nature of “the body of Christ,” scholars are able to contribute towards the
question of believer’s participation in the local ecclesia. Those scholars who favor a metaphoric
interpretation of “the body of Christ” demonstrate that firstly, the term means more than what
is supplied by the literal meaning of the word and secondly, they must engage an historical
contextual search to provide backgrounds to the image to provide meaning to the interpretation.
Recent enquiry has favored the Stoic reading of the metaphor over a number of other contending

with a prostitute pollutes “the body of Christ” (1 Cor. 6:13-16), a woman with an unbelieving man is not polluted
but rather sanctified (1 Cor. 7:14) (Martin 1995).
16
Martin argues that Descartes dichotomy has mislead the modern reader of Paul. One must look
beyond ancient philosophical writings (which may not be representative) to the masses or the thinking of the
inhabitants of the ancient world (Martin 1995, 8).
17
A metaphorical reading of “the body of Christ,” presents scholarship’s understanding that the “body
of Christ” refers to a collection of believers. The Church is the “body of Christ” because it has a special
relationship in Christ, not because it is the manifestation of Christ in the realistic sense. Moreover, “the body of
Christ” has no physical dimensions, and there is no pre-existing “body of Christ” that believers enter. Since
believers constitute the Church, without believers there is no “body of Christ.”
18
A realistic reading of “the body of Christ” presents scholarship’s understanding that there is a real
participation in “Christ’s body.” This has predominantly occurred through the sacraments of Eucharist and / or
Baptism.
19
Bultmann and Käsemann do not read “the body of Christ” in a physical sense (Bultmann 1952;
Käsemann 1933, in Son 2001, 107).
20
Ribberbos rejects the idea that the Spirit constitutes the Church and exegetes 1 Cor. 12:13 to suggest
anthropology is the context. “… [the Spirit is] not thought of here as a factor constituting the body … but as the
gift in which believers share in virtue of their incorporation into the body” (Ridderbos 1975, 372-373).
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possibilities; however, the spectrum remains diverse.21 A social perspective adds valuable
insights to the presentation of Paul’s letter within first century Hellenism, bringing with it ideas
of unity, corporate solidarity, and a sense of equality. Insightful research from Kim and Martin
has identified ideas for more pragmatic considerations. Those who favor a realistic use of the
term must demonstrate, on one hand, the link between the physical participation and the
Eucharistic body, and on the other hand, demonstrate that Paul did not mean more than the term
implies. Thus, several questions will help guide and structure the work in order to produce
meaningful conclusions. What part or whole belongs to the body? Is that part in Christ physical
or immaterial? How is this participation in Christ possible? How does the respective reading
give meaning to the ecclesia?
2.2. THE STATE OF SCHOLARLY DISCUSSION REGARDING CONVERSION IN THE CATHOLIC
AND PENTECOSTAL FAITH COMMUNITIES

The third part of this study will examine how the exegetical conclusions are contextualized
within the faith communities in the area of conversion and discipleship. Contextualization
combines the hermeneutical and pragmatic tasks to bring both cognitive and conceptual
applications together with the enacted application of Paul’s message (Hays 1996, 208-209).
Subsequent sections will deal with the methodology of the hermeneutical task; here we are
interested to survey the state of scholarly contributions regarding the pragmatic application of
exegetical conclusions within the Catholic and Pentecostal faith communities.

21
Possible backgrounds for the image have been suggested: The Stoic; The Gnostic, “Primal Man”
theory; Rabbinic view of the body of Adam; Apocalyptic concept – the community of God which is elect; the
Eucharist, Menenius Agrippa fable; Body Politic (Lee 2006; Son, 2001). There are a multitude of familiar
concepts within the ancient world; however, it is likely that it was the Stoic who provided backing. The Stoic
held that the one part is subservient to the whole, the single is the greater, their language is also closest to Paul’s,
moreover, there is also shared concern for the parts that are mutually independent (Fee 1987, 602; Garland 2003,
592). To which Borek agrees, “In questo caso non si può negare l'influenza della concezione stoica di organismo
e della filosofia politica sulla formazione del concetto di Paolo” (Borek 2004, 18).
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Catholic – The Catholic Church has a rich history dating back 2000 years to the birth of the
Church in Acts. Through the past 2000 years, the church, influenced by its doctrine of
“progressive revelation,” has accumulated and developed its theological positions to meet the
challenges of the developing world. Starting with the Holy Scriptures, Catholic theologians
have listened to and been guided by the faithful, who have proceeded them in developing the
church’s pragmatic application of the Holy Scripture. This development of Tradition has been
presided over and directed by the unbroken lineage of the Petrine ministry to guide and shepherd
the faithful. These teachings are meticulously laid out in The Catechism of the Catholic Church
(CCC 2000).22 The CCC represents 904 pages of explanation on the teachings and beliefs of
the Catholic Church as approved by the Pope and should be the guiding source of this work. In
addition to the CCC, one might also be guided by scholarly contributions such as, Essentials of
the Faith Updated, A Guide to the Catechism of the Catholic Church (O. Praem 2002).
The reading of a text regarding Conversion is influenced by the readings that have occurred
before. Justin Martyr (AD 103-165), in the Dialogue with Trypho (8), while describing his own
conversion, attests to the change as a “flame in his soul” in that “Christ possessed him.”
Augustine (AD 354-430) describes his conversion as an experience obviously multidimensional and life-changing in The Confessions (397-400). Moreover, the Church Fathers lay
the importance of community relationship as part of the process of conversion. Augustine,
Origen (AD 185-254), and Tertullian (AD 160-220) all speak of the effects of transformation
resulting from conversion. The 2nd Council of Orange, in France, responded to the issue of

22

The catechumenate or catechumens is central to Catholics and existed very early in the Christian
tradition. Seeking to be obedient to scripture (Mt. 28:19), it was a response to increasing converts and threats of
heresy. This body of doctrine and observances is used for instruction and the preparation of auditors (listeners),
which could take 2-3 years for baptism at the beginning of Lent after which they were called competentes
(competent) or electi (elected or chosen). In the patristic period, particularly among the great persecutions
Christian formation and discipleship were often associated with preparation for martyrdom, a commitment to
missionary endeavors, and the personal witness of a holy life (Justin Martyr AD 103-165, Origen AD 185-254,
Ignatius AD 35-108, Clement AD 150-215, Chrysostom AD 347-407). It should be noted that a survey of
patristic literatures shows adaption and emphasis of catechetical works to address the historical, cultural, and
pastoral concerns.
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human free will, denying Augustine’s strict affirmation of predestination and taught that those
who have converted are first reached by God’s love and mercy. Conversion is understood and
spoken of as a process (CCC 2000, # 1439), which is not comprehensible without the Church.
Catholic scholars understand that this invisible transition of God’s grace is sealed by the visible
acts in the sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation, and the Eucharist. In this way, the Catholic
Church is a sacramental system in which the Church mediates salvation.
Pentecostals make up the second largest Christian movement in the world, which is in its
infancy, just passing 100 years.23 Pentecostals largely recognize the local “body of Christ” as
autonomous churches or congregations, which, together with all other believers (churches),
form the universal “body of Christ.”24 The diversified nature of Pentecostalism provides a
challenge in synthesizing various theological positions into one coherent voice. Guiding
principles for the pragmatic application will be gained from church polity statements from AOG
USA, COGIC, Foursquare, AOG UK, and the various Pentecostal authors (refer addendum 3).
Conversion is seen by Pentecostals as a “watershed moment” in the life of a believer in
which a covenant is entered into by man with God (Robeck 2007, 6). Conversion is not
comprehensible without faith in which the Holy Spirit plays the significant role of mediating
salvation. Man responds to God’s initiative, which involves a mystical transaction resulting in
man receiving the Spirit and becoming part of “the body of Christ.” Initiation is a less
comfortable term among Pentecostals who see conversion into “the body of Christ” as an
invisible mystical act of the Spirit, as man responds with faith to God who reveals Himself.
Early Pentecostals have tended to follow Luther’s emphasis on the legal or judicial aspect of
conversion. Pinnock describes imagery of love and sexuality in scripture, using it to advocate a

23

In the year 2000, there were said to be 523,767,390 affiliated Pentecostals & Charismatics worldwide
(Burgess 2002, 287).
24
Catholics believe that there is no such thing as an autonomous local church, and they would believe
that the Pentecostals lack a significant dimension of the universal Church leading to a weakened and
impoverished faith (Kärkkäinen 2002, 215).
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more relational model to be inclusive of sanctification and glorification, therefore, seeing
conversion as interplay between grace and accent (Pinnock 1996, 159). In this way, conversion
becomes an awakening to love, images which would not be lost on the Corinthian audience.
Moreover, conversion for Pentecostals would be read in the context of more concrete images,
such as light or dark, lost or found, and dead or alive. “Pentecostals emphasize the changing of
individuals whom, when formed into a body of believers, bring change into the culture from
within” (Kärkkäinen 2002, 209).

2.3. THE STATE OF SCHOLARLY DISCUSSION REGARDING DISCIPLESHIP IN THE CATHOLIC
AND PENTECOSTAL FAITH COMMUNITIES

Few believers would deny that “making disciples” is the key element of fulfilling the Great
Commission, yet there is no broad-based consensus on how this is to be achieved. “Buddhism
has its Eightfold Path; Islam the Five Pillars; Hinduism has karma; Judaism has the law. All
religions want us to follow a way. Only Christianity invites us to follow a person” (Guthrie
2010, 17). Jesus’ parting command to his followers, “to make disciples” (Mt. 28:19), is
understood ex post facto to the modern day Church.
At the heart of discipleship is the belief that it is the personal relationship with the living
and true God, which necessitates what Catholics and Pentecostals see as Christian formation or
discipleship. Furthermore, Christian formation and discipleship can be seen in terms of a
process and progression through levels of maturity. Discipleship is primarily about those in
relationship with Jesus, who abide with him, a relationship, which is defined by fellowship and
communion. While there is a consistent call to “come,” “be with,” “follow,” “to be sent out,”
all the disciples clearly did not leave everything literally, yet in the synoptic Gospels,
discipleship clearly takes the form of a call to holiness. The Holy Spirit plays an integral role
in discipleship and is essential for disciples to be Church and for a church to carry out its
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mission. In addition, discipleship is intended to display the dynamic relationship between the
individual and the Holy Spirit, as it is His power which affects transformation, reaching into all
dimensions of the disciple’s life (Final Report Phase V 2007, # 97, # 98). Moreover, scripture
uses differing terms to give expression to the beginning stages of discipleship.
The meaning of disciple is derived from Jesus’ command in Mt. 28:19 to “…go and make
μαθητεύσατε [disciples]…” A disciple is the pupil of the teacher and in this sense, is one who
does what the master does (Marshall 1996, 277). The word is used in the sense for one, “to be
a,” “to become,” or “a pupil” of (Rengstorf 1967, 461). Jesus spoke of discipleship in an
intimate way, saying, “Abide in me, and I in you…I am the vine, you are the branches” (Jn.
15:4-5). Moreover, Jesus’ disciples would participate with and in Christ (CCC 2000, # 787).
The aim of the catechism in the Catholic church is to bring about Christian maturity and in this
sense, discipleship is to bring one to “Christian Maturity” (CCC 2000, # 1247). Chan describes
discipleship as following Jesus; a disciple is a student or apprentice (Chan 2012, 16). The
congruence expressed in the understanding of what discipleship means, allows Pentecostals and
Catholics to start the discussion together; although, how one is brought into the Christian family
and how one is brought to Christian maturity differs.
True discipleship is “…the art of following Jesus,” and any attempt to apply Jesus’
methodology in today’s church is unlikely to succeed (Koessler 2003 1). The model of
discipleship Jesus used was specifically adapted for his first century pupils. First century
worship was based around a class of elite, a practice which Christ himself rejected. Moreover,
Koessler argues that among Jesus’ disciples, hierarchical relationships present in the
surrounding culture were rejected among his followers and replaced by an egalitarian family
relational structure, the leader was to be servant of all (Mk. 10:43-45) (Koessler 2003, 159). It
is unreasonable to expect that all will give up their employment as Jesus’ followers did 2,000
years ago (Koessler 2003, 159-160). Furthermore, Jesus did not invent discipleship. Socrates,
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Plato, and Aristotle all exemplified the idea of a leader having followers and developing this
teacher / pupil or master / follower-type relationship (Koessler 2003, 150). Further back in
history, the Old Testament teaches that parents bore the responsibility to teach the statutes and
principles to their children (Deut. 6:7-9; 11:19). This practice continued into the New Testament
with Timothy (2 Tim. 1:5).
In summary, an examination of traditions will demonstrate that at times, culture has moved
beyond both catechumenate and congregational Christian formational models, thus fresh
readings are required in order to preserve the identity of the Church. Formation by the Word of
God, communal life of fellowship, and “the breaking of Bread” are central to both traditions
and find a great deal of convergence of understanding. Although, one might point to
sacramental and liturgical worship as the summit of the spiritual life of the Catholic Church,
while corporate praise is the summit of the spiritual life of the Pentecostal congregation.
Irenaeus (AD - 202), Origen (AD 185-254) and Tertullian (AD 160-220) all associated
sanctification as an image of the transformation accompanying the Christian life. It is this image
of sanctification in 1 Corinthians, which is Paul’s vision for Christian formation and is
established particularly in 3:1; 6:13-14; 10:16-17; 11:24-26; and 12:12-27. Completing the
examination of the pragmatic application of the exegetical analysis will provide fresh grounds
to discuss “the body of Christ” and respective readings in relation to an ecumenical dialog
regarding the Eucharist.

2.4. THE STATE OF SCHOLARLY DISCUSSION REGARDING ECUMENICAL DIALOG BETWEEN
CATHOLICS AND SOME PENTECOSTALS

The ecumenical dialog between the Catholics and Pentecostals started in 1972. These
discussions reveal many areas of common fellowship, yet notable differences remain. “The
18

body of Christ” as the Church is a central concept for both traditions, and results established in
the previous research will provide a valuable exegetical basis for ecumenical dialog.
Contributions here will build from the most recent dialog, which is recorded in On Becoming a
Christian: Insights From Scripture and The Patristic Writings With Some Contemporary
Reflections, Report of the Fifth Phase of the International Dialogue Between Some Classical
Pentecostal Churches and Leaders and the Catholic Church (1998-2006).
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3. SCHOLARLY CHALLENGES
In order to produce meaningful results to the academic and faith communities, this research
project will aim to provide credible solutions to challenges facing each of the three research
areas. The scholarly challenge undertaken by this work is to examine a significant and
fundamental image used by Paul, which is read and contextualized differently by the two
leading Christian faiths of our time. Catholic scholars read the image of “the body of Christ”
realistically, while the Pentecostals (and Protestants) prefer a metaphorical interpretation,
which has significant and lasting consequences for churches and their faithful.
The Catholic tradition has had substantial scholarly input over the generations. For this
study we will rely on three contemporary scholars realizing the exegetical reading: Fitzmyer,
Collins, and Cerfaux. As the research moves toward contextualizing the pragmatic implications
of the findings within the faith community, we will draw from the Catechism of the Catholic
Church and several other noted and respected authors to strengthen the quality of the research
and at the same time, maintain the ability to represent the Catholic view. The Pentecostal
movement however, does create some additional challenges. The brevity of the movement (just
more than 100 years) and the lack of scholarly contributors on Paul’s correspondence to the
Corinthians does not provide adequate material for the rigorous nature that this research
demands. Therefore, for the exegetical analysis we will incorporate scholarly contributions
from the Protestant tradition, which provides some of the foundations for Pentecostal
scholarship (Dunn, Fee, Garland, & Thiselton). Pentecostals, as we will see, read the image of
“the body of Christ” as a metaphor and in this way, they are in agreement with leading
Protestant thinkers on Paul. However, as we come to the pragmatic task and the ecumenical
dialog, there are sufficiently skilled scholarly contributions. We will also include church polity
statements and respected thinkers within several different Pentecostal streams (refer addendum
3).
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3.1. SCHOLARLY CHALLENGES OF EXEGETICAL PART
In this part, the work will outline the specific challenges each area must negotiate in order
to arrive at the insightful and meaningful conclusions.
3.1.1. The Structural Challenge of 1 Corinthians
Using proven deliberative rhetorical methodology, the specific challenge is to identify the
uniting theme of the correspondence and the structure of Paul’s argumentation. Reading 1
Corinthians in light of first century deliberative rhetoric, this work will identify the prothesis,
which is proven by the five probatio’s. The narratio will identify the contexts with which Paul
launches his arguments and conclude with the peroratio. When the correspondence is read in
light of first century deliberative rhetoric, the major image of “the body of Christ” shines
through the text to give unity and clarity, which will lead to a greater consensus. This part will
answer the question of how the image of “the body of Christ” functions within the structure of
the correspondence and supports Paul’s argumentation.
The image of “the body of Christ” speaks to theological concerns of anthropology,
ecclesiology, and eschatology, which naturally carry their specific and unique challenges.

3.1.2. Anthropologically the discussion will be led by 1 Cor. 2:14-3:1, which covers the
end of the first subject of Paul’s argumentation and the transition to the next topic. The
exegetical challenge is to recognize the nature of those in “the body of Christ,” which is
established here largely by contrasts between “the natural man” and “the spiritual man.” What
part or whole belongs to the body? Is that part in Christ physical or immaterial? How is
participation possible?
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3.1.3. Ecclesiologically this discussion will highlight four passages (6:13-14; 10:16-17:
11:24-26; 12:12-27). The key exegetical question here, which is answered in differing ways,
asks whether the Church is constituted by the accumulation of believers or the Church is a
divinely constituted entity. The Catholic tradition ultimately believes that the mystical “body
of Christ” and the Church is one and the same. Pentecostals do not see that the Church is an
extension of the incarnation.
The Church mantains a central place in Paul’s proclimation (Ridderbos 1975, 327).
Εκκλησίᾳ [assembly, congregation, church] is used 62 times by the first century Apostle
(O’Brien 1993, 124; Robinson 1996, 199-202) and it is likely that when Paul first used it in 1
Thess. 1:1, that his understanding was influenced by the translation of [ עֵדָ הassembly,
congregation] as ἐκκλησίᾳ [assembly, congregation, church] in the Septuagint. Thus,
ecclesiology necessarily takes a promint position in our study of the function and constitution
of “the body of Christ.” Ecclesiology seeks to make theological form of: (1) the Church’s role
in salvation, (2) its origin, (3) the relationship of the Church to the historical Christ, (4)
discipline, (5) the destiny of the Church, and (6) its leadership. The context of the texts selected
in 1 Corinthians leads us to conclusions as to the role of the assembly and our individual roles
within the assembly.
The selected texts provide the earliest record of the Eucharistic meal (10:16-17; 11:24-26),
two occasions Paul expressly uses the image of “the body of Christ,” and moral and ethical
conduct of “the body” is broached (6:13-14). The two Pauline texts under discussion (10:16;
12:27) specifically refer to “the body of Christ,” which is placed in a wider context regarding
Christian identity or maturity within the Corinthian church. Paul’s dialog here is read by the
Catholic scholars as the believer being sacramentally and mystically united with Christ through
the transubstantiated bread of the Eucharist. Protestants provide a number of interpretations,
while finding consensus that the Lord’s Table is not a “means for grace.” Furthermore, many
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have been afraid to identify with the term sacrament largely for semantic reasons. Differing
views include “memorial view,” “symbolic view,” “consubstantiation,” and Christ is present
through the Holy Spirit. The first reference (10:16) comes within a wider text where Paul
provides a midrashic interpretation of Israel’s experience in the wilderness, bringing Baptism
and the Eucharist into focus.
The parallel clauses offered in 12:13 have led to a wide spectrum of interpretation. Some
Protestants have argued for the reception of the Spirit on water baptism as distinct from
salvation, while others see this as the experience of “Spirit baptism,” whereby spiritual gifts are
imparted or released. Given Paul uses “drink” in the second clause, some have suggested a link
with the Eucharistic tradition. Moreover, there are both literal and metaphorical readings of
baptism, which naturally leads to differing conclusions. A literal reading of baptism here, in the
light, logic and theme of Paul’s letter directs the discussion towards allegiances, an issue first
raised in 1:13-17. Thus, unity and diversity become the central focus of gifts in relation to “the
body.” However, the concern of this research here will be limited to the relationship of baptism
to the sacraments as they relate to “the body of Christ.”
The ecclesiological discussion will broach the issue of renewed moral and ethical conduct,
which results from the new life in Christ. In 1 Corinthians 6:13-14, Paul returns a Corinthian
slogan to demonstrate the standard of moral conduct for those who have become a “new
creation” in Christ. There is a reference to anthropology in the idea that the slogan represents
an Epicurean idea of human existence and allusions to eschatology in the realized future
resurrection of “the body.” However, the exegetical question seeks to diagnose Paul’s use of
the slogan in reference to the pastoral problem of licentiousness and its implications for “the
body of Christ.”
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3.1.4. Eschatologically the scholarly challenges are shaped around responding to areas of
Paul’s reconstituted eschatology. Paul’s thinking is shaped by the multidimensional salvation,
which perceives that Jesus is savior, baptizer, healer, sanctifier, redeemer, and the soon to return
King.25 On Damascus road, Paul’s encounter abruptly and radically transformed his life.
Traditional Judaic beliefs of monotheism, election, and eschatology were reinterpreted through
Jesus Christ. The zeal for Paul’s ancestral traditions was replaced with a zeal for the life “in
Christ.” Paul rebuffs the “realized eschatology” of the Corinthian believers, yet retains the
tension of the “already – not yet,” in the “body of Christ.” The eschatological realities in 1
Corinthians 15:42-49 can only be understood in the light of Paul’s Christology, which is
intended to shape belief and behavior. The following questions will provide direction for this
part of the study: To what extent does Paul’s Adam-Christology in 15:49 maintain the tension
and yet issue boundaries? How is the identity of the New Creation shaped in light of the
charismas available at the Lord’s Table?
Eschatology covers significant areas of: (1) The coming kingdom of God, (2) the last
judgement of humanity, (3) the resurrection of the dead (4) heaven and hell, and (5) the
transformation of the cosmos (Kreitzer 1993, 253-269). Beliefs and understandings about these
important issues therefore, intersect our discussion with the “body” and the “body of Christ,”
particularly in the area of the glorified body. What part of “the body” particpates with the “body
of Christ?” It is the eschatological reality, which provides the hope for those who are “in
Christ,”26 which according to Paul, redirects activities within the world and faith communites.
The tension expressed in the “already and not yet” is an eschatological theme that expresses
Paul’s thinking that those “in Christ” are partakers of the heavenly reality in part but not yet in

25

Yong speaks of five aspects: Savior, baptizer, healer, coming king and sanctifier (Yong 2005, 91).
However, eschatology deals with redemption, the final consummation of the process of salvation and thus, needs
to be included.
26
Rom. 5:5; 8:24-25; 1 Cor. 15:19; 2 Cor. 1:10; 3:12; Col. 1:23; 1:27; 1 Thess. 2:19; 4:13-14; 5:8.
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full, the fullness is still to come.27 Thus, scholars will be permitted to speak to the eschatological
realities as they refer to the nature of “the body of Christ.”

3.2. SCHOLARLY CHALLENGES

OF

CONTEXTUALIZATION

OF

FINDINGS WITHIN CATHOLIC

AND PENTECOSTAL FAITH COMMUNITIES REGARDING CONVERSION AND DISCIPLESHIP

At this juncture in the study the discussion will be narrowed to the Catholic and Pentecostal
faith communities. In order to theologize, we must make theological constructs about a subject
or the thing it is that we want to theologize about (Stone & Duke 2006, 28-30). The first aspect
will be to give a synopsis of the present knowledge and practice of what is to be theologized
about (conversion & discipleship) within each faith tradition. Contextualization of exegetical
discoveries within the faith communities then examines how the respective readings inform
identity, character, and the practice of the faith within the respective communities by using
Hays (1996) methodology for contextualization.
3.2.1. The Scholarly Challenges of Contextualizing Conversion
The Catholic church is a sacramental church whose identity is significantly shaped around
the sacraments. Conversion is recognized as a process where one passes through the rites of the
church, which is consummated upon joining other believers around the Eucharistic Table. For
Pentecostals conversion is a “watershed” moment which is often associated with a time in
history (Robeck 2007, 6). Contextualization will reflect the role of sacraments or ordinances
within the process of conversion. The challenge here is to reflect how this “new” identity is

27
The “already, but not yet” is recognized in, “Now we see but a poor reflection as in a mirror; then we
shall see face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully…” 1 Cor. 13:12, NIV. Dunn tackles the issue
in more detail to reflect the tension in Paul’s letters, which starts first with his use of soteriological metaphors
(“redemption,” “freedom,” “justification by faith,” “adoption,” “first fruits,” and “first installment guarantee”
etc.). This idea of “already – not yet” is implicit in Paul’s thinking further identified by personal metamorphosis,
the gift of the Spirit, the “with Christ” or “in Christ” motifs, the imagery for baptism, the structure of Paul’s
exposition particularly in Romans leads the reader to a climax where hope is realized (Dunn 1998, 466-472).
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projected within the faith communities? And how is the theme of sanctification developed by
the respective faith communities?

3.2.2. The Scholarly Challenges of Contextualizing Discipleship
Discipleship starts (formally) at conversion, yet it is a process in both traditions that
continues after salvation and is finally consummated in the “resurrection body.”28 Koessler
(2003) speaks of discipleship involving relationship, instruction, and context. Thus, the
challenge is to identify the existing theological constructs operating within each faith tradition
and then read these alongside the fresh Pauline readings.
Early in the Gospel narratives of the life of Jesus, He gives the general invitation to, “come
and see.” As the narrative takes Jesus closer to the cross the demands increase, “love your
neighbor as yourself” and “love your enemy.” Until, finally, Jesus declares, if you want to
follow, “take up your cross daily and follow” (Mt. 8:18; Mk. 8:34; Lk. 9:23). Knowledge of
Christian doctrine and beliefs such as faith, forgiveness, grace, sanctification, justification and
redemption, etc. does not necessarily make followers. A Christian faith where Christ is not
formed as the center of one’s life is Christianity without discipleship, this type of faith is a
Christ-less faith. Challenges to discipleship, as they have been through the ages, all seek to
place Christ on the sidelines and remove him from the center of the disciple’s life.
(1) Since the time the Bible was penned, false discipleship making has been an issue in the
church. In Acts 20:30 Luke recounts Paul’s warning of men rising up and drawing disciples
away to themselves. Paul rebukes his beloved church in Corinth for creating divisions around
following certain individuals (1 Cor. 1:11-13). There are many examples of this down through

The abovementioned definition informs us that discipleship is to become more “Christ like,” as the
Spirit works in the life of a believer. Both traditions understand that God is the first actor in conversion as the
Spirit moves upon the non-believer. In this way, it is conceivable and acceptable that an individual makes
behavioral modifications and moves closer to identification with the Church prior to the event or process of
salvation.
28
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history from the formation of cults and sects to aberrant teachings even within the Pentecostal
movement itself.29 Christ’s call is to follow him and discipleship is about moving people to be
closer followers of Christ, not puppets to an individual. Jesus seems to warn against this when
said, “But do not be called Rabbi; for One is your Teacher, and you are all brothers” (Mt. 23:8,
NASV).
(2) Throughout history discipleship has seen the danger in following programs, where
knowledge and even Bible knowledge is inappropriately exalted. Knowing the Bible is not
synonymous with knowing Christ. Programs and knowledge in and of themselves do not
disciple people. When young people come to faith there is a window of opportunity to feed and
nourish them on real spiritual food. Moreover, cultures have different challenges and the
appropriateness and precision of certain material changes over time. Thus, it is not uncommon
to find programs which might have been effective to one group or generation outdated and
ineffective with another.
(3) Since the birth of the Church, she has been antagonized by individuals who claim special
and private spiritual understanding. Gnosticism leads to a rejection of the physical world and
teaches that man must receive special knowledge, leading to spiritual enlightenment. This form
of spiritual elitism was problematic to John and identified in his Epistles in the late part of the
first century.30 Diotrephes did not have Christ formed as his center, and his deeds and words
were wicked. Today there is no shortage of people with gnostic leanings, who raise themselves
to be leaders and influencers. Pentecostals, because of the self-identification as a spirit-lead
people, can be susceptible. Disciples learn to discern Christ in community and “imitate what is
good” (3 Jn. 11).

The “discipleship movement” or the “shepherding movement” was considered to emphasize
unhealthy allegiance to the leader (see Yeakley 1998; Moore 2003, 1060-1062).
30
Diotrephes who opposed John was considered to have Gnostic sympathies (Marshall 1978, 12).
29
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(4) Pentecostalism developed significantly last century in the context of increasing
theological liberalism.31 If we discuss liberalism and fundamentalism as at both ends of a
continuum, Pentecostals have been accused of both extremes. We can all think of circumstances
were a more discerning voice should have prevailed. Liberalism at its best could be identified
as humble, open minded and teachable. Fundamentalism at is best would be marked by one
who maintains courage in the face of adversity and steadfastly holds firm to their convictions.
In a prevailing culture of relativism in which religious truth has been rejected by mainstream
culture. The Christian claim for truth is also often rejected as arrogance. Similarly, experience
cannot be reduced to subjective experience.32 Modern disciples demand affirmation of both
what is true and a God who can be experienced.
(5) The high cultural value of education has migrated its way into the church communities,
often at the expense of discipleship. Early Pentecostalism was chided for its lack of scholarly
development, and marked by anti-intellectualism. However, with a wealth of talented and wellrespected Pentecostal scholars around the world, which is growing, this claim no longer holds
water. The problem is particularly highlighted in Europe where culture places a high value on
education. Education can be seen to replace discipleship, which shapes character and praxis.
Education facilities concentrate on rote learning, academics, and bestow diplomas and degrees
upon people whose character remains in its infancy. As Warrington points out, Jesus’ model
was “… 3 year, intensive, on-the-job training with a high reliance on example, character
development and practice, whilst being rooted in community” (Warrington 2003, 43). Church

31
Theological liberalism was birthed in the 19th century. Immanuel Kant is credited as the philosophical
father. Theological liberalism subjugates doctrine to ethics and allows experience to interpret scripture. Modern
liberal scholars have embraced form criticism and other forms of higher biblical criticism which at its extreme
has attempted to remove miracles from scripture.
32
Every Christian is to experience God, since believers are sealed in the Holy Spirit (Eph. 1:13). All
believers should experience or grow to experience: joy, peace, freedom from guilt, God’s approval, love,
revelation of God and his purpose, fruits of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22)…etc. However, all experiences are subject to
God’s word, subjective experience is not determinative of truth.
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communities abdicate their responsibility to discipleship when they send a person away for a
degree or diploma and expect they will return discipled.33
(6) Advances in technology and communication has brought our world so much closer
together. According to Bower, this “Global Village” effect contributes a further culture
challenge to discipleship, which is identified as a lack of realized identity (Bowers 1995, 58)34.
Often discipling occurs across cultural barriers, across wide socioeconomic differences and
often multiple ethic groups. After the collapse of communism in 1989 parts of Russia, Eastern,
and South Eastern Europe were opened up to a multitude of missionary endeavors in new ways.
Mission and evangelism has always been at the very core of Pentecostalism as the Spirit
empowers and enables people for witness. However, when discipling across ethnicities and
conducting formal theological training, disciplers must be aware of missionary imperialism.35
(7) Finally, as this is a contribution specificly includes a Pentecostal side of the Christian
family we must allow for self-examination to critically reflect upon additional areas of potential
weakness. In an interview in Laidlaw College NZ, one of Pentecostal’s leading scholars Amos
Yong shares some concerns. He explains that such a rapid growth in the Pentecostal church
over the past century understandably raises some questions, which need to be reflected upon
when considering growing disciples:
i) Unity – where has all the growth come from? In those situations where believers have
come from another faith tradition, what is the perception of unity among Christian
communities?

“A partnership between the local church and a residential College for intensive, dedicated sessions
may be a suitable framework” suggests Warrington (Warrington 2003, 43).
34
Bowers argues that the crisis in Pentecostal discipleship is a crisis of identity, and there are five
symptoms of this lack of identity: 1) Pentecostals lack theological definition. (2) In the wider Pentecostalism,
there are conflicting versions of spirituality and (3) socioeconomic difference across the world. (4) Bowers raises
the concern about the identity by the media (although not all Pentecostals would be overly concerned about this)
and finally he identifies (5) differing understandings of hermeneutics (Bowers 1995, 55-86).
35
Missionary imperialism is the idea that missionary activities and or education is directed towards the
creation of churches, Christians or ministries which look and act like those back home. Furthermore, as Vondey
argues education is biased towards content and meaning, which is not holistic (Vondey 2013, 3).
33
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ii) Discernment – are all the works attributed to the Spirit, works of the Spirit or human
excitement?
iii) Healing / Wealth – Pentecostals see Jesus as Savior, Sanctifier, Baptizer in the Holy
Spirit, Healer and Soon to Come King (the fivefold gospel). In some parts, healing has
moved towards wealth. How do Pentecostals speak about wealth?
iv) Poverty - the emphasis on healing creates a challenge for disciples to speak about the
poor in society and the church’s approach to the poor (Yong 2003).
Early Pentecostals spoke of the Baptism of the Holy Spirit as a Baptism of Love or the
Baptism of Power, thus, Yong speaks of a Baptism of the Holy Spirit, which not only emboldens
and empowers for witness, but is also transformational. Any discussion on discipleship needs
to grapple with its present challenges (Yong 2003).36
The overemphasis on healing and prosperity has been referred to as an “over-realized
eschatology.” This propagates the claim that the kingdom of God is manifest in an ethical and
spiritual reality here now (Bultmann 1955, 37; Dobschutz 1920, 150; Dodd 1961, 35)37 and
people just have to receive their healing or finances. In 1 Corinthians 15:29-42 Paul provides a
rebuff to the Corinthian’s over realized eschatology, a rebuff which is shaped by Paul’s
Christology. Discipleship needs to raise hope, faith, and the work of the Spirit, in believer’s
life. However, this must be in the context where community discerns, the Spirit guides, and the
Scriptures speak in unity.
This research will earlier argue that sanctification is the guiding theme of 1 Corinthians.
“The body of Christ” has a relationship to conversion and discipleship, and sustains Paul’s
vision of a life “in Christ,” which is expected to grow and mature. Christ is the foundation
(3:11), Christ cleanses the church (5:7), he sustains it (8:6), to violate sexual standards is to
violate Christ (6:15), which are not the activities of the converted. Conversion into Christ

36
37

Also see Kendall who writes a critique (Kendall 2014, 56-78).
Although we regard Bultmann’s view as primarily existential.
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sustains discipleship, which is a progression towards maturity, provides examples (11:1),
discerns public worship (11:29), and ultimately, conversion is consummated in the resurrected
life “in Christ” (15:22-23). Examination of the selected texts in light of the traditions will reflect
the importance of the physical church and sacramental worship to the Catholics and mystical
spiritual relationship with the church among Pentecostals.

3.3. SCHOLARLY CHALLENGES OF THE ECUMENICAL DIALOG BETWEEN THE CATHOLICS
AND SELECTED PENTECOSTALS

Ecumenical dialog between the Catholics and Pentecostals will take up one of the proposals
presented from the fifth round of dialog (1998-2006), which as yet remains undiscussed. This
fits as a natural extension of this research as a Eucharistic discussion is closely linked with
analysis on “the body of Christ.” Conversion is the Church’s response to what it means to enter
into “the body of Christ.” For the Catholics, this conversion or inauguration is consummated
upon participation and inclusion in the Eucharist. Therefore, this work will read the Eucharistic
meal together in light of the fresh reading of Paul in 1 Corinthians.38
The term transubstantiation was first introduced to the Church in the fourth Lateran Council
and later reconfirmed by the Council of Trent (1545-1563) session 13, cannon 2, largely to
rebuff what was considered heretical views arising in the 16th century Reformation. The
philosophical assumptions can be traced back to Aristotle’s theory that matter consists of

38

Water baptism and the Eucharistic meal play significant roles in the process of conversion in each faith
community. However, the roles these rites play within the communities are perceived as different. Water Baptism
is referred to as the “first place among the sacraments,” as it is understood to be the door into “the body of Christ,”
and has its origins with Christ’s command in Matt 28:19. Pentecostals will argue that the work of the Spirit in the
life of an individual is not restricted to the baptized and thus, baptism is read as part of Christian formation and
discipleship. The claim that sacraments mediate the grace of God requires careful interpretation. The claim for
baptismal regeneration is rejected as it refers to a “magical” washing away of sins; however, it can be accepted
by Pentecostals when “understood pneumatically as an action of the Spirit (e.g., Titus 3:5) that includes the faith
response of believers” (Yong, 2005, 157).
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accidents, perceived by the senses, which the mind grasps constitute reality. On celebrating the
Eucharist for the first time, Chrysostom (AD 347-407) says, “Let us learn the wonder of this
sacrament… We become a single body…members of his flesh and bone of his bone. That is
what is brought about by the food he gives us…” (Homilies on John, 46).
Pentecostal understanding of the term sacrament has an emphasis on the aspect of
remembrance. For Pentecostals, the value of the outward form remains in that it represents an
inward reality. Kärkkäinen refers to the meal that is largely a Zwinglian perspective as a
“memorial view,” which holds to a “symbolic” understanding of the bread and the wine. In
keeping with the tradition that the Eucharistic meal was a pharmakon, Pentecostals also link it
with healing (Harakas 1990, 91). Pentecostals also believe that the self-revelation of Christ to
His people is available at the Eucharistic meal in the form of charisma (Moller 1998, 164). This
Christ-centered view echoes incarnational and cosmic theologies within Catholicism.
A reading together of scripture in light of a genuine movement as a response to Vatican II
and more particularly, contributions from pneumatological theology will bring a significant
amount of coherence to the reading of the Eucharist between Catholics and Pentecostals. The
scholarly challenge of the Ecumenical dialog is to identify meaning, purpose and the benefit of
the Eucharistic meal in response to questions provided by Smith (2008, 10-11) in relation to the
image of “the body of Christ.”
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4. CRITERIA FOR ESTABLISHING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CATHOLIC AND
PROTESTANT INTERPRETATIONS
To synthesize the respective exegetical findings this work has selected influential scholars
of the Catholic, Protestant, and Pentecostal Traditions. The goal of this section will be achieved
by analyzing the exegetical reading of Raymond F. Collins, Joseph A. Fitzmyer and Lucien
Cerfaux to identify the Catholic contribution. Anthony C. Thiseltin, Gordon D. Fee, James D.
G. Dunn and David E. Garland will represent the Protestant tradition. The esteem with which
the scholarly community holds the exegetes selected adds credibility to the findings. As the
work moves to the contextualization and ecumenical dialog, this work will rely heavily on the
CCC and a number of Pentecostal scholars from within mainstream Pentecostal denominations
and academics, representing differing parts of the globe (refer addendum 3).

4.1. CATHOLIC SCHOLARS
Raymond F. Collins (1935- ) is a professor of New Testament studies at the Catholic
University of America. Collins is the author of a commentary on First Corinthians as part of the
Sacra Pagina Series and he has written significantly on Paul and a number of professorial
experiences to his credit.39 Joseph Augustine Fitzmyer is the author of the Anchor Yale Bible

39

Raymond F. Collins. 1984. Models of Theological Reflection. Landham, MD: University Press of
America; Raymond F. Collins. 1984. Studies of the First Letter to the Thessalonians. Landham, MD: University
of America Press; Raymond F. Collins and Christine Collins. 1987. A Man's Fancy, Candlelight Ecstasy, No
532. New York, NY: Dell Publishing Co.; Raymond F. Collins. 1987. Christian Morality: Biblical Foundations.
Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press; Raymond F. Collins. 1988. Letters That Paul Did Not Write:
The Epistle to the Hebrews and the Pseudepigrapha. Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press; Raymond F.
Collins and Norbert Baumert. 1990. The Thessalonian Correspondence. Leuven, Belgium: Leuven University
Press; Raymond F. Collins. 1991. John and His Witness. Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press; Raymond F.
Collins. 1991. These Things Have Been Written: Studies on the Fourth Gospel. Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans
Pub Co.; Raymond F. Collins. 1992. Divorce in the New Testament. Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press;
Raymond F. Collins and Jan Lambrecht Ed. 1992. God and Human Suffering. Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Pub
Co.; Raymond F. Collins. 1992. Introduction to the New Testament. London, UK: SCM Press; Raymond F.
Collins. 1993. Birth Of The New Testament: The Origin & Development of the First Christian Generation.
Chestnut Ridge, NY: Crossroad Pub Co.; Raymond F. Collins. 1996. Preaching the Epistles. Mahwah, NJ:
Paulist Press; Raymond F. Collins. 1999. First Corinthians, Sacra Pagina Series, Volume 7. Collegeville, MN:
The Liturgical Press; Raymond F. Collins. 2000. Sexual Ethics and The New Testament: Behavior & Belief. New
York, NY: Herder & Herder; Raymond F. Collins. 2002. I & II Timothy and Titus: A Commentary. Louisville,
Kentucky: Presbyterian Pub Co.; Raymond F. Collins. 2003. The Many Faces of the Church: A Study in New
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commentary on First Corinthians. Fitzmeyer is a Jesuit priest and emeritus professor in the
Catholic University of America, Washington D. C. A widely published author, Fitzmyer is a
very well respected theologian.40 Lucien Cerfaux (1883-1968) is the Belgium authority on New
Testament studies, Paul, and the Church. He wrote extensively in French and has a number of
books in English.41 The three respected scholars from the Roman Catholic faith community

Testament Ecclesiology. New York, NY: Herder & Herder; Raymond F. Collins. 2008. The Power of Images in
Paul. Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press.
40
Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1975. The Dead Sea Scrolls: Major Publications and Tools for Study, Sources
for Biblical Study 8. Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1979. A Wandering Aramean: Collected
Aramaic Essays, Society of Biblical Literature Monograph Series, No. 25. Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press; Joseph
A. Fitzmyer. 1981. To Advance the Gospel: New Testament Essays. Chestnut Ridge, NY: Crossroad Pub Co.;
Joseph A. Fitzmeyer. 1982. The Gospel According to Luke I-IX, The Anchor Yale Bible. New Haven,
Connecticut: Yale University Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1985. The Gospel According to Luke (X-XXIV):
Introduction, Translation, and Notes, Anchor Bible, Vol 28A. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press;
Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1986. Scripture and Christology: A Statement of the Biblical Commission With a
Commentary. Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer and Stephen A. Kaufman. 1991. An Aramaic
Bibliography: Part I: Old, Official, and Biblical Aramaic, Publications of The Comprehensive Aramaic Lexicon
Project. Baltimore, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins University Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1989. Luke the
Theologian: Aspects of His Teaching. Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1990. An Introductory
Bibliography for the Study of Scripture, Subsidia Biblica. Manila, Philippians: Loyola School of Theology
Ateneo de Manila Un; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1991. A Christological Catechism: New Testament Answers.
Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer and Raymond Brown. 1992. New Jerome Bible Handbook.
Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1992. Responses to 101 Questions on the Dead Sea
Scrolls. Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1993. Romans, The Anchor Yale Bible. New Haven,
Connecticut: Yale University Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1994. Scripture, the Soul of Theology. Mahwah, NJ:
Paulist Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1995. Spiritual Exercises Based on Paul's Epistle to the Romans. Mahwah,
NJ: Paulist Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1997. Essays on the Semitic Background of the New Testament. Grand
Rapids, MI: Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1997. Essays on the Semitic Background of
the New Testament. Grand Rapids, MI: Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1997. Saint
Joseph in Matthew's Gospel. Philadelphia, PA: Saint Joseph's University Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1998. Paul
and His Theology: A Brief Sketch. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1998. Acts of The
Apostles, Anchor Bible. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 1998. To Advance
the Gospel: New Testament Studies, The Biblical Resource Series. Grand Rapids, MI: Wm B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co.; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 2000. The Letter to Philemon: A New Translation with Introduction and
Commentary, The Anchor Yale Bible. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press; Joseph A. Fitzmyer.
2000. The Dead Sea Scrolls and Christian Origins, Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls & Related Literature. Grand
Rapids, MI: Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 2001. The One Who Is to Come. Grand
Rapids, MI: Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 2002. New Jerome Biblical Commentary.
Lanham, MD: Sheed and Ward; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 2002. The Scripture Documents: An Anthology of Official
Catholic Teachings. Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press. ; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 2002. Tobit, Commentaries on
Early Jewish Literature. Berlin, Germany: Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co.; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 2008. A Guide
to the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature, Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature. Grand
Rapids, MI: Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.; Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 2008. First Corinthians, A New Translation
with Introduction and Commentary, The Anchor Yale Bible. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press;
Joseph A. Fitzmyer. 2008. The Interpretation of Scripture: In Defense of the Historical-Critical Method.
Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press.
41
Lucien Cerfaux, J. Coppens, R. de Langhe, V. de Leeuw, A. Descamps, J. Giblet, B. Rigaux. 1954.
Attente du Messie. Paris, France: Desclee de Brouwer; Lucien Cerfaux. 1954. Le christ dans la théologie de saint
Paul, 2e édition revue, 10e mille. Paris, France: Du Cerf; Lucien Cerfaux and Jules Cambier. 1955. L'Apocalypse
de Saint Jean lue Aux ChrŽtiens [Lectio Divina, 17]. Paris, France: Du Cerf; Lucien Cerfaux, Plž, A., Louis
Bouyer, Lucien Cerfaux, Ian Hislop, and A. Leonard. 1956. Mystery and Mysticism. New York, NY:
Philosophical Library; Lucien Cerfaux, J. Coppens, R. de Langhe, V. de Leeuw, A. Descamps, J. Giblet, and B.
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have written extensively in modern times. A mix of two North American scholars and one
Western European will provide an even perspective. As this work is produced in Slovenia and
the subject of ecclesiology is significantly affected by the various readings of “the body of
Christ,” this work will also incorporate neighboring scholars. The conclusions of W. Borek
(2004), W. Schrage (1999), and I Sichkaryk (2011), who have produced recent scholarly
contributions on our subject from a Catholic perspective, will be heard.

4.2. PROTESTANT SCHOLARS
Anthony C. Thiselton authored the First Epistle to the Corinthians, A Commentary on the
Greek Text. Thiselton is emeritus professor of Christian Theology at the University of
Nottingham and is Canon Theologian of Leicester Cathedral and Southwell Minster, UK. He is
published in the fields of Hermeneutics, Philosophy, and Corinthians.42 Gordon D. Fee is the

Rigaux. 1958. L'Attente du Messie. Paris, France: DesclŽe de Brouwer; Ploeg, J. van der; D. BarthŽlemy, O.
Betz, L. Cerfaux, J. Coppens, A. Jaubert, G. Lambert, F. Nštscher, J. Schmitt, & A.S. vand der Woude. 1958. La
Secte de Qumran et les Origines du Christianisme [Recherches Bibliques, IV]. Paris, France: DesclŽe de
Brouwer; Lucien Cerfaux. 1959. Christ in the Theology of St. Paul translated by Geoffrey Webb and Adrian
Walker. New York: Herder and Herder; Lucien Cerfaux and P Houssiau. 1959. L'Antiquité. Le Proche-Orient.
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Tradition; Matthew, Mark, Luke And John; The Apocryphal Gospels. London, UK: Darton, Longman & Todd.
Lucien Cerfaux. 1960. Apostle and Apostolate: According to the Gospel of St. Matthew. Paris, France: Desclee
de Brouwer; Lucien Cerfaux. 1962. Le Chrétien dans la théologie paulinienne. Paris, France: Du Cerf; Lucien
Cerfaux. 1963. The Church in the Theology of St. Paul. New York: Herder and Herder; L. Lemonnyer, and L.
Cerfaux. 1963. Theologie Du Nouveau Testament. Paris, France: Bloud & Gay; Lucien Cerfaux. 1967. The
Christian in the Theology of St. Paul. New York: Herder and Herder; Lucien Cerfaux. 1968. La Puissance De La
Foi: La Communaute Apostolique. Paris, France: Les Editions Du Cerf; Lucien Cerfaux. 1968. Jesus aux
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Spiritual Journey of Saint Paul. New York: Sheed and Ward; Lucien Cerfaux. 1968. The Spiritual Journey of
Saint Paul translated by John C. Guinness. New York, New York: Sheed and Ward; Lucien Cerfaux. 1968. Jesus
Aux Origines De La Tradition. Bruges: Desclee; Lucien Cerfaux. 1975. Une eglise charismatique: Corinthe.
Paris, France: Du Cerf.
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Anthony C. Thiselton. 1980. The Two Horizons: New Testament Hermeneutics and Philosophical
Description. Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.; Anthony C. Thiselton. 1995. Interpreting God and The
Postmodern Self: On Meaning, Manipulation and Promise. Edinburgh, Scotland: Y & T Clark; Anthony C.
Thiselton. 1997. New Horizons In Hermeneutics: The Theory and Practice of Transforming Biblical Reading.
Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan; Anthony C. Thiselton, Roger Lundin and Clarance Walhout. 1999. The Promise
of Hermeneutics. Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.; Anthony C. Thiselton. 2000. The First Epistle to the
Corinthians, A Commentary on the Greek Text. Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.; Anthony C. Thiselton, Craig
G. Bartholomew, and Joel B Green. 2005. Reading Luke: Interpretation, Reflection, Formation. Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan Publishing Co.; Anthony C. Thiselton. 2006. A Concise Encyclopedia of The Philosophy of
Religions. Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.; Anthony C. Thiselton. 2006. Baptism And Eucharist: Ecumenical
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author of The New International Commentary on the New Testament, The First Epistle To The
Corinthians, together with a significant number of other works.43 Fee has taught at a number of
universities and has worked considerably in the fields of Paul, pneumatology, and textual
criticism. James D. G. Dunn is recognized as an expert on the Pauline corpus. He has authored
The Theology of Paul the Apostle, commentaries on Corinthians, Romans, Galatians, and
various other works.44 David E. Garland is president of Baylor University, a well-known New
Testament scholar and has a number of volumes to his credit.45 Gordon Fee operates within the

Convergence in Celebration. Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.; Anthony C. Thiselton. 2006. First Corinthians:
A Shorter Exegetical and Pastoral Commentary. Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.; Anthony C. Thiselton. 2006.
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Pentecostal tradition, David Garland in the Southern Baptist (USA) tradition and James Dunn
is a British scholar of the Anglican tradition. Thieslton is a member of the synod of the Church
of England. With two theologians from North America and two from Britain, it is expected that
a good cross-section of the Protestant tradition will be achieved.

4.3. PENTECOSTAL SCHOLARS
Part three of this study is the contextualization of the reading of “the body of Christ,” in
relationship to conversion and discipleship, narrowing our discussion to the Catholic and
Pentecostal traditions. This work will then synthesize the current church practice in the
respective faith community with their respective readings of “the body of Christ” and their
contextualization of conversion. The Catholic position is well represented in the CCC; however,
in order to achieve meaningful results, we will draw from several other well-known Pentecostal
scholars and church polity documents from recognized Pentecostal traditions (refer addendum
3). The criterion for inclusion is simply seeking the most recognized contemporary scholarship
and polity statements to speak to the question of Paul in 1 Corinthians and present church
practice.
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5. DEFINING THE CONCEPT OF A METAPHORIC READING
In this section, this research will define the concept of a metaphor, which has a significant
impact upon the reading of “the body of Christ” in the text and how they are to be understood
in this work.

The hermeneutical task within exegesis requires re-appropriation of New Testament texts,
which is now far removed from the world in which the writer wrote. Suggesting that the New
Testament appropriation is easily made is unrealistic, yet the transference of meaning of the
metaphor is necessary. A metaphor is a method of linguistic rhetoric, which designates one
thing as meaning another. In order to transfer meaning from New Testament texts to
contemporary society, some scholars suggest that characteristics of the source domain of the
metaphor need to be recreated in the target domain in order for transference. However,
Breytenbach claims, “…it is inappropriate to demand the target to be described as a replica of
the source” (Breytenbach 2005, 273). Simply one must draw from the storehouse of metaphors
selectively given in order to provide the correct and intended meaning of the text, being sure to
avoid incorrectly reading into the text – isogesis. A number of scholars contribute to how this
meaning is retrieved from the image employed, which lays the foundation for how readers gain
meaning from the Biblical texts.
The key question guiding this section of research must really be, what Paul intended with
his use of metaphor and how does a metaphor function within the Pauline text? One of the
widely recognized examples of the use of the metaphor “body” in antiquity is in the “Menenius
Agrippa fable,” in which Agrippa argued from the perspective that the state is a “body” of
diverse parts and functions (Livy, History of Rome 2.32.8-12 in Lee 2006, 9; Dionysius of
Halicarnassus, Roman Antiquities, 6.83.2). Reading passages in which sōma is present, shows
us that sōma is used as a substantial image, which underpins the entire letter to Corinth. Greek
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dualism attempted a split between the spiritual and the material, between religion and politics,
etc. However, such a division would have made no sense to Paul (Wright 2005, 60).
A metaphor is used to reconstruct a world, which we are able to perceive. Paul used many
words as metaphors, which was a common practice among writers of antiquity.
A metaphor is an unexpressed comparison: it does not use the words like or as. The
subject and the thing with which it is being compared are intertwined rather than kept
separate. Jesus used metaphors when he said, “I am the bread of life,” and “You are the
light of the world.” Although the subject and its comparison are identified as one, the
author does not intend his words to be taken literally (Virkler 1981, 158).
Wolterstorff describes metaphor as “a figure of speech (or trope) in which a word or phrase
that literally denotes one thing is used to denote another, thereby implicitly comparing the two”
(Wolterstorff 1995, 562).
Metaphors are seen as providing understating or insights to establish meaning from the
intertextual relationships. The first century Apostle uses the image of sōma substantially to
shape understanding of the intertextual relationship.46 The intertextual analysis will seek to
uncover the relationship between Old Testament texts and sōma.47 Good exegesis at this
juncture rests on the ability to establish authorial intent and the assumption that the reader is
able to share meaning. Therefore, metaphorical analysis will search the defined texts for echoes
and allusions to the Old Testament scripture, which Paul understood as speaking
authoritatively.48 Hays’ methodology for selecting allusions and echoes can provide additional

46

The examination of the Intertextual relationship is a form of literary criticism, which examines and
discusses the relationship of one text with another. This is of particular interest to our study because of the
similar metaphor being used throughout the letter to the Corinthians yet in different contexts.
47
As the letters to the Thessalonians and the Corinthians are considered to be the oldest of the New
Testament texts, examination with other New Testament texts cannot be seriously considered as conveying any
influence upon the author.
48
Paul used many of the Old Testament quotations demonstrating his belief that it was inspired.
Moreover, Paul uses the term tradition in that the Gospel has been handed down, the implication is that God was
behind that handing down (1 Cor. 11:2, 23:15:1,3; Gal. 1:9, 12; Phil. 4:9,1; 1 Thess. 2:13; 4:1; 2 Thess. 3:6). In 2
Timothy, there is the direct expression that the scriptures are God-breathed (2 Tim. 3:16). Even those scholars
who do not believe Paul was the author of 2 Timothy, concede he heavily influenced it. The reception of the
Timothy letters into the cannon was tied to Pauline authorship (Ellis 1993, 658-666).
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guidance in this search: (1) Availability,49 (2) Volume,50 (3) Recurrence,51 (4) Thematic
Coherence,52 (5) Historical plausibility,53 (6) History of interpretation,54 and (7) Satisfaction.55
The intertextual analysis in this research is part of the synthetic task and brings coherence to
the text as the metaphor sōma is used in a variety of situations and requires a robust and coherent
interpretation.
Metaphors cross both the fields of philosophy and theology in order to bring the writer’s
intended meaning to the reader. Paul Ricoeur, in The Rule of Metaphor, is one of the leading
and most listened to voices in the field of metaphorical analysis. A basic feature according to
Ricoeur, is the idea of “polsemy,” in the sense that each word has more than one meaning
(Ricoeur 1977, 132). Substitutionary theory suggests that literal language is the norm and
metaphor replaces the word and thus may be translated back to its original “literal form.”
Ricoeur prefers “interaction theory” because the substitutionary theory fails to explain the
creation of meaning (Ricoeur 1984, 37). Meaning is created when the author imagines
something, a form or concept, which is housed in the symbol of a word. A word qualifies as a
metaphor in that if it is taken literally it would not make complete sense or could be considered
“absurd.” A metaphor, while fluid, also confuses logical boundaries, because it is derived from
a process as a cognitive picture of similarities from dissimilarities constructed in one’s own
mind. Vanhoozer provides some guidelines for reconstruction and analysis of a metaphor:

49
Availability – was the original image available to the author? For Paul, we have no problems here, as
the Jewish writing would have been available where the image was presented.
50
Volume – relates to the “degree of explicit repetition,” of the allusion of echo. There is in fact a
distinction that can be made between allusion and echo. “The concept of allusion depends both on the notion of
authorial intention and on the assumption that the reader will share with the author the requisite “portable
library” to recognize the source of the allusion…echo is a metaphor of, and for, alluding and does not depend on
conscious intention” (Hays 1989, 29). However, like Hays, I see no need to make the systematic distinction for
the purpose of this intertextual study (Hays 1989, 29).
51
Reoccurrence – does the allusion or echo occur in other parts of Paul’s correspondence?
52
Thematic coherence – how well does the allusion or echo fit into passage, is it consistent with the
argument Paul is making?
53
Historical Plausibility – It is possible that Paul wrote things his immediate listeners may not grasp,
but if we apply the echo or allusion, is it something that Paul could have written?
54
History of Interpretation – Do other readers hear the same echo in this text?
55
Satisfaction – Does the new reading of the echo provide satisfaction in terms of sensibility and
coherence (Hays 1989, 29-32)?
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(1) Metaphors are not susceptible to the literal paraphrase.
(2) Metaphors tell us something about a new reality.
(3) We cannot dispense with the metaphor, as the meaning in the metaphor is richer than
the literal.
(4) There is a surplus of meaning in the metaphor (Vanhoozer 1990, 64).
In addition, Ricoeur finds that metaphor and narratives are linked in an encompassing “poetical
sphere” (Ricoeur 1984, 37). This results in fluidity between boundaries, as the integration
between the metaphor and the story provides linking elements (Alvesson and Skoldberg 1994,
88). This also draws us to the need to examine Paul from a narrative perspective when research
in particular has a metaphor as focus.
“Creation” imposes itself as important process of the mind. As any scientist will need to
imagine something before s/he attempts experiments to test what has been imagined. An
hypothesis is formed (creation of an idea in the mind) and then it is empirically tested. Thus,
Ricoeur contends that a metaphor is an instrument by which one is able to explore reality of the
world around us (Ricoeur 1977). The metaphor is able to express possibilities and available
concepts; whereas, the literal word may provide limitations. While this creates ambiguity, this
is the delight of our research task, to uncover Paul’s possible meaning in the use of sōma.
Careful analysis of a metaphor requires the consideration of many factors if Paul’s meaning
is to be accurately portrayed to our contemporary culture. The analysis of a metaphor as part of
this research is largely related to rhetoric and part of the discipline of linguistics.56 Metaphors,
however, are culturally and socially defined, thus, without a context we have no mechanism to
ascribe meaning. Metaphors are first created in the mind as a cognitive function. In
philosophical terms, we may consider that a metaphor projects one schema (source domain of
metaphor) and transfers this to another schema (target domain of metaphor). In a basic
Aristotle was the first to “conceptualize the field of rhetoric,” which he says covers three areas: (1)
theory of argumentation, (2) the theory of style and (3) the theory of composition (Ricoeur 1977, 8-9).
56
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communication model, we see that a message is conceived by the sender (Paul), the message is
sent via a channel (metaphor), and delivered to the receiver (Recipient). Throughout the
process, the message is being acted upon or interrupted by noise. These noise distortions come
from many directions. Firstly, this noise or interruption could be an understanding of metaphor
in the first-century context (contextual noise). Moreover, noise or distortion, is brought about
though rules for interpretation (philosophical noise). Furthermore, there is the possibility that
one is distorted by one’s dogmatic theological propositions with which the reader approaches
the text (theological noise), etc.
In summary, it has long been recognized by most scholars that sōma functions as a
metaphor,57 as such it requires analysis from many different avenues in order to produce
meaningful research. According to the “substitutionary theory,” the metaphor constitutes a
displacement and therefore, this research must uncover the spectrum of meaning, which Paul
intended as he introduces sōma into a variety of contexts. In addition, the preferred “interaction
theory” expands the requirements of this research, toward Paul’s vision and his thought, which
requires careful elucidation.58 Finally, successful recognition of sōma demonstrates the
meaning of the image to the reader through: the reconstruction of a symbolic world, the
demonstration of intertextual relationships, through philosophical or theological structures, or
through cognitive reimaging, it presents possibilities to the reader which the image in a literal
sense does not portray.

57
A number of authors have produced valuable works specifically about “body” and a metaphor (Kim
2008; Martin 1995; Son 2001; Lee 2006; All noted commentators understand that “body” has been used in terms
of a metaphor, even if at other times they prefer a realistic reading (Fitzmyer 2008; Penna 2002; Fee 1987;
Garland 2003; Kistemaker 1993); “Paul makes extensive use of the body as a model of human cooperation and
interrelationships” (Dunn 1998, 59; also see Ridderbos 1966, 115-117; Schreiner 2001, 252, 371).
58
“Now, no discourse can claim to be free of presuppositions for the simple reason that the conceptual
operation by which a region of thought is thematized brings operative concepts into play…” (Ricoeur 1977,
303).
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6. METHODOLOGIES
In this part of the study, we will outline the methodology for reading, interpreting, and
appropriating the Biblical texts within the context of respective faith communities. At this
juncture, we would also make the distinction between the exegetical task and the hermeneutical
task. Exegesis is concerned with the process of interpretation. “[H]ermeneutics explores the
conditions and criteria that operate to try to ensure responsible, valid, fruitful, or appropriate
interpretation” (Thiselton 2009, 4). For many, hermeneutics has been the equivalent of
exegesis; however, Friedrich Schleiermacher wrote in work published in the 20th century that
“[H]ermeneutics is part of the art of thinking, and is therefore philosophical” (Schleiermacher
1977, 97).59 As this research approaches the ecumenical dialog, it will convene a discussion
between the two largest Christian faith movements of our time, thus it is very important to
recognize why the faith communities provide different interpretations. In this study we will
discuss exegesis as the tasks of historical, contextual, textual, and grammatical analysis,
realizing that these are within the hermeneutical task. However, answers to questions of
contextualization are provided based on differing hermeneutical presuppositions. The differing
conclusions between the Catholic and the Pentecostals are related to differing hermeneutics and
differing views on authority. This work will therefore address the hermeneutical approach of
each faith community with a view to identifying the key differences, which necessarily result
in differing conclusions. Therefore, firstly, we will discuss the method of Biblical exegesis over
which there is substantial agreement. Secondly, we will discuss the hermeneutical

Following the work of Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834), Thiselton’s finds that:
[H]ermeneutics has involved more than one academic discipline. (1) Biblical hermeneutics raises
Biblical and theological questions. (2) It raises philosophical questions about how we come to
understand, and the basis on which understanding is possible. (3) It involves literary questions about
types of texts and processes of reading. (4) It includes social, critical, or sociological questions about
how vested interests, sometimes of class, race, gender, or prior belief, may influence how we read. (5) It
draws on theories of communication and sometimes general linguistics because it explores the whole
process of communicating a content or effect to readers or to a community (Thiselton 2009, 1).
59
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presuppositions of the Catholics followed by the Pentecostals, which naturally leads to different
applications of the findings within the respective faith communities.

6.1. EXEGETICAL METHODOLOGIES
Exegetical investigation attempts to establish what the original author meant with his text
and what the author intended his readers to understand upon reading the text (Fee 2002, 1).
Therefore, here we are concerned with how the Catholic and Protestant scholars read the texts
within the framework of accepted exegetical methodologies. Before the individual texts are
approached, this work will apply a deliberative rhetorical methodology as used by Kennedy
(1984), Betz (1975), and Mitchell (1991) and demonstrated in Paul and the Rhetoric of
Reconciliation: An Exegetical Investigation of the Language and Composition of 1 Corinthians
by Mitchell (1991). This will speak to the structure and message of 1 Corinthians, after which
we will employ a semiotic analysis to show how the image of “the body of Christ” relates to
the narratio and each probatio.
The investigation of the scholarly exegesis will follow Gordon Fee’s New Testament
Exegesis, A handbook for Students and Pastors (Fee 2002), a proven methodology for doing
exegesis. Supporting insightful guidance will be contributed from Henry A. Virkler,
Hermeneutics, Principles and Processes of Biblical Interpretation (Virkler 1981), and also
from Hays (Hays 1996). Before we describe the exegetical task to be employed it is appropriate
to demonstrate the author’s attempt towards an orthodox approach60 in the midst of a Biblical
scholarly environment, which in the last century showed some very liberal movement.

The term orthodoxy is used to mean that scripture represents God’s self-revelation; it is God’s words
and his story or self-revelation to humanity. It is the task of the interpreter to understand the meaning of the
original author and what this revelation meant to the original recipients. Having understood more clearly God’s
self-disclosure to the original recipients, we are then able to theologize about God’s present revelation to
contemporary society (Virkler 1981, 72).
60
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Methodology is increasingly being challenged; thus, proven exegetical practices must be
maintained in order for this discussion to merit its deserved weight. The Bible claims to be
God’s word;61 thus, it logically follows that if God inspired the Bible, then it is without mistake.
The Catechism of the Catholic Church reads, “Sacred Scripture is the speech of God” (CCC
2000, # 81). The divinely revealed realities, which are contained and presented in the text of
Sacred Scripture, have been written down under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit” (CCC 2000,
# 81). Thus, the starting point is God’s inerrant word to mankind.62 Kreeft & Tacelli and Josh
McDowell are simply two of those forwarding a solid apologetic defense of scriptural inerrancy
(Kreeft & Tacelli 1994, 200-220; McDowell 1999, 333-349).
This part of the research will follow Gordon Fee’s methodology for organizing and
developing contributions. The methodology of this part of the research includes four levels of
development from historical, contextual, textual, and contextualization of the texts (Fee 1983;
2002; Hays 1996). Fee’s analysis includes the four main characteristic tasks of Hays’ approach
but he integrates the synthetic, hermeneutical and pragmatic task into two levels. Thus, the
exegetical task will therefore be guided along the following levels.
6.1.1. Historical Level

Good exegesis researches the meaning of people, places, and events discussed in the passage
(Fee 2002, 16). Recognition of the author’s historical and social circumstances together with
an understanding of economic and political culture that existed at the time of writing will add
depth and meaningful conclusions to the study. The important matter of intertextuality surfaces

61
Many books claim to be God’s word to man (Num. 12:6; 2 Sam. 23:2; Jer. 1:4; Heb. 1:1-2). “All
Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction
in righteousness, (17) that the man of God may be complete, thoroughly equipped for every good work” (2 Tim
3:16-17 NKJV).
62
Jože Krašovec describes the Bible as “the fundamental source for human knowledge…” in a speech
given on the occasion of receiving his Honorary Medal of Freedom of the Republic of Slovenia. The speech
included a passionate plea addressed to the president regarding the inclusion of historic spiritual values in
education program (Krašovec 1998, 111-113).
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again in this study. Like all scientific research, the methodology impinges heavily upon the
findings. Therefore. it is very important to avoid the influence of several colorful methodologies
in circulation, and to challenge our methodology to insure its robustness and accuracy.
Biblical theology during the 20th century has suffered at the hands of liberal theologians,
who have become enamored with a variety of processes rather than a determined examination
of God’s revelation throughout history. “Biblical theology will always remain an endangered
species until the heavy-handed methodology of imaginary source criticism, history of tradition,
and certain types of form criticism are arrested” (Kaiser 1978, 7). Modernists or liberal scholars
tend to see the Bible as a product of human inventions. Form critics, such as Bultman (New
Testament) and Breggeman (Old Testament), who have focused on units of narratives of
Scripture or literary patterns within the text, retained the view that the Bible is the sacred text.
But as Montgomery points out in The Suicide of Christian Theology (Montgomery 1970, 2740), the proverbial cat was out of the bag and it was going to be most difficult to repeal.63

63

In varied scholarly circles, Historical Criticism over the past century deteriorated to a state were some
researchers concluded that scripture had limited authority and revelation was questionable. We will not engage
the conversation, but rather just summarize key areas of concern resulting from Historical Criticism. David
Hume, as a philosophical objector to historic Christianity, argued that individual experience cannot be used as
the proofs for Christianity. Attention needs to be shifted to the natural laws in an attempt to produce proofs for
the existence of God. Revelation, therefore, becomes superfluous and in the opinion of Hume, misleading.
In an effort to demonstrate the evolution of the Biblical Texts, documentary criticism has been
advanced, however has purposefully or unwittingly reduced or restricted revelation from the Old Testament
texts. Moreover authorship has been attacked and in some instances further reducing revelation from outside our
time domain. A common point of discussion might be the idea that the book of Isaiah was authored by more than
one person. Some scholars say Isaiah wrote chapters 1-39 and dutero Isaiah or even a third Isaiah wrote the
remaining portions. However, Jesus’ discussion in John 12:35-43 is of note in that the narrator of John uses the
introduction formula “this was to fulfill” what was written in the scriptures (Köstenberger 2004, 390). The
passages here being sighted by the narrator is Isaiah 53:1. Immediately scholars will note if Isaiah only wrote
chapter 1-39 and dutero Isaiah wrote 53, why does John attribute it to Isaiah? Historical critics may seek to find
two routes around this dilemma: (1) John is just making reference to the work known as Isaiah with the full
knowledge that someone else actually wrote it. (2) Perhaps some make the claim that it is a quotation of Isaiah
6:10, but this is not completely convincing. Moreover we have yet to consider the argumentation of Hebrew
tradition of Isaiah and the Dead Sea Scrolls. If one does not accept the New Testaments evidence of Jesus
supporting the Old Testament and its canonical accuracy then Historical Critics have been successful in
eradicating revelation from scripture. If Paul did not receive revelation on the road to Damascus, then it must
have been sickness or fever which caused his complete conversion.
Karl Barth’s yes and no dialectic to the transcendent nature of the Gospel in his Church Dogmatics
writes, “Biblical writers have been at fault in every word, any yet according to the same scriptural witness, being
justified and sanctified by grace alone, they have still spoken the Word of God in their fallible and erring human
word” (Barth 1994, 529-530). Such dialectic produces unsteadiness among the 20 th century scholars as the
primary source of knowledge about God is his word. If his word is to be questioned, then he is to be questioned.
As stated previously this work holds the scripture as the inerrant Word of God.
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Montgomery anguishes over the sad state of contemporary theology, which has failed to provide
solutions to the dilemma facing modern secular man (Montgomery 1970, 25). The arguments
relating to the “Death of God” debate have been unwittingly exacerbated by those who have
sought to chip away at both scriptural inerrancy and inspiration. As we know the historian is
unable to escape the vantage point of his own situation and seeks to read his own layer of
scientific experience upon the text. Historical criticism influenced by other scientific conjecture
(Evolutionism) has redefined miracles. The law of non-contradiction has been rejected
(Hegelianism). Finally, the liberals simply study historical and literary patterns in a book
recounting the story of Hebrew history, rather than a Bible as God’s self-revelation to humanity.
Successful historical-critical exegesis will faithfully reconstruct the environment into which
Paul was writing. At the historical level, this research will seek to examine the exegesis of the
chosen scholars, which will include the economic, social, religious, and political environment
at the time of writing to the Corinthian church as it adds to our discussion on sōma.

6.1.2. Contextual Level

The contextual search will uncover both the historical and literary context of the scripture.
At the contextual level, we will examine the exegesis for the relationship between the text and

If the historical critics attacked the Christian faith with a dialectical transcendent Gospel, still further
damage was awaiting through the form of existentialism. Bultmann attempts to explain the world through
naturalistic experience (Bultmann 1969, 24). Bultmann used the term “demythologize” in an attempt to explain
the story of God through the naturalistic experience. Heaven and Hell were for Bultmann assigned to myth, as
was the virgin birth and the resurrection. Faith in Christ was faith in a new life. For Bultmann faith was not
necessary to be grounded in verifiable facts such as the virgin birth and the resurrection, rather it is a choice as
we respond to a claim (Bultmann 1984). Theological outcomes based on existential commitment are not
grounded in the Word of God; such results cannot reliably inform our daily living.
Historical Criticism moved from its appeal from transcendence (Barth), past an appeal to existentialism
(Bultmann), towards an appeal to symbolism. According to Paul Tillich, Biblical assertions about history are in
fact Biblical assertions about the symbolic world including the story of Jesus. However, if everything is
symbolic then nothing is literal. “Man's ultimate concern must be expressed symbolically, because symbolic
language alone is able to express the ultimate” (Tillich 2001, 41).
Following on from Baths neo-orthodoxy, Bultmann’s existentialism and Tillich’s symbolic ontology it
was a small step for Bath’s student Paul Van Buren to come to the realization that “God was in fact dead.” For
more on the “God is Dead” debate refer (Montgomery 1970, 143-173).
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individuality of those involved. Attention needs to be given to subjectivism of perceived
relationships within the arguments projected and images that are often presented through
scripture to ensure that correct meaning to the readers is attained. In addition, there are
overlapping aspects of the contextual enquiry and the textual enquiry. The key purpose and
function of 1 Corinthians will provide a foundation for this work, which will also look for the
relevance of issues that are omitted for their links to the discussion. Furthermore, careful
attention in the research will determine Paul’ perspective in relation to the way things really are
(noumenological) and the way they might appear (phenomelogical) (Virkler 1981, 82-88).
Rhetorical criticism builds on-top of form criticism. While form critics deal with the literary
types in isolation, rhetorical critics give more attention to the author’s intention, style logic and
purpose within those isolated arguments and stories (Stuart 2001, 127-128). Naturally, some of
these conclusions lend themselves to the contextual search and others to the formation of textual
analysis. Thus, this work will deal mainly with synchronic rhetorical64 methods to emphasize
the original author’s (God’s) intention of the canonical text to its present readers. The genre of
text identifies the category of the literature, which in itself discloses an inherent message within
the composition. When we think about genre, we think of: (1) narrative genre - telling a story
in a sequence of events, (2) procedural genre - as in an instruction manual, (3) expository genre
- to teach and elucidate, (4) hortatory genre – to encourage and compel someone towards some
action, and (5) descriptive genre – to identify the features and characteristics. Clearly, before
we approach the text, we see that Paul frequently crosses multiple genres in his correspondence.
The contextual level of this research will identify and access the genre, which will provide the
substance of Paul’s approach and strengthen the overall outcomes and conclusions regarding
the respective scholars reading of the text.

64

Synchronic rhetorical criticism deals with written or oral devices and techniques used in the
formulation of arguments of persuasion, in this case with the narrative as it stands. Diachronic rhetorical
criticism deals with the development and migration of the narrative to reach its present form (for more refer
Meynet 1999).
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6.1.3. Textual Level
The textual task of this research will take two defined parts. Firstly, textual analysis using
familiar tools will extricate the intended meaning of the individual text. Secondly, the synthetic
task of this research will attempt to harmonize the meaning of sōma within the 1 Corinthian
text.
6.1.3.1. Textual Examination
In addition to the contextual task, this work will examine the scholars’ textual analysis,
which involves examination of the scholars’ interactions with textual criticism, lexical data, and
the grammatical background of the words used in the text. The conclusions formed will be
formulated in light of findings from other scholars from within their faith community. While
there is possible overlap between the descriptive task and the textual task, there is also a degree
of subjectivity within the methodological tools employed. For example, the difference between
form criticism and genre criticism is one such cloudy area; thus, any distinction may be
considered arbitrary (Stuart 2001, 119-120). Having understood clearly Paul’s intended
meaning within the text, we then transition to the level of analysis, which provides meaning for
our communities.

6.1.3.2. Synthesis of Text
The synthetic analysis incorporated in this work will examine the readings for the unity and
coherence to the textual message.65 There is a need to reconcile the various texts in which

As readers of the Bible, we must approach it with the understanding that it is God’s story, his selfrevelation to humanity. It is within this idea of establishing unity within the diverse Narratives, Epistles, Letters
and Gospels, etc. that we are able to theologize. Without this unity and underlying coherence, we would not be
able to speak rationally of theology, ethics, and moral truths.
65
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“body” is used, to provide a clear message. If the “body” is going to be “done away with” (1
Cor. 6:13), yet we are to be raised in a “body” (1 Cor. 15:42-44), we must find a way to
harmonize the texts and avoid contradictions. Harmonization of the text will be done by
allowing the three experienced and well recognized Catholic exegetes to be synthesized into
one interpretation. Accordingly, the four Protestant scholars’ findings will be synthesized to
one dominant position. Where difference or contradictions emerge, this work will fall back
upon the dominant reading.

6.1.4. The Contextualization Level (Pragmatic Tasks)

All theology is contextual. As theology is in essence a discourse about God and how He
relates to the world in experience and in thought. Theologizing is then to make theological form
and significance of the discourse of God and His creation. The art of contextualization then is
to take this self-revelation of God, which has been elucidated from the text and with sound
hermeneutical tools, apply it to the community of faith. At the level of contextualization this
work will apply the results of theologizing to the practical implementation of the conclusions
within the faith community. This application, however, is a faith commitment resulting from an
understanding of the text with which not all scholars agree. In the later part of last century,
Kirster Stendahl disagreed in an article in Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible. In this article,
Stendahl conveys his view that theology is historical and objective. The opposing position was
earlier held by Smart and more recently Brevard Childs who stated that there should not be the
sharp distinction between the then and now. In other words, the original meaning and the
contemporary meaning should not be so estranged (Barr 1999, 189).
After nicely demonstrating the arguments for support of the requirement for a faith
commitment, Barr concludes with a U-turn, stating that the task of Biblical theology is not to
point out what the text means for contemporary society. This task is reserved for the judgment
50

of the churches (Barr 1999, 208). One’s opinion and actions are surely shaped by one’s
discoveries and learning. Moreover, if there were no contemporary application for the sacred
Scripture, then this would imply that the Word was in fact dead and not living. Furthermore,
one might make the distinction between a theologian and an historian. The person who is
grappling with ancient texts and ancient meanings may be considered an historian; whereas one
who is grappling with God’s involvement in the world is a theologian.
In summary, the task of the exegetical examination will be guided by Fee’s (2002)
methodology of four levels of doing exegesis: (1) historical, (2) contextual, (3) textual and (4)
contextualization. The first three will occur in part 2 of this work, as we examine the Catholic
and Protestant readings of the text. The fourth level of contextualization will occur in Part 3
when the exegetical findings are applied to the Catholic and Pentecostal faith communities.
This also functions within Hays’ overarching methodology under the Descriptive task, The
Hermeneutical task and the Pragmatic task. As a result of researching the selected 1 Corinthian
texts from an exegetical perspective, we will not only gain boundaries for the interpretation of
sōma, but will elicit areas of application.

6.2. CATHOLIC AND PENTECOSTAL HERMENEUTICAL APPROACHES

Having recognized there is a great deal of coherence in how both Catholic and Pentecostal
scholars do exegesis, there are differences in hermeneutics that need to be discussed. The
Catholics believe that the Church is the guardian of revelation; thus, when the Church speaks
regarding dogma, it is said that Christ speaks, and when the Church introduces sacraments
Christ is said to have done so. Moreover, several key factors result in differing conclusions.
Authority is understood from the Catholic perspective to come from three sources, from the
Holy Scriptures, from Tradition, and when the Pope speaks ex cathedra (from the chair) or the
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Magisterium of the Church.66 Pentecostals are equally convinced that authority comes from
God alone and the Holy Scriptures, which are God’s self-revelation to humanity and are alone
authoritative.67 Catholics believe in progressive revelation, while the Pentecostals would insist
on a once-and-for-all nature of revelation. The ecumenical dialog Phase II has brought scholars
from both traditions together in a way that has encouraged a self-reflection and inspired a
commitment to the scripture texts (Final Report Phase I 1976, # 29). Here, it is not the task to
speak exhaustively about hermeneutics, but simply to identify the fundamental areas of
difference.

6.2.1. Catholic Hermeneutical Presuppositions
In the Catholic tradition, the Bible is not self-sufficient, neither is it able to determine its
contents or interpret itself. The Church is the custodian and the authoritative interpreter, points
which have been made significantly clear from the Councils of Trent and Vatican I (Dullas
2006, 17). It is apparent that the historical critical methodology has come under scrutiny from
Catholic scholars, apparent from their comments on Die Verbum arising from Vatican II. Dulles
repeats Joseph Ratzinger’s words when he laments, “…the breach between exegesis and dogma
in the Catholic realm has become total and that even for Catholics, Scripture has become a word
from the past…” (Ratzinger 1989, 20-21 in Dulles 2006, 18). It is argued that the historical
critical scholars may well be equipped with the tools to established what the meaning of the
original author was; however, it is canonical criticism, tradition criticism, and dogmatics that
are needed to qualify, confirm, and give meaning of the sacred text to the modern hearers
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The Church teaches that it is infallible in her teachings on faith, morals and Church dogma. In
addition the Pope is considered infallible when he speaks ex cathedra (Toner 1910).
67
“Pentecostals maintain that Scripture is sole authority and does not accept Scripture plus Tradition”
(Final Report, Phase II 1984, # 20). Duffield and Van Cleave outline the Pentecostal position that the scriptures
are inerrant, they are the unique revelation of truth and unchangeable revelation (Duffield and Van Cleave 1983,
16-18).
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(Dullas 2006, 25). Thus, we see that it is not the tools of the historical critical exegete that differ
from the Pentecostals, but it is the authoritative task of the Church and the Magisterium.
A significant issue for Catholic hermeneutics is the place of authority afforded to the Holy
Scriptures, Tradition, Papal authority and the Magisterium of the Church. For the Catholic,
“both Scripture and Tradition must be accepted and honored with equal sentiments of devotion
and reverence…” (CCC 2000, # 82; # 97). Moreover, the sacred scriptures are to be read
“…within the “living Tradition of the whole Church”” (CCC 2000, # 113). In addition, the
Church is entrusted with authentic interpretations of the Word of God and Tradition (CCC 2000;
# 85; # 119; # 553). The apostolic authority is understood to come through the Petrine ministry,
deriving its authority from the words of Jesus to Peter (Jn. 21:15-17). While there is an intent
to derive authority from “the sacred authors’ intent” (CCC 2000, # 110), any interpretation is
read through the lens of previous readers, church dogma and the hierarchical Magisterium of
the Church. Thus, there is a defining relationship between Tradition, Dogmas and the
Magisterium of the Church, which is the caretaker of church doctrine, who it holds from Christ
(CCC 2000, # 88; # 2036), and in this way exercises authority over the interpretation of
scripture. “What characterizes Catholic exegesis is that it deliberately places itself within the
living tradition of the church…” (PBC Inter 3 1993). In this way the Catholic exegete arrives
at the text with a preconceived idea of what is there and how it has been interpreted in history.68
The issue of progressive revelation also lends itself to the discussion of Catholic and
Pentecostal hermeneutics. Progressive revelation is the concept that the later passages written
included greater or increased revelation of God than the preceding passage. This hermeneutical
principle is practiced by leading Catholic exegetes (Cerfaux 1947, 262 fn. 1; Fitzmyer 2008,
476). Moreover, the CCC defends the use of progressive revelation to read the sacred texts by
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Examples of this could be as Fitzmyer reads the description of psychikos form the Latin Vulgate,
which translates it as animalis homo and accordingly arrives at different conclusions than Collins or Cerfaux
(Fitzmyer 2008, 183). There are numerous times in which authors quote Church Father’s reading or
interpretation, inferring it as fact rather than historical, contextual, and textual analysis.
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explaining that Christ revealed the resurrection of the dead to people progressively (CCC 2000,
# 992 # 993) and in this way transfers it to the scriptures.69
The Catholic dogmaticians also claim to give place to the Spirit through the charisms given
to the episcopal ordained leadership, and thus they are able to speak more deeply to the texts
and their insights (Dulles 2006, 25). A Pneumatalogical hermeneutical element to the exegetical
task is a differentiating factor of the Pentecostals and one on which they would welcome more
discussion.

6.2.2. Pentecostal Hermeneutical Presuppositions
Pentecostal scholarly research has shown significant development in the past 20 years.70
Pentecostalism as a movement was once heavily criticized for a lack of scholarly depth;
however, the considerable growth of the movement has also seen a significant growth in
scholarly Pentecostal thought (Kärkkäinen 2002, 3). Earlier Pentecostal Hermeneutic was
guided by an emphasis on the supernatural experiences within their communities (Archer 1996,
64). Evangelism was a significant emphasis, which was often assisted by personal testimonies
within the community, which allowed the community to participate in the hermeneutical
process (Kärkkäinen 2002, 5).
As the Pentecostal movement developed, there were a number of pot holes that needed to
be negotiated. Experience has always been significantly attached to the interpretation of the
scriptures and the formation of theology. Fundamentalism emerged and often led to anti-

69
Pentecostals would find agreements that “God did not reveal all the truth He wanted to convey about
himself and His ways in Scripture all at one time, but over a period of about fifteen centuries (Heb. 1:1-2)”
(Horton 1994, 78). Pentecostals read the sufficiency of scripture in reading 2 Tim 3:16, that the revelation
contained is sufficient for humanity. Dogmas outside of scripture support carry very little weight if they are
considered unbiblical. “Pentecostals insist on the once-and-for-all nature of revelation in Christ” (Kärkkäinen
2002, 20).
70
Yong remarks in his work in 2005 that “academic Pentecostal theology is coming of age” (Yong
2005, 21).
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intellectualism, although there are numerous quality scholars who have emerged, in some
quarters this thinking prevails (Kärkkäinen 2002, 4). Kärkkäinen identifies the historical
development of Pentecostal hermeneutics in four basic movements: “(1) the oral, pre-reflexive
stage of early Pentecostal bible reading; (2) the trend towards Fundamentalism-Dispensational
interpretation in alliance with Evangelicalism; (3) the quest for a distinctive pneumatic
exegesis; and (4) emerging postmodern developments” (Kärkkäinen 2002, 4).71
Pentecostal hermeneutics has been criticized for being unscholarly and relying too much on
the interpretation of experience. Criticism has been leveled at scholars for using Acts as an
historical narrative, treating it as a normative narrative from which theology was constructed.
A chief example is the doctrine of “tongues as the initial evidence” of the “baptism of the
Spirit.” Yong and other Pentecostal scholars defend this position by arguing that the Luke-Acts
narratives are fully justified. Conzelmann, in Die Mitte de Zeit (Conzelmann 1953) was the first
to argue that Luke was a theologian in his own right. Stronstad, in The Charismatic Theology
of St. Luke (Stronstad 1984) has been a strong supporter of Luke the theologian. Luke has a
theological perspective and as a theologian stands side by side with Paul, although his writings
are historical narrative rather than being of a more didactical nature (Yong 2005, 83-85).
Furthermore, Pentecostals are often criticized for “inserting their experiences into the text; thus,
they experience something and then find it in the Scripture.” MacDonald (MacDonald 1976, 6)
and Menzies (Menzies 1985, 12-13) have argued that personal experience should still function
as a verification but inserted at the end of the hermeneutical process. However, Stronstad
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The use of the Bible in early development of the Pentecostal movement remains the dominant force
in Pentecostal Hermeneutics. Kärkkäinen summarizes as follows: Firstly, scripture understood as the inspirited
word of God, led to it being understood as wholly dependable. Moreover, this had the effect of leaving the
Biblical authors in the background with a reduced roll. Secondly, given the emphasis on experience, the word of
God was emphasized in their context without the full weight of the distance in time between writing and the
present context. Thirdly, literal interpretations were preferred of the text and little significance was given to the
historical and cultural context. Fourthly, Jesus stood at the center of worship for the Pentecostals and
theologically colored much of the interpretation. Fifthly, the local pastors, many of whom were uneducated, were
the principal interpreters (Kärkkäinen 2002, 5-6).
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maintains that experience is rightly placed at the start of the hermeneutical process (Stronstad
1992).
Archer has written at length on Pentecostal Hermeneutics. He finds that the starting point
was the emphasis of the spiritual experience within the community, which formed the genesis
of its approach to hermeneutics. As Pentecostalism developed, it embraced modernistic
approaches from an Evangelical perspective. In Archer’s opinion, this is a limiting aspect for
Pentecostals and moves Pentecostalism away from its original missional focus. Pentecostal
hermeneutics initially developed as a response against liberalism and fundamentalism. On one
side was the danger of following the Evangelicals too far into modernism and on the other too
much attention was given to experience ahead of exegetical methodologies. However, Archer
finds that Pentecostalism has forged a new direction of not entirely accepting the “…pluralistic
relativism of postmodernism nor entirely affirms the objectivism of modernism” (Archer 2009,
198-210). Archer has concluded that the Pentecostal hermeneutic is tridactic negotiation for
meaning between “the readers in community, the story world of the text and the leading of the
Holy Spirit” (Archer 2009, 260). In this way, experience, the narrative, and the work of the
Spirit are primary legs upon which the stool of Pentecostal hermeneutics stands.
Yong is considered a leading thinker among the Pentecostals. While he does not delineate
in detail his hermeneutics, he speaks of a theological and philosophical approach to
hermeneutics.72 Yong understands that there is a relationship between the Spirit, the Word, and
the Community that forms an interplay, which establishes no hierarchy (Yong 2002, 17-18).
Moreover, the Spirit through charismatic gifts illuminates divine truths (Yong 2002, 222). In
this way the scriptural interpretation is discerned incorporating the religious experience of the
community, theological tradition, and the Spirit (Yong 2002, 229). Community gives the Spirit

Yong’s hermeneutics is not limited to biblical theology, as he argues it incorporates the understanding
of the Christian or the community within the role of narrative and tradition (Yong 2002). .
72
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and the Word context, in this way the identity of the community is developed and shaped by
the Spirit, the Word and their collective experience.
Catholic scholars might well accuse the Pentecostals of error by incorporating a
fundamentalist approach to their hermeneutic. If what is called fundamentalism is as described
in five points by the American Bible Congress 1895: (1) the inerrancy of scripture, (2) the
divinity of Christ, (3) the virgin birth, (4) the doctrine of vicarious expiation of sin and (5) the
bodily resurrection, then most Pentecostals would be happy to be persecuted for such. However,
the Catholic then claims this leads to numerous interpretative errors.73 Pentecostal exegetes
have developed to the extent where such claims of interpretative error of the literary
examination of the text and the historical and contextual examination is not the major issue of
disagreement, but rather it is the authoritative nature afforded to the church that reads the text.
Pentecostals give the early church Fathers a position of privildge in terms of being closer to the
historical events, but not an authoritative position.
In summary, the past 2000 years of Tradition stands behind the Catholic Church. Although,
certainly all the Fathers have not practiced their hermeneutical task in a similar approach, the
Church Magisterium has guided and directed the formation of revelation and thus dogma down
through the ages. The exegetical task between the Catholic and the Pentecostals finds a
significant amount of coherence; however, there are distinct differences which result in
differing outcomes. The Catholics perceive authority as being derived from the Holy Scriptures,
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The Vatican speaks on this issue:
The basic problem with fundamentalist interpretation of this kind is that, refusing to take into account
the historical character of biblical revelation, it makes itself incapable of accepting the full truth of the
incarnation itself. As regards relationships with God, fundamentalism seeks to escape any closeness of
the divine and the human. It refuses to admit that the inspired Word of God has been expressed in
human language and that this word has been expressed, under divine inspiration, by human authors
possessed of limited capacities and resources. For this reason, it tends to treat the biblical text as if it
had been dictated word-for-word by the Spirit. It fails to recognize that the word of God has been
formulated in language and expression conditioned by various periods. It pays no attention to the
literary forms and to the human ways of thinking to be found in the biblical texts, many of which are the
result of a process extending over long periods of time and bearing the mark of very diverse historical
situations (Pontifical Biblical Commission, 1993).
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Tradition, and the Church Magisterium. Pentecostals would subjugate all authorities to the selfrevelation of God in the Holy Scriptures as presented to the Synod of Hippo in AD 393, when
the author’s intent is recognized in community. Moreover, the Pentecostals would consider that
God’s self-revelation as found in the scriptures is sufficient and therefore, hermeneutically,
would not consider that later texts in any way changed God’s self-revelation but only deepened
it. In addition, the recognition for the need and reliance upon the Spirit of God in the reading
and interpretation of the Scriptures presents an area of convergence and one that is yet to be
fully developed.
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PART TWO: THE CATHOLIC AND PROTESTANT EXEGESIS OF
TEXTS
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this exegetical examination is to identify how the image of “the body of Christ”
functions and gives meaning to 1 Corinthians. Good exegesis, according to Fee, is “…to ask
the right questions of the text in order to get the author’s intended meaning” (Fee 2002, 5).
Structural questions allow an integration of the text with the historical context to identify the
formal character and structure of the correspondence from which individual periscopes are
identified and analyzed (Fee 2002, 5-6). Therefore, this work will look firstly at the structure
and general argumentation of Paul within the historical context – analysis of structure.
Secondly, this work will then examine the respective readings of the selected texts in
relationship to the image of “the body of Christ,” ecclesiologically, anthropologically, and
eschatologically.
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2. “THE BODY OF CHRIST” AND THE STRUCTURE OF 1 CORINTHIANS74

2.1. INTRODUCTION TO THE STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF 1 CORINTHIANS
In the New Testament texts, we discover among the collection of correspondence a loose
unity that tells and retells the “single fundamental story” (Hays 1996, 193).75 Theologians have
looked for images in the text, because at the center of theological formulation is imagination.
This imagination allows scholars to develop a single “metaphorical judgment” to describe the
complexities of God’s presence in the activities of the church (Kelsey 1975, 163). Hays goes
on to say that the unity of the scripture can only be grasped through “…an act of metaphorical
imagination” (Hays 1996, 194). Correctly identifying the images within the New Testament
message can serve as a lens to read the canonical documents. The image tells the story supported
by the text; however, one needs to take care that the image does not replace the New Testament
text, but rather provides a guide to reading it (Hays 1996, 195). Protestants uniformly read the
image of “the body of Christ” as a metaphor, while Catholics prefer a realistic reading on the
whole. Yet it is acknowledged that at a minimum, in 1 Cor. 12: 27, Catholic scholars agree that
the use here is metaphorical (Collins 1999, 458, 462, 463; Fitzmyer 2008, 476); thus, at a
minimum there is the use of the image in this sense.
It is the purpose of this part of the study to examine the relationship of the image of “the
body of Christ” to the structure of 1 Corinthians as represented by the various scholars under
review and also from the perspective of first century deliberative rhetoric. Mitchell has
completed a thorough rhetorical study of 1 Corinthians as an example of first century
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The essence of this discussion can be argued from the point of view of deliberative rhetoric, and
appeared in an article (Scobie 2011, 411-424).
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This is potentially a controversial claim; however, the text is read as a larger corpus of God’s selfrevelation to man. God as creator acted in history to rescue a lost world through Jesus Christ. God has
maintained a community throughout history to express his will and the end will conclude with a resurrection and
heavenly abode for the faithful (for more read: Dodd 1936; Frei 1975, Hays 1983, Wright 1992).
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deliberative rhetoric; however, several unanswered concerns compel a revisiting. Fitzmyer is
unconvinced that the probatio is successful in achieving the goal of the narratio (Fitzmyer
2008, 55). Anderson argues against forcing a rhetorical structure too rigidly upon the
correspondence and doubts the arguments can be sustained (Anderson 1998, 264-265). Mitchell
has argued that the thesis of 1 Corinthians is unity; however, logically, unity would need to be
in submission to sanctification (Cimpa and Rosner 2006, 214).

2.2. PURPOSE AND INTENT OF THE CORRESPONDANCE
The purpose and intention of Paul’s writing has been an elusive subject and the cause for
much spilt ink over the years. Recognizing the main influences upon a writer is important to
weighing the conclusions carefully. Moreover, with writings, which have been separated by a
significant amount of history, we want to gain clarity as to their thoughts and intentions.
Geographical, linguistic, political, cultural, social and religious issues all conspire to foray
attempts to make the meaning and intention lucid. We will not here rehearse Paul’s Jewish
background, his training as a Pharisee and member of the Jewish ruling elite. While the GrecoRoman ruled world of the first century provides the context for Paul’s writings, his thought was
heavily rooted in the Old Testament scripture. This work finds the purpose to Paul’s first writing
to church in Corinth is primarily found within the responses, which cover a wide array of
subjects. Many commentators agree with Scharge who says, “Einheit und Verschiedenheit der
Gemeinde bleiben auch im folgenden das zentrale Thema und werden nun in ihrer notwendigen
Wechselseitigkeit und Verflochtenheit illustriert” (Schrage 1999, 206).76 However, this work
argues that the prothesis of the correspondence is sanctification rather than unity or unity in
diversity.
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The rhetorical tools are used in such a way as to accentuate the central theme of unity and diversity
(Collins 1999, 458; Fitzmyer 2008, 52).
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Classic first century rhetoric was predominantly: (1) deliberative rhetoric, (2) forensic
rhetoric or (3) epideictic rhetoric (Witherington 1992, 39). This helped an educated writer such
as Paul not only provide structure and coherence, but also brings clarity to his exhortations
among his readers. Agreeing with Mitchell we find that Paul’s writing on the first occasion to
the church in Corinth was not parenesis,77 but an example of deliberative rhetoric (Mitchell
1991). Thus, in this type of writing there is a structure, which is built upon single prothesis, of
which the correspondence is arranged and complied in order to prove.
A reading of the entire 1 Corinthians reveals an introduction or prescript, and a narratio or
foundational information necessary to comprehend arguments. Following Paul’s foundation,
there are five clear probatio or arguments and a concluding peroratio (refer addendum 1). By
examining the problems we can come closer to agreeing on the overall theme of the
correspondence.
Firstly, the writer makes it clear from the first chapter that division, disagreement, and
disunity were of significant concern to him.
“Now I exhort you, brethren, by the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that you all agree
and that there be no divisions among you, but that you be made complete in the same
mind and in the same judgment” (1:10, NASV).
The problem is presented as a disagreement over loyalties and who they were following. Paul
urges his reader towards agreement, but more than this. It was not that people should just agree
and get along, as we find a postmodern idea of tolerance.78 The word κατηρτισμένοι [made
complete] in this form is used only once in the New Testament and once in the Septuagint
translation of the Old Testament (Ezra 4:12), where the writer is conveying an action of
rebuilding or repairing. According to Delling κατηρτισμένοι [made complete] is related to
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Parenesis are sections of moral exhortations, which would conceivably be added together to form a

letter.
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Tolerance used to mean that you would accept other people in spite of their views. Now the
postmodern view of tolerance is that you accept other people’s views as valid. Paul here says that you accept
others, by being made one in Christ and you agree, because you agree “in Christ.”
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“restoration” and in the context of “character” (NTDNTT I, 476). Paul wants people’s minds
to be reshaped, rebuilt “in Christ.” Thus one comes to agree with the other because Christ is
central to both. Mitchell has proposed this verse as her thesis statement for the entire discourse
(Mitchell 1991, 1). However, as we see there are other problems, besides disunity. A conclusion
of unity does not speak to all the issues raised. Moreover unity would be a fruit of sanctification.
Secondly, the first main argument appears in 3.1-4-21 where the writer rebukes his readers
for being “fleshly” (3:3). The author continues that this “fleshly” behavior shows itself in
jealousy and strife, which is described as the “human weakness” (Fee 1987, 799) or the “human
drives” (Thiselton 2000, 288) of man. While it is sure that jealously and strife are products of
disunity, it is the cause of this disunity, which is more the point that Paul addresses.
Thirdly, the second probatio appears in 5:1-7:40 where Paul rebukes his hearer’s improper
moral conduct and licentious (porneia, 5:1) behavior. What we need to see here is that Paul’s
rebuke is aimed at the community, which included Jews. However, a Jew would not have
engaged in such behavior, because the Jews were “law-keepers,” as we see from 1:23. Thus,
the problem was that the Gentiles were acting immorally and the Jews were not opposing it.
Mitchell has argued from Paul’s use of the words πεφυσιωμένοι [arrogant, puffed] in 5:2 and
καύχημα [boasting] 5:6, claiming that they are descriptive terms for factionalism (Mitchell
1991, 112 fn. 290).79 Her natural conclusions is, associating descriptive words of factionalism,
means factionalism exists. Mitchell’s study is along sociological grounds and for sure arrogance
and boasting will cause fractions. However, the reason they were accused of being arrogant was
that believers had tolerated such behavior. The whole community was suffering because of a
fraction between “the body of Christ” and the Corinth community. They lacked the discernment
and spirituality needed to recognize the porneia and to purge the community of this cancer. The

Moreover Mitchell uses the ἔξω [outsider] and ἔσω [insider] in 5:12 also referencing 6:2, 6 (Mitchell
1991, 112, fn. 286). However, clearly here Paul is describing people outside the congregation and those inside.
In this instance Paul is not describing fractions within the congregation. We think it more reasonable to follow
Thiselton’s use of “boasting” as associated with “freedom from the law” (Thiselton 2000, 381).
79
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fact that Paul mentions Jews and Gentiles must be seen to incorporate their cultural provisions.
This point is directly stated by Paul in 1:23, for “Christ crucified” was a “stumbling block to
the Jews,” because their historical expectations rested upon the hope of a coming Messiah,80
who would rule, not offer himself as a sacrifice. It is unthinkable in Judaism that God would
offer himself as a sacrifice for the sins of humanity. Moreover, “Christ crucified” was
considered “to the Gentiles foolishness,” as Gentiles or largely Roman citizens considered
humility a weakness. Thus, for God to humble himself to die on a cross as a sacrifice for the
sins of humanity is not something a philosophically thinking Greek would consider. Knowing
that Paul spoke to both cultures within the church in Corinth, he speaks directly to the divisions
caused by immorality. The point is that improper sexual behaviors are not attributed to the Jews,
who by being called Jews, are so because they maintained strict religious standards. Paul’s
criticism is that they accepted such immorality and allow a quasi-unity among them, even
though this immorality was occurring. The Jewish part of the church found some sort of unity,
because the person was still in their midst, in spite of this deplorable sexually immoral behavior.
There should have been disunity over this particular issue. The one “in Christ” cannot be united
with the one who openly81 uses his body for such things and profanes the name of Christ within
the community.
Fourthly, the third probatio addresses the problem of a lack of maturity. “Knowledge makes
arrogant, but love edifies” (8:1). The issue was that in a polytheistic culture where there were
many god’s, Gentile converts had been in a habit of sacrificing to idols for the daily necessities
of life. To convert was to accept Jesus as Lord and God, as God over all gods. Culturally it was
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Judaism believed from Zephaniah 3:9 that if enough of them acted righteously, then the Messiah
would come.
81
When we say openly we mean to refer to a practice, which is known, it is this knowing and seeming
acceptance, which was what Paul is getting at. Not all immorality is known.
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common place for the local butcher to offer his meat to the idols as he killed it.82 If someone
thought that the god had power, then their conscience was affected (the weak). However, the
one who rightly understood that an idol was nothing was free to eat (the strong). However, if
you ate meat in front of someone who did not want to eat then, you used your freedom to
damage the conscience of the other. Again the issue deals with pride and one’s right to
individual freedoms. Unity would be established when the “stronger” brother was able to lay
aside his right and surrender his freedom to support and be in unity with his brother – a process
of sanctification.
Fifthly, the fourth probatio addresses those “over” spiritual individuals within the church,
who were misusing or not understanding correctly the chrismata. The problem of over realized
eschatology is demonstrated also in 4:8 with Paul’s three rebuttal questions, (1) “You are
already filled,” (2) “you have already become rich,” and (3) “you have become kings.”
Moreover, as Chapter 13 is sandwiched in between and introduction (chapter 12) and
instructions (chapter 14) on the gifts, Paul shows that the only motivation for using gifts and
service is Love. Any failure to exercise gifts without being motivated by Love, must then be
originating from selfish or unrighteous motives, thus unsanctified behavior. In addition, the
over realized eschatology was profoundly demonstrated in the misuse of “tongues.” 83 Paul’s
exhortation (chapters 12-14) here is a “corrective” not “instructional” or “informational” (Fee
1987, 570). Paul’s corrective is more clearly demonstrated in 14:12, 23, 33, and 40. This over
realized eschatology was shown as some were abusing sex 6:12-20, others claiming they had
no need for sex 7:1-5, chapters 12-14 are aimed at a corrective of the abuse of “tongues” within
the assembly. To live life in the Spirit requires realizing the weakness of the flesh (2:1-5, 4:10-
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Ciampa and Rosner offer three occasions in which people could have eaten food offered to idols. (1)
“Celebrations held in dining halls attached to pagan temples…” (2) At “a dinner in the private home” and (3)
“food sold in the meat market” (Ciampa and Rosner 2010, 368-369).
83
“Tongues” is undoubtedly the subject demanding attention here as tongues is included in every list of
gifts (12:8-10, 28; 13:1-3, 8; 14:6, 26). “Tongues” also appears at the conclusion of the introduction chapter 12,
but at the beginning of the chapters 13 and 14 as the corrective places emphasis on the disorderly part.
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13). Sanctification requires that one is set-apart and learns to live in reliance upon the Spirit,
not motivated and directed by the fleshly or human drives.
Sixthly, the fifth and final probatio comes in Paul’s teaching on the resurrection. Barth is
proposed as one early proponent of the view that suggest chapter 15 provides the interpretive
frame for the entire work (Ciampa and Rosner 2010, 736). If over realized eschatology is
encountered earlier in the correspondence, it is natural to consider Paul is here simply
responding to this as he lays out the future for “the body.” Some might suppose that the essence
of the correspondence is Paul retorting to questions raise in their letter 7:1 and problems
reported 5:1. This analysis using a deliberative rhetorical methodology demonstrates the
cohesiveness and logical flow of Paul’s argumentation. Secondly, the resurrection deals with
ἀπολύτρωσις [redemption] (1.30), the completion of sanctification. In this section Paul is
concerned with correcting misinformation about the possibility and nature of the resurrection
(Garland 2003, 678). We do not have evidence that this question was raised in a letter or oral
reports and thus the intention is to give hope and encourage believers. 84 The faith and hope of
a believer are grounded in the resurrection of Christ (15:19). It is the perseverance in hope and
faith that completes the work of sanctification, when on the resurrection salvation is
consummated.
Seventhly, Mitchell contends that Paul’s arguments are a response to factionalism and
concord (Mitchell 1991, 65). However, she correctly notes that there are other subjects
addressed by the correspondence: “idol meats, spiritual gifts the resurrection etc.” (Mitchell
1991, 65 fn. 1). Such an understanding would suggest that the theme of unity and diversity is
not Paul’s objective.

84

For Paul the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead is at the heart of the gospel message (vv. 1-15),
gives meaning to our life and service to Christ in this present age (vv. 16-19, 29-32), and serves as a fundamental
basis for perseverance in Christ (v.58) (Ciampa and Rosner 2010, 737).
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Eighthly, Paul as author went to extreme lengths to “preach Christ,” if his message was
limited to social harmony. This work argues that Paul’s transformation on Damascus Road,
Paul’s suffering and commitment to his readers demonstrates that the message had a larger
spiritual significance. A survey of Paul’s writings reveal him to be quite a radical, who was
beaten numerously (Act 16:22; 21:32; 2 Cor. 6:5, 11:25; Gal 6:17), and suffered significantly.
Paul’s allegiance was unquestionably to Christ (1:13). Paul uses the word translated as “Lord”
60 times,85 where Christ is Lord and applied to his Lord and also ours. Christ and Christ
crucified was Paul’s central message (2:2). Later on in Paul’s writing to the church in Philippi
he declares “I count all things to be loss in view of the surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus
my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all things…” (Phil 3:8, NASV). Paul’s purpose
must be recognized as having spiritual and faith content. Furthermore, Paul’s exhortation is that
“for the word of the cross…to us who are being saved it is the power of God” (1:18). This gives
meaning to the contrast in chapter two is between the “natural man” and the “spiritual man,”
where the “spiritual man” is the desired state. Moreover, chapter 3 is a call to be mature (3:2),
the progressive nature of Paul’s exhortation, reveals a desire for his readers to grow spiritually.
Thus, we are drawn to the conclusion that Paul has a spiritual element in his purpose,
recognizing what is foundational for living.
This work argues that sanctification is the chief purpose of 1 Corinthians, rather than the
widely espoused view of unity. It is not a type of unity of socio-cultural nature, it is a koinōnia,
in and with Christ, which is something more that the word unity supplies. Thus the argument of
Paul’s treatise here is for sanctification.
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1 Cor. 1:2 x 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 31; 2:8, 16; 3:5, 20; 4:4, 5, 17, 19; 5:4 x 2, 5; 6:11, 13 x 2, 14, 17; 7:10,
12, 17, 22, 25, 32, 34, 35, 39; 8:6; 9:1 x 2, 2, 14; 10:9, 21; 11:11, 23 x 2, 27 x 2, 29, 32; 12:3, 5; 14:21; 15:31,
57, 58 x 2; 16:7, 10, 19, 22 x 2.
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2.3. DELIBERATIVE RHETORICAL CRITICAL METHODOLOGY
Epistolographical, rhetorical, textual approaches and others have been used in attempts to
discover a discernible structure of 1 Corinthians. Kennedy, Betz, and Mitchell have all analyzed
deliberative structures in Paul and recognize the ancient rhetorical patterns.86 Paul borrows from
historical rhetorical critical methodology in presenting his arguments, yet he actually combats
a Greco-Roman worldview.87 Paul defends this right to borrow from rhetorical devices and yet
retain his own independent world view.88 This allows him to describe the problem being
addressed by the correspondence and at the same time, provide exhortations for a modification
in behavior.
This part of the study will employ a rhetorical model common in first century circles as
demonstrated and used by Kennedy, Betz, and Mitchell.89 Much of the attention of this work
will be to focus on 1:30 as the thesis statement of the correspondence, a revisiting of the
narratio, which this work identifies is established in 1:10-2:16. Examination of the exegesis of
Catholic and Protestant scholars recognizes that the opening two chapters of 1 Corinthians

86

Wuellner has argued that 1 Corinthians is actually an epideictic kind of speech. Dahl has attempted to
show 1:10-4:21 is an example of forensic rhetorical speech. Kennedy also notes that 1:13-17 and 9:1-27 are
examples of forensic rhetoric. Moreover, Kennedy in the same analysis, finds that all of 1 Corinthians is an
example of deliberative rhetoric, although there is disagreement with Mitchell over methodology (Mitchell 1991,
8 fn. 24, 19; Wueller 1979, 177-188; Dahl 1977, 40-61; Kennedy 1984, 87).
87
Wimbush questions that by Paul accepting Greco-Roman linguistic and rhetorical devices is
suggestive of him accommodating a similar meaning or worldview. Mitchell reasons that Paul must be read on
his “own terms” and argues that Paul himself defines the problem (which Mitchell labels as factionalism)
(Wimbush 1994, 558-559; Mitchell 1991, 302-303).
88
Paul defends this right: (1) Paul defines the opposition: Jew, Greeks, natural men (those outside the
body), and the unrighteous. (2) Paul explains that he (they) have the mind of Christ. (3) Paul explains that he
becomes all things to all people that he might win some (9:19-23).
89
A summary of the rhetorical methodology as recorded by Kennedy: (1) Determine the Rhetorical
Unit, (2) Define the Rhetorical Situation, (3) Determine the Rhetorical Problem or stasis: a. judicial (accusation
and defense), b. deliberative (persuasion and dissuasion), and c. epideictic (praise and blame). (4) Analyze the
Invention, Arrangement and Style: a. ethos, pathos and logos. b. The various components such as i. exordium
(introduction), ii. narratio (statement of facts) iii. probatio (main body or proofs), iv. peroratio (conclusion). (5)
Evaluate the Rhetorical Effectiveness. In classical Aristotelian rhetoric: (1) exordium, serves as to introduce the
discussion. (2) narratio, establishes contexts. (3) prothesis (conformatio), defines what is to be proven. (4)
probatio (refutatio), the basis of argumentation (logos, pathos, or ethos). (5) peroratio, the conclusion (Kennedy
1984, 33-38; Betz 1975, 353-379; Betz 1979, 16-24; Aristotle 1937, 3. 13. 1; Mitchell 1991, 184-185).
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establishes entry or inauguration into “the body,” all-be-it via different ways.90 Close
examination will identify Paul’s use of familiar rhetorical techniques to establish transitions
and thus identify five probatio’s to support the prothesis. The image of “the body of Christ”
will be examined in light of Paul’s use of first century deliberative rhetoric in order to recognize
the coherence and unity of the New Testament message.

2.2.1. prothesis - 1 Cor. 1:30 The Thesis Statement
This work will argue that Paul uses sanctification in 1:30 as the prothesis or theme to 1
Corinthians and in doing so he demonstrates an example of inverted parallelism that can be read
as follows: 1:30
ἐξ αὐτοῦ

A

δὲ ὑμεῖς ἐστε

B

ἐν Χριστῷ Ἰησοῦ, ὃς ἐγενήθη σοφία
ἡμῖν

C
B

ἀπὸ θεοῦ, δικαιοσύνη τε καὶ ἁγιασμὸς καὶ ἀπολύτρωσις,

A

By Him
You are
In Christ Jesus, who became wisdom
To us
From God, and righteousness, and sanctification and redemption.
The triplet of δικαιοσύνη [righteousness], ἁγιασμὸς [sanctification], and ἀπολύτρωσις
[redemption], reflects the work of Christ in the life of the believer. We can separate ἁγιασμὸς
(sanctification) from the δικαιοσύνη [righteousness] in the sense that to be “in Christ” refers to
90

For the Catholics, faith is necessary to receive the revelation made available by the Spirit, in order to
be called a “pneumatikos.” Catholics understand that one enters “the body” through sacraments (BCE). While
these sacraments are not mentioned, they are assumed in the sense that Paul is naming believers as
“pneumatikos.” Protestant scholars read soteriological motifs in the contrasts, the use of “knowing,” the Wisdom
of God,” having the “mind of Christ,” and to those coming under the “Lordship of Christ” (refer section of
ecclesiology).
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a state of having been acquitted; δικαιοσύνη [righteousness] is an objective past. Furthermore,
this is a forensic term rather than an ethical one, highlighting the believer’s new standing before
God (Fee 1987, 86). ἀπολύτρωσις [redemption] refers to participation “in Christ” when the final
reality is consummated and liberation is complete, which refers to a future event. While these
are part of the “in Christ” and Paul’s focus, what this paper argues is that ἁγιασμὸς
(sanctification or holiness) is the here and now and thus is the emphasis of Paul’s writing to
Corinth.
Paul’s term for the church as those ἡγιασμένοις ἐν Χριστῷ Ἰησου [sanctified in Christ
Jesus] in 1:2 carries the Old Testament expression of a holy people91 and it is used in various
forms significantly throughout the correspondence.92 Moreover, the idea of being sanctified or
saints is encapsulated in the word which Paul uses to greet the church in 1:2, “saints in Christ
Jesus, saints by calling.” The first century Corinthian listeners were not acting at times like
saints, but it is representative of Paul’s vision and purpose for the church, that it should act
accordingly. In addition, the proposition that “sanctification” functions as a thesis statement for
1 Corinthians is further strengthened when we understand that 1:10-2:16 is actually laying the
narratio. In establishing the facts and context (narratio), Paul lays out the problem in 1:10,
“there are divisions among you.” The solution is provided in 1:30, as believers you are “in
Christ,” thus “sanctified,” which is consummated at the section summary 2:14-16, where
believers are identified as “spiritual people,” those who have the “mind of Christ.”93
In 1:31 the argument is complete and brought to an interim conclusion with the invocation
of Scripture (Jeremiah 9:23-24), which “…contains five explicit references to God as the acting

91

Daniel refers to the saints as those who belong to God or who are separated unto God and have his
inheritance, Daniel 7:18, 22.
92
Paul uses the word 17 times in various forms: ἡγιασμένοις 1:2; ἁγίοις 1:2, 16:15; ἁγιασμὸς 1:30;
ἅγιός 3:17; ἁγίων 6:1, 14:33; ἅγιοι 6:2; ἡγιάσθητε 6:11; ἁγίου 6:19; ἡγίασται 7:14 x2; ἅγιά 7:14, 7:34; ἁγίῳ
12:3, 16:20; ἁγίους 16:1.
93
This work reads 1:30 as the main pivotal statement that underpins the entire 1 Corinthians
correspondence. It buttresses the argumentation in such a way that all discussions can be projected from it in
either three aspects: 1) What Christ has done (righteousness), 2) What Christ is doing (sanctification), and 3)
What Christ will do (redemption) or the results of being in “the body of Christ.”
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subject of salvific activity and therefore as the appropriate object of one’s boasting” (Heil 2005,
41). Boasting is possible because it means that one is relying on Jesus, believers are saved, are
being saved, and will be saved in the future (final judgment), because Jesus has become our
wisdom from God (Heil 2005, 43). Paul concludes that human boasting is vanity but one may
boast only of knowing94 God, to boast in Christ’s redemptive work. Moreover, a common
rhetorical technique is used by Paul as he effectively summarizes previous discussions (1:3031). In this way it is argued from the text that “sanctification” is the prothesis.95
To this juncture we have argued that sanctification is the prosthesis, which has a significant
relationship to “the body of Christ.” Following Aristotle’s simplified description of a thesis
statement, this work calls for a single proposition, “sanctification,” thus partitio and enumeratio
elements are not required (Mitchell 1991, 199). Whether “the body of Christ” is read
realistically or metaphorically, there is little argument that Paul is writing to his beloved
community of believers exhorting an improved level of behavior.
2.2.2. Epistolary Prescript 1:1-9
As dictated by culture and custom, the normal epistolary opening is completed with address,
greetings and thanksgiving, introducing Paul and his correspondence. Paul’s epistolary greeting
is a threefold identification directed to: (1) the ecclesia, (2) those sanctified (in Christ), and
those (3) called by God to be saints (1 Cor. 1:2), which could all be understood as those “in the
body of Christ.”

94
Knowing here is not spoken of as intellectual assent, but an intimate acquaintance as a response to
revelation. In the sense that when one knows Christ, s/he has entered into a covenantal relationship, they have
responded to the understanding of Christ with faith to God (Thiselton 2000, 271).
95
“Paul’s big goal is not unity, but the sanctification of Gentile believers that they may glorify God. As
Rom 15:5-6 shows, unity is not the goal, but it is the prerequisite for the Gentiles to ‘glorify God with one mind
and voice’” (Ciampa and Rosner 2006, 214). Sanctification will produce unity, as believers learn to live out what
it means to be a “New Creation” (2 Cor. 5:17; Gal. 6:15). The confrontation between Paul and the church is
therefore an exhortation to live out the new life in Christ.
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2.2.3. narratio - 1:10-2:16 Basis and Purpose for the Body
Here we argue that after the epistolary prescript and thanksgiving (1:1-9), Paul uses the first
two chapters to lay the foundation from which he will launch his arguments. In this way Paul
establishes the basis and purpose for “the body” or the Corinthian church. In ancient GrecoRoman rhetoric, the narratio is intended to act as an initial statement of facts necessary to
establish context from which the orator is able to launch his arguments.96
2.2.3.1. narratio - 1:10-31 Basis for the Body
This work identifies 1:10-31 as a distinct subsection of the narratio, firstly identifying the
problem 1:10 and secondly, the solution 1:30. Scholarship has predominately read these verses
connected with a larger portion ending at 4:21, with only a few dissenters,97 while Fitzmyer and
Fee include this is as a subsection within a larger section to 6:20 (refer addendum 1). Paul is
writing to a believing community that he established; thus as he restates the gospel, he is not
identifying proof, he is simply restating what they would have already known. The contradictio
in 1:17 allows Paul to identify the nature and instigator of his mission (Collins 1999, 85), – sent
by Christ, to proclaim Christ – the basis for the Corinthian church.
2.2.3.2. narratio - 2:1-16 Purpose for the Body
It is clear that the whole of chapter two is at a minimum discussed in two sub sections,98
and 2:15-16 is a summary of what Paul has been discussing earlier (Fee 1987, 117). The
question is whether or not this section belongs to the probatio or the narratio. Does this section

Isocrates says εζ αρχης ουν υμιν, οττως δυνωμαι, διηγησομαι τα πεπραγμενα [I shall relate the facts
to you from the beginning as well as I can] (Isocrates, 17:23), and Τα μεν ουν γεγενημενα, ως ακριβεστατα οιος
ην, απανθ υμιν ειρηκα [Well, all the facts in the case I have told you as accurately as I could] (Isocrates, 17:24)
(Long 2004, 84).
97
Most scholars read this as a distinct section; Bailey however argues this section ends at 4:16, with the
remainder of chapter 4 being included in a section 4:17-7:40 (Bailey 1983, 160-65).
98
God’s folly (2:1-5) and God’s wisdom (2:6-16) (Fee 1987, 21; Kistemaker 1993, 71-95). Paul’s
mission (2:1-5), and God’s Wisdom (2:6-16) (Collins 1999, 115-138). Paul’s Experience (2:1-5) and a
Redefinition of Wisdom (2:6-16) (Thiselton 2000, 204-286). Human Wisdom versus the Spirit and Power of
God (2:1-5) and The Spirit’s Revelation of God’s Wisdom (2:6-16) (Garland 2003, 81-103).
96
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contribute as a proof for Paul’s thesis statement or is it simply laying out the facts of the Gospel
to the church? It is the contention of this work that to this point (2:16), Paul simply explains the
Gospel, which is the “wisdom of God,” and the Corinthian church are participators with God
or πνευματικὸς [spiritual ones], who “have the mind of Christ.”
Paul’s message here is one of facts and information, which must be comprehended before
he is able to launch into his appeals. “For I declared to know nothing among you except Jesus
Christ, and Him Crucified” (2:2). The entire chapter builds on this twofold concept of knowing
Christ and identifying with his crucifixion. The use of Isaiah (52:15; 64:4; 65:17) and Jeremiah
(3:16) in verse 2:9 is intended to elaborate on the soteriological motive in the previous section.
The wisdom of man is contrast with the wisdom of God, Jesus is identified as the wisdom of
God, which is brought to a conclusion in 2:14-16 with a summary of what has been said to this
juncture. “We (Corinth Christians and Paul) have the mind of Christ” (2:16). When such a
heading “Purpose for the Body” is included, what is meant is that Paul demonstrates his purpose
“to know Christ and him Crucified.” Later in the correspondence, Paul urges readers to imitate
him (4:16), thus at least it is subtlety implied that Paul’s purpose is identical to the Corinthians.
As the section is drawn to its conclusion Paul contrasts the “natural man” with the “spiritual
man,” with the clear implication that the “spiritual man” is the desired state as the one who has
the “mind of Christ.”
Paul’s opening statement of facts, which concludes at 2:16 forms the context or foundation
for the arguments that will follow. Firstly, the rhetorical devises employed shows a clear
transition as the theme of the discussion is brought to its conclusion in the form of a summary.
Secondly, while on a semantic level there can be some continuance of thought, as Paul
previously contrasts the “natural man” with the “spiritual man,” the contrast in 3:1 is between
“spiritual man” and “fleshly man.” The separation in rhetorical units is made more clear when
we understand that in the earlier rhetorical unit Paul is contrasting those who are outside “the
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body of Christ” (natural man) with those who are incorporated into “the body of Christ”
(spiritual man). The next rhetorical unit (3:1-5) establishes a contrast between people within
“the body of Christ,” namely the “spiritual men” (mature believers) are contrast with the
“fleshly men” (immature believers). Thirdly, analysis of the chiastic structure implemented by
Paul shows verse 14 ‘ABBA,’ verse 15 and 16 repeat this ‘ABBA’ pattern (Fee 1987, 117);
however, a noticeable change in the preceding rhetorical unit (3:1-4) is recognized.99 The
subject is recognized in the first line as the Corinth believers who are not spiritual. The key
message here appears in verse 3, γὰρ σαρκικοί ἐστε [for fleshly you are]. The argument is made,
that they are not spiritual, but fleshly, this is attested to by the fact that there are divisions among
them.
Fourthly, the section 3:1-5 demonstrates a significant move in conversation starting firstly
with the addressees. The central point being made here is that the recipients of 1 Corinthians
are fleshly (unspiritual, babes in Christ, mere men), which is positioned symmetrically in the
center of the rhetorical unit. Fifthly, the type of argument transitions from logos to ethos. In
verses 2:6-16 the appeal is from logos; however, in chapter three Paul reasons with his readers
based on ethos, in which he attempts to persuade his readers with emotive language. Sixthly,
the “I-you,” language of verse 3:1 is contrast sharply with the “we” pronouns used in the
previous rhetorical unit. The second person pronoun in the plural is used five times (ὑμᾶς (2:1,
3), ὑμῖν (2:1, 2), ὑμῶν (2:5)) in the early part of the section, as Paul simply introduces his
coming. As the main focus of the rhetorical unit is emphasized, the second person pronoun is
replaced with a contrast with the third person pronoun αὐτῷ (2:14) and αὐτός.100

99

Bailey demonstrates in his work that the chiastic structure or symmetrical parallelism is different in
the section 1:17-2:16 than that established in 3:1-4:21. Section 3:1-4:21 incorporates an ABCDCBA pattern.
(Bailey 2008, 35-36).
100
Paul uses the first person pronoun and construction of verbs when he is seeking to establish himself
as an example, which the hearers are exhorted to follow e.g. 9:14-27. The personal pronouns ἐγὼ (3), ἐμοί, (1),
μου (2), μοι (5), and all the verbs are constructed in the first person singular. Also in chapter 13 a strong
exhortation to good behavior is written all in the first person singular. Conversely, when Paul is exhorting
hearers to improve behavior, he tends to use the second person pronouns and constructs verbs in the second
person; however, noticeably they are seen as believers. In those occasions where Paul clearly identifies those
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An argument for the rhetorical unit 1:10-4:16 is supported by the reading of Παρακαλῶ [I
appeal, exhort] in 1:10 and 4:16 as an inclusio, pointing also to use in 16:15 as further support
(Mitchell 1991, 207 fn. 113). However, Παρακαλῶ [I appeal, exhort] is used eleven times
within the authentic Pauline corpus, Romans indicates a similar usage, while 2 Corinthian,
Philippians and Philemon do not reflect the intention to transition or as an inclusio.101 On the
weight of information, this concludes a major transition point at 2:16, a point from which Paul
is able to launch into his arguments, which are intended to correct a lack of unity caused by the
Corinthian’s failure to live out the sanctified life.

2.2.4. probatio - 3:1 – 15:58
In this section we want to argue that Paul uses five main proofs (probatio) to firstly convince
his listeners to modify their behavior towards the sanctified life in “the body of Christ.”
Secondly, the relationship of each proof identifies the structure. Thirdly, this structure functions
in a logical way to demonstrate Paul’s systematic development of “the body.”

2.2.4.1. probatio 1. 3:1-4:21 – Step One, Sanctification Requires Individual
Standards (moral standards)
The first proof or building block to reconstruct “the body” is addressed to individuals and
calls for humility as a foundational building block for the life “in Christ.” The direct address to
ἀδελφοί [brothers] indicates Paul is transitioning slightly as he comes to his teaching (4:613).102 The center of this discussion and first probatio is clearly identified when Paul urges

outside the “body” he employs pronouns and verbs constructed in the third person. A good example of this is in
2:14-16, where the “natural man” is identified as those outside the believing community, pronouns employed:
αὐτῷ ἐστιν [to him they], αὐτός [he], αὐτόν [him].
101
Παρακαλῶ [I appeal, exhort], Romans 12:1, 15:30, 16:17, 1 Corinthians 1:10, 4:16, 16:15;
παρακαλῶ 2 Corinthians 2:8, 10:1, Philippians 4:2; Philemon 1:9, 1:10.
102
ἀδελφοί [brothers] used by Paul 18 times in 1 Corinthians 1:10, 26; 2:1; 3:1; 4:6; 7:24, 29; 10:1;
11:33; 12:1; 14:6; 14:20; 14:39; 15:1; 15:50; 15:58; 16:15; 16;20. On ten occasions Paul uses the word to switch
direction in his argument, 1:10, 26; 2:1; 3;1; 4:6; 10:1; 12:1; 14:6; 15:1; 15:50. On five occasions Paul uses the
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them in 4:6 that “one should not be φυσιοῦσθε [conceited or puffed up] against one another.”
Writing in the first person, Paul establishes himself as the example as he is inclined to do
throughout his correspondence. In 4:14-21, Paul urges them as their father in the faith to μιμηταί
μου γίνεσθε [imitate me you become]. What exactly the readers are required to imitate was not
specified; however, from examination of Paul’s writings we are able to conclude several things.
Fee quotes Philo use of the term: “For the practiser must be the imitator of a life, not the hearer
of words, since the latter is the characteristic mark of the recipient of teaching, and the former
of the strenuous self-exerciser” (Fee 1987, 186). In 11:1 Paul says, “Be imitators of me, just as
I also am of Christ.” In the earlier part of 1 Corinthians Christ is identified as wisdom; however,
Paul is not simply interested in changing what they believe, he also wants to see a change in
behavior – thus we see that principally ethics are in view (Fee 1987, 187). The essential standard
for individuals as part of “the body of Christ” is thus humility; with a heart of humility one is
able to apply the ethical teachings in a daily life. Baird finds that the prominent feature of the
Corinthian’s character was actually that of pride (Baird 1990, 131). There is a rhetorical
transition identified here as Paul rounds out this discussion by using the “father” image in 4:15,
with “rod” used in 4:21, which is the image of sever discipline.
The first section of proof shows Paul utilizing elements of first century deliberative rhetoric
in order to construct his argument. Moreover, in this first section there is a clear call to an
individual’s quest for growth or maturity (sanctification). This is not only represented by what
Paul says but also by the imagery used. Moreover, this invocation of the father image (4:15) is
consistent with first century deliberative rhetoric. The use of the father imagery also brings into
the frame this image of “the body of Christ” as it is only in a spiritual sense that Paul could be
understood as their father. Agricultural and building metaphors imply that something beyond
those who are being addressed is being built.

term to close out his argument before switching directions, 7:24; 11:33; 14:20; 14:39; 15:58. Thus, the
appearance of ἀδελφοί [brothers] is often indicative of transitions in Paul thought.
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2.2.4.2. probatio 2. 5:1-7:40 – Step Two, Sanctification Requires Community
Standards (ethical standards)
The second proof argues that Paul is now addressing the community as a whole, rather than
individuals, exhorting them to standards of purity. Morals apply more to individual actions,
while ethics relate to actions of a group or culture; thus, we see in moving from the individual
to the community, Paul moves from morals to ethics. In corroborating a link with Old Testament
texts, a call to purity is read as pure living (no immorality) and pure devotion (no idolatry), a
clear inference to the community “in Christ.”
While a clear consensus has not yet been reached on the problems facing the Corinthian
community, Peder Borgen notes in his work that when he contrasts the Christian life with the
pagan life in Gal. 5:19-21 and 1 Cor. 6:9-11, that sexual immorality and idolatry are the only
two in common (Borgen 1996, 245). Because they occur also in Col. 3:5, Eph. 5:5, Acts 15:20,
29, 21:25, and Rev. 22:15, we see that Paul in his address to the Corinthians is particularly
highlighting them. Firstly, in 1 Cor. 4:18-40, Paul deals with sexual immorality and in 1 Cor.
8:1-11:34 it continues to feature. Moreover, “these two vices are central in Jewish
characterizing of the pagan way of life” (Borgen 1996, 245). It should not be missed that Paul’s
Jewish heritage and training are evident here, idolatry is identified as a key problem of the
Hebrew people. Midway through the section Paul recalls Old Testament texts (6:16) and then
introduces the concept of “body” as temple (6:19). In such a way, Paul is not just identifying
sexual immorality (adultery) as a sin, he is also interpreting it through the Decalogue from a
Jewish frame. Loader has argued from translations of LXX, from the Hebrew Nash papyrus
dating from 2nd century B.C., Romans 13:9, Luke 18:20 and James 2:11 that adultery has been
raised above murder in the order of the Decalogue. Therefore, sexual sin is raised to the level
of idolatry, which places it at the top of the first tablet on the Decalogue and adultery to the top
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of the second tablet (Loader 2004, 5-7). Thus we can link this unit together as a call to
sanctification or purity within the community.
This idea of purity within “the body” is reinforced by illusions or references with a purity
background. “Clean out the leaven” (5:7), “Remove the wicked man from among yourselves”
(5:13).103 Sexual sin is to be avoided because “the body” (temple) is considered the dwelling
place for the Holy Spirit (6:19). The holiness or the status of the family is related to the holiness
of the believing spouse (7:14). Paul is addressing the community as opposed to individuals in
the previous section. Paul does identify the individual with the “temple,” however, there is a
call for radical purity (standards) within the community of believers and it is communal
relationships that are being addressed. There is an overarching idea that idolatry is related to
sexual immorality and is not intended to be part of the activities of those within “the body of
Christ.”104
While it is conceded that there are illusions or “recalls,” as “you are inflated” in 4:6, 18, and
19, is recalled in 5:2 (Meeks 2003, 128), there is clearly a different subject being raised here
and a different context. 105 The sexual sin identified does not occur in isolation, there were two
parties at least giving accent to this sin. Moreover, there was shock expressed by Paul that the
community did not purge this from among them. “Since Paul directs all of his commands to the
church body, we can infer that he is more vexed with the congregation than he is with the
culprit” (Garland 2003, 153).
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This is a common theme in Old Testament as Paul recalls Deut. 13:5; 17:7, 12; 21:21; 22:21.
Jacob Neuser discusses the prominence of sexual immorality and idolatry suggesting that there is a
parallel between sexual faithfulness and faithfulness to the relationship of believers with God. “The third
application of purity as a sign of moral blamelessness and of impurity as a sign of moral evil comes in reference
to sexual relations. This closely relates to the foregoing, for, particularly in prophetic literature, loyalty to God is
compared to marital fidelity” (Neusner 1973, 14). Judith Lieu continues this thought that fornication is often
presented in scripture as “unfaithfulness to God” (Lieu, 2004, 137).
105
One should also note that the verb forms are substantially different in each use mentioned, as are
supporting pronouns. The existence of pride is the basic human problem, it is therefore reasonable Paul
addresses it individually and then corporately.
104
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A call to corporate purity is recognized here as Paul identifies the πορνεία [sexual
immorality] as the offending issue, and καὶ ὑμεῖς πεφυσιωμένοι ἐστε [and, you are puffed up].
It should not be missed that the Old Testament imagery of leaven is used here to identify with
sin and a lack of righteousness. A “new lump” is imagery for a purified community and
supported by the invocation of Deut. 13:5, 17:7, and 12. Having recognized the basis for
community living, chapters 6 and 7 establish standards for the community as it functions in “the
body of Christ.” Paul’s temple imagery and the idea of purity within the community connect
the arguments to his key image of “the body of Christ.”

2.2.4.3. probatio 3. 8:1-11:34 – Step Three, Sanctification Requires Maturity
Proof three is a discussion on the key issues required to exhort maturity among believers.
Paul’s arguments are related back to Christ in that “we have knowledge” (8:1) allusions to
having “the mind of Christ” (2:16), thus mature behavior is to be expected. The previous
exhortation is concluded with Paul’s “I think I also have the Spirit of God” (1 Cor. 7:40). Paul
commences the third main proof with Περὶ δὲ [now concerning], which is a familiar and
recognized introductory formula (Mitchell 1991, 204; Garland 2003, 363, 561). Sections are
encased within the inclusio Περὶ δὲ [now concerning] in 8:1 and the next major subject in 12:1.
“Paul treats the issue of idol meats, not just as a behavioral issue, but as a case that requires the
proper definition of Christian freedom…” (Mitchell 1991, 126).
Interpreters are divided over how to treat this lengthy section; however, the guiding purpose
of bringing sanctification to “the body of Christ” permits Paul to discuss four underlying issues:
(1) 8:1-11 Personal liberties are not to be used to cause others to stumble.
(2) 9:1-27 Paul’s personal example undergirds his own use of liberty.
(3) 10:1-31 Avoid Israel’s mistakes in liberty and idolatry.
(4) 11:1-33 Order in the public worship service.
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The traditional view reads Paul (8:1-10:31) addressing an internal squabble between the strong
and the weak. However, when the guiding purpose of “unity” is replaced by “sanctification,” it
is a call to higher ground, to a deeper level of maturity. Paul’s appeals are characterized by
logos as he exhorts his beloved audience to higher standards, using Exodus 32:4 (10:7) to
buttress his arguments.
The motive of Paul’s argumentation is driven to the direction of maturity. Paul starts off his
discussion, “we know that we all have γνῶσιν [knowledge].” Here Paul is praising and
exhorting his readers for having “the mind of Christ.” They are believers and wise, before he
crushes them with his statement that “…knowledge makes arrogant…(8:1).” Paul alludes back
to 1:24, 30 and the summary found in 2:14-16, where the basis and purpose for believers “in
Christ” is established. The progression of Paul’s discussion reveals that the image of “the body
of Christ” is reflected in his thinking and thus the ideas are developing.

2.2.4.4. probatio 4. 12:1-14:39 – Step Four, Sanctification Requires Appropriate use
of Spiritual Gifts in the Community
The fourth proof is also commenced with Περὶ δὲ [now concerning], as a new subject is
taken up (Mitchell 1991, 204; Garland 2003, 363, 561). It seems that from 4:6 the Corinthians
had become “puffed up.” In addition, there was clearly a lack of knowledge of the gifts, which
were being misused. Moreover, in the history of interpretation, this section has often been cited
by the partition theorists as lacking coherences. Chapter 13 is far from a displaced hymn (Weiss
1959, 569-571; Conzelmann 1975, 217) constructed in order to praise love as a virtue, but rather
it destroys the Corinthians’ self-centered and grandiose perception of their spirituality (Fee
1987, 627). These three chapters form a unit connecting Paul’s teaching about πνευματικῶν
[spiritual gifts], within the larger text, which can be well subdivided.
(1) 12:1-31 the variety and unity of the gifts in community.
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(2) 13:1-13 the basis for the gifts – love.106
(3) 14:1-40 the order of gifts in community.
The syllogism between γνῶσιν [knowledge] and ἀγάπη [love] with οἰκοδομεῖ [edify]
established in 8:1 features again in chapter 14 thus linking the discussion in chapter 14 with
chapter 13 at a rhetorical level (Mitchell 1991, 270). Furthermore, the section is linked by Paul’s
use of spiritual gifts of γνῶσιν [knowledge], γλῶσσαι [tongues], and προφητεύω [prophecy]
used throughout chapters 12, 13 and 14 (Mitchell 1991, 270; Hurd 1965, 112-13, 189-90). To
earnestly desire the gifts of the Spirit, to build up and encourage “the body of Christ,” is how
love operates in context.
In addition to the rhetorical evidence linking the three chapters, the logical and practical
nature of Paul’s discussion also supports the thesis statement of sanctification. The use of the
“spiritual gifts” within the assembly requires that the foundational issues of being united “in
Christ” are addressed prior. Individual and corporate maturity and the issues of worship and
glorifying God, are embarked upon in a logical sequence before Paul’s use of charismata. These
preceding matters act as prerequisites for the gifts operating in a sanctified “body of Christ.”

2.2.4.5. probatio 5. 15:1-58 – Step Five, Sanctification will be Consummated in the
Future for “the Body”
The final proof of the thesis statement is that sanctification will be completed when those
“in Christ” will be raised in a “glorified, heavenly body,” to the glory of God. The message of
1 Corinthians is portrayed effectively with the consummation of “the body of Christ,” which

106

Love is often described as a motivation; thus one may be tempted to think of love as an abstract
quality. Firstly, it is a concrete expression of being “in Christ.” Those who are in Christ are dead to sin and alive
to Christ (Rom. 5:6-8, 6:2, 8:9-10, Gal. 5:24 also see Eph. 5:1-2). Love is therefore an expression of this new
reality. Secondly, love is an action, it is a behavior (Fee 1987, 628).
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stands complete. Resurrection is the final goal of the believer and the consummation of
ἀπολύτρωσις [redemption] in 1:30.107
Paul must respond to the Corinthians’ obvious confusion over the nature of the
resurrection. Therefore, Paul approaches the misunderstanding and confusion in a logical and
progressive way. A careful reading will discern four subsections of discussion:
(1) 15:1-11 the basis for Christ’s resurrection, introduction of the subject followed by
creedal formula and Paul’s apostolic credentials,
(2) 15:12-34 proof of the resurrection is provided in a chiastic pattern: A (v12-19), B (v
20-28), A (v 29-34),
(3) 15:35-49 the resurrection of “the body,”
(4) 15:50-58 the mystery and triumph of the resurrection.
There is evidence here of a general underlying theme in 1 Corinthians that the purpose of
humanity is to glorify God.108 Particularly, this is why idolatry and immorality are detestable
practices to God. For Paul, glorifying God is only possible “in Christ,” for Christ is the
fulfillment of God’s purpose. At the final consummation, the salvation of humanity results in
the complete glorification of God in the life of believers. “But God gives it a body” (15:38),
this heavenly body is a gift from God, “…but the glory of the heavenly body…” (15:40), “it is
raised in glory…” (15:43), “…it is raised in power…” (15:43), “it is raised a spiritual body…”
(15:44), “…we will bear the image of the heavenly…” (15:49). “Thanks be to God, who gives
us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ” (15:57). In arguing his case Paul uses the “body

107
ἀπολυτρώσεως [redemption] is used in the sense of being set free from a ransom and is used in
relationship to prisoners of war, slaves, and criminals. It is used in the LXX in Daniel 4:34 in relation to
Nebuchadnezzar’s release from madness. Importantly, it is used in connection with eschatology in Rom. 8:23,
Eph. 1:14, 4:30, but it is redemption in “the body” not from “the body.” Notice that this redemption is only
available “in Christ” Eph. 1:7, Col. 1:14 (Buchesel 1967, 341-356).
108
Echoes of an Old Testament picture of a future time when the worship of Yahweh is to be extended
to the nations universally is seen also in 1:2, 6:20b, and 10:31b (Cimpa and Rosner 2006, 216-217).
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of Christ” as central to his teachings and thus on a logical and practical level the teaching is
concluded with the “heavenly body.”

2.2.5. peroratio 16:1-24 - Final Exhortation
Paul provides for a variety of epistolary matters, the collection, travel itineraries, a notice
about co-laborers, exhortation, and closing to round out his correspondence.

2.4. SUMMARY OF STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
In summary, the deliberative rhetorical methodology as described by Kennedy, Betz, and
Mitchell, with the image of “the body of Christ” as a background, provides sanctification a the
solution for unity, theme, and coherences of the text. Moreover, findings here reflect greater
light on both conversion and discipleship within contemporary faith communities. In Paul’s
narratio, he demonstrates basic information necessary in order launch his arguments, one must
be inaugurated into “the body” – conversion. Paul’s five probatio’s show a logical progress in
his argumentation towards sanctification – discipleship.
We have examined the structure of 1 Corinthians in light of “the body” and first century
rhetorical tools available to Paul, now we turn our attention to the readings of the selected text
from a Catholic and Protestant perspective. How does Paul’s major image function in the text
with respect to ecclesiology, anthropology, and eschatologically?
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3. “THE BODY OF CHRIST” AND ECCLESIA - 1 CORINTHIANS 10:16-17; 12:12-27;
11:24-26; 6:13-14
“The body of Christ,” which is putative of “the church” “…is the dominant theological
image in Pauline ecclesiology” (Dunn 1998, 548), yet there are significant differences in the
reading and practice of Paul’s common exhortation between the major faith communities. In
the Catholic tradition, the term the “body of Christ” has been interpreted to mean “the body of
Christ” in the spiritual realm. This raises two distinctly related issues; it represents both the
Church and the reality of the transubstantiated bread of the Eucharist. Thus, the Church is
sacramentally and mystically united with Christ and it acts as the visible “body of Christ.”
Protestants would tend to suggest that the Church is not an extension of the incarnation and
interpret “the body of Christ” as the invisible universal Church.
This section answers the question of what we understand as the ecclesia (church). The
Church as “the body of Christ” has traditionally been read by Catholics in the realistic sense,
while Protestants predominantly give it metaphorical significance, giving rise to different
understandings of ecclesia (Ridderbos 1975, 363-369; Jewett 1971, 201-227; Son 2001, 102).109
The word ecclesiology comes from two Greek words: ekklesia meaning “assembly” and logos
meaning “word.” Thus we have come to understand ecclesiology as the study of “…what makes
the church the church or what are the conditions for being a church” (Kärkkäinen 2002, 14).
Ecclesiology is understood as the study of how the church functions, its polity, beliefs, structure,
ministry and its sacraments (McIntyre 2010, 55). Vatican II (1962-1965) produced some
significant changes in the area of ecclesiology and such changes have allowed and perhaps
permitted dialog on a new level. This council was held in the context of a considerable growth

For the history and development of a “realistic reading” refer to footnote 11. A realistic reading was
the dominate view until the 16th century Reformation. Luther propagated a view of “Consubstantiation,” while
Zwingli in 1525 abolished the mass and preferred a “memorial” interpretation of the Lord’s Supper, thus a
figurative reading of “the body of Christ” developed and emerged as the dominate position among Protestants
(Pohle 1909; Wilhelm 1912).
109
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and expansion of what has been known as the “Free Church”110 and also a rise of the
Charismatic movement within the Catholic church itself. Ecclesiology during the early church
and through the Middle Ages tended not to be discussed seriously as a separate locus until the
16th century Reformation forced the church and Biblical scholars to look separately at this.111
Vatican I (1869-70) laid a foundation for some of the definitions for church ecclesiology and it
became famous for defining papal infallibility in relation to morality and religion when the
Pope teaches ex cathedra. It also championed a hierarchical view of the church. A foundational
view of the Church as the continuation of the incarnation of Christ was established in the 19th
century.112 Lumen Gentium (Light of the Nations) is one of the principal documents of Vatican
II. A significant aspect of this work “…was the replacement of the old societas perfecta,
institutional-hierarchic ecclesiology, with the dynamic (people of God) notion in which the
church is seen first of all as a pilgrim people on the way to the heavenly city” (Kärkkäinen
2002, 28). A further important contribution, which surfaced from Vatican II was the admission
that other churches carry with them the saving function and are transmitters of the Holy Spirit
(Pope Paul VI 1964, # 15). Pope John Paul II emphasizes this point when he said
“…Ecumenism is an organic part of her life and work, and consequently must pervade all that
she is and does” (Pope John Paul II 1995, # 20). With movement of this previously entrenched
position, it is therefore appropriate to look again at how Protestants and Catholics read the
respective 1 Corinthian text.

“The expression “Free Church” involves two primary meanings: It designates first those churches
with a Congregationalist church constitution, and second those churches affirming a consistent separation of
church and state (see Mead, Experiment, 103)” (Volf 1998, 9 fn. 2).
111
We find many comments and attributions to the church by early fathers. We think of the Nicene
confession for example, “We believe in one holy catholic and apostolic Church.” “The first separate
ecclesiologies were Tractatus de ecclesia (1433/1435) of Johnn of Ragusa and Summa de ecclesia of John of
Torquemada, of the same period” (Kärkkäinen 2002, 11). However, significant attention was not given to the
construction of a substantial church ecclesiology until the 16 th century Reformation. Wolfhart Pannenberg has
given a history and outline of the emergence of ecclesiology (Pannenberg 1997, 21-27).
112
J. Adams Möhler (1796-1838) is credited as the founder of this view in his ecclesiological work
(Möhler 1996).
110
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Self-understanding of what it means to be the “people of God” significantly shapes
respective views of what it means to be an ecclesia. Christianity has its origins in Judaism, both
Catholic and Protestant faiths want to be faithful to the “Gospel of Christ,” yet selfunderstanding of what it means to be the “people of God” differ. For Catholics, the first in
importance is the communio in sanctis (sharing in holy things), which refers to the Baptism,
Confirmation, and the Eucharist (BCE). As sacraments, they mediate the life and activity of
God, thus they are seen as constitutive of the Church. Moreover, in those sacramental acts is
communion, thus the commencement of communion between individual and the corporal
church.113 The church as “the people of God” surfaced as an important image from Vatican II,
where the church is first encouraged to view itself as a “fellowship of a single community”
(Küng 1967, 116), rather than beginning with a hierarchical description (Prior 1994, 58),114 they
are “…a pilgrim people on the way to the heavenly city” (Kärkkäinen 2002, 28). Protestants’115
self-understanding of “the people of God” is grounded in the sola’s of the 16th century
Reformation. Sola scriptura,116 Sola fide,117 Sola gratia,118 Solus Christus119 and “The
Priesthood of every Believer”120 are significant monuments in the history of Protestantism,
which naturally shape the way they perceive themselves and the future. In this way, each local

113

"The church must be a meal-fellowship, a koinonia or communio; [it] must be a fellowship with
Christ and with Christians, or it is not the Church of Christ" (Küng 1967, 223).
114
Anselm Prior is a Franciscan priest who directs the Lumko Institute in Germiston, which operates
under the Southern African Catholic Bishops Conference.
115
Barrett claims that there are 33,820 denominations (Barrett et. al. 2001, 16); thus it is not possible
here to be representative, in this part of the discussion we are seeking to gain a view of more recognized forms of
Protestantism by relying on Dunn, Fee, Garland, and Thieslton.
116
Sola scriptura teaches that the Bible is God’s Word and the only inspired Word of God, and thus the
authoritative and the source of Christian doctrine.
117
Sola fide is the teaching that justification is received through faith alone, salvation is determined by
faith not by good works.
118
Sola gratia is the teaching that salvation comes through the divine grace of God, which is his
unmerited favor towards the sinner.
119
Solus Christus teaches that Christ is the only mediator between God and man, and that there is
salvation through no other.
120
“The Priesthood of all believers” is a foundational belief of Protestantism which has various
interpretations, but entails the teaching that each believer has direct access to God; no longer does the believer
need a priest to access the divine. In addition, each believer carries responsibility to preach and expound on the
Christian faith as given by Jesus in the Great Commission (Matt. 28:19).
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community contends that it is “the body of Christ” with its individual responsibilities and
privileges.
It is natural that if one produces his or her own definition of ecclesiology, then one will tend
to meet this definition with one’s own terms. The key question here for exegetes is what is
meant by Paul, when he speaks of the “body of Christ” and how it relates to the subject of
ecclesiology in this text? Ecclesiological definitions presented by McIntyre (McIntyre 2010,
55), Kärkkäinen (Kärkkäinen 2002, 14), and the Catechism of the Catholic Church (Catechism
2000, 227-277, 875) allow us to direct this area of research to specific questions: (1) What is
the church? (2) Who is the church? (3) What are the beliefs and rituals that define the church?
(4) What does the church do? (5) Who governs the church? And (6) how should the church be
governed?
The purpose of this part of the study is to examine four key 1 Corinthian texts in which “the
body” can properly be discussed in relation to the ecclesia. As Paul uses directly the language
of “the body of Christ” in 10:16-17 σώματος τοῦ Χριστοῦ (10:16) and σῶμα Χριστοῦ (12:27),
we will look at these texts first. The text 11:24-26 provides the etiology for Catholic reflection
on Eucharistic meal, which is spoken of in relationship to the soteriological understanding and
thus the self-identity of the community. The final text 6:13-14, adds further to the discussion
on unity and identity of the community.
σώματος τοῦ Χριστοῦ
“…is used in three different senses in Pauline writings: (1) literally, of the historical body
of Christ crucified (Rom 7:4); (2) analogously, of the ecclesiastical body of Christ (1 Cor
12:27) [with ekklesia mentioned explicitly in 12:28]; cf. Eph 4:12); and (3) liturgically of
the Eucharistic body of Christ (1 Cor 10:16; 11:27)” (Fitzmyer 2008, 376).
The challenge here is to establish the basis for scholarly interpretations and enumerate on
how we should accordingly read “the body of Christ” in the respective faith communities.
Firstly, this work here examines these texts exegetically, identifying critical elements of
theologically interpretation. Secondly, this will enable us to summarize the present Catholic
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and Protestant readings of the selected texts in the summaries (section 7). Thirdly, presentation
of readings will allow reflection on how it shapes ecclesiological understanding and provides
meaning to formation within respective communities.
We are not here doing exegesis, but rather examining the exegesis and key exegetical
interpretations and questions, which arise in the text in light of Fee’s (2002) proven and
accepted methodology for good exegesis. In this section this work will examine key
interpretational issues of context, text, and contextualization, which will then allow us to form
respective Catholic and Protestant summaries in section 7 in relation to ecclesiological
questions.
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3.1. READING OF “THE BODY” IN RELATIONSHIP TO ECCLESIOLOGY
Previously this work has examined the purpose, theme, and structure of 1 Corinthians.
Using first century deliberative rhetorical methodology this demonstrated a united theme of
sanctification, guiding the correspondence, which is divided into five separate probatio. As we
turn our attention to the specific text, following Fee’s methodology we come now to the
context, textual questions, and contextualization, before we respond with the respective
reader’s in the various traditions. In this section we will read the following selected texts, 1 Cor.
10:16-17; 12:12-17; 11:24-26; 6:13-14.
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3.2. READING OF 1 CORINTHIANS 10:16-17
(16) Τὸ ποτήριον τῆς εὐλογίας ὃ εὐλογοῦμεν, οὐχὶ κοινωνία ἐστὶν τοῦ αἵματος τοῦ
Χριστοῦ; τὸν ἄρτον ὃν κλῶμεν, οὐχὶ κοινωνία τοῦ σώματος τοῦ Χριστοῦ ἐστιν;
(17) ὅτι εἷς ἄρτος, ἓν σῶμα οἱ πολλοί ἐσμεν, οἱ γὰρ πάντες ἐκ τοῦ ἑνὸς ἄρτου μετέχομεν
(TGNT 589).
Translation:
(16) The cup of blessings which we bless, is this not a participation, in the blood of
Christ? The bread which we break, is this not a participation in the body of Christ?
(17) Since there is one bread, in the body we who are many are one, for all in the one
bread we share in.

The wider Context within which the text here appears is from 8:1-11:34 where Paul
rebukes arrogance (8:1) and calls his readers to maturity, the journey of sanctification. The
periscope appears as the third rhetorical demonstration (Collins 1999, 30), where the focus of
Paul’s exhortation to his beloved church in Corinth narrows towards avoiding idolatry (Collins
1999, 377; Fitzmyer 2008, 376). Paul proceeds to address the incorrect beliefs of the Corinthian
audience, which were obviously leading to inappropriate behavior within the community
(Collins 1999, 375). For Paul, immorality is incompatible with the sanctified life in the “body
of Christ” and by referring to the Eucharist, Paul warns against idolatry. Paul begins by drawing
the reader’s attention to Israel’s indulgence in acts of immorality and then applying this to the
Corinthians, advising them to avoid idolatry and referencing it to the holiness of the Eucharistic
meal. The second part of this text deals with “one loaf…one body…all partake…one bread…”
allows some scholars to read the Church and “the body of Christ” here as one and the same
(Fitzmyer 2008, 391). This text provides a very fertile ground for the discussion regarding the
reading of “the body of Christ,” which has implications for “the body” in six key areas: selfunderstanding as “the people of God,” the identity as a Christian community, one universal
ecclesia, the unity of “the body,” inauguration into “the body,” and the hierarchical function of
“the body.”
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By interpreting the Eucharistic meal through the Exodus experience, the readers are joined
to the history of “the people of God,” as well as the promises to those on the heavenly
pilgrimage. Paul uses the “body of Christ” in contrast with the “ethnic or historical-empirical
Israel of old” or “Israel according to the flesh” (Fitzmyer 2008, 392). In such a way a new
identity for “the people of God” is cast. This new identity is attained through participation in
Christ, yet Paul is berating his readers for not demonstrating behavior consistent with being
God’s chosen people.
Identity describes the distinctiveness of the church, which rests on its relationship to “the
body of Christ.” First century rhetorical arguments are in and of themselves arguments of
persuasion. Scholars universally accept that these techniques were adopted by Paul, thus his
writing is intended to modify erroneous behavior. Paul’s arguments were constructed around a
rhetorical stasis121 of immorality; using an appeal to pathos (Collins, 1999, 375). Paul was
making an emotional appeal to readers to avoid the mistakes of their forefathers, Israel. “Do
not be idolaters as some of them were” (10:7), is contrast with the Corinthian church. In this
way “the body of Christ” is held up to be the example for the behavior both individually and
corporately.
The identity of the “new” ecclesia is projected into focus through chiastic patterns, which
Paul uses throughout his correspondence. Textually (vs.16) Paul uses an A-B-A chiastic pattern,
where “…the A’ element is generally more pointed that the A element” (Collins, 1999, 14-15,
378). In this case the “blood of Christ” would act as A, while the “body of Christ” would assume
the position of the more pointed element of A’. Thus, not only is it a blessing that is acting on
“the body of Christ,” but it raises and accentuates the emphasis on “the body of Christ.” The
ABBA chiastic pattern of verse 17 reinforces Paul’s assertion that the “body” is understood by

121

Rhetorical stasis is a means of identifying the central issues being addressed and finding arguments
to address these, common in 1st century were: (1) judicial (accusation and defense), (2) deliberative (persuasion
and dissuasion), and (3) epideictic (praise and blame).
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Fee “analogically as the church,” even though they are many, they are one church (Fee 1987,
469). The Damascus Road experience left an imprint in the mind of the Apostle, a belief that
the church and Christ are not separated (Borek 2004, 128, 283). However, the question, which
is answered in differing ways is, is the bread “the body” or is it analogically “the body.” Thus
it is the ecclesia and more importantly the identity of the ecclesia that is being addressed.
Fitzmyer argues in support of Murphy-O’Connor’s work that the context is that of freedom
and idolatry (Fitzmyer 2008, 391; Murphy-O’Connor 1982, 3). The Corinthian community had
failed to live out its theoretical understanding in a correct practical way of living, which defines
the “new” ecclesia.
The worship event provides the context here where the vertical relationship is refreshed and
strengthened in order that the horizontal relationships reflect what it means to be “the body of
Christ.” It is perhaps noteworthy that the Protestant scholars uniformly establish a subcategory
of 10:14-22, around the theme of prohibitions and practices (Garland 2003, 472; Thiselton
2000, 750; Fee 1987, 462).122 Worship as a practice within the community is what is brought
into focus and the vertical dimension of the relationships takes precedence, yet it spills over to
the horizontal dimension of their corporate activity. The identity of the community around
fellowship at the corporate worship event is the dominant context, which therefore provides
guidance as to the theme.
The Textual analysis here leads us to look at the words and images that Paul uses to convey
meaning. Manuscripts (F & G) use εὐχαριστίας [thanksgiving] in place of εὐλογίας [blessing]
(10:16), which Thiselton comments is likely as a result of liturgical shaping of the Western
tradition (Thiselton 2000, 755).

This paragraph here brings to a conclusion Paul’s longer argument in connection with pagan
sacrifices (8:1). The use of Διόπερ [therefore] and is a “strong inferential” showing Paul is making a conclusion.
(Fee 1987, 463-464).
122
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The Hebrew texts here are invoked to interpret what Paul understood with Τὸ ποτήριον τῆς
εὐλογίας [the cup of blessing] (10:16), with Ps 116:13 as “the cup of salvation” (LXX 115:4)
(also 16:5, and representing divine wrath Ps. 75:8) (Collins 1999, 379; Pope John Paul II 2003,
# 9). Collins finds that Paul in this way uses the cup as a symbol of salvation, which one
participates in through the Eucharistic meal.123 The thought is that the cup of blessing is just
that, because it brings with it salvation, as the divine wrath is satisfied. Fitzmyer interprets the
“cup of blessing” in vs. 16 through the Jewish Passover meal, as the cup after the supper.
Reading the meal through the Passover tradition recognizes the need for participation in the
meal. It acknowledges the fact that bread functions as a staple food for life, so also “the body
of Christ” is required for life. It naturally follows that the Passover satisfied the wrath of the
divine, thus participation in the Eucharistic meal satisfies God’s wrath.
The phrase ὃ εὐλογοῦμεν [which we bless] is significant for our study because it must
explore the question of whether it is, “we bless the cup” or is it the cup over which “we offer a
blessing.” Moreover, if the cup is associated with the 3rd cup of the Passover, with which most
scholars connect it (Thiselton 2000, 758), then the follow up question becomes, is it “the cup
which brings a blessing” or is it “the cup in which we bless.” Schrage underscores the
importance of the use of first person plural in this text to reinforce the idea that it is the
congregation who observe the sacrament here (Schrage 1995, 436-437).
The Amen signifies the congregational nature of the act of blessing offered through the lips
of “the president”; the blessing is addressed to God; the cup clearly denotes participation in
Christ’s redemptive act of giving himself for the blessing of others (Justin Apology, 1:65
quoted in Thiselton 2000, 761).

123
Jewish tradition furthermore recognizes “the cup of your blessing” from examples in the apocryphal
books of Joseph and Aseneth 8:9, where the “cup of blessing” was not limited to the Passover ritual or solemn
festival. The “cup of Blessing” was understood to be taken as often as wine was drunk as part of a meal. This
reading is also understood in The Jerusalem Talmud (Jerusalem Talmud, Berakot 7.3), which is cited by Collins
(Collins 1999, 379). This brings about the obvious problem with regard to the interpretation of the constitution of
ecclesia, if this were simply a common family meal, was the priest or bishop necessary to constitute the NT
ecclesia or is the NT ecclesia an Old Testament model?
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The “common meal” is a celebration of the benefits to the Christian and a “recall” of
Christ’s sacrifice on the cross (Garland 2003, 477). Ποτήριον τῆς εὐλογίας [the cup of blessing]
(10:16) Garland finds is not a subjective genitive, in the sense that it is the cup that brings a
blessing, rather a blessing is brought by participation in the cup (Garland 2003, 476). 124 These
words recall a Hebraic expression that is found to have its backing in the blessing at the “Last
Supper” (Mt. 26:27; Mk. 14:23; Lk. 22:20; 1 Cor. 11:25) or the practice of pronouncing a
blessing before it is distributed (Garland 2003, 476). The Lord’s Supper is not understood here
by Garland in a sacramental nature,125 in the sense that there is a mystical reception on account
of participation. It is not the cup that brings the blessing, but rather there is a blessing in the
cup, which primarily brings about fellowship with Christ (excluding fellowship with idols),
fellowship with fellow celebrants, and reemphasizes the covenantal nature of the relationship
that God has with his people (Garland 2003, 477-478).
Paul’s language reflects the Jewish-Christian roots found in the Markan and pre-Pauline
tradition (Thiselton 2000, 757; Käsemann 1964, 108), rather than links to Hellenistic cult
meals.126 The cup of blessing is likely associated with the third cup of the Passover seder, thus
salvation in the third cup is what is in mind. “One body” is read here metaphorically as the
backdrop to the discussion of divisions mentioned (1:10-17), providing firstly, a “political”
term of “the body” and secondly, a Christological soteriological reading is established (1:1825, 10:16), which has a covenantal basis in mind (“one single solidarity”) (Thiselton 2000, 769).
Reading the function of a metaphor and contextual variables, Ricoeur’s “split-referencing” and

124
The contra position is taken by Karrer. "Der Kelch, den wir…segnen…ist der Kelch, mit dem wir
den Segen Gotteserfahren" (Karrer 1990, 214).
125
Here Garland acknowledges that many scholars have seen a sacramental nature of the cup, however
this is often because the meal has been interpreted through the lens of pagan cult meals anachronistically, while
the meals were not necessarily central to the cultic event. This has led some scholars to conclude “… of a crude
sacramental theophagy that was not evident in the sources” (Garland 2003, 476 fn. 4).
126
“The cup of blessing that we bless” is a Hebraic expression (Garland 2003, 476). Moreover, Garland
also argues for exclusive loyalty, an uncommon practice within pagan cultures (Garland 2003, 472).
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“double meaning”127 permits Thiselton to enlarge the meaning of “one body” to include both
metaphor and context in the meaning.128
Collins claims that the cup in biblical tradition is a “symbol of salvation,” drawing from
(Ps. 16:5; 23:5; 116:13). Moreover, Collins continues from the prayer of Joseph and Aseneth,
that “Jewish tradition knows of “the cup of your blessing”” (Collins 1999, 378). However there
remains a leap in order to travel from “symbol of blessing” to the “means of blessing,” which
Collins would need to explain.
The key word κοινωνία [participation, fellowship] significantly shapes the reader’s
understanding of the unity Paul wishes to express with the image of “the body.” Paul’s key
focus was unity, in and with, “the body of Christ” in the communal meal. The term here is
κοινωνία [participation, sharing in] (Fee 1987 466; Dunn 1998, 616),129 which Dunn
understands as “…the act or experience of sharing, rather than of a condition or action created
by the term qualified…” (Dunn 1998, 561 fn. 153).130 The term koinōnia is actually intended
to shape the way other terms are read (Dunn 1998, 539), thus we see that it is activities and life
in general that are to incorporate a koinōnia context. In this way an emphasis on shared
leadership and team ministry within the ecclesia can be inferred. Moreover, Paul extends the
meaning of koinōnia beyond a simple fellowship to communion which is expressed by Bridges

“The metaphorical ‘is’ at once signifies both ‘is not’ and ‘is like’” (Ricoeur 1977, 6).
Multiple meanings allow Thiselton to follow Cullman in combining worship and covenant as the
main thematic links within the context of the chapter. Worship expresses the “vertical” dimension of communal
participation, while covenant expresses the “horizontal” dimension.
129
κοινωνία [participation, sharing in ] occurs 13 times within the undisputed Pauline corpus (Rom.
15:26; 1 Cor. 1:9, 10:16, x2; 2 Cor. 6:14, 8:4, 9:13, 13:13, Gal. 2:9, Phil. 1:5, 2:1, 3:10; Philemon 1:6).
130
koinōnia is used in a wide spectrum by Paul where, participation, fellowship, communion and
partnership are incorporated. This work might well concede that in this particular use Paul is referring the act or
experience of sharing or communion. However, a wider use is reflected in scripture, which has both objective
and subjective elements. Paul conceived of himself as a “partner” in the Gospel, as a “partaker” where a change
is inferred due to a relationship conceived (refer below).
While koinōnia is a key word here, Dunn argues that ekklesia is the dominant term used by Paul to
discuss the identity of the “church.” Paul’s usage (62 occurrences) is understood to have formed Israel’s selfidentity and given its preeminence for Paul shaping the way other terms are read (Dunn 1998, 537). Thus, Paul
uses assemblies that are predominantly Gentile in composition (Dunn 1998, 539), it is used in the plural,
referring to house churches, possibly around 40 people (Dunn 1998, 542). Each house church had it own
founding apostle (Dunn 1998, 540-541), yet it was not a building that was thought of as the church, but rather
Christians coming together formed the ekklesia (Dunn 1998, 542).
127
128
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as a union and communion (Bridges 2012, 47), to where the union with Christ creates the
communion.
Κοινωνία [fellowship] is to mean that this “fellowship is realized through participation in
his blood and body” (Collins 1999, 379). Transubstantiation131 has been used to describe how
the bread and wine are understood to change into “the body” and “the blood” of Christ. This
has traditionally been supported by John 6:53-57 (refer to challenges to the exegesis 7.6). In
addition to the understanding of κοινωνία [fellowship] as participation, the community is
recognized as the visible “body of Christ,” which actually “…mediates the salvation won by
Christ” (Murphy-O’Conner 1982, 5-6). In this way “the body of Christ” and the church can be
understood as one and the same.
Early usage of the term koinōnia was wider than simply fellowship and participation. Plato
spoke of koinōnia in terms of a partnership, in the dissolution of a koinōnia (Hendrikson 1962,
93). James and John the sons of Zebedee were κοινωνοί [partners] with Simon (Lk. 5:10).
Moreover, Paul regarded himself as a κοινωνόν [partner] with Philemon (Philemon 17), and in
κοινωνία [partnership] with his hearers in the Gospel (Phil. 1:5). Bridges makes the argument
that Luke incorporates in the concept of koinōnia the sharing of material things from Acts 2:4445 (Bridges 2012, 14). Furthermore, Paul urges his readers to share hospitality (Rom.12:13; 2
Cor. 9:13).
For Paul κοινωνία [participation, fellowship, communion, and partnership] was both an
objective fact and a subjective experience. The Corinthian believers where “called into
fellowship with Christ” (1:9), where koinōnia is expressed and experienced, then through
fellowship, sharing, participation and communion is expressed to others. Thus koinōnia

131

The scholastic term used to designate the unique change of the Eucharistic bread and wine into the
Body and Blood of Christ. “Transubstantiation” indicates that through the consecration of the bread and
the wine there occurs the change of the entire substance of the bread into the substance of the Body of
Christ and of the entire substance of the wine into the Blood of Christ – even though the appearance of
“species” of bread and wine remain (CCC 2000, 902).
This term was introduced formally into the church at the council of Trent (1551) (Catechism 2000, # 1376).
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becomes a living expression of an establish relationship, grounded in Christ and expressed to
others. In this way koinōnia is a shared experience of the Spirit, a sharing, fellowshipping,
participating, and a belonging to one another (Bridges 2012, 156).
μετέχομεν [share in, partakes] is translated as “share in,” which makes more sense for the
use in 9:12 to understand that one not only partakes, but there is a joining or taking a share of.
One is able to partake of something and stand a far off and enjoy. However, with Paul’s use of
μετέχομεν [share in, partake] in relationship to κοινωνία [participation, fellowship], more
commitment is communicated. Thiselton finds that one who “shares in” has a “part to play” or
responsibilities and obligations towards the community (Thiselton 2000, 750). Moreover, when
we consider the wider context of Paul’s desire that his readers would “not become sharers in
demons” (10:20), exclusivity is brought to mind. “You cannot drink of the cup of the Lord and
the cup of demons; you cannot partake of the table of the Lord and the table of demons” (10:21).
Such language also invokes the Old Testament history of a people who were continually
“unfaithful,”132 who had provoked God’s jealously 10:22 (Deut. 32:21).
The phrase οὐχὶ κοινωνία ἐστὶν τοῦ αἵματος τοῦ Χριστοῦ [is this not a participation, in the
blood of Christ?], raises a distinct question identified by the REB rendering, which reads “is
this not a means of sharing in the blood of Christ?” The question is restated by Thiselton, does
the κοινωνία of the Eucharistic meal include both the vertical and horizontal dimensions? He
argues that it does not convey the “vertical” dimension (Thiselton 2000, 761). However, we see
above that when “participation” and “share in” are used together, exclusive belonging to Christ
is what is perceived. Therefore, Paul is conveying “‘not simply being with him’ but receiving
‘an interested in the death of Christ’” (Thiselton 2000 762). In this way we are able to say if
one receives an interest in Christ, then he is participating at least on some level.

132

The Old Testament is a story of apostasy and renewal, as the children of Israel continually walked
away, serving idols (Jer. 3:20; Ezk. 16:20; Is 1:21) and had to be renewed and restored by God.
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One might well ask if interpreters need to make a distinction between the κοινωνία with
and in Christ and the “sharing” of the cup with demons? Collins finds that Paul’s lexis expresses
the significance of the Eucharist and would have been understood as a sharing in a “common
endeavor” or “reality” (Collins 1999, 376). The word “sharing” (metechō) in vs. 17 is part of a
larger word group where it’s associate words occur in vs. 21 (metochē) and also in vs. 30
(metochos). In the same way koinōneō, koinōnia, and koinōnos as a word group are used in
relationship to Hellenistic cultic meals. Metochos [sharing] was used to speak of an association
with idols in Hosea 4:17133 and 1 Enoch 104:6, thus it fits comfortably that first century readers
would have understood that “shearing” is a realistic participation in the real presence of Christ
at the table (Collins 1999, 376-377).134 Early pagan cultures shared in all types of blood rituals,
which were perceived to have spiritual effect. However, Paul did not consider the idols as
anything in the world (8:4; 10:19). Moreover, the “in Christ” that Paul preached was
accompanied through his evidence of miracles (2:4) and the resurrection (15:1-19), which
provided and objective element, something the pagan cults were unable to achieve. When Paul
asks the rhetorical question, “What do I mean then? That a thing sacrificed to idols is anything,
or that an idol is anything” (10:19)? The obvious answer is no, nothing, meaning for Paul the
idols did not belong to his world of objective reality.135 Furthermore, drinking blood was not
part of Jewish culture, expressly forbidden by the law (Lev 7:27). In addition, such a position
suggests that Christian tradition was informed by pagan practice. Christians would believe that

133

The central image which carries the theme in the book of Hosea is the image of a marriage, as the
prophet uses the image of a marriage to display the relationship God intends to have with his people. Yet this
marriages had been corrupted by adultery or apostasy of the Hebrew people. The “joining” together here
describes the disloyalty and pagan worship as Ephraim adopted the practices of the surrounding nations.
134
Dunn argues that the logic behind Paul’s “sharing” distinguishes the meal of the believing
community from the Pagan meals; it is not to be interpreted through it (Dunn 1998, 616).
135
The argument brought to a conclusion in 8:13 regarding causing my “bother to stumble” is about
using ones liberty as a mature believer. A mature believer is one who has understood that an idol was nothing,
but also who did not flaunt this liberty to cause harm to another person. The “weaker brother,” is one who
considered the idol as something, gave it place in his conscience, became bound by it and thus caused him to
stumble if he ate meat offered to the idol. Thus when you sin against your brother, you sin against Christ
(Ciampa & Rosner 2010, 393).
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Satan attempts to replicate what God has done. Christian tradition is not here understood to be
informed or built off pagan rituals and rites.136
The blood of Christ here “signifies identification with Christ in his death as both the source
of redemption and the pattern for life and lifestyle” (Thiselton 2000, 763).137 This establishes
the principle of unity, which is strengthened through the use of τὸν ἄρτον ὃν κλῶμεν [the bread
which we break]. Fee claims that the bread here draws from the language of the Jewish meal
(Acts 2:46; 20:7, 11), “what is unique here is that Paul will go on to interpret the bread in terms
of the church as his “body”” (Fee 1987, 468-469). In this way the participants affirm that they
are “partners” in the “redeemed community” (Fee 1987, 469).
The covenantal emphasis has been established with the meal and the cup. As the bread
links the “body of Christ” individual with “the body of Christ” corporate, the dimension of
κοινωνία has been introduced as the vertical, but transitions to incorporate the horizontal. In
this way participation in the Eucharistic meal is intended to spill over into the dimension of
lifestyle. Regarding daily living Borek comments that here Paul intends the Eucharist to be the
ultimate criterion upon which behavior of members is to be evaluated (Borek 2004, 135),138 as
a warning arrives later in 11:27.
Paul uses the bread as an image when it constitutes the one Christ shared by the many
(Fitzmyer 2008, 391), thus there is a call to separation and holiness. The bread as an image
speaks to the unity, the single loaf of bread constitutes the one Christ crucified and risen, shared

136

This here becomes a hermeneutical issue as meaning may have been ascribed from words in the
pagan world, but they did not adopt their practices and redefine them for their own purpose. A most well-known
example would have been the adoption of the word “evangelism” or “good news,” where this word actually
comes from the Greek word used by runners to herald the good news of war victories back to the waiting city.
When an army was away fighting, after a victory they would send a runner back to the city with the “good news”
or “evangelism,” that a victory had been obtained. The war had been won and they are no longer under rule of
the enemy, but free. Thus, such words were adopted to bring meaning, however pagan rituals were not adopted,
neither should we understand that Paul would have taken meaning from them, especially such important ones as
the Eucharistic celebration.
137
The genesis of this thought can also be established from Romans 6:8.
138
Borek makes the case that Paul’s two rhetorical questions in 10:16 ensconce the Eucharist as the
place where the standard of behavior of the baptized is established in order that the reputation of the church
remains (Borek 2004, 135).
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by the many, the fellowship of the many is in the one, as bread brings about the common union
of all “in Christ” (Fitzmyer 2008, 391). Moreover, this common sharing in the bread brings
about the union of all Christians. As bread is a staple food, it also reflects a common sharing in
the necessary sustenance for life (Fitzmyer 2008, 392). Whilst the image of the bread develops
Paul’s thought on identity, this image of "the body" is also described by Paul as one.
A significant implication for the image of “the body of Christ” is its contribution toward the
understanding of unity, community, fellowship, participation, and how this unity actually is
considered. We tend to think of community as people coming together to form community,
however, Paul did not understand it in this way.139 “The community is a radically new reality
(1:28), which makes a believer a new creation (2 Cor. 5:17)” (Murphy-O’Conner 1982, 5). In
this way “the body” is something that the individual is changed by and absorbed into as the one
becomes part of the community.
For Cerfaux “Σῶμα means a unity, a whole, but never a collectivity” (Cerfaux 1947, 273).
Cerfaux emphasizes the oneness of the body, highlighted by Paul’s use of a Hellenistic formula
“as one body,” which is found in the Aesop fables (Cerfaux 1948, 262). This is accentuated in
the meal, which was identified by the early believers as τὸν ἄρτον ὃν κλῶμεν [the bread which
we break] (1 Cor. 10:16). In the Lucan accounts we read κλάσει τοῦ ἄρτου [breaking of the
bread] (Luke 24:35; Acts 2:42), as a single loaf delivered a notion of unity, yet the broken bread
ideally remains one. In this way, not only is immorality incompatible with the life of believers,

Murphy-O’Connor argues that Paul addresses issues not on account of defining a particular doctrine,
but relating to the degree of misunderstanding present in the Corinthian community. The fact that so much
attention is devoted to the Eucharist indicates that there was something drastically wrong. The community is one,
but this one is a union, not what we would understand as a unity. The “body of Christ” is described as an
“organic unity,” it “belongs to Christ” (3:23; 15:23), and it is a “member of Christ” (6:15; 12:27). Reflecting on
the issue through the lens of the “human body,” it is for Paul, Murphy-O’Connor says a question of
“coexistence.” If a body part is amputated, it may still appear the same, yet its mode of existence can only be
given meaning when it is part of a whole. In Colossians 1:18 Paul makes it clear that there is a distinction
between “the body” and “the head,” implicit in other letters. “In this perspective the name ‘Christ’ could be
predicated of the community if it is possible to conceive Christ and the community as functionally identical, that
is, as performing the same identical function.” In this way Catholic exegetes find, “The community mediates the
salvation won by Christ” (Murphy-O’Connor 1982, 5-6).
139
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but it reshapes the identity of “the people of God” and forms a one (a whole). “The wording of
the ‘meal’ probably indicates the effect of liturgical shaping” (Dunn 1998, 608). βρῶμα [food]
and ἔπιον [drink] are words that are more appropriate with a larger meal and different from
ποτήριον [cup] and ἄρτον [bread] used in the “meal” (Dunn 1998, 614). Liturgical shaping of
course argues that the words had changed, but the meaning had not. The emphasis is not
therefore on any sacramental effect of the meal, but the occasion itself, which was a bringing
together of the community. Thus unity and the identity of the faith community are seen to be
what Paul is intending.
Paul’s argument, which is brought to a climax as vs. 17 transitions from the “body of Christ”
crucified to the “body” that it forms. The hen sōma (one body) is read as expressing the
ecclesiastical unity of “the body” without the mention of Christ, there are several other locations
where "the body" is mentioned without Christ (Fitzmyer 2008, 392).140 In addition the singular
unity motif is established in the words of Christ in addition to the bread.
…traditionally, the idea of unity was connected with the (broken) bread, and not with the
body, and that it rested on Christ’s act of distributing pieces from the one loaf to all, rather
than on the words, “This is my Body,” which mark the passing from material food to
spiritual food (Cerfaux 1947, 264-265).141
The image of the “body of Christ” is read by Cerfaux literally, leading to the conclusion
that participation in the Eucharistic meal is in fact participation in the divine and inauguration
into the ecclesia.
Baptism and the Eucharist bring us into a religious harmony which is of such a kind that
Christ (or the body of Christ) is the principle of unity in the community. Baptism is in one
Spirit, and it consecrates us to one and the same body, the body of Christ with which it
identifies us in a mystical way (Cerfaux 1947, 270).

140

1 Cor. 12:13; Rom. 12:5; Col. 3:15. It should be pointed out that Fitzmyer cites these text as Pauline
or deutero Pauline texts in which “body” is mentioned without Christ, but clearly discusses “the body of Christ.”
This is done to support the position that it is the ecclesia which mediates salvation.
141
Ignatius of Antioch stressed the idea of unity found in the Eucharist rather that the body (Ignatius
Phild. 238 fn 20, & Ignatius Smyrn. 1:2), quoted in (Cerfaux 1947, 265 fn. 8).
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Contextualization shows us that once a “Eucharistic Christ” is established, according to
Fitzmyer, Christ is now acting in the Eucharist to be Christian unity: (1) Christ’s presence with
his people is concretized, (2) it is a memorial and proclamation of Christ’s death. (3) Celebration
of the Eucharist is done until he returns; there is an eschatological element in the discussion
(Fitzmyer 1967, 74-75).
The idea of the universal Church is read here as scholars find that Paul uses a single image
of the bread. Moreover, this concept of a universal Church can also be understood as scholars
prefer a letter over epistle as in the background is the single image of the “body of Christ.” It is
not that there is an argument for more than one “body of Christ,” rather it is the issue of function,
which eventually leads to governance. Paul employed first century Greek rhetoric to build the
argument of his correspondence, which is recognized as a letter rather than an epistle.142
Scholars accept it as a letter, which implies they understand it as correcting an aberrant
community within a larger community.143 The distinctiveness of the church is shaped by its
relationship to “the body of Christ.” A letter implies significant reliance upon other
communities (e.g. the Vatican), an epistle implies primary reliance and allegiance to Christ.
Thus, reading Corinthians as a letter here in view of “the body of Christ” is understood to
necessarily maintain allegiances with other “authorities.” The idea that salvation is found in the
participation in the Church events of Baptism, Confirmation, and Eucharist, and that the Church
mediates salvation reinforces the hierarchical practice of the Church. Moreover, such a way
presupposes leadership in the church to provide guidance and facilitation of these activities.

142

Fitzmyer and Collins recognize that while 1 Corinthians does include elements of an epistle, it is
never the less considered a letter (Fitzmyer 2008, 54; Collins 1999, 1-14). Cerfaux also refers to 1 Corinthians as
a letter (Cerfaux 1947, 293). Regarding a letter, Deissmann declares, “A letter is something non-literary, a
means of communication between persons who are separated from each other. Confidential and personal in
nature, it is intended only for the person or persons to whom it is addressed, and not at all for the public or any
kind of publicity” (Deissmann 1927, 218); Deissmann makes the sharp distinction between a letter and an
epistle. Epistles are to be aimed at the general public, they are intended to be permanent and of a literary nature
(Harrop 1996, 330-332).
143
If 1 Corinthians would be understood as an epistle in the sense that first century writers used it in, as
Fee and Thiselton do, then it would imply a level or autonomy granted to the church in Corinth.
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Dunn emphases unity in participation as the unity of the “body” is further reflected through
his word choice of “sharing,” “partners,” and “partake of” (Dunn 1998, 616). “There is no hint,
for example, that Paul envisaged the bread and cup being taken to absent members of the
congregation, as though it was simply the bread and cup as such which made the congregation
one” (Dunn 1998, 616). In this way the bread and cup are connected with the koinōnia. The
logic of Paul’s argument here is that one bread is symbolic of the many becoming one, because
the many partake of the one. However, it is important to note that participation does not mean
participation in the broken “body of Christ” but: “By ‘participation’ in the single loaf, the ‘body
of Christ’ they affirm that they together make up the ‘body of Christ’” (Fee 1987, 470). 144 In
this way living life together becomes amplified and the communal life of shared fellowship of
the ecclesia is raised above ritual elements present in the meal.
The logic of the argument is extended in the way that the community becomes one through
sharing in the one bread, which is a sharing in one body, the “body of Christ.” “In short, the
thought connection in 10.16-17 was not just: one bread > one body. There was a third or
connecting element: one bread > shared > one body” (Dunn 1998, 617, 550). “Membership in
the body is also membership in Christ” (Dunn 1998, 405). This is in particular a reaction against
medieval mysticism, which over emphasized “individualistic piety.” Membership is intended
to be a common sharing born out of belonging (Dunn 1998, 406). Furthermore, a key to
understanding the differing interpretations is to recognize the differing semantics of: “one
bread…one body.” Fee interprets one “body” here as a “solidarity,” and participation in the
meal affirms “…what the Spirit has already brought about through the death and resurrection
of Christ” (Fee 1987, 470).145

144

The image may be extended to mean that perhaps the participant may gain nourishment from this
source (the meal), but “Paul does not press this point” (Fee 1987, 470 fn. 36).
145
This interpretation of solidarity is also found in the work of Robinson, who considered “the body” as
a concept forms the keystone of Paul’s theology (Robinson 1957, 9). Here solidarity is intended to mean a union
of interests, purposes, and sympathies among the members. It is interdependence and for Fee and Robinson
reflects their understanding of the relationship between man and “the body of Christ.”
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The context establishes that the Eucharist is concerned primarily with the unity and
fellowship of the believing community. “…Paul’s concern centered on the bread and the cup as
the primary expressions of the unity of the congregation and as a means to that unity when
properly celebrated” (Dunn 1998, 616).
Participation in the Lord’s Supper is a significant aspect in shaping the self-understanding
of the Church’s identity as a community. The same logic that underlies the exhortation: one
bread, shared, one body is also the logic that distinguishes the believing community from pagan
festivals and the partaking of other tables (Dunn 1998, 616). The ecclesia of Christ has a
different identity, different behavior, and a whole new way of living once one is part of the
Christian community. It is this element of distinguishing or being “called out” and separated
from the pagan peoples, which has permitted some to stray further (into isolation) than the
image of the one “body of Christ” permits.
The identity is further a self-reflection of the unity present in “the meal,” yet this unity is
understood as a mystical spiritual whole, as a one, but for Catholics scholars never a solidarity
or collectivity. Ultimately, it is this unity that joins one with “the body of Christ,” ushering them
into the “body of Christ.” A soteriological motif is read as “the body of Christ” is present in the
meal. The context of worship permits the Protestant scholars to see that unity centers on
koinōnia in the sense of fellowship, but participation is what makes "the body" a body
(collective) and emphasizes the communal nature of the meal over the sacramental. Moreover,
emphasis on unity is assisted by a metaphorical interpretation of “body” over a realistic
explanation.146 The third major element here in the relationship between the ecclesia and “the

146
Dunn reads “the body” as a metaphor, establishing its backing in “the body politic” familiar among
the stoic philosophers grounded the famous fable of Menenius Agrippa (Dunn 1998, 548, 550). “The image of
the city or state as a body (the body politic) was already familiar in political philosophy” (Dunn 1998, 550). In
addition, Dunn follows Ridderbos, “The Christian assembly is a body, like the secular body politic, but it is
different precisely because its distinctive and identifying feature is that it is the body of Christ” (Dunn 1998,
551). “Believers do not together constitute one body because they are members of one another, but because they
are members of Christ, and thus are one body in him” (Ridderbos 1975, 376).
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body of Christ” is the self-identity shaped by the communal participation and sharing of a
“called out” community.
For full summary, please refer to section 7, where conclusions for Catholic and Protestant
exegesis are made.
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3.3. READING OF 1 CORINTHIANS 12:12-13, 27
(12) Καθάπερ γὰρ τὸ σῶμα ἕν ἐστιν καὶ μέλη πολλὰ ἔχει, πάντα δὲ τὰ μέλη τοῦ σώματος
πολλὰ ὄντα ἕν ἐστιν σῶμα, οὕτως καὶ ὁ Χριστός·
(13) καὶ γὰρ ἐν ἑνὶ πνεύματι ἡμεῖς πάντες εἰς ἓν σῶμα ἐβαπτίσθημεν, εἴτε Ἰουδαῖοι εἴτε
Ἕλληνες εἴτε δοῦλοι εἴτε ἐλεύθεροι, καὶ πάντες ἓν πνεῦμα ἐποτίσθημεν (TGNT, 595).
(27) ὑμεῖς δέ ἐστε σῶμα Χριστοῦ καὶ μέλη ἐκ μέρους (TGNT, 596).
Translation:
(12) Even as the body is one, and has many members, but all are members of the one
body, many being in the one body, this is the case with Christ.
(13) And in one spirit we were all into one body baptized. Whether Jews or Greeks or
slaves or fee, and we all of one spirit drunk.
(27) But now you are the body of Christ’s and members you are a part.

Readers establish the Context in which the text appears by recognizing the historical,
cultural, and social issues that would have affected and influenced the original reading. This
text (12:12-27) occurs within the wider periscope 12:1-14:39, which address the appropriate
use of spiritual gifts within the community (Fee 1987, 569; Garland 2003, 561). Here the unity
of “the body” within the diversity of gifts on offer takes central stage. Partition theorists have
read these three chapters, citing chapter 13 as a displaced hymn (Weiss 1959, 569-571;
Conzelmann 1975, 217), concluding that they are later fragments gathered together. However,
the structure, united theme, the syllogism repeated in chapters 8 and 14, 147 the location and
logic of Paul’s argumentation, and the significant use of γλωσσῶν [tongues, languages] (in its
various forms)148 in the three chapters ties the section as part of the wider correspondence.149

The syllogism between γνῶσιν [knowledge] and ἀγάπη [love] with οἰκοδομεῖ [edify] is firstly
established in 8:1, which features again in chapter 14 (refer also section 2.2.4.4). In this way the discussion in
chapters 13 and 14 is linked with the wider text of Paul’s correspondence (Mitchell 1991, 270).
148
This work argues that it is the misuse of spiritual gifts, particularly the gift of tongues that Paul is
seeking to address here (refer section 2.2).
149
Taylor includes chapter 11 here with 12-14 on a discussion on church order during the worship event
(Taylor 2014). However, given Paul’s use of rhetoric (refer probatio 4 under section 2.2.4.4), the ABA chiastic
pattern between 12, 13 and 14, the discussion directed at resolving the problem of over realized eschatology
leading to the misuse of the gift of “tongues,” and the single focus on spiritual gifts we think a separation here
and new subject is what Paul intended.
147
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As this section mentions directly σῶμα χριστοῦ, and σῶμα in its various forms eighteen
times it is important to our specific study. However, we must be patient not to focus to early on
the image of “the body of Christ” before uncovering the context, direction of the exhortation
and the specific problem being addressed.
The social stratification within the community incorporated a full mix of “wealthy,” “poor”
(11:22), “wise,” “mighty,” “noble” (1:26), “weak,” “strong,” (8:9), “slaves,” “free” (12:13),
“females,” and “males” (11:4-5). Analyzing the makeup of the community is important because
it helps us to understand the target of Paul’s exhortations and warnings. It is not the purpose
here to reestablish the context we can read great scholarly work (Borek 2004, 87-93).150
However, the context shows us that the church in Corinth had misunderstood unity. From
chapter one (1:10-17), we see that they had formed fractions within their community and they
are now urged towards unity. However, this unity is not to tolerate immoral behaviors
demonstrated in chapter five. Readers are to be united in Christ, where sanctification is implied
and boundaries are established.
Within the wider correspondence Paul addresses an “over realized eschatology” evident in
the church.151 Paul’s eschatological thought is referenced and projected throughout the
correspondence. In Paul’s opening prayer he is concerned about the testimony of Christ (1:6)

150

Borek presents the church in Corinth with diverse: ethnic, religious (pagan), philosophical, social,
and gender backgrounds, which form a community in a wealthy cosmopolitan city, frequented by trade,
travelers, artists, philosophers and sporting stars. Borek spends a good deal of time to examine the background
(Borek 2004, 87-93). This examination leads him to conclude that the correspondence is directed towards the
purpose of unity. However as this work has previously stated, if one does not see the correct purpose, the
analysis will be difficult. This work has argued that the guiding purpose is sanctification, not unity (refer section
2.2). Moreover, Borek approaches his exegesis from the assumption that 1 Corinthians contains partial fragments
(Borek 2004, 88). It is the contention of this work that an examination of the correspondence using first century
deliberative rhetorical methodology demonstrates that the correspondence is indeed a single united treaties, with
a united theme. Furthermore, this work agrees with Kaiser that certain types of form criticism have gone too far
and need to be arrested (Kaiser 1978, 7).
151
“Over realized eschatology” is a view that the Kingdom of God is here now in full and only has to be
participated in. A second consideration of “over realized eschatology” is that the “pneumatic enthusiasts,” to
whom Paul was addressing, had an inflated view of the gifts of the Spirit, seemingly making them superior. The
main problem of these “spiritual enthusiasts” was the misuse of “tongues.” Thirdly, this view brings into
question the future bodily resurrection, which is not needed if the kingdom is here in its fullness (addressed in
chapter 15).
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and “…awaiting eagerly the revelation of our Lord Jesus Christ” (1:7). Here Paul is writing to
believers who are believers because they have received the revelation of God (1:18; 1:23-24),
thus in “awaiting eagerly the revelation,” points to an expectation of a greater revelation of
Christ. In 4:8 Paul uses a series of rhetorical questions as an antitheses or biting irony between
himself and his readers. “You are already filled, you have already become rich, you have
become kings without us…” (4:8). Here Paul directly attacks his readers “puffed up” view (4:6;
4:18; 4:19, 5:2; 13:4). Chapter fifteen is a direct response to eschatological questions of “the
body,” where the future “resurrected body” is addressed.
In chapters 12-14 Paul seeks to address the misuse of spiritual gifts within the community
(Collins 1999; Fitzmyer 2008; Garland 2003; Fee 1987; & Thiselton 2000), caused by this over
realized eschatology. The misuse of tongues is seen as the direct recipient of this correction.
Paul’s introduction ἐν πνεύματι θεοῦ λαλῶν λέγει [in the Spirit of God speaking says] (12:3),
refers to the use of “tongues” (Fee 1987, 574, fn. 24), the word translated as tongues is used 14
times,152 it begins each chapter and is used in the concluding comments of both chapters 12 and
14.153
The three consecutive chapters follow the A-B-A pattern were an introduction to the gifts
and general comments are made. Chapter thirteen is a theological interlude, which introduces
the motivation for spiritual gifts, while in chapter 14 presents’ specific responses to correct the
misuse. As we narrow to focus on verses 12-27, Borek has amended Masalles’ findings to
suggest that verses 12-31 form two sections, verses 12-26 and verses 27-31. These two sections
act as part of the argumentatio or probatio to support the exordium. Borek’s probatio is
therefore:
12,7-31 Argumentatio
152

γλωσσῶν 12:10 x2, 28; γλώσσαις 12:30; 13:1; 14:5 x2, 6, 18, 23, 39; γλῶσσαι 8; 14:22; λαλήσω 14:

21.
153

Paul opens his discussion in chapters 12 speaking about the idols that cannot speak and wants to
inform his hears of the “one speaking by the Spirit of God” (12:3). In chapter 13 tongues is the first gift and the
second gift in chapter 14, behind the gift of prophesy.
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A
B
Α

vv.
vv.
vv.

7-11 (πνεῦμα - φανέρωσις)
12-26 (σῶμα - μελή)
27-31 (έκκλησία - ὑμεῖς) (Borek 2004, 95)154

Therefore the context of the present discussion on gifts is intended to be a correction of an over
realized eschatology, writing within the frame of an awaited perousia.
The composition and life situation of the church becomes rather important for any analysis
of the 1 Corinthian text, as it was into this cultural confusion, which Paul has to address. “Noi
vogliamo far conoscere soltanto la principale divisione dovuta alla provenienza religiosofilosofica, lo stato sociale ed il sesso” (Borek 2004, 88). It is into this context of religious,
philosophical, culture and social status, and gender confusion, which has influenced Borek to
consider the purpose of Paul’s writing here was to bring unity.155 We also need to include a
“spiritual” component in addition to Borek’s suggested philosophical, social, and gender
divisions, as surly Paul would have seen it this way. Paul addresses the Ἰουδαίοις [Jews],
Ἕλλησιν [Gentiles] and the κλητοῖς, [Called] (1:23-24), as the recipients of his preaching or
“all” that is in the world or the known world. The divisions mentioned here in chapter one are
entirely defined by the contrast Paul makes in the next chapter between the ψυχικὸς [natural
(man)] and the πνευματικὸς [spiritual (man)].156 Thus the idea of who has the Spirit and who
does not, relates to all of Paul’s arguments. If you have the Spirit, then certain behaviors can be
anticipated or expected.
In verse 27 Paul quotes directly ἐστε σῶμα χριστοῦ [you are the body of Christ]. This has
allowed some readers to understand that “the body of Christ” takes central focus here in the

One of the challenges with Borek’s study is that he identifies unity and diversity as the purpose of 1
Corinthians or finding unity in diversity (Borek 2004, 21-22). Therefore his reading of chapter 12 is directed
towards this theme of unity and reciprocity, rather than correcting the aberrant Corinth believers.
155
Some have understood that these verses refer to confirmation (Hanimann 1972, 400-405). In
subjection to the theme of correcting spiritual gifts within the community, this periscope here focuses on the
unity within diversity of “the body,” where the question of unity is significantly addressed.
156
It is the finding of this work that the natural man does not have the Spirit and is outside “the body of
Christ,” while the spiritual man has opened up to and welcomed the Spirit and thus is incorporated into “the
body of Christ” (for full discussion refer the anthropological discussion of “the body of Christ” examining 1
Corinthians 2:14-3.1).
154
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ecclesiastical sense (Fitzmyer 2008, 474). Moreover, a literal reading of ἐβαπτίσθημεν [to
baptize] (12:13) “into the body,” shapes the church’s ecclesiology in terms of its understanding
of identity and soteriology. While we do learn something of the nature and function of “the
body of Christ,” we should be patient not to raise the image used by Paul to explain his
correction, above the context and the problems that we have argued Paul is addressing.
“The body” terminology is used here as a model of “human cooperation and
interrelationships” (Dunn 1998, 59). “It is the interplay between body corporate and body
corporeal, between church as “body” and mutual (bodily, that is, also social) relationships,
which provides the linkage earlier, in 1 Cor. 11.29-30” (Dunn 1998, 59). Unity is discovered in
plurality, not uniformity, which allows the “self” of the individual to remain (Garland 2003,
590). Moreover, a focus is on the charisms available within the assembly, allows us to consider
the functions and interactions of “the body” at another level.157
Lee finds that Paul uses the image of “the body of Christ” as an analogy between “a body”
and Christ (Lee 2006, 125). In Lee’s sociological work, which is devoted to demonstrating that
Stoicism provides the backing for the image used by Paul, she understands that “a body”
characterizes both unity and diversity (Lee 2006, 125). While many agree with her conclusion,
she arrives here by establishing a soteriological motive in 12:3 with the “Jesus is Lord,” which
for her is the “fundamental indicator of the “spiritual person”” (Lee 2006, 116). 158 From this

157
Dunn finds that unity requires “enacted awareness:” (1) recognizes the diversity of the charism with
individual character. (2) Diversity included “humdrum tasks” as well as more prominent gifts. (3) There is
recognition of the mutual interdependence of the gifts. (4) There is an intentional vagueness as to the boundaries
of the charisms. (5) The Activity of the charism pertains to a particular or certain event. (6) The gifts are the
embodiment of a divine grace. (7) Every member of the body is to conceive of themselves as having an active
part. (8) Dunn finds that Baptism into one Spirit (12:13) is initiatory and expresses the dynamic character of the
body (Dunn 1998, 555-560).
158
Borek together with Lee accentuate their point that the “Jesus is Lord” introduces a soteriological
motif and directs the proceeding discussion focused on unity. Lee also finds that “Jesus is Lord” points to a
“spiritual existence,” which is in relationship to Christ’s Lordship. Lee’s conclusions are drawn from the ABA
chiastic pattern present and the work of Thiselton (Lee 2006, 106).
While a statement that “Jesus is Lord,” is in itself a soteriological statement, it is not here the point of
Paul’s use. Fee finds Paul’s point is exactly that just because you make an inspired utterance, is not in and of
itself evidence that you are led by the Spirit (Fee 1987, 581). Our work follows the following train of logic. In
early Christian tradition the “Jesus is Lord” is contrast with “Caesar is Lord,” thus the term itself is meant to
describe absolute allegiance to Christ. The one who is in allegiance to Christ is not in alliance with pagans, but is
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point, the threefold character of God (12:4-6), as: “the same,” provides a variety of “gifts” (Holy
Spirit), “ministries” (Lord Jesus), and “effects” (God the Father), which is understood as a
model of unity and diversity.159
The imagery used here by Paul identifies individual members as part of a larger group,
“individual members of one another” (Rom. 12:5), and secondly, the community is identified
as “Christ” and “with Christ” (Dunn 1998, 405). Paul wants to remove thoughts of
individualistic piety (Dunn 1998, 406) and to recognize the corporal and community elements
of “the body of Christ.”160 Garland understands the primary division in the church as being
along sociological grounds, which explains the absence of male and female gender from Paul’s
formula. Moreover, by employing the spiritual dimension “baptized into one Spirit,” the readers
are elevated to beyond sociological divisions (Garland 2003, 592). In this way the identity of
the ecclesia is to take on its spiritual dimension.
Textual enquiry here, which examines the original Greek text in question, does not present
scholars with major problems. It is the interpretation of the text, which has opened a number of

gifted for the benefit of “the body.” This work points to the chiastic pattern (which could be used to argue both
ways), the fact the tongues occurs in every list of gifts, Paul’s scorn of the “mute idols” (12:2), and the use of
“tongues” in these three chapters indicate that glossolalia and over realized eschatology is the focus of Paul’s
rebuke and correction. The contrast between Ανάθεμα Ἰησοῦς [Jesus is accursed] and Κύριος Ἰησοῦς [Jesus is
Lord], is not a “test” as some have preferred, rather it is discernment. The result of the contrast simply defines
who has the Spirit. Thiselton records no less than twelve solutions, which have been presented through history
(Thiselton 2000, 918-926). However, as it would have been unthinkable for a believer to cry “Jesus is accursed,”
a believer confesses “Jesus is Lord,” not so much alluding to a soteriological confession, but a confession that
could not be made by another spirit. Lee, Thiselton and Borek embellish the faith confession outside the contexts
(Lee 2006, 115; Thiselton 2000, 926).
159
Here we speak of “the body of Christ” as “the body,” not “a body.” Paul’s soteriology is defined by
the contrast between the one who is a “natural man” verses the “spiritual man.” That one has the Spirit and a
participator in the divine reality, not a “spiritual person.” It follows from this foundation that the contrasts
between the “members” are describing the unity and diversity of “the body,” rather than the sanctification
required of the body. Such a result creates very fluid boundaries, something that Paul was trying to curb. “The
Corinthians are part of a new humanity, so their ethics flow out of this new, corporate identity, just as Cicero
defines correct action in reference to universal humanity” (Lee 2006, 124). Following this work’s theme of
sanctification, morals and ethics flow from Christ, as head. It is in the refreshing of the vertical relationship that
believers are refreshed and reoriented towards the horizontal relationship with one another (Garland 2003, 472;
Thiselton 2000, 750; Fee 1987; 462).
160
It has to be said that at times corporate elements of theology have been absent from some Protestant
theology. The extreme examples is when Matt. 18:20 and 1 Cor. 5:4 are read as support for the idea that when
every two or three believers gather, there is said to be a gathering of “the body of Christ.” A question we will
turn to latter in this study.
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possibilities. Here our textual search will examine the use, importance, and meaning of key
words and then how they conspire to add meaning.
Verse 12 commences with the connecting word Καθάπερ [as, even as, just as], which is
normally used to introduce a comparison or an analogy (Thiselton 2000, 995). As we will see
the logical flow leads to a Christological emphasis. According to Thiselton a more natural flow
of the original text would use οὕτως [thus or so] in a way that would read, “this is the case with
the body of Christ.” However, against what might be anticipated or expected Paul says οὕτως
καὶ ὁ Χριστός [this is the case with Christ] (Thiselton 2000, 995). These four words have created
no small amount of controversy. The reading of Paul’s choice of syntax has been read to identify
the members of Christ as limbs and organs of Christ (Best 1955, 96-104; Caufaux 1947, 268)
or as Schrage finds that Paul is making an analogy (Schrage 1999, 213).161 Thiselton makes his
view clear with his translation, which reads, “even so this is the case with Christ.” This choice
of syntax leads to the conclusion that a comparison is in the mind of the author here, where the
political body rhetoric serves as the background for this comparison (Thiselton 1999, 995-996;
Garland 2003, 588).
Paul prefers οὕτως καὶ ὁ [this is the case with] (12:12) Christ, over οὕτως [thus, so is] Christ,
leading Schweitzer, Robinson, and Best to claim there is something more than analogy or
metaphor in mind - an ontological identification between the Church and Christ is a preferred
solution.162 Barrett however, urges that Paul did not have in mind Jesus’ identification with the
Church but his Lordship over the Church (Barrett 1968, 288). Paul’s choice of syntax here
reflects his interest in the Church only as it demonstrates Christ revealing himself to the world,

161
While Schrage produces a conclusion from the syntax that this image is used analogously here by
Paul, he does concede in other parts the use of “the body” is used in more realistic terms.
162
Schweitzer claims that the origins of the concept of “in Christ” and “the body of Christ” are
grounded in eschatology, thus the metaphor is insufficient (Schweitzer 1931, 118); Robinson claims that the
image of “the body of Christ” is not merely a simile, but a “mystical truth” (Robinson 1959, 60 fn.1); see also
(Best 1955, 12-30, 96-104). Thiselton claims that the error here is an over emphasis of Christology and failure to
recognize sufficiently context and the tools of first century rhetoric and its contribution (Thiselton 2000, 991).
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and as Christ becomes incarnate in the world though his Spirit, in this way following Käsemann
(Käsemann 1971, 110, 117; Thiselton 2000, 996). In any event to interpret the use of the image
of “the body of Christ” through the eschatological framework here as Schweitzer does, is to
overlook the context and specific argument at hand.
The incessant use of σῶμα [body] or its different forms, eighteen times in chapter twelve
and seventeen of those within our periscope under discussion requires our attention. Paul
follows Hellenistic rhetoric in using “body,” which is a major topos,163 in order to speak to the
unity and diversity and the interrelationship within the church. Thus, Collins reads “the body”
here as a metaphor (Collins 1999, 458, 462, 463). The metaphor for Collins is extended to
Christ, but does not refer to the church in metaphorical terms (Collins 1999, 462).164 Fitzmyer
describes “the body of Christ” terminology as “figurative” use, agreeing with Collins that the
“body politic” from Greek philosophy is most likely informing Paul’s use (Fitzmyer 2008, 476).
Borek however finds as a result of his studies of the image here that a realistic reading is
justified.165

Topos – was typically used in reference to body politic. Body was used by Dio Chrysostom in his
speeches on concord (Dio Chrysostom Discourses 9.2; 33.44; 34.32; 39.5; 40.21; 41.9; 50.3); Collins also finds
uses by Dionysius, Epictetus, Josephus, Philo and Plutarach, perhaps the most common and widely quoted is by
the Roman senator Menenius Agrippa (Collins 1999, 458-460; Fitzmyer 2008, 475-476; Cerfaux 1947, 266 ).
164
Son has argued that in order to explain Paul’s use of “the body of Christ” as the church, it is
contingent upon one’s understanding of Paul’s use of σῶμα, whether it refers to the whole man, physical or nonphysical substance and whether it refers to the individual in isolation or in solidarity. Catholics of course read the
church and “the body of Christ” as one and the same, the church is the visible expression of “the body of Christ.”
The challenge for those who read σῶμα as conveying the idea of physicality is then to explain the physical union
between Christ and the church that is implied by Paul’s term “the body of Christ.” Here Collins does this by
reading the σῶμα as a metaphor or major topos but at the same time claiming that the metaphor does not extend
to the church. On one side Son argues that “His [Paul’s] expression is, however simply too realistic to be
regarded as a mere metaphor.” And on the other hand “…it is exegetically impossible to make a complete
distinction in Paul between σῶμα that refers to the individual body of Christ and σῶμα that refers to his
ecclesiastical body” (Son 2001, 108).
Cerfaux in regard to physicality of “the body of Christ” emphasis the unified whole “body,” but not a
“body” as a collectivity (Cerfaux 1947, 273). Cerfaux does not stress the individualization of the “body of
Christ” on an existentialist basis (as Bultmann), rather the church is a “spiritual organism” which is attained “by
a synthesis of the mystical life in Christ and the unity of the Christian world” (Cerfaux 1947, 282).
165
Dopo le analisi eseguite per questa dissertazione, a causa dei motivi appena esposti, siamo sempre più
convinti che, descrivendo le relazioni reciproche fra le membra all'interno del corpo di Cristo, dobbiamo
percepire questo corpo nel senso sempre più reale e meno metaforico (Borek 2004, 285).
This conclusion of a realistic reading is brought about through Borek’s understanding that unity is the theme of 1
Corinthians and from the declaration of 12.3 that “Jesus is Lord” a soteriological motive is inferred. If Paul’s
discussion here is primarily directed towards soteriology then the relationship to baptism (vs 13) and the unity of
163
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The history of interpretation of “the body of Christ” among Protestants has been rather fluid
in the past 100 years. Schweitzer and Robinson were influential in this discussion during the
early part of last century, while latter Mitchell and Martin have contributed to the later
readings.166 Paul attempts to demonstrate unity by using a “body” with many parts and
demonstrating how all function together.
The connection of σῶμα with μέλη [member] leads Vanhoye to the conclusion that Paul is
making the analogy between body parts to concrete person, i.e. The eye would be the prophet,
the hand would be the servers etc. (Vanhoye 1986, 78). A discussion of μέλη [members] is
taken up seriously by the Polish theologian Borek who looks at the members or limbs to explain
the nature of the Pauline concept of “the body of Christ” (Borek 2004, 28). As Paul compares
the eye element with the hand and the head to the toe, concrete persons are in view, but what is
accentuated is the reciprocity (Borek 2004, 110). Moreover, in verses 23 & 24 where the
discussion centers on “presentable members” or those with “more abundant honor” to speak
about “sex” organs is to take the wrong direction and for Borek in keeping with his underlying
theme of unity and reciprocity he ascribes a spiritual content, “Quelli deboli spiritualmente, a

members takes an increasingly prominent focus. However, this work has previously argued here that Paul is
rebuking the pneumatists and directing them towards sanctification.
166
Schweitzer and Robinson in the middle part of last century where leading and influential thinkers
who suggested that Paul’s use of “the body of Christ” reflected more than a metaphor or analogy. Schweitzer in
his work on mysticism finds that the enigmatic doctrine of “the body of Christ” is the “…making manifest, in
consequence of the death and resurrection of Jesus, of the pre-existent Church (the Community of God)”
(Schweitzer 1931, 116). “The mystical body of Christ remains an enigma so long as it is not understood in the
light of the fundamental concept of the Community of God, in which by preordination the Elect are closely
united with one another and with Christ” (Schweitzer 1931, 117). Robinson saw the origins of Paul’s
understanding as being established in his Damascus road conversion experience, when Jesus said “I am whom
you are persecuting” (Acts 9:5; 22:7; 26:14) (Robinson 1951, 58). The resurrection of Christ is revealed as the
Christian community (Robinson 1951, 58). As time progressed it is deemed that Schweitzer and Robinson’s
appealed too much to the Hebrew tradition and failed to recall Paul’s contemporary context to add meaning.
There was an earnest desire to recognize the impact of Greek rhetorical influence on Paul and the Greco-Roman
context into which Paul was seen to be writing. In the late part of last century Mitchell and Martin approached
this discussion from the perspective of first century rhetoric, claiming that because the use of “body” as a
metaphor was common in ancient political literature, it must have influenced Paul (Mitchell 1991, 157).
Moreover Mitchell finds that language is derived from political oratory concerning political unity (Mitchell
1991, 65), thus rhetoric of harmony and unity within diversity is read (Martin 1995, 39). Following this theme of
harmony, Martin claims that “Homonoia speeches always assume that the body is hierarchically constituted and
that illness or social disruption occurs when that hierarchy is disrupted” (Martin 1995, 40). Martin’s is an
ideological study and relies on his reading and interpretation of 1 st century history and culture rather than
exegesis, never-the-less his study is influential.
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causa della loro fragilità di coscienza o di fede, devono essere circondati da maggior rispetto,
stima ed onore” (Borek 2004, 119). Thus, within “the body of Christ” there is not to be shamed
and lessor members, but those other more abundant members provide cover.
Paul’s deliberate choice of μέλη [members] (12:12) is not only intended to reflect unity has
having an organic component, but also this unity has with it a priority. Having read οὕτως καὶ
ὁ [this is the case with] Christ, to point back to Christ, μέλη is translated “limbs and organs”
rather than the common “members,” to reflect that they are not members of a social institution
(Thiselton 2000, 996), thus Paul’s Christological emphasis is recognized. In following the
influence of Mitchell and Martin’s use of political body rhetoric as a comparison, “body” serves
here also as an analogy for a hierarchy. The argument establishes a priority to this unity. Firstly,
Christ retains the emphatic position of the nominative. Secondly, the emphasis is on unity of
the “one body,” and only in third place come the “variety or plurality” of “the body.” In
addition, Paul argues οὕτως καὶ ὁ Χριστός [so it is with Christ] is a metonymy (Thiselton 2000,
996).167
The translation of the τὸ σῶμα in the nominative corresponds to Christ and thus leading to
a rendering “So it is with Christ” (Schrage 1999, 211). Thus there is one Christ, many members,
but all members “are the Christ.”168
Χριστός [Christ] is recorded in the nominative form at the end of the sentence, which is
intended to emphasis Christ as the main subject and establishes hierarchy. While the use of
Christ establishes hierarchy, ἕν ἐστιν σῶμα [one is body], raises the subject of unity, but in
subjection to Christ. Third place in this hierarchy is τὰ μέλη [the members], where it is the
members that make up “the body.” Therefore, Christ is where the emphasis is placed; unity of
the one body is brought into focus, as it is the members in unity, who make up “the body.”

167

Metonymy is a figure of speech in rhetoric in which the thing or the concept is not called by its
name, but is called by a name which it is recognizable by.
168
“So ist auch der Christus einer und hat viele Glieder, alle Glieder Christi aber, obschon es viele sind,
bilden den Christus” (Schrage 1999, 211).
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In verse 13 several important textual decisions will need to be established by interpreters
in order to make Paul’s intent lucid. The text ἐν ἑνὶ πνεύματι [in the one spirit], is it to be
translated as a locative as Collins does (Collins 1999, 457) or as instrumental as NASB, NIV
and RSV do indicating the agency, who does the baptizing? Thiselton recognizes the
scholarship of R. Schackenburg, who claims that ἐν could well be translated “with, by, in or
even for” (Thiselton 1999, 997). Moreover, Schnackenburg makes the point that while εἰς is
translated as “into” it is in other contexts used to mean the “direction of faith” rather than
“movement” (Schnackenburg 1964, 22-24, 83-86).
For Fitzmyer verse 13 is “… one of the fundamental Pauline texts that teaches the
incorporation of baptized believers into Christ” (Fitzmyer 2008, 478). Thus a soteriological
motif is established, as upon baptism the believer receives the Spirit.169 “Indeed, the following
clause, which speaks of “drinking” the Spirit, implies that the baptism of which Paul speaks is
one of water” (Fitzmyer 2008, 478) or the drinking of the Eucharistic cup (Fitzmyer 2008, 479).
In addition, the second clause parallels the first in that the meaning of ποτίζω [give to drink]
(12:13) carries the idea that the person is not only immersed as a result of “baptism,” but the
Spirit is “within” the believer (Fitzmyer 2008, 479). The baptized and those made to drink are
made members of Christ.170 Cerfaux understands baptism as a rite by which one enters into the
community or “body of Christ.” Particular support is found for this position from Acts 2:41,
which declares that baptism is synonymous with the addition of Souls (Cerfaux 1947, 162 fn 3,
272).
Collins understands Paul’s use of “baptism” in the realistic sense as opposed to a
metaphorical expression. Moreover, Paul’s use of “…whether Jews of Greeks, whether slaves
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Fitzmyer points to Bultmann for support (Bultmann TNT Vol. 1 1951, 333) (Fitzmyer 2008, 478).
In this regard Fitzmyer finds himself in opposition to some of the church practice. That the two
clauses do not describe a double rite of baptism in the name of Jesus and also imposition of the Spirit though the
laying on of hands in conformation, this is “…a foisting on the Pauline text concerns of later systematic
theology…” (Fitzmyer 2008, 479).
170
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or free…” 13b is read by Collins as an act of ritual baptism and leads to incorporation into “the
body” and a soteriological motif (Collins 1999, 463, see also Cerfaux 1947, 272).171 In addition,
“we were all made to drink of one Spirit” (12:13b), accentuating “all,” “drink,” and “Spirit”
recalls the Eucharistic cup (11:25).172
Fitzmyer’s reading of ἐκ μέρους [from a part] is used to stress that while baptized into and
incorporated into the “body of Christ,” the Christian maintains his individuality. In this way
individual unity is attained, never the less a measure of diversity is retained.
We note from the text ἑνὶ πνεύματι [one spirit], ἓν σῶμα [one body], comes next to ἡμεῖς
πάντες [we all]. While it reflects a contrast between the all and the one, as Paul includes Jews,
Greeks, Slaves and Freedmen (all people in the known world), and again πάντες [all] is contrast
with the ἓν πνεῦμα [one spirit] highlights the theme of unity in diversity as the many, are one.
The ἓν πνεῦμα [one Spirit] is to be understood in the instrumental sense. This leads Schrage
to read baptism literally and “the body of Christ” metaphorically.173 Schrage claims that,
mediated by the Spirit, constituted by Christ, the individual members become one with Christ
in baptism (Schrage 1999, 216). In addition, “by one Spirit” has led Borek to conclude that it is
the limbs governed by the one Spirit, which form the person of Christ and thus a soteriological
inference is made.174
In ἐβαπτίσθημεν [were baptized] we find undoubtedly a key image for our study, which has
been understood not only metaphorically or realistically, but is also applied to water baptism,
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Collins also recalls this formula from Galatians 3:28, claiming it echoes the Genesis 1:27 narrative,
then claiming that the “whether male or female” is omitted because of Corinthian misunderstanding with
sexuality (Collins 1999, 463).
172
While consenting that this has been difficult to translate The Codex Alexandrinus reads “we all are
one body.” “Drinking of the cup marked the transition from the meal to the activities of the liturgical assembly in
a fashion similar to the way in which a libation of wine offered to the gods marked the transition between the
symposium in the formal dinner parties of the Hellenistic world, particularly those sponsored by various
associations” (Collins 1999, 463). Modeling the Eucharistic meal off pagan rituals would have been unthinkable
to Paul.
173
Reading ἓν πνεῦμα [one Spirit] in the instrumental case does not solve the dilemma here. While the
instrumental reading can lead us to a realistic interpretation, even those who hold a metaphorical reading of
baptism here, agree that the Spirit is doing the baptizing (Fee 1987, 606).
174
Le membra vivificate e governate dall'unico Spirito formano con Cristo una sola Persona (Borek
2004, 73).
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salvation, and the Pentecostal experience of Spirit Baptism.175 A number of commentators draw
from soteriological inferences and hold that it is through Baptism that members become
members of the “body of Christ” (Borek 2004, 296).
In 1 Cor. 12:13 parallelism between 13a and 13c has led Protestant readers to take
ἐβαπτίσθημεν [were baptized] in a metaphorical sense and read a common experience of the
Spirit (Fee 1987, 603-606).176 Firstly, the parallel sentence places the emphasis on the second
clause, which qualifies the first.
“We all were baptized in the one Spirit,”
And
“We all were caused to drink of one Spirit” (Fee 1987, 603).
Secondly, “baptize” is a technical verb, which later became understood by the Church as a rite,
there is no evidence to suggest that this was a term for initiatory rite by this time (Fee, 1987
604).177 Furthermore, Paul qualifies his statement with “baptized in the Spirit.” Thirdly, it is the
one Spirit that is repeated in both clauses not baptism. Fourthly, the emphasis of Paul’s present
argument is on unity (Fee 1987, 604). “In any case, one is hard pressed to find an equation
between baptism and the reception of the Spirit in Paul’s letters” (Fee 1987, 604). For Paul,
reception of the Spirit is the start of the Christian life (1 Cor. 2:14-16; Gal. 3:2-3; Rom 8:1417) “…thus it is natural for him [Paul] to refer to their unity in the body in terms of the Spirit”
(Fee, 1987, 603). In this way it is understood that the unity of “the body” is brought about by a
work of the Spirit, not an effort or actions on the part of the Corinthian believer.
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The rise of hermeneutical scholars within the Pentecostal tradition notably Stronstad and Archer
examine Luke-Acts as narrative and support for Spirit Baptism have brought new light on this issue. This Spirit
Baptism is understood in the same way the 120 received the Spirit on the Day of Pentecost is principally interpreted
through Acts 2:1-12; 10:44-48; 11:15-18; and 19:1-7. Because this Pauline text is the only place in the New
Testament were it has been read, “For by one Spirit we were all baptized into one body” (12:13, NASV). Reading
this in connection with Paul’s introduction and teaching on the “gifts” led some to consider this as support for
Spirit Baptism, however, this is no longer so. In any case Paul’s inclusion of “all” should cause a pause in the
Pentecostal thinking as in their theological system, Spirit Baptism is a subsequent experience with God after
salvation. As Paul was writing to the church, not all would have encountered this experience.
176
There is a history of scholarly arguments against “Baptism” being read as a metaphor (read Daines
1978, 71-78; Best 1955, 98-101).
177
βαπτίζω [baptize], means to dip under, to immerse, and was used in the process of dying or coloring
materials, it was used by Josephus only in this way. In Hellenistic circles there is a wider use, which includes ‘to
bathe’ or ‘to wash’ but is seldom found (TDTNT Vol. I 529-546).
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The verb ἐποτίσθημεν [given or made to drink, to drink] in verse 13 recalls the use of ἔπινον
[to drink]178 in 10:4. As the spiritual rock from which people were to drink was Christ a
soteriological inference is made. For Dunn the receiving of the Spirit and justification are the
salvation events (Dunn 1970, 107-108). Moreover in the 10:1-5 texts the original author
includes words translated as: “baptism,” “spiritual food,” “all drunk,” “spiritual drink,” “a
spiritual rock,” and “the rock was Christ,” where a salvation mediated by Christ is what is
implied. Thus the recall in 12:13 of “one Spirit,” “all baptized” “one body,” “all made to drink,”
“of one Spirit” is seen not only as a soteriological motif, but the connection of “one body” as a
soteriological image. Collins’ examination of textual tradition here reveals that some of the
earlier scribes have attempt to assist with the translation, as one manuscript reads, “we all were
made to drink one drink,” while the Codex Alexandrinus reads “we all are one body” (Collins
1999, 463).
The twofold reference to the “one Spirit” has for some made a link to the two sacraments
Baptism and the Eucharist (Collins 1999, 458). Furthermore, “all,” “drink,” and “Spirit” in
12:13 is seen as an echo of 10:4, as a reference to the Eucharistic cup (Collins 1999, 463), thus
soteriology is connected with the Eucharistic drinking. Salvation mediated through Christ by
the Spirit. If “drink” is used in a metaphorical sense, it does not necessarily conclude in the
Eucharistic drinking. As “drinking from the spiritual rock,” in 10:4 is metaphorical, the linking
therefore to a Eucharistic cup should also be analogous. Moreover, if Paul wanted to make this
point, since he has used ποτήριον [cup] in 10:16 and 11:25, with such importance, why would
he not make the logical transition here?
The pronoun ἀλλήλων [of one another] (12:25) emphasizes the mutual behavior of love,
while μεριμνῶσιν [should care, anxiety] comes from the root μεριμνα, which deals with matters
of the heart (Borek 2004, 124). Thus, we see the foundation for unity and reciprocity is rooted
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One will notice that there is a slight variation in the order in some Greek manuscripts of the place
ἔπινον [to drink] occurs, however we suggest it is not the Greek text which alters the meaning.
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in the heart or might we say a change of heart. It is the change of heart or the “new creation” (2
Cor. 5:17; Gal 6:15) mentioned by Paul, which is central to the soteriological process (refer
section on conversion).
Division among the believers flow over to an impoverished Table,
La comunità, nel partecipare in maniera divisa alla cena del Signore, subisce i danni
dell'astenia causando, così, non solo la mancanza di solidarietà fraterna, ma, soprattutto,
un vero danno per tutto il corpo di Cristo. Un danno nel quale συμπασχει παντα τα μελη
(Borek 2004, 125).
The final verse in view here is 12:27, where “the body of Christ” is directly stated.
Simply, as this comes on the end of our periscope, our specific enquiry here is to look to the
text to supply meaning to the image. “Now you are Christ’s body and individually members of
it” (NASV). Some have understood this as a distinct epistolary unit with verses 27-31, largely
because of Paul’s use of the second person (Collins 1999, 467). Others argue that the entire
periscope combines syntax in singular and plural, and here verse 27 actually ties all the
preceding verses together (Thiselton 2000, 1013). The conjunction δέ [but] simply coordinates
the texts to its emphatic conclusion, as in, you all, many members, each make up “the body of
Christ.” While Paul is not saying you are like or you are as, he is saying you are, a literal
conclusion is warranted. However, it does fit with Stoic use of Body Politic the metaphor and
also Seneca’s, “we are parts of the one great body” (Epistles 95.52).
According to Schrage, this use of “the body of Christ” here has no bearing on the discussion
of metaphorical or realistic – except that Paul uses it here in a metaphorical sense.
“Dieses Bild steht zwar beherrschend im Vordergrund, doch impliziert das keine
Vorentscheidung darüber, ob „Leib Christi“, der ausdrücklich erst in V 27 erscheint,
realiter oder metaphorisch zu verstehen ist” (Scharge 1999, 206).
While this image is used here as a metaphor, there is an ecclesiological reality, “Es heißt
nicht: „Wo die Kirche ist, da ist auch Christus“, wohl aber: „Wo Christus ist, da ist, da ist auch
sein Leib, da läßt er sich nicht von seinem Leib trennen“” (Schrage 1999, 212).
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In verse 27 Paul states, ὑμεῖς δέ ἐστε σῶμα Χριστοῦ καὶ μέλη ἐκ μέρους (Now you are the
body of Christ and individually members of it - translation Fitzmyer’s). This is to be understood
“analogically in the ecclesiastical sense” (Fitzmyer 2008, 481). The ecclesiastical body has
grown out of the crucified Christ and it is in this sense that, the ecclesia is formed, thus the
ecclesia at Corinth formed part of universal ecclesia.179
There is considerable discussion about the origin of the concept of “the body of Christ,”
Fitzmyer does not agree that the genesis for this concept of “the body of Christ” was an insight
or revelation gained from Paul’s Damascus road experience.180 With the “figurative” use of
“the body of Christ,” what Paul is meaning is a “moral unity” (Roman 12:4-8).181
“We should like to point out that the development of Paul’s thought makes the transition
from the physical sense of σῶμα to the collective sense very difficult” (Cerfaux 1947, 276).
The omission of the definite article in 10:16 suggests that you may not say in your Christian
life you are like the “body of Christ,” nor could it be said that you are “the body of Christ;”
however the mysticism present leads to, “You are a body, a body which is that of Christ
(dependent on him, and in which his life flows)” (Cerfaux 1947, 277). Specifically, Paul’s use

In Fitzmyer’s reading here he quotes the Vulgate, the second clause strangely reads: et membra de
membro, “and members form a member” (Fitzmyer 2008, 482). The inclusion here demonstrates the history of
interpretation, with the view that the universal ecclesia is made up of multiple local ecclesia.
180
“In the Lucan account of that event, when he was accosted by the risen Christ, he asked, “Who are
you, sir?” He heard the answer, “I am Jesus whom you are persecuting” (Acts 9:5), but that answer cannot be so
interpreted that he immediately became aware of the church as “the body of Christ.” The church as “the body” of
Christ is not an element in Lucan theology (Fitzmyer 2008, 475). Fitzmyer argues that Paul could not have
conceived of Jesus as head and as he would later do with “the body of Christ.” Fitzmyer argues that Paul simply
identifies Jesus with his disciples and founder of the movement. The Sixto-Clementine Vg reinforces this view, a
view that is maintained by Hilary, Ambrose, and Augustine (Fitzmyer 1998, 425). Borek in his study comes to a
slightly different conclusion that after Damascus Road, the Church has never been separated from Christ (Borek
2004, 128, 283).
181
Fitzmyer claims any physical considerations would be excluded on the basis of inappropriate sexual
unions in 6:15-17, moreover physical participation in the Eucharistic meal in 10:16-17 prevents more than a
moral unity of “the body of Christ.” In an important consideration here Fitzymer also claims that Paul has not
developed the idea of Christ as the head of the church until the later Deutero-Pauline letters (Col. 1:18, 2:19,
Eph. 4:15) (Fitzmyer 2008, 476). Here we see Fitzmyer’s hermeneutic of progressive revelation reflected. On
this issue of progressive revelation Cerfaux declares this position rather succinctly “Did Paul arrive at such a
notion of the Church as the ‘body of Christ’, the mystical ‘Christ’, a perfect human and divine society, in the
course of time by diligent thought and progressive revelation? …All Paul’s ecclesiology was born in substance
in the recognition of the fact that Christ, the Lord almighty, lives in those who believe in him” (Cerfaux 1947,
262 fn. 1).
179
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here in 1 Cor. 12 is a call for Christians to be in unity, a unity, which is comparable to a “body”
(Cerfaux 1947, 329).
Here this study perhaps finds one of the more controversial issues regarding the unity of
“the body of Christ” and its implications for ecclesiology. Fitzymer’s reading of vs. 27 makes
room for individual ecclesia’s, while Cerfaux clearly lays the emphasis here on unity, the unity
is not solely a mystical identification with Christ, in the sense of Christ’s mystical body, but
rather it is a “…mystical identification with the real and personal body which lived, died, and
was glorified…” (Cerfaux 1947, 277-278). In this way Cerfaux cannot then lay claim to the
Church as a visible “body of Christ” but only a visible expression of “the body of Christ.”182
Contextualization of the texts makes theological form of the results of the examination of
the context and text. Here wider texts are incorporated to help shape a theology or a discourse
of how God relates to the world. Therefore, we can now look at the key subjects, which readers
find in the text, soteriology, faith, baptism, unity, sanctification, the Eucharist, and implications
for “the body of Christ.”
Firstly, we must broach the question of soteriology. Inferences to soteriology have been
found by scholars in abundance. The “many baptized into the one,” the emphatic position of
Christ, which establishes hierarchy, “one Spirit, Baptized into,” the identification of “Baptism”
in 12:13 with 10:2-4, the parallelism in 13a with 13c leads to a common experience in the Spirit.
Furthermore, the connection with and reception of the Spirit and justification, the “made to
drink,” recalls the Eucharistic cup, and the two fold reference to one Spirit recalls Baptism and
the Eucharist. In addition, the emphasis on the mutual behavior of love flowing from a changed
heart and baptism in 12:13, which is built on the declaration of “Lord” in 12:3 have all lead
many scholars to claim the presence of a soteriological motifs. However, there was no hint that
Baptism was a rite until later in the history of the Church, the soteriological process is not
This is also the language that Penna prefers, tempering the reading of “the body of Christ as a
metaphor (12:12), to mean an expression of the body of Christ (Penna 2002, 250).
182
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quantified specifically in the New Testament texts, and baptism is predominantly read as a
metaphor. Moreover, Paul qualifies baptism as “in the Spirit,” and not “into Christ,” have all
lead other scholars to reject a soteriological theme as part of this discussion.
Therefore, this work allows the purpose and intent of Paul’s rhetoric to lead us to his
intended meaning. Here the writer is primary speaking about the correction of aberrant behavior
of the pneumatists, but they must have some experience with God through his Spirit otherwise
there would be no basis for the teaching. The basis is exactly this that they have entered into a
journey with and in Christ, and as such they should conduct themselves accordingly. The
allusions to sacraments of Baptism and the Eucharist provide the justification for the behavior
expected.
Paul’s exhortation is that his hearers be sanctified and specifically in this section, they are
exhorted to proper use of the spiritual gifts (of tongues), which bring unity. Borek expresses his
view that through the Baptismal waters the charisma are planted, which are left to germinate.183
It is through the first sacrament that one can be called a Christian; however Borek does note
that the participant must have self-understanding as a lack of cognitive capacity when
participating in the sacraments could lead to misinterpretation (Borek 2004, 137, 280). The
predominant reading among Protestants is to read “baptism” here as a metaphor and thus the
emphasis is on the relationship that one enjoys with and in Christ.
Faith and the recall of faith is essential for the soteriological process and a motif found by
Borek here. Borek claims that Paul (12:12-13) is recalling the profession of faith, thus bringing
the necessity of faith and connecting them to the sacraments (Baptism & Eucharist). His logic
is that verses 1-3 present the exordium, where “and no one can say Jesus is Lord” (12:3) is
recognized as a profession of faith.
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Paul does speak in his letter to Timothy (1 Tim 1:6), that one should stir up the gifts through the
laying on of hands. Many would conceive that through the sacrament of Confirmation, as the Priest lays hands
on the celebrant, they receive the completion of the Baptism and receives anointing, which has to do with
releasing charisms (CCC 2000, # 1288, # 1302).
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“Argumentatio (nella parte centrale)
B - ricorda la professione difede realizzata nel battesimo e nell' eucaristia”

(Borek 2004, 101).
If one was to accept this route, you would need to be convinced that the “Jesus is Lord” is in fact a
profession of faith and not simply a defense of the pneumatists.184 We would argue that as Paul
introduces his subject and gives a defense of the pneumatists. Thus, while the “Jesus is Lord” certainly
carries a soteriological allusion, Paul does not use it this way and does not direct the discussion in this
direction.
Borek makes the case that this faith, which is foundational to one joining “the body of Christ”
is received on Baptism,185 as one is immersed into participation in the Trinitarian relationship

(Borek 2004, 23). Continuing on Borek follows Paul’s logic, which transitions from the church
to the Eucharist (Borek 2004, 20).186 It is this incorporation through Baptism and Eucharistic
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The argument that scholars previously advanced in this work is that Paul here is addressing the
problem of the misuse of tongues by the believers in Corinth. Therefore it is reasonable to suggest that those who
were against this abuse accused the pneumatists not only of extreme exaggeration, but also speaking the words
of Satan. In Luke 11:14-23 Jesus was accused of casting out a demon in the name of Beelzebul (Satan), working
in league with Satan. Jesus’ defense was that a house that is divided cannot stand. The logic of Jesus’ argument
is that you cannot confess, God as both God and Lord, and work for Satan at the same time. Perhaps this is the
logic Paul is using in defense of the Corinthian pneumatists, not that they were speaking the devils “tongues,”
but they were simply misguided.
185
“Nel nostro opus, già diverse volte, abbiamo nominato e spiegato l'espressione «misura di fede»
ricevuta da ogni membro nel battesimo” (Borek 2004, 294).
186
It is commonly spoken of today among scholars that the church was birthed, at either one of three
times: (1) the outpouring of the Holy Spirit in Acts 2. (2) The bodily resurrection of Jesus, who is appointed by
God as head over the Church Eph. 1:22. (3) Finally, the Church was birthed in the life and narrative of Jesus, as
he started to call disciples unto himself. The twelve who would follow him and take the Gospel to the ends of the
earth, the Church was birthed (Mk. 3:13-19, Lk. 6:12-19).
Contemporary scholars remain divided over the birth of the Church. However, if we are examining
Paul’s earlier writings, from his choice of metaphors “adoption” (Rm 8:23; 9:4), “law,” “promise,” “grafted”
(Rm 11:17; 11:19; 11:23; 11:24), it is a difficult case to make that in Paul’s mind the Eucharist was formative of
the Church as Borek does (Borek 2004, 20). Moreover, Paul’s salvation testimony, which is recounted three
times in Acts (9:19-19; 22:6-16; 26:12-18) demonstrates that he understood himself to “receive salvation” and
also a “call.” The “call” was to the Gentiles (Gal 2:8), an active work “in Christ,” as Paul saw himself as an
Apostle of Christ. These are all activities done in relationship to the church, without which they would lack
meaning. In addition, Borek finds that Baptism is formative of the church, in that you are baptized into the
church (Borek 2004, 70, 97, 129, 133) and quotes the baptism instructions of Matthew in support. However, the
baptism of John the Baptist was a baptism of repentance. The writer of the Gospel of Matthew shows us that
John the Baptist understood that repentance was the preeminent requirement for baptism: repent, believe, and
produce fruit in keeping with repentance (Mt. 3:4-10). If Borek wants to draw on Matthews’s baptism as
formative of the church, perhaps it is then repentance in Borek’s view which is formative, since that’s what John
was speaking of. The key concern in relationship to the formation of the Church has to come down to what
mediates the grace of God and places the believer in relationship with God?
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nourishment, which Borek claims makes a fundamental change of existence. “L'interpretazione
reale del corpo di Cristo trova non solo un legame con i sacramenti, ma è ancorata ed in modo
particolare sul battesimo e l'eucaristia, perché essi producono cambiamenti di esistenza” (Borek
2004, 25-26).” This remains a controversial reading as not all scholars consider that Paul
thought or taught that the sacraments mediate a changing of existence.
In the 1 Corinthians texts Paul does use the idea of “power to change,” which was Paul’s
preaching of the Cross. “For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing,
but it is God’s power to us who are being saved” (1 Cor. 1:18, HCSB). For Paul the message of
the Cross was “the power of God” (1:18), Christ is “the wisdom of God” (1:24), who came in
a “demonstration of the Spirit and of power” (2:4-5). Clearly, Paul places the emphasis on the
proclamation and a faith response to what God has done in Christ, at the sacramental events,
not the eating and drinking. Moreover, we should understand that when Paul speaks of the Cross
in connection to salvation he is also including the resurrection. The Cross as an image
incorporates, the betrayal, the mistreating of Jesus, his crucifixion, and his resurrection. 187 For
Paul Christianity is without meaning without the resurrection (15:19), it is the essential proof
of salvation, that God in his power raised Jesus from the dead. Thus, for Paul the Cross takes a
central place in his theology, as it reflects not only the death and suffering, but importantly the
power of God to raise Jesus. It is this same power, which Paul claims is active in the lives of
believers.
The question of change or what cause this change, in order to bring about modified
behavior presents itself. Throughout history, confessional interpretations have been divided
over this issue. Borek claims that it is faith that produces the change,188 or the change is a

Dunn claims that that “in Paul’s theology the cross becomes determinative for his whole
perspective” (Dunn 1998, 233)
188
“Questo comportamento, che si riassume nell'amore scambievole, è una conseguenza di fede” (Borek
2004, 289).
187
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consequence of faith. This faith however is understood as “baptismal faith” (Borek 2004, 138).
In 2:5 Paul does speak about faith, the faith that does not rest upon the wisdom of men, but on
the power of God (2:5). This faith is a belief that Jesus is who he said he is and a hope of the
future resurrection. This aspect of faith will be taken up in the discussion on contextualization
of the findings within contemporary communities.
For Borek not only does baptism produce faith but the baptism and the Eucharist
produce a change of existence (Borek 2004, 25). This remains a controversial reading since
“this view is contradicted by experience…and by logic” (Duffield & Van Cleave 1983, 437).
Protestants would be more comfortable to say that the Baptism and Eucharist proclaim, nourish,
protect, grow and fan the faith in the lives of participants.
Reading “the body of Christ” metaphorically connects the Church with Christ as imagery
(Fee 1987, 601; Garland 2003, 588, 590). This metaphorical reading has also led readers to read
the “body” as a solidarity (Fee 1987, 470). Although any discussion regarding the “mystical”
truth within the church through reinterpreting the metaphor is irrelevant, it is not the nature of
the church that Paul argues for here, “…but the need to experience its proper diversity in unity”
(Fee 1987, 602, fn. 13). Thus a reading of “solidarity” reflects a union of purposes, interests
and fellowship responsibility, which is primarily driven by the context. A further interpretation
of the metaphor is a “symbiotic whole,” placing the emphasis on a relationship of mutual benefit
or “interdependence” (Garland 2003, 588).189
So many scholars now accept that Stoicism provides the background for Paul’s use and
understanding of the image “body” (Schrage 1999, 206), that it could be claimed as the
predominant position. Yet while the source of the concept is accepted the interpretation is not.

189

It should be noted that such a result of reading the text is influenced by the hermeneutical approach
towards the text. Protestants textual hermeneutic allows them to approach the texts with more independents than
the Catholics permit themselves.
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There remains a flip-flop between metaphorical interpretation verses literal readings, meaning
scholars are yet to agree on which image qualifies.
There are three key issues here for our study of ecclesiology. Firstly, the inauguration into
“the body” through the ritual or sacrament of baptism. Baptism is read in the realistic sense (as
opposed to metaphorical) to demonstrate baptism as a sacrament and carries a soteriological
motif. Secondly, the issue of unity and diversity is present by connecting “members” with the
image of “the body of Christ.” Thus there becomes a unity (of the one Church) within diversity
(of numerous ecclesia and also many “bodies”). Furthermore, one should also note that
although being incorporated into “the body,” the individual does not lose individuality. Thirdly,
is the presence, allusion to, and nourishing of faith in the sacraments.
The issue of whether the Church is formed by an accumulation of believers or the Church
is a divinely constituted entity is tangled into Paul’s concerns here. Paul’s “image implies that
baptism incorporates people into the body of Christ; it does not create it” (Garland 2003, 592).
It is Christ who constitutes the Church, and it is a divine work of the Spirit that incorporates
individuals into “the body.” Reading baptism metaphorically recognizes the non-visible work
of the Spirit to immerse believers and thereby incorporates them. “The point is that the Spirit
saturates the church body and that all Christians are imbued with the same Spirit” (Garland
2003, 591).
Some scholars have recognized by Paul’s use of “all,” “drinking” and “Spirit” he is recalling
the Lord’s Supper, however Protestants do not see this here. Garland argues that nowhere in the
New Testament does one “drink” the Holy Spirit (Garland 2003, 591). In addition Fee has
proposed that 12:13 is a Semitic parallelism where both clauses point to the Spirit (Fee 1987,
604-605). Paul uses Old Testament imagery relating to the Spirit as being “poured” out on
believers (Is. 29:10; Ez. 36:25-27; Joel 2:28). Other images are also found, “love” (Rom. 5:5),
“water” (Jn. 4:10, 14; 7:37-39) (Garland 2003, 591). Lee states that the importance of
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understanding the text is not a matter of whether the clauses are to be understood “literally” or
“metaphorically.” Rather, Lee claims that the meaning is in the “social significance of the
language” used as the language relates to “the sacraments rather than the actual sacramental
value of the actions described” (Lee 2006, 133).190
In summary, unity is the essential focus of the text, which is primarily within a context of
the misuse of spiritual gifts. Sanctification requires that those in Christ are not divided over the
use of their gifts, but an occasion to serve and exhort one another to bring unity, so that Christ
is glorified (Jn. 17:21). A metaphorical reading of both “the body of Christ” and to “baptize,”
in this text has produced contrasting results reflecting primarily on the unity and identity of “the
body of Christ.” Baptism as a metaphor reflects a work of the Spirit in the lives of believers,
bringing about unity and also importantly establishing a priority of Christ as head of “the body,”
although such words are not explicitly mentioned here. The image of “the body of Christ” and
the various body parts mentioned permits a reading of “solidarity” here as believers carry
responsibility to be in fellowship and at the same time expresses the unity of the single “body.”
However, this work understands that Paul’s use of the image, “the body of Christ” means more
than the metaphor conveys. The church is divinely constituted by those who have been
“imbued” with the same Spirit, thus it is the Spirit that defines and distinguishes the Church.
For full summary, please refer to section 7, where conclusions for Catholic and Protestant
exegesis are made.

Lee states that, “Paul’s universal arguments are not geared to influence behavior, but to influence
perspective” (Lee 2006, 135). We think Paul’s intention was both, “Therefore imitate me” (1 Cor. 4:16).
190
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3.4. READING OF 1 CORINTHIANS 11:24-26
(24) καὶ εὐχαριστήσας ἔκλασεν καὶ εἶπεν· Τοῦτό μού ἐστιν τὸ σῶμα τὸ ὑπὲρ ὑμῶν·
τοῦτο ποιεῖτε εἰς τὴν ἐμὴν ἀνάμνησιν.
(25) ὡσαύτως καὶ τὸ ποτήριον μετὰ τὸ δειπνῆσαι λέγων· Τοῦτο τὸ ποτήριον ἡ καινὴ
διαθήκη ἐστὶν ἐν τῷ ἐμῷ αἵματι· τοῦτο ποιεῖτε, ὁσάκις ἐὰν πίνητε, εἰς τὴν ἐμὴν
ἀνάμνησιν.
(26) ὁσάκις γὰρ ἐὰν ἐσθίητε τὸν ἄρτον τοῦτον καὶ τὸ ποτήριον πίνητε, τὸν θάνατον τοῦ
κυρίου καταγγέλλετε ἄχρι οὗ ἔλθῃ.191
Translation:
(24) And giving thanks, he broke and spoke, “This here is of me, the body on behalf of
you, this you do (and keep doing) in my remembrance.”
(25) in the same way he took the cup after they had eaten and speaking he said, “This
is the cup of the new covenant in my blood, this you drink (and keep drinking) in my
remembrance.”
(26) For as often if you eat this bread and this cup you drink, the death of the Lord you
proclaim up until he comes.
The Eucharistic meal “…stands at the center of the Church’s life” (Pope John Paul II 2003,
#3) and gives meaning to what it means to be a church. This text here provides the etiology for
the Christian reflection on the Eucharistic practice (Collins 1999, 425). Due to the abrupt
transition and the use of technical language associated with the Eucharistic tradition, Collins
finds that this “…unit had a life of its own prior to its incorporation into Paul’s letter” (Collins
1999, 426). However, this work here has made the sustained argument that: (1) The examination
of the text using deliberative rhetoric, (2) the logical flow of Paul’s argumentation, (3) the
linking of chapters 12-14 with chapter 8 and (4) the way Paul has constructed his arguments,
all lead us to conclude that it is not a displaced fragment. Moreover, we cannot entertain the
argument that Paul relies on material that supposedly informed Mark’s Gospel (Collins 1999,
426). If this would be so, Paul would have said, “I am handing down what I received from …,”
not “I received from the Lord that which I also delivered to you…” (11:23).
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While this Greek text is widely accepted among scholars, we note that Robinson and William
commence Paul’s repetition of the words of the Lord and Savior with Λάβετε, φάγετε “take eat” (TGNT, 593).
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“It was in the celebration of the Supper that the formula “the body of Christ” received the
stamp which made it such a distinctively Christian expression” (Cerfaux 1947, 263). As the
tradition develops it is the meal that is common to all believers, whether or not it is understood
and interpreted the same way. In relationship to our theme of “the body of Christ,” soteriology
is an important motif broached to here, however, in addition: identity, unity of the Church,
participation, and the concept of a memorial meal are significant ecclesiological issues that are
alluded to and discussed by scholars.
The context in which the readers find Paul’s exhortation or the problems he is perceived to
be addressing, significantly shapes the individual or confessional readings. The recitation of the
“Last Supper” tradition occurs within the wider exhortation directed toward correcting divisions
and abuses occurring within the worship contexts (Garland 2003, 533; Fee 1987, 545; Thiselton
2000, xi). The Corinthian believers were not maintaining the traditions (11:2, 17, 22), thus Paul
“…feels compelled to remind them of its significance by repeating the actual words of
institution” (Fee 1987, 545, 548). Public worship provides the context for the communion meal,
which was intended to bring people together but had obviously become influenced by sectarian
behavior. The crucial elements to our study of ecclesiology here deal with Paul’s attempts to
foster unity along sociological grounds and develop the identity of the church. Through
confessional structures and an emerging liturgy there is also an intentional identity-shaping
occurring here.
The “Last Supper” is read as the Passover meal eaten by Jesus with his disciples in which
he reinterpreted the bread and wine in terms of his body and blood soon to be given on the cross
(Fee 1987, 549). Collins argues from 5:7 that Paul does not interpret the meal through the
Passover tradition.192 However, we need to be careful to follow Collin’s logic that there is a
difference between how Paul interpreted the “Last Super” and how readers are to interpret the
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“The apostle does not, however, interpret the Last Supper as a Passover meal (cf. 5:7)” (Collins

1999, 432).
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Eucharistic tradition. When Collins speaks of the cup at the meal, he refers to it as the third cup
of the Passover (Collins 1999, 433). In this way Collins must only see transfer of aspects of the
meal.
This meal was intended to “…intensify group solidarity” (Garland 2003, 533), as it was
addressing the primary issue of divisions at “the meal” (Garland 2003, 533). According to
Garland, the issue was not theological differences over the holy meal, nor Eucharistic
theology,193 but rather the question at hand here is the divisions being caused based on
socioeconomic status (Garland, 2003, 533). The Eucharist was not to be a place where one is
humiliated at the expense of another or where indifference is shown by the rich toward the poor
(Garland, 2003, 533).
The Passover undoubtedly provides the background, where each subsequent generation was
to relive the deliverance from the Egyptian captivity and participate in the great redemption as
the past is linked to the present.194 Thus, Jesus inserts into this Passover frame an understanding
of the new element of the bread when he said, “This is my body…” (Thiselton 2000, 873).
Although it should be said that while the Passover provides a background in terms of meaning,
it was expected to be a regular meal throughout the year (Fee 1987, 555), thus the meal itself
was not seen as making atonement. It is indeed at the Eucharistic Table, an occasion at which,
“they experience a new forgiveness and life” (Fee 1987, 549).
Paul is dealing with is divisions at the meal (11:18), as those who have, are seen to be taking
advantage of their power, wealth, and status, while there were also people within their

Schmithals argues that Paul is directly refuting the Gnostic attempt to profane the Lord’s meal
(Schmithals 1971, 255). In addition Bornkamm has argued for confusion between the common meal and the
sacrament as grounding for Paul’s exhortation (Bornkamm 1969, 147).
194
“In every generation, one is obligated to see oneself as if they left Egypt, as it is said (Exodus 13),
“And you will tell your child on that day, saying, ‘Because of this that God did for me when I left
Egypt.’” Therefore we are obliged to thank, praise, glorify, extol, exalt, beatify, bless, etc... to the One
who did all these miracles for our ancestors and for us: Who brought us out from slavery to freedom,
from sadness to joy, from mourning to festivity, from darkness to great light, from servitude to
redemption. And we say before God, Hallelujah” (Mishnah Pesachim, 10:5 quoted in Thiselton 2000,
873).
193
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community who were apparently going hungry (11:21). The style of Paul's corrective response
indicates that he is not dealing with questions but rather is attempting to censure and reform the
community (Thiselton 2000, 849). There remains a lack of consensus as to what lay behind this
disunity. Fee finds that the disunity in chapter one relates to "quarrels" and "jealousy," as Paul
mentions names around who "quarrels" were occurring (Fee 1987, 537). However, here the
disunity appears to be around the development of peer groups of elite who did not share
hospitality with the poor. Thiselton finds that the differences or disunity was on account of:
“socio economic differences of background, birth, patronage, and occupation” (Thiselton 2000,
852; Garland 2003, 533). A further postulation was the occurrence of a famine causing severe
food shortages "the present distress" (7:26). Thus factors beyond people’s control conspired
against them. Josephus attests to high food prices in the famine, which would have undoubtedly
exacerbated the gap between the rich and the poor (Josephus Antiquities 3.320-21).
A hallmark of Paul's ministry is his consistency in serving the poor and those marginalized
from society. Thus for Paul, these behavioral aberrations caused by economic differences would
have been abhorrent to him. Firstly, for Paul the whole law is fulfilled in one command, “You
shall love your neighbor as yourself” (Gal. 5:14). Secondly, early on in Paul's ministry he was
sent by the church in Antioch with Barnabas to take a contribution for the relief of the brethren
in Judea. Thirdly, at the Jerusalem Council, James, Peter, and John who were leaders (στῦλοι
[pillars]) of the church received Paul and his call to the Gentiles. “They only asked us to
remember the poor – the very thing I was also eager to do” (Gal. 2:10) declared Paul. Fourthly,
Paul worked as a tentmaker (Acts 18:3) so as not to be a burden (2 Cor. 11:9) to those who
received his preaching. Finally, as Paul concludes his exhortation to the church in Corinth he
asks them to prepare a collection for the brethren in Jerusalem who were obviously in need,
likely from the famine (16:1-4).
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Schrage devotes some discussion to the issue of the primacy of the Agape feasts in
relationship to the Eucharistic meal within the early tradition (Schrage 1999, 13-14). The Agape
feasts were a regular part of social interaction, these discussions might enumerate on the social
problems and lack of order. However, because Paul relays what he received from the Lord, the
similarities with the three other Gospel accounts, the reliance of tradition “handed down,” and
the general focus of the discussion, we find that it is the “Holy meal,” and the reading of “the
body of Christ” in the meal that is what is in focus, not the Agape feast. Moreover, it is not the
relationship the Agape meal has to the Holy Eucharist, but rather the motives and behavior at
the meal, are what Paul is speaking to.
Development of a formal liturgy structure shapes the corporate identity of “the body of
Christ” in Corinth. Here Paul repeats the Lord’s words as he gives us the earliest recollection
of the “Lord’s Supper” with “[t]his is my body, which is for you” (1 Cor. 11:24). A key question
of significance is the historical cultural problem that lies beneath Paul’s exhortation.195 Paul’s
intention is that in participating in the “meal” the Corinthian believers are proclaiming “the
event” as part of the liturgical tradition that recalls Christ crucified (1:18, 23; 2:2). This
celebration is intended to invoke obedience until death (Phil 2:8), and is in opposition to the
division and immature behaviors that remained part of their lives. The symmetry of this account
reflects the impact of a developing confessional structure or liturgy found emerging in the
community (Garland 2003, 547; Eriksson 1998, 100-101; Thiselton 2000, 866).
Was it just Paul’s heart for the Gentiles, the poor and marginalized that causes the rebuke
here or does he see their salvation being placed at risk? The answer here allows us to give
priority to the context and add significant influence to the conclusions drawn from analysis of
the text.

195

A number of solutions have been presented, the following are some prominent suggestions:
Theological confusion and confrontation of Gnostic’s, Eucharistic theology, a famine in Corinth (“the present
distress” 7:26), demarcation of social stratification of participants (Theissen 1982, 69-120, 145-174). In addition
abuse of meals by wealthy participants (Murphy-O’Connor 1983, 159).
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A textual examination identifies some textual irregularities between the manuscripts. In
verse 24 τοῦτό μού ἐστιν τὸ σῶμα τὸ ὑπὲρ ὑμῶν [this is my body which is for / on behalf of
you] (A, B, C, D, F, & G use these words) is the predominant conclusion, while Λάβετε φάγετε
[take / receive eat] included by C3, Ψ, Basil Cyril of Jerusalem and Chrysostom. Another
variant occurs as κλώμενον [broken] (in C3, Db, G & K), but not in some other manuscripts
(A, B, C, & Origen). These textual irregularities are not cited by scholars as the cause for any
major interpretational variances (Thiselton 2000, 866).
A further key aspect of interpretation is the formulation of a liturgical tradition. As Paul
introduces his formulation, was it based on what he received from the Lord (11:23) or was it
shaped by the undoubtedly known oral traditions, which later surfaced in the Gospel narratives?
Thiselton has suggested that Ἐγὼ γὰρ παρέλαβον ἀπὸ τοῦ κυρίου [I for I received from the
Lord] (11:23) is an introductory formula and demonstrates that Paul had delivered this tradition
previously to his hearers. Neuenzeit also uses this formula to show that Paul is standing under
the authority of the handed down tradition, he is not here revising it (Neuenzeit 1960, 10331035). In this way it is reasonable to look to the Gospel narratives, which would have been
within the oral tradition to give meaning to the meal here, which Paul enumerates on. The
behavior and the words of institution are important as it will shape the celebration and
proclamation, thus its meaning.
In introductory words in verse 23 ἐν τῇ νυκτὶ ᾗ παρεδίδετο [in the night in which he was
betrayed] (11:23), connects the meal to the evening and also with the Passover.196 Does Paul
say something with a word play on παρέδωκα [I hand over] with παρεδίδοτο [was handed over]
(11:23)? What we can anticipate is that the reader is being invited to place themselves within
the text. The allusion to Judas and his betrayal is likely what is in the frame, as what will later

Some have preferred to translate παρεδίδετο as betrayed, handed over or arrested (Thiselton 2000,
869). Either way it is a reference to the night in which Jesus ended up in the hands of his accusers as a result of
the work of Judas.
196
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transpire is the inclusion of the “self” in the meal, as each participant identifies with the
fraudster.
The verb παρεδίδετο [betrayed, handed over] is translated as “betrayed;” however, it has
also been translated as “handed over,” in the sense that it is a reminder of the deceptiveness of
Judas (Fee 1987, 549). It was a poignant reminder that Jesus had in fact been handed over by
one of their own (Fee 1987, 549). All knew by the choice of words here that in the meal there
is an identifying with the treachery of Judas, in the sense that it was one of their own who was
guilty (Fee 1987, 549-550). Thus, the Corinthian audience was reminded again of the
forgiveness and life found in the “Lord’s Supper.” The community built into its understanding
a common need for forgiveness for the same treachery as Judas (Fee 1987, 549). However,
Sichkaryk understands “unworthy manner” (11:27) refers to those who are bringing disunity.
He finds that if those who celebrate the Eucharist are not united in mutual love, they then
participate as the betrayer of Jesus (Sichkaryk 2011, 216). “Paulus in diesem παρεδιδοτο [he
was betrayed] auch eine soteriologische Aussage finden” (Schrage 1999, 29), thus directing the
context of the discussion towards soteriology.197 “Dabei ist παραδιδοναι, das der
Gerichtssprache angehört und am besten mit ausliefern übersetzt wird, sozusagen eine auf ein
einziges Wort verdichtete Kurzformel für die gesamte Passion Jesu... ” (Schrage 1999, 31).198
Verse 24 provides a selective invitation, which establishes boundaries for the ecclesia or
faith community. Of primary importance is the recognition of the ritual meal as a celebration
for all Corinthian believers, “for your sake” specifies the beneficiaries of the action (Collins
1999, 432). An invitation is present as Paul writes τὸ ὑπὲρ ὑμῶν [this, which is for you], which
invites the Corinthians to be part of the meal (Collins 1999, 427). This of course begs the

Schrage also finds support from the Vulgate translated by P Coleman as “…The night he was
delivered up,” where passivum divinum is seen to be present (Schrage 1999, 31-32, fn. 471). In this way God is
the divine agent activing to deliver up Jesus for the substitutionary sacrifice.
198
The location of the text and the subject leads Protestant scholars to believe that Paul is primarily
addressing and establishing order in the local church, rather issues of a soteriological nature (Garland 2003, 533;
Fee, 1987, 545; Thiselton 2000, xi).
197
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question, who was Paul inviting?199 In verses 27-30 Paul issues a strong warning that the
Corinthian believers should examine themselves before they partake. Fitzmyer writes that
“…acknowledging the body would mean taking stock of oneself in order to eat the bread and
drink of the cup worthily as ‘the body and blood of the Lord’” (Fitzmyer 2008, 446). Paul is
exhorting participants to judge themselves as in the sense that they would be standing before
the divine (Fitzmyer 2008, 447). The literary device of paronomasia is used here by Paul to
emphasize and enhance the judicial atmosphere in which participants should consider
themselves (Collins, 1999, 436). Those who are welcome are the Corinthian readers who have
in fact examined themselves as in a judgment before the divine.200
The τὸ ὑπὲρ ὑμῶν [for your sake, which is for you] of Paul is read by Pope John Paul II as
establishing authority both at meal time and in governance of the church. Paul’s recall of the
words of Christ is interpreted as an invitation to the apostles to enter into a sacramental
communion (Pope John Paul II 2003, # 21).201 Thus the initial meal quoted by Paul is
understood as the seeds of both the New Israel (God’s people on a heavenly pilgrimage) and
the “beginning of the sacred hierarchy” (Pope John Paul II 2003, # 21). For Thiselton the τὸ
ὑπὲρ ὑμῶν [for your sake, which is for you] “…resonates with the repeated turn of phrase in
the Haggadah: “We were Pharaoh’s bondmen in Egypt, and the LORD our God brought us out
therefore with a mighty hand” (Deut 6:21)” (Thiselton 2000, 877). Moreover, the influence of
the Lucan tradition leads Thiselton to read the effects of the “Suffering Servant” of Is. 53, where
there is both “identification” and “substitution” (Thiselton 2000, 877).

199

The Eucharistic meal (communion) is considered to be the most sacred among the seven sacraments.
The Catholic communion is closed communion, meaning that it is not available for non-Catholics (CCC 2000,
349-351).
200
Those who have examined themselves before the divine are those who are able to partake. The
Catholic practice echoes this in the form of a closed communion. Pope John Paul also extends the meaning of
taking in an “unworthy” manner as being unworthy of the Christian community. One who partakes of the Table
amid divisions in the community and “indifference towards the poor” is partaking in an unworthy many – and is
accordingly unworthy of the Christian community (Pope John Paul II 2003, # 20)
201
In this way the Apostles are understood to be brought in on Christ’s work and through the Petrine
succession act “persona Christi” (Pope John Paul II 2003, # 29).
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The participle εὐχαριστήσας [to give thanks] is interpreted through the Jewish tradition as
either, “Blessing God for his gifts” (Thiselton 2000, 871) or “blessing the gift” (Collins 1999,
432). Here we refer back to the three cups of the Passover and will find interpreters divided.
He “gave thanks” is the translation preferred by Thiselton, which logically expresses the state
in which one partakes (Thiselton 2000, 871). Collins however uses the sense of “pronouncing
a blessing over,” which leads to a sacramental effect in the meal (Collins 1999 432). However,
if the cup is interpreted through the Passover tradition as Collins does (Collins 1999, 433), then
the disposition of the hearts of the participant is that of gratitude and thankfulness for the Lord’s
deliverance, this is what is recalled. It is focused towards thankfulness, rather than being
focused towards an impending deliverance.
The use of παρέλαβον [I received], which is understood to be linked with ἀπὸ τοῦ κυρίου
[from the Lord], identifies Paul’s ensuing instruction as being received from God, yet
“Παραλαμβανειν [to receive] und παραδιδοωαι [to hand over] weisen unmißverständlich auf
eine Traditionskette” (Schrage 1999, 28). Such an interpretation raises the question in relation
to the problem that Paul is seeking to resolve. If Paul is correcting what had already been given,
is he correcting soteriology or ecclesiological order? Naturally scholars weigh in on differing
sides of this debate. Schrage understands that the use of Kyrios, the repetition almost verbatim
of the Lucan account, and the Vulgate translation, leads to a conclusion that Paul is drawing
from tradition.202 If the periscope in question is primarily to discuss soteriology then it would
make more sense to understand Paul declaring what he had “received from the Lord” in terms
of revelation, of a spiritual nature.

“So sehr der Akzent auf der Stiftung durch den Herrn und nicht auf der menschlichen Τradition ruht,
ist die Alternative »Tradition von Menschen« versus »Offenbarung des Erhöhten« dabei offenbar verfehlt, weil
eben die Überlieferung als Wort des Kyrios verstanden ist“ (Schrage 1999, 29). Although, Luke is generally
considered to have been written sometime after 1 Corinthians. We have previously argued that it would be
reasonable to interpret Paul through Luke because of their obvious traveling together. They would have
undoubtedly been familiar with one another’s thoughts on important issues.
202
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ἔκλασεν [to break] is used in all four accounts connected with the bread (Mt. 26:26; Mk.
14.22; Lk. 22:19). For the Jew, every meal was sacred and in social colloquial contexts
“breaking the bread,” could just be a reference to a meal. The shared tradition between Matthew
(26:26-28), Mark (14:22-24), Luke (22:19-20), and Paul show six aspects in common: (1)
Taking bread, (2) Giving thanks, (3) Breaking Bread, (4) saying “This is my body,” (5) Taking
the Cup and (6) Referencing the Blood to the Covenant (Thiselton 2000, 875-875). The fratio
panis here (vs 24) is intended to denote the breaking of the “body of Christ,” yet while some
discussion is consumed, this view carries the consensus. The question, which we will come to
is, when the priest breaks the bread is he re-offering the sacrifice or remembering the sacrifice?
Fitzmyer draws upon Jeremias’ interpretation that the bread is permitted to be identified as
the “body” by understanding that the Hebrew word for “flesh” bāśār is often translated “body”
(Fitzmyer 2008, 438). In the Septuagint sōma translates a variety of Hebrew words; moreover
“body and blood” was a variant of “flesh and blood,” used as a way of referring to human
character. In addition, the Greek sōma should not be confused with the “self” as a number of
commentators do (Leon-Dufour 1982, 223-240; Bultmann 1951, 192, 195; BDAG, 984). “In
none of these alleged instances, however, is the meaning “self” unambiguously the only
meaning; in fact, in some of them the meaning of physical living body is clearly preferable”
(Fitzmyer 2008, 438; Gundry 1976, 12-13, 25, 36-37). In continuing this thought Fitzmyer
draws from Rabbinic, medieval, and modern Hebrew in which the word for “body” is gûph or
gûphāh for the feminine (which occurs in 1 Chr. 10:12) to mean “corpse.” Fitzmyer argues that
the Greek philosophical thinking was influential in expanding the meaning to include living
“body” used by Paul in this letter (Fitzmyer 2008, 438). Fitzymer quotes Käsemann, “Whatever
objection may be raised against the term ‘Real Presence’, it expresses exactly what Paul wanted
to say” (Käsemann 1964, 128; quoted in Fitzmyer 2008, 439).
That realistic sense was not questioned until the Middle Ages (by Ratramnus of Corbie, 9th
century, and Berengar of Tours, 11th century [ODCC, 190-91, 1367]), but eventually was
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reaffirmed in church tradition by many theologians, popes, and especially the Council of
Trent (DH 1636, 1651), in its efforts to curb the solely symbolic interpretation of some
Reformers, especially Zwingli (ODCC, 17849) (Fitzmyer 2008, 439).
τοῦτό μού ἐστιν τὸ σῶμα τὸ ὑπὲρ ὑμῶν [this is my body which is for you] is undoubtedly
the key text here, which has divided the church for centuries. Thiselton comments that “Once
we have grasped the Passover context, it is unnecessary to “defend” any exegesis against
permitting a later doctrine of transubstantiation...” (Thiselton 2000, 876).203
ὑπὲρ [on behalf of] is translated by Schrage as “for” (Schrage 1999, 35). Therefore τὸ ὑπὲρ
ὑμῶν [on behalf of you] places emphasis on the self-giving of Jesus as the sacrifice and
atonement. The meaning or effect of the ἐστιν [is] has caused some confessional disputes, which
Schrage resolves with the understanding of repraeseiüatio. That, “das Brot oder das Mahl
repräsentieren den Leib Jesu, und zwar im Sinne einer personalen Präsenz des Gebers in seiner
Gabe” (Schrage 1999, 36). The idea as Schrage presents it in repraeseiüatio is that in the meal,
the “body of Christ” is present in a personal sense, which is encountered in his gift.
Textual enquiry leads this study to specific nuances that have a significant affect upon the
reading of Paul’s thought here. τοῦτό μού ἐστιν τὸ σῶμα [This of mine is the body which is for
you], here the verb έστιν [is] is read to mean signifies, stands for or represents (Garland 2003,
546; Engberg-Pedersen 1993, 117). τοῦτό [this] is neuter; therefore, it cannot refer to the άρτος
[bread], which is masculine (Winter 2001, 153; Garland 2003, 546). In this way the emphasis
is on Jesus’ action on behalf of those who participate. “The ensuing words, ‘This cup is the new
covenant in my blood,’ also emphasize Jesus’ sacrifice (Rom. 5:9; Col. 1:20)” (Garland 2003,
547). Furthermore, covenantal language causes readers to reflect upon Exodus 24:8 and
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Even while the Passover may provide meaning to the forgiveness found in the table, the Hebrew people
did not drink blood, it was forbidden in the Levitical tradition (Lev. 7:27), thus the debate is likely to continue.
Moreover, the emphasis is placed on “this signifies / represents my body” (Fee 1987, 550). Alternatively, reading
the text through the Passover tradition, where “the body of Christ” replaces the lamb, the emphasis is on the “is
my body.”
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Jeremiah 31:31, where the emphasis is on the shedding of Jesus’ blood for the remission of sin
and restoration of relationship (Garland 2003, 547).
Schrage has argued that the pronoun τοῦτό [this] associates the bread with σωμα and is
given an ecclesiological interpretation. “Der Sinn wäre dann: In der Mahlgemeinschaft mit
Christus konstituiert sich sein Leib, indem er beim Essen Gemeinschaft stiftet (Schrage 1999
34). The reading that the meal is constituted by Christ donating (stiftet).204
The predominate translation is “this is My body, which is for you” (NASV, NIV, ASV)
with “this is my body, which is broken for you” (KJV, NKJV) as a slight variation. The “for
you” is then read to place the emphasis on “the body,”205 that the body is what is given. Σῶμα
here refers not only to the material part of Christ, but to the very person who gives it away
(Sichkaryk 2011, 215). There is no dualism or compartmentalization of “the body” in Jewish
thought. Σῶμα is found to be spoken of and used in the context of people who suffer death.
However, if Jesus said, “…this is by dead body, take eat of it…” it would not make sense
(Schrage 1999, 33). Σῶμα here means “the body of Christ,” that was given over in death on the
Cross (Thiselton 2000, 876). The “my body,” serves to promote the sharing, participation and
identification and the “for you” introduces the forgiveness and communion being restored with
God (Thiselton 2000, 878). Moreover, when the link is made between the “for you” and the
suffering servant of Isaiah (53) (Fee 1987, 551), substitutionary atonement is brought to mind.
The intense scrutiny with which the phrase “This is my body, which is for you” (1 Cor.
11:24), has come under has resulted in substantially different conclusions from scholars alike.
Fee’s view arises from several key understandings: (1) that Semitic imagery would cause
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However Garland (2003, 546) agrees with Engberg-Pedersen (1993, 177) to argue that this reading is
not possible from the difference in the form of the demonstrative pronoun and the form of the noun, referring to
the bread. Jesus’ actions are on behalf of (refer above).
205
“In jedem Fall ist es der Leib »für euch«, nicht der Leib qua Leib und nicht ein von der Person
isolierter Leib” (Schrage 1999, 34).
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readers to understand this as, “this signifies / represents my body.”206 (2) The term “body” is
not intended to speak of himself or his flesh, but rather for Paul it speaks about what was to be
given over in death (Fee 1987, 550). (3) The words “which is for you” are unique to the Pauline
and Lucan accounts, which originate from the Suffering Servant passage of Isa. 53:12 (Fee
1987, 551). Fee states that, “By giving them a share in “his body,” in this way, he [Jesus] invited
his disciples to participate in the meaning and benefits of that death” (Fee 1987, 551). (4) The
phrase “which is for you” is used by Paul elsewhere in reference to either atonement or Christ’s
death on behalf off (15:3; Rom 5:6, 8) or Christ’s substitutionary death in place of (Gal. 3:13;
2 Cor. 5:21) (Fee 1987, 551). Therefore, the “which is for you” is linked by Paul to Jesus’ body
being given over in death “on behalf of” or “in place of” those who participate (Fee 1987, 551).
Collins interprets “This is my body, which is for you” (1 Cor. 11:24) through the Johannine
account (Jn. 6:51, 54-55). Moreover, Collins claims that, Jesus spoke a Semitic language, which
lacked a copula, therefore the “this is my body” as an English translation would have better
been rendered “this, my body” (Collins 1999, 432).207
Whether the “cup” metonymically represents what it contains or not also remains a
contentious issue. The interpretation of ποτήριον [cup] is not applying to the contents of the
cup, but in concert with ἐν τῷ ἐμῷ αἵματι [in my blood], identifies the covenant208 as what is in
the foreground (Schrage 1999, 38). Imagery used by Paul in the meal also recalls inauguration
into the “body of Christ,” which is understood as coming under the new covenant. The “cup of

Fee quotes the example of Paul using Rock to signify Christ in 10:4 and in Gal. 4:25, “Hagar is
Mount Sinai” (Fee, 1987, 550).
207
Fee makes the opposite conclusion in relation to the use of Semitic language (Fee 1987, 550).
208
Some would want to digress into a discussion on covenant and Paul’s intension on καινὴ διαθήκη [new
covenant], most scholars accept this does indeed refer to Jeremiah 31:31. Paul’s “now and not yet” dialectic
incorporates an eschatological reality here in the present, thus the covenant should not be understood as a
declaration of a deceased person. In simple terms we understand covenant here to refer to “the continuity of God’s
faithfulness” to his people (Thiselton 2000, 885). The καινὴ διαθήκη [new covenant] is the divine promise from
God or the pledge to act in a certain way. It also refers to a continuity of God’s promise to Israel (Rom 9:4) and is
a recall of Jeremiah 31:31. As there is a wide consensus among commentators that the shedding of the blood of
Christ on the Cross of Calvary ratified the New Covenant, spilling ink here would just serve to discuss what is
already agreed.
206
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blessing” plays a significant role in mediating salvation to the ecclesia. The cup “…is often
thought to have been the third cup” (Fitzmyer 2008, 441). 209 Thus the imagery sees this cup
interpreted as the new covenant, which is referenced to the “blood of the covenant (Ex. 24:38), as Jesus’ blood takes the role of the symbol of mediation” (Collins 1999, 433). μετὰ [after]
used in the aorist sense, likely means “after super,” perhaps giving substance to the idea that
this was speaking of the 3rd cup of the Passover.
The translation of ἀνάμνησιν [remembrance] has sustained wide debate since scholars
began to put pen to paper. Schrage gives this a purely mental or cognitive consideration.210
Schrage continues to find that the anamnēsis in the meals incorporates the Jewish tradition,
which connects the meal with worship rituals. In the worship ritual the historical salvation event
is what is remembered and celebrated and a present reality, implying: “Bekenntnis,”
“Verkündigung,” and “Verpflichtung” (Schrage 1999, 42). “... sondern daß der Herr selbst bei
der Feier des Mahles zu den Seinen kommen und sie mit seiner Gegenwart und seinen
Heilsgaben zugleich beschenken und verpflichten will ” (Schrage 1999, 43).211
What is unique to the Pauline tradition here in 1 Corinthians must have been included
because Paul thought it needed to be stated. What is unique to the Pauline and the Lukan
narratives is, “[D]o this in remembrance of me” (1 Cor. 11:24, in Fee 1987, 547, 551). Old
Testament usage of the term in the LXX is connected to the Passover and Feast of Unleavened
Bread, where a perpetual “remembrance” is what is in mind (Fee 1987, 553). In this way, Fee

In the Passover tradition there are four cups: (1) The first to start the Passover called the “kiddish,”
meaning sanctification, used in thanksgiving. (2) The second cup is used in association with eating the
unleavened bread called “charoseth,” a “cup of plagues” intended to remind the Hebrew people of the ten
plagues. (3) The third referred to as either “the cup of redemption” or the “cup of blessing,” reminding
participants of the blood of the lamb which was shed. (4) The fourth cup was called the “Hallel,” which means
“praise.” It has also been known as “the cup of acceptance” (Feeley-Harnik 1981, 121-124).
210
Die Übersetzung von ἀνάμνησις durch Gedächtnis oder Erinnerung gibt dem damit Gemeinten leicht
einen falschen Akzent, als ob sich die Feiernden beim Mahl an ihren Herrn erinnern sollten und ein rein mentaler
oder kognitiver Vorgang im Blick wäre (Schrage 1999, 40).
211
At this point in the discussion of anamnēsis Schrage states that not only is Christ present in the
celebration, which theologians agree, but Christ commits his gift of salvation, which is a confessional reading of
the text.
209
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understands the meal as a “memorial” meal in which one participates as both a memorial of
Christ and a memorial of the salvation that was effected through his death and resurrection (Fee
1987, 553). If remembrance is primarily man-ward (Fee 1987, 551), it is not then possible for
the Protestants to read God’s physical presence in the bread and the wine. There was a
significant divide occurring in the church. In Corinth the wealthy were going ahead with their
meal and humiliating the “have-nots;” thus, in doing so they lost touch with the essence of the
meal, which Paul understands to be to “remember him” (Fee 1987, 547). Their actions were not
consistent with the essence of the proclamation that is to be part of the meal.
The ecclesia enjoys a unity on a metaphysical level through corporate koinōnia. The
Eucharistic meal here has to be interpreted in relationship to 10:16 in which koinōnia
[participation] is understood by Fitzmyer on a metaphysical level that one’s participation is
possible through the sharing of the “body” and “blood” of Christ. It is through the koinōnia of
participation, which constitutes anamnēsis212 that believers become partakers in the new
covenant available through the giving of Christ’s body (Fitzmyer 2008, 439). Koinōnia is
understood as fellowship in a primary level of establishing a unity in the “body” yet here on a
metaphysical level as the “… eucharistic celebration proclaims the salvific events of Jesus’
death” (Collins 1999, 429). In this way, participation in the meal creates a unity as it is a
simultaneous participation with Christ’s “body.” For Pope John Paul II, it is the term
“communion” that gives both added meaning to the meal and shapes the unity it expresses. In
every “…valid celebration of the Eucharist expresses this universal communion with Peter and
with the whole Church” (Pope John Paul II 2003, # 34, # 39).213

Anamnēsis refers to the memorial character of the Eucharist. It is inaugurated by Jesus words “do
this in remembrance…” and recalls the passion, death, resurrection, and ascension.
213
Valid means that communion is celebrated in the bonds of the profession of faith, agreeing to the
sacramental nature of the meal, under the ecclesiastical governance, within the Eucharistic liturgy and
proclamation (Pope John Paul II 2003, # 44).
212
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The word καταγγέλλετε [proclamation] is an important element in the celebration of the
Eucharist as a community or “body.” Such proclamation:
“…is a way not only of expressing one’s belief in the presence of Christ in the Eucharist
and of commemorating the Last Supper, but also of announcing to others what the death of
Jesus has achieved for all Christian believers” (Fitzmyer 2008, 444).
The words “…do this in remembrance of me” is understood by Collins in light of the Jewish
tradition of remembrance (Collins 1999, 428).214 The Salvific significance of the meal is also
understood through the use of the title “Lord,” a “reference to the night that Jesus was handed
over” (Collins 1999, 428). Furthermore, remembrance of the salvific event is also recalled in
the way that the bread is interpreted through the words “this is my body, for you.” Additionally
in vs. 26b the death and resurrection of Jesus are specifically alluded to and thus it is explained
as Paul’s anamnēsis formula (Collins 1999, 428). Biblical tradition recognizes that “in
remembering one proclaims; in proclaiming one remembers”215
Paul repeats Jesus’ words at the conclusion of the meal, recognizing the means by which
Jesus recalls the eschatological covenant that God declared to Jeremiah (Jer. 31:31) (Collins
1999, 427; Fitzmyer 2008, 443). In addition, “until he comes” not only proclaims the present
event of Christ in the bread, but expressly emphasizes an eschatological reality or the coming
parousia of the risen Christ. καταγγέλλετε [proclamation] appears in the indicative and
imperative sense, includes, proclamation in terms of announcements, thanksgivings, and
actions, not only of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus but also the Parousia (Schrage
1999, 45).

214
εἰς ἀνάμνησιν (Lev. 24:7, Ps. 37:1, 69:1, Wis. 16:6) appears without the definite article as “a
remembrance.” In this way Paul is informed through his Jewish tradition. “To remember God’s saving events in
the past was to remember God himself. To remember God was to remind God about something. Reminding God
about something past makes prior salvific events foundational for salvation in the present and enables those who
participate in a cultic activity to share in the effects of the salvific events that are remembered” (Collins 1999,
428).
215
Psalm 71:15-17 “to remember” and Psalm 105:1, 5, “I will praise your righteousness,” noting also
support from the Vulgate translation (Collins 1999, 429).
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A further important issue here is whether or not the proclamation of the Lord’s death (11:26)
is proclaimed by the action or if it is indeed proclaimed by the spoken liturgy or homily.
καταγγέλλετε [proclaim, make known] is read in the indicative mood, not the imperative. Thus
being linked by the γαρ [for], joins this to what precedes it, remembering is proclaiming and
remembering is connected with the spoken word (Garland 2003, 548; Bornkamm 1969, 141;
Barrett 1968, 270; Käsemann 1964, 120-121; Fee 1987, 556). είς την έμην άνάμνησιυ [unto my
remembrance] is not here interpreted as memorial meal,216 but rather it is a call to a ritual of
remembrance of the foundational event of salvation. “The body of Christ” is called to a
collective remembering.
Proclamation also carries an important part as Paul is redressing the public rite that had
obviously fallen into error. “It is not what is said during or after the meal that concerns him
[Paul], but what is said in the action of eating and drinking” (Garland 2003, 548). “…
[W]henever Christians eat this bread and drink this cup, they are proclaiming the Lord’s death”
(Garland 2003, 548-549; Engberg-Pederson 1993, 116). It is not that the words were not
important; they clearly are as Paul repeated them. The issue is that in the formation of identity
of the ecclesia, the actions that accompany the words should demonstrate consistency.
Contextualization here makes theological form and conclusions of the texts that we have
discussed. The purpose, context, and problem that the author was seeking to address are raised
in emphasis, in relation to the recognition of intent. The context and position in which this
periscope occurs leads this work to find that soteriological motifs are in subjection to correcting
abuses, fractions and divisions at the worship event. Divisions and abuses could be corrected
by participation in and with Christ in the Eucharist, by recognizing what Christ has done for all.
In identifying with Judas, believers are reminded of their own betrayals, which Sichkaryk finds
is a betrayal or failure to love one’s fellow believer, leading to division and abuses (Sichkaryk

216

First century Greco-Roman world could have memorialized a meal, however the structure and
content of this meal would have not permitted this meal to be interpreted culturally (Garland 2003, 546).
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2011, 216). The identification with Judas the betrayer also brings humility and defuses
arrogance and pride of the “puffed up” (4:8), which created the divisions. In the Eucharist the
anamnēsis not only looks back but also looks forward with Hope of the parousia. A future hope
causes one to lift their eyes from the divisions and things that bring separation towards hope
and a unified future. Moreover, in the Eucharist, socio-economic, culture, and gender
differences dissipate and unity is established even among the diversity.
Differences over the reading of τοῦτό μού ἐστιν τὸ σῶμα [This of mine is the body which
is for you] remain, as the interpretation of the signs as “the body” and “blood” of Christ remain
a point of division. This work shows that allusions to the soteriological motif cannot be quickly
dismissed. The selective invitation, the handed down tradition, the implied identification with
the betrayer, the invocation, the anamnēsis, the proclamation, the signs, and the discernment
required of the participant all point to the expiating work of the Savior.
A key aspect of Schrage’s contribution is to propose repraeseiüatio as the situation where
the believer has an encounter in His gift, which provides for something more than a
metaphorical reading conveys, yet at the same time avoids the rigid eating and drinking. Thus
this work raises in importance the “encounter” in and at the Eucharistic Table. Faith is
nourished through the proclamation, while others see the nourishing as coming through both
the proclamation and the ingesting of the signs, which after the prayer of the presiding priest,
in a way beyond explanation change into “the body and “blood” of our Lord and savior (CCC
2000, # 1366).
Understanding the Eucharist in light of the Passover meal naturally points Catholics to a
soteriological motif and Protestants to a remembrance and thanksgiving for the salvation event.
Protestants would see the soteriological process largely in judicial terms, which is not a regular
event but a time location in history. Thus the person “in Christ” does not look to the Eucharist
once again for salvation, but for nourishment through worship, proclamation, strengthening of
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faith, anamnēsis, and koinōnia, or might we say sanctification. This work has found that 1:30
contains the prothesis for the correspondence where righteousness, sanctification and
redemption reflect the work of Christ in the life of the believer (refer 2.2.1). Righteousness is
an objective past, and redemption refers to the future participation in Christ when salvation is
consummated in “the resurrection body.” Thus, sanctification is the here and now and advanced
in the life of the participant through the Eucharistic table, where Christ is experienced afresh.
Proclamation of the Lord's death at the table is not limited to what happens at the Table, but
is intended to be a lifestyle, not just words and ecclesiastical ritual (Thiselton 2000, 851). Thus
the “encounter” in and at the Eucharistic Table not only strengthens and nourishes faith, but it
is in the “encounter” that one’s aberrant behavior is reoriented towards unity, a unity in which
Christ is glorified (Jn. 17:21).
Participation in the Eucharistic meal is synonymous with participation “in Christ.” The
synoptic Gospels recall the words of Jesus, “this is my body,” in a consistently similar manner
(Mt. 26:26; Mk. 14:22; Lk. 22:19). Paul takes these words literally here, with only a different
word order. It is however the Johanine account (Jn. 6:51, 53-56), that is looked to for support
and seen to support the doctrine of transubstantiation. Although Jesus’ use of Semitic language
of the day permits a translation of either “flesh” or “body,” flesh is seen as more likely (Collins
199, 432). “Thus the faith of the Christians must recognize the body of the Lord in the bread”
(Cerfaux 1947, 265 fn. 7). Fitzmyer finds Aramaic language used in the Passover meal actually
gives meaning to the, “this is the bread of affliction,” which the Hebrew people ate in captivity.
At the meal the bread was reinterpreted by Jesus as the bread of the new Passover (Fitzmyer
2008, 437-438).
This text here forms a significant part of scholars’ contribution towards ecclesiology.
Firstly, those believers who have “examined” themselves are welcome to an otherwise closed
worship event establishing boundaries for the ecclesia. Sichkaryk’s insightful contribution
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regarding the discerning of love, develops a context where those participating in the Eucharist,
who bring disunity are those who are participating in an unworthy manner and have failed to
discern correctly. Participation is available in the Eucharistic as the one who participates not
only joins themselves to Christ, but also “his body,” which places this person in fellowship on
a metaphysical level with the ecclesia. Most importantly, for the Catholics the Eucharist
provides a soteriological motif to the ecclesia and a point of remembrance for the community
as the life, death, resurrection, and ascension of Christ is recalled. Through the Table the
ecclesia forms its identity as those present through participation, proclamation, and ingesting
the real presence of Christ. Moreover faith is nourished and strengthened. In the meal unity is
established as one is welcomed and incorporated into Christ’s “body.” The proclamation at the
Table and the closed Meal necessitates leadership, which is established in a hierarchal model.
Paul links the cup in vs. 25 directly with the New Covenant (Jer. 31:31) as the cup of “the
new covenant in my blood” (Fee 1987, 555). In this way, the New Covenant here replaces the
Old Covenant mentioned in Exodus 24 (Fee 1987, 555). For Paul, the “Lord’s Supper” was a
“memorial” meal in which the “New Covenant people”217 remembered what Christ
accomplished through his own death and resurrection. What one believes about the covenant is
rather important here, as it relates directly to the idea of participation in the “body of Christ.”
Protestants believe that the “New Covenant” (2 Cor. 3:6) is a “Covenant of Spirit” from Ezek.
36:26-27 and Jer. 31:31. It is evident that Protestants would also make a more distinct cut
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The New Covenant people is understood in a variety of ways, however for our study we are concerned
with only two issues, soteriology and sanctification. How one is inaugurated into the New Covenant community
and how one maintains life as a New Covenant person. According to Fee “Several components make up one’s
experience of salvation: hearing the gospel, faith, various images of conversion, the gift of the Spirit, and
baptism in water (Fee 1996, 76). Thus the New Covenant people are constituted by those who have the Spirit.
The connection between faith and the Spirit in both salvation and sanctification are essential to both Catholics
and Protestants; however they are understood and practiced differently. Some Protestants can be accused of
reading verses such as Eph. 2:8 “For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith-and this not from
yourselves, it is the gift of God” (NIV), in isolation. The negative effect of this is that the full role of the
community (Body of Christ) has been neglected in the life of the believer and individualism has been and is
pervasive. Fee says regarding New Covenant people that “The whole of life under the new covenant is now lived
in and by the Spirit, including worship, one’s relationship to God, and everyday life itself” (Fee 1996, 99).
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between the Old Covenant and the New Covenant. Catholics would see The New Covenant as
more of an extension of “the people of God on the heavenly pilgrimage.”
In Matthew’s Gospel, the blood is explicitly linked with the forgiveness of sins (Mt. 26:28);
however, Paul’s emphasis is on the death of Christ as the point of remembrance (11:26) (Fee
1987, 555). Thus, the event of Christ’s death and resurrection is seen as the central element of
communal worship, rather than a soteriological motive being read at this juncture. A further
point is made that the “as often as you drink” is intended to be a frequently repeated event by
believers, not by unbelievers; thus, it was not the annual Passover meal, neither is it seen as an
inauguration meal, but a “…repeated meal in “honor of the Lord,” hence the Lord’s Supper”
(Fee 1987, 555). In addition, Protestants see here Paul’s exhortation to refrain from the behavior
of some who were obviously abusing the Eucharist. Paul’s goal here in this text is to focus on
sanctification and learning to live as a New Creation.218
Unity is predominantly interpreted to be along sociological grounds, epitomized in the word
solidarity. However, when we speak of the “encounter” with the gift at the Eucharistic Table,
proclamation, identification with the betrayer and discernment all point towards repentance.
Discernment includes the warning function as a state of “love” for one’s brethren is called for.
Where confession and repentance occur, there is simultaneously a change of the heart. For
Peter, repentance precedes baptism, the gift of the Spirit and refreshing (Acts 2:38; 3:19), where
ἀναψύξεως [refreshing, respite], makes an allusion to the eschatological reality (Bruce 1988,
84) incorporating the new unity “in Christ.” Thus this process of sanctification takes priority
over unity and is the direction of Paul’s exhortation and rebuke.

Fee adds Paul’s intent with this text was the proclamation of the salvation effected through Christ’s
death, “That this is Paul’s intent is evident from several areas of converging data: (1) the explanatory “for,”
(2) the word order, which puts the emphasis on his death, (3) the fact that he picks up the precise language
of the final repetition command (“as often as you…”), (4) which in turn picks up the “eating of this bread”
so as to include both parts of the meal in the explanation, and (5) the emphasis that both the bread and the
cup proclaim Christ’s death” (Fee 1987, 556-557).
218
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The confessional structure of the meal, the emerging liturgy, and the proclamation present
are all intended to shape the actions and behaviors of the ecclesiological community. Actions
are reshaped by a work of God, as in the repraeseiüatio that is in the meal participants encounter
Christ and his gift in a personal and fresh way. Protestant scholars predominantly read a
“remembrance” motif in the celebration at the Table. However, the Table is also understood as
a “memorial,” in the sense that it serves as a “remembrance” of Christ’s actions, not as being
simply consigned to a commemorative function. The context of remembrance is understood to
be man-focused. For Paul, this was to see a community approach the Table in humility, with a
focus on what God has done in Jesus, through the context of self-examination. In individualistic
soteriological readings of Protestants, the metaphorical reading of “the body of Christ” and the
memorial reading of the meal has in effect detracted from all the benefits of the Eucharistic
Table, in terms of the and encounter with God and the gift present. 219 The image of “the body
of Christ” is indeed “more than” in terms of a comparison with human concepts, however
Protestants are not yet ready to arrive at a literal reading.
For full summary, please refer to section 7, where conclusions for Catholic and Protestant
exegesis are made.
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The holiness, reverence, sanctity, the communion are common to all traditions, although sometimes a
lack of discerning the presence does result in an impoverished Table.
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3.5. READING OF 1 CORINTHIANS 6:13-14
(13) τὰ βρώματα τῇ κοιλίᾳ καὶ ἡ κοιλία τοῖς βρώμασιν, ὁ δὲ θεὸς καὶ ταύτην καὶ ταῦτα
καταργήσει. τὸ δὲ σῶμα οὐ τῇ πορνείᾳ ἀλλὰ τῷ κυρίῳ, καὶ ὁ κύριος τῷ σώματι·
(14) ὁ δὲ θεὸς καὶ τὸν κύριον ἤγειρεν καὶ ἡμᾶς ἐξεγερεῖ διὰ τῆς δυνάμεως αὐτοῦ
(TGNT, 579).
Translation:
(13) The food is for the belly, and the belly is for food, but God will bring these to
naught. But the body is not for immorality of any kind, but for the Lord, and the Lord is
for the body.
(14) but God raised up the Lord, and will raise us up through His power.
The context for Paul’s rebuke is the presupposed rampant immorality (Collins 1999, 239240). This admonition occurs in the second probatio, where sanctification requires that
believers maintain ethical standards. This section is viewed as a transitional unit before Paul’s
instructions on marriage, yet incorporates this important rebuff, which is used to develop his
theological anthropology (Collins 1999, 241). In addition, to the rampant sexual immorality,
anthropological dualism in Corinth had devalued the human “body” to the extent that immoral
behavior was theologically justified.220 This section has significant implications for both
anthropological and ecclesiological discoveries; however, the task here is ecclesiological. Here
we are forced to consider the “body individual” and the “body corporate” and how they function
together and thus formulate the identity of the ecclesia.
By reducing this to a moral dilemma, the identity of the ecclesia is what has been brought
into question. In order to respond, Paul uses a dialogical style of rhetoric to denounce their

Collin’s view that misunderstandings regarding the Jewish dietary laws, which were not incumbent
upon the Gentiles also could have justified the Corinthian’s belief in the mortal nature of the “body” (Collins
1999, 245). In the sense that if they were not required to observe dietary law, it was because of an incorrect
assumption of the “body,” thus other uses of “the body” could also be sanctioned. The initial concern of Paul
when he uses the image of “the body of Christ” in relation to the church here is not so much theological as it is
moral. Morality within the ecclesia differentiates the decisions, behaviors, and actions. They are either Christlike, and welcome or unlike Christ and unwelcome. There is an attempt to make a distinction between what is
legal and what is moral, as an incorrect anthropological understanding was permitting licentiousness within the
community.
220
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behavior, belief (Collins 1999, 242), and to develop their anthropological understanding.221 The
anthropological perspective is advanced in the sense that once a person becomes a believer,
“you are not your own; you have been bought and paid for” (6:19-20). It is the Lord (vs. 12)
who gives meaning to human existence and who determines what is beneficial (Collins 1999,
245). Thus the ecclesia must be held to a standard, which the Lord determines however, it is
fellow believers (such as Paul) who uphold or maintain the standard. In this way the church
maintains moral standards that perform a shaping function developing their identity.
These verses (vs. 13-14) occur within the section (6:12-20), where Paul challenges the
Corinthian readers that their Christian identity cannot be separated from Christian lifestyle, nor
can theology be separated from ethics (Thiselton, 2000, 458). Here, Paul’s exhortation is a
direct rejection of Platonism.222 The section includes a rejection of three Corinthian “slogans,”
as Paul returns these slogans to his readers to emphasize the unity of the body. 223 Porneia is
identified as a pattern of unacceptable behavior of the Corinthian audience224 (also in 2 Cor.
12:21), which is unacceptable behavior for the person who is joined with “Christ’s body.” Paul
does not here level specific claims against individuals, nor does he address an actual occurrence,
which has led some to suggest that this may not have been happening in Corinth (Taylor 2014,
151). The thought then follows that Paul is just establishing his theological basis for his
discussion on sexuality in chapter 7 (Taylor 2014, 151). Garland here presents the three views

221

Paul asks a series of four rhetorical questions, which he answers in order to deliver a rebuke and
corrective teaching. Here a familiar slogan was used by the Corinthian believers to imply that sexual intercourse
fulfills a normal need in the same way in which food fulfills a normal need of the body, thus it was justifiable.
Paul returns the slogan to demonstrate that it does matter what you do with your body. Paul’s view of
anthropology is grounded in the bodily resurrection of Christ (1 Cor. 15), thus it is the resurrection of the body
which “…imparts ultimate significance to the human body” (Collins 1999, 242).
222
Platonism, stemmed from Plato (428/427-348/347 BC), a classical Greek philosopher who held that the
body was a dichotomy of the “rational element” created by God (the Demiurge), the “remainder of the human
body” was formed by the lessor gods, particularly appetites and passions (Paige 1993, 714).
223
Three slogans returned by Paul: (1) “food is for the stomach and the stomach is for food” (v. 13), (2)
“every sin is outside the body” (v. 18), (3) “everything is permitted” (Thiselton 2000, 459, 462).
224
Porneia is identified as a generic word, which describes every kind of unlawful or illicit sexual
relationship (Thiselton 2000, 385).
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on Paul’s exhortation,225 however the outcome was essentially similar. The Corinthian church
had fallen into licentious behavior and now must be corrected. This text here allows us to
examine the “with Christ relationship,” which significantly contributes to unity, and also shapes
Paul’s view on the identity of the church.
Textual examination deals with the words, grammar and syntax Paul used in writing to his
beloved church in Corinth. The objective is clearly to shape the identity of the community by
exhorting them to live worthily as “the people of God.” Paul uses a perfect parallelism here to
indicate three propositions, starting with the Corinthian’s own slogan, which he returns to
conclude, “The body is not for porneia but for the Lord; and it is not destined for destruction
but for resurrection…” (Fee 1987, 255). “The body” is understood to have an existence that
transcends this earthly existence.226 “If the stomach is irrelevant for future existence, the body
itself is not. Through Christ’s own resurrection it [the body] has been stamped as belonging to
eternity; it is destined for resurrection” (Fee 1987, 256). The idea behind what Paul is saying is
that Christ lays a claim on the Christian’s “body,” therefore it does matter what you do with
your body.
οὐκ οἴδατε ὅτι [do you not know] is used three times (15, 16, 19) to introduce the three
arguments: (1) vs. 15 the Christian’s “body” is an organ of “Christ’s body.” (2) vs. 16 sexual
relations create “one body” and (3) vs. 19 the Christian’s “body” is a temple for the Spirit of
God. “…[T]he body is not an outer shell that the soul will slough off at death” (Garland 2003,
231). Christian formation has been lacking and now Paul is seeking to make up for lost time.
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There are three views here which Garland summaries: (1) One view is that the Corinthians where free
from the law, thus they could sin with impunity, because they still have remission. (2) Another view is that the
exhortation from Paul is to correct their behavior stemming from erroneous gnostic assumptions regarding “the
body” – a dichotomy between the material substance and spiritual nature. (3) A third and preferred view by
Garland is the idea that the Corinthians promoted a bowdlerized version of Paul’s teaching, which was used to
excuse licentiousness (Garland 2003, 223). Bowdlerized, an eponym for Thomas Bowdler (1754-1825) and
refers to those who may have censored Paul’s teaching to excuse this type of licentiousness.
226
While we see in chapters 12-14 Paul responds to over realized eschatology, Ciampa and Rosner have
commented that Paul is here dealing with “and underestimation of eschatology” (Ciampa & Rosner 2010, 255).
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Σῶμα is the key word of consideration here, as an image reflects the identity of the ecclesia,
which is given greater meaning through the rule and character of Christ. Moreover, the image
of sōma is rather instructive for understanding the challenge of thinking of Christ as an
individual and the Church at the same time. During the patristic period, there is evidence that
the word sōma underwent an evolution of meaning227 “…signifying a moral person, or body, a
society” (Cerfaux 1947, 281). Origen understood that the Christian has two bodies – one from
the mother and the other which is the Church (Cerfaux, 1947, 281). Severian of Gabala
influenced by Ephesians identified Christ as the head of the Church, yet also called the Church
Christ. This exegetical transposition of Christ from higher to the lower was not sufficient
(Cerfaux 1947, 282). Paul’s notion of sōma develops to where Christ’s influence was on the
totality of Christians. This argument suggests that Paul introduces a new metaphor and says
Christ became “the head,” “the head” infuses life into the body, in the same way “the head”
makes life to flow into all (Cerfaux 1947, 345).
Fitzmyer understands that “body” here means “personality” (Fitzmyer 2008, 266) when he
recalls Gundry. “Gundry (Sōma, 59-60) rightly insists on the meaning of sōma here as the
‘physical body’; it does not mean the ‘human person’ or the ‘inner man’” (Fitzmyer 2008, 265).
One might immediately pose the logical question, how then does the physical body get joined
with Christ? However, the logical conclusion is that Fitzmyer sees the Christian as mystically
joined to the resurrected body of Christ in a Spiritual way, which affects the personality and
thereby shapes and influences both the identity of the ecclesia and the unity. The relationship
“…the Lord [has] to a human being is not restricted to the spirit but involves even ‘the body’”
(Fitzmyer 2008, 265). “Paul argues that embodied human existence must be understood in the
light of human solidarity with the risen and awaited Lord. Bodily existence (sōma) undergirds

Cerfaux understands that the metaphor sōma has mutated from its original term. “The church, which was
first called σῶμα because of its identity with the body of Christ, ended up by being called the “body of Christ”
and even by being called σῶμα” (Cerfaux 1947, 333).
227
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human solidarity with the risen and awaited one” (Collins 1999, 246). For Collins it is the
eschatological destiny of the believer and thus the Church determines the present identity. Paul
has in mind here that the Spirit indwells the Christian, the union with the prostitute is
unthinkable and he opposes such a union, using “the body of Christ” here as the antithesis to
make this point (Cerfaux 1947, 280).
This somatic understanding (that the body matters) establishes the context in which Paul
later expands on the idea of a body being κολλάω [joined or bonded] with a “prostitute”
(NASB). “The body” is bonded with and “in Christ” through obedience to the Lordship of
Christ, which is its visible expression and allows the Gospel to take shape in the life of the
individual.228 The reading of κοιλίᾳ [stomach, belly, digestive or tract] is informative, as it is
interpreted here to mean that part of the digestive system through which food travels and is
disposed of. Paul uses it here to counter the logic of the Corinthian libertarians.229
The σῶμα is not to be equated with the κοιλίᾳ, but somatic life is absorbed and transformed
in the resurrection of σῶμα in such a way that continuity as well as change characterizes the
relation between the present σῶμα …and the resurrection σῶμα (Thiselton 2000, 463).
Thiselton follows Dahl, who has argued for “somatic continuity” here on the basis that the
resurrected sōma is also a transformed sōma, but it remains the same self (Thiselton 2000, 464;
Dahl 1962, 98-99).
While it is clear from later passages (chapter 15) that the Christian does not lose the
“individual self” or “personality,” what is argued here is the rejection of dualism that rejects
the insignificance of “the body” (Fee 1987, 251). Christians are no longer their own, they are
bound exclusively to Christ (Garland 2003, 221). Using the image of marriage from Genesis in
verse 15. Paul argues that “the two become one flesh,” which is a picture of conversion as one

In this way Thiselton actually follows Käsemann (Käsemann 1969, 135; Thiselton 2000, 463).
The logic of the Corinthian readers could be understood as follows. (1) κοιλια often means digestive tract
rather than the part or location of the body (2) in this way κοιλια is used as a metonym for things which are
physical yet transient. (3) Thus God is concerned with permanent aspects, spiritual aspects, not the temporal and
on this basis the libertarians claim freedom for licentiousness (Thiselton 2000, 463; BAGD, 437).
228
229
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is joined to “the body of Christ” and becomes “…one with him in spirit” (Fee 1987, 251). Paul
is not here arguing that “the body” means here something similar to “personality” or “whole
person,” rather Paul’s concern here is to correct the false view of the Corinthian believers that
the physical body has no significance (Fee 1987, 256 fn. 32 & 36). Comprehension of “self” is
important, as breaking the bond of fellowship with Christ also breaks the spiritual bond with
fellow believers. In such a way not only is unity damaged but the identity of the ecclesia cannot
sustain such immorality.
Temple imagery is applied to the Church as Paul builds on his idea of unity with Christ and
unity within the ecclesia. The identity of the Church is realized as their bodies are the shrine of
the Holy Spirit now (Rom. 8:11). He first applied this “temple” imagery to the entire Church
(3:16-17) and now adapts it to individual Christians (Garland 2003, 238). The “temple” imagery
recalled in 6:19, is what qualifies the context. The law required that Christians observe the rules
of purity in order to attain true holiness; however temple purity is now expressed in everyday
relationships (Dunn 1998, 545). The objective for sanctification of the community was the
same, yet “the vision of what holiness involved was radically different” (Dunn 1998 545).
Paul’s vision for holiness is to shape the identity of the ecclesia.
Contextualization of the “the body” as an image expresses unity as the glorified “body of
Christ,” who at the same time, is the source of this unity, which is attached mystically to the
Christian (Cerfaux 1947, 281). The text here is built upon Gen. 2:24, where the two become
one flesh, developing the idea that the believer becomes one with Christ. The wider portion of
text contains two direct references to “the body of Christ,” verse 15 “…your bodies are
members of Christ?” and secondly, verse 17. “…the one who joins himself to the Lord becomes
one spirit with Him.” “But we maintain that Paul’s formula is not: “Christians form one mystical
Christ,” but, “Christians have a mystical identity with Christ as a person”” (Cerfaux 1947, 269
fn. 13). It is clear that for Cerfaux, the “body” is used by Paul as an image to portray his
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teaching. “The church is a body only by way of allusion to the principle of unity which is the
body of Christ…” (Cerfaux 1947, 274).
In summary then, although the text comes within the context of an anthropological
understanding of man, valuable contributions are recognized to the ecclesia in developing the
identity and unity of the church. Morality within the ecclesia through an anthropological
understanding recognizes that authority is needed to shape the identity of the ecclesia and
ensure that it comes under the Lordship of Christ. The identity of the ecclesia gains meaning
from the instructive understanding of sōma. “The body” is understood as personality, thus
uniting this personality with the person of Christ bringing them under his Lordship.
Behavior of the believer or the identity of the church within the context of the wider
community is important to Paul. Behaviors to some extent define the ecclesia to the outside
community and it is clear from 5:1 that their reputation had suffered in Corinth. “Paul takes for
granted, as one anchored in Jewish tradition, that porneia is a sin and sees no need to prove it”
(Garland 2003, 231). To succumb to porneia was to reject the Lordship of Christ and remove
“his body” from the union with Christ (Garland 2003, 231, 237). Authority of the Spirit within
the ecclesia and the individual believer’s life can be seen as a key element of Paul’s theology
(Rom 14:7; 1 Cor. 3:22.23; Gal 2:20). Yet implicit here is that if one is not living according to
the leadership and purposes of the Spirit, one is then living opposed to “the body of Christ.”
“What Paul leaves unstated is that the prostitute represents a different cosmic body” (Garland
2003, 233). Here graphically illustrated is the idea that the ecclesia is those with the Spirit and
those outside the ecclesia are ruled by a different cosmic body.
The fact that porneia exists within the community informs Paul that the Christian is lacking
in unity and identity, and the church is adversely effected. Behaviors produce a bonding of “the
body,” presently this bonding is with cosmic forces of the world, yet Paul reminds believers
that their bodies are to be bonded to Christ through obedience. Correcting an erroneous
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understanding of “the body” is necessary, because actions of the “self” or the “personality”
have implications beyond the earthly existence. Temple imagery is employed to encapsulate
Paul’s vision for the ecclesia, which is the sanctified or holy life. Those under the Lordship of
Christ are part of “the body” and live out this vision. They are able to live out this vision because
they have the Spirit. Those who fail to live out this vision are by exception under the domain
of another cosmic force.
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4. “THE BODY OF CHRIST” AND ANTHROPOLOGY - 1 CORINTHIANS 2:14-3:1
4.1. INTRODUCTION
It was Bultmann who said, “Every assertion about God is simultaneously an assertion about
man and vice versa. For this reason and in this sense Paul’s theology is, at the same time,
anthropology” (Bultmann 1951 191). Thus we see that anthropology assumes an important part
of theology and also our discussion on “the body of Christ.” “Biblical anthropology deals with
Man as God’s creation, Man as a sinner alienated from God by voluntary disobedience, and
Man as the object of God's Redeeming Grace” (Duffield 1983, 117). Examining this text (1
Cor. 2:14-3:1) in light of the three areas will provide a framework to discuss man and man's
relationship to the corporate “body of Christ.” In this way we move closer to a fresh reading of
Paul's use of “the body of Christ” in 1 Corinthians.
This opening text (2:14-3:1) is fundamental to our study here as it makes certain assertions
about humanity, which have significant implications for how we are to understand Paul’s
anthropology. We give four reasons for highlighting this particular text for our anthropological
discussion: (1) Analysis of 1 Cor. using “the body of Christ” as a major image underpins the
structure and speaks to each area of Paul’s argumentation. This work argues that this section is
foundational, in that it forms entry or inauguration into “the body,” speaking directly to the
anthropological questions in context. (2) The text makes assertions about man, which has a
significant impact upon how man relates to one another and how mankind is able to form a
unity “in Christ.” (3) Key linguistic contrasts, which Paul uses here, are read by scholars to
define certain types of humans. These words or terms are present within the periscope of our
text (psychikos, pneumatikos, and sarkinos). (4) Crucial terms used by Paul are read by some
scholars to be informative of what it means to be in “the body of Christ.” These terms are the
function of “wisdom,” the role of the “Spirit,” and what is perceived by Paul’s words as having
“the mind of Christ,” and to “discern.”
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We are not seeking here to understand Paul’s qualities of humanity in general, but rather
follow Murphy-O’Connor’s advice, which asserts that the primary human vocation is to be the
“image of God” (Murphy-O’Connor 1977, 36), thus discoveries here offer new possibilities to
others. Therefore relying upon Duffield’s definition and the desire for a fresh reading of Paul’s
anthropology of the chosen texts, our study will be directed by the following questions: (1) Man
as God’s creation, what part or whole belongs to the body? (2) Man as a sinner alienated from
God, is that part “in Christ” physical or immaterial? (3) Man as an object of God’s redeeming
grace, how is participation possible?

4.2. CATHOLIC READING OF 1 CORINTHIANS 2:14-3:1
This text occurs as subsections 2:6-16 and 3:1-9 within the first rhetorical demonstration
(Collins 1999, 30), where the wisdom of God is seen as the central theme (Collins 1999, 122).
An alternative view reads 2:14-16 as “Paul analyses the human response to the revelation given
through the Spirit” (Fitzmyer 2008, 182). While in 3:1, Paul begins to confront the Corinthian
readers regarding their failure to live out this new reality of what it means to be pneumatikos,
and thus reflect accurately the “image of God.”
The contrast between psychikos and pneumatikos is significant for our understanding of the
anthropological nature of the human. At this juncture, we will need to look at the scholars
individually before gaining a group consensus. Fitzmyer finds that “the physical makeup of a
human being includes ‘body,’ ‘soul,’ ‘flesh,’ ‘spirit,’ ‘mind,’ ‘heart,’ and ‘conscience’ …”
(Fitzmyer 2008, 85). As we will notice, reading the human anthropologically as a composition
of multiple elements permits Fitzmyer to read Paul differently than Collins and Cerfaux.
Finding no evidence for the contrast (pneumatikos vs. psychikoi) in any pre-Pauline Greek
sources, Fitzmyer follows Dupont and Pearson, who consider that the contrast gains meaning
from the Hellenistic-Jewish interpretation of Gen. 2:7. Philo understood psychē in two ways,
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“the whole soul” and its “principle part,” which is the soul’s soul, thus there are two types of
human beings, those who live by reason (theiō pneumati) and those who live by “the pleasure
of the flesh” (sarkos hēdonē) (Fitzmyer 2008, 183, 184).230
Fitzmyer describes the psychikos as the “animated man” by which he means the “vital
principle of living things” (Fitzmyer 2008, 183). This reading stems from his reading of the
Vulgate, which reads animalis homo and a Greek philosophical way of understanding of psychē
as the animating principle of natural life (Fitzmyer 2008, 183). Fitzmyer states that it is the
“…human response to the revelation given through the Spirit: believing Christians welcome
with faith the Spirited-effected revelation…” (Fitzmyer 2008, 182). The natural conclusion that
follows is that it is faith that brings the reception of the Spirit. The pneumatikos are those who
do have the ability to receive the Spirit (Fitzmyer 2008, 183). Moreover, when Fitzmyer states
that “...the distinction between the adjs. pneumatikos, ‘spiritual,’ and psychikos, ‘animated,
natural, worldly, unspiritual,’ as descriptive of two different types of Christians is clear”
(Fitzmyer 2008, 184), he is in fact saying that both the pneumatikos and the psychikos have the
Spirit.231 The question for our anthropological study is simply, does Fitzymer consider the
natural man in or out? When Fitzmyer says the psychikos is a “Christian” (Fitzmyer 2008, 184),
he is saying that he is part of “the people of God, on the heavenly pilgrimage.” When Fitzmyer
says the natural man is without the eschatological gift (Fitzmyer 2008, 186), then he is saying
he is out, he is not part of “the people of God, on the heavenly pilgrimage.” In this way, we can
only connect that Fitzmyer does not consider that the presence of the “Spirit” defines the
pneumatikos. The distinguishing factor for Fitzmyer is that the pneumatikos welcomes the
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To force a reliance on the pre Christ philosophical understanding could prove misleading here
because it fails to take account of the “New Covenant” people mentioned in Jer. 31.31, where both scholars find
is ratified by the words spoken over the Eucharistic meal (Collins 1999, 427; Fitzmyer 2008, 443). Cerfaux finds
that the “New Age” is marked by the coming of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost (Cerfaux 1947, 163).
231
Fitzmyer’s logic is questionable at this point especially when he adds “The philosophical principle
lying behind Paul’s estimate is that used in v. 11, ‘Like is known only by like’” (Fitzmyer 2008, 184). If the
Spirit of God knows the pneumatikos, it cannot at the same time know the psychikos. Neither is this consistent
with Fitzmyer’s acceptance of Scheizer (TDNT, 9: 663) who maintains that psychikos refers to “…the neutrally
natural man who lives without the eschatological gift of the pneuma” (Fitzmyer 2008, 186).
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revelation (this is the revelation of the wisdom of God, which is the Cross) by faith, the
psychikos does not welcome this revelation with faith.
Collins understands that Paul speaks of the human anthropologically as a single entity.
“Paul’s anthropology is essentially Semitic….Paul views the human person as a single human
being” (Collins 1999, 126). Collins continues:
The various anthropological terms that Paul uses designate the whole human person, not
one or another of its parts. Paul’s use of “body” (sōma) and “soul” (psychē) does not so
much indicate that the human being is composed of a material and spiritual principle, of
matter and form, as it says that the single human person can be looked at insofar as he or
she is corporeal (sōma) or insofar as he or she is a living human person (psychē) (Collins
1999, 126).
By reading Paul’s anthropology as Semitic, it allows Collins to make a rather more
deliberate distinction between pneumatikos and psychikos than his colleague. “The natural
person is one who has a merely ‘natural life’” (Collins 1999, 127). The backdrop of the problem
is identified by Collins when he refers to the Corinthians as the “pneumatists,” finding that
pneumatikos actually refers to those who had received the gifts of the Spirit (Collins 1999, 136).
This is partly justified by the contrast in the second periscope under view here where
pneumatikos are contrast with sarkinos. Collins suggests that he could appropriately render both
psychikos and sarkinos as “unspiritual” (Collins 1999, 136).
Although Collins does not make this case, by making the sharp distinction between
pneumatikos and psychikos this work finds an illusion to a soteriological motif. The contrast
between theos and anthrōpos in vs. 9 in the early part of this section leads to a contrast between
psychikos and pneumatikos vs. 14 (Collins 1999, 136-137). The contrast between theos and
anthrōpos is a contrast between the Spirit of God and the spirit of man, in which the otherness
of God, the action of God and the divine initiative is contrast against the thoughts of man and
the spirit of man (Collins 199, 123). Collins finds that Paul’s apocalyptic vocabulary is
“characterized by a cosmic and anthropological dualism…which sets rulers of this age over and
against the glorious Lord” (Collins 1999, 124). Nothing other than those who are part of “the
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body of Christ,” and those outside could be envisioned here. Furthermore, the natural person is
contrast with the spiritual person in vs. 14-15, the natural man is considered to consist of
“natural” life only (Collins 1999, 127). The natural man is not part of the eschatological age
(Collins 1999, 135), those who are not part of the eschatological age “…have not received the
Spirit of God…” (Collin 1999, 136). Collins goes on to acknowledge that those who have the
Spirit have received the revelation of the Cross of Christ (Collins 1999, 136). It was the
revelation to Paul on Damascus Road that Jesus is in fact Lord, which provided his
soteriological experience. “In rhetorical terms Paul attributes to the Spirit both the heurēsis and
the pistis” (Collins 1999, 128).
Cerfaux reads “the body” as a composite unity which has its backing in Aesop’s fables,
centering on the idea of unity (Cerfaux 1947, 262). For Cerfaux, sōma “…means a unity, a
whole but never a collectivity” (Cerfaux 1947, 273). Cerfaux adds that the Christians are
pneumatikoi [spirituals] because they have “reached the perfection of their nature” (Cerfaux
1947, 224). Cerfaux understands that the Christian “cleaves to the Lord” and becomes one with
Him. This union is a unity of spirit with the one and only Holy Spirit. It is this union with Christ
that makes him a “New Creature” (Cerfaux 1947, 223-224). In this way, Cerfaux describes his
view of “the body” as one of “spiritual organism” (Cerfaux 1947, 283). This is where the
mystical reception of the Spirit through the sacraments brings the individual into unity with
“the body of Christ.” Cerfaux goes on to say that there are three steps: faith, baptism, and the
Spirit, which make an individual a member of the community. It is these three steps through
which one must pass in order to enter into the Church (Cerfaux 1947, 163).
The natural conclusion here is that what is separating the “natural” man from the “spiritual
man” is that the second has the Spirit of God, which separates the justified from the
unjustified.232 Paul does not speak of sacraments that are important to the Catholic, but in no
Article 15 of the Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification reads “Together we confess: By
grace alone, in faith in Christ's saving work and not because of any merit on our part, we are accepted by God
232
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single place in scripture is there the complete formula for salvation, each text has to be read in
light of the Gospel message. The point here is that Collins and Cerfaux give evidence for a
soteriological motive of entry into the body, without actually stating it. Reception of the Spirit
for Catholics is clearly what separates a person from being in “the body of Christ,” from one
who is not. All the Catholic scholars agree that it is faith which is involved in the reception of
the revelation of the cross of Christ via the Spirit. It is this faith that distinguishes the “spiritual
man” from the “natural man.” Thus readers here acknowledge that it is faith which is Paul’s
distinguishing characteristic.
The periscope is completed by “the mind of Christ,” which is understood on an intellectual
level, and those who have the “mind of Christ” have intellectual understanding of the Cross of
Christ. Moreover, those who have intellectual insight into this sacrificial death are also said to
have the Spirit. Collins reads “the mind of Christ” as a rhetorical technique, which essentially
means “we have the mind about Christ.” The “we” refers to the unnamed others and “Christ”
is the focus of the writing, which should be understood in a cosmic perspective, “the mind” is
understood as the “divine wisdom in the crucifixion” (Collins 1999, 127, 128, 137). In this way,
Collins understands that Paul is speaking about knowledge of the death and resurrection of
Christ on the Cross. Thus, there is no real anthropological change here. “The wisdom of God”
is understood in a similar way, it is “God-talk” relegated to knowledge in the form of
information, rather than Spirit imparted revelation (Collins 1999, 123). So also Cerfaux
discusses wisdom in two ways. Firstly, the human wisdom, which is part of the Geek wisdom
or wisdom of the world, while Christian wisdom “is revealed to the ‘perfect’” (Cerfaux 1959,

and receive the Holy Spirit, who renews our hearts while equipping and calling us to good works.” Article 16
continues “All people are called by God to salvation in Christ. Through Christ alone are we justified, when we
receive this salvation in faith. Faith is itself God's gift through the Holy Spirit who works through word and
sacrament in the community of believers and who, at the same time, leads believers into that renewal of life
which God will bring to completion in eternal life” (Lutheran World Federation and the Catholic Church 2011
#16). Of course it should be pointed out that Fitzmyer states that 1 Corinthians makes no mention of “justifying
faith” (Fitzmyer 2008, 87), however Paul’s discussion is not about faith but rather what welcomes the Spirit
effected revelation (Fitzmyer 1999, 182).
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254). The perfect relates to pneumatikoi [spirituals], in this way wisdom is simply related to the
intellect.233 Fitzmyer does not follow this line of reasoning here, “Hence for Paul the ‘mind’ is
the equivalent of “the spirit coming from God” (Fitzmyer 2008, 185). The word “mind” is
interpreted in this instance by Fitzmyer through Phil. 2:5-11, where the hymn is stressing the
obedient, humiliating, and sacrificial death of Christ (Fitzmyer 2008, 186). Cerfaux refers to
νοῦν [mind] in 2:16 as a reference to the Holy Spirit, (Cerfaux 1959, 293). Thus on one hand,
wisdom relates to intellect, but the “mind of Christ” is another way of referring to having the
Spirit, which is intellectual insight into what Christ has accomplished on the Cross.
The contrast between pneumatikos and sarkinois in 3:1 is addressed to the adelphoi,
indicating that Paul is at first contrasting different types of Christians (Fitzmyer 2008, 186).
Fitzmyer follows Scheizer, who describes the sarkinois as the Christian who is making no
progress (Fitzmyer 2008, 186; TDNT 9: 663). The distinction for Paul is made within the
community of believers, in which some were obviously not living out Paul’s vision of the
Christian life. Paul uses “infants in Christ” to mean “immature” (Fitzmyer 2008, 187), thus as
Paul enters chapter three the conversation turns to ethics. The Christian or man with the “mind
of Christ,” has the spirit, is part of “the people of God,” and is expected to conduct his life and
affairs to an ethical standard. The anothropos who has knowledge is expected to use it correctly.
The nature of the relationship that the individual has with Christ has long since been the
source of speculations. But “…ἐν does not mean that there is any connection with Christ of a
local or realistic nature” (Cerfaux 1947, 212). The “in Christ” (3:1) is understood to be an
abbreviation of the relationship between the “faithful and the person of Christ” (Cerfaux 1947,
213). The relationship described by the “in Christ” is described as, “…the life communicated

In Cerfaux’s conversation on wisdom he mentions it in relationship to “Christ is our wisdom”
however it is limited to two levels, human wisdom and God’s wisdom. As for God’s wisdom, Cerfaux says of
Christians that: “This would make us philosophers of a new kind, philosophers taught and initiated by God. And
this is exactly what does happen" (Cerfaux 1959, 268-269). In addition Cerfaux understands Christianity is an
antithesis for Jewish and pagan religions, “Christ is our wisdom (in antithesis to Hellenism) just as he is our
justice (is an antithesis to Judaism)” (Cerfaux 1959, 297).
233
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by Christ” (Cerfaux 1947, 213). This “life communicated by Christ” is in essence a “mystical”
union with the person of Christ. The various prepositions εἰς, σύγ, κατά, and διά are used to
describe this relationship of the faithful person. The epithet “Christian” (first used Acts 11:26)
was not at Paul’s disposal at this time, thus he would have described the relationship of the one
mystically joined with Christ as a “Christian” (Cerfaux 1947, 214).
In summary, the contrast between psychikos and pneumatikos leads Catholic scholars to
unanimous agreement that the pneumatikos possess faith necessary to receive the revelation
made available by the Spirit. Thus, a soteriological motif is present, as the natural anthropos
becomes part of "the body of Christ" through faith. Collins and Cerfaux read that the
pneumatikos has the Spirit while the psychikos do not, Fitzmyer is a lone dissenter. Wisdom is
understood as in an intellectual sphere, in which hearers receiving the “wisdom of God,” simply
gain intellectual insight into what God did through Christ on the Cross. The contrast with
pneumatikos is extended again in 3.1, which is used in relation to sarkinois to reflect immature
versus mature Christians or those who have the Spirit but are not making the progress consistent
with living out the “image of God.” Catholic scholars recognize the significant emphasis that
Paul places upon the expected behavior of those in “the body of Christ.”
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4.3. PROTESTANT READING OF 1 CORINTHIANS 2:14-3:1
The text under examination occurs in two subsections 2:14-16 and 3:1 within the wider
periscope of 1:10-4:21, in which the issue of dissensions and splits within the church are being
addressed (Garland 2003, 37; Fee 1987, 47; Thiselton 2000, vi). The first two verses deal with
the Spirit’s revelation of God’s wisdom, while in the first verse of chapter three we are
confronted with a contrast between spiritual and fleshly people.
In seeking to understand Paul’s contrast between pneumatikos and psychikos much research
has been consumed around the ideas of a dichotomous or trichotomous human person. Yet the
contrast Paul is seeking to make here is one between those who are moved by the Spirit verses
those who are not. ψυχἠ [psyche] is understood by Thiselton as “the principle of life” (Thiselton
2000, 267).234 For Garland, psychikos represents the physical existence that is reliant upon
natural human faculties (Garland 2003, 100). At this juncture Garland follows Scheizer (TDNT
9: 663), who notes that the psychikos is in fact an unbeliever (Garland 2003, 100). Fee follows
a more cosmological understanding of these terms and thus reads psychikos as belonging to
“this age” (Fee 1987, 116). “More likely it comes out of his [Paul’s] own Jewish background,
where the Greek noun psychē has been used to translate Heb. nep̱eš, which often simply denotes
humanity in its natural, physical existence” (Fee 1987, 116). Although Fee understands the
word is derived from a Semitic background, there are three ways in which psychikos is used to
describe people: (1) they “do not accept the things from God” (2) “they are foolishness to them”
and (3) the “natural man/woman cannot understand” (Fee 1987, 116-117; Thiselton 2000, 270).
The three principles of the psychikos all permit Fee to read Paul’s cosmological understanding

Thiselton writes “The arguments in favor of our understanding of ψυχικὸς as the person who lives
on an entirely human level are conclusive…” Thiselton’s argues from the Genesis account of creation,
consideration of the Corinthian context in the light of the early church Fathers contributions to the use in the
context of 2:14-16, and also Paul’s use in chapter 15 (Thiselton 2000, 269).
234
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in the construction of anthropos as being in view here. This point is reemphasized from vs. 2:11
by the idea that “like is known by like” (Fee 1987, 117).
There is a great deal of coherence among scholars that Paul uses pneumatikos to refer to
those who have the Spirit, in a context in which there was an apparent abuse of the Spirit or the
gifts of the Spirit. The pneumatikos is guided by the Spirit and able to search all things, because
the Spirit “searches all things” (2:10) (Garland 2003, 101; Fee 1987, 118). The unspiritual
person is unable to make this assessment, to bridge the knowledge gap and thus make correct
assessments because he does not have the Spirit. Further support for this position is advanced
by Paul’s use later in the correspondence. Paul contrasts σῶμα ψυχικόν [body natural] in 1 Cor.
15:44 with σῶμα πνευματικόν [body spiritual]. The “natural body” will perish and “the spiritual
body” will be raised to glory. Paul’s argument is not about an analysis of human nature,
however it is an analysis of human response to the divine encounter, as the ψυχικὸς ἄνθρωπος
[natural man] is unable to respond, while the πνευματικὸς [spiritual ones] responds, which leads
to salvation (Fee 1987, 116).
The idea that the pneumatikos and psychikos encompasses a cosmological understanding
is strengthened by the use and understanding of ἀνακρίνεται [discern]. Fee concludes that
because it only occurs in this letter within the Pauline corpus and because it does so ten times,
it is likely a Corinthian word (Fee 1987, 116). “Probably it means something very close to
‘discern’ in the sense of being able to make appropriate ‘judgments’ about what God is doing
in the world; and the person ‘without the Spirit’ obviously cannot do that” (Fee 1987, 117).
Wisdom and what this special wisdom is has been the source of much discussion and
disagreement. God’s hidden wisdom is salvation through the Cross, where the revelation of this
wisdom is made known (revealed) by means of the Spirit (Fee 1987, 115). It is here that Fee
establishes Paul’s soteriological implications, which take center stage in terms of Paul’s
thought. The construction of Paul’s argument flows through the letter from start to finish.
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Firstly, Paul quotes Isaiah 23:14 in 1 Cor. 1:19. This supports the apostles argument to the Jews
and Greeks that salvation through Christ was part of God’s plan before they existed or built any
expectations as to what God should do. The argument in 1:18-25 is used to demonstrate that
Christ crucified is God’s wisdom. It should not mean as some have alluded to preexistent
wisdom or personified wisdom.235 For the matter being discussed, according to Fee is
soteriology not Christology (Fee 2007, 102-105). Christ is a living person, not a concept or
knowledge, which has a Greek Gnostic flavor, nor does it read sensibly when you input
“personified wisdom.” “The foolishness of God [personified wisdom] is wiser than men, and
the weakness of God is stronger than men” (1 Cor 1:15 NKJV).236
Protestant scholars through their reading of οὐ δύναται γνῶναι [cannot know] as the
antithesis in vs. 2:14 continue to reflect an underlying soteriological motive. Thiselton finds
that firstly, Paul uses γνῶναι “…as an ingressive aorist to mean to get to know, to acquire a
knowledge of…” (Thiselton 2000, 270). Secondly, this is a “logical” rather than an “empirical”
cannot. Thiselton understands that it is logically impossible for a person to know the things of
the Spirit, because “[t]he cannot arises from the mutually incompatible horizons which cannot
be engages interactively by effort (causal, empirical can), but only by a change in one of the
terms of the equation (logical can)” (Thiselton 2000, 270-271). Thus the person who “knows”
is one in whom the Spirit dwells and is part of the new eschatological age, in this way Protestant
scholars point to a soteriological motif.
Fee adds that the word γνῶναι [know]237 is used to describe both the “what” and the “how”
of knowing. Paul uses the definite article τὰ [the] in the accusative plural, followed by definite

235
This is perhaps a point where the Protestant scholars do not find agreement. Dunn understands the
wisdom of God to be preexistent wisdom (Dunn 1998, 272-274; see also Ziesler 1983; 34).
236
Fee gives five convincing arguments that Paul does not see Christ as personified wisdom in terms of
Jewish wisdom thinking (Fee 2007, 102-105).
237
This word γνῶναι [to know] is used a number of times in the New Testament, it speaks of one who
has a spiritual knowledge in terms of understanding or revelation. In Mt. 13:11, Mk. 4:11, Lk. 8:10, the disciples
were granted to γνῶναι [to know] the mysteries of the kingdom. γνῶναι [to know] is used three times in the
undisputed Pauline letters. In 1 Cor. 8:2, and Phil. 3:20 the word is used in reference to deeper knowledge and
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article τοῦ [the] in the genitive to indicate that the πνευματικὸς [spirituals] both describes the
“things,” as in spiritual things and also the person, as in the Spirit of God. The “what” is that
God’s hidden wisdom will be revealed to the person, producing a change within this person,
the “how” is mediated through the Spirit (Fee 1987, 115).
Having the “mind of Christ” is read as living out the soteriological effect. When Paul quotes
Is. 40:13, he substitutes “Christ” for “Lord” (Garland 2003, 101-102; Thiselton 2000, 275;
Dunn 1998, 244), and in doing so he asks the rhetorical question, “Who knows the mind of the
Lord?” The implied answer to the rhetorical question is that only God can know these things.
Those pneumatikos have access to the mind of Christ, it is the Spirit who gives them the access
to the mind of Christ. Thiselton prefers to translate νοῦν [mind] not as an “instrument of
thought,” but as “a mode of thought” or “mind-set” (Thiselton 2000, 275). Clearly, this way of
thinking is influenced or made possible by the reception of the Spirit.238 Protestant readers
recognize Paul’s cosmological connotations of the “age to come” or epoch. Garland reads this
section in the context of unity, in which Paul addresses fractions and dissensions within the
church (Garland 2003, 37). Moreover “the mind of Christ” is interpreted through Phil. 2:5 as
referring to “Christ’s obedience” (Garland 2003, 102). In this way the focus is directed toward
obedience, which is seen as living out the reality of “the image of God.”
The chiastic structure of vs. 2:15 and 2:16 places the emphasis on the person who has the
Spirit. This person is discerning or is a participator in the new eschatological reality (is saved).
The focus of the reader’s attention is developed by Paul towards the A’ “…but we have the
mind of Christ,” where the final contrast with the pyschikos is highlighted (Fee 1987, 117-118).
In the Greek text of the Hebrew Bible (LXX) with which Paul was familiar, “…the word ‘mind’

revelation of Jesus, which would in itself produce a changing effect. A third time in 1 Thes. 3:5 the word is used
to enquire into the life, activities, and faith of his fellow believers.
238
Thiselton states that reception of the Spirit as discussed in 2:12 speaks of the believer as
experiencing assurance of salvation (Thiselton 2000, 286). Dunn is not seeing this idea here but rather
understands that the mind should be conformed to Christ, in essence relating the mind to “the instrument of
thought” (Dunn 1998, 74).
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translates the Hebrew word rûaḥ, which ordinarily means ‘spirit’” (Fee 1987 120; Thiselton
2000, 275). In this way the person who has the “Spirit” is able to discern God’s ways
particularly pertaining to the work of salvation in the life of the individual, matters which are
hidden from the psychikos but revealed to the pneumatikos.
Continuing on in regard to the soteriological motif here in Paul’s thought, Dunn considers
that the “in Christ” bears consideration in this frame. Although the term “in Christ” does not
recognize “power” or judicial imagery of “justification,” there is the inference that in using the
“in Christ,” Paul lays the obvious implications of the transfer of Lordship, in which the believer
is brought under the new reality by Christ. In this way the “infants in Christ,” Dunn cautiously
mentions, cannot be excluded from our conversations (Dunn 1998, 399-400). Paul is addressing
the believers in vs. 3:1 and in so doing specifies that they are “in Christ” thus while he is
addressing a concern over a lack of unity on account of immaturity, this discussion all hinges
on the fact that they have been justified and he has expectations of them relative to what is
required of a “New Creation.” If they were not justified, Paul’s whole argument would lack
rational logic.
For Fee, the heart of the problem is that the Corinthian readers were thinking of themselves
as spiritual on one hand, while in reality, they were divided (Fee 1987, 122). When Paul comes
to 3:1, he brings out the dialectical tension of the πνευματικὸς [spirituals], which is assisted by
his contrast between the pneumatikos and the sarkikoi. It is not that there are two meanings to
pneumatikos (du Plessis 1959, 183-185; Mare 1976, 204), but rather the Corinthians have the
Spirit, yet they are not living according to the expectations of one who is a Christian. That is to
say Fee does not accept that the pneumatikos describes two types of Christians (2:14-16 is the
believer verses the non-believer; while 3:1 is the immature Christian verses the mature), but
rather the Christian who is not living out the reality of what it means to have the Spirit.
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The anthropological distinction for Protestant theologians is relatively clear that the
pneumatikos and sarkinos have the Spirit, while the pyschikos does not have the Spirit.
Thiselton renders the σαρκίνοις [fleshly] as “people moved by entirely human drives”
(Thiselton 2000, 288).239 Whether it is on the basis of referential theory (Thiselton 2000, 288)
or morphology (Fee 1987, 121 fn1), Protestant scholars retain the distinction that with
σαρκίνοις [fleshly] Paul is not so much describing the anthropos, but is describing the drives,
influences, impulses or motivations of the anthropos.240 This understanding is also supported
by Thiselton’s translation of Paul’s opening remarks in 3.1, where the opening address is
translated as “my Christian friends,” implying that they are of the same Spirit (Thiselton 2000,
286). In addition, Fee adds that Paul uses the vocative plural recognizing that he is in fact
speaking to the entire church (believers) (Fee 1987, 123). Furthermore, the semantic contrast
between νηπίοις [infants] in 3:1 and τελείοις [mature] in 2:6 addresses those who have received
the Spirit but are in differing stages of Christian maturity.241
The contrast between pneumatikos and sarkinos is intended to make an important
association between Spirit and the behavior of individuals. The implication by Paul’s contrast
is that if they were truly spiritual people, then this would be evident in their behavior. Paul
would not need to admonish them for being spiritual (Garland 2003, 101; Fee 1987, 118). “The
Spirit should identify God’s people in such a way that their values and worldview are radically
different from the wisdom of this age” (Fee 1987, 120). In addition, Fee adds, “[b]eing spiritual
does not lead to elitism; it leads to a deeper understanding of God’s profound mysteryredemption through a crucified Messiah” (Fee 1987, 120). For Paul, the spiritual anthropos has

According to Thiselton in using the word sarkinos to describe the Corinthians Paul is giving “... a
warning that the self-centered competitive naiveté which characterizes young children who have not yet learned
to respect the interests of the Other will lead to misjudgments about the quality and required methods of
Christian proclamation and teaching” (Thiselton 2000, 291).
240
Dunn follows BAGD in reading a negative connotation to the use of sarkinos, “consisting of flesh,
fleshly” (Dunn 1998, 65). What is principally in view with the use of sarkinos is “two levels of spirituality”
(Dunn 1998, 78).
241
Fee notes that it was common in antiquity to uses contrasts (infants vs. grown-up) to reflect
“progression in understanding” (Fee 1987, 124).
239
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altogether a different way of acting. Dunn adds in agreement that Christian conduct is not
limited to walking in accordance with the Spirit, but living as under the leading of the Spirit,
thus the conduct of the Corinthian believers is being challenged on the basis that they have the
Spirit (Dunn 1998, 435). Essentially, the behavior that is being criticized by Paul is “…elitism
in the realm of the Spirit, as being both factional and divisive” (Dunn 1998, 594).
We should not overlook that in terms of an ecclesiological consideration here, Dunn reads
an aspect of ministry or legitimate authority within “the body of Christ” in this early part of the
letter. The ability to “discern” leads readers to conclude that Paul recognizes that the church in
Corinth has legitimate authority to regulate and exercise judgment concerning charisms (Dunn
1998, 593). Moreover, Dunn finds that Paul’s appeal in the “…we have the mind of Christ” in
2:16 is his “…appeal to his own inspiration” (Dunn 1998, 583). In this way, Dunn reads Paul’s
thinking on his preparedness for ministry. Within the “body,” there is a legitimate need and
activity of discerning the actions of others, a task that Paul obviously felt was given to him.
In summary, the significant contrasts used by Paul lead Protestant scholars to conclude that
the pyschikos are non-believers and are not participators in the eschatological reality, the
sarkikos are immature believers, while the pneumatikos are believers who are part of the
eschatological inheritance. There is little thought or time given to the various aspects of the
anthropos, as Paul’s anthropology is essentially Semitic and he is dealing with man as a whole.
In regard to “the body of Christ,” the Protestant scholars find a number of illusions to a
soteriological motive: (1) The contrast between the pneumatikos and the psychikos is essentially
between those who have the Spirit and those who do not. This reception of the Spirit is made
possible by the “knowing” of the Spirit, in that the Spirit enables them to know, in so doing
they “have the mind of Christ.” (2) The wisdom of God is understood as the revelation of God’s
plan of salvation through Christ. To have insight into this revelation is in fact to have the Spirit,
because one cannot comprehend the revelation without the Spirit. (3) Furthermore, to “have the
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mind of Christ” is to have the “way of thinking” as Christ, which is only available to those who
are participants with and in “Christ.” (4) The “in Christ” is recognized as carrying a
soteriological motive because those “in Christ” have by extension come under the Lordship of
Christ. If the pneumatikos, the “discerning,” the “knowing,” and those with the “mind of Christ”
had not been justified, the argument would lose its logic, and there would be no rational for
Paul to criticize their behavior. Because Paul treats the anthropos as a composite unity, who is
“motivated” by either the “Spirit” or the “flesh” (the other cosmological force is not mentioned
here), then Paul is able to focus on their problematic divisive behaviors.
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5. “THE BODY OF CHRIST” AND ESCHATOLOGY - 1 CORINTHIANS 15:42-49
5.1. INTRODUCTION
Eschatology holds a central place within Paul’s theology, particularly affirmed by: “If we
have hoped in Christ in this life only, we are of all men most to be pitied” (15:19). Eschatology
encompasses the theological doctrines of the “last things,” the events at the end of this age or
epoch. In particular, with this part of the study, we are concerned with the eschatological effect
on the “body” and how respective faiths under discussion are reading Paul. In order to give this
part of the study focus and to allow it to respond to the unique eschatological issue being
queried, we will discuss where eschatology is within New Testament theology, from which we
are able to formulate research questions.
Among the scholarly discussion on New Testament eschatology, three views in history have
been prominent. (1) Consistent Eschatology - J. Weiss and A. Scheitzer propose the idea that
sees the main emphasis on the futuristic nature of the kingdom of God (Ladd 1974, 55).
According to this view, the kingdom of God is without expression in the present.242 (2) Realized
Eschatology - This view argues that the kingdom of God is manifest in an ethical and spiritual
reality (Bultmann 1955, 37; Dobschutz 1920, 150; Dodd 1961, 35). Although we read
Bultmann’s view as being primarily existential. (3) Present and Future - The third view
promotes an eschatological reality both in the present and the future. This view claims that Jesus
ushered in the kingdom of God, and it will be consummated on the second coming. Ladd claims
that so many scholars support this view that it could be considered as the “emerging consensus”
(Ladd 1974, 38).

This aspect is illustrated by Schweitzer when he says “As one who knew himself to be the Messiah,
and would be manifested to them as such at the imminent dawn of the kingdom, he distributes, to those whom he
expects soon to join him at the messianic banquet, sacred food, as though he would give them therewith an
earnest of their participation in the future solemnity” (Schweitzer 1970, 172).
242
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Paul was a rabbinic pupil (Acts 22:3), who would have been exposed to apocalyptic
influence (Aune 1993, 25-35). Thus as Barrett argues, it is reasonable to accept that Paul shared
the apocalyptists, and rabbis’ view of time and space as in that they were divided into two aeons
and worlds (Barrett 1953, 140, 141).
In general, scholars agree that the main change in Paul's view of the two aeons appeared
because of the event of Jesus’ resurrection. It became for Paul the point of overlapping
the age to come with the present age. The age to come has thereby been inaugurated
into the present age. Thus the main issue upon which scholars are divided is the question
of: How complete is the establishment and the interaction of the age to come within the
present age according to Paul (Zhekov 2005, 29-30).
According to Aune, this remains one of the major debatable points within the scholarly study
of Paul's thought (Aune 1993, 25-35). The respected scholar Kreitzer discusses eschatology
broadly as it relates to the subject and specifically as it relates to our text in 12 areas. Topics
such as: (1) the future of the world, (2) the parousia of Jesus Christ, (3) the coming kingdom of
God, (4) the last judgment of humankind, (5) the resurrection from the dead, (6) heaven and
hell, and (7) the transformation of the cosmos are all considered topics for eschatological
discussion (Kreitzer 1993, 253). In specific regard to the Corinthian 15 Kreitzer specifies
further (8) the first Fruits, (9) The Adam / Christ Analogy, and (10) death, the last enemy
(Kreitzer 1993, 258-259). Our discussion here is limited to “the body of Christ” which Paul
addresses directly. Furthermore within this particular text incorporates discussion on (11) “the
heavenly body,” and (12) the contrasts between the pneumatikos and the psychikos appear
again.
Therefore, using a modified version of Kreitzers’ (1993) understanding, we will eliminate
areas our texts does not cover and give attention to the areas that will advance our particular
study. In this way this research will discuss eschatology here under the following headings: (1)
The “Heavenly Body,” (2) The Relationship between the “Spiritual man” and “Natural man” in
Relation to “the Body” (3) The Key Image Contrast of Adam-Christology in Relation to the
Body, (4) The Issue of Discontinuity vs. Continuity for “the Body,” (5) The Tension Between
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the Already and The Not Yet in “the Body,” (6) The Kingdom and “the Body” and (7) Barriers
for Inclusion and Exclusion from “the Body.”
Therefore, this section will analyze the text for the respective interpretations and how each
faith community's reading responds to the seven eschatological questions.

5.2. CATHOLIC READING OF 1 CORINTHIANS 15:42-49
This section forms two units as the Apostle Paul provides an apocalyptic response to a key
question of the Corinthian church (Fitzmyer 2008, 591). The question is given in vs. 15:35,
“With what kind of body will they come?” The first unit (15:42-44a) deals with four antitheses
and is the final part of the earlier section vs. 15:35-44, which addresses the question of “How
can the dead be raised” (Collins 1999, 565)? “Verse 44b-49 forms a unit that interprets the idea
of the inspirited body” (Collins 1999, 568). In analyzing the important linguistic contrast that
appeared earlier in the correspondence and the Adam – Christ imagery, Paul gives
eschatological insights for “the body of Christ.” Moreover, Collins adds that Paul’s use of
rhetoric leads the readers to emphasis the climax of the series of rhetorical antithesis, which is
the bodily resurrection (Collins 1999, 564). Conclusions here establish characteristics which
the Corinthian readers can expect in the resurrection.

5.2.1. The “Heavenly Body”
The history of Biblical interpretation has provided differing elucidations of Paul’s thinking
on “the heavenly body.” The key aspect of this text is to grasp what Paul intended with his
apocalyptic response in vs. 44 with ἐγείρεται σῶμα πνευματικόν [raised in a body spiritual].
During the early patristic period, the conversation was dominated by thoughts concerning the
resurrection of the flesh (Jerome and Augustine) (Fitzmyer 2008, 593). Through the Patristic
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period and the Middle Ages, the conversation on the resurrection of the flesh continued and
discussions transitioned to the four qualities of the “resurrected body” or dotes.243 This can be
identified in the Church Council of Lyons 1274 (Fitzmyer 2008, 593).
The resurrection of Christ is seen by Paul as the first fruits vs. 15:20 or the first in a series
(Cerfaux 1959, 82), thus it is Christ who opens the eschatological curtain on those who follow
him. In chapter 15, Paul demonstrates this connection between Christ and believers. Cerfaux is
quick to point out that this is not the end, the connection (Christ & believers) passes beyond the
concept of eschatology, with the use of “Lord” in relation to the resurrection. “And God both
raised up the Lord and will also raise us up by His power” (1 Cor. 6:14 NKJV). Furthermore,
Is. 40:5 is recalled in which the “glory of God” is connected with the last things, which is seen
and understood as a reflection of the glory of God (Cerfaux 1959, 82-83). In providing the
answer, Paul argues a minori ad maius and proceeds to present a series of parallels used as an
antithesis between the “natural body” and the “spiritual body” (Fitzmyer 2008, 591).
In this act of the resurrection, it is God who is acting, firstly, in the raising of Christ (the
first fruits) and secondly, in the raising of those “in Christ.” The analogy between the
“resurrection body” and Paul’s use of creation imagery identifies God has the one who is acting
to give new bodies; He wills and creates “heavenly bodies” for resurrection. The “heavenly
body” is to be completely transformed by God for its heavenly existence (Fitzmyer 2008, 596).
This place called heaven is understood to be a place where God and the risen Christ dwell and
act (Fitzmyer 2008, 599).
Linguistic studies around the key words pneumatikos and psychikos have particularly led to
focus on the governing or controlling influences. Earlier we noted that in translating ψυχικὸς
δὲ ἄνθρωπος [but the natural man] (2:14) as animated human, Fitzmyer is relying upon the

243

Catholic doctrine establishes four dotes: (1) impassibilitas, (2) subtilitas, (3) agilitas, (4) claritas.
(“The Doctrine of the Last Things” 2011); “We believe in the true resurrection of this flesh that we now
possess” (Council of Lyons II: DS 854). We sow a corruptible body in the tomb, but he raises up an incorruptible
body, a “spiritual body” (cf. 1 Cor 15:42-44) (CCC 2000, 265).
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Vulgate translation (animalis homo), and is intending to reflect the controlling impulses or
drives (Fitzmyer 2008, 182-183). The animal instinct or drives are controlling the “earthly
body,” but “…the resurrection of the dead means the appearance of ‘a Spirit-ruled sōma’”
(Fitzmyer 2008, 593).
The point is not that the “heavenly body” is material or spirit, but that it is composed of
characteristics that reflect its spiritual reality. Paul does not think of the resurrected body in a
material way, it has undergone a transformation “in the sense of a spiritualization, and divine
power is joined to matter” (Cerfaux 1959, 80 fn. 12). “The risen body is a spiritualized body,
or material body transformed” (Cerfaux 1959, 236). “A spiritual body is raised” (vs. 44) is the
fourth couplet, which brings us to the climax of Paul’s thought (Fitzmyer 2008, 595). The
“spiritual body” is a “body” in the sense that it possesses human characteristics, but one which
is completely transformed by God for its heavenly existence, under the influence of the Spirit
(Fitzmyer 2008, 596).
Characteristics are, in essence, how Paul describes the “heavenly body,” raised by God,
ruled by the Spirit, a body as that of the glorified Christ (since He is the first fruits). This raised
body is characterized by Paul as “…immortal, glorious, powerful, and inspirited” (Collins 1999,
567). In addition, the “resurrected bodies” are “brought into the orbit of the Godhead” and as
such are given the qualities of God as Paul mentions (Cerfaux 1959, 80 fn. 12). Moreover, vs.
40-41 reflect an allusion to the creation story in such a way as to show a restoration of
humanity’s loss of glory that it once had (Collins 1999, 567). Thus the “heavenly body” is read
as a restoration or returning. A further significant characteristic dominant is the inability of the
“heavenly body” to see corruption (Cerfaux 1959, 236).
The “heavenly body” is principally understood here in terms of its characteristics, raised
and ruled by the Spirit, and possessing similar characteristics. The focus on a “Spirit ruled”
“heavenly body” could be interpreted as a loss of individuality; however, Collins restores
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balance here to identify that the creation imagery points readers to the restoration of a former
glory, a former glory that had “free choice.” Thus, the “Spirit ruled” sōma should not
necessarily be read here to mean a loss for “the body,” but rather a restoration. Paul draws again
on an earlier contrast to reflect his thought on the “spiritual body.”

5.2.2. The Relationship Between the “Spiritual Man” and “Natural Man” in Relation
to “the Body”
At this juncture, we need now to examine the reading of the contrast pneumatikos vs
psychikos and its relationship to the respective “bodies.” “Body” is a means of manifesting a
present reality (Cerfaux 1947, 343). The idea of “image” (as in Image of God) takes tangible
expression in “the body” (Cerfaux 1947, 326). The way Paul attempts to explain this reality to
his readers is with key contrasts, pneumatikos vs. psychikos (15:42-44), which appear as the
fourth set of contrasts. The emphasis in the fourth contrast is between the physical and the
spiritual. “Paul uses the same verbs: “…is sown,” “is raised” but supplies the subject that could
only have been supposed up to this point” (Collins 1999, 567). “Sown” is generally accepted
as a metaphor used in relation to burial (Fitzmyer 2008, 594); thus, death and resurrection are
immediately brought into consideration.
The contrast of the “natural man” with the “spiritual man” is emphasized by Paul’s chiastic
structure (A-B-C-C’-B’-A’) as follows:
1 Cor. 15:38-42
A 39 Not all flesh is identical flesh.
B Some is the flesh of humans, other is flesh of beasts, other the flesh of birds, and other
the flesh of fish.
C 40 And there are heavenly bodies and earthly bodies;
C’ but the glory of heavenly bodies is one thing, the glory of earthly bodies is
another.
B’ 41 One thing is the glory of the sun, another the glory of the moon, and another the
glory of the stars;
A’ for star differs from star in glory (Collins 1999, 565-566).
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The reader is drawn to the contrast between “heavenly bodies” and “earthly bodies,” being the
central aspect of the chiasm. Seeing the contrast in this way perhaps allows scholars here to
limit the contrast between earthly and heavenly existence for “the body,” however there is no
mention about those “bodies” that may not be participators of the heavenly reality.
Linguistic word studies have been a source through which scholars have attempted to
establish meaning to these contrasts. Fitzmyer also draws on reasoning of Philo, who “speaks
of two kinds of human beings: those who live by reason (theio pneumati, ‘divine inbreathing’),
and those who live by blood (sarkos hedone, ‘by the pleasure of the flesh’)” (Fitzmyer 2008,
184). Therefore, in translating ψυχικος as animated, there is an attempt to read Paul
anthropologically to suggest that there are at least two types of humans, those who live by
“divine inbreathing” and those who live by “the pleasure of the flesh.” The distinction is that
“the animating principle of natural life… [does] not have the ability to be open to revelation or
wisdom that comes from God’s Spirit” (Fitzmyer 2008, 183). However:
…it has been common for commentators on Paul’s letters to note that Paul’s anthropology
is essentially Semitic. Rather than viewing the human person as a composite of two
principles, matter and spirit, Paul views the human person as a single human being (Collins
1999, 41 & 126).244

The reading of psychikos can also be seen to influence his meaning of the Adam-Christ
analogy. Fitzmyer leans on the Vulgate to interpret σῶμα ψυχικόν [natural body] as “animated
body” (Fitzmyer 2008, 595). This rendering is also influenced by Paul’s use of psychē zōsa,
which is used to describe Adam in vs. 45 (Fitzmyer 2008, 596). In addition, Paul’s use of psychē
zōsa actually associates Adam as the first living man “with the realm of the psychē” (Fitzmyer
2008, 597).245 In this way, priority is given to the effect of the psychē on life, the contra reading
would see that there are simply two types of “life.”

“Semitic anthropology tends to be more holistic, as the ancient Hebrews did not make a sharp
distinction between the physical and spiritual, between body and soul” (Albl 2009, 166).
245
Christ is called the “last Adam” or he become the pneuma zōopoioun (life making/giving Spirit),
thus it is not psychē that is transferred but rather zōsa.
244
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The pneumatikos has the distinction of being ruled by the Spirit, yet at the same time
possesses characteristics. Collins uses an “inspirited body” to describe a body energized with
the Spirit of God (Collins 1999, 567). Fitzmyer follows Hays’ recognition that Paul is using
“spiritual body” as an oxymoron (Fitzmyer 2008, 594; Hays 1997, 272). The “spiritual body”
is used as a paradoxical tool, which means a body that will not decay or is without human
weakness, a state which the human struggles to comprehend in this present life (Fitzmyer 2008,
594). Furthermore, the point that the emphasis is being placed on characteristics is highlighted
by reading of πνεῦμα ζῳοποιοῦν [spirit life-giving] in 15:45, where “…the adjective
πνευματικός often signifies the nature rather than a connection with the person of the Spirit”
(Cerfaux 1959, 295). In this way, the nature of the “spiritual” is what is in question.
The contrast between psychikos vs. pneumatikos reflects both order and makes a distinction
between this ages and the next. “Adam’s double creation has often been pointed out; he is both
‘made of the earth’ and ‘in the image of God’” (Cerfaux 1959, 236). Cerfaux then argues that
a problem in the Corinthian church was that those who denied the resurrection were claiming
that the “living soul” came before the “spirit” (towards a Platonist view of anthropology).
Cerfaux understands that Paul reserved the privilege of the spiritual state for the “latter days”
(Cerfaux 1959, 237). In this way, Cerfaux makes a sharp dispensational distinction.246
The contrast here between pneumatikos and psychikos essentially distinguishes the
dominant force on the respective bodies and at the same time attempts to make a dispensational
distinction.247 The resurrected “body” is equated with a “spiritual body,” which brings the future
into focus in this discussion. Moreover, “spiritual body” tends to emphasize the “body’s” lack
of decay or weakness, while retaining a connection with the human “body.”

The tension in the “already and not yet” is a tension that says one’s eschatological reality is ushered
in when one is joined to Christ, thus heaven is a continuation of this reality, but not yet fully realized.
247
Fitzmyer in the earlier (2:14) contrast finds that the psychikos is Christian, yet not part of the
eschatological reality (Fitzmyer 2008, 184). While Collins earlier understands that the “spiritual body” is
actually a restoration of the former glory – the image of God (Collins 1999, 567). The distinction is made, but in
different ways.
246
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5.2.3. The Key Image Contrast by Paul to Support his Interpretation (AdamChristology) of “the Body”
Adam-Christology is used here to reflect the origins of those who would follow. Studies of
Paul’s comparison of the Adam and the Christ have shown that it was not derived from Philo,
neither is it a reaction against Hellenistic interpretations, but it is grounded in the creation
account of Gen. 2:7 (Fitzmyer 2008, 592). Paul’s use of the last Adam is not derived from any
extra-Biblical texts, but rather it is simply an extrapolation from his Genesis chapter two texts,
with which he was very familiar (Fitzmyer 2008, 598).
The Adam Christ analogy is used by Paul to demonstrate the origins of those who follow.
Ho eschatos Adam refers directly to the last Adam and not the second Adam, not last as in a
sequence but rather as the “final” or “ultimate” (Collins 1999, 569). Paul proceeds from the
first Adam, who is from the dust “natural,” to the final stage “spiritual” or “heavenly.” In this
way, Paul is invoking the creation account to show he understands that the “heavenly body” is
a continuation of the universe. Paul’s use of Adam-Christ typology is an antithetical parallelism:
the first Adam is in the natural, the last Christ is spiritual (Collins 1999, 569). Cerfaux retains
the “second man” reference to Christ, the first Adam was of the earth and thus all men are
earthly, the resurrection will make all men “heavenly” (Cerfaux 1959, 237) and comes second.
Paul speaks of the resurrected Christ in his “glorified body,” where the question for Cerfaux is
about the origins (Cerfaux 1959, 237 fn. 48).
The last Adam who is the inspirited one, is also the last Adam, the life-giving one (Collins
1999, 571).
Adam was the first being to enjoy earthly human life, which as sōma psychikon came to all
others through him, so Christ, the “last Adam,” is the source of risen life in glory, which as
sōma pneumatikon comes to all who belong to him (recall v. 22b: zōopoiēthesontai, “will
be brought to life”). They are those who become members of his body through faith and
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baptism (12:13) and through participation in his body and blood (10:16-17) (Fitzmyer 2008,
598).248

There is a cause and effect relationship here as Adam is the cause for man to gain this
“natural” state, so is Christ the cause of man to obtain a “spiritual” state. Adam stands as the
head of the human race, as a result of sin death came to all humanity; thus, a cause and effect
is shown. In the same way the resurrection of Christ becomes the cause of the future resurrection
to all of those who are “in” Christ (Cerfaux 1959 85-86). Moreover, the connection with the
Genesis account also demonstrates that Christ did not become the “image of God” through
creation, but rather it is because Christ belongs to the eschatological order that he is the imagebearer. The same idea is carried over, the new man who bears the image of God, bears God’s
image because he is part of the eschatological order, he participates with God and he is of
heavenly origin 15:46 (Cerfaux 1959, 435).249
In summary the Adam-Christ analogy is an extrapolation of the Genesis account, which is
intended to validate the origins of those who follow. The members of Christ are participators in
this eschatological reality because they follow Christ through faith, and BCE. Moreover, this
also reflects a cause and effect relationship as Adam is the cause of natural man, Christ is the
cause of the resurrection for those who are “in Christ.”

5.2.4. The Issue of Discontinuity vs. Continuity for “the Body”
The issue here for “the body” is whether Paul’s eschatological view for “the body”
incorporated a continuous progression from this age to the next or a specific time period is

248
In 15:22 Paul points out that in Adam all die, thus Protestants would connect psychikon with death.
Here we can see the genesis of Fitzmyer’s reading of the psychikon as Christian, but not enjoying the Spirit.
249
We understand here that Cerfaux is speaking in the context of Christ as the image of God, he is not
here taking anything away from the creation of man in God’s image, but it is the spiritual capacities of the
heavenly man. The distinction that is made in the antithesis between the first man and the last man is that, in the
first man believers participate in the state of the first man, but believers share the prerogatives of the heavenly
man (Cerfaux 1959, 433).
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indicated. On the basis of imagery used by Paul in this text, the concept that believers have a
“body,” and the idea that Paul is urging readers to make behavioral modifications demonstrating
conformity to the “heavenly” now, leads to reading a continuity motif in Paul’s thought.
Paul employed agricultural imagery, demonstrating the relationship of the plant to the
seed, reflecting that “…there would be a certain continuity” (Fitzmyer 2008, 596). Furthermore,
the risen Christ is the basis upon which Christians can eagerly anticipate the resurrection, as
believers have a “body” here on earth, so also will those “spiritual” have a “spiritual body” in
heaven (Fitzmyer 2008, 599).
Paul draws his analogy from the creation account, which permits the “resurrection body” to
be called a “new creation” (Collins 1999, 564). Paul uses the “new creation” terminology in 2
Cor. 5:17 and also in Gal. 6:15 to refer to those of the present eschatological age, who are “in
Christ.” To suggest that the “new creation” belongs to the “heavenly body” and the coming
eschatological age is to recognize a continuity. Those who are the “new creation” are also
inheritors of the “heavenly body.” The eschatological reality of “the body” is present on
inauguration into “the body of Christ.”

5.2.5. The Tension Between the Already and the Not Yet in “the Body”
The concept of the already and the not yet is that the readers or believers who are “on the
heavenly pilgrimage” live in a point of redemptive history where there is a gap between partial
and complete fulfillment of God’s promise. Paul’s agricultural metaphors are situated upon a
time axis (Collins 1999, 564), which stretches from past through present into the eschatological
future. In addition, the logical order of Paul’s contrast leads readers to recognize the contrast
between what has gone before verses what God is going to bring about (Collins 1999, 564).
Thus, from the use of metaphors and the recognition that these metaphors are actually on a time
continuum, Paul is identifying the future, which is a present reality. In this exhortation, Paul is
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encouraging the Corinthian believers to conform their life to that of Christ or the “man from
heaven,” as those who will live with him in heaven should share his character and behavior here
on earth (Fitzmyer 2008, 600). “Paul’s words express a Christological and eschatological
transformation of the image-motif... Ultimately there is to be conformity between human beings
and the heavenly one” (Collins 1999, 572).

5.2.6. How Does Paul Understand Kingdom and “the Body”
The kingdom is understood as the rule and reign of God, in the person of Christ, the
Messiah, is present in the Eucharist and through the Holy Spirit believers are mysteriously
formed into a kingdom (CCC 2000, 885). During this text, strong inferences are made towards
the “kingdom” and it is abundantly clear that this is within Paul’s frame of thought, although
the more direct reference comes in the very next verse (15:50). Through the resurrection, Paul
places Christ in the supreme position in the kingdom of God. He is established as Lord and
according to Cerfaux will also be the judge at the parousia (Cerfaux 1959, 80). The “body” has
no meaning in the kingdom without Christ. In this way we also see that exhortations for
modified behaviors are also justified based on what is and is not acceptable for kingdom
behavior. Collins refers to “the kingdom of God” as “…future and ultimate manifestation of
God as king” (Collins 1999, 235); thus, the idea of kingdom has a present and a forward looking
component.

5.2.7. Barriers for Inclusion vs. Exclusion for “the Body”
Adam stands as the head of the human race. As a result of sin, death came to all humanity;
thus, a cause and effect relationship is shown. In the same way the resurrection of Christ
becomes the cause of the future resurrection to all of those who are “in” Christ (Cerfaux 1959,
85-86). In addition, the psychikos are identified as those without the eschatological gift of the
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pneuma (Fitzmyer 2008, 184), those who have the Spirit as “in” the eschatological reality and
those who do not are “out.” Scholars here demonstrate that barriers for exclusion exist and
possession of the Spirit is what distinguishes those bodies that are “in” from those bodies that
are “out.”
While it is clear that Paul speaks of the person or “body” as a composite unity, he does say
that “flesh and blood” cannot enter into the kingdom of God in 1 Cor. 15:50. The “flesh and
blood” is not an antithetic parallel or a synthetic parallel (Jeremias 1955/56, 152), but simply
“merely human beings” or that “animated body” (Fitzmyer 2008, 603), which is not part of the
eschatological reality. The resurrection body is a “spiritual body” and part of the eschatological
reality.

5.3. SUMMARY OF THE CATHOLIC READING OF “THE BODY OF CHRIST” IN RELATION TO
ESCHATOLOGY
This section here under discussion forms two units, which provide a plentiful reservoir to
draw insights from Paul’s understanding of the eschatological implications for the “body.” It is
God who is acting to provide a transformed “body” to the “heavenly body.” The pneumatikos
and psychikos contrast focuses on the controlling and dominating drives or influences. The
Adam-Christ typology leads readers to focus on the origins of the respective contrasts, where
the cause and effect relationship in view here sees that Adam is the origin of the “earthly man,”
while Christ is the origin of the “spiritual man.” There is no intention by Paul to describe the
physical material aspect of the “resurrected body,” but rather he describes it in terms of
characteristics: “immortal, glorious, powerful and inspirited,” which describe man as he is
restored in heaven to his/her former glory (before the fall). The metaphors, creation analogies,
and Paul’s idea of a “new creation” “in Christ” allow continuity to be favored over
discontinuity. It is this concept of continuity that bears out the tension that exists in Paul’s
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writing, a tension between partial and complete fulfillment of God’s promise to his “pilgrim
people.” The anthropological studies conclude that it is faith as the common agreed aspect
present in the life that is the distinguishing factor, faith must also be seen here as a barrier for
exclusion or inclusion in the eschatological reality of “the body.”

5.4. PROTESTANT READING OF 1 CORINTHIANS 15:42-49
This text is situated within Paul’s exhortation regarding the resurrection of believers, where
Paul answers the question, with what kind of bodies will believers be raised in? The response
comes in two units from vs. 35-44, where analogies are introduced, while the second unit vs.
45-49, deals with the application of these analogies (Fee 1987, 23). A second division is
expressed as a contrast between the “earthly body” and the “terrestrial body” in vs. 42-44 and
in vs. 44-49, an explanation of how differences will be bridged through Christ is provided
(Garland 2003, 726). In order to shape this part and give it direction, we will direct our research
to the Protestant responses to the above questions.

5.4.1. The “Heavenly Body”
The “resurrected body” has to date been read largely in differing ways and Thiselton has
summarized the three predominate understandings (Thiselton 2000, 1276-1278). Firstly, what
we might call “a light substance” has been advocated by John Weiss, who claimed a Hellenistic
background for the “pneumatic body” with a stoic leaning advocating a “heavenly light
substance” (Weiss 1959, 535). Martin argues from the perspective of cosmic worldviews that
the heavenly bodies to which Paul refers to are composed of “some sort of stuff like, fire, ether,
or pneuma” (Martin 1995, 115-120). He goes on to state that Paul speaks of “…pneuma as the
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entity held in common by human beings and stars” (Martin 1995, 126).250 Paul, however is not
speaking about the composition of the body (Robertson & Plummer 1911, 372-73; Pearson
1973, 7-26; Dahl 1962, 53-57, 59-73, 125-126), rather Paul is referring to its characteristics.
A second theory derived from the Hellenistic thought is the idea that a “spirit body” is a
“non-physical body.” This idea has in its roots a form of Gnosticism, from Hellenistic thought
which kept “the body” separate from the spirit. This view is understandably not widely
supported and Fee’s comments are perhaps representative when he says, “the transformed body
is not composed of ‘spirit;’ it is a body adapted to the eschatological existence that is under the
ultimate domination of the Spirit” (Fee 1987, 786). The most common characteristic of Paul’s
use of pneumatikos speaks of a life directed by God and after the pattern of the Spirit (Thiselton
2000, 1277-1278).
The third and common solution offered is what Barrett refers to as a new “body” “animated
by the Spirit of God” (Barrett 1968, 372). Wolf agrees saying that the “heavenly body” of which
Paul is speaking is governed by the divine Spirit (Wolf 1996, 407). Noticeably, Wolf makes the
soteriological connection between vs. 44 and vs. 45, as the “spiritual body” is according to the
“life-giving spirit” (Wolff 1996, 407). This view is summarized:
…a resurrection mode of existence characterized by the reversal of decay, splendor, power,
and being constituted by (the direction, control, and character of) the (Holy) Spirit would
be expected not to be reduced in potential from the physical capacities which biblical
traditions value, but enhanced above and beyond them in ways that both assimilate and
transcend them (Thiselton 2000, 1279).
This third view has the strength of identifying a “heavenly body,” which transcends the
limitations of “the physical body,” in the sense of a “more than” but not “less than.” Moreover,
this view is able to connect the salvific and ethical character of the body. However, a view that
mentions a “body” under control of the divine Spirit in such a way that the “…interpersonal
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In addition Robinson has rejected the idea of a future resurrected body claiming that the baptism
signifies the start of “the body,” at baptism a person becomes one spirit with God (Robinson 1952, 79).
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union is assimilated and subsumed into a “more” that absorbs exclusivity…” (Thiselton 2000,
1279), takes us not only beyond the text, but to a loss of individuality, which is not part of
Paul’s thinking.

5.4.2. The Relationship Between the “Spiritual Man” and “Natural Man” in Relation
to “the Body”
Given the limited use of pneumatikos among Paul’s contemporaries, his own high use is
instructive and of particular concern to us here, as it is contrast with psychikos in 2:14-15 and
15:44-46. Paul employs pneumatikos in direct contrast with psychikos and the reader is being
asked to make a distinction between the types of “bodies,” which will be providing “housing”
for the soul after the resurrection of the dead, with that which is used in the earthly existence.
A similar contrast is provided in 2:14-15, as the psychikos anthropos is contrast with the
pneumatikos. Those who are part of “the body of Christ” are referred to as “spiritual,” while
the man without the Spirit and not part of “the body of Christ” is referred to as the “natural
man.”251
The pneumatikos vs. psychikos contrast leads us to look beyond simply semantic differences
for Paul’s eschatological implications in using the contrast in 2:14-15 and 15:44. Obviously
among the Corinthian believers there were those claiming to be spiritual on the basis of their
use of spiritual gifts, which has led some to claim that Paul’s word choice was simply returning
their own rhetoric. However, Paul was a man who was intentional about all he did - the word
choice, frequency, and contrast are significant. We must make a distinction: Firstly, there is a
distinction between spiritual and unspiritual or natural. Secondly, if a person is spiritual, there
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Garland sums it up very well: The natural man is an unbeliever, the spiritual man is the Christian,
while the fleshly man is the Christian making no progress (Garland 2003, 100). The view that pneumatikos refers
to those believers who are “in Christ” while psychikos refers to a unbeliever who is not a Christian is well
supported (Schreiner 2001, 136; Ciampa & Rosner 2010, 135; Fee 1987, 116, 786; Kistemaker 1993, 92).
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are degrees of spirituality (maturity or immaturity). This second distinction is made clear by
Paul’s contrast pneumatikos with sarkikos in 3:1 (Fee 1987, 124; Garland 2003, 100). Paul’s
use of pneumatikos is contrast with psychikos, distinguishing a believer from a nonbeliever
(2:14-15). A similar contrast is used in 15:44, which begs us to search for the eschatological
content of the pneumatikos in 2:14. The eschatological question here is what does Paul attribute
to “the body” (spiritual) in 15:44, which is present in 2:14 in terms of: (1) composition, (2)
physicality vs. immateriality, (3) materiality and (4) individuality?
The constitution of “the body” has attracted significant scholarly attention throughout the
history of interpretation. For Paul, sōma expresses an “embodied existence” in that a person
participates as a part of creation, yet operates on social and ecological dimensions (Dunn 1998,
61), while clearly maintaining a spiritual dimension. Acting in the earthly “body” are social,
fleshly (humans weakness), rational, and spiritual dimensions. It is the “flesh and blood” or
elements of decay and human weakness, which are not participators in the heavenly reality (Fee
1987, 799).
The second question of the pneumatikos vs. psychikos contrast asks whether Paul speaks of
a “heavenly body” or “heavenly spirit.” For Protestants, it is the presence of the Spirit that is
the distinguishing factor differentiating those in “the body of Christ.” Those who have the Spirit
are part of “the body of Christ,” and as such, enjoy the benefits associated with this new status,
which is the “mind of Christ.” Rhetorically, textually, contextually and intertextually, sarx is
shown to be part of the anthropos that is “in Christ,” but has a limiting or restricting element,
which will not be part of the eschatological reality. 252 The unbeliever is the psychikos, while
the Christian making no spiritual progress is sarkikos (fleshly) (Garland 2003, 100). When
wisdom is identified as “the proclamation of Christ crucified,” a soteriological motive can be
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Sarx is used by Paul to refer to the part of human desire and selfishness which is related to the world
and emphasizes the physical nature (Fee 1987, 124). This would not fit Paul’s pattern or context of use and thus
sarkikos is the “believer who is making no progress” (Schweizer TDNT IX, 663).
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established particularly by Fee’s reading. The natural man is the unregenerate anthropos, yet
the Spirit mediates and gives man the “ability to know.” This knowing is not restricted to time,
thus this knowing places one in relationship to the wisdom of God, which is the proclamation
of the crucified Christ.253 Therefore, the natural anthropos becomes the spiritual anthropos, in
that he has the ability to receive wisdom from the God that has been mediated by the Spirit and
is Christ.
Thirdly, is the issue of materiality. Bultmann has led to a rethinking of Paul’s intentions
regarding the risen body, when he identifies the “body” with the “self” (Bultmann 1951, Vol.
1, 195). Bultmann attempted a shift from interpreting Paul through the Greek philosophical
dichotomy of sōma and psyche or “body” and “soul,” to a sōma that is visible and tangible
(Bultman 1951, Vol. 1, 191-203). Dunn has argued that the human spirit is a manifestation of
the divine Spirit (Dunn 1998, 77; following Robinson 1926, 110; Bultmann 1951, Vol. 1, 2069; Schweizer in TDNT VI, 1968, 435-436). The human is more than a soul (Dunn 1998, 78).
Thus, for Protestants the psychikos person is unable to receive the things of the Spirit; therefore,
there is an eschatological reality present on the inception of the Spirit developed or manifested
in the life of sōma pneumatikos and fully consummated in the “resurrection body.” While
Protestant scholars find that Paul is dealing with questions of characteristics rather than
materiality of “the body,” two things are able to be said: (1) Reception of the Spirit ushers “the
body” into an eschatological reality now – a material body. While the resurrection “body” is
radically transformed, it is “more than” and not “less than” (Thiselton, 2000, 1279). (2) The
“resurrection body” is to rise without “flesh and blood,” which is understood as the human
weakness or decaying part of “the body” (Fee 1987, 799: Thiselton 2000, 1292). Therefore, a
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Knowing here is not spoken of as intellectual assent, but an intimate acquaintance as a response to
revelation. In the sense that when one knows Christ, s/he has entered into a covenantal relationship, they have
responded to the understanding of Christ with faith in God (Thiselton 2000, 271).
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“resurrection body” is “more than” and the only features lost are human weakness and decay,
there is no reason to suggest that materiality will cease to be part of the “resurrection body.”
Fourthly, reading commentators such as Dahl one may be tempted to think that the
individual will lose control of their faculties because they are completely under the control of
the Spirit (Dahl 1962, 94). It should not be missed that with the specific contrasting of
pneumatikos and psychikos in 2:14-15, it is intentionally emphasized that there is no middle
ground. The “spiritual man” knows the saving effects of Christ, while the “natural man” is
controlled by the spirit of this κόσμου (Eph. 2:2). Hays has influenced scholars’ thinking when
he claims that Paul is using “oxymoronic language” here, the “spiritual body” is not referring
to a “body” determined by the Spirit but rather a “body” that is “free from decay and weakness
that we know in the present life” (Hays 1997, 272).254 It is not that the “eschatological body” is
nonmaterial (for Paul did not distinguish between religious, spiritual, and non-material – this
would not make sense to him), but rather it is a “heavenly body” (Fee 1994, 32). The σῶμα
πνευματικόν is not something of the “spirit” which outlasts "the body," but it is the yet to be
given σῶμα, of which the spirit is only a down payment (2 Cor. 5:5). For Paul, the heavenly
reality is to know fully (1 Cor. 13:12 also see 13:9) the individuality in the “heavenly body,”
when consummated through resurrection is not lost to the divine Spirit.
Finally, Paul argues that because there is a “natural body,” there is a “spiritual body.” The
essence of this argument is that the “natural body” has been transformed to a “spiritual body”
by God contingent upon the preexistence of the Spirit. This supports Paul’s use of pneumatikos
as not only the desired state, but his eschatological vision for the Corinth believers. Thus far,
we have discussed the anthropological issue of the composite unity of the individual, the
substance and materiality of the body and the issue of individuality. To continue this discussion,

Essentially Fee and Thiselton arrive at the same conclusion when they understand that “Flesh and
Blood” are that which is not present in the heavenly body (Fee 1987, 799; Thiselton 2000, 1292).
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we must now address the analogy between Adam and Christ, which Paul utilized to buttress his
argument.

5.4.3. The Key Image Contrast by Paul to Support his Interpretation (AdamChristology) of “the Body”
The contrast between the first Adam, who is from the ground and the last Adam who is from
heaven, is used by Paul to accentuate his use of pneumatikos and psychikos contrast and to
reflect God’s role and purpose in Paul’s eschatology. Much discussion on this text has been
taken up with the origin of the idea of “the man from heaven,” such ideas as Gnostic Myth,
Primal Man, Redeemed Redeemer and Jewish apocalyptic literature,255 Philo, and even the
Alexandrian tradition have been suggested as possible backgrounds to understating Paul’s
dogma on the two Adams. Hultgren argues, “Palestinian exegesis provides a more likely
background for Paul's doctrine of the two Adams in Gen. 2:7 than Philo, Hellenistic Judaism or
Gnosticism” (Hultgren 2003, 370). The background to Paul’s use of the Adam–Christ analogy
rests on the preexistence of Christ who lived, died, and rose again. Paul’s thinking in relation
to the resurrection of Christ was significantly shaped by his own personal experience on
“Damascus Road” with the “heavenly Christ.”256 Paul’s Adam-Christology can be grounded in
15:21-22 and 15:44-45. The first Adam brought death and a “soulish body,” the last Adam
brought life and a “spiritual body.” “The two words that describe Adam and Christ respectively
are the cognate nouns for the adjectives psychikos and pneumatikos in v. 44” (Fee 1987, 788).
This section will argue that the Adam–Christ analogy is used to buttress Paul’s key arguments
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All of these have been dismissed by previous and current scholars. The Jewish apocalyptic literature
has been presented as a possible background (e.g. 1 Enoch 62:15-16; 2 Enoch 22:8-20), (Kim 2005, 198).
Moreover, any attempt to describe Paul’s teaching here in relationship to the Gnostic myth of the Urmensch
should be avoided (Reitzenstein 1904).
256
A number of scholars agree with Hultgren’s claims that Paul reinterprets Christ through his own
personal experience (principally Damascus Rd is in mind). It was Paul’s personal experience which led him to
recognize Christ as the true representation for God, in human form (Hultgren 2003, 369-370), also see (Pope
Benedict XVI 2009, 21-25).
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and to strengthen his exhortation with the pneumatikos and psychikos contrast: Firstly,
pneumatikos is only possible because of the reconciliation in Christ. Secondly, it is God who is
acting in the pneumatikos, which he is not doing in the psychikos. Thirdly, eschatologically the
“heavenly body” is inaugurated “in Christ.” Finally and importantly, the visible resurrection of
Christ is the basis and assurance of the “heavenly body.”
Firstly, for Paul reconciliation is made possible through the life, death, and resurrection of
Jesus Christ, which represents the defining moment of history.257 Resurrection is the crowning
moment of God’s creation when salvation is consummated. Paul’s personal experience is also
significant in shaping his theology demonstrated in his earlier letter to Galatians.258 The contrast
between Adam and the “heavenly man” was not intended to create a permanent divide. God’s
acting in history and in Paul’s eschatological thinking is one of reconciliation. Themes of the
restoration of Adam to heavenly existence found in Jewish apocalyptic literature (Wedderburn
1970, 66-112; Lincoln 1981, 47-50; Kim 1984, 187-93; Sharpe 1973, 35-46) are evidenced in
Paul’s thinking.259 Wright concurs with the Protestant scholars when he states, “The point is
not…that the new humanity will exist in a place called ‘heaven,’ rather it will originate there”
(Wright 2003, 355).
Secondly, God is the acting agent in history who acts in Christ, raising Christ from the dead
(Rom. 8:11; 1 Cor. 15:15), who is the same God acting in believers, transforming their “earthly
bodies” into “heavenly bodies.” By contrasting sōma pneumatikon with pneuma zōopoioum
(life-giving spirit), the implication is made that Christ is identified as being involved in or taking
over the function of the life-giving Spirit, God (Dunn 1998, 261-262). One should also note the

“The resurrection of Christ, therefore, opens up a whole new reality of existence, equivalent to the
existence…” (Dunn 1998, 242).
258
Firstly in Galatians 1:12 we see that for Paul God has interrupted His creation and provided him with
direct revelation of Jesus Christ, demonstrating that the barrier has been broken between human and the divine.
Secondly, in Galatians 4:25-26 Paul’s allegory between Hagar (slave woman) and the free woman (Sara not
mentioned), corresponds to the present Jerusalem, in that Jerusalem is now free. The barrier between heaven and
earth has been removed. Finally in Galatians 5:15-16 we see that flesh wars against the Spirit, demonstrating that
this barrier is also removed.
259
Also reflected in Philippians 3:20-21.
257
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Adam soul is identified in Gen. 2:7, but Job 33:4 identifies the Spirit's role in life, also reflected
in Ps. 104:29-30. When Paul’s text here is read in relationship to Ezek. 37:9-10, it is understood
that the Spirit breathes life into the dead that they may live. The New Covenant mediated by
Jesus Christ as the “life giver,” as raised by God, is what is brought into view here. “The last
Adam became the life-giving spirit” (15:45), as God is acting in Christ. Thus, God is the acting
agent, firstly, breathing life into the soul of man and then secondly, the receiving of the lifegiving spirit. The issue is not Christological, as though Christ and the Spirit were somehow
interchangeable terms for Paul. “The concern is soteriological – eschatological… They (the
Corinthians), too must await the resurrection (or transformation, v 52) before their own
“spirituality” is complete, since as with Christ it must include a somatic expression” (Fee 1987,
790).
Thirdly, the use of the Adam contrast reflects eschatology as being inaugurated in “the
body” on participation in Christ.260 In Adam the human received a soul, while it is “in Christ”
that man receives the Spirit. The soulish life takes on the Spirit, the soulish body takes on the
“spiritual body.” In essence the second cannot come without the first, “first in the natural, then
in the spiritual” (1 Cor. 15:46). Adam’s body was a living soul, with a “natural body,” as shown
by Paul’s recall of Gen. 2:7. Christ’s “resurrection body” was a “spiritual body.” This is
explained by Paul from his experience and from Old Testament backgrounds (Gen. 2:7), which
is read by Paul in the light of Ezekiel 37:6, 9, 10 and 14. Garland recognizes that “‘Giving life’
is synonymous with raising the dead (Rom. 4:17, 8:11, 2 Cor. 3:6)” (Garland 2003, 735). In this
way, it is recognized that God breathed life into Adam, and the Spirit into Christ.261 Thus,
participation in Christ is necessary to participate in the eschatological reality.

Paul’s “in Christ” reflects his amended worldview as a consequence of his Damascus Road
experience. Community not only exists in opposition to society but transcends it, in the same way the second
Adam transcends the first Adam, as for Paul those “in Christ” are a “new creation” and this results in a new way
of evaluating the world (Perdue 1981, 252).
261
At this juncture Philo provides an allegorical interpretation of Gen. 1:26-28 and Gen. 2:7. Philo’s
argument is that chapter one describes the heavenly man, which is made in “the image of God” (not formed from
260
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Fourthly, the Adam-Christ analogy was used by Paul as part of his response to the question
of what kind of “body” they would have in the resurrection. The Christ analogy is crucial here
since, “The entire argument is predicated on the resurrection of Christ” (Fee 1987, 786).
Furthermore, Paul says that if Christ had not risen and our hope was in this life only, “…we are
of all men most to be pitied” (15:19). Paul’s basis for discussing the “heavenly body” is well
grounded since he was one to see the risen Christ personally (1 Cor. 9:1, 15:8; Acts 9:3-5, 9:17,
26;16-18). The resurrection of Christ is both the firstfruits of the resurrection of humanity and
the means of this resurrection.
In summary, Paul uses the Adam-Christ analogy to strengthen his pneumatikos and
psychikos contrast, which reinforces his overall call to the Corinthian believers to a higher
ground (behavior). Moreover, this Adam-Christ analogy reflects Paul’s point that reconciliation
is required, in Christ, by God, demonstrated by Christ’s resurrection. Thus, Paul is not
attempting to make an anthropological distinction, but rather he is demonstrating the
transformation that comes about in the life of the believer.262 Such a transformation starts on
the inauguration of the believer’s life “in Christ,” a transformation that continues throughout
the believer’s earthly life until when the heavenly body is fully realized.

the ground). Chapter 2 describes the creation of the man from dust and of the earth, thus the Gen. 2:7 man is a
“corruptible and earthly substance.” (Philo 1993, XLVI (134), 19). However such a train of thought is more
common among Greek philosophers, which gives rise to Gnostic dualism not with Paul or Hebrew
anthropological understanding. Even if one does submit to the redaction theorist’s reconstruction of the writings
attributed to Moses, both creation accounts recount creation before the fall. Such a view would not be amenable
to Hebrew view of man neither to Paul. In 1 Cor. 1:24-26 Paul identifies two types of people, “the called” and
Jews & Gentiles. For Paul there were only two types of people those “in Christ,” and those not “in Christ.”
262

“In the unit, verses 42-49, the one word used to describe the future resurrection (that is, eschatological)
body of the believer is ‘spiritual’ (pneumatikon, vs. 44). The reference of this adjective is neither
anthropological (to the body adapted to the human spirit or in which that spirit has gained ascendance or
dominance) nor substantial (to the presumably immaterial pneumatic substance of the resurrection
body), but to the activity of the Holy Spirit. Paul's point is that the resurrection body is what it is, with
its eschatological qualities, because it has been so thoroughly transformed and renewed by the Holy
Spirit that the single term that best describes it concretely is ‘spiritual’” (Gaffin 2010).
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5.4.4. The Issue of Discontinuity vs. Continuity for “the Body”
The essence of the ideas behind the continuity vs. discontinuity debate is whether Paul’s
eschatological view incorporated a continuous progression from this age to the next or whether
this transition is marked by specific time periods. For Paul, the idea of continuity takes
precedence over discontinuity, which is supported in five respects.
Firstly, Paul’s contrast of pneumatikos and psychikos (in both 2:14-16 and 15:44) is a direct
rebuff of Hellenistic Greek thought of an anthropological distinction, which lies at the foot of
Philo’s division between the mortal body and immortal soul. The cross and resurrection, for
Paul, is the great turning point, the point from which his eschatology proceeds.263 This
continuance is clearly established in 1:26, as Paul identifies that the κλῆσιν [called] are those
who have responded to the grace of God on offer. As Paul is building his argument in 1:23-25,
he clearly identifies that Christ was a stumbling block to the Jews and to the Gentiles who
considered the cross foolishness. Therefore, by identifying the Jews and Gentiles (Greeks), Paul
was identifying all the people in the known world and contrasting them with the “called.” The
“called” became “called” because they understood the “mystery” of the revelation of Christ
(Eph. 1:9). The first section arrives at its conclusion in 2:14-16, where Paul contrasts the
pneumatikos with the psychikos, establishing a contrast between believers and unbelievers.264
Secondly, pneumatikos and psychikos are the fourth contrasts265 that the reader is being led
to focus on, which establish a progression in the relationship. Paul establishes the background
for this set of contrasts in vs. 37, where he uses γυμνὸν [bare or naked] referring to grain that is
sown. The naked or bare seed is used in relationship to the “body,” which forms the foundations

Paul’s continuity is established particularly in 1 Corinthians 13:12 and 2 Corinthians 5:5 where Paul
declares that entry into the “body of Christ” is the start of the journey and only a foretaste of what is to come, 1
Cor. 13:9-10; 2 Cor. 1:22, 4:17; Rom 8:18, 23, and Phil. 3:12, also see Eph. 1:13-14, 4:30.
264
“Paul argues that in their by-passing the cross for “wisdom” (1:18-31), they have taken their place
with the world, who in its wisdom “crucified the Lord of glory.” Thus the contrast between believers and
unbelievers is made very clear. “…for Paul the Spirit alone distinguishes believer from nonbeliever” (Fee 1994,
30-31).
265
The earlier three contrasts are perishable vs. imperishable, dishonor vs. glory and weakness vs.
power.
263
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of what is sown in vs. 42. While the seed represents the decaying and “corruptible body,” it is
nevertheless from the seed that life is produced. Thus, there is a material continuity in the
process (Fee 1987, 786).
Thirdly, rather than describing how “the body” was to be raised as the earlier three contrasts
did, Paul now invokes the two familiar adjectives of chapter two and uses pneumatikos to
describe the sōma (Fee 1987, 785). Pneumatikos is used to describe “the body” in its earthly
life, as well as the “heavenly body,” in such a way Paul has continuity in mind.
Fourthly, Paul has established his rhythm with three antithetical contrasts, as he leads his
reader to what might be a fourth contrast and then he stops abruptly. His audiences might have
expected the antithesis to “spiritual” to be “sarx,” yet Paul offers “psyche.” Johnson argues that
psychikos and pneumatikos are at opposite ends of Paul’s “epistemological spectrum,” when
epistemology is seen as a characteristic; thus, at one end is a natural characteristic to “the body”
and at the other is a spiritual characteristic. The epistemological characteristic or natural man
is present in “this age,” while the epistemological characteristic is pneumatikos and relates to
“the new age,” which is present in this age and the next. In this way, Johnson argues that Paul
establishes his continuity and by drawing from the discussion in chapter two, his focus
incorporates two ontologies, the psychikos has room for the flesh, but the second pneumatikos
has no room for the flesh (Johnson 2003, 300-301).
Fifthly, textual concerns when satisfied leads to a reading of continuity. In vs. 49, Paul uses
φορέσομεν [let us bear, will bear], which has been treated with minor differences by many
MSS, “will bear” or “let us bear,” leading to a reading that the life of the Corinthians’ character
and behavior is to conform to the life of “the heavenly man,” whose Spirit they have. A reading
of “let us bear” reflects Paul’s eschatological continuity. Fee prefers “let us bear” and carries
the majority of opinions (Fee 1987, 787).
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In summary, Protestant readers find continuity in the understanding that the contrast of
pneumatikos vs. psychikos in 2:14 represents inauguration into “the body,” while the
eschatological discussion in 15:44 reflects Paul’s vision for “the body” post resurrection.
Metaphors used by Paul reflect at a minimum, a material continuity of process. Furthermore
the chiastic structure of Paul’s correspondence and placing the pneumatikos vs. psychikos at the
end of three metaphors implies continuity. In addition, the psychikos and the pneumatikos
cohabitate on this earth and continuity is reflected when one reads that Paul shows all are born
with psychikos, which has room for the flesh, yet pneumatikos the desired state has none. A
journey is what is in mind. One should also consider the order of the psychikos first, then comes
the pneumatikos (Fee 1994, 264) reflecting continuity. The “spiritual body” will have continuity
in that it is raised; however, there remains an element of discontinuity in that it has to be
“transformed” and refitted for the heavenly life (Fee 1994, 262). “The body belongs to the
present and to the future, although its future expression will be adapted for the life of the future,
which can finally be described only in terms of the Spirit” (Fee 1994, 268-269).

5.4.5. The Tension Between the Already and the Not Yet in “the Body”
The “already and not yet” expresses an eschatological tension that something decisive has
already occurred - the soteriological event of being incorporated into “the body” has occurred,
yet there remains a work of God in the individual that is not yet complete. Both Dunn and Fee
acknowledge this tension exists in Paul’s discussion of the resurrected body or the sōma
pneumatikon (Dunn 1998, 469; Fee 1987, 795). Here, Paul labels a body “spiritual” as he does
in 2:14, in the sense that it is determined by the Spirit, yet they do not fully “bear likeness of
the man from heaven” vs. 15:49. The eschatological tension is established, as the Spirit of God’s
power reclaims fully the complete person (Dunn 1998, 469). Here, it is understood that “the
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spiritual body” lives in a tension between inauguration and the eschatological reality present
but not yet fully realized.

5.4.6. How Does Paul Understand Kingdom and “the Body”
The “kingdom of God” / “Christ” is used 13 times in Paul’s letters (Fee 2007, 110),266 where
Christ is named the King and the Son, while most occasions God is identified as the ruler. The
kingdom is a present actuality as well as a future event (Fee 2007, 110). Garland actually sees
“the kingdom of God” as the future reality when God is ultimately manifested as King (Garland
2003, 211). God’s kingdom has its reign; thus, it is habitual actions that the Corinthian readers
need to reform in order to come under the rule. “Inheritance” is a word used by Paul to convey
the ideas associated with kingdom, the righteous inherit the kingdom, but the unrighteous will
not (6:9). Dunn finds an inverse relationship between Spirit and kingdom (Dunn 1998, 191).
Protestant scholars can point to a number of inferences to the kingdom of God. Firstly, the
Spirit-ruled “body” has come under the realm of the Spirit (kingdom), which is both a present
and future reality. Secondly, understanding the relationship between Spirit and kingdom
recognizes those “spirituals” are those “in Christ” and thus “in the kingdom.” Thirdly, the last
Adam is recognized as the originator of a corporate group of those who would follow and this
corporate group is none other than a ruler-ship or realm of kingdom rule. Fourthly, there is a
recognition that kingdom is a realm, which governs certain actions. Therefore, those individual
bodies, in “the body of Christ,” are synonymous with “bodies” in the kingdom.

266

1 Thess. 2:12; 2 Thess. 1:5; 1 Cor. 4:20; 6:9, 10; 15:24; 15:50; Gal. 5:21; Col. 1:13; 4:11; Eph. 5:5; 2
Tim. 4:1; 4:18.
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5.4.7. Barriers for Inclusion vs. Exclusion from “the Body”
This section simply asks the question, who is “in” and who is “out” and on what basis?
Those “in” and “out” are clearly identified with Paul’s use of pneumatikos and psychikos. The
Adam-Christ analogy is used to identify the origin of the “earthly body” and the last Adam
originates from heaven. So it is not the Adam–Christ analogy that provides boundaries because
it is the originating source that is being addressed. The boundaries are identified as the psychikos
who are part of the natural order, governed by their own desires and not partakers of the
heavenly reality – they are “out.” The pneumatikos are participators in the Spirit, have the
influences of the governing Spirit and are part of “the body of Christ” and are “in.”
Paul declares that “…flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God” (vs. 50), which
scholars understand to establish a boundary as the Kingdom of heaven is for believers (Fee
1987, 799). The pneumatikos and psychikos contrast leads scholars to understand that which is
excluded is “weakness, decay and death,” which are not suitable for heavenly existence (Fee
1987, 799). The alternative is a cessation of degeneration or of decay (Thiselton 2000, 1292).
In this way, boundaries are established as the life-giving Spirit gives life to the “spirituals,” in
which life is a realization of the “heavenly body.”

5.5. SUMMARY OF THE PROTESTANT READING OF “THE BODY OF CHRIST” IN RELATION TO
ESCHATOLOGY
In responding to the Corinthians’ question regarding the resurrection in vs. 35, “what kind
of body do they come,” Paul speaks to characteristics rather than physicality. Paul declares that
a totally transformed body will be raised - a body imperishable, glorious, and powerful body –
a “spiritual body.” In this section Protestant readings of the “eschatological body” have been
examined under seven areas.
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A “heavenly body” transcends the limitations of the present body in the sense of “more
than” but not “less than.” For Protestants, the pneumatikos and psychikos is the most significant
aspect which brings meaning to the “resurrected body.” The “resurrected body” is constituted
by the Spirit, it is an embodied spirit, endowed with characteristics that come alive upon
reception of the Spirit. As a “spiritual body,” this will not lose individuality, but only the aspect
subject to decay. The contrast is also used by Paul to represent his eschatological vision for the
“body,” which is a reality on reception of the Spirit. Thus, moral and ethical actions are what
are under consideration.
The Adam-Christ analogy principally reflects the origins of “the body.” Moreover, the
“spirituals” will become complete when they have a “somatic expression.” In addition,
eschatology for “the body” is inaugurated through participation “in Christ,” as it is Christ who
assumes the function as life-giver.
Continuity is reflected significantly in the contrast between pneumatikos vs. psychikos in
the flow of the letter (2:14 spirituals are inaugurated, and 15:44 an eschatological body is
discussed for the spirituals). Metaphors, the chiastic structure, and the transition of the Christian
from psychikos to pneumatikos all reflect Paul’s thought of continuity. The use of Kingdom by
Paul is accepted as a realm and rule of God’s abode, which is a present reality. By connecting
Spirit and kingdom, scholars show that participation “in Christ” is synonymous with
participation in the heavenly kingdom. Finally, the understanding of “the body of Christ”
establishes boundaries for entry or exclusion. These boundaries are demonstrated by Paul with
his use of the pneumatikos vs psychikos.
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6. INCORPORATION OF USES IN OTHER PAULINE AND DEUTERO PAULINE TEXTS
6.1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this part of the study is simply to recognize the use of “the body of Christ” within
the wider Pauline corpus to ensure accuracy with regard to contemporary readings of “the body
of Christ” in 1 Corinthians. We will, therefore, review both Catholic and Protestant readings of
“the body of Christ” as they appear predominantly in: Romans 7:4; 12:5; Colossians 1:18; 24;
Ephesians 1:22-23; 4:4-5; 5:23, 29-30. The contribution of this part of the research will identify
developing thought regarding the image through the latter Pauline corpus. However, in
researching the respective readings of the text, we will do so with the understanding of the
differing hermeneutical principles applied as described in the introduction.
6.2. ROMANS 7:4, 12.5
6.2.1. Catholic Reading of Romans 7:4, 12:5
This text in Romans 7:4 occurs within the periscope of Paul’s writings regarding the
Freedom from the Law (Fitzmyer 1968, 311). Paul's use of “the body” image appears in the
context of being released from the law and the freedom to produce fruit. In this instance, Paul
expounds upon the new situation of the justified Christian and the issue of justification in
relation to the law and to sin (Fitzmyer 1993, 454). It is through Christ that the believer has
been freed from sin (Fitzmyer 1993, 454-455). “... [N]ow he [Paul] wants to show how that
freedom also liberates [the believer] from the law” (Fitzmyer 1993, 455). The way that “the
body of Christ” is used here has implications for soteriology and ecclesiology (self-identity).
Fitzmyer follows Origen (Patrologia graeca 14, 1073-74) in his reading of “the body of Christ”
here “as the physical, historical body of Jesus” (Fitzmyer 1993, 458). The essential contribution
here shaping the self-identity as “the body,” is freedom from the law.
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“The body of Christ” shapes the understanding of what it means for believers to be
inaugurated into “the body,” thus shaping ecclesiological understandings. Through the crucified
“body of Christ,” the believer dies to the law; henceforth, Christ is the one who raises believers
from the dead (Cerfaux 1951, 149; Fitzmyer 1968, 311). This raising gains a pictorial image
from the Baptism event in which one dies with Christ in the waters and is raised to new life
(Fitzmyer 1968, 311). Paul had previously taught (Rom. 6:4-6) that the Christian identifies with
Christ in the Baptism event, in which s/he shares in his death, burial, and resurrection (Fitzmyer
1993, 458). Christ’s sōma is thus the instrument for reconciliation and the source of
spiritualization (Cerfaux 1951, 242). In this way, it is seen that the “body” is instrumental in
both the soteriological and ecclesiological aspect, which naturally impacts upon the identity of
the church. A “religious contrast” between the “mortal body” and the risen “spiritual body” is
reflected here (Rom. 7:4) by Paul’s use of “the body of Christ” (Cerfaux 1951, 281). In this
way, the natural conclusion is that the “physical body” (body of flesh) was nailed to the cross,
while the spiritual body is raised to new life.
The identity of “the body” is visually identified by the “fruit” it produces (Rom 7:4). Fruit
is a natural result of living things and Paul utilizes the marriage imagery to bring out this aspect
of “the body.” There is a certain expectation that those inaugurated into “the body” take on new
behaviors, these behaviors shape identity and are well described as fruit. “The union of the risen
Christ and the Christian has been depicted in terms of marriage. Paul continues the figure: such
a union is expected to produce the “fruit” of reformed life dedicated to God” (Fitzmyer 1993,
459). “The body of Christ” has earlier been described as an “organic unity” (refer section on
Ecclesiology),267 encompassing a living aspect; however, in this context while there is “one

Such conclusions read the “body of Christ” as a mystical “body of Christ,” however when the image
is reflected or transferred to the Church as a mystical or spiritual body it does not explain the physical
expression.
267
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body” and all become “one” in Christ, there remains a distinction between Christ and His
“body,” in order that “fruit” of the marriage may be produced.
The identity of “the body” is shaped by being released from the principle of law and
replaced by the principle of love. Paul’s use of the law (nomos) is not seen as Roman law or
pagan juridical principle (Fitzmyer 1993, 456). “Hence it seems better to understand nomos at
least from v 1b on as referring to the Mosaic law, and the same seems to be intended in v 1a as
well” (Fitzmyer 1993, 456). This naturally shapes the identity of the community as “the body”
is released from the law, which results in a freedom from ritual observances. “Paul concludes
from the specific to the generic. He emphasizes only one aspect of the relationship to the law,
that which happens when death occurs” (Fitzmyer 1993, 458).
The use of ἓν σῶμά ἐσμεν ἐν Χριστῷ [one body we are in Christ] in Rom. 12:5 occurs
within the periscope of Paul’s exhortation to the charismatic element in the church to live out
their everyday lives in worship to God, an exhortation to live for the good of all (Fitzmyer 1993,
645). Recalling 2 Cor. 5:17, “To be in Christ is to be a member of the body of Christ” (Fitzmer
1993, 645), as such there is a new way of living and behaving. The unity of “the body” is a
“moral unity” here, it is not until the prison correspondence does the union become explicitly
more than this (Fitzmyer 1968, VII, 325). The many members are working together for the
common good, “...as in body politic” (Fitzmyer 1993, 646; Fitzmyer 1968, VII, 325).
Note too that Paul does not say that we are the body of Christ, but that we are one body
because we are “in Christ.” It is important to preserve the nuances in order to note the
growth in Paul’s awareness of what the body of Christ means (Fitzmyer 1968, VII 325).
Thus, principally, unity of “the ecclesial body” is what is in view, as Paul uses a different form
when he is speaking of the Eucharistic application “the body and blood of the Lord” (1 Cor.
11:27).
In summary, Paul’s use of the image of “the body of Christ” in Romans (7:4; 12:5) speaks
firstly, to the issue of soteriology and secondly, to ecclesiological identity of “the body,” a
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consequence of the sanctifying work of Christ in the life of the believer. Unity shapes the
behavior of the believers in a visible way, which forms the identity of the believing community.
What is distinct here is the recognition that Paul does not associate the church as “the body of
Christ” until a later development.

6.2.2. Protestant Reading of Romans 7:4, 12:5
In this present periscope (Rom. 7:1-6), Paul quotes σώματος τοῦ χριστοῦ directly (Rom.
7:4), in which the image he quotes is reflective of literal freedom for those “in Christ.” Paul
leads his readers to a new phase in the discussion with, “Do you not know…” (Dunn 1988,
367). In verse 7:1, Paul concludes that death liberates believers from the law (Dunn 1988, 368).
The “body of Christ” is used here in a literal sense as the physical Christ who died on the cross,
yet imagery is used as if it is not the believer who physically dies, while, in identifying with
Christ, one is said to have died with Christ. “Jesus’ death was the end of humankind under the
power of sin and death, the destruction of man and woman as sinner” (Dunn 1998, 223). The
inclusion of texts within the wider Pauline corpus contributes to the understanding of Paul’s
view in relationship to soteriology and identity of the believing community. In addition, the use
of the image in the Roman text introduces readers to the relationship of authority in “the body.”
Paul’s imagery here is employed to expound further on the soteriological aspect of what it
means for believers to be incorporated “into Christ.” “The body of Christ” is clearly Christ in
his bodily crucifixion, by which he escapes sin and death (6:7, 9), and so also the law” (Dunn
1988, 369). The point here is that the Roman believers are liberated from their “body of sin”
(6:6), by identifying with Christ (Dunn 1988, 369) on the Cross, they are justified.268 There is

268

This of course brings us to the discussion of to justify or to make righteous. Catholic have
understood the verb justify in the sense of “make righteous” while Protestants have tended to understand justify
as to “reckon as righteous” and a difference over whether God’s righteousness was a subjective genitive in that it
was an activity of God or whether with was an objective genitive meaning a gift given by God (Fitzmyer 1993,
105-107; Ridderbos 1975, 163; Dunn 1998, 336-338).
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no part of a person that will not come under the dominion of sin and the law, unless they are
united with the risen Christ. As the believer identifies with Christ, Christ died on the cross so
also the believer died and is freed from the Torah. In addition, Fee shows that the aim of God
is to effect righteousness in the life of the believer and thus produce fruit. Thus, the believer,
after identifying with “the body of Christ” on the cross, is then “joined” to “Him” “…through
whom they have received righteousness…” in this way righteousness bears fruit in the life of
the believer (Fee 1994, 505). The believer may therefore “…serve in the newness of the Spirit
and not the oldness of letter” (Dunn 1998, 325). Just as the imagery that the writer uses has
implications for soteriology and identity, it leads readers to conclude that a genuine
soteriological experience must in fact shape identity.269
The identity of the believer is largely shaped by corporate unity expressed in the community,
which is largely the focus of Romans’ second usage of the image (Rom.12:5) (Dunn 1988, 723).
“The body” is used in relationship to the equality of members of “the body;” each person has
gifts, but these gifts are not apportioned in a qualitative sense, but simply that they are different
(Fee 1994, 609).270 The “the body of Christ” is more than a metaphor, thus the community is
identified with, but not identical to, the crucified and resurrected Christ (Dunn 1988, 723). “The
body imagery is actually an expression of the consciousness of community and oneness
experienced by the first Christians as they meet “in Christ”” (Dunn 1988, 724).
For the first time here, the image of “the body” is connected with authority within the
community. “The body” exists for Christ as a charismatic community (Dunn 1988, 723);
moreover, it is Christ who constitutes believers as “the body” not the members. Furthermore

269
In relation to Romans 12:5, Dunn finds that acceptance of the Gospel is bound to have a corporate
expression (Dunn 1988, 722).
270
“In Romans, Paul makes the same comparison between the human body and the body of the believer
with its different “members” (melē), each gifted by God and each connected to the other. “We who are many,”
Paul says, “are one body in Christ” (Rom 12:4-6). His use of the metaphor in Romans is less elaborate than his
use of it in 1 Corinthians, however, and does not make the explicit statement that Christians, considered together,
comprise the body of Christ (1 Cor. 12:12, 27)” (Thielman 2010, 112).
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πρᾶξιν [function] as an activity has in view the local Christian congregation (Dunn 1988, 724).
Finally, “the body” as a metaphor here brings out the interdependent nature of the community,
all of which infer for Paul an ecclesiological concept that functions with authority. Dunn argues
in agreement with Käsemann that, “No ecclesiastical hierarchy can be deduced as constitutive
from the motif of Christ’s body” (Dunn 1988, 724). The correlation between the “one body”
and the diversity of its members, the “one body,” which has many parts implies a lack of
hierarchy in the use of this “body” metaphor (Dunn 1988, 724). Authority among the early
Christians was intended to come from within the community. The degree of interdependence
inferred through the use of the image negates any attempt to read hierarchical structures as
being inferred as though one “member” would dominate other members. Paul’s use of “body”
imagery accentuates the idea of each member belonging to one another and in this way, the
image is primarily an ecclesiological one rather than a Christological concept (Dunn 1988, 724).
In summary, the emphasis on the image of “the body of Christ” in Romans is primarily used
in connection with soteriological issues and the issue of the unity of the “members,” which
shapes the identity of the believing community. “The body” imagery here introduces the idea
of authority, which is intended to operate from within the community. The interdependence and
the unity of “the body” within the diversity expressed in its members prevents the image from
being interpreted as possessing hierarchical intentions.

6.3. COLOSSIANS 1:18, 24
6.3.1. Catholic Reading of Colossians 1:18, 24
Paul wrote Colossians from prison, at a time when his theological thought had somewhat
matured to where the unity between the “body of Christ” and Christ had seen some progression.
Paul describes Christ as κεφαλὴ τοῦ σώματος τῆς ἐκκλησίας [head of the body, the church] in
Col. 1:18, with a Christological hymn (McDonald 2000, 65). In this hymn the writer introduces
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a new element of authority and headship, meaning “source of life and growth” (Fitzmyer 1968,
VII, 337). The second usage here in Col. 1:24 deals with how Paul, as a member of the church,
fulfills the sufferings of Christ. Unity and identity of the church take a preeminent position in
this discussion.
In the undisputed Pauline letters the community of believers is described as “the body of
Christ” (1 Cor. 12:12: Rom. 12:4); however, in these latter writings the image is somewhat
developed to where “the body of Christ” is explicitly equated with the church, as also in Eph.
1:22-23 and 5:23, ekklēsia is called “the body” (MacDonald 2000, 61). In addition, the image
has augmented in the way that believers make up “the body” and now Christ assumes the “head”
(McDonald 2000, 61). Christ as “head” (kephalē) is connected with Christ’s universal mission,
where the connection is made between the universe and the Church. “…Kristus predstavljen ne
samo kot glava cerkev, ampak tudi kot glava nebeških moči in celotnega kozmosa” (Benedikt
XVI 2009, 134). This also would have been easily recognized by Greek readers who were
familiar with the comparison of a “body” to the cosmos (McDonald 2000, 61; Philo of
Alexandria, Quaest, in Ex. 2.68).
Christ is described as the “firstborn from the dead” (Col. 1:18), clearly a reference to
Christ’s preeminence and his soteriological role (McDonald 2000, 62). While Christ is the
“head,” he is also described as the “first-fruits,” a reference to the resurrection, which gives
believers the assurance and is the basis for their resurrection (1 Cor. 15:20). The resurrection
“... reveals an awareness of a particular moment in history when Christ's supremacy in relation
to the church was revealed” (McDonald 2000, 62).
Paul employs the “body” imagery in Col. 1:18 within the general discussion of his apostolic
authority, “Christ represents God; Paul represents Christ; Paul’s fellow workers represent Paul”
(MacDonald 2000, 91). The exegetical conclusion of the inference of authority is drawn from
the understanding of Paul’s use of the word hysterēma [what is lacking, a deficiency], which
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Paul has used in other places to express, “the absence of a person to whom one is consciously
attached” (MacDonald 2000, 91). While this is not intended to imply that either Christ is absent
from the community or that his sacrifice is in any way deficient, the issue is that Paul views
himself as representing Christ to the community (MacDonald 2000, 91). The writer of the
Colossian text portrays Christ as the “vehicle of cosmic reconciliation” (MacDonald 2000, 221).
Moreover, authority imagery also comes from interpreting κεφαλὴ [head] to incorporate
principles of “authority and vitality” (Fitzmyer 1968, VII, 337). “[I]n Col. and Eph. there is a
secondary meaning of “head” as a source of life and growth…” (Fitzmyer 1968, VII, 337).271
Paul is exercising his apostolic authority and connects the use of “body” imagery in direct
relationship to the Greek-influenced context which recognized the “head” as having and
dispensing authority.
Paul’s use of “the body” imagery in Col. 1:24 is connected with sufferings. It should not be
viewed that Paul is speaking of the sufferings of Christ, for to say that Christ’s sacrifice was in
any way insufficient would be inconsistent with the New Testament message and the message
of the early part of Colossians (MacDonald 2000, 79).272 Suffering here is connected with the
apostolic proclamation of the Gospel which brings division, some receive it with joy, and those
against it bring persecutions (Fitzmyer 1968, 338). In this way “the body of Christ” is subject
to suffering on account of the Gospel. For Paul, unity is a key theme in the use of the image of
“the body of Christ,” which connects one to the suffering for the Gospel. In Colossians, Paul
links Christ and the community, there is a “…profound sense of interconnectedness among
believers, community, cosmos, and Christ” (MacDonald 2000, 79). The connection is actually
so close that one could understand that in the suffering of the believers, Christ continues to

Pope Benedikt XVI echoes these two meanings “V prven pomenu je Kristus pojmovan kot glava
Cerkve…predvsem, da je vladar, voditelj, odgovorni…Drugi pomen pa izraža, da je Kristus kakor glava, ki
oskrbuje in oživlja vse ude telesa…” (Benedikt XVI 2009, 133).
272
Paul’s use of thlipsis “…is never applied to Jesus’ suffering in the NT, but is regularly used by Paul
to describe the hardship of those who proclaim the gospel…” (MacDonald 2000, 79).
271
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suffer (MacDonald 2000, 79). Paul therefore sees his suffering as vicariously fulfilling the
suffering that God’s people must endure before Christ’s return (MacDonald 2000, 79).
An antithetical construction is present in Col. in which redemption is the antithesis of
resurrection in 1:14, and 18, in this way connecting “the body” with the resurrection. Here we
can see that “the body” is destined for resurrection and accordingly is linked with the first
born.273
In summary, the image of “the body of Christ” develops in the prison epistle in which the
“body of Christ” is specifically equated with the Church (McDonald 2000, 61), and Christ's
role is elaborated on, specifically in regard to authority. The hymn in which the first reference
is located, encapsulates a cosmic image where Christ is the head and earthly believers
experience heavenly reality (McDonald 2000, 67). Paul’s proclamation of the identity of Christ
is intended to help believers to live out a life of what it means to be a true follower. In addition,
the cosmic imagery present in Col. provides an image with which Paul is able to bring
correction, build unity, shape identity and develop authority. In Paul’s defense of his apostolic
authority, he uses his relationship to God in contrast with his readers’ relationship to him in
connection with “the body” imagery, a reading that implies hierarchical implications.

6.3.2. Protestant Reading of Colossians 1:18, 24
In Paul’s prison epistle to the church in Colossae he uses the image of “the body of Christ”
(Col. 1:18 and 1:24) in relationship to “head of the body, the church,” and secondly, in regard
to the church fulfilling the sufferings of Christ. With the emergence of false teachings as a
backdrop, the metaphor takes on a new direction. In 1 Corinthians, unity of “the body” is
demonstrated by the harmoniously cooperating body of parts, this view takes preeminence over
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This antithetical construction is present throughout the correspondence in 2:12 burial and
resurrection; in 2:20 and 3:1 death and resurrection; 3:3 death and parousia; 3:9 the old man and the new man
(Cerfaux 1951, 112, 159-160).
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the idea presented here in Colossians in which the metaphor raises the importance of the
Church. Secondly, in 1 Corinthians “the body” is presented as “the body of Christ,” which
possesses many different interdependent parts (1 Cor. 12:12-27), yet here Christ is now
introduced as head of “the body” (Col. 1:18) (Thielman 2010, 113). In this way, the use of the
image is primarily ecclesiological, the identity and unity of the church are what Paul is seeking
to shape. The authority of Christ is recognized in the reading of “head;” however, it is
understood as authority from within the community, not as in a hierarchical sense.
The sufferings that Paul endured during his ministry allowed him to identify with Christ’s
“body.” From Paul’s Damascus road encounter, he understood that Christ suffers also when his
“body” suffered (Bruce 1984, 81). Bruce claims that this use of “his body” is best understood
when one recognizes the oscillation between the “individual body” and the “corporate body,”
which has precedence in Hebrew thought in Is. 49:3 (Bruce 1984, 82).274
The context rules out any suggestion that a reconciliation effect of the death of Christ is
what is in view here (Bruce 1984, 83). Simply fulfillment of the ministry that Christ has given
them may involve some suffering and in this suffering they identify with the corporate “body
of Christ.” Moreover, in rabbinic thought there is the idea of birth pangs associated with the
“last days” or the period leading up to the parousia (Best 1955, 136).
The use of kephalē [head] together with “body” is a deliberate attempt by Paul to reflect the
relationship of authority, which is inherently present (Abbott 1979, 217). Christ as the head
bears a special relationship to his church, where kephalē [head] is read as source, origin (Bruce
1984, 68). The church is vitalized by his presence and energized by his power (Bruce 1984, 68).
In summary, the reading of “the body of Christ” by Protestants in Colossians is primarily
ecclesiological. Firstly, the idea of unity in “the body” is raised in importance, and secondly,
Christ is mentioned here as “head.” The headship of Christ is read in the context of authority
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Isaiah 49:3 “You are my servant, Israel, in whom I will be glorified.”
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within the church, yet this authority is recognized as coming from within the church rather than
down upon the church. The authority is read as “source “and “origin” and is inherently present
as Christ is present.

6.4. EPHESIANS 1:22-23, 4:4-5, 12, 5:23, 29-30
6.4.1. Catholic Reading of Ephesians 1:22-23, 4:4-5, 12, 5:23, 29-30
A reading of Ephesians is dependent to a significant degree on the authenticity of
authorship. At a minimum, due to the common material, it is considered part of the captivity
letters and among the latest in the Pauline corpus (Fitzmyer 1968, VII, 342-343). Commonly
identified as a dutero Pauline letter, in Ephesians Christ emerges as “head” of “the body” and
the implications for “the body” of the cosmic struggle are raised. Importantly it should be noted
that in the later writings within the Pauline corpus, Christ is identified as and with the Church.
In addition, issues of soteriology, boundaries for “the body,” unity, and identity are reinforced
here.
The first mention of Christ in relationship to the “body” appears where Christ is identified
as the “head” “…over all things to the church, which is His body…” (Eph 1:22-23). Cerfaux
argues that Paul introduces a new metaphor and says Christ became “the head.” The head
infuses life into “the body,” in the same way the head makes life to flow into all (Cerfaux 1947,
345). Ephesians places the emphasis on Christ’s authority and expresses a consistent thought
earlier presented by Paul in 1 Cor. 15:24-26. The use of the verb didomi [give] has been
understood as “to appoint” or “to install” (MacDonald 2000, 220), carrying the point that it was
God who “gave” Christ to be the head.
The image of “the body” used in Colossians and Ephesians is especially equated to the
ekklēsia, Christ is depicted as the kephalē [head], while it is the believers who make up “the
body” (MacDonald 2000, 220). Colossians portrays the connections between Christ as the head
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of the universe and Christ who is also head of the church (MacDonald 2000, 222-221), leading
to the understanding of an “underlying equivalence between the universe and the church”
(MacDonald 2000, 221). “Christ is joined to the community as its head and ensures its
wellbeing, but he also governs the body (and indeed rules the universe: Eph 1:21-23). A model
of community is developing in which some will be given authority over others” (MacDonald
2000, 297).275
In Eph. 4:12, “the body” is specifically identified by the writer as “the body of Christ,” yet
grammatical considerations (the supply of prepositional phrases, the first begins with pros,
while the second two begin with 2 x eis) have been read as placing the emphasis of the work of
the ministry on the “believers.” These three phrases can be seen as emphasizing the
responsibility of the “ministers.” MacDonald follows Lincoln and Schnackenburg in stating
that “...more responsibility is actually being given the ministers than many modern translations
suggest” (MacDonald 2000, 292). Thus, it is the ministers who engage in the very practical task
of training the believers, reading diakonia (service) as applying to the saints retains a
partitioning between clergy and laity.
While in Colossians the use of Christ as the head of “the body” tends to accentuate a
soteriological role, in Ephesians (1:22-23), the use of Christ as the “head” tends to accentuate
the “majestic parameters of the ekklēsia” (MacDonald 2000, 221). “The body” of Christ now
becomes the instrument of salvation on one hand (Cerfaux 1951, 283),276 while extending the
reach of the church on the other. This conclusion largely comes about because of the use of
ekklēsia, which in Ephesians always refers to the universal Church. Moreover, the use of
plērōma [fullness] in connection with “the body” is understood as in the sense, which “makes

“It is even possible that the author of Ephesians means for us to understand that these teachers are
the ligaments holding the body of Christ together” (MacDonald 2000, 299). This is done by proposing that
“ligament” function as a metaphor for ministers listed in vs. 4:11 (MacDonald 2000, 295).
276
McDonald draws on Barth and the reading of 1 Cor. 12:13 to suggest that the text here likely reflects
a baptismal formula, and “the body” is a reference to the “universal church” (MacDonald 2000, 287-288, 296).
275
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something complete” (MacDonald 2000, 221). It makes “grammatical sense to understand “the
fullness” as a second symbol for the Church (MacDonald 2000, 221). In this regard, Lincoln
summarizes, “The church is Christ’s fullness and Christ is the one who is completely filling the
cosmos” (Lincoln 1990, 77). This point is also reinforced by the idea that the writer is using
architectural language fused with “body” as symbolism depicting the heavenly assent for the
pilgrim people (MacDonald 2000, 224). What is significant here is the developing thought of
the importance of the Church in God’s plan for salvation. “All things” is a reference to the
universe, which makes Christ the cosmic Lord (MacDonald 2000, 220).
This new status for the Church (the body of Christ) has consequences for believers as the
“body” of believers is now expressed as a corporate entity. The writer of Ephesians mentions
composite metaphors in 1:23, which “…represents the hopes, visions, and dreams of a
community that feels under siege” (MacDonald 2000, 226). This leads scholars to two
conclusions: Firstly, that the use of these images, of which “body” is one, is that the Church
shares in and gives expression to Christ’s reign, which remains in opposition to the world
dominated by evil. Secondly, it comforts believers as to their place in the new heavenly reality
(MacDonald 2000, 226-227).
Development of thought regarding the “body” naturally leads to a redefining of the
boundaries. Some have concluded from Eph. 1:10 and 22 that the Church is a Spiritual organism
that includes angels, yet Cerfaux rejects these claims, suggesting that this is going beyond the
text. “The body of Christ” as the Church is concerned with people (Cerfuax 1951, 429). In the
Ephesian context, “the one body” also expresses the centrality of the Spirit, in which the Spirit
creates boundaries for the believing community (MacDonald 2000, 288). Moreover, in the early
Church, the female body became a symbol for the Church. Paul’s use of marriage in relationship
to the “body” (Eph. 5) reflects the boundaries between the Church, which is a sacred
community, and the pagan world often identified by its lusts (MacDonald 2000 340).
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Development in thought regarding the Church is expressed in Ephesians as the totality of
divine power being present in the Church. “Since the Church is the body of Christ, because its
spiritual power is already realized in her, she can be called the ‘pleroma’ of Christ, of him who
‘was filled completely in all’ (Eph. 1:23)” (Cerfaux 1951, 428). Towards the later part of the
correspondence (Eph. 5:22-23), the writer brings out the theme of the universal Church or
Christ’s “body” as the bride of Christ (Cerfaux 1951, 349).
Unity is undoubtedly a key feature of the image of “the body,” which has been expressed
in the “one body.” Ignatius recognized and highlighted this unity theme, claiming it was a rebuff
to the emergence of false teaching (MacDonald 2000, 288). MacDonald argues that the imagery
here used by Paul to preserve the unity of the Church is intended to shape the identity of the
Church, which arises out of a need to defend the Church against external threats (from the
outside world). Thus, this unity is intended to be a public manifestation (MacDonald 2000,
298). “[Ephesians] 4:13 presents the unity of the knowledge of the Son of God as the goal of
church's existence. There is a divine knowing at the heart of the formation of communities”
(MacDonald 2000, 296). This unity is also reflected in the dispersion of “gifts” to individuals
as deemed appropriate for “the body” (MacDonald 2000, 297). “For Ignatius unity involves
acceptance of a hierarchical system of church leadership with the bishop at its head”
(MacDonald 2000, 298).
The use of sōma in relation to the husband and wife is a central aspect to the relationship
between Christ and the Church, which is used to reflect unity, headship and authority
(MacDonald 2000, 327). The use of the marriage as a metaphor for the Church (MacDonald
2000, 336) is first seen in Hosea to demonstrate God's love for His people and here demonstrates
Christ's love for the church.277 It has been understood that the family unit has been the central
nucleus of society; thus, the author of Ephesians uses the relationship of Christ to the Church
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The cultural understanding of a wife's obedience to her husband is to reflect the obedience of the
Church to Christ (MacDonald 2000, 337).
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to reflect an image of unbreakable unity easily recognized in the pagan world (MacDonald
2000, 338). While emphasizing the unity, headship and authority in the image, Benedikt XVI,
lays a stress on love and the sacrificial aspect (Benedikt XVI 2009, 138-139).
In summary, Eph. raises new implicates for “the body of Christ.” Christ emerges as the head
of the “body” as a new metaphor is introduced. Emphasis is placed on Christ’s authority, which
has been given by God. The cosmic aspect of Christ’s authority is accentuated and the
underlying equivalence between the universe and the Church reinforces the idea of a “universal
church” or universal “body of Christ.” The recognition of the “majestic parameters of the
ekklēsia” (MacDonald 2000, 221) extends the soteriological parameters of the Church as an
instrument of salvation. In this way, the Church gains a new status and boundaries are
established around the centrality of the Spirit, which brings sacredness into this community
relationship. In addition, the divine power and presence resides in the community as “the body
of Christ” – the Church. Unity as a feature, although not new, it is re-expressed and raised in
intensity with the use of marriage to reflect both the sacredness and permanence intended in the
unity of this community relationship.

6.4.2. Protestant Reading of Ephesians 1:22-23, 4:4-5, 12, 5:23, 29-30
The writer of Ephesians presents the image of “the body of Christ” with some similarities
reminiscent of his use in 1 Corinthians, Romans and Colossians. As in 1 Corinthians and
Romans, there is attention drawn to the unity of “the body” as various members should work
together (Eph. 4:12, 15-16, 25; 5:30). In agreement with Colossians (Col. 1:18, 2:19), the writer
of Ephesians points out the headship of his body – the Church (Eph. 4:15; 5:23). Ephesians 4:45 uses “one body” which is commonly recognized as being part of an early creed.278 This is also
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Creedal formula is supposed on account of a short series of statements, beginning with the number
one, the focus of these statements, and the fact that there are seven statements, a number important in Judaism
and Christianity (Bruce 1984, 335; Thielman 2010, 255).
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an echo of 1 Cor. 12:13, where unity is the guiding principle. The concept of unity is advanced
in Ephesians, as the writer uses “the body” metaphor to describe the union of the Gentile and
Jewish Christians into “one body” (Thielman 2010, 113). Thus, in this section it is pertinent to
look at how particularly the addition of the use of “head” to “the body of Christ” is reflected in
authority within the community and the contribution for unity has for the identity.
When the writer discusses “head” in connection with “the body,” this brings into
consideration an organic relationship or union between Christ and the Church. In this
relationship, there is a sharing in the common life and what Christ achieved in the resurrection
is communicated to those who would choose to believe (Bruce 1984, 275).279 Prior to the
Colossians and Ephesians correspondence, the church was compared to “a body.” Head is
understood to be origin or source when it is discussed in direct relationship to Christ's universal
lordship, “Christ is divinely appointed as the source of the church’s life” (Bruce 1984, 274). A
second use of the image of “the body” makes it clear that Christ is not only the head, but ruler
over “inimical powers of the cosmos” (Thielman 2010, 113). God has given Christ the headship
role and since the church is Christ’s body there is a sense in which the church is “head over all
inimical powers” (Thielman 2010, 113). In this way, the Church as the “body of Christ” has a
headship role of authority within the world. While this understanding has application for
soteriology, it is the new contribution to authority within the ecclesia, which is most relevant
to us.
Authority exists in Christ because the fullness of God resides in Him, who intern supplies
the church. The writer’s choice of plērōma [that which fills or is filled] (Eph. 1:23) is not to be
understood in the gnostic sense (Bruce 1984, 275), but rather in light of the context and in view
of his connection between Christ and “His body.” By reading the participle in the passive voice

Grammatical considerations lead interpreters to this conclusion. The relative pronoun ἥτις [whoever,
whatever, everyone who] (Eph. 1:23) is translated as “which is” (Thielman 2010, 107) carries a qualitative force
which could be interpreted, “that the church is Christ’s body: it is indeed his body” (Thielman 2010, 112).
279
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it is understood that “Christ who is transcendent over the church, his body, is also immanent
within it and fills it” (Bruce 1984, 277; Thielman 2010, 115). In this way, Christ is the head of
the Church and ultimate authority rests with him. The ideas of Christ’s authority, unity
expressed by the image (note for example the use of melē [members] (Rom. 12:4-5)), the lack
of any ecclesiastical hierarchy expressed with the image “body” and use of the image in a
hierarchical cultural context all lead Protestants to understand the image as promoting
governance structures that allow authority to be exercised within the community not from
outside. The purpose of apostolic authority is not to be exercised over the church, but rather
within the church to build up “the body of Christ.” In addition, it should be noted that the three
prepositional phrases (Eph. 4:12) are not coordinates of one another, but rather the second and
third phrases are dependent upon the first (Bruce 1984, 349; Thielman 2010, 277-280).280 In
this way, the emphasis is on the gifts being given to equip the saints, which is the work of
ministry for the building up of “the body.”
Scholars see the scope of the image extended in the prison epistles to a unity and
reconciliation of the world to and in Christ. The use of the image “the body of Christ” is used
in these latter letters to speak of the ekklēsia in a more universal sense (Dunn 1998, 541). The
church is to function as the “locus of” or pattern for the reconciliation for the world (Dunn 1998,
230). “At the heart of Pauline theology is his gospel, and his gospel is essentially soteriology –
God’s saving a people for his name through the redemptive work of Christ and the appropriating
work of the Spirit” (Fee 1994, 839).
Paul’s “one body, one Spirit…one Lord, one faith, one baptism…” (Eph. 4:4-5) identifies
the image of “the body of Christ” with soteriology and ecclesiology as it deals with unity and
identity. Paul is not claiming here that one is saved through baptism, but rather it is a spiritual
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It should be noted that earlier interpreters understood these three phrases as coordinates of each
other, thus describing three purposes for which Christ gave gifts to the church. The later view that the emphasis
is being laid on the “building up of the body of Christ” (4:12) is supportive of egalitarian and democratic spirit
now more popular.
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washing effected by the Holy Spirit (Fee 1994, 780-781; Dunn 1970, 168). “The Holy Spirit is
the one who effects salvation experientially, effectively appropriating the benefits of Christ’s
saving work to their lives” (Fee 1994, 48 fn. 39). Moreover, Paul expressly states in Eph. 4:4
that it is the Spirit who is the key to unity in the church (Fee 1994, 746). “In Eph. 4.3-4 the
unity of the church is seen as the direct outworking of the unity of the Spirit” (Dunn 1998, 562).
In the context of the use of the image in Eph. 5:23, “head” draws meaning from Christ’s
headship over the Church. This context of “head” speaks of authority (Bruce 1984, 384).281
This argument requires an oscillation between the literal and figurative use of “head” as in 1
Cor. 11:3-15, to dishonor the man’s head implies dishonoring of Christ. As Christ is the head
of the Church, the correlative figure of “the body” as the Church is available, yet in the husbandwife relationship as a correlative is absent (Bruce 1984, 384-385). While this has implications
for soteriology, in terms of Christ’s authority to save, importantly it has implications for
identity. The marriage image frames the way in which authority is to be dispensed in the
Church, it is rooted in love and places boundaries to foster strong and healthy relationships.282
Finally, in Ephesians, the image of “the body” is a strong appeal to unity. The image of “the
body” is used to argue for unity between both Jew and Gentile (Eph. 2:16), who form “one
body” (Fee 1996, 69). The urgency of this appeal is increased in Ephesians 4, as “the one body”
is placed in closest association with the “one Spirit.” Moreover, “...all the sins mentioned in
4:25-31 are sins of discord” (Fee 1996, 69; Fee 1994, 875). In addition, in Ephesians 5 the
image of “the body” is connected to marriage in the way Christ loves the Church. Clearly the
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“Although κεφαλὴ implies authority, Paul correlates the term with σωτὴρ [sōtēr]. By doing this, he
affirms Christ’s authority over the church, but his primary emphasis lies in his use of this authority to save the
church” (Thielman 2010, 378-379).
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The image of “the body” is used in Ephesians to demonstrate the love and affection which Christ has
for the Church, Christ protects the Church from enemies (Eph. 1:20-23), Christ’s provision also nourishes and
supports the Church (4:15-16), moreover Christ provides for physical and emotional support to the Church (Eph.
5:29-30) (Thielman 201, 388).
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unity is to be walked out individually and corporately and overlaps psychological, sociological
and spiritual aspects of the believer’s life.
In summary, Ephesians contributes towards an increased and enlarged understanding of “the
body of Christ,” yet the hermeneutic of the Protestant scholars does not permit them to read a
development of the image. Key contributions here are a lucidity brought to Christ’s headship
and unity to be expressed in the Church. Ultimate authority rests with Christ, but Protestants do
not see hierarchical structures as being present in the use of “the body of Christ” imagery.
Furthermore, the image of “the body of Christ” refers to the ekklēsia in a more universal sense
than the earlier correspondence. Again, baptism (Eph. 4:4-5) is read metaphorically as in a
spiritual washing by the Holy Spirit, rather than in a realistic sense where a soteriological
motive would be. Finally, the image of marriage and its association with gifts contribute to the
stress on unity, with which “the body of Christ” image is employed. This unity is built on love.
This marriage imagery for Protestants stresses the relationship of the Church to Jesus who loves,
nourishes, and protects, while the Catholic scholars emphasize the sacredness and the Church’s
role of obedience to Christ.
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7. CONCLUSIONS OF CATHOLIC AND PROTESTANT EXEGESIS
“The Body of Christ” is the dominate image in ecclesiological thought in 1 Corinthians,
which also has implications for anthropology and eschatology. The respective conclusions
reached here inform the self-understanding of what it means to be “the people of God,” and
how one should live as the image of God. A significant contribution of Vatican II was the
admission that other churches carry with them the saving function as transmitters of the Holy
Spirit. In addition, the considerable development of theology in the Free Church, combined
with the emergence of the Charismatic movement within the Catholic Church, all combine to
raise the need for this fresh reading of Paul. A fresh reading of the image of “the body of Christ”
in 1 Corinthians seeks to address the ecclesiological, anthropological, and eschatological issues
as raised in the selected 1 Corinthian texts.

7.1. CONCLUSION OF THE STRUCTURE OF 1 CORINTHIANS USING A DELIBERATIVE
RHETORICAL METHODOLOGY IN RELATION TO THE IMAGE OF “THE BODY OF CHRIST”
This study recognizes the deliberative rhetorical methodology as a tool available to and
employed by Paul in relationship to the structure of 1 Corinthians. This work has shown 1
Corinthians is a unified text, with a clear discernible structure, shaped around the goal of
sanctification. Moreover, when the coherence and unity of the text is accepted, the theme of
sanctification is also able to speak to areas of both personal and corporate development (refer
addendum 1 & 2).
Analysis of the structure of 1 Corinthians using a rhetorical critical methodology
demonstrates that it was strongly influenced by the patterns established in deliberative rhetoric.
However, we must recognize the influence of deliberative rhetoric upon the structure and
argument, but not force the correspondence tightly into a deliberative pattern. When the image
of “the body of Christ” is recognized, it allows the Old Testament teaching and Paul’s
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fundamental Jewish character to bear witness to the audience in Corinth. The unity of text, the
structure of Paul’s argumentation, and the theme gain clarity when read in relationship to “the
body of Christ.” In the first two chapters, Paul establishes the basis for the life “in Christ” and
the context necessary from which to launch his arguments to the believing church. Each
argument (refer addendum 1) shows a logical progression from immaturity (babes in Christ) to
those “in Christ,” whose salvation is consummated, and God is ultimately glorified through the
resurrection.
Paul's corrective correspondence was directed to a rebellious community who were in need
of a behavioral adjustment. It is also shown in the use of the image (of “the body”), that it does
not replace New Testament teachings, but provides a guide for reading them. Using a
deliberative rhetorical critical methodology, combined with semiotic analysis of the image of
“the body of Christ,” this work identified the main thesis (prothesis) is found in 1:30, where the
correspondence is exhorting readers towards sanctification. The statement of facts or
foundational facts necessary to launch the argument (narratio), describes both the basis and
purpose for “the body.” This work demonstrates Paul’s contrasts between psychikos and
pneumatikos from the basis and purpose of “the body” (or narratio), and it is only in this way
that the remainder of Paul’s exhortations follow logic and make sense. Furthermore, the
structure then highlights the five key areas of argumentation (probatio) and the final exhortation
(peroratio). It was in this way that Paul’s contemporaries used images in their writings. Paul
also uses the image of "the body of Christ" in order to accentuate and clarify his teaching and
exhortation to the believing community at Corinth – to become mature “in Christ” or become
sanctified.
Recognition of the thesis statement, purpose, and structure of Paul's letter in itself brings a
fresh reading and deepening revelation to the readers. Moreover, establishing a Biblical basis
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and structure for sanctification opens wide the potential for discussions on leadership and
corporate development.
As a sober reminder to our Pentecostal and Charismatic friends, such findings reinforce
in Paul’s thought a call for disciplined, structured, and systematic growth. Some of the
criticisms of excess, leveled toward the Pentecostal (and Charismatic) expression of the Church
could be avoided. Paul’s exhortation here is understood to form a relationship between,
Christian foundations, moral maturity, and ethical maturity before spiritual gifts are taught and
exercised.
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7.2. CONCLUSION OF THE CATHOLIC AND PROTESTANT READINGS OF “THE BODY” IN
RELATION TO ECCLESIOLOGY
The “body of Christ” in 1 Corinthians has been read throughout history either
metaphorically or realistically, which substantially shapes self-understanding of what it means
to be the ecclesia. Recent scholarly research challenges the reading of “the body of Christ” as
simply a metaphor, suggesting that Paul is meaning something more than language conveys. In
this section we will synthesize the findings of the exegetical analysis, distinguishing the
Catholic scholarly opinion from that of the Protestants. The summary will follow McIntrye
(McIntyre 2010, 55), Kärkkäinen (Kärkkäinen 2002, 14), and the Catechism of the Catholic
Church (Catechism 2000, 227-277, 875) who direct this area of research to specific
ecclesiological questions: (1) What is the church? (2) Who is the church? (3) What are the
beliefs and rituals that define the church? (4) What does the church do? (5) Who governs the
church? And (6) how should the church be governed? We will not labor points of agreement,
which are numerous, but simply identify where exegetes differ in their reading of the text in
response to the ecclesiological questions in relation to our key image.
7.2.1. What is the Church? Catholic’s self-understanding of “the body of Christ” is as a
“pilgrim people on the way to the heavenly city.” This divinely “collective whole,” the church,
becomes the “visible expression” of “the body of Christ” which is understood through both
Tradition and contemporary exegesis. Thus the realistic reading sees the “visible expression”
of the Church as those around the Eucharistic Table. Both realistic and metaphorical readers of
the image “the body of Christ” recognize that Paul’s rebuke was aimed at protecting the image
and identity of the Church, but they approach it from differing perspectives. The relationship
of “the body of Christ” to God is realistically interpreted as through the Sacraments, while
metaphorically it is through the Spirit.
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Contemporary Catholic exegetes interpret the meal through the Exodus experience, joining
them with God’s people, which rests on the relationship with Christ. The single image of the
bread (10:16-17) not only describes unity, but the reality of a single universal Church, which
sustains those participating in Christ. Soteriological motifs or entrance points into the Church
are established through Baptism, consummated through the Eucharistic Table. Participation in
the Eucharist is at the same time participation in the divine, which forms the Church, an
“organic whole.” The “cup of blessings” or the “cup of redemption” that brings a blessing
(10:16) is read as a symbol of salvation and “shearing” is understood as a realistic participation.
Furthermore, the use of the title “Lord” (10:24) and eating and drinking the signs, which is
interpreted through John 6:53-56, joins participants on a metaphysical level with Christ.
Moreover, the anamnēsis (11:24) in the meal is identified as a recalling of past salvific effects
into the present, where “drinking” of one Spirit (12:13) connects Baptism (12:13) to the
Eucharistic cup, which links it to a soteriological motif. In addition, reading koinōnia (10:16)
as a metaphysical unity, in and with Christ is established. All the aforementioned aspects teach
a soteriological effect and thus formation of the ecclesia.
The church is a unity, where for the Catholics this unity is found in participation in the signs,
as believers are inaugurated to a unity or “organic whole.” The “for your sake” (11:24),
establishes both a selective invitation and boundaries, speaking to the unity of the Church. The
Church for Cerfaux is identified as “the body,” an allusion to the principle of unity, which is
“the body of Christ” (Cerfaux 1947, 274), where unity is an “organic whole.” The metaphorical
reading leads to self-understanding of the Church as a divinely constituted entity by the Spirit,
where individuals are united in a “solidarity” with “the body of Christ.” However, Borek
presents unity in connection with “the body” as reciprocity, while Schrage presents the unity
with Eucharistic meal as repraeseiüatio. Repraeseiüatio around the Table the “body of Christ”
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is present in a personal sense, who is encountered in His gift. Moreover, this unity is one which
is dependent upon Christ and in which his life flows.
A metaphorical reading is established by the Protestants through exegetical enquires of the
text alone. The authority of the scripture is held supreme, where the voice of tradition and the
Church Fathers are acknowledged as having the privilege of being closer to the events but not
afforded the privilege of being authoritative. Thus, scripture alone is authoritative, the
Eucharistic meal is for Protestants an act of worship, grounded in koinōnia, which leads to a
more individualistic soteriological event.
The theme and contexts of the epistle are directed towards correction of an aberrant
community in the context of worship. The backdrop of the conversation is divisions and
immaturity, thus unity and the visible presentation of the church takes center stage. The bread
and cup are connected with koinōnia, as participation in life together is amplified and raised
above ritual elements in the meal. The koinōnia is therefore to become a living expression of
the establish relationship, which believers enter into, between believers, the Church, and the
Godhead.
The conjunction “even” or “just as” (12:12), introduces comparisons, and the choice of
“members” (12:12) reflects the priority of unity. Baptism in 12:13 is read metaphorically due
to the context. Furthermore, an instrumental rendering informs is that it is the Spirit who is the
agency that is doing the Baptizing. In this way it is the non-visible work of the Spirit creating
the unity. Furthermore, the meal is intended to intensify the interrelatedness and solidarity, as
it is interpreted through the background of the Passover, where the meal was not making
atonement, but remembering it (as a perpetual remembrance). Moreover, the verb constructions
“stands for” or “represents” and on “behalf of” all demonstrate Jesus’ actions were for those
who participate in the meal. The proclamation (11:26) is in the indicative mood, linking it to
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what precedes it – remembrance, celebrating the foundation event of salvation. Such reflections
lead the reader to establish a priority of unity “in Christ,” which is what they have in common.
Finally, identity and unity is established by the recall of Judas’ betrayal, where readers are
reminded that “but for the grace of God there go I.” The metaphoric reading establishes the
church as a Spiritually constituted “body,” under the Lordship of Christ.
7.2.2. Who is the Church? Who is the church naturally deals with the question of how one
is inaugurated into the church. A realistic reading arises from a literal interpretation of several
Bible texts, where participation in the Eucharist is seen as a physical participation and Paul’s
baptism (12:13) is read literally. For Catholic scholars, the church is divinely constituted by
those who participate in the sacraments. However, importantly this participation is possible
only by faith, which mystically unites a believer to “the body of Christ.” While the idea of
justifying faith is not mentioned in the text, it is inferred as the believer needs justifying faith
in order to be a pneumatikos, an aspect often obscured from the discussion but exceptionally
important for this particular study. Fitzmyer understands the individual is enabled by the Spirit
to respond to God in faith (Fitzmyer 1999, 182), and this faith must recognize the bread
(Cerfaux 1947, 265 fn. 7); thus, one participates in the Eucharistic meal by faith, which
completes inauguration. Borek finds that upon Baptism, a believer receives faith and according
to the CCC the believers in inaugurated into “the body of Christ. Thus it is the sacrament of
Baptism, which is formative of “the body of Christ,” where the believer receives faith. The
Church consists of those believers who participate in the sacraments (BCE), and the Table in
which “the body of Christ” is real, realistically projects both the identity of the Church and
establishes its boundaries.
Participation in the Eucharistic meal is also intended to spill over into the dimension of
lifestyle as according to Borek (2004, 135), it is the ultimate criterion upon which behavior is
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evaluated. Protestants would counter that it is the encounter with God in the koinōnia found at
the Table, where Christ is formed in the believer’s heart to make him a New Creation.
A metaphorical reading of “the body” stresses the vertical relationship with Christ. It is this
relationship with Christ that connects the believer with one another in a unity strongly expressed
and graphically illustrated with the image “the body of Christ.” Within the Protestant’s
soteriology, a believer's faith response to the revelation of Jesus Christ (as the wisdom of God)
leads one to receive “the mind of Christ” and comes under the Lordship of Christ, thereby being
mystically united with Christ in His “body.” Moreover, while delineated in terms of a process,
Protestants favor an instantaneous soteriological event over a process-orientated soteriology. It
is Christ who constitutes the Church, a divine work of the Spirit incorporating individuals into
“the body of Christ.” The Church for Protestants is a Spiritually constituted entity, which is
only decipherable by the Spirit.
A realistic reading makes the distinction that those gathering at the “Lord’s Table”
constitute the “visible expression” of the Church. A metaphorical reading claim’s that the faith
proclamation effect at the meal distinguishes “the body of Christ,” thus believers are
recognizable by their behavior (witness). Those “in Christ” live like or as “New Creations.” It
is not that Catholic scholars would disagree that believers reflect the image of Christ or that
they are the Temple of the Holy Spirit etc., rather it is the priority or emphasis given.
Paul’s exhortations are also read with the unfaithfulness of the People of God as a backdrop,
particularly in (10:1-13). Where discerning is to look beyond mere actions, but the motivations
of the heart, where those who partake of the Eucharist in an “unworthy” manner are those who
are not united in mutual love and are participating as the betrayer of Christ.
This work has shown that Paul speaks of inauguration into “the body of Christ” in terms of
reception of the Spirit. A further contribution of Borek is his understanding that it is faith that
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is what produces the change (Borek 2004, 289).283 Furthermore, it is for Paul the proclamation
of the Cross of Christ and all that God did in Christ, which Paul understands as “God’s power”
(1:18) to manifest change in the heart of believers. Borek agrees that it is “faith that produces a
change,” but for Borek this faith is what is received upon baptism (Borek 2004, 138).
7.2.3. What are the Beliefs and Rituals which Define the Church? Clearly there is a
move afoot within Catholicism since Vatican II to acknowledge that salvation can be found at
the Eucharistic Table of other churches, yet the Eucharist still forms the center of what it means
to be a Church. The Catholic Church follows a sacramental understanding of what it means to
be a Church as Baptism, Conformation, and Eucharist (BCE), which combine to permit
inauguration into “the body of Christ.” Moreover, a “closed communion” reinforces the sacred
nature of the sacraments when administered by the Catholic Church.
For Protestants, the image of “the body of Christ” as celebrated in the Lord’s Table is
primarily a worship event. Koinōnia and the proclamation event serve as a celebration and
witness, which takes priority, any soteriological effect is largely excluded. For Catholics,
inauguration is effected in the life of an individual as s/he is enabled by the Spirit to respond by
faith by participation in BCE, in which the Church is seen to mediate entry into “the body,”
thus a communal soteriology. The Protestants read an individual inauguration as one responds
with faith to the revelation of Christ; thus, individuals are inaugurated into “the body of Christ”
individually, forming a “solidarity” with Christ.284 Inclusion into “the body” forms a unity,
which is a unity in plurality not uniformity.
As “the body of Christ” stands at the center of the Eucharistic worship, its influence, the
beliefs and rituals, define the church. The identification of the “self” with Judas as the betrayer,
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However Borek steps away from a Catholic position to then claim that in order to be baptized, one
must have cognitive capacity (Borek 2004, 137, 280).
284
“Thiselton does recognize a soteriological motif through participation in the cup, by a covenantal
reading” (Thiselton 2000, 769). Furthermore Protestants read Paul's warning requiring examination before
participation in the Table as using military language, which lays the emphasis on a meal restricted to believers.
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places each participant in a posture of humility and in need of the forgiveness available in “the
gift” (Sichkaryk 2011, 216; Schrage 1999, 29). The removal of social, power, wealth, and
spiritual distinctions bring all believers to the same level. Unity has predominantly been
interpreted through sociological grounds. However, recognition of the distinction between the
spiritual man and the natural man (chpt. 1-2), the understanding of faith that brings a change
to ones heart, leads us to understand unity commences as a spiritual endeavor. It is then this
spiritual endeavor, which is reflected is social engagement, but for Paul could not commence
socially before spiritually. Moreover, understanding “discernment” (11:28) in the context of
love requires participants discern their love for one another. Discerning and living out love
creates a unity, which is intended to reflect the identity of the Church as humble, empowered,
changed, equal, loving and serving community. Confessional dispute regarding the effect of the
“is for you” (11:24) is resolved by Schrage with his use of the bread as repraeseiüatio to Christ.
In the sense, believers encounter the gift of Christ in the meal, bringing a change, which is
intended to be manifest and reflected in the identity of the Church.
7.2.4. What Does the Church Do? A realistic or metaphorical reading of “the body of
Christ” substantially alters the role of the Church in the life of individual believers. Catholic
scholars give the Church the role of mediating salvation, presiding over the Mass, facilitating
Baptism, and leading the Confirmation process. In essence, without the Church, an individual
is unable to be connected with Christ. This connection is both a rite of initiation and
discipleship. The use of the image and the self-understanding of the church as the “people of
God on a heavenly pilgrimage,” recognizes the role that the image of “the body of Christ” serves
to shape the sacramental activities within the church. This has raised sacramental activities in
priority above the role of public witness and proselytization.
A realistic interpretation represents the sacrifice of Christ before God each time the
Eucharistic meal is celebrated. In this way ingesting the real body of Christ in the meal has led
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to accusations of re-sacrificing Christ. However, for Catholic it is not a representing in terms
of re-sacrifice, but a representing the gift. Those who hold to the traditional metaphorical
reading celebrate remembrance, memorial, or what Christ did 2000 years ago and the present
hope in the resurrection, which the meal signifies.
The metaphorical interpretation preferred by the Protestants, places the stress on the
individual component of the relationship “in Christ.” Protestants read Paul as laying emphasis
on the individual to respond to what God has done in Christ. The emphasis on individual access
to Christ lays responsibility on the church for the context of worship, proclamation, and
koinōnia around “the Table.” It is the Spirit who mediates salvation. The metaphorical reading
also makes a sharper distinction between the events of initiation (conversion) and discipleship.
The use of the image of “the body of Christ” in relationship to the activities of the ecclesia
primarily reflects koinōnia, witness to the gospel, and Christian formation (discipleship). “The
body of Christ” is an image used to describe the self-identity of unity in diversity with which
the different members function, reliance on and in relationship to one another. This
individualistic approach to soteriology has overlooked the communal aspect of “the Body of
Christ” and reducing the value of Christ’s presence in the meal, which led to what has been
described as an impoverished Table.
Paul’s stern rebukes directed towards the church in Corinth reveal both his heart for the
witness of Christ and his desire to see his beloved readers act more responsibly. The texts in
question reveal the shame of immorality in 6:13-17, the misuse of the gifts and failure to use
them for the “common good” (12:7), the syncretism at the Eucharistic Table (10:14), and the
mistreatment of their fellow believers (11:20-22). On one side the realistic interpretations gives
an infrequent participant confidence aside from faith. While on the other metaphorical
interpretive extreme, the subjectivity of the individualistic soteriology and participation ignores
the role and authority of the church leaving both the boundaries rather too fluid for Paul.
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For Paul the Spirit is to be discerned by or within the church, leading to rebukes and
exhortations. Realistic reading establishes a hierarchy to discern the Spirit, while a metaphorical
reading requires discernment to come from within the community.
7.2.5. Who Governs the Church? A realistic reading of the image of “the body of Christ” leads
to a communal soteriology. In this belief system, the Church mediates grace to enable those who enter,
and in this way develops a hierarchal leadership structure that defines the church. Thus, there is no
church without the presence of a presiding minister. Moreover, as the image developed, a hierarchal
structure is recognized within the Church, one in which Jesus reigns preeminent. Christ as the mediator
of salvation to “the body” also strengthens this imagery. As the “body of Christ” is read in a realistic
sense and the Church is seen as an extension of the incarnation, the Church therefore carries with her
salvific authority. In this way, the Church has both authority and hierarchy.

A metaphorical reading teaches a Spiritual inauguration, Christ maintains headship over His
church. Governance over “the body” is intended to come from within “the body,” by those who
have “the mind of Christ,” those who are able to “discern,” are able to equip the community of
believers to recognize the will of the Spirit in collective unity. Moreover, the concept of “the
body,” with gifts mentioned in 1 Corinthians and Romans, also implies leadership, but a
leadership that comes from within – Spirit driven.
7.2.6. How Should the Church be Governed? A reading of the image of “the body of
Christ” alludes to the application of authority and governance that rests with the Church,
whether realistic or metaphorical: (1) In admonishing behavior, authority is seen as inherently
present. (2) It is moral standards of behavior that project the identity of the ecclesia. (3) The
recognition that bodies form an ecclesia and many ecclesia’s form the one Church. However, a
realistic reading provides for (4) a closed Eucharistic, which provides a soteriological motif that
requires governance. (5) The Eucharist is what nourishes and feeds the church, as Christ is
mystically present in the signs; Christ is present through the prayer of blessing of the priest.
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A metaphorical reading, in addition to the first three abovementioned, recognizes the
participation sought by Paul through koinōnia as intended to infiltrate all areas of “the body of
Christ.” Moreover, a more collegial approach to leadership is accepted yet coming under the
Lordship of Christ, as Christ has priority. The reading of mēle [members] is used to reflect an
organic component that has a priority, thus the diversity of gifts. While the image serves as an
analogy for a hierarchy it is not understood in the sense that the pictorial image provides, but it
is authority that is to come from within. Witness is also connected with charisms, which are
available to all “in Christ” and connects leadership with the Spirit. Authority would always
need to be read in the context of Paul’s understanding of the need for humility (Phil 2:5-11) and
the need to serve. It is certain that particular individuals are uniquely gifted and called for
functions, but leadership is a relationship “from within not over.”
In the later Pauline corpus of Ephesians and Colossians, Christ is identified as the head of
“the body of Christ,” and also he is head over the heavenly powers and the entire cosmos. Those
who prefer a realistic reading here also incorporate a hermeneutic of “progressive revelation;”
thus, revelation now extends the rule and authority of Christ. Those who read the image as a
metaphor recognize that this reading simply adds to and qualifies Paul’s use of the metaphor.
Since a body has a head and does not function without one, Christ is the head and infuses life
into the body.
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7.3. CONCLUSION OF THE CATHOLIC AND PROTESTANT READINGS OF “THE BODY” IN
RELATION TO ANTHROPOLOGY
Here we summarize the respective readings in regard to our anthropological questions.
7.3.1. Man as God’s Creation, What Part or Whole Belongs to “the Body?” In the
image of “the body of Christ,” there is a significant rebuff offered to the Greek dualistic thought,
which was not part of Hebraic or Pauline anthropology. Paul’s anthropology is essentially
Semitic, which is not thought to divide or dissect the body, recognized by both Catholic and
Protestant scholars alike. A realistic reading of “the body of Christ” leads to a mystical
incorporation of the individual to the “whole,” an “organic reality,” “the body of Christ” on
participation in the Eucharist.
A metaphorical interpretation reads the believer as a whole, being united with and in Christ,
when s/he responds to the revelation of Christ with faith. On incorporation into “the body of
Christ,” the individual receives the Spirit and thus is more than, not less than. The pneumatikos
gains additional capabilities and capacity, yet still retains a body of “flesh and blood,” which is
part of the present eschatological reality.

7.3.2. Man as a Sinner Alienated from God, is that Part in Christ Physical or
Immaterial? In this study we see that both faith communities recognize the “birth state” is the
psychikos, controlled by human responses and unable to respond to the Spirit. The state after
conversion is the pneumatikos, who is wholly “in Christ.” The contrast between theos and
anthrōpos identifies the person who is alienated from God, in his or her natural state - the
psychikos. This person is born isolated from the Spirit. What alienates the human from God is
whether or not he or she has the Spirit.
Those who hold to a realistic interpretation of the metaphor also understand “the mind of
Christ” as intellectual knowledge. Protestants recognize “the mind of Christ” as revelation, a
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Spiritual knowledge that one receives when the individual arrives at a comprehension of what
God did in Christ. This should not be understood as a superior gnostic knowledge, but spiritual
revelation of Christ and God's work in Christ. Furthermore, one who has the “mind of Christ”
is understood to have a mode of thinking, to know, to discern, and to live out the soteriological
effect.285

7.3.3. Man as an Object of God’s Redeeming Grace, How is this Participation Possible?
A realistic reading sees the soteriological event as a process in which one passes through
the sacraments of BCE and is united with the visible “body of Christ” around the Eucharistic
Table. In this way, participation is possible through participation in the Eucharist. The “in
Christ” of Paul qualifies the object or goal of God’s redeeming grace. Moreover, the “in Christ”
is described as “life communicated by Christ” (Cerfaux 1947, 213). Thus it is Christ’s actions
in the signs that communicate life. A realistic reading of “the body” in relationship to the
Eucharistic meal establishes multiple soteriological motifs, as it is Baptism for the Catholics,
which initiates this process of inauguration. Faith supplied through the Baptismal waters leads
the believer on the soteriological process, consummated in the Table. This work also identifies
a soteriological motif, which is found in the contrast between the “natural man” and the
“spiritual man,” as it is faith that is the vital ingredient and the distinguishing factor. The
realistic reading suggests that boundaries for those in Christ are those who are visible at the
Table.
A metaphorical reading defines inauguration into “the body” as those who have the Spirit
verses those who do not. Multiple soteriological motifs are recognized as those discerning,
knowing, and as having “the mind of Christ,” these are those who have the Spirit. Participation

A reading of the image of “the body of Christ” in a metaphorical sense could perhaps give rise to Greek
dualism and gnostic heresy. However Protestants understand that the use of the image Paul connects to behaviors
and infers that both physical and immaterial elements are incorporated.
285
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is possible as one responds to the revelation of the “wisdom of God” (Christ) with faith, thereby
receiving the Spirit. This is generally considered as more of an event than a process. The
contrast between the pneumatikos and psychikos establishes boundaries for “the body of
Christ,” which is visible by the behaviors of those who are endowed with the Spirit.
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7.4. CONCLUSION OF THE CATHOLIC AND PROTESTANT READINGS OF “THE BODY” IN
RELATION TO ESCHATOLOGY
Eschatology is an essential part of the Christian's theological beliefs and is foundational to
the hope which motivates and sustains the believer’s participation “in Christ.” Both Catholic
and Protestant scholars have been read eschatologically around seven key questions, in order to
shape respective understandings.
7.4.1. The “Heavenly Body” - It is God who acts in transforming the “earthly body” to a
“heavenly body,” which is a “body” adapted for that existence. Paul identifies the
characteristics rather than issues of physicality or materiality. The “heavenly body” is not
thought of as a “new body” or “replacement body,” but rather it is a “body” that has undergone
a transformation and is now governed by the Spirit, suitable for the heavenly existence. The
essential treatment of the “heavenly body” is that it describes characteristics, within which the
person retains individuality, and is suitably prepared for its heavenly abode. A “heavenly body”
is a “body” animated by the Spirit of God; its existence and capacities are enhanced and
transcend the present physical capacities in a way that is “more than” but not “less than.” In
addition, this “body” in under the divine authority of the Spirit yet retains its individuality.
7.4.2. The Relationship Between the “Spiritual Man” and “Natural Man” in Relation
to “the Body” - The “inspirited body” identifies the start of the eschatological reality for the
Protestants. The spiritual characteristics come alive upon reception of the Spirit and are in this
sense the seal of the eschatological reality. Catholics are not completely on the same page here
as Fitzmyer identifies the pschikos as a Christian. The emphasis on the contrast of the “spiritual
man” verses the “natural man” lays the emphasis on the controlling and dominating influences
or drives of the respective “bodies.” Those controlled by the Spirit will in fact inherit the
“resurrection body.” Any attempt to read a loss of individuality as the individual “body” is
absorbed into the corporate “body,” is rebuffed by scholars from both faith communities.
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Protestants find that God is acting the pneumatikos, while He is not acting in the psychikos. The
eschatological reality is present in “the body” of the believer upon the reception of the revelation
of Christ with faith, it is this “knowing,” which places them in relationship with Christ and
inaugurates the believer into the eschatological reality. Moreover Protestants also see in the
Adam-Christ analogy that it is reconciliation “in Christ” that effects the eschatological reality.
The contrast here is used by Paul to emphasize the dominant force that is acting upon “the
body,” and also provides for the distinction between “bodies” primarily made for this age or
the next. Here Catholic scholars give emphasis to the dominant force acting on “the body.” This
is largely on account of reading psychikos as a Christian.
The “spiritual man” has been transformed and under the control of the Spirit is described as
possessing characteristics rather than materiality, which functions in both this age and the next.
7.4.3. The Key Image Contrast of Adam-Christology in Relation “the Body” - Paul's
use of the Adam-Christology reflects the origins of “the body.” Those “natural bodies” have
their origins in Adam, while those “spiritual bodies” have their origins in Christ, who has taken
over the role of the life-giving Spirit. Catholics (particularly Cerfaux) demonstrate a cause and
effect relationship, while Protestants would understand this as purely an issue of origination
and this is what Paul is addressing. The Adam-Christology is an attempt to validate the origins
of those who would follow. In Adam, all inherit the earthly human life, in Christ the “last
Adam,” those who follow through the sacraments (BCE) inherit “life” (a spiritual body) and
thus become participators in the heavenly reality. Thus, while through the first Adam came the
“natural body,” through the last Adam came the “heavenly body.” God in Christ is the origin
of the “heavenly body” and at the same time, the one acting to take over the life-giving function.
The Christ analogy is crucial in terms of establishing the basis for the resurrection. Christ is the
firstfruits, an analogy of what type of “body” would provide housing for the soul, and the basis
for the believer’s hope. Moreover, blended into this use of the Adam-Christ analogy is a call to
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live as “spiritual” people in this present age, the resurrection is only the final consummation of
what has already began.
7.4.4. The Issue of Discontinuity vs. Continuity for “the Body” - The principle of
continuity is favored over discontinuity. It is largely the presence of the Spirit in the lives of
those who are participators in “the body of Christ” which leads to the preference of continuity;
however “the body” will need to be transformed for its heavenly existence. Moreover, the selfunderstanding of a “pilgrim people” on a “heavenly journey” promotes the continuity motif in
Paul. Protestant scholars read continuity in favor of discontinuity, on the basis that the key
contrast reflected in the inauguration into “the body of Christ” is what has already began. Paul's
metaphors, the rhetorical structure, and order, all reflect that pneumatikos is the desired state;
this reflects a material continuity of process.
7.4.5. The Tension Between the Already and The Not Yet in “the Body” - The
eschatological reality will not be fully realized until the “earthly body” is resurrected as a
“heavenly body.” In this way, there is a tension between the partial and complete fulfillment of
the eschatological reality, which is present for all those “in Christ.” The “spiritual body” lives
in a tension between what it has been inaugurated into, yet it has not yet been fully
consummated. The spiritual body must live in the present age with its limitations, decay and
influences.
7.4.6. How Does Paul Understand the Kingdom and “the Body” - Kingdom is a rule or
realm of God’s domain and the connection between those governed by the Spirit and those in
God’s kingdom is easily made. The kingdom is both a present reality and a future event, but it
is a reality determined by the Spirit. When the tension between the “already and not yet” is
applied to “the people of God on a heavenly pilgrimage,” Paul identifies a future reality in the
present. The image of “the body of Christ” expresses this future reality, which exists in the
present time domain. It is Paul's exhortation that the Corinthian readers would come under the
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reign of God, as it is the kingdom that is intended as governing this realm and provides the
habitation in which “the body of Christ” resides.
7.4.7. Barriers for Inclusion and Exclusion from “the Body” – “The body of Christ”
provides boundaries for those “in” and those “out.” Boundaries are provided by the key
pneumatikos vs psychikos contrast, the Adam-Christology, and the self-understanding of the
“people of God,” which all point to barriers for inclusion and exclusion from “the body.” Paul’s
ensuing discussion regarding the “flesh and blood” not inheriting the kingdom is understood in
the way that the natural desires and carnal nature of man will not be part of the future kingdom
reality and thus in such a way a boundary is established.
Within the image of “the body of Christ” lays the mystery of the kingdom of God.
Understanding “the body of Christ” in light of the kingdom requires Christ in order to give it
meaning and raises the idea of authority and ruler-ship within “the body.” The resurrection of
Christ is the bases for resurrection of all believers. The image of “the body of Christ” identifies
boundaries for participators in this heavenly reality. Those inside “the body” are present
participators, fully consummated on the resurrection. Those outside “the body” are not
participators in the heavenly reality.
As Paul seeks to respond to questions regarding death and what happens to the physical
person, he responds with powerful agricultural imagery to give his Corinthian readers comfort,
assurance, and motivation to persist. “The body of Christ” is used here as an image to reflect
the eschatological reality present, but not yet fully realized. The resurrection will be the final
consummation of what is commenced upon inauguration into “the body” as one participates “in
Christ.” The image, when understood in connection with the contrasts and in the light of AdamChristology, emphasizes the dominate influence, which provides the boundary marker. “The
body” as an image also reflects the continuity in Paul’s thought, which describes the
characteristics of “the eschatological body.”
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7.5. CONCLUSIONS TO THE CATHOLIC AND PROTESTANTS READINGS OF “THE BODY” IN
LATER PAULINE AND DEUTERO PAULINE TEXTS
Our study here reviewed “the body of Christ” in other Pauline and deutero Pauline texts
(Rom. 7:4, 12:5; Col. 1:18, 24; Eph. 1:22-23, 4:4-5, 12, 5:23, 29-30) in an attempt to add to the
robustness of the findings of this research. Hermeneutical differences in approaches of the
scholars naturally color the respective conclusion. Catholic scholars incorporate a progressive
hermeneutic, which suggests that revelation progressively increases over time, thus the later
writings would add fresh revelation to the earlier conclusions. The Protestants, however
understand revelation slightly differently; thus, later writings simply expand or make lucid
existing interpretations, it does not develop or progress them.
For Catholic scholars, the image of “the body of Christ” is developed and matured within
the later Pauline corpus; however, for the Protestants, the image is only expanded upon. The
letter to the Romans confirms issues of soteriology and the identity of the believing community,
previously mentioned in Corinthians. Additionally, in Romans the imagery is connected with
authority. For Protestants, this is authority that is to come from within the community. In the
Colossian correspondence, the idea of the unity of the “body” is raised in importance and Christ
is for the first time mentioned as “head.” The metaphor “head” is introduced in relationship to
Christ, being read as “source” or “origin” and is used to describe Christ’s activity in his Church.
In the later Pauline correspondence, Christ is identified as head of “the body” and head “over
all inimical powers.” Prior to Colossians and Ephesians the church was compared to “a body,”
however in Colossians and Ephesians the image is taken one step further. In Ephesians, the
writer connects “the body of Christ” with marriage, in this way contributing to the emphasis on
love, unity, sacredness, and authority with which the “body” carries.
“The body of Christ” in Romans reinforces the issue of soteriology and the identity of the
ecclesia. The sanctifying work of Christ within the “body” brings about a unity and a shaping
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of behavior in a visible way. In the prison epistles, the image of “the body of Christ” is
developed to where the image is specifically equated with the Church, Christ’s role is identified
as the “head” and elaborated on. In addition, in Colossians a cosmic imagery is present, where
Christ is the “head” over all. Furthermore, Paul’s defense of his apostolic authority in
connection with the image of “the body of Christ” is read with hierarchical implications for the
functioning and governance of the church.
In the letter to the Ephesians, the use of the metaphor “head” places Christ as having
received his authority from God. This cosmic aspect of Christ’s authority accentuates the
relationship between the Church and the universe; thus, the Church takes on its nature as a
“universal church.” Moreover, the recognition of these “majestic parameters of the ekklēsia”
extends the soteriological parameters of the Church as an instrument of salvation. Furthermore,
the image of “the body of Christ” is also discussed in connection with marriage (another
sacrament) emphasizing the sacredness and permanence of the status of the Church and the
permanence intended of its relationships.
For Catholics, the church is not associated with “the body of Christ” until later within the
Pauline corpus. Paul’s writing to the Romans reinforces the soteriological effect and unity as a
consequence of the sanctifying work of Christ. Thus, unity importantly for the Protestants
shapes the visible church in so far as unity is to identify the believing community. This
fellowship is forged through unity in diversity and the interdependence of “the body.”
Moreover, it is this interdependence of “the body,” which prevents Protestants from reading a
hierarchical intention of the writer with the image of “the body of Christ,” while this is precisely
how the Catholics interpret the image.
The Col. and Eph. texts reflect a cosmic image in which Christ as head of the “earthly body”
and “heavenly body” is able to be demonstrated. The cosmic image of Christ's authority, Paul's
apostolic defense and God’s relationship to Christ all combine to support the Catholic scholars’
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reading of authority as being inherently connected with the image of “the body of Christ.”
Protestants read the headship of Christ in the context of authority within the church; thus,
authority is recognized as coming from within the church not down upon he church, as “head”
is read as “source” and “origin,” which is inherently present in Christ. The Eph. context
accentuates the cosmic role of Christ and thus the “majestic parameters of the ekklēsia”
(MacDonald 2000, 221). In this way, the soteriological parameters of Christ are extended by
the Catholic to the church as God's instrument of salvation. Thus the reading of the institution
of marriage in connection with the church raises in intensity the sacredness and permanence
intended in the unity and community relationship.
Catholic scholars read the baptism in Eph. 4:4-5 realistically, thus concluding a
soteriological effect, while Protestants prefer a metaphorical reading reflecting the sanctifying
work of the Holy Spirit in the life of the believer. Protestants read the marriage imagery as
intending to stress the unity, which is built on love. Love is to be the motive for joining together
and ultimately, it is love that causes the staying together.
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7.6. CHALLENGES TO THE EXEGESIS
Before we transition to the implementations of the exegetical findings within the respective
faith communities, it is appropriate to recognize some of the key exegetical challenges.
Context for a soteriological reading - For the Catholics, 1 Cor. 11:24-26 provides the
etiology on for Christian reflection on the Eucharist, where a realistic interpretation leads to a
soteriological motif (Collins 1999, 425). Fitzmyer understands the context of the section in
question is “…moral and liturgical problems within the ecclesia…” (Fitzmyer 2008, 57). In
keeping with Fee’s proven model for doing good exegesis, the specific text should be
interpreted through the recognized periscope (Fee 2002, 6). Protestants would question whether
it is possible to draw such influential soteriological conclusions from a text which was written
to correct behaviors.
Exegetical Approach – As it is known, we cannot escape the perspective of our own
personal experience and environment, and we bring these to the texts. Naturally, these
experiences and opinions color our findings no matter how impartial we might consider our
motives. Moreover, Catholic scholars regularly look to the history of interpretation of Paul,
which obscures their present reading. For example Fitzmyer, Collins and Cerfaux regularly
quote from the Latin Vulgate translation, stating the conclusion of a matter. Sichkaryk declares
“This interpretation is confirmed by the tradition of the Eucharist” (Sichkaryk 2011, 226).
Protestants afford the church fathers the privileged position of being closer to the events
themselves, but not such authority.
Exegetical Readings - There remain several places were both Catholic and Protestant
scholars simply agree to disagree. The “this is my body which is for you” (11:24) is a divisive
texts, as is the reading of “baptism” in 12:13 literally (Catholic) or metaphorically (Protetsants).
To this juncture these two texts provide an impass, upon which however substantial doctrinal
foundations are built. Differences over the use and understanding of εὐχαριστήσας [to give
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thanks], ἀνάμνησιν [remembrance], and κοινωνία [participation] support the various doctrinal
assumptions.
Soteriology, Baptism, & Metaphors – Borek’s support for reading Baptism in 12:13 as a
soteriological event comes from his conclusion that the “Jesus is Lord” declaration in 12:3
establishes a soteriological context. This work argues that the context does not permit a
discussion on soteriology, neither does the structure (refer discussion under 12:12-13, 27).
Moreover, the statement, “Jesus is Lord,” is not a soteriological statement, but rather a
confession, which could not be made by a false spirit.
Baptism is understood here by Borek as formative of “the Body of Christ” and Mt. 28.19 is
used in support. However Matthew’s Baptism is recorded in chapter three as a Baptism of
repentance. Borek claims that faith is received on Baptism; this is not supported from the text.
Borek looks to Cyril of Alexandria’s discussion on the unity between Christ and God in Jn.
17:20-21 and claims that this unity is established in Baptism and lived faith (Borek 2004, 62).
In this way it is Baptism that brings a union with Christ. For Borek professing faith is linked to
the threefold act of God as a result of the manifestation of the Trinity, the only source of Grace
(Borek 2004, 144). Thus the profession of faith allows one to be immersed in the God – One
and Three or the Trinitarian relationship. Borek quite rightly observes that this aspect of
analysis does not come from analysis of the text (Borek 2004, 102). Furthermore, Borek claims
that believers must have cognitive capacity as they approach the sacraments (Borek 2004, 137,
280), thus placing him at odds with present paedobaptism.
Borek is stretching the metaphor of marriage to far to suggest that Baptism creates the
spousal relationship that makes them one body with God. Paul uses the image of marriage in
Ephesians, drawing no doubt off Hosea, to show that God’s love for his people is like a husband
loves his bride. The image does not extend to all aspects of the marriage as sex would be
unthinkable between God and his people.
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Support from John’s Gospel - Scholars rely on John 6:53-57 to support this view that
believers are to participate in the body and blood of Christ in the Eucharist, or that it changes
into the body and blood on participation (Fitzmyer 2008, 439; Collins 1999, 432). Protestants
would argue that the purpose of John was to demonstrate the divinity of Christ. Moreover, the
title “Son of Man” is used for Jesus, who John denotes as having a heavenly origin and
destination (1:51; 3:13; 6:62), who will be “lifted up” (substitutionary) (3:14; 8:28; 12:34 also
see 6:53; 12:23; 13:31). The title “Son of Man” is also used in Dan. 7:13 to denote transcendent
terms. Thus, the spiritual element is what John has in mind, not the physical. Furthermore, if
the “Son of Man” debate is lost (see below), Protestants claim that the context is established in
6:41 and vs. 58, which would preclude such a reading. In addition, Van Cleave argues that the
view of Transubstantiation is contradicted by both experience and logic. There has never been
any evidence to show that the change which is said to consistently occur, actually does.
Moreover, logically Jesus was still in his physical body when he constituted the ordinance and
declared “this is my body” (Van Cleaver 1983, 437-438).
Fitzmyer reads the title “Son of Man” as a circumlocution, claiming “…no titular use of the
phrase “The Son of Man,” can be sustained…” from the words of Daniel, 4 Ezra and 1 Enoch
(Fitzmyer 1978, 27). What is implied here is the idea of a pre-Christian Jewish “son of man” as
having apocalyptic connotations is an academic myth (Fitzmyer 1978, 27). Fitzmyer further
argues that the Aramaic title “The Son of Man” underlies the Greek and a more literal
translation would follow, “Nueva Biblia Esañola, 1975” where Jesus employs the title as a selfreference, it is translated in Spanish “este Hombre” [this man] (refer Fitzmyer 1978, 29).
Interpreting the cup of the table through the Passover - A leap is necessary here to
connect the blood of the Passover to the blood of Christ. It is not explicitly stated here if “the
cup of blessing” relates to the cup of blood used to sprinkle on the door posts and on the lintels
(Exodus 12:7), or if it relates to the cup of the Passover meal (Lev. 23:5; Num. 9:2; Deut. 16:
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2). The imagery here perhaps breaks down a little on several counts. Firstly, a cup was not
spoken of in the institution; if this were a pictorial imagery here surely a cup would have been
mentioned. Secondly, it was the blood of the lamb sprinkled on the door and lentils of the house;
in essence it carried over the principle of atonement. Thirdly, the drinking of blood was
forbidden (Lev. 3:17) and would have been deplorable to the Jewish people. Fourthly, it is only
the blood of Christ, the perfect sacrifice, which satisfies a holy God. The Hebrew people applied
blood by faith upon what God would do in the future through Christ. The blood of a lamb
(sheep) is insufficient to satisfy a holy God.
Reciprocity [reciprocità] – The Polish theologian Borek has sustained an argument that
the unity Paul was arguing for was a “reciprocità” (Borek 2004). Paul used the image of a body
and body parts (12:12-27) and their interrelating or unity according to Borek is a reciprocità.
Reciprocity [reciprocità] has to do with firstly, a state of being or mutual dependence, and
secondly, a mutual exchange and interchange of privileges. This work would not consider that
these ideas capture the heart or intent of Paul’s message or that of New Testament theology.286
Paul defined the position of a hearer as one who is a servant of all and who eagerly longs and
desires this relationship with Jesus. In the text under discussion Paul speaks of honoring one
another, bearing the shame of another, that one cannot be puffed up because of his important
role, and each one needs the other (12:12-27). These are not mutual relationships, but a call to
humility and the service of one another. “Do nothing out of rivalry or conceit, but in humility

Jesus taught his disciples to “take up their cross” (Mt.10:38, 16:24; Mk. 8:34, 10:21; Lk. 9:23, 14:27).
The writer of Matthew expands on the idea of what it means to “take up your cross” (Mt. 10:38) or what Jesus is
calling his followers to: People will hand you over to authorities for punishment (Mt 10:17-18), family members
will betray you (Mt. 10:21), people will hate you (Mt. 10:22), people will persecute you (Mt. 10:23), others will
malign you (Mt. 10:25), they (may) kill you (Mt. 10:28). As Jesus says, if they did it to Him, why should his
disciples or followers be treated any differently (Mt. 10:25)?
Similar ideas of humility and servant-hood are reflected in Paul’s thought. Paul came to his hears “in fear
and trembling” (2:3), he rebuked his readers for being puffed up (4:8) and called them to be as servants of Christ
(4:1). Moreover, he spoke of himself as a “fool for Christ’s sake” (4:10) and used his influence to rebuke and
chastise his readers. In Paul’s later correspondence he speaks of his suffering (2 Cor. 6:9, 11:23-27). In addition
Paul considered all the status and privileges of this world to be a loss in comparison to his personal relationship
of knowing Christ (Phil. 3:7-8).
286
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consider others as more important than yourselves” (Phil. 2:3, HCSB). Paul was arguing for
unity built on humility and servant-hood, thus this work questions the appropriateness of using
a word reciprocità to give meaning to this.
The weakness of a metaphorical reading - The introduction describes a metaphor as
a rhetorical tool that provides transference of meaning, it describes a new reality, in a richer
way, with surplus meaning where words are not written or read literally. Penna provides a rebuff
of the metaphorical view (refer fn. 12). For the Protestant a metaphorical body is a “spiritual
whole,” with spiritual form, and it has a head (Christ), which is an expression of the church.
Paul uses metaphors to speak of the church: an “olive tree” (Rom 11:24), the “saints” of God
(1:1), God’s “field” (3:9), God’s “building” (3:9) the “temple” of God (3:16), the “bride” of
Christ (Eph. 5:25), the “household” of God (1 Tim 3:15), and of course the “body of Christ.”
Protestants would agree with Penna’s deductions made by the “concept” of a body, when he
says it propagates dignity and equality, each person has their own chrisma, the body is a whole
of which Christ is the head (Penna 2002, 256), however, to say that the Eucharist is like a
paradigm of the church, the Protestants do not find.
Multiple churches and church splits is not what Paul had in mind when he employed the
metaphor.
Realistic vs. Metaphorical, This work demonstrates that the self-understandings of the
positions are not as far estranged as some commentators would seem to prefer. Protestants
understand that the “body of Christ” is a real Spiritual entity, not a social club and if the spiritual
is more real than the physical, the emphasis is further heightened. Furthermore, when Pope
Benedikt says “da Cerkvi ni le zaročenka, marveč prava Kristusova nevesta” (Benedikt 2009,
138), he obviously does not mean that with all in the realistic aspect and privileges that readers
might associate with marriage, conjugal rites etc., this would be deplorable. Thus, the image is
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used by Paul to convey something more than words could not deliver. It is the soteriological
aspect found at the table which remains a chasm too wide to traverse.
The conclusion suggests that the “body of Christ” is used both metaphorically and
realistically, where the realistic understanding is a spiritual organic unity or whole, which
includes the whole person, inaugurated into, via participation “in Christ.”
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PART THREE: IMPLEMENTATIONS OF FINDINGS WITHIN THE
CATHOLIC AND PENTECOSTAL FAITH COMMUNITIES
1. INTRODUCTION
At this juncture in the dissertation the conversation will be narrowed to the two largest
Christian traditions of our time in order to establish application of the exegetical conclusions.
Theological conclusions relating to the anthropological, ecclesiological, and eschatological
nature of “the body of Christ” have consequences within the faith community.
Contextualization addresses the question of how the exegetical conclusions are projected within
the faith communities. In order to bring meaningful results of this work to faith communities,
we will address respective understandings of Paul’s vision for conversion287 and discipleship.
After the task of biblical exegesis, we are confronted with biblical theology and systematic
theology. In this study, we are limited to biblical theology as it relates to the formation of divine
revelation within the faith community.
Firstly, this part of the discussion will be completed in three parts. (1) Conversion – How
do the exegetical conclusions correspond to the pragmatic task of conversion in the respective
faith communities? (2) Discipleship – How do the exegetical conclusions relate to the pragmatic
task of discipleship within the two faith communities? (3) Using the image of “the body of
Christ” to provide guidance of the structure of 1 Corinthians – How does this inform
discipleship?
In order to theologize we must make theological constructs about a subject or the thing it is
that we want to theologize about (Stone & Duke 2006, 28-30). The function of contextualization

287
Conversion as a concept is promised in the Old Testament and made possible by Jesus’ birth, death
and resurrection. Without Christ, conversion, salvation or any such talk would be meaningless. We use
conversion in order to save space but recognize that it means slightly different things to different people. For the
Catholic “conversion” is part of the process of initiation as used in CCC (CCC 2000, # 1129) conversion is
related to a change of thinking which needs to be acted upon in order to be inaugurated. Thus our use of
conversion here is to include Christian initiation and or inauguration into “the body of Christ.”
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will then examine the fresh anthropological, ecclesiological, and eschatological readings of “the
body of Christ” in relationship to each aspect of conversion and discipleship in the faith
communities.
Secondly, having completed the exegetical reading and identified what it is that we intend
to theologize about, we need to identify the methodology for the hermeneutical task of
contextualization. Contextualization is permitting the interpreters to make sense of the ancient
text in a contemporary community. Hermeneutical appropriation requires the reader to make
decisions about the mode of the discourse, how it is to function authoritatively within the
community and how it is to shape the community’s identity (Hays 1996, 208). In this part the
research is asking what affirmations do the texts authorize? How is the identity shaped by the
text? Hays recounts that theologians appeal to scripture as the source in four ways: (1) Rules,
these are direct commands or prohibitions upon the reader to conform to certain behaviors. (2)
Principles, these provide a framework for the governance of moral and ethical considerations,
and how decisions should be formulated. (3) Paradigms are narratives or biblical stories that
provide positive or negative models of behavior, characters in the texts model either
praiseworthy or reprehensible behavior. (4) A Symbolic World, is where the writers create
perceptual categories through which the reader is able to interpret the world (Hays 1996, 208209). Therefore, in this section we appeal to the selected scripture under investigation for Rules,
Principles, Paradigms and A Symbolic World, which is intended to illuminate divine revelation
of our subject. 288
In summary, contextualization will firstly identify the process of the human response in
conversion and discipleship within each faith community. Secondly, having identified the

It is accepted here that Hays is principally writing about narratives and here Paul’s words are of a
more didactical nature. However the writer would argue that Paul’s writings are within the meta narrative of his
life and therefore could be seen also as a stories within the wider or larger story and in this way narrative rules
apply. For more reading on Pauline narrative thought (Longenecker 2002; Petersen 1985; Greib 2002; Hays
2002; Witherington III, 1994).
288
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recognized human response in conversion and discipleship, the research will place the
exegetical conclusions of “the body of Christ” in contrast to the present practice within the
churches. The research will do this by applying Hays’ (1996) methodology to demonstrate how
a fresh reading of the text establishes Rules, Principles, Paradigms, and shapes A Symbolic
World, which have meaning in the way contemporary faith communities are to live out their
faith. Thirdly, conclusions will identify areas where a fresh reading would modify
contemporary church practice.
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2. CONVERSION / CHRISTIAN INITIATION INTO “THE BODY OF CHRIST”
Conversion is a part of a wider discussion within the field of soteriology. Our discussion on
conversion is limited to that area of the human response. Both Catholic and Pentecostals are
united on a call to genuine conversion to Jesus Christ; however, views on what constitutes a
valid experience often differ. Conversion means to “turn around,” “to change direction” or “a
change in purpose,” which embraces all the human faculties, rational, volitional, and affective
aspects – the whole person (Summerall 2009, 172). Catholics and Pentecostals read together a
variety of Biblical themes associated with conversion: faith, baptism, sin, forgiveness,
repentance, salvation, justification, redemption, and sanctification. Before we apply the
conclusions of the exegetical study, we will refine our topic by identifying specifically what
Catholic and then Pentecostals consider to be the human responses in the process of conversion.

2.1. DEFINING CONVERSION IN A CATHOLIC AND PENTECOSTAL FAITH COMMUNITY
2.1.1 A Catholic Understanding of Conversion
Catholics recognize conversion through the following process:
(1) Grace – God grants grace to a person, which enables him or her to believe (CCC 2000,
# 2000).
(2) Baptism – Baptism expiates “original sin,” unites a person with “the body of Christ,”
and infuses grace (CCC 2000, # 405, # 977, # 1999).
(3) Justification – one is justified before God (CCC 2000, # 1992). After baptism one is
saved, but in order to maintain this salvation, one must perform tasks judged as good
works (CCC 2000, # 2010, # 2068, # 2080).
(4) Sacraments - The council of Trent affirmed the participation in sacraments of the new
covenant; thus, participation in the sacrament of the Eucharist is necessary for the
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consummation of salvation (CCC 2000, # 1129; Council of Trent, DS 1604). The
Catholic church has seven sacraments.289
(5) Repentance – A believer must complete penance with perfect contrition (CCC 2000, #
1452), one must confess their sins (CCC 2000, #1456, # 1493); however, even though
one confesses, the punishment due that person still remains. For the Catholic,
indulgences deal with the punishment for sins already forgiven (CCC 2000, 1471, #
1498).
(6) Good works of Mary – Indulgences draw on the good works of the “Blessed Virgin”
Mary (CCC 2000, # 1477), who participates in salvation and obtains remission of
temporal punishments for sins (CCC 2000, #1478).290
(7) Indulgences – Indulgences are also able to be applied to the dead (CCC 2000, # 1471)
and those who are in purgatory (CCC 2000, # 1498).
(8) Faith – Faith must be placed in Jesus Christ and the Catholic Church (CCC 2000, # 26,
# 142, # 1814, # 2087).
In our study we are simply looking to identify the personal human response. In Pecota’s
work on soteriology, he finds that the Catholic Church has related the human response to the
sacraments. As the Catholic Church is a sacramental Church, graces of God are “conferred” to
the participant through the signs of the sacrament itself. Therefore, Pecota finds the human
response in the process of conversion is:

289

(1) Baptism brings the gift of rebirth, (2) Confirmation brings the gift of strengthened faith, (3) the
Eucharist brings divine food for nourishment and is considered the consummation of the salvation process as
one enters unto “the body of Christ.” (4) In Penance one receives spiritual healing from sin and the illness to the
soul. The last three sacraments are administered over someone who is said to be in “the body of Christ” or part
of the Church. (5) In Extreme Unction one receives healing spiritually and is corporally healed. Moreover this
sacrament is also considered the last rite. (6) By Order of the Church, the Church is governed and multiplied,
and (7) in Marriage the Church receives an increase in numbers (Leeming 1956, 94).
290
Here the Catholic also makes the distinction between mortal sins and venal sin. Venal sins are lessor
matters of moral law which do not destroy the soul (CCC 2000, # 1855, # 1862). Mortal sins are grave willful
infraction of God’s law. In order for a sin to be mortal three conditions must exist: (1) The offense must be a
grave matter, (2) a person must have full knowledge of the evil act (3) and there must be full consent of the will
(CCC 2000, # 1855, # 1857). If a Catholic commits a mortal sin then grace is lost. In order to regain this grace
one must participate in penance (CCC 2000, # 980, # 1468, # 1496).
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(1) Baptism - One experiences regeneration.
(2) Confirmation - One receives the Holy Spirit.
(3) Eucharist - A participating presence in Christ.
(4) Penance - The forgiveness of non-mortal sins (repentance).
(5) Extreme Unction - When one receives assurance of entrance into God's eternal kingdom
(Pecota 1994, 354).
(6) Faith - It should be noted that the CCC reminds the faithful to participate in the
sacraments in the correct disposition. The correct disposition is to approach with faith,
thus the human must respond to God by participating in the sacraments with faith (CCC
2000, # 1123, # 1327, # 1329).
For the Catholic Church, conversion is part of the process of Christian Initiation.
From the time of the apostles, becoming a Christian has been accomplished by a journey
and initiation in several stages. This journey can be covered rapidly or slowly, but
certain essential elements will always have to be present: proclamation of the Word,
acceptance of the Gospel entailing conversion, profession of faith, Baptism itself, the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit, and admission to Eucharistic communion (CCC 2000,
#1229)…This initiation has varied greatly through the centuries according to
circumstances (CCC 2000, # 1230).
Missing from Pecota’s list is this initial human response of hearing the Word of God, there
must be something that prompts a participant to desire to participate. Hearing is understood as
a response to God’s revelation and invitation to respond (CCC 2000, # 142). In this way we
recognize that the human response for the Catholic involves:
(1) Hear the Word
(2) Being Baptized
(3) Being Confirmed
(4) Participating in the Eucharist
(5) Undergoing Penance
(6) Extreme Unction (anointing of the sick)
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(7) Possession of Faith
Six of these activities are self-explainable, Extreme Unction or otherwise called Anointing
with Oil, is related to praying for the sick and also administering the “last rites.” Prayer is
necessary when someone suffers from the consequences of original sin, through participation
in this rite one is said to be participating “…in the saving work of Christ” (CCC 2000, # 1521,
# 1522). For the Catholic, this rite is also a final preparation before exiting this world and
entering the “Father’s house” (CCC 2000, # 1523). This is a rite administered to a sick or ill
person and therefore there is little response on the part of the participant apart from faith.
However, as this is a sacrament and it deals specifically with eschatology we will include it in
our discussion.
In light of the CCC and the practice of sacraments, the following chart demonstrates the
connection between the Catechism and the Sacraments and identifies the way in which this
study will discuss the human responses necessary for conversion.

Chart 1. Catholic Responses to Conversion
CCC 2000, # 1299
Sacraments
Proclamation of the Word
Acceptance of the Gospel
Penance
Faith
Baptism
Baptism
Reception of the Holy Spirit Confirmation
Admission to the Eucharist Eucharist
Extreme Unction

Human Catholic Responses
1. Hearing
2. Repentance
3. Faith
4. Baptism
5. Confirmation
6. Eucharist
7. Extreme Unction

The contextualization task of this work will examine the exegetical findings of the Catholic
scholars in relation to these seven areas looking for Rules, Principles, Paradigms or A Symbolic
World, which speaks to the each part of the human response involved in conversion.

2.1.2 A Pentecostal Understanding of Conversion
Pentecostals speak of the soteriological event as a watershed moment when the believer is
inaugurated into “the body of Christ,” and is often given a date (Warrington 2008, 37). The
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Pentecostal view has come out of the Wesleyan tradition, which was formed from the Protestant
Reformation. The aspects involved in conversion are able to be charted as follows.

Chart 2. Pentecostal Responses to Conversion
Reformed position
Wesleyan291
Pentecostals
Election
Foreknowledge
Election
Predestination
Election
Foreknowledge
Predestination
Calling
Calling
Regeneration
Repentance
Repentance
Repentance
Faith
Faith
Faith
Regeneration
Justification
Justification
Justification
Regeneration
Adoption
Adoption
Adoption
Sanctification
Sanctification
Sanctification
Glorification
Glorification
Assurance
(Duffield & Van Cleave 1983, 179-260; Pecota 1994, 354-355)
Fee identifies the human response in salvation as: (1) Hearing – Hearing according to
Rom. 10:14, precedes faith and includes two aspects: (i) Hearing the Gospel as God’s very word
(1 Thess. 2:13) and (ii) Believing on the Word of God (Fee 1996, 76). (2) Faith, (3) Images of
conversion, (4) the gift of the Spirit and (5) Baptism (Fee 1996, 76).
Pentecostals emphasize the Spirit’s role in equipping the church for mission (Menzies
2000, 51). This is done by recognizing Luke’s theology as different from Paul's, not in a way
that one is superior or before another, but that Luke as a theologian should be read alongside
Paul. Strongstead argues that Luke “views the gift of the Spirit exclusively in charismatic
terms” (Menzies 2000, 51). Paul on the other hand relates the gift of the Spirit to salvation (i.e.
cleansing, justification, and moral transformation) (Menzies 2000, 51, 70). The emphasis that
Pentecostals place on the Lucan narratives raises the charismatic activity of the Spirit alongside

291
The key difference between the Reformed view and the Wesleyan position is their respective
approaches to the doctrine of the Depravity of Man. The doctrine of the Depravity of Man deals with is issue of
original sin, that as a consequence of the Fall, man is born into a world separated from God and enslaved by sin.
The doctrine of Predestination or Calvinism (Reformed position) holds that if man is to be saved then God has to
predestine him, to call him or to elect him. The doctrine of Free Will or Arminianism (Wesleyan) holds that man
has a free will to respond to the grace of God that is on offer to all. This debate between Calvinism and
Arminianism has been a significant debate within Protestantism.
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the judicial role.292 For the Pentecostals the human responses involved in conversion are said
to be:
1. Hearing the Gospel
2. Repentance, responding to the Call
3. Faith
4. Baptism
5. Reception of the Spirit

2.1.3. Defining the Aspects of the Catholic and Pentecostal Process of the Human
Response to Conversion
In the past two discussions, we have identified seven parts of the Catholic process and five
parts to the Pentecostal process. Here we will give a synopsis of what each part of the process
entails.

Chart 3. Catholic & Pentecostal Responses to Conversion
Catholic
Pentecostal
Hearing
Hearing
Penance
Responding
Faith
Faith
Baptism
Baptism
Confirmation
Reception of the Spirit
Eucharist
Extreme Unction

DiscussionTitles
Hearing
Repentance
Faith
Baptism
Reception of the Spirit
Eucharist
Extreme Unction

2.1.3.1. Hearing the Gospel– Fee has argued that a person must first hear the Gospel message,
which is the grace from God in order to respond (Fee 1996, 76). Catechism of the Catholic
Church informs us that God grants grace to a person, which enables him or her to believe (CCC
2000, # 35, #54, # 388, # 389). Catholics practice infant Baptism, in which original sin is
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Such a role is played out regularly in testimonies of Pentecostals who have left mainstream churches
and joined Pentecostal churches because they felt the weight of legalism rather than the freedom of the Spirit. In
this way the free gift of salvation as God’s grace or His unmerited favor is a significant part of the identity of a
Pentecostal believer.
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removed from the life of the infant and they commence their journey of salvation, the issue of
hearing in the human response is absent in this case and will be addressed later.

2.1.3.2. Repentance - The verb μετανοήσατε [metanoēsate, repent], is translated in the
imperative form “repent,” which carries the meaning of “to change one’s mind.” Thus,
repentance involves changing one’s mind essentially about two things. Firstly, the believer
arrives at a truthful understanding of his own state. This truth recognizes a human as a sinful
being alienated from God through sin, deserving not grace but God's punishment (Summerall
2009, 171). The second aspect of repentance involves the sinner changing his mind about who
Jesus is. Prior to repentance, Jesus is likely considered a good man, teacher or philosopher who
walked the earth 2000 years ago. A repentant sinner has a change of mind about Jesus and thus
recognizes him now as God in human flesh (Summerall 2009, 171). Summerall argues that this
“repentance” or “mind change” discovers the attributes of God in Christ, how he has taken upon
himself the death on a cross, he was raised from the dead, and now rules, and thus a response
of surrender to his Lordship is required (Summerall 2009, 171).
Repentance thus goes far beyond simply changing our thinking about ourselves and
about Jesus Christ. It goes much deeper than simply being sorry for what we have done,
regretting it, feeling remorse about it. To repent is to be converted, to turn from self to
God, not just confessing our sins but forsaking them (Prov. 28:13), to change the
direction of our lives from sin and self toward God, from being headed toward death
and destruction to begin to move towards life and a productive life-style (Summerall
2009, 172).
In order to give this work clarity and distinguish the attributes of human responses clearly, we
will need to cover the idea of surrender of one’s rational and volitional capacities. Catholics
include repentance in the sacrament of Penance, where upon the participant reaches “the age of
discretion” they are to confess serious sins at least one time per year (CCC 2000, # 1457).
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2.1.3.3. Faith – Faith in the Christian life has many parts to it. Summerall however argues that
there are two things in particular required as responses in order for the conversion process to
take hold. Firstly, one must believe (Rom 10:9) that “…Jesus is God from heaven in human
flesh” (Summerall 2009, 173). Secondly, faith believes that after Jesus was put to death on the
cross, God through his Spirit raised him from the dead (Summerall 2009, 173; CCC 2000, #
150). In this way, faith is seen as both belief and hope, where belief establishes Christ as Lord
and God - “head of the body.” Gentry provides us with a definition for Lordship Salvation,
which will prove helpful to establish boundaries for the discussion.
The Lordship view expressly states the necessity of acknowledging Christ as Lord and
Master of one’s life in the act of receiving Him as Savior. These are not two different,
sequential acts (or successive steps), but rather one act of pure trusting faith (Gentry
1976, 52).
For the Catholic, the sacraments presuppose faith (CCC 2000 # 1123), and the Catholic is to
have faith in the sacraments that they “confer” the grace. In this way the Eucharistic celebration
becomes a summary of the celebrants’ faith (CCC 2000, # 1327).

2.1.3.4. Baptism – Since the first century, Baptism has been recognized as an initiation rite of
Christians. Baptism is the instrument through which Jesus Christ prescribed that people should
participate in, to join in unity with the community of believers. It is through the means of
Christ’s Baptism that rank, class, gender, ethnicity, status, attainments, wealth or any
distinguishing aspect are removed and all who participate in and with Christ are brought to a
level field. Secondly, Baptism is connected with cleansing and washing one clean from sin, at
least at a minimum a symbolic picture is painted by scripture (Acts 2:38; 22:16). Thirdly, in
Baptism one is united with Christ, in His death, burial, and resurrection. Fourthly, Baptism is a
public expression of an internal decision to follow Christ, in doing so one exchanges earthly
citizenship for a heavenly citizenship (Summerall 2009, 174-178). For the Catholic, Baptism is
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the start of the conversion process, the baptismal waters wash away original sin and one begins
their journey to be consummated in the Eucharist (CCC 2000, # 1427 - 1429).

2.1.3.5. Reception of the Spirit – It could perhaps be argued that the “reception of the Spirit”
does not relate to the realm of human response; however, it is the Spirit’s work in residing in
the human that distinguishes a believer from a nonbeliever. In light of our focus on “the body
of Christ,” understandings from respective positions are vital.

2.1.3.6. Eucharist – The sacrament of the Eucharist is the consummation of the process of
salvation, in which the participant is united with “the people of God on a heavenly pilgrimage.”
The Pentecostals prefer the term “the Lord’s Super” and it is for them an occasion of worship
in which principally the aspect of “remembrance” is celebrated.

2.1.3.7. Extreme Unction – Anointing the sick before passing over to the next world is the last
rite in the Catholic church. In this sense, it is the consummation of the salvation process, when
one would pass over to the care of their Heavenly Father (CCC 2000, # 1514 - 1517).
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2.2. CATHOLIC - CONTEXTUALIZATION OF EXEGETICAL FINDINGS FOR “THE BODY OF
CHRIST” IN RELATIONSHIP TO CONVERSION

In this part of the study, we will examine the seven aspects of human response with the
exegetical conclusions of the Catholic scholars in order to bring a fresh reading to “the body of
Christ” and conversion. This work will look at each subject and identify key understandings
within the present faith community. Contextualization will then relate this understating to the
exegetical conclusions.

2.2.1. Hearing the Gospel
God is described as the first actor in the process of salvation, as He, by his love moves
among people by his revelation inviting a response (CCC 2000, # 142). The Catholic faith is a
reasoned faith, and reason draws individuals to seek God (Vatican I, 3004: O.Praem 2002, 27).
Therefore, it is completely logical to understand that the first human response is actually that
of hearing this revelation, hearing this movement of God, hearing in the sense of connecting
and recognizing the matter of revelation and from where it comes.
Catholics emphasize and embrace the free nature of human choice, that man is free to act
and respond to God’s call (CCC 2000, # 160). In the same way, Jesus did not coerce, force, or
impose his view upon on those who opposed him. The Call is understood as God’s grace to
reveal himself through the work of His Holy Spirit. This call comes to sinners (CCC 2000, #
545). In addition, the church’s teachings on Hell present in and of itself a call to one’s own
responsibility for his destiny; moreover, this is an inherent call to respond to the Gospel message
(CCC 2000, # 1036). Catholics understand two calls to conversion, the first through Baptism
ushers one into salvation and the forgiveness of sins. The second call to conversion is the
welcoming of a believer into the Church through “penance and renewal” (CCC 2000 # 1427,
1428).
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Contextualization - Catholic scholars read Paul's first correspondence to the Corinthians
as a letter as opposed to an epistle. This implies Paul is writing to correct an aberrant
community, which is part of a larger symbolic community; moreover, it is addressed to
believers. Thus, Paul speaks to his readers as participators in the Gospel; they are participators
with him in "the body of Christ." Hearing for the Catholic relates to an intellectual assent to
God, Christ, and what God has done through Christ on the cross (Collins 1999, 127, 128, 129).
This hearing is a grace from God, as it is a gift of grace that enables one to hear and the grace
that God communicates. If hearing is a grace, a reading of hearing as “intellectual assent” is of
a physical sphere, not a spiritual sphere and limits grace here to intellect; however, grace
orginates with God, who is spirit. Moreover, when hearing is understood as intellectual assent,
it presupposes cognitive capacity. The modern practice of Infant Baptism circumnavigates the
hearing. Catholic scholars find no evidence that Paul had Infant Baptism in mind and in this
way, hearing the Gospel is not informing one’s actions, it is Church and Parental actions or
ritual that informs the participant.
This correspondence is addressed to “the body of Christ” in Corinth; thus, readers have
already heard. The implication is that readers have already responded with faith, they have
heard.

2.2.2. Repentance
Repentance is known as contrition. Contrition is “sorrow of the soul and detestation for the
sin committed, together with the resolution not to sin again” (Roman Catechism II, V, 21; cf.
Council of Trent (1551): DS 1673). Here, the Catholic Church makes a distinction between
venial sins and mortal sins (refer footnote 281).
Contrition is also understood as a gift from God, as the Holy Spirit makes the person aware,
or the “prompting of grace,” stirs the conscience to where the sin is recognized or an
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accompanying “fear of eternal damnation” is present (CCC 2000, # 1453). It is this stirring in
the interior of the individual that seeks a satisfaction that can only be found in the sacrament of
Penance (CCC 2000, # 1453). The sacrament of Penance involves the confession or disclosure
of sins as they are recounted (CCC 2000 # 1455) and the practice of “fruitful satisfaction” (CCC
2000, # 1450), where satisfaction “…can consist of prayer, and offering, works of mercy,
service of neighbor, voluntary self-denial, sacrifices, and above all the patient acceptance of the
cross we must bear” (CCC 2000, # 1460).
Conversion and repentance is described through the parable of the prodigal son, where the
merciful father is characterized as God and consequently the Church (CCC 2000, # 1439). In
such a way, the Church plays the instrumental role in mediating salvation. Moreover, it is also
understood that by sinning, one commits an offence against the church (CCC 2000, # 1422).293
Contextualization - Catholic commentators find that Paul's letter is a rhetorical argument
of persuasion, which is intended to modify behavior (Collins 1999, 375). While modification
of behavior is not a requirement for entry, it recognizes a paradigm in which behavioral change
is a fruit of genuine repentance. Repentance is understood in two parts, the earlier aspects of
“sorrow of the soul and detestation for sin” are inferred to have occurred by believers because
they are in “the community.” Yet, the “resolution not to sin” must be considered part of the
“Christian formation.” Scholars do not find here that Paul made any distinction between sins,
one is expected to be judged by the Church (in extreme cases excommunication) (5:5) with the
goal of repentance and restoration. Moreover, scholars understand hearing affects the mind and
heart leading to repentance, which is the recognition of Jesus, the recognition of sin, and thus
the need for Jesus’ forgiveness. The fruit of repentance is understood by Catholic scholars as
modified behavior, rather than “fruitful satisfaction.”294

By interpreting “the body of Christ” in a realistic sense it is consistent that a sin against Christ is a
wound to the Church.
294
This issue of Penance or satisfaction (confirmed in the Council of Trent (1551) DS 1690-1691) was
a significant argument leading to the Reformation, and it is this issue of freedom from the false teaching of the
293
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2.2.3. Faith
Faith for Catholics involves three aspects; it is a twofold knowing and thirdly a works or
charity. The twofold knowing is a subjective and objective adherence or intellectual knowledge
by reason and knowledge by divine revelation.295 Thomas Aquinas brought a strongly
intellectual approach to his philosophy and theology. Using his intellectual approach produced
the word scientia to explain knowledge, which could be self-evidently true.296 It is this
knowledge or self-evident truth upon which faith finds its foundation. Apart from reasoned
faith, there is also faith which comes from revelation of the divine and his existence, as “the
divine Revelation by which God comes to meet man” (CCC 2000, # 26). In this way the
invisible God moves among men, to receive them to his own fellowship (CCC 2000, # 142;
Col. 1:15; Jn. 15:15). Moreover, in addition to faith being connected with the knowledge of
God, the belief and trust in him, it is also thirdly to seek and “know” God’s will (CCC 2000, #
1814). In this way the CCC connects “works” as a part of the atoning faith, quoting support
from Rom. 1:17 and Gal. 5:6.297
Catholics see faith as both a gift from God and an act of a human’s volitional response to
God’s revelation. Moreover, if works and charity are connected with faith, then faith is also a
gift from man to God.
As the Church is the mediator and custodian of salvation, it also directs what is to be
believed or to what ones faith is applied. “It is this revelation of God which the Church proposes

Judaizes who were forcing the law upon converts rather than salvation by grace through faith. Galatians is an
important supporting resource here because of its dates, which confirms what was in the mind of Paul at the time
of writing to the Corinthians. We do not read this thought of satisfaction for sins required as such in Paul, rather
forgiveness was considered a gift contingent upon repentance (Rom 6:23; Eph. 2:8).
295
This intellectual knowledge here is acknowledged by Pope as the “wisdom of God” 1 Cor. 1:25.
Thus the believer arrives at an intellectual ascent to what God has done in Christ (Pope, H. 1909).
296
Thomas Aquinas demonstrates five ways in which he moves from reasoning to knowing, a
knowledge of God (Wippel CDP, 36-40).
297
This aspect has been at the foundation of the 16th century Reformation, thus there is no need to
rehearse the disagreement here, except to note that Protestant’s would argue that good works result from faith,
they do not produce it. Paul’s texts in Romans and Galatians used in support do not speak about the atoning
aspect of “good works.”
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for our belief, and which we profess for our belief, and which we profess in the Creed, celebrate
in the sacraments, live by right conduct…” (CCC 2000, 879). Therefore, faith is the freely
assented response by man to the truth that God has revealed, it is a response to believe what the
Church proposes, to profess that creed, which then leads one to celebrate the sacraments and
live by right conduct (CCC 2000, # 13, 878-879). Faith thus becomes the second response, as
man is being asked to respond to what s/he has heard, perceived, or recognized. At this level,
faith retains the personal or individual aspect, which is of free assent (CCC 2000, # 150).298
This faith is connected with hope in that the believer hopes or “presumes” upon God and
God gives him or her capacity for faith (CCC 2000, # 2090, # 2092). In this way, God through
His Spirit is enabling people to believe and have faith. The CCC informs us that it is Jesus
Christ as the Son of God who is to be believed (CCC 2000, # 151). In order for faith to be
complete, it must, according to the Catholic, be accompanied with hope and love, “…when it
[faith] is deprived of hope and love, faith does not fully unite the believer to Christ and does
not make him a living member of his Body” (CCC 2000, # 1815). It is the grace of God that
awakens faith in the believer and allows him to have faith (CCC 2000, # 1098). Faith then leads
man to fully submit his or her volitional and intellectual aspect to the divine will (CCC 2000, #
143), leading to the “obedience of faith” or the various aspects of repentance soon to be
discussed. Faith is said to be the foundation for the moral life (CCC 2000, # 2987); thus, the
active repentance is a compelling response to one who has faith. Faith is when a believer,
believes who Christ is and claims to be, it hopes or presumes upon God, the Church, and the
sacraments and it [living faith] works through charity.
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It should be noted that while both faith communities will stress the aspect of the free assent of the
individual, each person approaches scripture within their cultural, historical, and environmental influences. Thus
while free assent is claimed what one is asked to assent to is the product of the respective community’s reading.
Pentecostals ask believers to place their faith is Christ based on their interpretation of scripture. Catholics ask
believers to place their faith in Christ, the sacraments, and the church.
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Contextualization - Faith is not specifically mentioned by Paul in connection with this
discussion; however, commentators understand that it is inherently inferred. Moreover, Baptism
is read literally, and faith is inferred as it is through Baptism where faith is granted (Borek 2004,
294). Scholars find that the sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation, and the Eucharist must be
entered into by faith. The CCC understands that faith in what the Church proposes (CCC 2000,
# 13, # 14) is also required in order to enter “the body of Christ,” yet this is not addressed
specifically by Paul.
Commentators demonstrate that it is faith that welcomes the Spirit and brings an individual
into the community. The implication then is that without faith one cannot enter the community.
Fitzmyer states that “…believing Christians welcome with faith the Spirit-effected revelation
now made known by Paul’s Spirit-guided preaching.” Cerfaux states it succinctly; that “Faith,
baptism and the Spirit…” are what makes an individual a member of the community (Cerfaux
1947, 163). Therefore, an essential paradigm in the conversion process is the appropriation of
faith by the believer; however, if you have received the “Spirit-effected revelation,” how then
do Catholic exegetes limit this to intellectual knowledge only?299
The Catholic exegetes have identified that faith is required in order to enter into the
community or conversion. The CCC states seven sacraments, yet only two were recognized,
faith as a word is not used, but implied; therefore, one might properly ask the question what is
one to put his faith in? The thing that Paul was so anxious that they would know was “Jesus
Christ, and Him crucified” (1 Cor. 2:2). As one receives the Spirit-effected knowledge by faith
and this knowledge for a Catholic is intellectual knowledge, this knowledge is about Christ and
the Cross, a rule can be implied that Jesus Christ is the object of our faith. Moreover, faith at
this juncture would unite one with “the community,” not with “the body of Christ,” as for

It could well be argued that when one received by faith the “Spirit-effected” intellectual knowledge
as Fitzmyer states, then the person also receives the Spirit and a certain amount of spiritual revelation. The Spirit
of God is not divisible in a way that one receives a “Spirit-effected” revelation which is something of the Spirit,
but not the Spirit.
299
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Catholics this could not have been what Paul had in mind as Christ’s identification as his “body”
being the Church was a later development (Fitzmyer 1968, vol. II 325).300 Therefore, one is
able to say that today the Church asks the convert to place his faith in the seven sacraments of
the Church, that the grace of God will be “conferred” through the signs of the sacraments,
because Christ is in the signs (the bread and wine). Christ is mediated through the signs. Yet,
Catholic exegetes show that they understand Paul was writing to the church in Corinth, asking
them to place their faith (hope and trust) in Jesus Christ and what God achieved in Christ on
the Cross.
Faith in Jesus Christ and the Cross also carries with it implications for a symbolic world in
which Christ has Lordship over those who profess their faith in him. When a person claims to
have faith simultaneously, he also has a new master, which brings implications for behavior.301
Paul’s exhortation to his Corinthian audience was for allegiance to Christ. With the progression
and maturation of Paul’s thought, particularly in his writings to the Colossians and the
Ephesians, Christ is explicitly linked as head of the Church. Now the Church is considered an
extension of the incarnation and takes over the function of Christ. In this way, the Church
assumes the position of Christ and faith in Christ results in allegiance to the Church. The
Corinthian readers did not understand it this way.
The second aspect of knowing, is receiving revelation of what God has done in Christ, which
goes beyond intellectual knowledge. What is perhaps notable here is that Catholic scholars read
the “wisdom of God” as intellectual knowledge, were Pentecostals understand this as revelation
of the divine.302 As divine revelation is a required aspect of faith, this additional understanding
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This thinking results from the doctrine of progressive revelation.
The Lordship of his kingdom is acknowledged in the Catholic Church as Christ has a kingdom
appointed by his father (CCC 2000 # 551). Moreover Jesus reigns supreme in this kingdom and has the power
and authority to govern (CCC 2000 # 553). There is only one mediator between God and man (CCC 2000 #
771). The Church is the “body” of which Christ is the head (CCC 2000 # 807). Christ is also seen as the “high
priest” who leads his Church through the building up of a ministerial priesthood, in which hierarchy is
established (CCC 2000 # 1546-7).
302
The logic is that if one believes Jesus is in fact God, then this demands a response, otherwise one
does not truly believe.
301
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would be complementary. Moreover the third aspect of faith is the “living faith” or works /
charity. Catholic scholars read Paul as exhorting works of faith, which lead to salvation (Rom.
1:17 and Gal. 5:6).303
A response of faith is considered necessary in order to receive “the mind of Christ,” to
receive the Spirit-affected revelation, and to come under the Lordship of Christ. Borek
understand that this comes in Baptism. It is a later development in theology and Church practice
that requires the believer’s faith response to “hearing,” to result in participation in the
sacraments and the recognition of the Church as an extension of the incarnation. Moreover, this
faith response to “hearing” for Paul also brought about a change in masters and therefore, a
transformation is expected to produce cognitive and behavioral changes. In addition, faith
welcomes the Spirit, not just intellectual knowledge; therefore, for contemporary Catholics,
contextualization needs to emphasize the priority of faith in Christ.

2.2.4. Baptism
For Catholic believers, Baptism is the gateway to the Christian life and a visible sign of an
invisible grace from God. In Baptism, one is freed from sin, gains access to the other
sacraments, is incorporated into “the body of Christ,” becomes members with Christ,
experiences regeneration (CCC 2000, # 1213), receives faith and the charisma are planted,
which are left to germinate (Borek 2004 23, 294). Thus, in Baptism the believer receives
remission of “original sin” and “personal sins” (CCC 2000, 867).304 “Baptism is the principle

At this juncture, Protestanats would call attention to Ephesians, to support Paul’s discussion of faith.
“For you are saved by grace through faith, and this is not from yourselves; it is God’s gift not from works, so
that no one can boast” (Eph 2:8-9, HCSB).
304
While Baptism is the gateway to “the body of Christ,” it should not be understood that those who
have not been baptized cannot be saved. “Those who, through no fault of their own, do not know the Gospel of
Christ or His Church, but who nevertheless seek God with a sincere heart, and, moved by grace, try in their
actions to do His will as they know it through the dictates of their conscience - those too may achieve eternal
salvation” (Lumen Gentium 1965). In addition there is both the Baptism of Blood (referring to those who had
been martyred) and the Baptism in Desire those with a genuine desire to be Baptized, but without means before
they died, could consider themselves Baptized (Catholic Apologetics 2012).
303
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place for the first and fundamental conversion. It is by faith in the Gospel and by Baptism that
one renounces evil and gains salvation, that is, the forgiveness of all sins and the gift of new
life” (CCC 2000, # 1427). Furthermore, Baptism is the chief sacrament in which one is united
with Christ and his Body (CCC 2000, # 977). In addition, support also comes from John 3:5,
which is read and understood that Jesus confirms Baptism as necessary for salvation (CCC
2000, # 1257).
A significant difference between Pentecostal and the Catholic practice, is the treatment of
Baptismal waters. John 3:5 is understood and used to support the invocation or consecration of
blessings upon the Baptismal waters. Thus, it is the consecrated waters that carry the power to
wash away sins and join the believer with and in “the body of Christ.” “Baptism is performed
in the most expressive way by triple immersion in the baptismal water. However, from ancient
times it has also been conferred by pouring the water three times over the candidate’s head”
(CCC 2000, # 1239).
The practice of infant baptism dates back to the 2nd century (CCC 2000 # 1252). In addition,
the teaching recalls Acts (Acts 16:15, 33; 18:8) and Corinthians (1 Cor. 1:16) and comments
on a “whole household” as including infants for its support. As Collins points out, such phrases
have been used to make the case for infant baptism; however, he concludes “…most biblical
scholars contend that the mere use of the formula does not provide a probative evidence that
this was indeed the case” (Collins 1999, 75).
Contextualization – Scholars read 1 Corinthians (10:1-2; 12:13) as showing that Baptism
is the fundamental rite through which one must journey in order to be inaugurated into “the
body.”305 In this Pauline text, Baptism is read by Catholic scholars in the literal sense (Fitzmyer
2008, 478; Collins 1999, 463; Cerfaux 1947, 272). Upon Baptism, the believer receives the

“All passed through the sea, and were baptized into Moses” (10:1-2), connect believes to God’s
people and sacraments of the Baptism and Eucharist are brought to mind.
305
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Spirit (Fitzymer 2008, 478), is cleansed from sin, inaugurated into the Church, and is united
with “the body of Christ.”
The literal reading of Baptism here in 1 Corinthians is applied by the church either through
literal immersion or symbolically with a pouring of water (O.Praem 2002, 126). The Baptism
spoken of here is an immersion in water, but Catholic scholars tend to focus on the symbolism
of the event rather than the literal nature of the Baptism event itself. Baptism is spoken of in the
Catechism as immersion or pouring (CCC 2000, # 867), yet pouring is the preferred option
practiced in the churches, as both practice and meaning have undergone development.306 There
is nothing in this 1 Corinthian text to suggest that Paul had anything else in mind other than the
full immersion in water of believing people by faith (which implies a certain level of cognitive
understanding). Borek places himself at adds with Catholic tradition to suggest that participants
must have self-understanding when participating in the sacraments as a lack of cognitive
capacity could lead to misinterpretation (Borek 2004, 137, 280). While Baptism is such an
indispensable and vital part of the activities of the church, scholars do not read Paul as
suggesting other forms of Baptism. Infant Baptism is a later development within the Church.
Here scholars understand Paul as speaking of immersion Baptism of cognitively capable
believers by faith as an essential part of the conversion / initiation process. However, the
contemporary Church has moved beyond these practices.

2.2.5. Reception of the Spirit
Reception of the Spirit or “filling with the Spirit” is connected with the “laying on of hands”
as part of the rite of Conformation. “One cannot believe in Jesus Christ without sharing in his

Many churches do not have the facility for “immersion baptism.” Furthermore the word βαπτίζω has
undergone a change in meaning in contemporary Catholic society. βαπτίζω in the Slovene Greek dictionary
“Grško-slovenski Slovar, Nove zaveze” is actually identified as “oblivati” (to pour, to wash) or just “krstiti” (to
baptize) (Špelič 2002, 35).
306
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Spirit. It is the Holy Spirit who reveals to men who Jesus is” (CCC 2000, # 152).307 “Believing
is possible only by grace and the interior helps of the Holy Spirit” (CCC 2000, # 154). The
outpouring of the Spirit is recognized as the fulfillment of prophecy and a sign that the
messianic age had arrived (Acts 2:17-18). “Those who believed in the apostolic preaching and
were baptized received the gift of the Holy Spirit in their turn” (CCC 2000, # 1287). The
outpouring of the Spirit for Catholics is linked with the sacrament of confirmation (CCC 2000,
# 1302).
In the early centuries, Baptism and Confirmation generally comprised of one single
celebration, after passing through the baptismal waters one was anointed with oil (chrism),
signifying the reception of the Spirit (CCC 2000, # 1289-1291). Catholics would understand
that if a believer commits evil, then the believer’s conscience will convict him or her. In this
way, the fact that the conscience troubles this person, is his “pledge of conversion and of hope”
(CCC 2000, # 1797). Catholics understand that revelation from God, as a grace, is the first
movement from God in the process of salvation; thus, the work of the Holy Spirit remains
present while a person’s conscience still speaks to them. It is the “…Spirit who brings sin to
light” (CCC 2000, # 1433).
Contextualization – In the Catholic church, it is seen that the early practice associated the
reception of the Spirit with Baptism in water. Since the 12th century, the sacrament of
Confirmation has fulfilled this function. In 1 Corinthians, the majority of Catholic scholars find
that Paul sees the spiritual-man as having the Spirit but the natural-man as without the Spirit.
For Cerfaux, the mystical reception of the Spirit occurs through the sacraments, in which a unity
is formed with the Spirit (Cerfaux 1947, 163, 223-224).308

One must understand that believing here is not just an intellectual assent, for James says “Even the
demons believe” that there is one God, (Ja. 2:19). The type of believing here is one that is more than intellectual
accent it is a belief which shapes ones core values and therefore informs ones actions.
308
Here Cerfaux is interpreting scripture through the church dogma, since the sacrament of
Conformation was not established until much later.
307
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The teachings of the Catholic church indicate that as one approaches inauguration into the
Church, prior to their inauguration, when they are outside “the body of Christ,” this person must
participate with the Spirit (CCC 2000, # 152). Believing is not possible without the Spirit (CCC
2000, # 154). It is clear that Paul was writing to the church; thus, the people whom Paul
addressed would have been baptized and permitted to join the Lord’s Table. Thus, we see that
there is cooperation with the Spirit in which one receives the Spirit necessary to commence the
journey of inauguration into “the body of Christ,” as one has previously responded with a
measure of faith. However, this reading shows that there is a second experience with the
reception of the Spirit at Confirmation.309
If God through his Spirit is working in a non-believer, and is participating in a non-believer
to supply faith, then does the sovereignty of God rule over the will of man and his response?
Earlier we have quoted that the Catholic church understands that man has free assent to respond
to God, yet if the Spirit is active in the non-believer’s life, where is the place for human
response? Collins and Cerfaux read the psychikos as not having the Spirit. This of course
broaches the discussion of predestination, which is beyond the scope of this study. However,
when Fitzmyer suggests that both the psychikos and the pneumatikos are Christians, he does
not recognize the intellect or freewill, where Paul addresses those persons as “having the mind
of Christ” (1 Cor. 2:16). Therefore, any distinction can only be made by the Spirit. In this
particular issue, Fitzmyer’s thinking would produce conclusions that reduce the aspect of man’s
cooperation or freewill in his own conversion.
Catholic’s understanding of σῶμα creates a symbolic world meaning “a whole” (Cerfaux
1948, 262), in this way one is not added to “the body of Christ” but one becomes part of an
“organic unity,” which itself mediates salvation. In these early stages of the Church’s growth,
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This understanding would be very similar to the process of the Pentecostals, one shares in the Spirit
to participate in conversion, one is filled with the Spirit as a later or subsequent experience when one is
empowered and gifted to be a witness (or for ministry).
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it presupposes a Church necessary in order to mediate salvation, yet the Church as a construct
or its primitive forms did not yet exist. Cerfaux and Collins do not provide a solution to who
was mediating salvation to the earliest of the first century believers. The explanation is that the
visible expression of the Church as “the body of Christ” was a later expression; therefore,
Catholics see the identity of the Church as developing. The dominant view has been or has
created a paradigm in which Paul understood the presence of the Spirit in the life of a person as
the visible distinguishing factor. For contemporary Catholics the expression of the visible
Church is recognizable around the Table.

2.2.6. Eucharist
The Eucharist for the Catholic is the summit of the worship event, which gives expression
to “the body of Christ.” Paul’s discussion here in 1 Corinthians 11:24-26 and 10:16-17 is
significant, informative, and gives meaning to the Church’s celebration of the Eucharist. The
Eucharist is the center of worship and celebrated every time Mass is celebrated, which is daily
for the committed.
The Eucharist is the principal sacramental celebration of the Church, established at the
Last Supper, in which the mystery of our salvation through participation in the sacrificial
death and glorious Resurrection of Christ is renewed and accomplished. The Mass
renews the paschal sacrifice of Christ as the sacrifice offered by the Church. It is called
“Mass” (from the Latin missa) because of the “mission” or “sending” with which the
liturgical celebration concludes (Latin: “Ite, Missa est.”) (CCC 2000, 887).
“The holy Eucharist completes Christian initiation” (CCC 2000, # 1322), “it is a memorial
of his death and resurrection” (CCC 2000 # 1323). For the Catholic believers, the Eucharist is
“the source and summit of the Christian life” (CCC 2000, # 1324). The Eucharist is a sign of
the people of God and the unity they enjoy (CCC 2000, # 1325). The importance of this meal
is established in its interpretations. The bread and wine of the Table are called “signs,” which
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upon the invocation of the Holy Spirit and the words of Christ, when ingested become in ways
beyond understanding “the Body and Blood of Christ” (CCC 2000, # 1333).
The bread of the Table, which is used commonly in scripture, gains meaning from the bread
of Melchizadek, the Passover, the manna in the dessert, the bread as God’s word, the daily bread
as fruit of the Promised Land, the pledge of God’s faithfulness, and the miraculous
multiplication of loaves which prefigures Christ’s superabundance (CCC 2000, # 1334, # 1335).
The cup as wine represents Christ’s blood and draws meaning from the “cup of blessing,” which
is the third cup in the Passover meal, the festivity in which wine is used, the water turned to
wine at the wedding prefiguring Christ’s death and later the heavenly banquet (CCC 2000, #
1334, # 1335).
The liturgical celebration was handed down from Justin Martyr and largely forms two parts:
(1) The liturgy of the word, readings, homily and intercessions, and (2) the liturgy of the
Eucharist – presentation of the bread and wine, consecration and communion. It is a closed
communion as one must be a believer, been baptized, and be in keeping with the teachings of
the church. Moreover, the invocation by the bishop or priest who acts in the person of Christ
(in persona Christi capitis), makes intercession to the Father, so that the bread and wine become
the body and blood of Christ (CCC 2000, # 1345, # 1355). The Eucharist is considered
“…thanksgiving and praise to the Father; - the sacrificial memorial of Christ and his Body; the presence of Christ by the power of his word and of his Spirit” (CCC 2000, # 1358).
The celebration completes the process of inauguration into “the body of Christ” (CCC 2000,
# 1322). All Christians, no matter what denomination or church affiliation, agree that Christ
initiated the meal and the New Testament commands Christians to observe it. In this discussion
of the Eucharist, we will only discuss those issues raised in the text, for a more complete
conversation refer to Part Four, the Ecumenical Dialog.
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Contextualization – Catholic scholars consider unity in diversity a significant theme,
communion or intimate fellowship is central to the importance of the celebration. The Table
points to a Trinitarian theology of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, which is a vision of the
communion that the Christian is joined into, through participation in the meal. By interpreting
the meal through the Exodus experience, Fitzmyer draws focus on the individual participation
in “the body” (Fitzymer 2008, 377). Cerfaux understands this unity expressed in “the body” as
a “whole” (Cerfaux 1947, 273); thus, by participation in the Eucharist one sheds his individual
identity and is reshaped by “the body of Christ.” A key aspect recognized at the Table is the
incarnation: Jesus the God-Man, and Christ unites man to God through man’s participation of
Christ in the sacraments. For Catholics, their interpretations provide an image of the Church as
an “organic whole” gathering at the Table. Moreover, the relationship in the Trinity creates a
paradigm to be expressed in the meal.
Significant meaning is also assigned to the signs of “the bread” and “the wine.” The meal
is interpreted through the Passover meal, where the bread speaks to issues of unity, a passing
of material food to spiritual food, a participation in the bread is a participation in the divine,
bread is a staple and thus functions as a stable required for Spiritual life. In this way, the single
image of the bread conveys meaning of a universal Church. The third cup of the Passover meal
is used to interpret the cup at the Lord’s Table, which brings a blessing, it brings salvation and
the divine wrath is satisfied. Collins links the words used by Paul, as associated with Hellenistic
cult meals and thus first century readers would have understood it in this way, that “shearing”
is a participation in the presence of Christ at the Table (Collins 1999, 376-377).
The use of koinōnia and anamnēsis develops the dimension of community, and the
celebrations that give meaning to the community. Meaning is derived from the use of koinōnia,
where fellowship is a participation in the body and blood of Christ. Furthermore, this fellowship
or participation is linked with the visible community and in this way, the community mediates
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salvation (Murphy-O’Conner 1982, 5-6). The use of anamnēsis here recalls the passion, death,
resurrection, and ascension of Christ, which is recalled by the participation in the meal. Thus a
memorial element is present, but not limited to this.
The soteriological capacity of the meal is the product of a number of exegetical conclusions.
Firstly, a realistic interpretation of “the body of Christ” leads to understanding that the bread
and wine are the body and blood of Christ, which is interpreted through John 6:53-57. In this
way, the Catholic practice and understand that the Lord Jesus is present in the Transubstantiated
signs and in the meal a sacrifice is offered to God. Secondly, images of unity in Paul’s teaching
(a single whole), specifically “the body of Christ,” invoke a picture of a symbolic world in
which one is being included into the one universal “body.” Thirdly, reading “the cup of
blessing,” creates a paradigm when interpreted through Old Testament texts that it is the cup
that brings salvation (Collins 1999, 379). Fourthly, the single loaf, which contains the
sustenance of life, is participated in by the many. Fifthly, Paul’s choice of lexis (sharing) also
leads Collins to conclude a realistic reading is what is intended (Collins 1999, 376). Sixthly,
the use of “Lord” as a title around the meal recognizes the salvific significance that accompanies
the meal (Collins 1999, 428). Seventhly, Adam-Christology is interpreted to understand that
Christ is the source and thus (Cerfaux 1959, 435) he maintains a position of preeminence. The
meal is read as completing the soteriological process, which leads to its importance and raises
its identity as the Church. The proclamation is both a recognition of the belief that Christ is
present in the bread and wine, and secondly it is witness to what the death and resurrection of
Christ has achieved (Fitzmyer 2008, 444).
Boundaries are established for those who are welcome at the Table. The Table was “for
your sake” (Collins 1999, 432), combined with a strong warning in military language to judge
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one’s self as though one is standing before God (Fitzmyer 2008, 447) leads to a “closed
table.”310
Catholics have a worldwide understanding that a practicing Catholic celebrates Mass on
Sundays and holy days, receiving Holy Communion at least one a year. A devout Catholic
attends Mass daily and integrates the teachings into the fabric of his life (Baima 2007, 131).
Eschatologically, Collins reads Paul’s repetition of Jesus’ words at the conclusion of the
meal as a recall of the covenant established in the Old Testament (Jer. 31:31). The
eschatological reality anticipates Jesus’ second return. The use of “Lord” in relation to
resurrection retains the connection between Christ and the believer, in this way Lordship is
understood (Cerfaux 1959, 82). Those who have the Spirit are also participators in the new
eschatological reality.
There is a significant emphasis on the meal shaping the identity of the Church, but one must
pose the question of whether the Eucharist shapes the Church or the Church shapes the
Eucharist. Of a practical nature, one might ask why participants participate in the sign of the
bread but not in the sign of the wine. This question was resolved in the Council of Constance
1414-1418, Session 13, when it declared that both the body and blood of Christ are present in
the one sign;311 however, exegesis was not called upon for support. Moreover, the soteriological
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In the conversation regarding access to communion there are three common positions: (1) Open
communion, open to all who have been baptized or would believe in Jesus Christ. (2) Closed communion, only
members in good standing with that particular community are invited. (3) Limited, on case by case basis other
believers may be granted access to the Table. The Catholic normally practice a closed communion, yet there are
occasions of intercommunion were others will be allowed to share in the table, considered on a case by case
basis (Baima 2007, 134).
311
Session 13—15 June 1415, Condemnation of communion under both kinds, recently revived
among the Bohemians by Jakoubek of Stribro
In the name of the holy and undivided Trinity, Father and Son and holy Spirit, Amen. Certain people, in
some parts of the world, have rashly dared to assert that the Christian people ought to receive the holy sacrament
of the eucharist under the forms of both bread and wine. They communicate the laity everywhere not only under
the form of bread but also under that of wine, and they stubbornly assert that they should communicate even
after a meal, or else without the need of a fast, contrary to the church’s custom which has been laudably and
sensibly approved, from the church’s head downwards, but which they damnably try to repudiate as sacrilegious.
Therefore this present general council of Constance, legitimately assembled in the holy Spirit, wishing to provide
for the safety of the faithful against this error, after long deliberation by many persons learned in divine and
human law, declares, decrees and defines that, although Christ instituted this venerable sacrament after a meal
and ministered it to his apostles under the forms of both bread and wine, nevertheless and notwithstanding this,
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experience is consummated in the Table and Collins finds that the revelation of Jesus to Paul
on Damascus Road as “Lord” provided his soteriological experience (Collins 1999, 128). This
would seem to provide an inconsistency here, which perhaps might be explained by
“progressive revelation.” Furthermore, scholars read Paul’s words “…do this in remembrance
of me” (1 Cor. 11:24), and remembrance is what is emphasized, rather than any regularity. The
Catholic faithful are called to celebrate the Eucharist at least once per year (CCC 2000 #1389).
In addition, a bishop or a priest is required to administer the Table and give the invocation, a
situation which was unlikely in the context of Corinthian house churches. Thus the passage of
time has seen the Meal significantly reshaped since Paul’s time. (1) Paul’s soteriological
experience was on Damascus Road, not at the Table. (2) The Church is now visible at the Table,
a situation that could not have existed in Paul’s letter to the believers in Corinth. (3) The Church
now mediates salvation, something Paul could not have seen, while (4) the bread and the wine
have now been reduced to the bread alone. (5) The authority now necessary at the Table was
seen by Paul as Christ, rather than a local bishop or priest.
2.2.7. Extreme Unction
The sacrament of Extreme Unction is “a preparation of the final journey” (CCC 2000, #
1523). The salvation is consummated in “the body of Christ” through the resurrected body and

the praiseworthy authority of the sacred canons and the approved custom of the church have and do retain that
this sacrament ought not to be celebrated after a meal nor received by the faithful without fasting, except in cases
of sickness or some other necessity as permitted by law or by the church. Moreover, just as this custom was
sensibly introduced in order to avoid various dangers and scandals, so with similar or even greater reason was it
possible to introduce and sensibly observe the custom that, although this sacrament was received by the faithful
under both kinds in the early church, nevertheless later it was received under both kinds only by those confecting
it, and by the laity only under the form of bread. For it should be very firmly believed, and in no way doubted,
that the whole body and blood of Christ are truly contained under both the form of bread and the form of wine.
Therefore, since this custom was introduced for good reasons by the church and holy fathers, and has been
observed for a very long time, it should be held as a law which nobody may repudiate or alter at will without the
church’s permission. To say that the observance of this custom or law is sacrilegious or illicit must be regarded
as erroneous. Those who stubbornly assert the opposite of the aforesaid are to be confined as heretics and
severely punished by the local bishops or their officials or the inquisitors of heresy in the kingdoms or provinces
in which anything is attempted or presumed against this decree, according to the canonical and legitimate
sanctions that have been wisely established in favour of the catholic faith against heretics and their supporters
(Pope John XXIII 1414, Council of Constance).
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in this way, the sacrament deals with the eschatological reality, although we do not see Paul
here addressing the practice of this sacrament. After death, the believer is resurrected in a
glorified body.
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2.3. PENTECOSTAL - CONTEXTUALIZATION OF EXEGETICAL FINDINGS FOR “THE BODY
OF CHRIST” IN RELATIONSHIP TO CONVERSION

A metaphorical reading of “the body of Christ” has implications for an individualistic
soteriological event, a significant difference from the Catholics who incorporate a more
corporate soteriological process. While some have seen this emphasis on the individual as
resulting from the Renaissance or the Reformation, Fee has argued that the significance of the
individual before God can clearly be substantiated from the Old Testament (Fee 1996, 75). The
goal of salvation is “glorification and union with God,” where personal responsibility and
accountability are recognized (Pinnock 1996, 150). Moreover, the Pentecostal importance
placed on conversion is also at the same time an emphasis on making disciples who reflect a
changed life as a result of the indwelling of the Spirit. Fee reflects this with his comment, “In
the long run, only disciples are converts” (Fee 1996, 75). Importantly, Pentecostals see salvation
as a “watershed” moment in their lives and participants are often able to recall where they were
when “converted.” Menzies’, the scholarly father and son duo, encapsulate this train of thought
when they say: “We enter into the life of the Spirit (of the kingdom) at a given point in time,
but this merely constitutes the beginning of a journey whereby we are progressively
transformed into his image” (Menzies & Menzies 2000, 164). While Pentecostals tend to see
conversion as a moment in time, there is a process that is traversed, which we will now discuss.

2.3.1. Hearing the Gospel
For Pentecostals, the first part of the conversion process is the proclamation of the Gospel,
which is empowered or enabled by the Spirit to reach the heart of the hearer. The Spirit uses
this Gospel proclamation and brings about conviction in the hearer’s heart in order to provoke
a positive response (Fee 1996, 78). The work of conviction has dual components, as there is
both a conviction of the sin (that one is a sinner), and conviction that what is heard is actually
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truth (Fee 1996, 78). Hearing from God is first in the logical set of events, which transforms
one from an individual alienated from God, to a union with him. Pinnock finds that “The Spirit
summons us [the believer] to a transforming friendship with God…” (Pinnock 1996, 150).312
Given that the purpose of life is this transforming union with God, Pinnock understands that
the love of God is “preparing” souls for this relationship with Him (Pinnock 1996, 152, 157).
This is illustrated by the idea of “being invited to the feast – but will we come” (Pinnock 1996,
158).
Pentecostals understand that salvation is the fulfillment of a deep desire or longing in the
life of the individual (Pinnock 1996, 153). In this way, theologians understand that God is the
first actor in the process of salvation. Some have understood this grace, which is identified as
“irresistible grace” from Augustine’s idea that sinners cannot respond; therefore, they need
God’s grace. Luther and later Calvin, declared that everything occurs by necessity and that God
causes human responses (the doctrine of Calvinism). “The Council of Trent spoke of prevenient
grace, which assists sinners to conversion if they assent and cooperate with it” (Pinnock 1996,
160-161).
Pentecostals see that hearing involves two aspects: (1) supported from 1 Thes. 2:13, the
Gospel is God’s word, which is revealed by the Spirit and thus must be believed and trusted
(Fee 1996, 76).313 (2) Hearing refers to the act of preaching the Gospel and responding to the
Gospel (Fee 1996, 76).

312

Pentecostals claim that the 16th century reformation lead by Luther placed the emphasis on
“justification” and perhaps lead to an understanding bent towards legalistic terms. Justification is seen as part of
the process of salvation, but not descriptive of salvation (Pinnock 1996, 149-150).
313
The point that knowledge here is spiritual revelation, rather than being limited to mental assent is
illustrated by Jesus’ parable of Lazarus and the Rich Man (Lk. 16:19-30). After passing death and ending up in
Hades, the Rich Man asked Abraham to send Lazarus firstly, to cool his tongue and secondly, when this was
refused he should go to his five brothers. This story demonstrates that even though the Rich Man was in Hades
he had comprehension that he was in Hades and Lazarus was in Abrahams’s bosom, however he was still trying
to order Lazarus as a slave, twice. The Rich Man had no appreciation that his “heart” was what was
fundamentally wrong. The Rich Man needed revelation to both point to Jesus and to convict him in his heart or
to show him his need (Bailey 2008, 388-390).
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Contextualization - It was Paul’s conviction that when the Gospel message comes to hearer
it comes by revelation, which is a work of the Spirit to reveal something to the heart of an
individual, which they cannot receive any other way (Fee 1996, 79).314
Several key words used in the 1 Corinthian text give meaning to the Pentecostal
understanding: “wisdom,” “discern,” and “know” have practical implications as one passes
through this process of inauguration into “the body of Christ.” Scholars, particularly Fee,
understand “wisdom” as carrying a soteriological motif (Fee 2007, 102-105), which requires
revelation in order to hear. Thus, in the proper hearing, one receives revelation of what God did
in Christ Jesus. It is said that the more clearly you can see Christ, the more one is aware of one’s
own shortcomings. This revelation of Christ to the individual leads one to see his own
inadequacy in the light of Christ. Specifically, the use of wisdom brings firstly, comprehension
that this is God's plan (Christ's birth, life, death, resurrection, and ascension) and secondly,
Christ is a living person and thus a living relationship is what it is implied. The foolishness of
the world is self-reliance while the wisdom of God is reliance upon God and thus faith is what
is also intended. In this way the person to be inaugurated: (1) hears (recognizes) God’s plan,
(2) hears their own shortcomings; and (3) hears that Christ is living, he is personal and he is a
relational being. Furthermore, the hearers (4) hear that one must exercise faith or trust in Christ,
that God’s plan is effective to rescue them from a terminal condition.
The word ἀνακρίνεται [discerned], also carries some soteriological content, as it is
interpreted to mean that those who are able to discern are able to make appropriate judgments
of what God is doing in the world (Fee 1987, 117). Thus, the effective hearing brings

314
Revelation here as it refers to Paul’s and his churches’ is related to hearing and understanding the
Gospel. In this view salvation as all-inclusive and has to do with both getting in and staying in. Revelation
becomes part of Christian life, as God’s people, by the Spirit, come to discern God’s will for their ethical life
(Fee 1996, 83 fn. 3). On this question, both as to its Jewish background and its Pauline usage see especially
(Bockmuehl 1990). Morover Fee also mentions another aspect of this revelation which comes via the Spirit.
Prophetic utterances are also connected by Paul with hearing the Gospel (1 Cor. 14:24-25), as the prophetic
messages reveals the secrets of the heart of the unbeliever s/he is convinced and becomes a believer (Fee 1996,
81).
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comprehension through the Spirit and with the Spirit, the one who has heard is able to discern.
In this way, those who have heard correctly may be identified from those who have not by their
ability to discern.
The translation of words as “cannot know,” as an antithesis in 2:14, is read to understand
that the person who hears is able to “know” the things of the Spirit (Thiselton 2000, 271). In
addition the “know” describes both the “what” and the “how” (Fee 1987, 115). In this way the
hearing or having heard, the “wisdom of God” is mediated by the Spirit so that by hearing and
participation in faith one enters into the eschatological reality of “the people of God.”
Hearing the Gospel while aided by the Spirit is a voluntary human response and not
restricted to the “mind” as an “instrument of thought,” but is a way of thinking or a “mind-set”
(Thiselton 2000, 275). Thus it is not simply intellectual knowledge, but one who has heard,
hears in their heart, which gives him a different way of thinking.

2.3.2. Repentance
For Pentecostals, responding involves repentance and faith, “repentance and faith constitute
the two essential elements of conversion” (Pecota 1994, 361). Repentance is understood to
consist of two aspects: Firstly, repentance involves “turning back” on wicked and sinful
behaviors and to “return to” God or to behavior pleasing to God. Secondly, repentance carries
the idea “to be sorry” a genuine sorrow for sinful behavior (Pecota 1994, 362). Repentance in
and of itself alone does not save; it must be accompanied by faith (Pecota 1994, 362). For
Pentecostals, the primary component of human response is the will (Pecota 1994, 362).
“Conversion implies a ‘turning away from,’ but it just as equally implies a ‘turning towards’”
(Pecota 1994, 362). However, Pentecostals do see an overlap, which necessitates one to think
in terms of process, for in order to “turn away” one must actually trust in order to “turn towards”
(God) (Pecota 1994, 362).
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Contextualization - In the texts under examination, we find both aspects of repentance
addressed. Words used by Paul, which Pentecostals read with a soteriological motif, “wisdom,”
“discern,” and “know” all encompass the idea of coming to a different understanding. The first
aspect of repentance for the Pentecostal is to arrive at a different understanding of what sin is.
The second aspect of repentance is to turn away from sinful behaviors and to return to the ways
of God. This is understood as living out wisdom.
For Pentecostals, examination is an essential part of the Lord’s Table. Paul warns the
Corinthian church in 11:28 to examine themselves at the Table, which is read to recognize that
repentance is an ongoing process. Although one experiences conversion, sin is active and
breaches of God’s will occur. This shapes the identity of the church as a period of selfexamination occurs at the Table, and God’s Spirit is seen to be present and working, making
people aware of their sin and leading them towards repentance. In this way, salvation is an
ongoing event in the life of a Pentecostal.

2.3.3. Faith
The first stage in the process of conversion is hearing the Gospel. Faith is a human response
of cooperation and thus faith is seen as both a gift and a human act (Pinnock 1996, 161; Pecota
1994, 363). In his discussion regarding faith and the reception the Spirit, Fee has argued that
faith is in itself a work of the Spirit. The believer comes to faith by the Spirit, but the believer
also receives the Spirit by faith. In this way, the Spirit is seen as “both the cause and effect of
faith” (Fee 1996, 86). “The object of faith, as always, is Christ; the Spirit is the means whereby
such faith is sustained” (Fee 1996, 86). “Faith then, is the attitude of confident, obedient trust
in God and in His faithfulness that characterizes every true child of God” (Pecota 1994, 363).
Pecota claims that the believer cannot exercise this saving faith without divine enabling (Pecota
1994, 364). Faith is actually God's (Pecota 1994, 364).While faith is man’s response to the
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revelation, it is made possible by God (Pecota 1994, 364). The believing aspect of the will is
man’s, but the gift of faith and ability to believe is God’s gift.
Contextualization - The issue of faith is a central element to the Pentecostals’
understanding of being inaugurated into “the body of Christ.” While the Greek word translated
to faith is not mentioned in the specific texts under investigation, it is mentioned in what this
study understands as the narratio, which is intended to act as an initial statement of facts
necessary from which arguments may be launched (1 Cor. 2:5). In this way, the mention of
words, which carry a soteriological motif (according to Pentecostals), “wisdom,” “discern,” and
“know” also carry soteriological functions. The contrast of “spiritual man” with the “natural
man” is also understood to carry a soteriological motif; thus, as faith is a foundational element
for entry into “the body of Christ,” it is understood to be present.
For Pentecostals, when a believer approaches the “Lord’s Table,” one must do so with faith,
trust, hope and confidence that God has provided salvation. It is by this faith one has confidence
before God that s/he is a participator in the eschatological reality. The self-understanding of the
Pentecostals is to a large extent shaped by the “solas” of the reformation where “sola fide” leads
the believer to rest his faith entirely on what God has done in Christ. It is beneficial but not
essential that believers participate in other celebrations and rites of the Church, but they are not
determinative in the soteriological journey.
It is at this juncture where the Pentecostals lay a stress on the individuality and faith that a
corrective needs to be addressed. While it is acknowledged that one is saved by faith in what
God has done in Christ and faith alone, the center of Pentecostal Theology of the “Lord’s Table”
is koinōnia. The multitude of individual and independent churches (often formed by church
splits) is a testimony to the recognition of the individual standing before God and the
requirement for faith alone, yet perhaps the koinōnia, which is exemplified by the trinity, is
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often neglected or relegated to the background. The believer by faith is saved into the Church,
into “the body of Christ.”
While conversion results from placing one’s faith in Christ, it also implies faithfulness to
Christ (Fee 1996, 75). Adherence to the Lord’s command, “Go and make disciples,” is clearly
understood by Pentecostals as conversion and ongoing obedience, as “only disciples are
converts” (Fee 1996, 75). Conversion has a beginning point and also a present concern, which
is focused on one’s faithfulness to Christ. The emphasis on faith has relegated the position and
function of the Church, where Fee’s comment that saving faith implies faithfulness to the
Church (Fee 1996, 75), has often been overlooked. “Because human beings appropriate salvific
grace in faith, the understanding of salvation (and thus also of the church) is shaped in an
essential fashion by the way the faith is mediated” (Volf 1998, 160). The individualistic
understanding of the mediation of grace through faith stands in stark contrast to the Catholic
belief that grace for salvation is mediated through the Church. The pragmatic application of this
doctrine is evident in the copious number of churches.315 Volf, however, argues along with
Ludwig Feuerbach that the relationship of the human to God is mediated both cognitively and
volitionally, if this is removed and corporatized then to give up faith’s cognitive and volitional
dimensions amounts to “…suspending God’s autonomy.”316 In this way, the Pentecostals then
reply that “the body of Christ” is to be read metaphorically as the Church and not all who claim
to have faith, do indeed share in the eschatological reality. The Church is a spiritual entity and
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The writer would not necessarily argue with the high numbers of independent churches that have
been established, what the writers takes umbrage at is that many of these churches start as splits. An
understanding of an individualistic mediation of grace through one’s personal faith in Christ leads individuals to
this self confidence in standing alone with Christ. This creates a number of issues: (1) Fee connects Faith in
Christ with Faithfulness to the Church (Fee 1996, 75). (2) A splitting of the Church to form new congregations,
is this not a splitting of “the body of Christ?” How then does this solidarity exist? Fee describes the unity in “the
body of Christ” as a “solidarity.” (3) “Lordship salvation,” which is implied by the need for “discernment”
within “the body” is brought into question when disputes cause splits and new congregations emerge (here we
are not speaking about church planting, as this was a central element in Paul’s missionary service).
316
“Accordingly, this juxtaposition with God in faith presupposes anthropologically a certain
independence on the part of every human being that is also preserved in the experience of salvation” (Volf 1998,
171).
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known by the Spirit; thus, the visible church is not that which is visibly present at the Eucharist,
but that which practices prava “vera.”317

2.3.4. Baptism
Pentecostals include Baptism in the process for conversion; however, Baptism is an
ordinance which symbolizes the process of salvation.318 The fact that Luke mentions baptism
alongside repentance and reception of the Spirit does not lead Menzies’ to the conclusion that
upon baptism a person receives the Spirit (Menzies & Menzies 2000, 79).319
Baptism is seen as part of the process for inauguration into “the body of Christ.” Fee
understands that Baptism is the human response to prior divine activity (Fee 1996, 76).
For Paul life in the Spirit begins at conversion; at the same time its experienced dimension
is both dynamic and renewable. Water baptism is the believer’s response to the Spirit’s prior
presence and activity. The Pauline images for baptism, death and resurrection and “being
clothed with Christ,” suggest that it is not merely a rite. It is part and parcel of the whole
conversion complex…Through baptism believers reenact their association with Christ at its
deepest level; they have “died” and are “buried” with him, and in him they “rise from death”
to walk in newness of life. Thus they “put on Christ” (Fee 1996, 202).
Contextualization – To baptize is a technical verb, which was later understood by the
Church as a rite, according to Fee there is no evidence to suggest an initiatory rite is what Paul

“Prava vera” is Slovene for “right faith” a word found in Trubar’s katekizem which speaks of correct
faith as that which is accompanied by the correct actions as one does what is in God’s word. On faith Trubar
says, “Ne služi Bogu, da bi si s svojimi dobrimi dejanji prislužil nebesa ali si pri Bogu pridobil večjo cast kakor
drugi ljudje, saj ve, da ima zaradi Kristusa od Boga vse to zastonj – Jezus sam mu je prislužil nebesa in večno
življenje s svojim trpljenjem” (Trubar 2008, 29). Trubar may well not be identified with the Pentecostals
however as the father of the Slovene language he does express a sympathetic view on faith and adds to this
discussion.
318
Foundations of Theology produced by the Four Square church states of Baptism:
This is symbolized in the ordinance of Water Baptism by immersion. As the result of this identification
with Christ in His death, burial and resurrection, Paul can say: “And you hath he quickened, who were
dead in trespasses and sins” (Eph. 2:1). He adds a further blessed dimension to this gracious
identification with Christ when he says:” Even when we were dead in sins, hath he quickened us
together with Christ…and hath raised us up together and made us sit together with Christ…and hath
raised us up together and made us sit together in heavenly places in Christ Jesus” (Eph. 2:5,6) (Duffield
& Van Cleave 1983, 230).
319
“Since Luke fails to develop a strong link between water baptism and the bestowal of the Spirit
elsewhere and regularly separates the rite from the gift (Luke 3:21; Acts 8:12-13; 9:17-18; 10:44; 18:24), the
phrase “and you will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit” (2:38) should be interpreted as a promise that the Spirit
will be “imparted to those who are already converted and baptized” (Menzies & Menzies 2000, 79).
317
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implied (Fee 1987, 604). Paul qualifies the statement “baptized by the Spirit” (Fee 1987, 604).
The Spirit is what is repeated by Paul, emphasizing the vain of exhortation is towards unity
(Fee 1987, 604). Pentecostals do not consider that 1 Corinthians speaks to the ordinance of
Baptism, however COGIC lay out the order of service (COGIC 1991, 172). “Baptism is the
outward sign of an inward conviction of Christian experience” (COGIC 1991, 172). The
candidate is to make a profession of faith, a profession of commitment and a willingness to
walk out the commands of God. Baptism occurs as a major public celebration in Pentecostal
communities and is done so in the name of the Father, Son and the Holy Spirit, normally
officiated over by an ordained person. While full emersion baptism is practiced, three emersions
as in Paul’s time have now been reduced to one emersion, without explanation.
Baptism in 1 Cor. 12:13 is understood by the Pentecostals in the metaphorical sense, thus
does not carry a soteriological motif but rather the stress is on unity, for all by one Spirit where
baptized into “one body.”

2.3.5. Reception of the Spirit
Pentecostals will argue that theologians must read Paul alongside Luke in order to attribute
soteriological function of the Spirit as well as an empowering gift of the Spirit. Menzies’
treatment of Luke - Acts claims Luke's treatment of the Spirit “...presupposes a pneumatology
that excludes the soteriological dimension” (Menzies & Menzies 2000, 71).320
Reception of the Spirit for Pentecostals defines the point of conversion, often spoken of as
the “watershed” moment in one’s life and carries both objective and subjective elements to it.
On conversion, there is an objective historical reality, where the believer is placed in
relationship with God, this deals with “redemption, reconciliation, washing, propitiation,

320

Luke describes the Samaritans as Christian before the reception of the Spirit Acts 8:4-17, in this way
Luke separates conversion from reception of the Spirit (Lk. 11:13: Acts 19:1-7) (Menzies & Menzies 2000, 7182).
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justification, adoption, birth” (Fee 1996, 85, 88). The subjective dimension occurring in the
believer’s life results in “…some radical changes in the believers…beginning with our [the
believer] trust in Christ” (Fee 1996, 85). In continuing on with this discussion, Fee argues from
the presupposition that Paul was writing to first generation Christians and by confronting
readers with questions in Gal. 3:2-3, it is supposed that the questions only worked to believers
because they had experienced something of conversion and received the Spirit (Fee 1996, 87).
“For Paul, therefore whatever else happens at Christian conversion, it is the experience of the
Spirit that is crucial; and therefore it is the Spirit alone who identifies God’s people in the
present eschatological age” (Fee 1996, 87). Fee further supports this with his reading of
Romans, “If anyone does not have the Spirit, that person does not belong to Christ at all” (Rom.
8:9; Fee 1996, 89).
Menzies attributes the soteriological function to the Spirit (Menzies & Menzies 2000, 61
fn. 36). “Luke viewed reception of the Spirit as a necessary element in Christian initiation”
(Menzies & Menzies 2000, 77).
Contextualization - Fee states that “…it is not baptism that identifies one as a believer in
Christ, but the presence of the Holy Spirit in one’s life”
(Fee 1996, 74). Much of the anthropological discussion on 1 Cor. 2:14-16 is taken up with
the contrasts between the pneumatikos and the psychikos. The pneumatikos has the Spirit, has
been converted, has the “mind of Christ” and is part of the eschatological reality, while the
psychikos does not. The role attributed to the Spirit in conversion or inauguration is that of
mediating the salvation offered by God through Christ or mediating Christ to the believer.
Having interacted with the Catholic and Pentecostal readings of conversion, we will now
turn our attention to discipleship – summaries will follow at the conclusion of this section.
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3. DISCIPLESHIP / CHRISTIAN FORMATION – IN “THE BODY OF CHRIST”

3.1. INTRODUCTION
The pragmatic task of this section of the work is to apply conclusions of the exegetical
analysis to implementation within the faith communities regarding discipleship. Firstly, this
work will give an introduction to how the terms “discipleship” or “Christian formation” are
understood and identify four areas for discussing discipleship, a modified version of Koessler’s
three areas of discipleship (2003). Secondly, this work will then identify how discipleship is
understood in the Catholic and Pentecostal faith communities in these four areas. Thirdly,
contextualization will occur by relating the conclusions of the exegetical reading to the four
areas of discipleship, looking for Rules, Principles, Paradigms, and A Symbolic World (Hays
1996, 208-209).
The examination of traditions will demonstrate that at times culture has moved beyond both
catechumenate and congregational Christian formational models and fresh readings are
required in order to preserve the identity of the Church. Formation by the word of God,
communal life of fellowship, and “the breaking of Bread” are central to both traditions and find
a great deal of convergence in understanding. Although one might point to a sacramental and
liturgical worship as the summit of the spiritual life of the Catholic, while corporate praise and
koinōnia are found as the summit of the spiritual life in the Pentecostal congregation.
Discipleship is understood by Segovia in a more general sense as the whole of Christian
existence, the self-understanding of Christians as believers (Segovia 1985, 2).321 The use of
discipleship among Jesus’ contemporaries is understood in the context of a relationship between
teacher and disciple (Segovia 1985, 2). Traditionally, Pentecostals have seen discipleship as

The German term Nachfolge (Disciple) is used to describe discipleship as a “following-after”
“emulation,” “imitation,” and “to convey a teacher-pupil relationship” (Segovia 1985, 2).
321
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part of the process of sanctification (Cartledge 2006, 86). Sanctification is in one aspect
instantaneous and yet in another aspect it is “practical and progressive” as the Holy Spirit is
progressively at work in the life of the believer (Menzies & Horton 1993, 147). Sanctification
sets the believer apart and at the same time is evident in the transformed life (Warrington 2008,
206). Moreover, in sanctification, there is a “leaving and a cleaving,” as followers leave what
is not beneficial (old sinful life) and cleave to righteousness (Christ).
Successful discipleship in churches must not be defined by numbers in attendance or levels
of enjoyment, certainly these factors can indicate problems, but the goal is actually individual
identity “in” and “with” Christ. Neither does discipleship refer to denominational unity, but it
is a march towards koinōnia, a fellowship with Christ and his followers. Discipleship is about
adherence to Christ and having Christ formed in all aspects of the follower’s life as the believer
lives out daily life within a context. When Jesus washed the feet of his disciples he told them
that as their Lord and Teacher he washed their feet and has given them an example, they should
go and do likewise (Jn. 13:14-15). Most commentators accept that the cultural understanding
defines the meaning. It was the slave’s task to wash the feet of visitors, thus in Jesus’ example
he is teaching them of the need for disciples and leaders to humble themselves to do the least
of the tasks or the undesirable tasks, to serve others and share hospitality. In this way, recipients
are invited into this koinōnia. Paul continues this thought when he says, “be imitates of me, just
as I also am of Christ” (1 Cor. 11:1).322
Therefore, before we are able to apply conclusions to the respective faith communities, we
must first recognize a frame-work to discuss the present understanding of how churches disciple
people or how people are taught to be followers of Christ.
Despite many books being written on discipleship, most in the Evangelical world are simply
different forms of Bible studies, while in the Catholic church all teaching relates back to the
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Also see 1 Thes. 1:6,7; 2:14; Eph. 4:32-5:2, Jesus’ injunction to his disciples was to be followers or
imitators of his example.
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CCC. How to make disciples or the process, is obviously connected to one’s view of what a
disciple is. In terms of identifying a methodology for discussing an approach to discipleship or
Christian formation, this work identifies Kosseler’s (2003) three areas of New Testament
principles for discipleship (Relationship, Instruction, Context), in addition to the initial stage of
entry into “the body of Christ.” (1) The first logical place to start is the Profession of Faith /
Evangelism; “And how can they hear without someone preaching to them?” (Rom. 10:14 NIV),
declares Paul. Conversion has been covered in the previous part of this study so there is no need
for repetition except for churches to reconize the roles that proclamation and witness play in
discipleship. (2) Relationship Between the Teacher and the Pupil – With early disciples, there
was a relationship between the teacher and the pupil, someone was doing the teaching and bore
responsibility to develop the disciple over time. What are the relationships within the
communities upon which discipleship is built? (3) Instruction was not always in a classroom
setting, yet there was a body of information, and moreover, what was taught was perceived as
authoritative. (4) A Context for Biblical Truth Lived Out, as disciples were expected to practice
what was learned and in practice one learns (Koessler 2003, 155 - 156). Therefore, in order to
give some structure, we will identify the respective understandings of discipleship under these
four areas.
The central questions being asked here in light of a fresh reading of “the body of Christ” in
1 Corinthians is, what are the implications for the pragmatic task of disciple making in 21st
century among Catholic and Pentecostal faith communities? What does it mean for the church
to make disciples in light of reading Paul’s use of the image of “the body of Christ” in 1
Corinthians?
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3.2. THE CATHOLIC UNDERSTANDING

OF

DISCIPLESHIP

IN RELATIONSHIP TO THE

EXEGETICAL CONCLUSIONS

On October 11, 1992 Pope John Paul II published Depositum Fidei, which introduced the
Catechism. In this publication he states:
I declare it [the Catechism] to be a sure norm for teaching the faith…I ask the Church’s
pastors and the Christian faithful to receive this Catechism in a spirit of communion and
to use is assiduously in fulfilling their mission of proclaiming the faith and calling
people to the Gospel life. This catechism is given to them that it may be a sure and
authentic reference text for teaching Catholic doctrine (Pope John Paul II 1992).
In this way, the CCC is the main focus of our attention of the pragmatic application of the Holy
Scriptures.
3.2.1. Profession of Faith / Evangelism
The initial step for one to become a disciple is to actually wish to. In the context of
conversion it is God who first moves to provide a self-revelation (CCC 2000, # 142). A faith
response to this Gospel proclamation and for Catholics’ participation in Baptism is the
fundamental starting place for the new disciple (CCC 2000, # 1427). Christ’s disciples are those
who have “put on the new man…” (CCC 2000, # 2475), which is an expression used by Paul
to describe the new life that one receives when one responds to the Gospel. Paul uses images
of “regeneration” and “sanctification” as images associated with discipleship (Final Report
Phase V 2007, # 118 – 119), “the body of Christ” and “New Creation” are also images used in
connection with discipleship.
Baptism is commonly known as the starting place for entry into “the body of Christ” or the
conversion process, particularly in the practice of “infant baptism.” A survey of patristic
literature reveals that there was commonly preparation time, between when an auditor
(participant) was instructed and tested. Tertullian sees baptism as the culmination of a process
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and “a sealing of the faith.”323 Origen claims that baptism only produces its effect if there has
been inner preparation (Homily on the Gospel of Luke, 21,4 [233-234]), Hippolytus outlined a
2-3 year period of enrollment and preparation (Apostolic Tradition c. 215). Basil the Great,
Gregory of Nazianzus, Ambrose, Jerome, Rufinus, Paulinus of Nola, and Augustine were all
not baptized until they reached adulthood (in Final Report, Phase V 2007, # 127 - 130).
Contextualization – In 1 Corinthians, Paul is writing “to the church of God which is at
Corinth, to those who have been sanctified in Christ Jesus” (1 Cor. 1:2 NASV). The readers are
therefore those who have heard the Gospel and have commenced on the path of discipleship.
The issues at hand here are firstly, what is understood by the “wisdom of God” (1:24, referenced
2:16), because that is what the Corinthian audience had heard? Secondly, what is its relationship
to “baptism” (12:13), which sets one on the path of discipleship?
The “wisdom of God” is understood by the Catholic scholars as “God talk” (Collins 1999,
123), and intellectual knowledge of what God did on the cross. If God is acting in this way,
then Paul’s preaching, “Christ the power of God,” is limited to natural abilities. Baptism
expunges original sin, through Confirmation one receives the Holy Spirit and in the Eucharist,
the believer is inaugurated into “the body of Christ.” The proclamation, as the “power of God”
(1:18), is the power to inform people intellectually and speak about God.
Verse 13 is “… one of the fundamental Pauline texts that teaches the incorporation of
baptized believers into Christ” (Fitzmyer 2008, 478). Thus a soteriological motif is established,
as upon Baptism the believer is baptized in water, which God has sent the Spirit upon. The CCC
speaks of life beginning in the Spirit when an infant is baptized (CCC 2000 # 1231, 804), and

323
Tertullian (160 – 225) (On Baptism) is one of the earliest records attesting to infant baptism. In this
way Tertullian is the earliest incontestable recollection of infant baptism and its practice, yet he speaks against it.
In addition Tertullian dismissed his Montanists opponents who held that the God of the Old Testament was much
to wrathful and vengeful to be the God of the New Testament, as he objected to infant Baptism. Tertullian raises
his objections to the baptismal rite practiced by women in the North African Gnostic sect, preferring that
children speak for themselves and pass through the initial waves of temptations (Davidson, Ivor J 2004, 242-243,
278-279).
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the prayer over the baptismal waters asks God to send the Spirit “upon the water, so that those
who will be baptized in it may be “born of water and the Spirit” (CCC 2000, # 1238). For
Cerfaux this is a rite that “makes a man a member” of the “body of Christ,” supported by Acts
2:41, which affirms baptism as synonymous with the addition of Souls (Cerfaux 1947, 162 fn.
3, 272). However, CCC informs believers that Baptism commences the process, which is fully
consummated upon admission to the Eucharist. Catholics believe Paul’s soteriological
experience occurred on the road to Damascus, which could only be read as a spiritual event, as
the divine interrupted the world. The context of the Church and practice of sacraments explains
the spiritual events and benefits as occurring through the Church and her sacraments.
If the preaching conveys only “the wisdom of God” on an intellectual sphere and baptism
is a physical response, the emphasis on faith is missing. It is well supported in the CCC that the
sacraments must be participated in with faith, and eluded to by the Catholic scholars. The issue
at hand is the priority given to faith, if wisdom is intellectual, there is no faith required. When
wisdom becomes revelation, then the realm of the spirit is engaged. One may well argue that
faith is referenced elsewhere; however, faith is required for the comprehension of the wisdom
of God. In addition, in a logical flow Catholic scholars regard the readers to be those who have
the Spirit, who have been baptized, demonstrating that all those baptized, had cognitive capacity
and thus, Paul could not be understood by the readers to include infants (or baptized infants) in
his those who “have the mind of Christ.”

3.2.2. Relationship Between the Teacher and the Pupil
The primary relationship is with Christ, as the disciple seeks to follow Jesus as the model
and example to which the faithful are to exemplify. In this way, Jesus was both, what was to be
lived out and the demonstration of this teaching. Jesus spoke of discipleship in an intimate way,
in that those disciples who would follow Jesus: “Abide in me, and I in you…I am the vine, you
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are the branches” (Jn. 15:4-5). Moreover, Jesus’ disciples would participate with and in Christ
through the participation of the Eucharistic signs” (CCC 2000, # 787). “Christ’s disciples are
to conform themselves to him until he is formed in them” (CCC 2000, # 562). Christ’s disciples
lived in the full knowledge that God is watching and in this way they are to “…become perfect
as their heavenly Father is perfect (Mt.5:48)” (CCC 2000, # 1693). Disciples are to imitate
Christ’s charity shown in love, by loving one another and abiding in love (CCC 2000, # 1823,
# 2614). Discipleship appears as chastity and is expressed in friendships (CCC 2000, # 2347).
Augustine tells a story in his autobiography about a meeting with a known orator and teacher
by the name of Victorinus. Victorinus, a philosopher and member of the Roman senate told
Augustine that he was a Christian. Augustine replied, “I will not believe it, nor will I rank you
among Christians, unless I see you in the Church of Christ.” The other, in banter, replied, “Do
walls then make Christians” (Augustine 1961, 71). Herein lies a significant question at the heart
of discipleship. Catholic scholars read the image of the “body of Christ” as an extension of the
incarnation - the Church. It is this Church, which mediates salvation; thus, discipleship for a
Catholic has an intimate relationship with the Church.
The idea that salvation is found in the participation of the church events of Baptism,
Confirmation, and Eucharist and that the church mediates salvation reinforces the hierarchical
practice of the church. Moreover, such a way presupposes leadership in the church to provide
guidance and facilitation of these activities. For a Catholic, there is no salvation outside the
church. The Church is an extension of the incarnation, “the body of Christ.” Moreover, “the
body of Christ” or those around the Eucharist, are perceived in Catholicism as the visible
Church. It is the sacraments of the church which “confer” the grace of God to the participant.
Thus, the primary relationship is seen as being with the church.
Contextualization – Catholic scholars recognize the pneumatikos has the Spirit; however,
the role that Paul attributed to the Spirit is of convincing of sin (14:24, 2:15), teaching (2:10-
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13, Eph. 1:17, etc.) are now read through the Catechism and the authority of the church. The
question must of course be presented, Paul pointed people towards Christ and his Lordship or
authority in their lives, he formed disciples by directeding them towards Christ.324 The “body
of Christ” and the Catholic church are one and the same, which results in pointing people
towards the church and her teachings.
For the Catholic, the church becomes the redeemer, source of strength, and sustenance for
life. An example is illustrated by the teaching of the CCC, which states that in order to be
(remain) a Catholic, one must receive the Eucharist at least once per year (CCC 2000, # 1389).
A branch who is connected to the vine cannot sustain sustenance necessary for life with only
one meal a year, and leads to a charge of fostering nominalism (Robeck 2007, 4; Final Report
Phase III 1990). Catholic scholars read the fellowship meal as something which was intended
to be a regular event, particularly as the meal provides sustenance. Moreover, the fruit of
repentance is modified behavior (Collins 1999, 375). In this way, such things as commitment
and sacrifice necessary (carrying your cross) to ensure participation are still part of the life of
the disciple read by the scholars in the Meal but not reflected in the CCC.

3.2.3. Instruction
The catechumenate or catechumens, is central to Catholics and existed very early in the
Christian tradition. Seeking to be obedient to scripture (Mt. 28:19), it was a response to
increasing converts and threats of heresy. This body of doctrine and observances used for
instruction and the preparation of auditors (listeners), which could take 2-3 years for baptism,
at the beginning of Lent, after which they were called competentes (competent) or electi (elected
or chosen). In the patristic period, particularly among the great persecutions, Christian
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This is exemplified by his criticism of the readers for following men and their specific teachings
rather that Christ, his teaching and example 1:12-13; 3:4-5.
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formation and discipleship was often associated with preparation for martyrdom, a commitment
to missionary endeavors, and the personal witness of a holy life (Justin Martyr AD 103-165,
Origen AD 185-254, Ignatius AD 35-108, Clement AD 150-215, Chrysostom Ad 347-407). In
the present modernity, the Catholic Church relies upon the CCC and various books are written
as a guide to interpreting or reading the Catechism (O.Praem 2002).
The CCC is the central authoritative instrument in the guidance and direction, which is the
Catholic Church’s application of scripture, development of Tradition, and the rulings for the
Church. For the Catholic, the aim of the catechism is to bring about Christian maturity and in
this sense, discipleship is to bring one to “Christian Maturity.” During the confirmation process
one is to be formed as a Christian (CCC 2000, # 1247).
The catechism was originally structured in “three theological currents” as reflections on
baptism, designed for “maturation of conversion and faith, a radical relationship with Jesus
Christ, experience of the Spirit and immersion in the mystery of salvation, a closer bond with
the church and community experience, and responsible acceptance of Christian commitments
and mission” (Final Report Phase V 2007, # 132). The three streams in which the catechism
was designed and still informs the Church today is: Firstly, one commits one’s way to Christ.
Secondly, baptism is presented as “illumination” and “seal,” and thirdly, baptism is considered
the point of arrival (Final Report Phase V, # 131)
Contextualization – Paul was an apostle of Christ, he was Christ’s ambassador, and it was
for the Glory of Christ that he endured hardship and suffering, fulfilling “what is lacking in
Christ’s afflictions” (Col. 1:24, NASB). He used his life as an example (4:16), yet at the same
time rebuked the Corinthian readers for following individuals rather than Christ (1:13; 3:4-7).
The Church has now taken over the role of Christ, a situation that Paul would not have
perceived. The use of “progressive revelation” has seen the development of hierarchical
structures within the Church. The later writings within the Pauline corpus, which Christ is
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identified as the Head of the Church is interpreted as establishing hierarchal structures in the
Church and authority comes down. In this way, the Pope represents Christ, the Cardinals
represent the Pope, the Bishops represent the Cardinal, and the Priests represent the Bishop to
the people.
We also see that for Paul the law was authoritative, as he quoted from it regularly (9:8, 9;
14:21, 34). The body of instruction, the instructions from Christ, and the authority of Christ, is
interpreted through the church along hierarchical channels to its disciples, which points to
reliance upon the CCC.

3.2.4. Context for Biblical Truth Lived Out
Having been inaugurated into “the body” through the sacraments, a participant has been
shaped and guided as to the teachings of the Catholic church. It is now through the experiences
of life that what has been taught is learned, as a disciple is to practice what is learnt. If one
professes to know and yet does not do, then it cannot be said of this person that they know at
all. To know is to do, and thus a disciple lives out those teachings in the CCC. As an example,
disciples are to learn to turn the other cheek (CCC 2000, # 2262). By carrying one’s cross, it is
understood by the Catholic as work, and a disciple faithfully executes his duties, proving his
faithfulness to Christ in his everyday situation (CCC 2000, # 2427).325 Discipleship involves
the profession of faith in Christ (CCC 2000, # 1816), so that others also may hear and respond.
What it is that is proclaimed has developed over time. In order to be inaugurated into “the body”
in that the repentance would have its work, one must: Hear, Repent, Exercise Faith, receive
Baptism, receive Confirmation, participate in the Eucharist and pass through Extreme Unction.
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Carrying ones cross in the first century culture was considered the most humiliating and painful way
to die. Because of the humiliation involved crucifixion was not permitted to a Roman Citizen, since Romans
would not see one of their citizens subjected to this torture. Such a law from Rome allowed Paul to appeal to
Caesar. The teaching that one carry one’s own cross would have evoked memories of this suffering and public
humiliation. Thus the instruction to carry ones Cross was a call to complete humility and service.
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In this way, the faithful disciple preaches the Gospel message of Christ (through witness and
example) and is inaugurated into the Church simultaneously.
Through the CCC, there are moral, ethical, and spiritual exhortations for the correct conduct
and behavior for what it means to live out the Christian faith. The disciple keeps watch in prayer
(CCC 2000, # 2612). “The disciple of Jesus continues in his word so as to know ‘the truth [that]
will make you free’ and that sanctifies” (CCC 2000, # 2466).
Catholic scholars give a place to Mary (the birth mother of Jesus) in the role of discipleship
as “Mother of the Church.” The claim is made that Mary is the model of “faith and charity” and
as such the Catholic faithful are exhorted to venerate her, in this way she participates in the
formation and is considered Mother of the Church. This claim is supported by the recall of St.
John’s words (Jn. 19:26-27) as among his seven sayings from the Cross, Jesus entrusts the care
of his mother to John (O.Praem 2002, 98-99).326 However, as Paul does not mention Mary; thus,
a discussion would be out of place here.
Contextualization - Conforming to the life of Christ, has for Catholics, much to do with
being conformed by the sacraments. “The community is a radically new reality (1:28), which
makes a believer a new creation (2 Cor. 5:17)” (Murphy-O’Conner 1982, 5). For the Catholic,
participation in the Eucharist is intended to shape the identity of the Church. The witness is
made through the proclamation made at the meal, in this way one’s act of discipleship is forming
the identity of the visible witness of the Church. Scholars find that the fruit of repentance is
behavioral modifications to live a life that demonstrates Christ’s Lordship. Being released from
the Law is understood by Fitzmyer as a freedom from ritual observances (Fitzmyer 1993, 456458). The sacraments play a more significant role in Christian formation than scholars read as
Paul giving them.
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This would be a divisive issue between Pentecostals and Catholic, as they would give Mary an
honored place among women, but do not consider her as “Mother of the Church” or to be venerated (for more on
this refer Final Report Phase II 1984, # 58-76).
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Immorality is identified specifically as incompatible with the life of believers. The life in
Christ is intended to reshape the identity of “the people of God” and form a “one” (a whole).
Thus, the leaders and teachings of the Church are directed by Paul to intentionally bring about
a conformance in behavior, rather than observance of Church practice.
This work will now turn its attention to discipleship in the Pentecostal Church.
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3.3. THE PENTECOSTAL UNDERSTANDING OF DISCIPLESHIP IN RELATIONSHIP TO THE
EXEGETICAL CONCLUSIONS

In this next part, this work will summarize the present Pentecostal understating of
discipleship in relation to the exegetical conclusions and four aspects of discipleship as
identified by Koessler (2003).
3.3.1. Profession of Faith / Evangelism
The approach of the Pentecostals to the Church and the mission of the Church (discipleship)
is deeply connected with one’s individual experience with the Holy Spirit (Klaus 1994, 567,
574). The Holy Spirit empowers one for witness to “Jerusalem” (home town), “Judea” (home
country), “Samaria” (neighboring country) and “even to the remotest part of the earth” (Acts
1:8). Pentecostals are those who identify with being “filled with the Spirit,” thus congregational
culture within Pentecostalism places a significant stress on evangelism, proclamation, and
missions.
The Great Commission (Mt. 28:19; Mk. 15:15; Acts 1:8) is a taught concept in
Pentecostalism, lay members know what it means and the responsibilities that it brings to
believers. Dusing identifies Evangelism as the first of four purposes of the Church, “…central
to Jesus’ last instructions to his disciples…was the command (not suggestion) to evangelize the
world and make new disciples…” (Dusing 1994, 544-545).
It is Jesus who gave believers the authority to evangelize (Mt. 28:18), and the Holy Spirit
to empower and embolden people for witness (Dusing 1994, 544). In this way Pentecostals
reflect their self-understanding as empowered by the Holy Spirit when they witness. This
command has no restrictions or boundaries to geographically, racially or socially located
peoples (Dusing 1994, 544). Moreover, one might also point to the development of theology in
the early years of Pentecostalism, which was often with narrative and story (personal
testimonies). Personal experience was seen as a means to affirm the supernatural inspiration of
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scripture. There was a preoccupation with signs and wonders, which one would experience in
missions (Archer 2009, 42). In this way early Pentecostalism built a strong connection between
witness and one’s personal relationship with the Holy Spirit.
While Baptism is considered the initiation of the soteriological process among the Catholic,
most Pentecostals identify Baptism as an ordinance related to worship and discipleship.
Baptism symbolizes discipleship (COGIC 1991, 78). It is in Baptism one is connected to the
Church along spiritual and relational lines.
Possibly the closest Biblical definition of faith is provided by the writer of Hebrews. “Now
faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen” (Heb. 11:1 NASV).
The Greek word hupostasis, which is translated as “assurance” also means substance,
foundation, and support. In this way faith is a foundation, which underpins the hope that
believers share. Faith is a persuasion or acceptance that God is who he said he is and will do
what he says he will do. Moreover, we see that there are three elements to the faith that the
individual must exercise:
i) The Intellect. The writer of Hebrews describes God as the creator and cites the visible
evidence that the “worlds were prepared by the word of God” (Heb. 11:3). Faith is not a blind
leap in the dark. Faith is the consequence of considered and a reasoned investigation. “So faith
comes by hearing, and hearing by the word of God” (Rom 10:17, NASV). In this way, the
disciple grows through hearing the word of God and a diligent search of God’s word.
ii) The Volition. Faith reaches out and appropriates what is known and understood.
Knowledge affirms the reality, but it is the engagement of the individual’s will to apply these
things that is the application of faith. The writer of Hebrews explains “…by faith Abraham
obeyed by going out to a place” (Heb. 11:8). Faith requires acts of obedience, “by Faith he
[Abraham] lived as an alien” (Heb. 11:9). In this way, we see that Abraham had to exercise his
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will. Engaging one’s will comprises of two elements: The surrender of your own will or desires
and the appropriations of God’s will.
iii) The Emotion. There is a certain order here which must be observed, Faith examines
facts and facts give rise to obedience. The result of the obedience to faith brings joy. This is the
correct order, faith does not look at feelings; otherwise, faith could well tremble. We note from
the Psalmist that when the children of Israel believed they sang praises (Ps. 106:12), however
when they grumbled in their tents, they did not obey (Ps 106:25).
Contextualization – Scholars in concert agree that Paul was writing to a church, those to
whom the message of Christ had already been proclaimed. Evangelism had born fruit in those
who have heard the “wisdom of God.” For Pentecostals the message of the Gospel is
encapsulated and identified in “the wisdom of God.” It is Christ who became the wisdom of
God, this is what is proclaimed. Thus to receive the “wisdom of God” is to receive a revelation
of what God did in Christ, to receive “the mind of Christ,” the ability to discern and thus become
a pneumatikos. Pentecostals do not consider that it is baptism which makes believers one, but
rather the Spirit (Fee 1987, 603-606), however true faith leads one to baptism. Moreover, when
one has “heard” the gospel it has its effect in one’s life, “hearing” for the Pentecostal is not
limited to the intellectual accent. As James says “even the demons believe… [That there is one
God]” (Ja. 1:19). Discipleship starts in the part of hearing, a spiritual hearing the revelation of
the Gospel.
Baptize is a technical verb, which later became understood by the Church as a rite, there is
no evidence to suggest that this was a term for initiatory rite by this time (Fee 1987, 604).
The understanding of koinōnia found in the worship event is the occasion for spiritual
experience and learning. Thus, in the worship event one experiences God, when one
experiences God, one is taught and equipped for witness. Thus the goal of evangelism is to
bring outsiders into this experience, so that they may commune directly with God. The
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soteriology process of the Pentecostal is spoken of as an instantaneous event, where connection
to God can be made by responding to Him with faith and repentance.
The eschatological thought in Pentecostalism predisposes them to greater emphasis on
proclamation and evangelism than their Catholic brethren. Being raised from the dead in a
“heavenly body” as Paul’s speaks of in 15:45, is limited to the pneumatikos. In this way the
boundaries to those participating in the heavenly reality are rather more ridged for the
Pentecostals than the Catholic scholars read here.327
Discipleship must create the context to foster and develop and protect this faith. The context
creates teaching and learning opportunities to develop the reasoning capacity of the believer,
increasing their understanding of God’s word. The context must create opportunities for one to
exercise the volitional element.

3.3.2. Relationship Between the Teacher and the Pupil
Discipleship for Pentecostals is not so much as obeying creeds or ritual as it is surrendering
to Christ and allowing the Holy Spirit to form the life of the believer. Pentecostals understand
that they are to bring people into spiritual relationship with Jesus Christ, a relationship that is
mediated by the Holy Spirit.
Luke’s notion of conversion involves not merely the salvation of souls but also radical
discipleship…What is the Holy Spirit doing today? Nothing more or less than what he
did in the lives of Peter, Levi, and Paul: he is calling sinners to repentance, enabling the
renunciation of all ties that would enmesh us with the systems of the world, empowering
the proclamation of the kingdom, and sustaining faithfulness in the way of Jesus…
(Yong 2011, 107)
While most churches have Bible study material prepared, which might be called
“discipleship material” or “Bible studies,” it is generally designed in such a way that a leader,
an older and more experienced believer, one approved by the local congregation leads a newer
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Catholics follow a cosmological theological position, they also teach purgatory in addition to the
belief that once a person is baptized original sin is wiped from their life.
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believer or participant through a “discipleship study.” The goal is not to lead people through to
an intellectual accent of the church and function, but to lead people closer to Christ. By scripture
study, answering problematic questions and demonstrating Biblical solutions the Holy Spirit is
deemed to be given room to work through Scriptures and charism available in the life of the
disciple.
Pentecostals recognize and emphasize priority to an individual disciple’s following and
obedient behavior to Christ over the practice of religious form. Chan in his work gives priority
to individual discipleship or following Jesus. This following Jesus then connects one to the
church or as Chan argues that obedience to following Christ with a life of faith causes the
believer then to connect to the church (Chan 2012, 74).
The Spirit is essential in the development of the life of a disciple. The Spirit Sanctifies
(Rom. 8:13) the life of a believer, which is what Pentecostals understand as discipleship.
However, more specifically, the Spirit Intercedes (Rom. 8:26); Assures (Rom. 8:16); Indwells
(Jn. 14: 16-17), Guides (Rom. 8:14); Convicts (Jn.16:8); Witness Christ to (Jn. 15:26, 16:13);
Teaches (Jn. 14:25-26; Jn. 16:13); Enlightens (1 Cor. 2:10-16); Encourages (Jn. 14:25);
Empowers (Lk. 24:49; Acts 1:18; Eph. 5:18); and Equips (1 Cor. 12:7-11). There is little debate
on the role of the Spirit in discipleship, as the disciple surrenders to the Spirit, in ever increasing
ways so that Christ is more completely formed.
The 16th Century Reformation for Pentecostals refreshed the doctrine of the priesthood of
all believers. The notion that believers have direct access to God also carries certain
responsibilities. The function of the priest was threefold: Firstly, to intercede on behalf of the
people. Secondly, the priest is to carry the people’s burdens before God, and thirdly, to bring
blessings from God back to the people. Thus, each person carries this role to meet with God, to
intercede, to carry burdens before God and to bring blessings. Recent work by Self (2013) has
highlighted the transformational role of the Spirit in the life of the disciple affecting all areas of
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life. The challenge for pastors and community leaders is how to engage congregations and
disciples into this meaningful dialog, directly with the Spirit. Traditionally, this as seen as a key
purpose of coming together corporately for worship: to worship together in song, to worship
together in the preaching of God’s word, to worship together in ministry and the flow of gifts,
and to worship together in fellowship.
It has been affirmed that the summit and pinnacle of worship in the life of the Church for
Pentecostals is koinōnia,328 where the Spirit is the source of this koinōnia (2 Cor. 13.13). For
good reason, the Scriptures do not give us a defined order of service. Paul says when you
assemble: a time for praise, a time for teaching, a revelation, a tongue, and an interpretation are
prescriptive elements, as charismatic gifts are released in community (1 Cor. 14:26). However,
what we do understand from scripture is that all of these elements whether praise, preaching,
testimony or ministry, are “…all done for edification” (1 Cor. 14:26). All activities are to lead
believers to koinōnia. The Holy Spirit is both the mediator of Christ and the sanctifier. In order
for effective discipleship, leaders must create space for the Spirit to lead disciples to koinōnia
where transformation occurs.
Contextualization – Pentecostals read Paul’s exhortation towards obedience in Christ as a
work of the Spirit. “The Spirit should identify God’s people in such a way that their values and
worldview are radically different from the wisdom of this age” (Fee 1987, 120). The
pneumatikos reflects a person whose life the Spirit is transforming and renewing and thus this
person is able to discern. Discern implies leadership; however the leadership structures
recognized by the Pentecostals see authority coming from within “the body of Christ” not down

328
Koinōnia is portrayed in Acts 2:42 as “they (Christians) devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching
and koinōnia [fellowship] …” Moreover in Paul’s corrective correspondence to the aberrant Corinth community
he speaks of the cup in the Lord’s Supper as “a koinōnia [sharing] in the body of Christ.” This koinōnia is rooted
in Pentecostal’s understanding of the triune Father, Son and Holy Spirit (1 Jn. 1:3). Koinōnia is found in the
Word of God as God’s Son the Eternal Word of God became flesh (Jn. 1:14). Koinōnia is refreshed in the
ordinance of Baptism, as the washing is a symbol of the believer being cleansed by the Holy Spirit (Ezek. 36:25;
Col 2:13). Koinōnia is to embody the life of the Church (1 Jn. 3:24; 1 Cor. 10:16), the communion of the
believers (Jn. 17:21; 1 Cor. 10:16-17) and reflect this unity as a witness to the world (Jn. 13:35).
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upon “the body.” The pneumatikos is one who has come under the Lordship of Christ, which is
understood as obedience and submission to Christ. However there is no church or priestly class
present to mediate Christ, one has direct access to God.
The Free Church ecclesial model on one side provides the church with independence and
freedom to relate with God but has also led to a proliferations of new churches, thus “the body
of Christ” has been torn repeatedly as many times as people are able to describe different
doctrines. Yet the very image that Paul supplied in “the body” is understood to be a Spiritual
unity, it was so described with the purpose of bringing believers together, “…that you all
agree…” (1 Cor. 1:10). Those opposing Free Church ecclesiology and the reading of “the body
of Christ” as a solidarity will accordingly argue that this is practical evidence of an erroneous
doctrine. Proponents retort that the Church is recognized by the Spirit alone. Paul confidently
asserted that readers should “imitate” him (4:16), as he strived to be an example of Christ. In
this way disciples follow the examples of more mature believers yet the model is Christ.

3.3.3. Instruction
Pentecostals do not have a body of doctrine or dogma for participants to work through, but
discipleship occurs in congregational settings, through observance of church activities,
homilies, and relational bonds, which are formed within the churches. There is an emphasis on
example to be the demonstrator of Christ’s teachings. “One disciples another by demonstrating
truth with example” (Duffield & Van Cleave 1983, 431). Most congregations will produce
forms of Bible studies which are used to prepare individuals for Baptism, yet because of the
Free Church ecclesiology these cannot be unified or mandated. Pentecostals hold that the Bible
is the Word of God. The Bible is God’s self-revelation to man, and acts the sole authority by
which man is to discern God’s voice and is capable for teaching, directing and discipleship (2
Tim. 3:16-17).
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It has been argued that all the scripture is beneficial, but a disciple does not need all the
scripture. It is more important that disciples learn the practical application and benefits of
forgiveness, as opposed to some of the Leviticus laws regarding the weaving together different
materials (Lev. 19:19). A teenager might be better served if they learn principles of honoring
their parents and leaders rather than some of the available metaphorical images in the Song of
Solomon. Pentecostals have long seen discipleship as part of the process of sanctification
(Cartledge 2006, 86). Bible study programs in and of themselves do not disciple; however, in
order to be a disciple and grow one must be biblically informed. The question posed here: what
might a biblical writer consider to be key information or what to place on the curriculum for
young disciples?
Contextualization – A Call to the Lordship of Christ is simultaneously a call to observance
of God’s word the Bible as the highest authority. Authority of the Spirit within the ecclesia and
the individual believer’s life can be seen as a key element of Paul’s theology (Rom. 14:7; 1 Cor.
3:22, 23; Gal. 2:20). Yet implicit here is the idea that if one is not living according to the
leadership and purposes of the Spirit, then one is living opposed to “the body of Christ.” This
High view of scripture of course requires interpretation and scars remain from some of early
Pentecostalism’s ridged interpretations. When experience is used as the supporting evidence of
Biblical interpretation individual doctrines can become part of culture. Moreover, evidence of
legalism is apparent as early Pentecostalism in some communities failed to be recontextualized. This is seen in such examples as clothing style, use of jewelry, application of
make-up, watching movies, and embracing some aspect of modern technology etc. In addition,
when authority is read as coming from within the community it presupposes that the Spirit is
working through individuals collectively, who demonstrate the Lordship of Christ, and work
for Christ’s common purpose. The multitude of church splits demonstrates that this has not
always occurred, which then places questions upon authority within the Pentecostal church.
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Scholars recognize Paul’s call to behavior consistent with that of Christ, to be pneumatikos
rather than sarkinos, before authority is entrusted – a weakness in Pentecostal discipleship and
ecclesiology.

3.3.4. Context for Biblical Truth Lived Out
The motivation for ministry and the making of disciples is the belief that Pentecostals are
to be living witnesses. Witness is interpreted through Acts 1:8 means living and acting as
Christ’s representatives and as having his authoritative power necessary in order to accomplish
the mission of the Church – making disciples (Klaus 1994, 593). As Pentecostals generally
operate in a “Free Church” ecclesiology, which has autonomous function, congregations take
it upon themselves to develop Bible Studies, Mission opportunities, Small groups etc. all of
which cater to the four purposes of the church (1) evangelism, (2) worship, (3) edification and
(4) social responsibility (Dusing 1994, 543).329
Community330 provides the vital context for which discipleship occurs. Pentecostals
recognize and emphasize priority to an individual disciple’s following and obedient behavior
to Christ over the practice of religious form. Following Jesus is what connects one to the
church.331 Chan argues that it is obedience to following Christ with a life of faith, which causes
329

One of the most controversial groups to arise within the Pentecostal Charismatic movement was the
“Discipleship Movement” or sometimes called the “Shepherding Movement.” This group started in 1970 and
propagated a teaching that all believers should be connected to a “spiritual advisor” or a leader as a spiritual
“covering,” for accountability purposes. In essence it attracted people from mainline denominations and
organized leaders controlling or directing people like a giant pyramid scheme. This resulted in undue control.
Morover, it took people away from a focus on the direct relationship with Christ and being connected and
committed to “the body of Christ.” Consequently mainstream Pentecostalism rejected this (Synan 2001, 353355).
330
Here when we speak of community we speak of a church, not as in a society but it describes the
relationships within the edifice of a church. Pentecostalism generally practices a Free Church ecclesiology,
which have a Congregationalist constitution and maintain a separation between church and state (See Volf 1998,
9, fn2). Moreover, one should not understand Jesus words in “For where two or three have gathered together in
my name, I am there in their midst” (Mt 18:20) as speaking about a church. The subject is prayer and that the
spiritual authority among them is the source of their authority in prayer not ecclesiology.
331
The doctrine of the priesthood of every believer emanating from the 16th century reformation has
been an entrenched doctrine of the Pentecostal movement. However, one that has often caused more liberty than
scripture permits. Paul’s use of “the body” 20 times in 1 Corinthians but particularly in 10:16, 11:24, and 12:27
is used metaphorically to refer to Christ’s body – the church. Paul’s use reminds us of the unity of the Church,
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the believer to then connect to the church (Chan 2012, 74). Using Paul’s imagery of a body
from 1 Corinthians, a hand cannot say they are a believer and perform the function of a hand
without being connected to the rest of the body. Community is an essential aspect for
discipleship as God does not want faith to be expressed in an inferior way. Human experience
is social, thus there needs to be a corporate expression.
Contextualization – Scholarly reflections on 6:13-14 emphasize the requirement of
Christian identity to be formed in a Christian lifestyle, where morals and ethics cannot be
ignored (Thiselton, 2000, 458). Here again the connection is made that right faith produces right
action. For the Pentecostals, church is the place where context is created to confirm Christ’s
example, which is then lived out by followers.
The Lord’s Table is an event for Pentecostals to experience koinōnia with Christ. This is a
worship event where the koinōnia available allows for discipleship as Christ is formed through
the work of the Holy Spirit in the life of the disciple. The regularity, the words of blessing
spoken, the anamnēsis (recall and remembrance of what Christ has done, is doing, and will do),
the prayer and the participation in the emblems all act as visible signs of a spiritual work of
conforming the disciple to be more Christ like. In addition for Pentecostals there are charisms
available at the table to continue the work of the Holy Spirit in Christian formation.
Yet again the issue of authority must be mentioned here. Scholars read Paul as advocating
authority as coming from within the community to lead, as the Spirit directs.

the permanence, God’s plan and purpose for his Church, the sanctity and sacredness, which are not always
observed when we witness the church splits and divisions that have existed among Free Church ecclesiologists.
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4. THE STRUCTURE OF 1 CORINTHIANS AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR DISCIPLESHIP
This section will demonstrate that “the body of Christ” is used as a major image in 1
Corinthians, which is designed around the theme of sanctification or bringing the Church to
maturity, sanctified in Christ. Paul’s goal is demonstrated by the rhetorical structure of the 1
Corinthian correspondence and it is expressly stated in his subsequent writing. “I promised you
to one husband, to Christ, so that I might present you as a pure virgin to him (2 Cor. 11:2, NIV).
In addition, a survey of patristic literatures shows adaption and emphasis on catechetical works
to address the historical, cultural and pastoral concerns. Irenaeus (AD - 202), Origen (AD 185254) and Tertullian (AD 160-220) all associated sanctification as an image of the transformation
accompanying the Christian life. It is this image of sanctification in 1 Corinthians which is
Paul’s vision for Christian formation, established particularly in 3:1; 6:13-14; 10:16-17; 11:2426; and 12:12-27.

4.1. PROFESSION OF FAITH / EVANGELISM
1:10-2:16

narratio

Basis and Purpose for the Body

Paul’s argumentation in the first two chapters delineates what it is necessary to know before
he is able to launch his appeals to his readers to be sanctified. The foundations for Paul’s appeal
rests on a person being “in Christ,” comprehending “the wisdom of God” or being a
pneumatikos with the ability to discern. Thus the correspondence is about “spiritual people,”
becoming “spiritual people” according to the revelation of Christ.
4.2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TEACHER AND THE PUPIL

1:30

prothesis

Sanctification
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Being sanctified encapsulates the idea of becoming holy, a saint, or growing into the
likeness of Christ. Paul wrote to a community that was struggling with numerous issues. He
was able to write because of his authoritative relationship, as a father, to nature and grow his
beloved church. It was this relationship, which he used to lead his readers to a greater koinōnia
or maturity.
Thus sanctification represents the aims of discipleship.
4.3. INSTRUCTION
3:1- 15:58 five probatio

(1) 3:1-4:21

probatio 1

Individual Standards for “the body” (morals)

(2) 5:1-7:40

probatio 2

Community Standards for “the body” (ethics)

(3) 8:1-11:34

probatio 3

Maturity for “the body”

(4) 12:1-14:39

probatio 4

Gifts in “the body”

The structure and organization of this rebuff to the Christian’s misbehavior allows for a
logical progression towards maturity. After addressing morals, ethics and maturity, they are
then presupposed to be ready to handle the “spiritual gifts.” Paul progresses through four logical
steps or areas were one must reflect Christ or allow Christ to be formed. What is particularly
noteworthy is the logical development of Paul’s discussion, noting that personal standards must
be addressed before corporate standards, morals before ethics. It is only then that one is able to
speak of community worship and spiritual gifts. Moreover in Paul’s writing he understood that
he had the Spirit (7:40), thus his instruction was actually God’s instruction, in this way it was
authoritative.
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(5) 15:1-58

probatio 5

Future for “the body”

Sanctification or discipleship will be completed and consummated in the resurrection of
“the body,” thus Paul’s exhortation is both descriptive and motivational.
4.4. CONTEXT FOR BIBLICAL TRUTH LIVED OUT
16:1-24

peroratio

Final Exhortation for “the body”

In the conclusion of Paul’s letter he identifies personal issues as he deals with the church
and her mission. In this way, Paul is demonstrating that the life of a disciple is lived out in a
physical sphere, thus discipleship is lived out in a context – the church and society.
What is particularly exciting for this study here is that findings reach across theology into
disciplines of management and leadership. Paul’s structure provides models for leadership
development. In the same way we find models in scripture for discipline.332 Careful reading of
these texts reveals that scripture is capable of “...teaching for rebuking, for correcting, for
training in righteousness” (2 Tim 3:16) today, when exegetes contextualize correctly. As an
addendum (refer Addendum 2), this work shows a practical application of Paul’s structure,
which is very effective in planning both personal and corporate leadership development. Jim
Collins headed a groundbreaking study of leadership, by examining the eleven best companies
according to the Fortune 500 results in the years 1965-1995. This study is presented in the book
Good to Great by Jim Collins (2001), which has been very widely influential in leadership
circles. The underlying thesis of this work is that Collins shows that Great companies go
through a cycle of six steps.333 Collin’s develops six characteristics, which distinguished the
best of the best (refer Addendum 2).
Three widely used models for discipline: Jesus model (Mt. 18:15-17), Nathan’s model (2 Sam. 12:115) and Paul’s model (Philemon 1-25).
333
In the work of Jim Collins and his team they establish six key aspects were Good companies become
Great companies: (1) Level five Leadership, (2) Get the Right People, (3) Confront the Facts, (4) Hedgehog
Concept, (5) Culture of Discipline, (6) Technology Accelerators (Collins 2001). By looking at these aspects, one
332
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While many churches in the West have adopted business practices by employing such
findings, there is significant danger if they are inconsistent with Biblical principles. By
reviewing Collins findings with Paul’s structure of how the church in Corinth should develop
their sanctification we see a great correlation and the confidence of implementing leadership
and growth cultures, but with the right goals and motivation (refer also Scobie 2009, 107-133).

is able to recognize that there is a correlation in Paul’s thought. While this is beyond the scope of this work, it
certainly lays the methodology with which future research could build on to support the work of ministry
leaders.
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5. CONCLUSIONS OF THE CONTEXTUALIZATION OF THE EXEGETICAL FINDINGS
FOR “THE BODY OF CHRIST”
In this part of the study we will summarize the findings of the fresh exegetical reading of
“the body of Christ” as it relates to the pragmatic task of conversion and discipleship.

5.1. CONCLUSIONS OF CONTEXTUALIZATION OF EXEGETICAL FINDINGS FOR “THE
BODY OF CHRIST” IN RELATIONSHIP TO CONVERSION

Catholic
 For the Catholic, the Church is considered an extension of the incarnation and thus, when
one is converted they are converted into the Church, or inaugurated into “the body of
Christ.” This process of conversion involves: Hearing, Repentance, Faith, Baptism,
Reception of the Spirit, Eucharist, and Extreme Unction. The implication of a Catholic
reading is largely a corporate soteriology as the Church has taken over the role as mediator
of salvation.
 After 2000 years of development Scriptural interpretation, the history of Tradition, and
interpretations of the Church has seen considerable development in the pragmatic
application of authority within the Church. Scholars understand Paul’s authority as rooted
in the Hebrew Scriptures and his relationship with God, a position which the Church now
maintains.
 Hearing for the Catholic is a result of God first moving in the process of salvation where
one arrives at an intellectual and cognitive comprehension of what God achieved in Christ.
In this post modernity, hearing for Catholic relates to what God has done in Christ and how
the Spirit works in the sacraments of the Church.
 For the Catholic Baptism expunges original sin, implants faith and charisma, Penance deals
with atonement for venial sins, as one expresses both a sorrow and a resolution not to
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reoffend. Catholic scholars forward no evidence here that Paul dissected sins into two
groups.
 The object of faith - Scholars find that believers receive the Spirit-effected revelation by
faith, as the Church continues the role of Christ; believers today are to approach the
sacraments of the Church with faith that through the sacraments grace will be “conferred.”
Scholars find that this could not have been what Paul intended since the Church was not in
Paul’s thinking at that time, thus early believers placed their faith in what God has done in
Christ, now believers are asked to place their faith in what God has done in Christ and what
Christ is doing in the Church through the sacraments.
 Faith is understood to be a threefold, intellectual assent, divine revelation, and living works.
 The priority of faith - Faith is understood by scholars to bring one into submission to the
Lordship of Christ, in his Kingdom and under his authority and power. The Church is
recognized as God’s authority on earth, and thus believers respond in the sacraments to the
Lordship of Christ by responding to the authority of the Church. Faith is a requirement but
not afforded the priority that scholars find inherent in Paul.
 Catholic scholars understand that Paul spoke of triple full immersion baptism, of cognitively
aware believers as a witness. Through reading Jn. 3:1-8, the baptismal waters are moved
upon by the Spirit and one is baptized into Christ. The dominant practice in the post
modernity is Infant Baptism, which was not what Paul practiced.
 Reception of the Spirit makes one a pneumatikos, distinguishing a believer from a
psychikos. Through the sacrament of confirmation one moves from being acted upon by the
Spirit to reception of the Spirit. Scholars find early practice combined these functions in
baptism.
 A realistic reading of “the body of Christ” leads scholars to emphasize the Eucharistic meal
as the consummation of the salvation process. Through the Eucharistic meal, one sheds their
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individual identity, which is reshaped by the Church. The participant is inaugurated into an
“organic whole,” a unity with Christ and with the Church. A number of soteriological
motives are read around the Table and applied in the Church today. The practice of
participation has altered since the first century, when the bread spoke to areas of sustenance,
unity, and “the many” participating in “the one.” The wine spoke to the forgiveness
available through Christ’s blood, his death and his resurrection. In the 15th century the
practice of participation in the one sign of the bread was considered as participation in the
both signs of the bread and the wine. Scholars do not see this in Paul’s thinking.
 The Eucharist is seen as the summit and pinnacle of worship and life in the Church, it
represents the visible Church as witness to the world.

Pentecostals
 Pentecostals consider the Bible as 66 books written by over 40 authors over as span of 1500
years to be God’s self-revelation to man and is therefore authoritative within the faith
communities today and the highest authority.
 The metaphorical reading of the “body of Christ” leads to an individualistic approach to the
soteriological event of conversion, which is carried over to the Church.
 In individualistic approach to conversion is embraced by Pentecostals as the elements of
hearing and faith are deemed to involve the volitional elements. Moreover Paul teaches that
all will be resurrected in a “heavenly body” which is endowed with individual characters –
in this way Pentecostals understand that each one will stand before God personally not
corporately.
 Pentecostal’s read “hearing” for Paul involved realization of: (1) God’s plan, (2) One’s own
sin, (3) Christ as living, personal, and relational, and (4) the need to trust and hope in what
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God did in Christ. In this way hearing is not limited to intellectual assent, but it is a
reorientation of one’s volitional and spiritual capacity.
 Repentance is read by Paul as both “sorrow” and “turn away from and towards,” events by
which one’s resolve is towards godly behaviors.
 Faith originates from God and is the application of trust and hope that God has provided
salvation. It is faith and repentance, which brings about the reception of the Spirit, leading
the believer to“solidarity” with Christ.
 It is the individualistic element of faith alone that has led to a proliferation of Faith
Communities, which cannot be what Paul had in mind with his use of the image of “the
body of Christ.” Moreover, the recognition of koinōnia as the pinnacle of the Pentecostal
worship celebration is inconsistent with the many independent churches and church splits,
which the world witnesses.
 Baptism in 12:13 is read metaphorically rather than realistically and thus the reference here
relates to a Spiritual Baptism (when one becomes a pneumatikos, it is not referring to a
subsequent work of grace), rather the idea that baptism provides for the soteriological event.
Water Baptism is considered by Pentecostals to be a visible outward sign of an inner
conviction. Right faith leads to baptism, which is a visible sign of incorporation into “the
body of Christ,” yet alone baptism is not considered as a salvific rite.
 The contrast between the pneumatikos and the psychikos is the central soteriological
expression, as the pneumatikos is one who has responded to the “wisdom of God” in faith
and repentance. In responding to God the believer has received the revelation from God,
becomes a “New Creation,” and is anthropologically more than and not less than his or her
previous state.
 The context of the Lord’s Supper is for Pentecostals a worship and celebration event rather
that soteriological, but where unity is found in koinōnia. This unity is read as a “solidarity,”
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thus the meal only affirms what has already been brought about. The Lord’s Supper is a
celebration event where koinōnia and anamnēsis are raised in importance.
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5.2. CONCLUSIONS

OF

CONTEXTUALIZATION

OF

EXEGETICAL FINDINGS

FOR

“THE

BODY OF CHRIST” IN RELATIONSHIP TO DISCIPLESHIP
Catholic and Pentecostal scholars produce significant differences, which are largely as a
result of differing hermeneutical approaches to the text.
Catholic
 Catholics see themselves as “the people of God on a heavenly pilgrimage,” and discipleship
includes a more communal and cosmological understanding. As the people of God, the
identity of the disciple is substantially shaped by the sacraments.
 Scholars recognize the necessity for faith as the common uniting aspect in the participation
in the sacraments. While the CCC emphasizes faith, the scriptural emphasis demands
greater priority than afforded in contemporary practice.
 The Catholic Church has developed CCC as the authoritative guide in the formation of a
Christian.
 Baptism, triple emersion (full emersion) as practiced by the first century church plays an
essential part of Catholic soteriology and thus the starting place for discipleship. With time,
Tradition and the rulings of the Church, practice as moved beyond this point.
 The contemporary church practices Infant Baptism as an accepted part of culture; however
scholars could not have read Paul as speaking of baptism to those who lacked cognitive
capacity.
 Catholics see the Church as an extension of the incarnation and therefore the Church has
taken over the role of Christ in discipleship. Paul’s exhortation was for believers to follow
Christ in a way that imitated and followed him; it could not have been understood as an
exhortation to follow the ekklesia.
 As an extension of the incarnation and recognition of the Lordship of Christ, the Church
has developed a hierarchical structure over the years, which acts for guiding and directing
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the disciples. In this way the Church becomes the source of authority something that Paul
laid at the feet of Christ alone.

Pentecostals
 Pentecostals have identified through self-reflection a number of critical issues which
discipleship needs to address: Building unity in light of the many, who have experienced
other church traditions, the discernment of works attributed to the Spirit, the way in which
Pentecostals respond to and speak about health and wealth, and the church’s approach to
the poor and marginalized.
 Pentecostals self-understanding is that they are those “filled with the Spirit,” who are called
by God and empowered with His Spirit and authority to be His witnesses (Acts 1:8).
 Among the Pentecostals, disciples are developed with a personal relationship with Christ,
where congregations create Bible Studies, and worship events are structured to encourage
people to experience the Holy Spirit personally.
 The “wisdom of God” is understood as the revelation of what God did in Christ, and
receiving the “wisdom of Christ” is both spiritual and intellectual. Thus for Pentecostals the
process of discipleship commences upon hearing or experiencing God.
 The ordinances of Baptism and The Lord’s Supper, are occasions of worship, where one is
encouraged to experience the Holy Spirit individually and corporately.
 The key relationship for Pentecostals is an individual relationship with Jesus, mediated by
the Holy Spirit. Those who lead disciples or facilitate opportunities of learning and growth
are considered instruments of the Holy Spirit to lead the disciple closer to a life conformed
to Christ.
 Pentecostals have a high view of the Bible as the authoritative word of God which is
considered sufficient and capable for guidance through life. While this gives a central source
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of authority, it requires interpretation. The history of interpretation shows that scripture has
often been interpreted through personal experience with the Holy Spirit which needs to be
contextualized over time.
 On Damascus Road Christ radically identified himself with the church who Paul had been
persecuting. When emphasis is placed on personal soteriological and discipleship,
Pentecostals fail to “discern” fully the body of Christ. A corrective is needed here.
 The image of “the body of Christ” reflects the importance of Christ being formed in the
Christian lifestyle, where moral, ethical, and spiritual life bears witness to that of Christ’s.
 Pentecostals give a priority to individual formation “with” and “in” Christ, while the
Catholic recognize that discipleship flows from a connection to the Church.
 The Free Church ecclesiology permits the dissemination of “the body of Christ” in far more
fractures than Paul could have imagined with his use of the image he employed nearly 2000
years ago.

5.3. CONCLUSIONS OF CONTEXTUALIZATION OF THE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF 1
CORINTHIANS AND DISCIPLESHIP
 One of the most exciting aspects of this work is the demonstration that when 1 Corinthians
as read in the light of first century deliberative rhetoric tool available to the writer, a clear
discernible structure emerges to lead the reader towards sanctification (discipled). Thus the
structure of Paul’s argumentation is informative to the path one journeys on through
discipleship.
 The prothesis is identified as sanctification, an image that early Church authorities
identified as discipleship.
 The first two chapters provide the narratio or basis for what it means to begin the journey
of sanctification – without which it is simply reduced to humanism.
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 The five probatio’s provide the logical steps in Christian formation and prepares one for
the “heavenly body,” as Christ is formed in the lives of believers, the consummation of
sanctification (discipleship).
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PART FOUR: CATHOLIC AND PENTECOSTAL DIALOG ON “THE
BODY OF CHRIST” IN 1 CORINTHIANS IN RESPECT TO THE
LORD’S SUPPER
1. INTRODUCTION
The ecumenical dialog between the Catholics and Pentecostals is very exciting as it
represents a discussion between the two major faith communities of our time. This ecumenical
dialog commenced in 1972 as Vatican II provided a fresh breath of life for ecumenism (the
Catholic Church found that salvation exists in churches outside the Catholic Church) (Pope
Paul VI 1964, # 15). Moreover, the development of theologians among the Pentecostals and the
emergence of a significant Charismatic movement (also within the Catholic Church) has raised
both the possibility for the dialog on new levels and the importance of this dialog to the wider
faith community. Furthermore, scripture provides additional emphasis in light of Christ’s
mandate that “all be made one” (Jn. 17:21) and Paul’s desire to preserve the “unity of the Spirit”
(Eph. 4:3). In this introduction to part four of this study we will define ecumenism and our
boundaries for the ecumenical discussion, we will present the methodology as given by Vondey
(2010) for approaching this dialog and we will point to expected results.
The reading of “the body of Christ” is raised in importance in interfaith dialog as ecumenism
is determined by those endeavors directed towards the “…reconciliation, renewal, and unity of
the visibly divided churches” (Vondey 2010, xii). The readings of the image of “the body of
Christ,” raises in importance these very ideas of unity of the Church and are also supported by
other New Testament images such as: “the household of faith” (Gal.6:10), “family of believers”
or “brotherhood” (1 Pt. 2:17), “a spiritual house” (1 Pt. 2:5), “the household of God” (1 Pt.
4:17), “God’s building” (1 Cor. 3:9) and “a holy temple in the Lord” (Eph. 2:21). Firstly, if
this work is to answer the question of ecclesiastical unity it can only come from the answers to
essential doctrines of respective communities. “The history of the ecumenical movement since
the twentieth century has been clearly characterized by its emphasis on the doctrine of Christ”
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(Vondey 2010, xviii), thus progress must be assessed and built upon. Therefore we will
summarize the history of the ecumenical movement and specifically identify essential elements
of the teachings of the Catholic’s and Pentecostal’s, which will influence the discussion
regarding “the body of Christ” and the Eucharistic meal.
Secondly, ecumenical dialog is a genuine attempt to find a unity, which is not coerced,
where unity is not found it will look at the aspect of commonality as a possible way forward. Is
the unity sought a koinōnia or communio?334 The express goal here is to research the dialog and
chart possible ways for greater understanding and unity, it is left for respective faith
communities to select the level and breadth of unity sought. Yet understanding the dialog and
the respective positions will allow us to consider the level of unity achievable under certain
positions.
Thirdly, examination of the dialog must attempt to consider the self-understanding with
which the respective parties approach the Table. The endeavor involves two equally important
issues: a) the shared self-understanding and b) the views and perceptions of the other (Vondey
2010, xix-xx). Analysis of the dialog will need to make analysis in the context of human
relationships, which necessarily carry their own bias. Prior to Vatican II the Catholic church
defined the “Union of Christendom” as the attempt to bring about the return of the wayward
daughter.335 This of course demonstrates a ridged starting position on the part of the Catholic
Church. On the other side some Pentecostals also did not welcome this dialog. David du Plessis
an instigator of the discussions was defrocked in 1964 by the AOG for his ecumenical activities

koinōnia or communio is used to speak to the goal and vision for this dialog. Koinōnia is understood
as between Christians “…rooted in the life of Father, Son and Holy Spirit” (Perspectives on Koinonia 1990,
#29). In this way there is a complete comprehensive, organic, fellowship in reconciled diversity. Communio
could be seen as on the journey towards full fellowship. There is a partial union, a corporate union and common
witness (Vondey 2010, xix). Clearly participants in the dialog have the goal to be “all made one” (Jn. 17:21), yet
the chasm between the two faiths will not be traversed in a single step. Moreover, this work is dealing with only
the issue of “the Lord’s Table,” one issue among many where divisions occur (authority, revelation, infant
baptism, baptism, ecclesiology, etc.). In this way the goal of the work here is greater communio, leading to
koinōnia.
335
“Includes the Catholic Church together with the many other religious communions which have either
directly or indirectly, separated from it” (Smith 1912).
334
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showing the presuppositions of the early Pentecostal environment. Since this time the respective
faiths have come a long way, Vatican II and five successful dialogs have been passed through,
thus adding to the richness and dynamics of this conversation.
The fourth principle of engagement as mentioned by Vondey is the readiness of each dialog
partner to accept responsibility to uphold the fundamental truths of the Gospel. It is stated by
Fries and Rahner that all churches hold to the truths expressed in Apostles Creed, the Nicean
Creed, and the Creed of Constantinople. “The Creed is faith’s response,” and as such it is “faith”
which articulates the response of the Church – its faith (Fries & Rahner 1983, 15). In this way
the churches have both the foundation and fundamentals necessary to launch and build a dialog.
In addition to upholding the fundamental truths of the Gospels each partner must approach the
dialog with humility and repentance to take responsibility for the past sins of their respective
traditions (Vondey 2010, xx).
Fifthly, Vondey argues that the ecumenical dialog occurs with a clear vision and hope of
each dialogue partner to implement findings within the life of the churches. In this way the
respective faiths take steps to moving closer to living as “the one Body of Christ” (Vondey
2010, xx - xxi). The challenge here is that such theological dialogues generally occur behind
closed doors in the “ivory tower” and thus they are seldom received by the faithful. However,
this examination occurs in the context of an independent study, there is no context for dialog
partners to interact, thus this work will be limited to looking and points of coherence, points of
difference and charting a path towards the goal of “the one body of Christ.”
In summary, this work will examine the respective readings of the image of “the body of
Christ” in relationship to the Lord’s Table in the frame of an ecumenical dialog. Firstly, we will
examine and summarize the previous five phases of the dialog, taking particular note of
established findings relevant for our discussion. Secondly, this work will examine the readings
of “the body of Christ” in relationship to the Lord’s Table by using 14 questions as posed by
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Smith (2008).336 After the respective faith’s contributions to fundamental questions have been
examined the third aspect of this part of this study will address the Unities and Differences of
these positions. Finally, striving towards of the ultimate goal of ecumenical dialog this work
will chart a possible path forward to communio leading towards koinōnia.

Smith is a respected voice in relationship to the Lord’s Supper, having edited work with
contributions from both Catholic and Pentecostal scholars he poses the fundamental questions where differences
exist (Smith 2005; 2008).
336
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2. SUMMARY OF PRESENT ECUMENICAL DIALOG BETWEEN PENTECOSTALS AND
CATHOLICS
The modern ecumenical movement is said to have emerged from the World Missionary
Conference in Edinburgh in 1910 (Vondey 2010, xiii). In 1948 the World Council of Churches
(WCC) was chartered as a very wide-ranging collection of member churches charged to build
“…visible unity in one faith and one Eucharistic fellowship, expressed in worship and in
common life in Christ.”337 From these initial beginnings Vatican II (1962-65) provided
additional momentum which soon took root. In Vatican II the Catholic Church stepped back
from its position as being the sole mediator of grace required for salvation. The Lumen Gentium
was a significant contribution to this Council session which held that salvation can be found in
other churches outside the Catholic church. This was of major significance, both to the Catholic
churches’ self-understanding and at the same time allowing other churches to approach the
dialog in a genuine and meaningful way.
The Ecumenical dialog between the Catholic and some Pentecostals began in 1972 and is
the oldest dialog in existence during the present modernity. In 1970 the South African born
minister David du Plessis (1905-1987), living in the United States and at that time holding
ministerial credentials with the AOG approached Cardinal Willebrands, Secretariat for
Promoting Christian Unity, for exploratory conversations. While the dialog had official status
with the Vatican, one of the great weaknesses of the Pentecostal Catholic dialog presented itself.
The ecumenical dialog had official status with the Vatican yet there was no possibility to solicit
a comparable institutional support from among Pentecostals. To further exacerbate matters du
Plessis was defrocked in 1964 as a result of his involvement in ecumenical activities (although
he was later reinstated in 1980). From these fragile beginning more Pentecostals have joined,
Cecil Robeck an AOG credentialed minister is now leading the sixth phase of the dialog.
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Charter statement is available on the web page which claims to be a worldwide fellowship of 349
churches seeking unity, a common witness and Christian service (WCC 2012).
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1. First Phase 1972-1976 From its earliest inception this dialog maintained official status
with the Vatican's Secretariat, over the years Pentecostals became more comfortable and as the
dialog progressed, more Pentecostal denominations (or fellowships) have officially joined.
Initially Pentecostals arrived with the belief that the experience of the person and work of the
Holy Spirit would provide a valuable corrective to the Catholic Churches’ understanding of the
Person and Work of Christ (Robeck 2007, 1). Also in the background was the hope that the
dialog would provide a valuable corrective to the lack of scholarly theological rigger from the
Pentecostal Christians. This weakness of the dialog was recognized by Cecil Robeck (Robeck
2007, 2), yet it convinced many on the Pentecostal side of the dialog of the genuineness of the
Catholics to hear what the Pentecostals had to say (Robeck 2007, 2). The ten topics were: (1)
Baptism in the Holy Spirit, (2) Giving of the Spirit and Christian Initiation, (3) Baptism, (4)
Scripture, Tradition and Developments, (5) Charismatic Renewal in the Historic Churches, (6)
Public Worship, (7) Public Worship and Gifts, (8) The Human Aspect, (9) Discernment of
Spirits (10) Prayer and Praise (Final Report 1972-1976, #1).
The initial dialog although making no formal binding conclusions offered an occasion for
participants to be enriched by one another, deepen each other’s understanding and appreciation
of the other, providing boundaries and suggestions for subsequent discussions.
2. Second Phase 1977-1982 The second dialog “brought a radically reconstituted
Pentecostal team” (Robeck 2007, 2). This dialog covered: (1) Speaking in Tongues, (2) Faith
and Experience, (3) Scripture and Tradition, (4) Exegesis, (5) Biblical Interpretation, (6) Faith
and Reason, (7) Healing in the Church, (8) Community, Worship and Communication, (9)
Tradition and Traditions, (10) Perspectives on Mary, (11) The Motherhood of Mary, (12) The
Veneration of Mary, (13) Intercession of Mary, (14) Catholic Doctrine on the Graces Given to
Mary, (15) The Virginity of Mary, (16) The Immaculate Conception of Mary, (17) The
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Assumption of Mary, (18) Ministry in the Church, (19) Ordination, (20) Apostolic Succession,
and (21) Recognition of Ministries (Final Report II 1977-1982, # 1).
This dialog addressed “...too many subjects inadequately” (Robeck 2007, 2). The subject of
Mary dominated the discussion however according to Robeck greatly improved Pentecostal
understanding of a potentially flammable and antagonistic issue. Although the Pentecostal
dialog partners suffered some loss with Sandidge an AOG missionary in Belgium being forced
to resign over a paper he had produced on the issue, progress was still seen to be made (Robeck
2007, 2). The discussion on the Eucharist in particular did not contribute any depth to our area
of concern, simply summarizing the Catholic understanding of the Eucharist as a sacramental
“…means of grace and the central act of worship” while the Pentecostal’s view was recorded
as an “ordinance in obedience to the command of the Lord… [a] memorial” and reminder of
Jesus’ death and resurrection (Final Report II 1984, # 45-46). The dialog traversed the
respective exegetical approaches and basis for authority (Final Report II 1984, #18-27), which
provides useful insights for respective hermeneutical approaches.
3. Third Phase 1985-1989 The third phase produced significant steps forward with a report
titled “Perspectives on Koinonia” which was published in Pentecostal Journals on both sides of
the Atlantic. The issue of the koinōnia required for unity between the faiths was dominated by
the respective reflections on Baptism. The Pentecostals argue that it is the confession of faith
of the believer in Jesus Christ which gives Baptism its true meaning. Moreover, by making
Baptism the point of entry into “the body of Christ” (koinōnia), then the Catholic has
contributed to what was identified as “nominal Christianity.” The Catholics responded that the
Pentecostals did not have the right to describe or attribute to some person a “nominal Christian”
and efforts of evangelism was labeled as “proselytism” and “sheep stealing.” The Pentecostals
respond that baptizing babies has produced no evidence that the individual has actually
responded to the Gospel, thus they have been sacramentalized but hardly evangelized. In light
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of such charges this led the Catholics to question whether they are even recognized as a
Christian body (Robeck 2007, 4). For Pentecostals koinōnia represents the center of the worship
experience at the table and thus the theme for them carries significant meaning, both parties
acknowledge koinōnia as the goal.
4. Fourth Phase 1990-1997 With the difficult questions produced by the discussion on
koinōnia, the fourth phased need to answer these questions as soon as possible (Robeck 2007,
4). The Fourth phase called Evangelization, Proselytism and Common Witness addressed: (1)
Mission and Evangelism, (2) The Biblical and Systematic Foundation of Evangelization, (3)
Evangelization and Culture, (4) Evangelization and Social Justice, (5) Proselytism, and (6)
Common Witness. At the conclusion of this dialog was the desire to return to some issues raised
in “Perspectives on Koinonia,” which had not been addressed (Robeck 2007, 5).
The main focus of this fourth report was on the issue of Proselytism, Evangelization and
Common Witness (Robeck 2007, 5). Pentecostals charged that the practice of infant baptism
lead to “nominal Christian” behavior and thus these people needed “evangelizing.” The
Catholics in turn returned the charge of proselytism at the Pentecostals accusing them of “sheep
stealing.” Following the lack of clarity around these issues it seemed best to return to the issue
of conversion or initiation in dialog 5 (Robeck 2007, 5). In regard to the section on common
witness there was a reiteration of a principle which was echoed by Paul (2 Cor. 1:12, 4:2). “We
cannot do what our conscience forbids” and “we can do together what conscience permits in
the area of common witness” (Final Report IV 1998, # 127). After some changes to the dialog
participants and a growing awareness of the dialog it was thought to revisit the issue of initiation
in the fifth dialog.
5. Fifth Phase 1998-2003 Unfortunately as of this time many Pentecostals where not yet
sympathetic to the inter faith dialog, an issue in itself which raises obvious questions regarding
the possibility of successful outcomes (Putney 2008, 1). Moreover there where some people in
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both churches who do not consider the other Christian, this obviously leads to tensions.
However, the goal of the dialog is stated as, “fostering respect and understanding” between the
dialog partners rather than an attempt to obtain “structural unity” [#3]. On the positive side
there is a greater involvement, more Pentecostals are coming to the table and the general
consensus of the report is that progress has been made over the three decades of dialog.
Returning to some earlier discussion the dialog covered: (1) Conversion and Christian
Initiation, (2) Faith and Christian Initiation, (3) Christian Formation and Discipleship, (4)
Experience in Christian Life, and (5) Baptism in the Holy Spirit and Christian Initiation (Final
Report Phase V 2007, 1-2). The influence of Fr. George T. Montague as Co-chair lead the
discussion to review Patristic texts in order that Pentecostals would gain a deeper perspective
and appreciation of the Catholic position (Robeck 2007, 5). As this is the most recently
completed dialog and most relevant to our specific discussion we will summarize the discussion
under the dialog headings.
(1) Conversion and Christian Initiation - A significant difference between the faith
communities is whether or not conversion is an event or whether it is a process. Pentecostals
tend to consider salvation in Christ as a watershed moment, in which an instant in time can be
pointed to. Catholic’s understand that conversion lies within the process of Christian initiation.
The process includes: (1) Proclamation of the Word, (2) Acceptance of the Gospel, (3)
Profession of faith, (4) Baptism, (5) Outpouring of the Holy Spirit, which is consummated by
the admission (6) to the Eucharistic communion [#26]. For Pentecostals Spirit Baptism (or
outpouring) of the Holy Spirit is distinct from Salvation, neither do they include water baptism
as the beginnings of the Christian life [#27].
The Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults (RCIA), is more welcomed by the Pentecostals
largely because it brings what they consider a much needed corrective to what they see as the
weakness of “infant baptism” [#52]. However, it is clear that the impasse over “infant baptism”
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would not be as easily traversed as “Catholics would find it inconceivable to deny this grace to
an infant” [#53]. Moreover, this also goes some way to contributing to what Pentecostals
consider “nominal Christianity.” The Catholics concede that there are situations (including
pastoral situations) were individuals with no discernible faith approach the church for
sacraments [#55]. Furthermore both Catholics and Pentecostals agree “that becoming a
Christian is not comprehensible apart from faith” [#60, 77]. “Faith in Christ and belonging to
the community that he founded and constituted as his Body goes together” [#96]. “There is a
clear connection between faith and baptism, especially in the book of Acts” (Robeck 2007, 12).
Catholic’s appeal to “household baptism” in Acts for the justification of continuing infant
Baptism, while Pentecostals connect faith and baptism with those who have attained the age of
understanding. As a result of discussing conversion through the frame of initiation “Catholics
and Pentecostals generally agree that conversion involves both event and process...” [#57-59].
There is understood to be a diversity of ways in which one is evangelized, as there is a diversity
of ways in which one is converted [#57-59]. Catholics read Acts 2:37-42 and accentuate the
communal aspect of the conversion process. While Pentecostals appeal to Mt. 28:19-20 to
emphasis the personal responsibility involved in conversion. Both Catholic and Pentecostals
agree that conversion is both an event and a process with ongoing need for discipleship [#57].
(2) Faith and Christian Initiation - Catholics and Pentecostals believe that “faith” is critical
for any conversion, while religious experience is important in the life of a developing Christian.
Pentecostals do not accept “infant Baptism” [#78] and see an emphasis in the New Testament
on faith and confession [#77] in the conversion process. Baptism for Pentecostals varies from
being a public affirmation of their faith to having substantial effect, strengthening ones faith
[#50]. Catholic would emphasize that the sacrament of Baptism be received with faith.
(3) Christian Formation and Discipleship - Both Catholic and Pentecostal understand that
discipleship begins with conversion and continues on through the believer’s life. Examples of
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discipleship and Christian formation are understood as occurring in: (1) A call to martyrdom “a
witness of faith and love at the cost of their lives” [#113] (2) Missionary commitment, (3) an
ascetic and monastic life, and (4) following Christ in daily life.
(4) Experience in Christian Life - The place of experience in the Christian life is necessarily
precipitated by the Pentecostal position on the “baptism in the Holy Spirit,” where it is
understood that the divine breaks into the Christian’s life, and The Holy Spirit is experienced.
This experience aspect is not lost on the Charismatic Renewals in other Protestant and Orthodox
communities (and also Catholic).

For Pentecostals experience and the expectation of

experience in the normal Christian life is an important characteristic of their belief, which starts
at conversion. Catholics assign experience to the aspect of contemplation and mysticism. “At
least two dimensions of religious experience of encountering the Lord” are discussed [#139].
Firstly, there is what is called “religious affection” the work of the Spirit in the heart and
feelings of the individual. Secondly, the dimension of religious experience, which includes
human experience, joys and sorrows [#139]. Both dialog partners agree that authentic
experience results when through the work of the Spirit one encounters God [#140]. One such
example is an individual’s faith response to God. “Faith gives birth to experience; faith norms
experience” (McDonnell 1997, 16).
Religious experience gravitates towards the issue of the roles of authority within the church.
If there is genuine “authentic graced” experience, how then does the church discern what is of
the Spirit? Moreover, this leads then to discernment of orthodox doctrine. Clearly Pentecostals
and Catholic do not find agreement on authority, refer the introduction on Catholic and
Pentecostal hermeneutics and authority for doctrine, yet both agree that there is a need to discern
what authentic charismas are [#282].
(5) Baptism in the Holy Spirit and Christian Initiation - Catholics generally see that Baptism
in the Holy Spirit is part of the conversion process. “Both of our traditions identify two principle
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moments for the reception of the Spirit. For Pentecostals these moments come in conversion
and baptism in the Holy Spirit. For Catholic they come in the sacraments of baptism and
confirmation” [#194]. The “baptism in the Holy Spirit” (being filled with the Spirit) is
understood by Pentecostals as separate and subsequent to conversion as a result of seeking God
(Putney 2008, 12). Through the laying on of hands from the Bishop the candidate receives the
Holy Spirit. Although Fr. Norbert Baumert, SJ who was part of the Catholic team argued that
“baptism in the Holy Spirit” is a charismatic experience as God gives as He wills, therefore not
part of initiation (Baumert 2004, 147-179).338 While for Pentecostals there is no time factor
described between initiation and “baptism in the Holy Spirit,” it is not impossible that through
the laying on of hands the candidate receives the “baptism in the Holy Spirit.” Pentecostals
would argue for subsequence and an experience with God.
Catholics read the “baptism in the Spirit” as part of the process of conversion and draw
support from James Dunn’s work Baptism in the Spirit in 1970 who claims that it is normative
for Christians and the church as a whole. “Religious experience” and the manifestation of the
various charisms are consequences of this reality as a result of initiation and should be
normative of the church (McDonnell and Montague 1994, 11). Conversion for the Catholic is
generally seen as a process consummated in the gathering around and participation in the
Eucharistic meal, while the Holy Spirit is imparted through the laying on of hands. Moreover,
Catholics speak of conversion as an ongoing process through life or multiple conversions (Final
Report Phase III 1990, #48). Pentecostals are happy to dialog on the word conversion and find
it generally acceptable, yet their understanding of conversion is commonly as a watershed
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It was evident in the dialog is that there are two schools of thought among the Catholic thinkers. In
“Baptism in the Spirit” Malines (1974) argues that reception of the Spirit is part of, and integral to initiation.
The “Baptism in the Spirit” is “one expression of the total reality of initiation” for the believer [#230]. The
German Bishops conference of 1987 agreed that a Person does receive the Spirit on initiation, but not in a static
manner. A Person lives in a “continuous sending forth of the Spirit by the love of God” and thus in this way a
new experience with the Spirit could be understood as a “new outpouring” [#232].
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moment in the history of a person, the moment at which one becomes a believing Christian
(Robeck 2007, 6).
In summary, it is perhaps significant that the subjects were to be addressed by Pentecostals
and Catholics through the Patristic writings since the Pentecostals do not ascribe the same
authority to the patristic writers as the Catholic scholars do. Catholics ascribe the Patristic
Fathers a “privileged” position as that of carrying authority, while the Pentecostals ascribe the
Patristic Fathers a “privileged” position of being closer chronologically to the actual events and
thus can be considered as significant testimonies within the early church. The essence of this
issue is that both Catholic and Pentecostals approach the text with differing hermeneutical
presuppositions. In reading the Patristic texts Catholics see the divine hand at work in the
decisions made and thus become normative practice for the church. Correspondingly
Pentecostals argue that the decisions bear cultural influence and were perhaps more pragmatic
than they were normative and universal for the church. In this way Pentecostals would argue
that Patristic church leaders do not stand beyond critique and are no more or less inspired than
leaders today, thus the issue of authority is one in which differing opinions are shared and
significantly shapes the outcomes.
It should also be pointed out that the use of words “initiation” and “conversion” perhaps
allows more consensuses than the respective understanding of the terms permit. For the Catholic
conversion is an essential part of the process of initiation [#51], thus initiation is shaped by the
self-understating of what the Church is. Through initiation, one is initiated into the Church,
which is visible around the Eucharist. For the Pentecostal’s “initiation” and “conversion” are
interchangeable terms. When one is “converted” (which may occur through a process) they are
at that time “initiated” into “the body of Christ.”
The sixth phase of the dialog is presently in existence, yet with topics scheduled ((1)
Charisma in the Church: Our Common Ground, (2) Discernment (2012), (3) Healing (2013),
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(4) Prophecy (2014))339 does not look to impose upon our discussion of the Lord’s Table. The
report affirms that “Corporate praise in a Pentecostal congregation and sacramental and
liturgical worship in Catholic churches are indeed the source and summit of our spiritual lives”
[#136]. Thus it is the celebration of the Lord’s Table, the center of Catholic worship which
invites our discussion.
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On the Sixth phase refer (Vondey 2010, 61; Zent, 2012).
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3. READING TOGETHER THE NATURE OF THE SACRAMENT OF THE EUCHARIST
3.1. INTRODUCTION
The sacrament of the Eucharist is considered to be the summit of worship in the Catholic
Church, it is the final consummation of the process of salvation were candidates are welcomed
into “the body of Christ” the Church. Members are inaugurated into the Church through
ingesting Christ, who is present in the meal. This understanding has implications for
Christology, Ecclesiology and Pneumatology. The Council of Trent (1545-1563) session 12,
cannon 2 rebuffed the heretical views of the 16th century Reformation with confirmation of the
doctrine of transubstantiation (a term first used in the fourth Lateran Council). The
hermeneutical principle of progressive revelation has meant that the Catholic doctrine in this
particular issue does not remain static. Vatican II has permitted development of the Church’s
theology on new levels, particularly in its ecumenical reach, and its self-understanding of what
it means to be a Church. In addition, acknowledgement that salvation can be found in churches
outside the Catholic church has reinvigorated ecumenism. The Pentecostal church, has passed
100 years and is now considered the second biggest Christian movement (Synan 1997, xi) and
has been engaged in inter faith dialog for four decades this last year. Moreover, the development
of Pentecostal Charismatic movement has also lead to the development of a new generation of
theologians who are capable of dialog on a new level; perhaps relatively rear half a century
earlier. Given the importance of the celebration of the Lord’s Table and the development of
both theologians and theology it necessitates that issues of respective views of the Lord’s Table
be revisited from a Catholic and Pentecostal perspective.
Respective faith communities possess shared understanding of themselves which
significantly affects the way in which communities will enter into dialog (Vondey 2010, xixxx). A notable movement from Vatican II was the development of the image of the church as
“the people of God” on a heavenly pilgrimage (Küng 1967, 116). This self-understanding lays
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an emphasis on the fellowship and corporate participation around the Table. The Pentecostal
self-understanding is grounded in the sola’s of the 16th century Reformation, which has shaped
their approach to Church. While fellowship in the sense of koinōnia is a key term it is placed in
the context of local communities of believers with individual responsibilities and privileges.
Self-image is the identification of distinguishing characteristics which give meaning to a
particular group of believers. In this group of Pentecostals we rely on the TNIDPCM definition
which includes three groups: (1) Classical Pentecostals, (2) Charismatic renewal movement
Pentecostals and (3) Neo Pentecostals (independent Pentecostal and Charismatic congregations
including the Third Wave). Among these Pentecostals we find that a self-understanding of Spirit
Baptism is the precious aspect of their faith which is held in common.340 Each faith possesses
a shared understanding of themselves, which is presented to the other party. However, it will
not be until the understanding of the other is shared that meaningful progress is able to be made
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Establishing a common expression of a self-understating among Pentecostals provides its own
challenges. If one wishes to throw a blanket over the entire Pentecostal movement one must find that the birth of
modern Pentecostalism occurred through the identifiable experience, which has been given many labels, among
some of which are: “Spirit Baptism, a “Holiness Work,” the “Deeper life,” and “Being Filled with the Spirit”
etc. These labels are related back to the experience of the Apostles in the first century church as told in the Book
of Acts. Thus Pentecostals initially emerged from mainline churches who had not only experienced salvation
through Christ, but now claim a second work in their lives by the Holy Spirit, which is commonly called “Spirit
Baptism.” As the Pentecostal phenomenon spread theologians have begun to emerge within the Pentecostal
movement to give theological substance to this work of the Spirit. Jackie D. Johns is a scholar emanating from
the COG and gives his view of Pentecostal’s self-understanding of the Holy Spirit.
“Pentecostals have an alternative epistemology because they have an alternative world-view. At the
heart of the Pentecostal world-view is a transforming experience with God. God is known through
relational encounter which finds its penultimate expression in being filled with the Holy Spirit. This
experience becomes the normative epistemological framework and this shifts the structure by which the
individual interprets the world” (Johns 1999, 74-75).
Frank D. Macchia educated in Switzerland, editor of Pneuma and a Pentecostal writer emanating from the AOG
one of the biggest Pentecostal denominations concurs. In his work Baptized in the Spirit, a Global Pentecostal
Theology, he argues for Spirit Baptism as the “organizing principle” around which Pentecostal ecclesiology can
be developed as a global movement and also for broader ecumenical discussion. In Henri Gooren’s work on
Conversion Narratives he notes that in mainline Pentecostal churches and also Catholic Charismatic Renewal’s
receiving the “Baptism in the Holy Spirit” is the key linking theme in the personal accounts (Gooren 2010, 93108). Duffield and Van Cleave’s systematic theology of the Foursquare church writes,
The Baptism of the Holy Ghost is the second of the four cardinal truths upon which the Foursquare
Gospel is founded – Jesus Christ the Baptizer with the Holy Ghost. It is of the most vital importance in
connection with the spiritual life and service of every believer (Duffield & Van Cleave, 1983, 304).
This small sample of authors demonstrates the importance of “Spirit Baptism” in the life of the Pentecostal
churches. In conclusion one should also note the name “Pentecostal” or “Charismatic” church is in itself a selfidentification with the work of the Spirit in the individual lives for God’s purpose as being central to
Pentecostal’s identity.
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in discussion (Vondey 2010, xix-xx). Therefore we see that Catholic identity is shaped around
the self-understanding of being “the people of God on a heavenly pilgrimage,” where the
Eucharist is the summit of the Church’s celebration. It is at the Table that Catholic understands
the Church is visibly identifiable. Pentecostals see themselves as those “Baptized by the Spirit”
where koinōnia is the summit of worship and only a foretaste of the heavenly life to come. The
Eucharist is an occasion of worship and celebration where koinōnia is able to be experienced.
The Church is a spiritual entity and is known only by the Spirit.
In order to discuss meaningfully the Eucharist from both a Catholic and Pentecostal position
we will need guiding questions, which provide both direction and boundaries for the dialog.
Gordon Smith is a recognized authority regarding the Lord’s Supper and has edited work where
contributors have been brought together from different faiths (Smith 2008). The questions
posed by Smith will provide an instructive and informative discussion meeting the goals of this
work and at the same time establishing boundaries, which will add focus and clarity. Smith asks
these 14 questions:341 (1) The relationship the Lord’s Supper has with the incarnation of Jesus
Christ and the created order? (2) What is the relationship between the Lord’s Supper and the
Cross, the work of atonement? (3) What is the relationship between the Lord’s Supper and the
resurrection and ascension? (4) Is Christ present in the meal and if so how? (5) In relation to
the Lord’s Supper what does it mean to be the Church? (6) How is this identity given expression
in the meal? (7) What is the relationship between the Lord’s Supper and ordained ministry and
the Church? (8) Who is welcome at the Table? (9) What is the relationship between the Lord’s
Supper and Christian mission? (10) What benefit is the Lord’s Supper to the Christian and or
Community? (11) How should the Christian and the Church approach participation the Lord’s
Supper? (12) What is the relationship between the Lord’s Supper and the preached Word? (13)
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Actually Smith asks 16 questions, however we are able to incorporate two questions into the others
(Smith 2008, 10-11).
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How often should the Lord’s Supper be celebrated? (14) What is the relationship between the
ministry of the Spirit and the Lord’s Supper? (Smith 2008, 10-11).342
Pentecostals follow a Zwinglian, non-sacramental or what some described as “FreeChurch” view of the Lord’s Table (Kärkkäinen 2008, 121; Warrington 2008, 165).343 Some
classical Pentecostals would associate most closely with Augustine of Hippo (354-430), who
viewed a sacrament as “an outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace” (Duffield
& Van Cleave 1983, 435). However, in this context as Kärkkäinen points out, for Pentecostals
the Eucharist needs to “be understood as emphasizing the significance of “remembrance””
(Kärkkäinen 2008, 121).
The issue of identification of the Eucharist as a sacrament or as an ordinance, while a
semantic issue, carries a weighty part in the distinctions made by the faith communities. The
word sacrament does not appear in the English Bible but first made its way into the Latin
Vulgate to translate the Greek word mystērion into sacramentum. Sacramentum had the sense
of something sacred and was used in relation to a soldier’s oath of allegiance or for money
deposited by two parties involved in civil litigation. The winner received his money back while
the losers’ money was considered sacred and therefore offered to the pagan deities. By the
second century Christians had started using the term to relate to vows of obedience and
consecration to the Lord (Wallace & Bromiley 1988, 256-258; Horton 1994, 557).
The term ordinance comes from the Latin word ordo [a row, or an order], Pentecostals have
preferred the term ordinance over sacrament because it is considered a “command” or “order”
of Christ and symbolizes what has already taken place in the life of the believer rather than
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For additional sources view Engle and Armstrong (2007) who also edit a comparative work between
four Christian traditions; World Council of Churches (1982), Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry, Faith and Order
Paper No 111, although this work is not a through theological treatment of the subject, it attempts to deal with
the Eucharist Meal by addressing themes related to mutual recognition and paths to unity. Thus the work tends to
highlight theological convergence; never the less it does ask some key questions; also see CCC 2000, #1322#1421).
343
The COGIC specifically mentions that they follow a Zwinglian view (OMDDCGC 1991, 77).
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mediating any mystical powers (Dusing 1994, 557).344 COG find that “…for an ordinance to be
valid, it must have been instituted by Christ” (OMDDCGC 1991, 76).345 Sacraments have
sometimes been understood by Pentecostals as implying self-contained efficacy and the
mediation of salvific benefits independent of one’s faith, which Pentecostals reject (Hunter
2002, 947). The term sacrament tends to reflect ritual which has some sanctifying effect
(incarnation in the signs), while ordinance reflects a practice ordained by God (Kärkkäinen
2008, 120).
This work will now discuss the Catholic and Pentecostals regarding the 14 questions, in the
background of the previous findings regarding “the body of Christ.”
3.1.1. The Relationship the Lord’s Supper has with the Incarnation of Jesus Christ
and the Created Order?
The incarnation of Jesus Christ is the central aspect of the Christian faith which both
Catholic and Pentecostals cherish as declared in the Nicene and Apostolic Creeds. Christianity
believes that Jesus Christ, the second person of the trinity, a non-created being took on human
nature (incarnation) and became both man and God (Jn. 1:14).346 What Catholic and
Pentecostals believe about the Eucharist discloses how the respective faiths view Christ’s
presence is mediated in the visible church. How this incarnation of Christ who was fully man
yet fully divine is related to the visible community (Gros 2008, 14).
What makes the Eucharistic action particular and unique [for the Catholic] is that it is a
dynamic, involving event whereby the bonds of time and place are broken and we are here
and now share in and take part in the very dying and rising of Christ (Irwin 2005, 308).

It should be noted that while most Pentecostals prefer “Ordinace” over “Sacrament,” Hunter finds
that “…Roman Catholic charismatics have generally accepted the sacramental traditions of their respective
heritage” (Hunter 2002, 947).
345
The COG find that the word “ordinance” has four different meanings which they derive from New
Testament texts (1) δικαίωμα (Lk. 1:16; Heb. 9:1, 10) meaning “ceremonial and religious regulations.” (2)
δόγμα (Eph. 2:15; Col. 2:14; Acts 17:7 meaning “a decree or edict.” (3) παράδοσις (1 Cor. 11:2) meaning
“traditions.” (4) κτίσις (1 Pt. 2:13) meaning “setting up or institutionalizing” (OMDDCGC 1991, 75).
346
Council of Nicea, 325 declared that the Son of God and the man Jesus shared the same body but
retained both natures, in that Jesus was fully divine and fully man at the same time.
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In the proclamation of the Word over the Eucharist, Catholics focus on the presence of Christ
(Gross 2008, 17). Thus the Catholic celebrate the incarnation of Christ as often as Mass is
celebrated, as the Eucharist is celebrated at each Mass. “The signs of bread and wine become,
in a way surpassing understanding, the Body and Blood of Christ” (CCC 2000, # 1333). In
addition these signs “continue also to signify the goodness of creation” (CCC 2000 # 1333).347
The meal connects Catholics relationally to the history of “the people of God.”348 Power
prefers to have their identity around the Lord’s Table shaped by “relational” change rather than
“substantial” change, when discussing the mystery of the ontological nature of the Eucharist to
the created order (Power 1996, 587-610).349 Thus there is a reading of the Catholic scholars of
the CCC, which is not a debate about whether Christ’s body is in heaven or on the Table, but
on ingesting the signs the changes should be spoken of as “substantial” or of a “relational”
nature. By interpreting the Eucharistic meal through the Passover readers are understood to be
joined to the history of “the people of God.” In this way the believing community takes on the
promises of God as those who are on the heavenly pilgrimage, shaping their identity. This
thought is further strengthened as the Catholic exegetes’ read “the body of Christ” as being
contrast to the “ethnic or historical-empirical Israel of old” or “Israel according to the flesh”
(Fitzmyer 2008, 392). The new identity is therefore cast around the meal.
Particularly emanating from the Reformation, Pentecostals have labeled this incarnation in
the signs as idolatry. A salvation mediated through the Church is perceived to have lost direct
access to God, something that Christ won. Pentecostals argue that the “substantial” change
occurs in the life of the believer as a result of faith, not as a result of eating and drinking. It is a
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Because of the complex nature of the discussion and the limited frame of which man is able to think
and interpret Catholic scholars generally proceed in their interpretation by way of the via negative (a theological
explanation emanating from the negative in the sense of what may not be said about God) (Gros 2008, 17).
348
The invitation Jesus extended to the Apostles is read as the seed of both the “new Israel” and the
“sacred hierarchy” of the church (pope John Paul II 2003, # 21).
349
The issue of semantics lies heavily upon the interpretation, which naturally leads to claim and
counter claim, which for the most part is only helpful to draw up boundaries.
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Spiritual transformation thus this language of “relational” change reflecting a change of heart
is more palatable. While there are clearly semantic issues, it remains that Catholics relive the
incarnation each meal, Pentecostals celebrate the past event which has present and future
effects.
For Pentecostals their self-identity is shaped by koinōnia. It is the ideas expressed in
koinōnia, which significantly shapes the readers understanding of not only what Paul means
with the use of the image “body,” but also Christ’s incarnation, to bring about a restoration of
sinful man with a holy God. The meal for Pentecostals celebrates what Christ’s sacrifice has
achieved, is achieving, and will achieve. The emphasis on the meal is worship and unity there
is no mention of taking the meal to absent members of the congregation, thus Pentecostals see
the meal as celebrating the incarnation rather than reliving it. Participation for Pentecostals does
not mean participation in the broken “body of Christ.” But “by ‘participation’ in the single loaf,
the ‘body of Christ’ they affirm that they together make up the ‘body of Christ’” (Fee 1987,
470). In this way life together, the communal shared fellowship is raised above any possible
ritual elements in the meal.
The idea of incarnation in the signs is also developed by the images used. The bread, a
single loaf speaks of unity; the many partake of the one, which also reinforces the idea of a
universal church.350 For Catholic the bread constitutes the crucified and risen Christ, as the
bread brings a common fellowship or union to all (Fitzmyer 2008, 391). Bread is understood as
being the staple food and thus reflects a sharing in the sustenance of life (Fitzmyer 2008, 392).
Catholic scholars read the chiastic patterns (10:16) as both accentuating the image of “the body
of Christ” and thus developing the identity of the Church as the people around the Table.
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Protestants do not read that Paul had in mind a universal Church when speaking of the bread in
connection with the church. Protestant scholars prefer the description of Paul’s work as an epistle, which implies
a certain distinctiveness and autonomy of the local church, while Catholic scholars prefer a letter which implies
reliance upon other churches. Moreover in the Church’s reply to BEM the Catholic Church speaks of the “bread
and wine as the locus for the presence of the world at the Eucharist, and as “fruits of the earth,” “presented to the
Father in faith and thanksgiving”” (Thurian 1988 vol. 6, 18).
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Furthermore, it is the cup which brings the blessing to the people at the Table (Collins 1999,
14, 15, 378). Most importantly Catholic scholars read these texts literally, while Pentecostals
prefer a symbolic or spiritual interpretation.
On participation the Catholic understand that the church enjoys a unity on a metaphysical
level. This idea is also developed through the interpretation of koinōnia, which is understood
as fellowship on a primary level, where the Eucharistic celebration raises fellowship to the level
of a metaphysical unity (Fitzmyer 2008, 439; Collins 1999, 429).
Pentecostals see the incarnation as a once in time event, which is effective in the past the
present and the future. In response to accusations that Pentecostalism is overly Spirit centered
Dayton demonstrates that in Pentecostalism Christ is depicted as Lord, Justifier, Healer of the
body, Baptizer with the Holy Spirit, sanctifier and soon to return King.351 Interpreting the
incarnation as a onetime event is also reflected in various theological nuances. The “body” is
interpreted by Fee as a “solidarity” and much of this meaning is reflected in the koinōnia at the
meal.
The anamnēsis most often translated “remembrance” has for Pentecostals a far richer
meaning. It is to bring actions and activities of the past into the present so that they are not lost,
but the original potency and validity has meaning in the present celebration (Dusing 1994, 562).
In this way the remembrance is past, present, and future as the signs used in the meal are
representative. In this way Christ is present to those at the Table through faith. The meal is a
commemorative or memorial meal celebrating Christ’s atoning work at Calvary (Dusing 1994,
564-565; Petts 2005, 80). Dusing is careful to note that there are a number of modifications or
combinations of belief within the Pentecostal movement, while most follow Zwingli’s
memorial view, also there are some who follow Calvin’s view that Christ is present in or with
the elements through His Holy Spirit in a dynamic way (Dusing 1994, 565).
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This idea of a Christocentric faith in which Christ fulfills the aforementioned roles is the main thesis
of Dayton’s work (Dayton 1987).
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While discussing the incarnation in connection with the Eucharistic celebration we must
also broach the area of cosmological theology. Both Pope John Paul II and Pope Benedict XVI
connect participation in the Eucharist as participation in the restoration of the cosmos
(world).352 The issue of cosmic theology, when discussed in connection with the Eucharist is
closely connected with eschatology since it refers to the redemptive activities of Christ’s
atonement on the Cross. In this celebration of the Eucharist the Catholic faithful rejoice in the
comic reach of Christ’s salvific benefits which will be made new. Eschatologically the
Pentecostals tend to speak in terms of “the reconstituted earth,” thus there is a redemption of
what is already made (Warrington 2008, 318). The “body of Christ” is easily connected to the
cosmos353 in particular as Christ’s headship is indicated as being over all (Eph. 4:6; Col.
1:18).354 Here Catholic scholars self-understanding as “the people of God on a heavenly
pilgrimage” when read in conjunction with the Eucharist includes a new world.355 Pentecostal

In the Eucharist the unity of the universe as cosmos is embraced. “… [W]hen it [the Eucharist] is
celebrated on the humble altar of a country church, the Eucharist is always in some way celebrated on the altar
of the world. It unites heaven and earth. It embraces and permeates all creation” (Pope John Paul II 2003, 4). In
the Eucharist the salvific means of Christ are extended beyond humanity to creation. “By placing his gift [the
Eucharist] in this context, Jesus shows the salvific meaning of his death and resurrection, a mystery which
renews history and the whole cosmos” (Pope Benedict XVI 2005, 9). Therefore the church is encouraged to
partake on behalf of fallen creation, “…the Christian people, in giving thanks to God through the Eucharist,
should be conscious that they do so in the name of all creation” (Pope Benedict XVI 2005, 47). Moreover,
through the Eucharist the Catholic celebrate the coming new earth from heaven to earth or to replace earth and
thus restore cosmic order.
The relationship between the Eucharist and the cosmos helps us to see the unity of God’s plan and to
grasp the profound relationship between creation and the “new creation” inaugurated in the resurrection
of Christ, the new Adam. Even now we take part in that new creation by virtue of our Baptism (cf. Col
2:12ff.). Our Christian life, nourished by the Eucharist, gives us a glimpse of that new world – new
heavens and a new earth – where the new Jerusalem comes down from heaven, from God, “prepared as
a bride adorned for her husband” (Rev 21:2) (Pope Benedict XVI 2005, 48).
353
Christ is connected as being both head of the Church and head of the heavenly powers and the entire
cosmos (Benedikt XVI 2009, 134).
354
It should be noted that Catholics connect Christ’s work to the Eucharistic celebration while
Pentecostals tend to view the “memorial” aspect of the celebratory event to humanity. Note respected
Pentecostal systematic theologians Duffield & Van Cleave and Horton are noticeably silent on the issue of
cosmological theology as it relates to eschatology. This is perhaps an area where Pentecostals could research.
Larbi in an essay on “The Concept of Salvation in African Cosmology” attempts to discuss the issue however his
claim is that the cosmos is divided only into the Spirit world and the Human world, there is no inclusion of the
physical earth (Larbi 2012, 2).
355
Keefe in his article argues that in Eucharistic theology Catholic theologians reiterate cosmological
themes (Keefe 1988, 2), perhaps he refers to the Pentecostals when he states that the “pagan conviction that
material reality is radically irredeemable” (Keefe 1988, 2). For Keefe the conviction of a redeemed material
world (physical world), comes about through “dehistoricized” Christian faith and “monadic” reduction of truth”
towards an individualistic faith (Keefe 1988, 6). Catholic might see themselves as being saved in the world,
352
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scholars are yet to make this link and tend to read the Eucharistic celebration as limited to the
redemption of humanity. Moreover eschatologically Pentecostals read the redemptive work as
restorative rather than the creation of a new world.356
In summary the Catholic read the incarnation as a perpetual event that Christ is mystically
reincarnated in the signs of the bread and wine to provide inauguration of the participant afresh,
into “the body of Christ.” The Pentecostals see the incarnation as a one time for all event and
thus the meal celebrates the remembrance or recall of that event which has past, present, and
future effects. In addition the effects of the incarnation will provide for the salvation of
humanity for the Catholic and provide for the new material world. While Pentecostals would
agree the incarnation provides for the salvation of humanity, language used tends to recall the
liberation of material world from the effects of the fall.
3.1.2. What is the Relationship Between the Lord’s Supper and the Cross, the Work
of Atonement?
The specific direction of this section is not to delve into the various theological
understandings of atonement although we make some introductory comments. We are
concerned with the relationship of the Table to atonement within the faith communities or how
the Table functions in the respective faith communities in relationship to communion.
Atonement is derived from an Anglo-Saxon word which means “a making at one” here we
understand it to mean Christ’s work in dealing with the problem of the sin of man (Morris L.

being part of the redeemed world. Pentecostals would be guilty of being individualistic on this issue and see
themselves as being saved from the world. This Catholic view is widely recognized as coming from a Thomism
position, which finds that God’s grace will fulfill that which is lacking in nature, leading to a more positive view
of the world. In an effort to transcend the 16th polemic theologians according to Keefe need to deepen the
understanding of sacramental doctrine to create a new basis for agreement. Failure to provide a new basis for
doctrinal agreement will not go beyond the recognition of the disagreement between both sides (Keefe 1988, 30
fn.1)
356
The South African scholar Möller demonstrates how the Pentecostals are able to read that Christ
renews or restores the world rather than replacing the world.
[The] bread and wine represent his corporal body, precisely because it comes from the same dust and
transience…The bread and wine at the Holy Communion confirms Christ’s incarnation, precisely
because it indicates his mundane body. At the same time it is representative of the whole material
creation… (Möller 1998, 164).
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L. 1996, 102). For Catholic, atonement originates with God on account of His love (CCC 2000,
# 604), in order to save humanity by reconciling man back to God (CCC 2000, # 457). Man
needed his nature healed (CCC 2000, # 457) and in and of himself had “lost the possession of
good” (St Gregory of Nyssa in CCC 2000, # 457). Christ’s redemptive act of dying on a Cross
in place of the sinner covers all sinners, for all time, of all sins (all sufficiency) (CCC 2000 #
615-616; # 1476). For the Catholic “Justification is confirmed in Baptism, the sacrament of
faith” (CCC 2000, # 1992).
The Catholic doctrine of Transubstantiation teaches that at the meal the signs mystically
turn into Christ after they have been prayed over by the officiating priest (CCC 2000, # 1333).
In this way the sacrifice of Christ is perpetuated as often as the Eucharistic meal is celebrated.
The Eucharist is linked with initiation, in the sense that salvation incorporates atonement,
specifically stated, “This is my blood…for the forgiveness of sins” (Mt. 26:28) (CCC 2000, #
610 also see # 1365-1366). According to the CCC the meal is a memorial of Christ’s Passover
(CCC 2000, # 1365) and in the Eucharist Christ gives the participant His “body” which He gave
up on the cross, in this way Christ is sacrificed (CCC 2000, # 1366).357
Catholic theologians interpret the image of “the body of Christ” in Paul in a realistic sense
which recognizes Christ’s sacrifice in each Mass. Catholics interpret sōma as “a unity, a whole”
(Cerfaux 1947, 273), emphasizing the unity found through participation in the bread of the
sacrament. Moreover, the use of the title “Lord” in reference to the night Jesus was betrayed
adds to the Salvific reading of the “this is my body” (Collins 1999, 428).
It is noted that Catholic scholars find a soteriological content in the sharing or participation
in the bread, yet do so in differing ways. Cerfaux follows Ignatius’ understanding that unity is

It is clear from Thurian’s response in BEM that the intimate link between the sacrifice on Calvary
and the present Mass is realized through the intercession of Christ, who is seen as risen Lord, High Priest and
Intercessor (Thurian 1988 Vol. 6, 20). Thurian goes on in the response to say, “it does not say unambiguously
that the Eucharist is in itself a real sacrifice, the memorial of the sacrifice of Christ on the Cross” (Thurian 1988
Vol. 6, 20). The Catholics understand that Christ is continually offering himself to the Father as the sacrificial
actions of the Church’s liturgy take effect.
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found in the Eucharist rather than the bread as “in the body” there has been “…a passing from
material food to spiritual food” (Cerfaux 1947, 265). Thus while the Church mediates salvation
it does so through a Spiritual means (Cerfaux 1947, 264-265, 265 fn. 8). Fitzmyer understands
that because hen sōma is mentioned without Christ, it is understood to imply that the Church
takes on the role of Christ (Fitzmyer 2008, 392). Collins finds salvation is mediated by the
Church through the cup, as it is the cup that brings blessings, which is interpreted through the
Psalmist “cup of salvation” (Collins 1999, 379).358 However, one should point out that a
“symbol of salvation” as Collins speaks of in Paul is different from the mediation of salvation
itself. The council of Trent defines that sacrifice of Mass as making present Christ’s once and
for all sacrifice.359
The celebration of the Eucharist for Catholics “sacramentally represents” the sacrifice of
Christ’s gift upon the Cross, the meal does not stand in competition with Christ’s sacrifice, it
represents it (Gros 2008, 19). CCC states “in the Eucharist Christ gives us the very body which
he gave up for us on the cross, the very blood which he “poured out of man for the forgiveness
of sins” (CCC 2000, # 1365). In the following article an explanation is made that “the Eucharist
is thus a sacrifice because it re-presents (makes present) the sacrifice of the cross, because it is
memorial and because it applies fruit” (CCC 2000, # 1366). Thus the Catholics do not see this
as a re-sacrifice but “one single sacrifice” (CCC 2000, # 1367). “Thus in the Catholic view the
Eucharistic sacrifice is not another sacrifice but it is the memorial perpetuation of Christ’s onceand-for-all sacrifice” (Gros 2008, 20).360 Remembrance in the meal is understood in the light

In addition Collins also finds Paul’s lexis signifies a “common endeavor” or “reality” is implied thus
a realistic reading of the Eucharistic meal (Collins 1999, 376). Moreover when koinōnia is read as
“participation,” in the light of Jn. 6:53-57, it is read to emphasize the communities’ ability to mediate Salvation
through the Eucharist (Murphy – O’Conner 1982, 5-6).
359
As a result of the Lutheran Catholic dialog Lehmann & Pannenberg edit a study regarding the
condemnations of the reformation era and whether or not they are still operative. Examination of the Trent
council documents direct that the Mass makes Jesus Christ himself present (repraesentatio) as a once and for all
sacrifice (Lehmann & Pannenberg 1990, 85).
360
The council of Trent session 22, cannon 4 condemns people who say that the Mass detracts in any
way from the sufficiency of Christ’s sacrifice upon the Cross.
358
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of Jewish tradition, to remember is to recall the salvific events. While in and of itself,
remembering does not provide atonement, but in the Catholic tradition it is connected with
recall and makes present the sacrifice of Christ. Anamnēsis is understood as the church “calls
to mind” the passion, resurrection and return of Christ (CCC 2000, # 1354).
The popular French theologian Cerfaux exhorts the faithful not to omit faith from the part
of the participant. “… [T]hus the faith of the Christians must recognize the body of the Lord in
the bread” (Cerfaux 1947, 265 fn. 7). While theologians note this clear requirement for faith,
this is not emphasized in the church practice. Firstly, because the sacrament of baptism is what
atones for sin, as sin is washed away (CCC 2000, # 1992), yet the church practices Infant
Baptism where the individual is cognitively without the ability to express faith. In addition
baptism is not linked with the meal.361
Schrage seeks to resolve the troublesome text, “this is my body, which is for you” (11:24)
with the understanding of repraeseiüatio. That is to say, the bread is a sign and pledge of the
personal presence of Jesus, in his gift and proclamation (Schrage 1999, 36). Schrage speaks of
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Infant Baptism practiced by the Catholic Church and the Lutherans remains a point of heated debate
among Pentecostal and other Evangelical groups. For Catholics Infant Baptism erases “original sin” (CCC 2000,
#405), thus providing atonement for “original sin” and placing the participant as a child “inside the covenant”
and at the start of the initiation process. Pentecostals dedicate babies but do not practice Infant Baptism. Their
rational for not baptizing infants could be as follows: (1) In Mt. 3, John the Baptist’s indictment of the Sadducees
and Pharisees was for claiming that they needed to repent and produce fruit, consistent with repentance (vs. 8)
implying that they would be ready of Baptism (after fruit is evident). Repentance is among other things a
cognitive function and available to people who have the capacity to reflect on their behavior, actions and
thoughts. (2) John the Baptist also indicts the Sadducees and the Pharisees because they considered that they
were children of Abraham and part of the covenant through circumcision and thus were immune to the wrath of
God. In this way a parent would bring a child into participation with the covenant through circumcision therefore
it is this argument used here to support Infant Baptism, that believing parents include their children. However
Piper a leading contemporary Baptist theologian demonstrates that John the Baptist was to herald in the New
Covenant, and as God could rise up children from the stones (vs. 9), they should repent and produce fruit. The
New Covenant is entered into via faith and repentance, not through activities of believing parents (Piper 1997).
(3) Piper also states that there was no mention in history of Infant Baptism until Tertullian in AD 206 (Piper
1997). (4) In Romans 6:3 “Paul says “all of us who have been baptized into Christ Jesus…” The implication of
this is that Paul was writing to a church in Rome that he had not been to, did not established, yet he had the
confidence to say because they were believers then he was confident that they would have been baptized. Thus
confirming it was a first century understanding (Piper 1997). In Acts we read, “They said, ‘Believe in the Lord
Jesus, and you will be saved, you and your household’” (Acts 16:31, NASV). This text could be used to support
Infant Baptism, yet Pentecostals would argue, that Paul is saying “Repent and be baptized, and the same will
apply for others in your family.” Although Catholics adopt a form of progressive revelation, thus on this issue
they are guided from the Church fathers starting with Tertullian, although Tertullian wrote against Infant
Baptism in On Baptism.
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acknowledging and experiencing, and places emphasis also on the proclamation as well as the
signs (Schrage 1999, 36 fn. 492), he is promoting the presents of Christ in the relationship. It is
in experiencing the gift in the Table, which is inclusive of the atonement that the meal
celebrates. When Schrage says that the Lord is represented pictorially, symbolically and his gift
is really present (Schrage 1999, 36), such language has potential to bring together estranged
positions. It is the word transformation when it is associated to the signs, which causes
difficulty, however atonement is what gives the Table its meaning.
Indeed at the meal Pentecostals can experience “a new forgiveness and life” (Fee 1987, 549)
yet they do not suppose that forgiveness come though ingesting the bread and drinking the wine,
but a time of examination and coming together as one. Forgiveness comes though faith in the
one who instigated the meal of “remembrance.” The link for Pentecostals between the Table
and atonement is principally that the meal is a “memorial” meal in celebration of the atonement
that has been provided. This atonement was a one-time event, which is fully sufficient. For
Pentecostals the Lord’s Supper (1 Cor. 11:26) is taken as a symbolic representation of what
Christ did, it is an understanding that Christ died a sacrificial death for the benefit or in place
of those participants (OMDDCGC 1991, 76).
Liturgical shaping argues that the words may have changed a little from the time of Jesus,
until the time of Paul penning his correspondence, to adapt to developing liturgical tradition,
but the meaning however remains unchanged. Thus liturgical elements do not in themselves
necessitate any sacramental reading. Rather Pentecostals read the occasion of the meal as
discussed by Paul was to bring unity and give identity to the faith community. Jesus’ words
spoken at the initiation (“which is for you”) are understood by Pentecostals to be linked with
Jesus’ body being given over in death on behalf of, or a substitutionary death in place of those
who participate (Fee 1987, 551). The meal therefore is a “memorial” meal where one
remembers what Christ has done in salvation through his death and resurrection and the hope
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of a future resurrection of participants (Fee 1987, 553). It is principally a remembrance and
celebration of the New Covenant which is entered into by faith and repentance. For Pentecostals
the New Covenant is a “Covenant of Spirit” (Ek. 36:26-27; Jer. 31:31).
Atonement for Pentecostals comes solely through faith. Yong is now widely considered as
a leading Pentecostal Scholar who in his pneumatological theology prefers the “moralinfluence” theory of atonement as it deals with both concerns of the necessary transformation
of the soul and the healing of moral character (Yong 2005, 116).362 It should be noted that some
Pentecostals consider that the atoning work of Christ on the Cross also covers healing.
McAlister a participant in the third round of dialog presents a paper in which he discloses a
reading of the prophecy of the “Suffering Servant” (Is. 53:4,5) as Jesus making provision for
the healing of the body through his death on the Cross (Kärkkäinen 2008, 127). “It is a
memorial to the Atoning Death and shed blood of Jesus (1 Cor. 11.24; Lk. 22:19)” (Van Cleave
1983, 437).
Traditionally Pentecostals have understood “sacramental theology” as being an effective
means of grace, thus have developed an “ordinance theology” where it is understood that it is
the participant’s active faith in response to God’s grace which brings about his promises both
of expiation of sin and a renewed life by the Spirit. Pentecostals do not like to speak of the
Lord’s Supper as a sacrament because of the connotations of the word which has been seen by
some to imply “magical” powers through the act of participation (Dusing 1994, 556-557).
Pentecostal theologians would distance themselves from the doctrine of Transubstantiation,
affirming “…the “spiritual” presence of Christ and the spiritual significance of the celebration
of the meal. Therefore, the celebration can also be called a “point of encounter” between
believers and Christ or a “divine contact point”” (Kärkkäinen 2008, 123).
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There are a legion of atonement theories (e.g. refer McDonald 1985). The four most prominent in
history are: (1) The ransom or dramatic theory, (2) the satisfaction theory, dominant since Anselm’s articulation
of it. (3) The penal-substitution theory, and (4) the moral influence theory.
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In summary, Catholics understand that atonement for original sin is made through baptism
(CCC 2000, 102 # 405), yet the Table is also linked with atonement and the forgiveness of sins
through the Blood which is “poured out for the forgiveness of sins.” Moreover, the cup is called
“the cup of salvation,” salvation from sin. The signs of the bread and the wine sacramentally
represent Christ and Christ is present in the signs of the meal. Thus the relationship of the Table
to atonement is in the prayer of the Bishop and the ingesting by the faithful. Pentecostals find
that atonement is in the finished work of Christ on the Cross 2000 years ago; it is this offering
up His life in sacrifice for the sins of humanity which is remembered in the meal. Atonement is
only found at the Table when it is approached with faith and repentance; it is not the signs
themselves which mediate salvation but faith as the human response to what God has done
though his Son.

3.1.3. What is the Relationship Between the Lord’s Supper and the Resurrection and
Ascension?
“If we have hoped in Christ in this life only, we are of all men most to be pitied” (1 Cor. 15:19,
NASV). Paul reinforces the importance of the resurrection among believers, of which Christ
was the firstfruits. The resurrection and ascension of Christ is the hope that all believers will
also be resurrected with him. The anamnēsis available at the Table for both faith communities
is a remembrance, which recalls this hope of a future resurrection and ascension for the faithful
of both communities. The Catholic’s approach this aspect of remembrance as a joining “the
people of God” from a covenantal perspective. However for the Pentecostals remembrance is
connected with the New Covenant.363
Covenantal Theology is an interpretive framework, which organizes in a conceptual structure God’s
dealings with man. The self-understanding of Catholic sees themselves as part of “the people of God on a
heavenly pilgrimage.” This language of course links them with the Children of Israel wandering in the desert
awaiting the promise land. Catholics interpret the New Covenant (Jer. 31:31) through the old one, in this way the
Lord’s Table is interpreted through the Passover meal. Gros in his response to the Pentecostal paper on the
Lord’s Table makes a very good point, that in order to understand the theology of the church, it is essential to
363
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Catholics read the meal as the source of the eschatological hope (Gros 2008, 25; CCC 2000,
# 1326), which belongs to those in Christ. Jesus’ words at the conclusion of the meal are
recognized by Catholic scholars as a recall of the eschatological covenant declared to Jeremiah
(Jer. 31:31) (Collins 1999, 427; Fitzmyer 2008, 443) and thus connects people with a future
hope in the present. The present hope of the future resurrection is captured by the understanding
of the anamnēsis, were participants are reminded of the hopes, aspirations and beliefs present
in the sacrament. For the Catholic the signs of the bread and wine undergo “transformation” or
“change,” which takes on an “eschatological significance and designates the ultimate essence
of this ‘food for eternal life’” (Lehmann & Pannenberg 1990, 101). The meal “…anticipates
the wedding feast of the lamb in the heavenly Jerusalem” (CCC 2000, # 1329).
Pentecostals consider that Paul links the cup (v 11:25) with the New Covenant, in this way
the New Covenant replaces the Old Covenant (Fee 1987, 555). The New Covenant brings a
hope, that the people of God have a future with Him in heaven. Entrance into the New Covenant
and thus the future eschatological reality now is through faith as man’s response to what God
has done in Christ. By faith the children of God in the New Testament era become heirs to the
promise made to Abraham. Participation in the Table for Pentecostals is also “a statement of
anticipation,” thus the memorial of Christ’s resurrection and ascension is celebrated and is the
basis of the hope of Christ’s return to finalize His work of redemption in the life of every
believer (Van Cleave 1983, 437).
In summary, when both faiths celebrate the salvation in the meal, they celebrate what Paul
intends for those who are “in Christ,” where salvation includes righteousness, sanctification and

speak to the untutored believer (Gros 2008, 137). Thus church practice essentially lives out what is believed at a
deeper level. Catholic self-understanding and their application of Covenantal theology allows them “Infant
Baptism” and a more visible separation between priests and laity than Pentecostals would consider. Moreover,
the view of the church and what constitutes a church and of course what is important to our discussion here, the
interpretation of the Lord’s Table gains meaning though the Passover meal. Salvation in the cup is ultimately
interpreted through the Old Covenant, consummated in the resurrection.
Pentecostals through their interpretation of the Table demonstrate that they see the New Covenant as
something new, while Pentecostals would not wish to be classified as dispensationalists they do see that God has
different ways of dealing with people in the Old Testament era verse the New Testament era.
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redemption (1 Cor. 1:30). The last aspect of salvation mentioned here “redemption” is the
consummation of the eschatological reality for the earthly body, when salvation will be
complete. This is the tangible hope for all believers and thus there is great unity between the
faiths in this eschatological reality celebrated in the meal, yet an acknowledgement that both
faiths arrive there with slightly different readings of covenantal theology.

3.1.4. Is Christ Present in the Meal and if so How?

Both faith communities believe that Jesus is present in the meal, however it would be fair
to say that this is one of the main difference between Catholics and Pentecostals and has led to
much name calling, some erroneous ideas and a significant divide. Catholics believe that Christ
is present physically in the meal, by the words of Christ spoken and the invocation of the Holy
Spirit by the priest the signs mystically in a way surpassing understanding becomes “the body
of Christ” and “the blood of Christ” (CCC 2000, # 1333) – Christ’s real presence.364 The
Pentecostals believe that Christ is present in the believing participant at the meal. Those “in
Christ,” experience a koinōnia “in Christ” and with other fellow believers around the Table.365

The philosophical assumptions can be traced back to Aristotle’s theory that matter consists of accidents,
perceived by the senses, which the mind grasps constitute reality. On celebrating the Eucharist for the first time
Chrysostom (AD 347-407) says, “Let us learn the wonder of this sacrament…We become a single
body…members of his flesh and bone of his bone. That is what is brought about by the food he gives us…”
(Chrysostom Homilies on John, 46).
The Catholic view of the real presence has arisen from the medieval world. Upon partaking of the bread,
there is said to be a substantial change that takes place. This is arrived at from Plato and Aristotle’s understating
of accidents, which are of a philosophical system rather than physical, chemical, or biological change (Gros
2008, 18). Moreover Lehmann and Pannenberg claim that Aristotelian philosophy was employed to correct the
errant interpretations.
The metaphysical concept of substantia (substance, or essential nature) seemed precisely designed to
overcome both a crass “materialism” in the understanding of the Real Presence and a purely intellectualist
interpretation of “sign” (signum), in this way throwing open once more for a comprehension of the
Eucharist, the spiritual and personal dimension, and the dimension of faith (Lehmann & Pannenberg 1990,
94).
The term Transubstantiation was developed in order to avoid the materialistic error on one hand leading to
charges of cannibalism, yet also avoid an over spiritualization of the meal, which would reduce or transfer
meaning. Catholic exegesis places the emphasis on the “is,” emphasizing the “...presence of the living Lord in
the event of the memorial and fellowship meal...” (Gros 2008, 25).
365
Given Zwingli is counted among the reformers and his view is specifically referenced by COGIC, it bears
mention. Zwingli responds with an analogy to demonstrate his view of the “body of Christ,” claiming that it is
364
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Building on the Zwinglian idea of the meaning of real presence rooted in the context,
Edward Schillebeeckx addressess the idea of transubstantiation and introduces two new terms:
transsignification, which is the idea that the consecration of the signs is primarily to do with
the change of meaning of the signs of the bread and wine. Moreover, a second term is
transfinalization that the consecration changes the end purpose of the signs of the bread and the
wine. In this way the emphasis is on the consecration and the context rather than the signs
themselves (McGrath 1994, 512).
Pentecostals understand the meal as a memorial of Christ and a memorial of the salvation
that He effected through His sacrificial death on the Cross and resurrection. Thus the meal is
primarily man-ward and thus it is not possible for Pentecostals to read God’s physical presence
in the bread and the wine (Fee 1987, 551). Pentecostals believe that Christ is present at the meal
“pneumatically,” the signs are “figures to point us to a deeper reality which they typify” (Van
Cleave 1949, 67 in Kärkkäinen 2008, 124).
In summary, for faith communities this aspect of Christ’s presence at the meal is the cause
of major scholarly differences and is not likely to be resolved any time soon. For the Catholic
the Eucharist is at the center of their celebration and life as a church where they believe Christ
is present in the signs. The center of worship for Pentecostals is koinōnia were fellowship is
made possible with God because of what Jesus did on the Cross. This relationship is entered
into by faith, mediated by the Spirit and remembered at the Table.
3.1.5. In Relation to the Lord’s Supper what does it mean to be the Church?
All churches recognize some link between the Lord’s Table and the nature of Christ’s
Church however just how that link manifests itself in the church is a considerable area of

the context which gives meaning to the signs. Consider a ring in two different contexts, in one context the ring
sits on a table; in this case the ring is rather insignificant. However, consider the context of the ring which is
given by a king and placed in the finger of his queen. The ring remains the same but the context means it is now
infinitely more valuable than just the gold of the ring. In this way Zwingli explains his memorial view that the
signs do not change but the context gives it meaning (McGrath 1994, 512).
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discussion. It is Christ who founded the Church and the meal celebrates the work of Christ in
the life of the individual and in the corporate life of the church. Thus it is at the Table that
“remembrance” is celebrated and the soul is refreshed whether by faith or by ingesting.
Henri de Lubac the great Catholic theologian stated the first millennium was characterized
by the idea that “the Eucharist makes the Church” whereas the second millennium held more
to the idea that “the Church makes the Eucharist” (McPartlan 2008, 1). For Catholics the
Eucharist is constitutive of the Church,366 it is considered “the source and summit of the
Christian life” (CCC 2000, # 1324). The Pope teaches that the church is “built up” through the
sacrament (Pope John Paul II 2003, # 21, 33), it is the “source and summit of the Christian life”
(Pope John Paul II 2003, # 22). “[T]he Church’s mission stands in continuity with the mission
of Christ” (Pope John Paul II 2003, # 22), thus the relationship between the invisible and the
visible elements of the communion is what constitutes the Church in her sacramental role (Pope
John Paul II 2003, # 35). It is in this way that the church is seen as an extension of the
incarnation and taking over the role of Christ on the earth.
Through participation in the Eucharist one completes inauguration into the Church (CCC
2000, # 1322). The Eucharist is central to Catholic ecclesiology (Gros 2008, 14), as it is
considered to be the visible Church which meets around the Table. The meal is such an
indivisible part of the Church that one might say without the Eucharist there is no Church. This
centrality of the Eucharist and the inseparability of the Eucharist from the church has many
implications for understanding the Church.
The Eucharist is constitutive of the Church and as such reinforces its hierarchal nature, when
gathered in the presence of a presiding ordained person, within an episcopal structure (Duquoc
1986, 103). In this way the Table provides for a separation between laity and clergy (or ordained

The CCC states that “…because the Eucharist is celebrated amid the assembly of the faithful, [it is]
the visible expression of the Church” (CCC 2000, 335, # 1329).
366
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persons). The Table gives the church her identity as “the church draws her life from the
Eucharist” (Pope John Paul II 2003, 1).
In Porter’s work on the Church entitled Essential Attributes of the Church, he finds the
phrase in the Nicene Creed, “… one, holy, catholic, and apostolic church…” as informative and
contains essential attributes, which all gain meaning from the Lord’s Table (Porter 2008, 108109).367 (1) The one loaf of bread speaks of the unity of the Church, which is a whole, an
undivided whole. “…[C]ommunion at the Lord’s Table has been the central expression of the
nature and unity of the church…” (Gros 2008, 21). “…All who eat the one broken bread, Christ,
enter into communion with him and form but one body with him” (CCC 2000, # 1329). (2) The
“Holy” speaks to the sanctifying work of being united with Christ in partaking of the signs, as
one is “made holy.” (3) Catholic, in this context is used in its original meaning to reflect the
historical manifestation of the universal Church. This aspect draws meaning from the koinōnia
available at the Table. (4) Finally, “Apostolicity” speaks in the sense of maintaining the
orthodox Christian faith, remaining separated from “false apostles” and yet remaining devoted
to the “apostles teaching.” In the proclamation available at the Table, there is both witness and
proclamation of the Lordship of Jesus Christ. Porter’s Essential Attributes of the Church claims
the Church and the Table are inseparable, and the Table in this sense reflects and represents the
Church.368
Pentecostals tend to follow a Free Church ecclesiology, thus it is not sacramental or
episcopal. The contribution that the Eucharistic celebration brings to the Pentecostal
fellowships is largely the koinōnia, which is found by participation “in” and “with Christ” as
one is united with Him spiritually by faith. It is through the Table that the participant is united
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Lawrence B. Porter is a widely published Catholic author who has been involved in ecumenical
dialogs and is thus considered and authority among the Catholic believers.
368
In our modern times the Eucharist highlights and celebrates the fact that the church is the fellowship
of people not a building an alternative community, counter cultural, as aliens (although this does not mean
sectarian, it is alien in a fallen world) in communion (Porter 2008, 16-19).
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with one another and with Christ. All become one in Christ. This aspect was a significant
discussion as part of dialog III. At the Table believers are not side by side as unrelated
individuals but it is through the koinōnia made available at the Table the gathering of believers
are present as the people of God. In a paper presented by Volf and Kuzmič, they demonstrate
that for Pentecostals all four activities of the church (edification, service, witness, and worship)
are brought into focus through the Eucharistic celebration.369 Thus the Eucharistic celebration
plays a significant role in strengthening the church. In this sense the church is necessary for the
Eucharist.
A “memorial” interpretation of the Table and a metaphorical reading of “the body of Christ”
makes the church a place of edification, service, witness, and worship around the Table. For
Pentecostals the Lord’s Supper connects the community by faith to “the body” and to its
members “in Christ.” In addition the Lord’s Table recalls the New Covenant for God’s people
as a sharing in the act of koinōnia, which is understood by Petts as “a sharing together in
something with others” (Petts 2005, 81). “The church is not just the sum total of individual
Christians. It is a collective sharing in Christ” (Petts 2005, 81). The one loaf of bread is
understood to symbolize one whole, and when participated in “…symbolizes the union of the
believers with one another” (OMDDCGC 1991, 76).
Pentecostals believe that one is united with Christ in the Eucharist by faith, when the
believer participates in faith, as a response to what God has done. The emphasis is on the faith
in the person not on the act of eating.

I am indebted to Peter Kuzmič who kindly provided me with a copy of their unpublished
contribution to the ecumenical discussion between the Catholic Church and some Pentecostals. Volf and
Kuzmič. 1985. “Communio Sanctorum, Towards a Theology of the Church as a Fellowship of Persons”
(unpublished contribution to dialog III).
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3.1.6. How is this Identity given Expression in the Meal?
Identity shapes the interactions of individuals and groups of people and gives meaning to
their visible behavior and actions. The Catholic view themselves as “the people of God on a
heavenly pilgrimage” who celebrate the Eucharistic as a corporate sacrifice and as an offer of
thanks on behalf of creation. The Pentecostals view themselves as “Spirit baptized believers”
who individually come to the Table by faith, celebrating, and expecting to experience this
koinōnia with God anew, which is a foretaste of what is to come. Through ingesting Christ
corporately the Catholic are united with Christ and spiritually sustained for life. For the
Pentecostals it is their individual participation in faith which joins them with Christ and the full
benefits are available to the believer.
The Table is the call to anamnēsis, understood by Catholic in the light of Jewish tradition
(Collins 1999, 428), is a call to corporate remembrance, to reflect on who they are, where they
have come from and where they are going as a people. The use of anamnēsis is interpreted to
highlight the memorial aspect of the death and resurrection in the meal (Gros 2008, 25). In
addition the meal is also a source of the communion shared by participants in Christ through
the Spirit (Gros 2008, 25).
As the pinnacle of the Catholic church life, those who are at the Table are the visible church.
The minister acts on behalf of Christ administering the signs and presenting the words of
proclamation. In this way for Catholics there is an earthly picture of a heavenly reality.
Therefore, the Mass including the Eucharist is consistently and methodically celebrated, for a
church without a Eucharist is not a Church.
By repeating the words of initiation Pentecostals read that Paul was primarily reminding
readers not to forsake the traditions of public worship (Fee 1987, 545, 548). Public worship
provides a context for the meal, which carries symbols and a significant message of unity and
a rebuff to sectarian behavior. Thus, while there is an individual component of coming to God,
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the corporate meal brings about an awareness of the solidarity with which they enjoy, the with
and in Christ. Moreover, the celebration of the Lord’s Table is seen by Pentecostals as a
“remembrance” or “memorial” meal, which is primarily directed man-ward (Fee 1987, 551).
The identity of Pentecostal believers is shaped through a collective remembering of the need to
rely on the grace of God, that the community is in common need for forgiveness, the forgiveness
for the same treachery as Judas (Fee 1987, 54). Petts understands the meal as a sign of the New
Covenant (Jer. 31:31-34), where God’s law is written on their hearts as the Holy Spirit confirms
fulfillment of Jeremiah’s prophecy (Petts 2005, 80).
The identity is also shaped by the “grace” available at the Table for both sustenance and
renewal. “There is also a spiritual significance and blessing in partaking of the sacrament”
(MUPCI 2012, 36).370 The Foursquare church makes it plain that the graces of “pardon,”
“cleansing,” and “healing” are available in the Eucharistic celebration (Van Cleave 1949, 63).
On this issue of healing we see a consensus emerging that healing is in fact available at the
Lord’s Table (Dialog II 1984, # 31-40).
Koinōnia is the pinnacle of worship for the Pentecostals, which carries far greater
expression in the practice of partaking in the Lord’s Supper. The range in expression effects
regularity, requirements of the presiding minister, vessels used to hold the signs, and even the
signs themselves. As primarily a celebration of remembrance, what is considered important is
one’s spiritual relationship with Christ and consequently with one another.
In summary, the realistic reading of “the body of Christ” and their self-identity as “the
people of God” shapes the Catholic celebration. Remembrance in the meal for Catholics is the
recall of Christ’s presence, the minister represents Christ and one is joined with Christ in the
meal, thus those who visibly partake are also the visible Church. Remembrance for Pentecostals
is the remembrance and celebration of past events, which are appropriated anew in one’s life
However Kärkkäinen rightly argues that Pentecostal churches fail to explain what is meant by
“spiritual blessing” (Kärkkäinen 2008, 124).
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by faith. Although the Table is an important ordinance, there can be longer intervals and
differing ways of the church celebrating this event which does not diminish from Christ’s work
though His Spirit in their lives.
3.1.7. What is the Relationship between the Lord’s Supper and Ordained Ministry and
the Church?
At this juncture of the discussion we are simply asking, who may preside over the Lord’s
Table and how is this connected with the activities of the Church? For the Catholic an ordained
minister must lead this because firstly the Table constitutes the Church and secondly the Church
mediates salvation through the signs upon the prayer of the presiding ordained clergyman.
Pentecostals tend to have and ordained person lead the Table, however this does not find
scriptural basis in the Eucharistic texts but rather due to a Congregational or Presbyterian (in a
rare case and Episcopal) model of church governance (although Dunn does).371
“For Catholics the celebration of the Lord’s Supper and Eucharistic sharing are inextricably
linked to the reconciliation and recognition of ordained ministries, so these issues are tied
together in such a way that one cannot be resolved without the other” (Gros 2008, 28). It is the
responsibility of the ordained priest to preside over the Table in persona Christi (Pope John
Paul II 2003, # 28, 29, 31, 52). In Duquoc’s work on Ecclesiology he argues that the hierarchical
nature of the “ecclesial mediation” requires that the meal be preside over by an ordained
minister who operates within the episcopacy (Duquoc 1986, 103). The word “invocation” is
translated from the Greek epiklēsis and is very important to the Catholic church as this prayer
is asking the Holy Spirit to change the signs into the “body” and “blood” of Christ so that those
who partake become one with Him (CCC 2000 # 1353).

Dunn goes further claiming that koinōnia is also intended to shape the way other terms are read. In
this way koinōnia is intended to shape life in general and the idea of sheared leadership is understood (Dunn
1998, 539).
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Most Pentecostal churches do not understand ordination in sacramental terms, but for the
Free Church ordination is simply the public recognition of the call which is already on the life
of the ordained person (Kärkkäinen 2002, 128). Our study of Paul showed that there was no
preference given to leaders who would administer the Table. Most often in Pentecostal churches
it is an ordained person who administers the Table, yet seldom are there prescribed rules
(Kärkkäinen 2008, 122). Leadership is understood by most Pentecostals to be a gift to the
church; some have found terms at the Table imply this leadership. Pentecostals would be
uncomfortable with the definite place given to the Bishops because of the differing view
regarding the salvific benefit in the Table.
3.1.8. Who is Welcome at the Table?
Paul exhorts the faithful to a time of self-examination (1 Cor. 11:27-32) before participation
in the Table. This examination leads Catholics to practice a closed communion (only open to
Catholic), while Pentecostals generally practice a partially open Table, open to practicing
believers.
The words “…for your sake,” is read by Catholic to provide specific boundaries for those
at the table (Collins 1999, 432). For a Catholic the Pope decrees that it is not possible for a
Catholic believer to celebrate at Table of another church, because Catholic’s longing “for unity”
is actually a longing that the wayward daughter would return (Pope John Paul II 2003, # 4243). Therefore, to celebrating another Table “…would not be a valid means [to bring unity] and
might well prove instead to be an obstacle, to the attainment of full communion, by weakening
the sense of how far we remain from this goal” (Pope John Paul II 2003, # 44, 46). Catholics
practice a closed communion (Gros 2008, 29), although this does come with a provision for
extraordinary sharing. The occasion of a deathly danger is considered to fall within the
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provision of extraordinary sharing.372 Paul’s exhortation using judicial language is intended to
bring participants to consider themselves as though they stand before the divine (Collins 1999,
436). In addition, the salvific benefits available at the Table lead Catholics to require that one
is baptized and has passed through the catechism before they are permitted entry to the Table,
which is the consummation of their salvation or initiation into “the body of Christ.”
Pentecostals reserve participation for those who have made a “conscious decision of faith”
(Kärkkäinen 2008, 122), therefore “only believers are encouraged to partake” (Warrington
2008, 176). Some churches read Acts 2:42-42 as being written to a community of committed
baptized believers thus requires that participants have been baptized or even baptized according
to the traditions of their church (Petts 2005, 83). However, despite differing practice Petts
argues from John 1:12 those who believe are those who have “received Jesus” and become His
children. Thus, communion is a recalling of the “receiving of Jesus” and all those who have
“received Jesus” as Savior, whether baptized or not may receive communion (Petts 2005, 83).373
“Pentecostals have insisted on all endorsed candidates (ruling out infants and adult
unbelievers)” (Hunter 2002, 948).
Discerning “the body” is for Pentecostals an attention to ensure unbroken fellowship, rather
than personal failings. Warrington follows Kärkkäinen in his reading the “body” (1 Cor. 11:29),
as referring to the local body of believers. They claim that what is in Paul’s mind here is not so
much the worthiness of the participants or their personal failings, but what is brought to
attention here are “breaches of Christian fellowship” (Kärkkäinen 2008, 142; Warrington 2008,
167).
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The practice within the Catholic church allows the believer to discern with the Catholic minister
under certain criteria: (1) Catholic faith in the sacrament, (2) authentic spiritual need, (3) the absence of a
minister of one’s own faith and (4) proper approach (Pope John Paul II 1993, # 130).
373
Catholics may not understand this language as they “receive Jesus” through the sacraments.
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3.1.9. What is the Relationship between the Lord’s Supper and Christian Mission?
Proclamation at the Table is both the words that are spoken and the actions of individuals
around the Table. The proclamation is a significant part of Christian worship in both the
Catholic and Pentecostal traditions. The proclamation: is the Gospel of Jesus Christ God’s Son,
born of a virgin, lived as God incarnate in human flesh, died on a Cross to satisfy the wrath of
God, on the third day Jesus rose from the dead, and is now seated with God in heavenly places,
that whosoever would accept him, to him is granted eternal life. It is this message which the
Table proclaims in words and acts. Given the coherence on this issue there is no need to labor
the various positions except to briefly recount them.
The proclamation is a significant element of the Catholic worship, where it not only
expresses one’s own belief it also is a means of announcing to others what Christ has achieved
for all believers (Fitzmyer 2008, 444).
Pentecostal are said to proclaim when one worships. Whenever believers eat and drink they
proclaim the Lord’s death, this act of worship is a declaration of the Gospel. This proclamation
is intended to be a witness; however Pentecostals also note that the witness comes in the words
spoken over the meal. Moreover, the Gospel is also proclaimed when the actions and behaviors
are consistent with the words spoken. In this way the Table is not limited to celebrating the
benefits of the atonement, but offers occasion for a reemphasizing of faith commitment, as
participants profess allegiance to Jesus Christ as their King, which incorporates a “pledge of
obedience” (OMDDCGC 1991, 77). It is the obedience, which becomes on one hand a witness
in public life as one endeavors to live out the teachings of Christ. On the other side obedience
also means responding to God’s call upon the life of the believer, where mission is understood
to be home city (Jerusalem), home country (Judah), neighboring countries (Samaria) and the
far countries at all corners of the world (remote parts of the earth) (Acts 1:8).
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3.1.10. What Benefit is the Lord’s Supper to the Christian and or the Community?
The realistic reading of “the body of Christ” verses the metaphorical reading has significant
implications for the respective believing communities. A realistic reading of the signs in the
Eucharist perceives the life of Christ passing into the celebrant, as the church mediates
salvation. This salvific meal provides the sustenance of life. For the Pentecostal who prefers a
metaphorical reading of “the body of Christ,” the benefits in the Table come about through the
active faith of the participant. Pentecostals also look for healing as charisms are available at the
Table.
As the center of church life “the Eucharist is, for the baptized, a spiritual food which enables
them to overcome sin and to live the very life of Christ, to be incorporated more profoundly in
Him and share more intensely in the whole economy of the Mystery of Christ” (Pope John
Paul, II, 1993, # 129). The principal fruit of the Eucharist to the celebrant is the “intimate union
with Christ Jesus” (CCC 222, # 1391). Here the Catholic church teaches that the fruit of the
Eucharist is extended in a cosmic way. Participation brings a “union of the body,” as the
Eucharist Christ offers himself for the world’s salvation, the sacrifice is a propitiatory sacrifice
for both the living and the dead (Council of Trent, 22.2). The salvation of those who have died
(CCC 2000, # 1371), and the souls of the dead are able to be refreshed through the Eucharistic
celebration (Council of Trent, 22.3; Pope Benedict XVI, 2007, 1).
Pope John Paul II emphasizes the communal element found in the Table, as the sacrifice of
Christ is represented anew “…we offer that victim who was once offered and who will never
be consumed” (Pope John Paul II, 2003, # 12). In addition to the all-sufficiency of the offering,
this communal element incorporates: reconciliation, forgiveness, a union with the Church, a
pledge of future glory, and an expectation of the “new heaven and new earth.” (Pope John Paul
II 2003, # 12, 16, 18, 19).
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For the Pentecostals participation in the Table “…symbolizes the believer’s participation in
the crucified Christ…” (OMDDCGC 1991, 76). In this way the believer identifies with the
sufferings of Christ. This suffering was a once and for all time offering and by faith the benefits
of Christ’s death are received. “It [the Table] represents the death of Christ as the object of
faith, and the act of faith which unites the believers to Christ but also the effect of this act as
giving life, strength, and joy to the soul” (OMDDCGC 1991, 76). Moreover, Pentecostals would
not suppose that there are any benefits to the creative order, nor to the dearly departed.374
For the Pentecostal healing is available in the celebration of the Eucharist. Pentecostals
“…believe, however, that in an act of faith in partaking of the elements results in a real operation
of the Spirit in us to strengthen us in the inner man and to heal us in our physical bodies.” (Van
Cleave 1948, 67 in Kärkkäinen 2008, 122; Van Cleave 1983, 437). Van Cleave goes on to make
his readers aware that Pentecostals recognize participation in the Lord’s Supper “signifies” the
believers “daily bread,” which is interpreted as a spiritual sustenance necessary for the daily
life of the believer (Van Cleave 1948, 67 in Kärkkäinen 2008, 122). Moreover Bishop speaks
of the presence of the Holy Spirit being allowed to manifest “His glory and grace” at the Table
(Bishop 1974, 112-113). In this way it is understood that there are spiritual gifts or charisms
available at the Table. Arising from Christian tradition where the Eucharist was depicted as a
pharmakon (Harakas 1990, 91), Pentecostals recognize that there is a place for healing at the
table.
If you are sick or afflicted in your body and can discern the healing virtue in the body of
our Lord, typified by the bread, you may receive healing and strength for your body as well
as for your spiritual nature (1 Cor. 11:30-32)” (Nelson 1948, 68 in Kärkkäinen 2008, 126).

For Catholic purgatory is the place where those who die in “God’s grace” but “still imperfectly
purified” are purified. This dogma was established from 2 Maccabees 12:39-46 (CCC # 1030, 1031, 1032).
Pentecostals and indeed most Protestants would not consider 2 Maccabees 12:39-46 authoritative and would
claim it is contradicted by Rev. 20:12. In addition other texts such as Deut. 18:10-11 and Ecc. 9:5-6, 10 are
spoken of as speaking against interfering with the dead or any change after death.
374
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Möller the South African Pentecostal thinker finds that charisms at the Table incorporate the
self-revelation of Christ to His people around the Table. The self-revelation may take various
forms, which are designed to benefit the wider community, such as healings, words of
knowledge or words of wisdom (Möller 1998 172-173).
In summary, there are great benefits to the believer who participates in the Lord’s Table.
The Catholic of course recognizes salvific benefits and significant cosmic benefits. The
Pentecostals come around the Table for worship, proclamation, sustenance, and a release of
charisms available to all “in Christ” because of what He has achieved. While koinōnia is at the
center of the Eucharistic event for the Pentecostals,375 according to Catholics “…the Father is
the one who brings us into communion with his Son and with himself (1 John 3:1,
2:24)…Communion with the Son is accomplished especially through the Eucharist (1 Cor.
10:16; 1:9; John 6:56)” (Kärkkäinen 2002, 100).376 Thus we see that koinōnia is certainly a key
aspect to both faiths and a useful starting place for ecumenical dialog. “The communion with
God, the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, is not only eschatological: it gives birth to a Church
which is visible and has a mission and a responsibility within history” (Legrand 1987, 3-4
quoted in Kärkkäinen 2002, 101).
3.1.11. How Should the Christian and the Church Approach Participation the Lord’s
Supper?
Again there is potential for considerable coherence here among the faith communities as it
is essential that celebrants come to the Table with faith. The faith has prepared participates in

Fellowship is synonymous with koinōnia, Pentecostals have favored fellowship language for years,
Kuzmič and Volf demonstrate that Pentecostals have favored self-identification as a fellowship rather than an
institutionalized church. In Kuzmič & Volf’s unpublished paper as part of the ecumenical dialog they argue that
“Pentecostal theology of the church is a fellowship of persons” (Kuzmič & Volf 1985, 2). This argument is made
that Salvation, Baptism, Charismatic gifts, Edification and worship are in their purist form fellowships. Thus
communion is in this sense a sharing of one reality in common and places koinōnia at the center of Pentecostal
worship.
376
Here Kärkkäinen is actually quoting Legrand in the Catholic side of the Ecumenical dialog with an
unpublished paper Hervé Legrand, “Koinonia, Church and Sacrament,” a Catholic position paper at the 13 th
dialog session at Venice, Italy, 1-8 Aug. 1987 (unpublished), 5.
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terms of self-examination and correcting any adverse relationships. This faith ensures one
approaches God with a clean conscience and finally one must come expecting.
For Catholic we see that faith is essential in the approach to the Eucharist. Vatican II states:
In order that the sacred liturgy may produce its full effect, it is necessary that the faithful
come to it with proper dispositions, that their thoughts match their words, and that they
cooperate with divine grace lest they receive it in vain. Pastors of souls must therefore
realize that, when the liturgy is celebrated, more is required than the mere observance of the
laws governing valid and licit celebration. It is their duty also to ensure that the faithful take
part knowingly, actively, and fruitfully (Pope Paul VI 1963, # 1, quoted in Pinnock 1996,
123).
Although Pentecostals come together in community there is an individual preparation of
faith necessary in order enter into this koinōnia as our Lord desires. Much of this particular
discussion has been on the Pauls’ command to discern (1 Cor. 11:27-30) carefully “the body of
the Lord.” Petts’ reads the context of Paul’s conversation “…undoubtedly refer to the matter of
bad relationships with other Christians (already referred to in verse 18-22)” (Petts 2005, 82).
3.1.12. What is the Relationship between the Lord’s Supper and the Preached Word?
Proclamation of the Gospel message is an essential part of Christian witness, but this witness
is not limited to words declared, proclamation is also made in the visible acts.
For Catholic believers in the single act of worship the proclamation touches several areas.
Firstly, proclamation gives opportunity for hearers to hear the word of God. Vatican II
comments, “God himself speaks when the holy Scriptures are read in church” (Pope Paul VI
1963, # 7 quoted in Pinnock 1996, 122). Secondly, it is an act of thanksgiving to God for the
benefits found in Christ (CCC 2000, # 1408). Thirdly, Fitzmyer finds that the proclamation
around the Table is a way of “…expressing one’s belief in the presence of Christ in the
Eucharist…” (Fitzmyer 2008, 444). This serves to express the belief that for a non-believer one
witnesses the process of inauguration into “the body of Christ” through the participation in the
Eucharist. Fourthly, the proclamation or witness is the “…announcing to others what the death
of Jesus has achieved for all Christian believers” (Fitzmyer 2008, 444). Fifthly, “the people of
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God who are on a heavenly pilgrimage” recall the eschatological promise of the coming
parousia of the risen Christ. For Catholics the Table and the preaching of the Word are
inseparably linked. Furthermore, the minister’s homily is also considered an extension of the
proclamation whereby the assembly of the faithful responds in participation (CCC 2000, #
1154).
For Pentecostals participation in the Table itself is an act of proclamation because firstly, it
is “an act of confession by the Church” it is a visible demonstration, thus a proclamation of
“faith in the efficacy of Christ’s Atoning Work” (Van Cleave 1983, 437).377 Secondly, in
participating in the Lord’s Supper, believers are proclaiming the Lord’s death which is
significant in the formation of the ecclesia (Engberg-Pederson 1993, 116). Thirdly, the
proclamation invites the “…disciples to participate in the meaning and benefits” of Christ’s
death (Fee 1987, 551). Fourthly, the proclamation at the Table is also seen by Pentecostals to
announce the “substitutionary” death of Christ on behalf of believers who participate with faith
(Fee 1987, 551). Fifthly, the words spoken are also intended to have a shaping effect on the
identity of the ecclesia, as actions are to be consistent with the words spoken (Fee 1987, 551).
Sixthly, the Table is the witness to nonbelievers:
We proclaim to our fellow Christians and to those who are not yet Christians the importance
of Jesus’ death for us. And there is a sense in which we also proclaim to the principalities
and power in the heavenly realms the manifold wisdom of God demonstrated at Calvary
(Petts 2005, 80).
Paul’s recollection of the Eucharist is the earliest account in Scriptures. Catholic scholars
read the image of “the body of Christ” in a realistic sense, the instructions here by Paul
institutionalizes the meal and thus more weight is placed on the exact words spoken.
Pentecostals read the image of “the body of Christ” as a metaphor and see Paul’s
correspondence as correctional, thus while the words are important, it is the correction of
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Garland echoes this point when he says that it is not so much the importance of the words that Paul
is concerned with, but the act of eating and drinking (Garland 2003, 548).
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aberrant behavior, which is seen as Paul’s goal. For Catholic believers this celebration
consummates the participant “in Christ” thus the words spoken have a different goal. The
objective of the Pentecostal Table is a place of worship, where koinōnia is entered into and a
public witness to the life, death, resurrection, ascension, return of Christ is proclaimed, and the
salvation which is available.
3.1.13. How Often Should the Lord’s Supper be Celebrated?
Catholics uniformly celebrate Mass daily where possible. Among Pentecostals there has
been a range of practices with churches commonly celebrating once per month.378 Most
Catholic parishes celebrate the Eucharist daily (Gros 2008, 30).
The Church obliges the faithful to take part in the Divine Liturgy on Sundays and feast days
and, prepared by the sacrament of Reconciliation, to receive the Eucharist at least once a
year, if possible during the Easter season. But the Church strongly encourages the faithful
to receive the holy Eucharist on Sundays and feast days, or more often still, even daily (CCC
2000, # 1389).
The Passover undoubtedly provides a background for the meal where the Egyptian
deliverance was to be re-lived by each subsequent generation. In this way the past redemption
was linked with the present, as the meal was expected to be a regular event throughout the year
(Fee 1987, 555). Where there is clearly no defined directive from scripture, Pentecostals
understand that the Lord grants some liberty of choice and thus “a general rule of thumb is that
it be celebrated monthly, on the first Sunday of each month” (Kärkkäinen 2008, 122).
Warrington however follows Rowe in stating that the meal is “generally held every Sunday on
the basis of Acts 20:7” (Warrington 2008, 165). Petts gives this issue some discussion,
concluding that it was every time they meet that they are to celebrate the Lord’s Table. It seems
that from scripture (Acts 2:42, 46) that this was daily, yet Petts finds no clear scriptural
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The practice of Pentecostal churches in Slovenia is to celebrate the Eucharist together monthly on
the first Sunday of the month.
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command for frequency. The emphasis is on “remembrance” when the meal is in fact celebrated
(Petts 2005, 82).
3.1.14. What is the Relationship between the Ministry of the Spirit and the Lord’s
Supper?
Alternate understandings of the Spirit, particularly in relation to the soteriological
experience are reflective of a different view of the work and role of the Holy Spirit. Of course
both faiths believe that the Holy Spirit is the third person of the Trinity and equally God.
Catholics see the role of the Spirit to mediate the benefits to the faithful through the sacraments,
while Pentecostals believe that they have direct access to God mediated by the Holy Spirit.
For the Pentecostals reception of the Spirit is the start of the Christian life or life “in Christ.”
For Catholic, the baptism defines the start of the process of initiation which is fully
consummated on participation in the Eucharistic meal when the believer is incorporated into
“the body of Christ.” Catholics believe in a sacramental system in which the Spirit works
through the sacraments of the Church. 379
For the Catholic, the visible Church is those who gather around the Table. Pentecostals
follow the Protestant tradition and see “the people of God” as those who are distinguished by
having the Spirit, which is to be evidenced by their behavior.380 Catholic would also agree that
those in the Church have the Spirit and are distinguished by behavior, what is different is the
priority given. The Church is recognizable firstly for Catholics around the Eucharistic meal.
Pentecostals understand that the Holy Spirit mediates salvation to a person as they respond
in faith to what God has done in Christ. For the Catholic the Holy Spirit mystically changes the

For the Catholic it is the sacraments which confer grace, “…it is Christ himself at work” (CCC 2000,
# 1127). Moreover, the Holy Spirit carries out sanctification through the sacraments of the Church (CCC 2000, #
1152; # 1155). In addition, it is “Through the Holy Spirit, Baptism is a bath that purifies, justifies, and sanctifies”
(CCC 2000, # 1227).
380
“The Spirit should identify God’s people in such a way that their values and worldview are radically
different from the wisdom of this age” (Fee 1987, 120).
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signs381 at the Table into “the body of Christ” in the Eucharist and the Church is the instrument
which mediates salvation. The Catholic believer receives the Spirit through sacramental means
(Cerfaux 1947, 163). The Pentecostal receives the Spirit solely through faith as a response to
God in what He has done in Christ Jesus. For the Catholic the Holy Spirit works through faith,
Word, and Sacrament (Lutheran World Federation and the Catholic Church 2011, #16).
It is in the Eucharist that the Spirit works to mysteriously form the participant into the
kingdom and thus is formed into the eschatological community awaiting the return of Christ
(CCC 2000, 885). Reception of the Spirit is the seal of the eschatological reality for
Pentecostals.
In summary, Catholics hold to a sacramental system believing that the Spirit mediates His
work through the various sacraments, while the Pentecostals believe that a person has direct
access to God through the Spirit. The Spirit is the seal of the eschatological reality, while
sacraments provide this assurance for Catholics.
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For Catholic it is by the power of the Holy Spirit that the signs are mystically are turned into Christ
(CCC 2000 # 1357, # 1374, # 1375, # 1333).
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4. UNITIES, DIFFERENCE, AND A PATH FORWARD
The goal of this part of the study is to identify the areas of agreement, the areas of
disagreement and a possible path forward. The challenge of Ecumenical Dialog is to firstly,
identify shared self-understanding and secondly, the views and perceptions of the other
(Vondey 2010, xix-xx). When there is a shared self-understanding among one’s own faith
community there is a possibility for one type of unity, however it is not until this selfunderstanding is shared by the other faith community that real unity is found. Continuing from
the 14 research questions this part of the study will look at unities and differences regarding
self-perception and the perception of the other. There are four logical frames we could view in
order to look at unities and difference in order to chart a path forward in the next section: Firstly,
where both faith partners are in agreement (unities) there is convergence of belief, practice and
self-understanding, this we call “unities.” Secondly, it is a logical possibility that both partners
think they agree but do not (there remains unity), there is little need to identify this as it is
unlikely. Thirdly, where partner’s self-understanding is that they agree but other partner
disagrees with the other’s self-understanding, this we call “disputed unities.” Fourthly, where
one or both partners clearly disagree with the position, belief, and practice of the other, we call
this “disagreements.”

4.1. UNITIES
 Creeds - The incarnation of Christ provides many areas of convergence since both partners
hold the Nicene Creed and the Apostolic Creed as their own.
 All Sufficiency of Christ - The work of Christ is all sufficient, for all peoples, for all time.
 Faith – Faith is the essential element required in the life of a participant in order to celebrate
and receive benefits remembered in the Table.
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 Forgiveness – At the Table forgiveness can be experienced afresh. However, how this
forgiveness is mediated occurs in different ways. For Pentecostals it comes through
examination, a prayer of confession, and seeking forgiveness. For the Catholic, original sin
is expunged by through Baptism, venal sins are forgiven through Penance, and the process
of inauguration is consummated through participation in the signs where forgiveness is
appropriated.
 Unity – At the Table unity is found, although again this is found in different ways. For the
Catholic unity is found in participation in Christ, the signs change into Christ and they are
in “ways beyond explanation” part of “the body of Christ.” The Pentecostal is united in a
Spiritual way with “the body of Christ” through the koinōnia available at the meal.
 Anamnēsis – The remembrance in the Table recalls the eschatological reality of the future
resurrection and ascension for the faithful. Although the remembrance does recall the future
eschatological reality in the present. Catholics come to the position from being joined to the
historical “people of God.” Pentecostals arrive at this position through being inaugurated
“in Christ” through the New Covenant.
 The Church – Christ is the founder of the Church and the head of the Church. The Table
plays a key role in faith communities as remembrance is celebrated and the soul is refreshed,
whether by ingesting or by faith.
 Identity – The identity at the Table is shaped by the “grace” available at the Table. Both
faiths readily assent to the grace of God available at the table for “pardon” or “cleansing”
and for “healing.”
 Witness – both faith communities hold to the importance of witness and announcing of the
Gospel at the meal. Witness is made in both words and actions, that any unbelievers present
might be convicted of sin and convinced of Christ. When the scriptures are declared “God
speaks.”
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4.2. DISPUTED DIFFERENCES OVER UNITIES
In such a case were one has a self-understanding that the other partners disagree with one would
expect that through education, discussion, and learning, that unity could be more easily
achieved.
 Spirit centered – The Catholic would claim that the Pentecostals are overly Spirit centered
and therefore are in danger of neglecting Christ at the Table. The Pentecostals counter this
accusation with Dayton’s work claiming Christ as Lord, Justifier, Healer, Baptizer with the
Spirit, Sanctifier and soon to return King and thus Christiologically balanced.
 All sufficiency – both faiths commit to the understanding of and all sufficient sacrifice of
Christ. However, because the Catholics practice a sacramental theology, Pentecostals claim
that pragmatically the Catholic practice a faith plus sacrament means of mediating God’s
grace. Moreover, the Pentecostals look at the statement from the council of Trent that the
“Mass makes present Christ’s sacrifice” and they read this as Christ plus sacrament,
Catholics do not read it this way.
 Re-sacrifice – For the Catholics the Eucharist makes present again Christ’s sacrifice to God
by the prayer of the ordained minister and the ingesting of the participant. In this the
Catholic is accused of re-sacrificing Christ over again.
 Transubstantiation – The term Transubstantiation is labeled by those critical of the term
as “magical sacramentalism” with false claims of cannibalism and flesh eating. However,
this term emerged during the Middle Ages and is employed as a philosophical term rather
that a physical, chemical or biological change. Catholic self-understanding does not arise
from a materialistic change but a “metaphysical change of substantia.” As the
transformation in the Table represented by Transubstanciation is recognized as being
spiritual and psychological and not physical Schrage’s offering of repraeseiüatio represents
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real possibilities. As experiencing Christ in his gift directs realistic readers to empahasize
the spiritual and relational elements of the communal fellowship, while metaphorical
readers are directed towards the real encounter and charisma available in the Eucharistic
Meal.
 Pneumaticalogical Presence – Pentecostals believe that Christ is present at the meal
through his Holy Spirit, in the way that Christ is present in each believer who participates.
In this way the meal and the signs point to the deeper reality which they signify. The focus
of the meal is primarily man-ward. Catholic would see this as an over spiritualization of the
meal.
 Regularity – The Catholic Church holds Mass daily, but states that the faithful should
participate in the sacrament at least once per year. While the Pentecostal churches
experience significant flexibility with regard to regularity, commonly communion would
be held once per month. Because for the Catholic their salvation is deemed to be assured
through the participation in the Eucharist the Pentecostal’s charge the Catholic with
fostering “nominal Christianity,” when the Catholic faithful are not held to higher standards
of participation, remembrance, and witness.
 Holy Spirit – The Catholic practices a sacramental system of faith and believes the Spirit
works through the sacraments. Pentecostals believe that the Spirit is working to mediate the
benefits of Christ’s work to the individual through faith as man’s response to what God has
done in Christ. It is acknowledged that this is an agreed difference, however a possible way
to greater understanding and unity is presented by Yong and Kärkkäinen - pneumatological
theology.
4.3. AGREED DIFFERENCES
 Sacrament / Ordinance – Catholics hold to a sacramental theology, Pentecostals practice
an ordinance theology around the Table. Pentecostals do not believe that the signs “confer”
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grace; in a similar manner the Catholics claim the Pentecostals celebrate an impoverished
Table.
 Identity – The Catholic see themselves as “the people of God on a heavenly pilgrimage,”
this connects them with the history of God’s people and also with those around the Table.
The Pentecostals see themselves as the “Spirit baptized believers” who join with Christ and
His people in koinōnia at the Table.
 Realistic – Catholic read the image of “the body of Christ” in a realistic sense, the meal is
the central element of the Church life.
 Metaphorical – Pentecostals read the image of “the body of Christ” in a metaphorical sense
and the Eucharistic meal is in this way a memorial meal of what Christ has done, is doing,
and will do.
 Faith – Catholics believe in the threefold faith, intellectual knowledge of God, divine
revelation of God and Live works to God. Pentecostals believe that works are an evidence
of faith, and do not count as meritorious works (Eph. 2:8; Jam. 2:18).
 Visible Church - Catholic Church’s realistic reading of “the body of Christ” maintains that
Christ is physically present in the signs when ingested. In this way the Church is the visible
“body of Christ” and those present at the meal are the visible Church. Pentecostal’s hold to
a metaphorical reading of “the body of Christ” and thus they believe the Church is
constituted by the Spirit not by those at the meal. Thus the Church is only visible by those
who practice behavior consistent with their words. Only the Spirit knows who the Church
is.
 Unity of “the body”- The Catholic hold that at the Table the Church is one united “organic
whole,” while the Pentecostals see the unity at the Table as a “solidarity” with Christ and
other believers.
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 Anamnēsis – For the Pentecostals is a remembering of actions of the past and bringing them
into the future, so that the benefits are not lost. The anamnēsis of the Catholic is a reoffering
of Christ’s sacrifice.
 Cosmology – The Catholic participation in the Eucharist is also a partaking on behalf of the
cosmos, where the redemptive acts of Christ will bring about a new cosmos. The celebration
at the Eucharist for Pentecostals is for the redemption of humanity. In any event the
Pentecostals tend to think of a redeemed world rather than a new world.
 Atonement – Catholic believe that atonement for original sin is through Baptism (mostly
Infant Baptism), and atonement for venial sins is through Penance and the Eucharist. For
the Catholic, the Eucharist is the consummation of entry into “the body of Christ” or
salvation. Pentecostals hold to the “moral-influence” theory of atonement. Atonement is
provided by Christ and received by faith – not through any sacraments. For the Catholic
salvation comes through the cup.
 Real Presence – Catholics believe that Christ is present in the signs through the prayer of
the ordained minister and the work of the Holy Spirit. The Pentecostals believe that Christ’s
presence is real in a “spiritual way,” as koinōnia is entered into via faith. Moreover, Christ
is also present in the other believers at the meal.
 Eschatology – For Catholic the meal is the source of their eschatological hope, the words
spoken over the meal, the transformation which occurs to the signs, provides the “food for
eternal life.” Pentecostal’s eschatological hope rests on faith in Christ Jesus, that one
becomes an heir to the New Covenant promise by faith, which is celebrated in the meal.
 Signs at the meal – The Catholic believe that the bread and wine as signs are mystically
“in a way beyond explanation” turned into the “body” and “blood” of Christ. Pentecostals
believe that the signs of the bread and wine are representative, in that they are symbolic of
what Christ has achieved.
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 Hierarchy – The Eucharist meal, the place given to it, and the necessity for ordained
ministry to preside at the Table reinforces the hierarchical structure of the Church.
Pentecostals tend to follow a Free Church ecclesiology and opt for a plurality of leaders
where authority comes from within the community.
 Koinōnia – Fellowship is described as the center of Pentecostal worship; thus koinōnia is
brought into focus at the Table where principally it provides for the four activities of the
church: edification, service, witness, and worship. Koinōnia is an aspect of the Catholic
worship but not the center of worship.
 Community – Catholic view themselves as “the people of God” participating in community
at the meal. The Pentecostals as “Spirit baptized believers” see themselves as individuals
approaching fellowship with God and other believers around the meal Table. In this way
the Catholic Church has a more community centered ecclesiology around the Table, as the
faith community approach God together. The ecclesiology of the Pentecostal Church is
more individualistic in nature, people as individuals approach God and are formed into
community by the koinōnia of the Spirit.
 Proclamation – For the Catholic the proclamation at the Table prepares the faithful to
participate “in Christ.” This is a significant part of the Catholic meal because it is the words
spoken over the meal and the prayer of the minister whereby the signs transform into “the
body of Christ.” However, the proclamation for the Pentecostals is a collective remembering
of the forgiveness available in the meal and the need for this forgiveness.
 Ordained ministry – Catholic require an ordained minister to preside over the Table. Most
Pentecostal Churches practice having an ordained minister preside over the Table, but do
not understand the meal in sacramental terms, therefore it is possible to find lay leaders
leading the Lord’s Supper. Pentecostals would be uncomfortable with the definite position
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given to the ordained minister at the Table, particularly in regard to the Church mediating
salvific benefits.
 Those welcome – Catholic practice a closed communion, open only to members of their
believing community, who have been baptized and passed through the rite of confirmation.
Pentecostals operate a semi closed Table, open only to confessing adult believers,
sometimes limited to those who have been baptized according to the traditions of their
church.
 Benefits – while there is a consensus that “pardon” or “cleansing,” “healing,” and koinōnia
are available at the Table there remains a difference over the salvific benefits available to
participants. In addition the Catholic find that there is a benefit to the created order as the
meal makes present to God the sacrifice of Christ for the whole world.
4.4. A PATH FORWARD
 Desire and Capability – Vatican II has opened the door on new possibilities by declaring
that salvation can be found in other churches. Dialogs have produced results, particularly
the Lutheran / Catholic dialog (Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification) on
conversion through faith. The Logic of the Vatican II declaration that salvation is mediated
through other churches does not permit the Eucharistic meal to be the sole means of
salvation, because this is not always so with other churches. Moreover, with the
development and growth of the Pentecostal Church, theologians are developing and it is no
longer true that the Catholics do not have a credible dialog partner. In this way desire and
capability are present at new levels.
 Sacrament - There has been a common assumption among classical Pentecostals that
sacramental theology (as that practiced by the Catholic) juxtaposes faith with the
sacramental act in such a way that the act of performing the sacrament actually replaces
faith or that performing the sacrament is an alternative to faith (Kärkkäinen 2008, 120).
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Hunter has argued from the Pentecostal side that this need not be the case, “a sacrament
refers to those external rites directed by Scripture and observed by the gathered people of
God” (Hunter 2002, 947). Hunter has argued that Pentecostals should understand the
Catholic sacrament of the Eucharist as “cognitive/symbolic,” where faith is necessary in
order to be effective (Hunter 2002, 947-948).
 Real Presents – regarding the change of the signs, Aristotle described them in terms which
did not refer to physical, chemical or biological change. The challenge is to develop a
consensus which avoids the polarization of a materialistic misunderstanding on one hand
and an over spiritualization on the other hand. If Pentecostal scholars recognize the real
substance of the Spirit who makes material changes, this has potential to reduce the gap by
greater understanding. Using Schillebeeckx’s introduced terms transsignification and
transfinalization as he emphasized context, has the potential to bring both views closer.
 Metaphorical – This work has demonstrated that with Paul’s use of the image of “the body
of Christ,” he intended more than the word or images conveys. Reading the image has led
to a proliferation of churches, denominations, and groups, something Paul could not have
envisioned. Moreover, a casual approach to the Eucharistic Table without discerning the
love and unity intended, or the correct disposition, can lead to an impoverished Table. The
Protestant many well counter that the very term metaphor allows more in the meaning than
language permits, however it is the practical application that we witness, which has
adjudicated.
 Holy Scriptures – The great hope for the future exists because the Holy Scriptures still
plays the major part in both faith communities. Catholics claim that when scripture speaks
God speaks (CCC 2000, # 102, # 109, # 2700; Pope Paul VI 1963, # 7), and scholars use
“progressive revelation” in their reading of the Pauline texts. This approach has affected the
priority of faith, Infant Baptism, and aspects of sacramentalism (the Church assuming the
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role of Christ on the earth), teaching beyond what scholars read as in Paul’s correspondence
to the church in Corinth. If God speaks when scripture speaks, the later Pauline corpus must
add depth to the earlier writing not a development of it. Future dialogs must focus on the
source and role of authority within communities. The aim of this Biblical enquiry must be
a sustained effort to restore koinōnia, not to reconcile a divided church to the lowest
common denominator and thus a weaker Christianity.
 Pneumatology - The issue of the Spirit’s connection to the Eucharist has only been
discussed briefly. Yong however in his efforts to construct a pneumatological ecclesiology
considers the “sacrament of the Spirit” (Yong 2005, 160,166). In this way anamnēsis
(remembrance) and epiklēsis (calling upon), are possible for Pentecostals (Kärkkäinen
2008, 122).
 Charisms - Can the connection between the charisms and the Eucharist be made more
robust and inclusive or are boundaries insurmountable?
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4.5. SUMMARY OF CATHOLIC AND PENTECOSTAL DIALONG ON “THE BODY OF CHRIST” IN 1
CORINTHIANS IN RESPECT TO THE EUCHARIST
The Ecumenical dialog has read Smith’s (2008) 14 questions of the Eucharist in the light of
fresh readings of “the body of Christ” in 1 Corinthians. This research has taken the Catholic /
Pentecostal dialog, which is now in existence since 1972 and built on this by dialoging together
the Eucharist, which is central to conversion in the Catholic church. While there are significant
unities, there remain key differences, which will not be traversed so simply. There are a number
of Agreed Differences which lead to greater understanding and appreciation; however this work
remains positive that there are a number of areas were further research and critical study will
develop areas of increased unity. What is perhaps new and exciting is the development of
partners within the Pentecostal tradition, which permits greater discussion.

It is further

acknowledged by this work that issues of authority and hermeneutical approaches to the Holy
Scriptures remain estranged – and while they remains so a uniform consensus will be unlikely.
The Catholics following a realistic reading of “the body” claim that the Catholic church is
the visible “body of Christ.” That those gathered around the Eucharistic meal are in fact “the
body of Christ.” The Pentecostals reading “the body” as a metaphor claim the Church is
Spiritual, “God is Spirit” (John 4:24) and thus “the body of Christ” while present around the
Lord’s Table is not visible (there may be an imposter), but the Church is known only by the
“Good Shepherd.” Pentecostals do not read “the body of Christ” (the Church) as an extension
of the incarnation and accordingly interpret “the body of Christ” as the invisible Church.
This works has presented several areas were a sustained robust theological enquiry and
acceptance within the faith communities has the potential to narrow the chasm that exists
between Catholics and Pentecostals. Moreover, further ecumenical dialog must broach the idea
of revelation, biblical authority, and the place given to this authority in the churches if koinōnia
is indeed the goal.
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PART FIVE: CONCLUSION
1. THE AIM OF THIS RESEARCH
The focus of this research was firstly, to identify how the image of “the body of Christ”
functions in 1 Corinthians and gives meaning to its structure, unity, and argumentation.
Secondly, in light of realistic and metaphorical readings of the image, the aim was to give a
fresh reading of the text. Thirdly, given the differing readings by the two largest faith
communities the aim was to identify the pragmatic implications for contextualization within
respective faith communities in the areas of conversion and discipleship. Fourthly, for the
Catholics, conversion is consummated in the Eucharistic meal, which is a topic yet to be
addressed by the Ecumenical dialog that has been in existence since 1972. The aim of this final
part was to dialog together regarding the Eucharistic meal in light of the fresh reading of “the
body of Christ” in 1 Corinthians and plot a path towards greater unity.

2. THE METHOD OF THIS RESEARCH
The structural research here employed a deliberative rhetorical methodology as
demonstrated by Kennedy (1984), Betz (1975), and Mitchell (1991). In the exegetical reading
the search was guided by the first three levels of Fees (2002) proven methodology of exegesis:
historical level, contextual level, and the textual level, with insights from Virkler (1981). Within
the exegetical reading the attention of this study was drawn to answer 6 questions of
ecclesiology (posed by McIntyre 2010; Kärkkäinen 2001; CCC 2000), anthropologically, three
key questions (posed by Duffield 1983, see also Son 2001), and eschatologically, a modified 7
questions (posed by Kreitzer 1993). At the level of contextualization this work sought to
appropriate the results of a fresh reading within contemporary faith communities, in order to
add to the meaningfulness of the research. We established the respective faith community’s
understandings of conversion and then using Hays (1996) four levels of contextualization
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examined the understandings in light of the fresh readings. In regard to the contextualization of
discipleship, this researched used a modified version of Koessler’s (2003) four levels of
developing disciples (conversion, relationship, instruction, and context), in order to compare
and contrasts the fresh readings with established practice. In this way the exegetical conclusions
were applied to the faith communities in a meaningful way. For the final section where the work
entered into an ecumenical dialog, each faith community was read in light of Smith’s (2008) 14
questions of the Eucharist looking for unities, disputed difference, agreed differences and then
plotting a path towards a greater understanding.

3. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
The structural analysis demonstrated “the body of Christ” as the major image used by Paul
provides a structure and added clarity to the meaning of his correspondence. Reading the
correspondence in the light of deliberative rhetoric demonstrates that it is a unified text shaped
around the theme of sanctification, which is structured in five clear probatio’s all supporting
the narratio (sanctification). Recognition of a clear structure and theme adds significantly to
clarify the task of contextualization within the respective faith communities.
This structural analysis conceivably leads us to the most exciting findings and contribution
of this research. Firstly, this should settle any lingering debate regarding the theme of
Corinthians (sanctification), the unity of the correspondence (one single united exhortation),
and structural integrity (a progressive logical development of argumentation refer addendum
1). Secondly, clear analysis of the structure of Paul’s exhortation to his beloved believers in
Corinth demonstrates a clear and logical path for personal and corporate Christian growth, from
“babes in Christ” to mature fruitful believers. Thirdly, the findings here allow us to make
contributions outside of the sphere of theology into management and leadership, demonstrating
Paul’s thought speaks to society at large (refer addendum 2).
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The opposing realistic and metaphorical readings of the image of “the body of Christ”
demanded a fresh reading of the text in light of concerns of conversion and discipleship. A
realistic reading preferred by the Catholic scholars provides that the Church is an extension of
the incarnation. The expression of the Church is visibly present as the “people of God on a
heavenly pilgrimage” who gather around the Eucharistic Table. The sacramental nature of the
Church leads to a self-understanding of the Church as the mediator of Christ’s benefits in
salvation. BCE are essential steps within the life of the faithful, as they progress towards full
incorporation. Moreover, a realistic reading also gives substance to the hierarchical structure
within the Church where the Catholic Church is seen to preserve the Petrine ministry and caries
Christ’s authority.
A metaphorical reading of the image of “the body of Christ” announces the Church as a
spiritual solidarity with Christ, recognized by their behavior. The Church is recognized as those
who have come under the Lordship of Christ and emphasizes an individual soteriology as
opposed to a communal soteriology of the Catholic scholars. A more individualistic soteriology,
while discussed in terms of a process, tends still to link salvation to a moment in time. It is a
location in history where the believer has responded to what God has done in Christ, with
repentance and faith. The emphasis on koinōnia by the Protestant scholars stresses a collegial
and more communal leadership, where authority is deemed to come from within the
community. Ordinances for the Protestant scholars are events of celebration and worship and
are not afforded any transfer of grace, which is mediated by the Holy Spirit.
Three anthropological questions provided focus for the search of this work. Both readings
claim the image of “the body of Christ” provides a rebuff to Greek dualism which brings a
separation between the material and the spiritual. The contrasts between the psychikos and the
pneumatikos demonstrate that the person “in Christ” is more than, and not less than the previous
state, the whole belongs “in Christ.” A realistic reading concludes that a person becomes an
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“organic whole” with Christ after they respond to the Spirited-effected revelation with faith
passing through BCE and are finally incorporated into “the body” as the signs are ingested.
Moreover, the realistic interpretation of Baptism leads to the process orientated soteriological.
Baptism implants faith and commences the soteriological journey. A metaphorical reading is a
spiritual joining with “Christ’s body” as a believer responds with faith to the “wisdom of God,”
and becomes united with Christ, forming a “solidarity” with Christ - as His Church. In this way
the material elements are included as a believer’s body becomes “the Temple” of God, thus the
spiritual element carries over to permeate the entire person and their actions.
The “body of Christ” in relationship to eschatology provided a great deal of coherence
among the scholars from both faith traditions. This part of the study allowed the readers to
respond to seven key eschatological questions to recognize how the image of “the body of
Christ” functions in the mind of its readers. Upon reception of the Spirit-effected revelation of
Christ, the knowing places them in relationship with Christ and on their soteriological journey.
A reading of psychikos by Fitzmyer as a Christian places the emphasis on the dominate forces
acting on the person and is perhaps informative of the soteriological process with which the
Catholic scholars read Paul. Protestants prefer to speak of the soteriological event and thus one
becomes a participator in the eschatological reality at a point in time. Inauguration into “the
body of Christ” establishes the believer as a participator in the next life while remaining in this
one. The eschatological reality is only fully consummated upon the resurrection. For the
Catholic scholars the Church then provides barriers for inclusion and exclusion, while
Protestants would see that Spirit’s indwelling and identification of the pneumatikos as those
who are inheritors of the spiritual reality. Paul uses the image of “the body of Christ” together
with other powerful agricultural images to call the believers in Corinth to become more
sanctified. This has significant implications for both conversion (Christian initiation) and
discipleship (Christian formation).
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Narrowing the focus to the Catholics and the Pentecostals, the two biggest Christian
movements of our time, this work then sought to address the pragmatic task of contextualizing
the fresh readings within the respective faith communities. A realistic reading by the Catholic
holds that the Church in an extension of the incarnation and in this way takes over the role of
Christ. A fresh reading here recognizes that with progressive revelation, the Tradition of the
Church, and Church authority, the Church practice has moved beyond the Pauline Corinthian
text. Hearing is understood on an intellectual level, as one responds to the Spirit-effected
revelation with faith in the sacraments BCE as they are inaugurated into “the body of Christ.”
Scholars reading the first century Apostle understand his emphasis on faith, however whilst it
is recognized within Church dogma, the emphasis on the sacraments is raised in importance,
thus this work finds that it is an issue of priority. Differences between Catholic and Pentecostals
still remain over what faith constitutes. Catholics hold to a threefold faith: of intellectual
knowledge, divine revelation and “life works.” Moreover, the practice of baptism has
substantially changed from Paul’s time of writing to the present modernity. Triple full emersion
baptism of cognitively capable believers is now superseded by the predominant practice of
Infant Baptism in the local parish. The Church is now custodian of the authority of Christ and
seen as his authority on earth. Catholic scholars find that Paul could not have envisioned this
as the Church was not in Paul’s thinking at that time.
The Pentecostal Church, which is just over 100 years old, considers the ancient text of the
Holy Scripture as God’s self-revelation to man and are held as the highest authority within the
congregations. This work recognizes the challenges of gathering a Pentecostal “reading” due to
the brevity of its existence, the previous lack of academically trained scholars, and the fact that
the church largely functions as autonomous congregations. Pentecostals embrace an
individualistic soteriology, which is seen as a “watershed” moment in the life of believers.
Although conversion is discussed as a process it is often seen as an instantaneous event. This
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research shows that Hearing, Repentance, Baptism and Reception of the Spirit are held in
common between the faith communities; however it is a sacramental system in the Catholic
Church which “confers” graces. For Pentecostals responding to “the wisdom of Christ” with
faith is understood to incorporate a spiritual dimension. The reception of the Spirit distinguishes
the soteriological event. Baptism spoken of in 1 Corinthians is interpreted metaphorically, while
included in the process of salvation, is not considered by Pentecostals as carrying with it a
soteriological effect or the expunging of original sin.
The image of “the body of Christ” is recognized in 1 Corinthians to be employed in Paul’s
exhortation towards discipleship. Discipleship is significant in both traditions. Both faith
communities connect discipleship with conversion and identify it as the start of the process. As
“the people of God on a heavenly pilgrimage,” discipleship for a Catholic is heavily influenced
and the path is chartered by the sacraments. Paul’s emphasis on Christ’s authority and the
relationship between Christ and the disciples is taken over by the Church, as over the passage
of time, the Church fulfills the role of Christ. Reading “the body of Christ” as an extension of
the incarnation permits the Church to preside with authority in Christian formation. Moreover,
this reading institutes a hierarchical Church structure to exercise authority, aspects which Paul
left at the feet of Christ.
Pentecostals have developed a self-understanding as those “baptized by the Spirit,” enabled
and empowered by God to be his witnesses. Conversion is considered as the recognition and
submission to the Lordship of Christ through faith, in all that it entails. Discipleship is simply
a natural extension of this and the local church provides a context for connection to Christ
(koinōnia), the “reading” of his word – the Holy Scriptures, and witness. The individualistic
soteriological approach of the Pentecostals has resulted in an individualistic approach to
ecclesiology. This has led to a multitude of churches and church splits which was not what Paul
had in mind with the use of the image of “the body of Christ.” Catholic see discipleship as
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flowing from a connection to the Church, Pentecostals see that discipleship is a product of a
dynamic (living) spiritual relationship with Christ, which manifests itself in a connection to the
Church.
In striving to be relevant, the Christian Church does not want to lose its identity in the world.
Moreover, in attempts to be accepted, the Church cannot lose Christ’s mission’s mandate. The
Catholic church is now over 2000 years old, with a rich history and tradition, with wealth and
status. Pentecostalism was born amid the tensions of the Holy Spirit’s visible work through
people, a sense of the imminent return of Christ, and a vast unsaved and unreached world – this
has not changed. Church practices and traditions need to maintain their connection with God’s
meta-narrative as He continues to write His story in lives of each believer. The error of holding
onto form as sacred entrenches believers in legalism. Equally destructive and divisive is
presumption and moving beyond God in practice and application of faith. It is the call of every
believer to go forth and multiply, to make disciples. As the Church gives serious attention to
this, its people will need to declare, announce, foster and encourage genuine faith and hope in
Christ. Leaders will need to create communities of the Spirit, where He is given the freedom to
lead, renew, and transformed lives. Moreover, as leaders are also disciples, they join the
community of God’s people through the ages to discern the voice of God in scripture and give
clarity in contemporary contexts. The Word illuminated by the Spirit in community will create
opportunities for ministry and discipleship, as unity is entered into, which witnesses to the truth
and person of Christ.
The contextualization of Conversion and Discipleship was also related to the identification
of the theme, structure, unity, and argumentation of the correspondence as a result of the
deliberative reading. The results here demonstrate that Paul’s correspondence to his beloved
church in Corinth adds significant depth to the process of discipleship, if practitioners allow his
argumentation to guide them (refer addendum 1).
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After contextualization of the image of the “body of Christ” in the pragmatic task of
conversion and discipleship the next logical next step is to narrow the focus and read together
the image in relationship to the Eucharistic meal in the form of an Ecumenical Dialog. Taking
into consideration the fresh readings, this part of the research read each tradition together in
light of 14 questions posed by Smith (2008). There are a significant number of Unities, although
the Agreed Differences will not be traversed so simply. A significant impasse will be the way
in which each faith tradition understands authority.
The Catholic Church views themselves as the guardian of Christ’s authority and “the people
of God on a heavenly pilgrimage,” as those gathered around the Eucharist are an expression of
“the body of Christ.” However, Dialog and discussion are primarily aimed at having the
wayward daughter return. The Church in the present modernity has moved significantly beyond
the first century Pauline text to an aberrant community in a sexually deviant city of Corinth.
Moving forward 2000 years the Church acts in and as Christ’s authority, institutes the
sacraments and is the purveyor of grace. In this way the sacrament of Baptism, faith in the signs
at the Table, and the Church as the mediator of salvation, are understood and practiced
differently than those of the small first century congregations. The pinnacle of Catholic worship
is the Eucharistic meal where salvation is consummated and renewed, as the Church is sustained
by Christ in the meal.
Pentecostals come from a relatively young movement, whose self-identity is shaped by
viewing themselves as those “baptized by the Spirit” who are empowered and enabled to be
God’s witnesses. The Table is an occasion for Pentecostals to worship and celebrate and does
not bring a soteriological function. The pinnacle of worship for Pentecostals is the koinōnia in
worship, which is able to be found at the Table.
What is particularly exciting for the writer is the discovery of the German Bishops
understanding of a “continuous sending forth of the Spirit by the love of God” recognized as a
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possible “new outpouring” (Final Report Phase V, # 230, # 232), which has the potential to
create a significant convergence of understanding between the Pentecostal and the Catholics on
the work and person of the Holy Spirit. It should be acknowledged that there has been
significant misunderstanding from Protestants regarding the Catholic approach to the common
meal. The doctrine of Transubstantiation does not include physical, biological or chemical
realities. Thus, the contribution of Schillebeeckx to discuss the consecration of the signs in
terms of transsignification and also the end purpose of the signs as transfinalization could well
reduce confusion caused by the ridged eating and drinking on one hand or the overly
spiritualized interpretation of the metaphorical reading on the other. Furthermore, Penna’s
contribution of reading “the body of Christ” as a visible expression of the church allows room
for others. Schrage introduces the term repraeseiüatio to highlight the encounter with Christ in
the meal and his gift. These contributions from Schillebeeckx, Penna, and Schrage bring the
discussion to a higher level where charges of flesh eating cannot be sustained, while something
more substantial than simply spiritualizing a remembrance meal is demanded – Christ is
encountered. A genuine commitment towards robust scholarship and a departure from past
errors in humility has the potential to build on the previously laid foundations.

4. THEOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
The contributions to the academic community, theological community, and faith
communities are rich and plentiful. This work provides greater clarity on the structure and
purpose of 1 Corinthians, a fresh reading of texts and an examination of the pragmatic
application of the text in contemporary faith communities. Moreover, this work recognizes the
developments of Pentecostal theology to the extent where dialog along new levels is sustained.
The ecumenical dialog between the two largest faiths of our times is continued around the
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Eucharist, which identifies Unities, Disputed Differences, Agreed Differences, and A Path
Forward towards greater understanding.
Structural Analysis
o The conclusions of the structural analysis, using deliberative rhetoric leads us to very
exciting and practical conclusions. Firstly, the lingering debate regarding the theme of
Corinthians can be laid to rest (sanctification). Secondly, the previous arguments over
the unity of the correspondence should also be laid aside (one single united exhortation).
Thirdly, while multiple theories have been proposed over the history of interpretation,
the correspondences shows complete and structural integrity (a progressive logical
development of argumentation refer addendum 1).
o The structural analysis demonstrates that Paul’s exhortation towards sanctification,
charts a clear and logical path for personal and corporate Christian growth (refer
addendum 2).
o Also importantly we are here able to produce fruitful contributions to the academic
discipline of management and leadership, demonstrating Paul’s thought speaks to
society at large (refer addendum 2).

Exegetical Reading
o There remains a significant impasse on reading the text together. Hermeneutical approaches
differ on the role and authority of Tradition, the authority and place of the church fathers,
and the role of the church leadership in directing doctrine. Moreover, the context of the
discussion is weighed differently when determining the theological conclusions.
o Theological impasses remain over key exegetical interpretations: τοῦτό μού ἐστιν τὸ σῶμα
τὸ ὑπὲρ ὑμῶν [this is my body which is for you], εὐχαριστήσας [to give thanks], Ποτήριον
τῆς εὐλογίας [the cup of blessing], ἀνάμνησιν [remembrance], κοινωνία [participation,
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fellowship], καταγγέλλετε [proclamation], and ἐβαπτίσθημεν [were baptized] are all key
words and terms, which are interpreted differently by theologians respectively.
o Contextualization of the fresh readings demonstrates that faith communities have moved
beyond Paul’s text.
o Scholars read faith in Christ as instrumental in the soteriological event however, the
introduction of the sacraments, and the Church as an extension of the incarnation
has changed the object of faith and the priority. One approaches with faith, having
faith in the work of the sacraments, the Church, and in what God did in Christ.
o The authority which Paul claimed from Christ now rests with the Church.
o Baptism and its meaning have evolved since the Apostle penned his work.
o The sacraments and the Church now act as the purveyors of grace, scholar’s finds
that as the Church was not in Paul’s thinking, it could not have been the case in
Paul’s time of writing.
o Paul’s intent with his use of the image of “the Body of Christ” was more than the
metaphorical language can convey.
o The individualistic soteriology of the Pentecostal naturally leads to an individual
approach to authority. It is this question of discernment and recognition of
authority within the community, which Pentecostals will need to give attention to,
if the work of the Spirit is to be sustained.
o The Protestant tradition has created a huge amount of different churches and
denominations, many arising from splits something that Paul did not envisage with
his use of the image “the body” and perhaps evidence that koinōnia is not always
present.
o Reading the Eucharistic meal in the form of an ecumenical discussion between Catholics
and Pentecostals has not been done, thus this is an entirely new contribution. In the shadow
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of our discussion on the image of “the body of Christ” this work illuminated many Unities,
Differences, and plotted A Path Forward towards greater understanding.
o The Inspired Scriptures remain central to both Catholics and Pentecostals, together we share
the Nicene Creed, and the Apostolic Creed which significantly shapes key essentials of the
common Christian Faith. Both communities agree that salvation is possible in the other and
thus the path to the future remains bright and hopeful. Although any academic enquiry, if it
is to carry any meaning, needs to acknowledge the difference in hermeneutical approach,
sacramentalism, the authority of the church, faith, Spirit Baptism, and the role of the church.
o Reading the Eucharist together allows this work to highlight the contribution of
Schillebeeckx who discusses the consecration of the signs in terms of transsignification and
also the end purpose of the signs as transfinalization, which could well reduce confusion
caused by the ridged eating and drinking on one hand or the overly spiritualized
interpretation of the metaphorical reading on the other. Furthermore, Schrage introduces the
term repraeseiüatio where the central component is the encounter with Christ and his gift.
o Significant benefits can be obtained by this study through: (1) a better understanding and
appreciation of the other, (2) recognition of the theme, unity and logical progression of 1
Corinthians, which will strengthen faith. (3) Implementation of Paul’s structure in local
parishes for discipleship, leadership development, and mentoring. (4) Implementation of
Paul’s structure as a model for corporate leadership development. (5) Self-examination in a
humble and meek disposition leads to greater revelation and personal and corporate growth.
(6) This work points to areas of further study by examining some of the key differences as
individual research projects. All aspects of “Disputed Differences” represent avenues for
further research and dialog, which could reduce the separation.
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5: KEY WORDS AND TERMS
1.

Adoption – this metaphor is used by Paul to add meaning to the idea of becoming a
child of God.

2.

ἀνάμνησιν [remembrance 1 Cor. 11:24] – refers to the memorial nature of the meal,
what is remembered. It is a recalling if the passion, death, resurrection and ascension of
Christ.

3.

Atonement – is derived from a word which means “to making at one,” where it is
understood as Christ’s work in dealing with the problem of sin.

4.

βαπτίζω [baptize] – refers to a threefold emersion in water.

5.

Calling – having planned and predestinated certain people to be saved, God calls them.
Reformed theologians teach that people are unable to resist the calling.

6.

Catholic – sre the Catholic believers lead from Rome by Pope Francis, who claims
direct succession form the Petrine ministry. The British Broadcasting Corporation
claims that there are presently 1.2 billion Roman Catholics in the world.

7.

Christian Formation – describes the process of a believer who responds to “come
with” to “follow” and “to be sent out,” follows the call of obedience to Christ.

8.

Church – refers to the world wide “body of Christ.”

9.

church – refers to the local gathering of believers which is part of the universal Church.

10. Confirmation – a sacrament of the Catholic church (some Protestant churches also have
this rite) which completes the rite of initiation. Confirmation is carried out through
anointing, the laying on of hands, and prayer for bestowing the Holy Spirit.
11. Conversion – The word conversion is used to describe the soteriological function of
one’s salvation by Christ and entry into “the body of Christ.” Conversion as a concept
is perhaps preferred in Pentecostal communities because of their instantaneous
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soteriology. While Catholics would prefer Inauguration as they speak more of the
soteriological event as a process.
12. Deliberative Rhetoric – describes a tool available to first century writers, which they
used to craft their arguments: Deliberative (arguments of persuasion and dissuasion),
Judicial (arguments of accusation and defense) and Epideictic (arguments of praise and
blame) were the common types of ways writers crafted their argumentations.
13. Deliberative Rhetorical Components – describes the structure of argumentation
common in first century culture: i. exordium (introduction), ii. narratio (statement of
facts), iii. probatio (main body of proofs), iv. peroratio (conclusion).
14. Discipleship - The word Discipleship is used interchangeably with Christian Formation
and describes the process of how a believer who is in a relationship with Christ is
brought to maturity in this relationship.
15. Ecumenical Dialog – is the interfaith discipline of discussing elements of faith together,
which is aimed at bring greater understanding between faith communities. It is a
response to Jesus prayer that his children would be one (John 17).
16. Election – is the idea that God uninfluenced before creation, determined that certain
people would be predestined to be saved.
17. Eucharist – is the name given to the Holy Communion or Lord’s Supper. It is a
sacrament of participating in the signs of the bread and the wine as the faithful gather to
remember Christ and his actions in the crucifixion and resurrection whereby salvation
was made available.
18. Evangelism – the declaration of good news of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, that salvation
is now available to all those who place their faith in him, through his life, death and
resurrection.
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19. Faith – is a gift from God, it believes that which may not be shown or proved by
experiment. In the context of our discussion on conversion and discipleship one must
have faith the Jesus is God from heaven in human flesh, was put to death and raised by
God from the dead (Rom 10:9).
20. Filled with the Spirit – is a specific teaching of Pentecostals that after salvation, there
is possible a second work of grace available to all believers, where gifts are released and
believers are empowered and strengthened for witness.
21. Foreknowledge – is the term given to the idea that God has complete knowledge of
events before they occur.
22. Free Church – refers to those churches whose congregations elect leadership and where
there is a define separation between church and state.
23. Glorification – In this context refers to the consummation of the salvation process when
believers receive their heavenly bodies.
24. Heavenly Body – describes a body adapted for the heavenly existence, which is without
the corruptible nature.
25. Inauguration – is used here to describe the soteriological process of one becoming a
member of “the body of Christ” and the Church.
26. Kingdom of God – the realm and domain of God’s rule, which also includes his
subjects. Believers characterize their relationship in connection with a king, God.
27. Κοινωνία [fellowship, 1 Cor. 10:16; 2 Cor. 6:14, 13:13; Phil. 1:5, 2:1; Phm. 1:6; 1 Joh
1:3] – a significant word which describes the relationship of sharing, fellowship and
participation together. If a realistic reading is preferred then a metaphysical level of
sharing is supposed.
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28. Lord’s Supper – is another name given to the Eucharistic meal. Churches that tend to
celebrate a free ecclesiology would tend to prefer using the Lord’s Supper over
Eucharist largely because of differing understandings of the efficacy in the sacrament.
29. Metaphorical – a metaphorical reading understands that “the body of Christ” as a
metaphor and in a metaphorical sense explains that in the Lord’s Supper, Christ is
present by his Spirit but not with his physical body.
30. Metaphor – A metaphor describes by asserting comparisons, however is generally not
adequate to fully describe the subject. It is an attempt to make the unfamiliar concept
familiar or comprehendible.
31. Ordinance – a directive of Christ, but has no saving power in and of itself.
32. Penance – is the sacrament were confession is made, one is absolved from sins and
reconciliation is made.
33. Pentecostal – are that segment of Christian believers including Classical Pentecostals,
The Pentecostal Charismatic Movement, and Neocharismatics who claim the
experience of “being filled with the Spirit.” Anderson quotes an academic survey
claiming in 2010 there were 612 million Pentecostals making it easily the second biggest
Christian group (Anderson 2014, 3).
34. πνευματικὸς [Spiritual man, 1 Cor. 2:15, 14:37; Rom. 7:14] - those who have the ability
to receive the Spirit (Fitzmyer 2008, 183), where Protestants would hold that the
Pneumatikos is the person who has the Spirit.
35. Predestination – is the term given to the teaching that before history God has planned
and organized (predestined) that certain people would be saved.
36. Realistic – reading interprets that “the Body of Christ” is a literal and realistic “body”
present, which gives meaning to the Eucharistic meal as a Sacrament.
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37. Real Presence - Christ’s body is really present in the signs after the priest’s invocation
and the ingesting by the faithful.
38. Redemption – translates the Greed word ἀπολύτρωσις [Redemption, 1 Cor. 1:30] – is
a term drawn from the slave market and refers to the freedom or liberation from the
bondage of sin. This has a future connotation as Jesus’ return will consummate salvation
and thus redemption.
39. Regeneration – once a person responds to the call of God with faith, they are
regenerated by receiving and new heart and born of Spirit.
40. Repentance – translates the Greek word μετανοήσατε [repent], which carries two
implications. Firstly, repentance involves a godly sorrow for wrongdoing and a selfrealization of one’s own state. Secondly, repentance involves a wilful turning from
wrongdoing.
41. Revelation – is the disclosing or revealing of knowledge or information through
supernatural means. In the context of our discussion it is used to describe how people
come to know the “wisdom of God” (1 Cor. 1:21, 24).
42. Righteousness – translates the Greek word δικαιοσύνη [Righteousness, 1 Cor. 1:30] –
speaks to the divine acquittal as it has a judicial element and refers to the work of Christ
in the believer’s life. In this way it has implications for the past as it is a state of having
being made righteous.
43. Sacrament - The word “sacrament” is not found in the Scriptures, but was first
introduced by translating mystērion to sacramentum in the late 4th century Vulgate
(Wallace & Bromiley 1988, 256; Osborne 1988, 7). Catholics, Orthodox, Lutherans,
and Anglicans are prominent Churches who practice forms of sacramentalism, which
has a significant impact upon the way faith is believed and lived out. Sacramentalism is
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essentially the incarnation extended in a way that elements of the material world become
means or channels of grace. There are presently seven sacraments.
44. Sacramental – the means of transfer of grace. The seven sacraments of the Catholic
church have sacramental effect because when administered correctly are a means by
which grace is transferred to the participant.
45. Sanctification – translates the Greek word ἁγιασμὸς [Sanctification, 1 Cor. 1:30].
Sanctification is the process of becoming holy or more Christ like. It is the contention
of this work that Sanctification is the main goal of Paul’s letter.
46. Σῶμα [Body] – is understood by Catholic scholars as a unity, a whole. Protestants
generally understand sōma as a solidarity.
47. σῶμα Χριστοῦ [Christ’s body, 1 Cor. 12:27] - Christ’s body refers to the Church which
belongs to Christ.
48. σώματος τοῦ Χριστοῦ [The Body of Christ, 1 Cor. 10:16; Rom. 7:4; Eph. 4:12] - is
spoken of in the context of the Eucharistic meal, where “The Body of Christ” is
understood as the literal historical body of Christ, the ecclesiastical body of Christ, the
Church and the Eucharistic body of Christ. This quantifies the essence of a substantial
part of our discussion in that Catholics scholars understand “the Body of Christ” in a
realistic way, while Pentecostals and most Protestants prefer a metaphorical reading.
49. ψυχικὸς [Natural man, 1 Cor. 2:14] – is more commonly understood as the man without
the Spirit or governed by the natural instincts rather than the Spirit.
50. Transubstantiation – is the doctrine that the signs of the bread and wine in ways
beyond understanding turn into the body and blood of Christ after the prayer of the priest
when ingesting by the faithful.
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PART SIX: POVZETEK, ZAKLJUČEK IN KLJUČNI IZRAZI
V SLOVENSKEM JEZIKU

POVZETEK
Čeprav je podoba »Kristusovega telesa« (σώματος τοῦ Χριστοῦ) vir številnih akademskih študij, je
treba znanstveno soglasje še doseči. Pričujočo študijo so navdihnili pomen podobe »Kristusovega
telesa« v svetopisemskih besedilih, vpliv različnih branj v verskih skupnostih in eluzivnost pomena.
Prvo pismo Korinčanom je za nas poglavitnega pomena zaradi neposredne uporabe podobe
»Kristusovega telesa« in ker je vsak izmed Pavlovih argumentov predstavljen v odnosu do
»Kristusovega telesa«. Poleg tega pa med strokovnjaki še vedno primanjkuje skladnosti v zvezi z
vprašanjem tekstovne enotnosti, jasne strukture in teme. Ta raziskava je po uvodu sestavljena iz treh
ločenih delov.
Ob preučevanju Prvega pisma Korinčanom z uporabo deliberativne retorike smo ugotovili, da so
struktura, skladnost in enotnost besedila vzpostavljeni okrog podobe prothesis v pomenu posvečenja.
Poleg tega je ta študija pokazala, da »telo« govori o vsakem probatio in s tem identificira Pavlovo vizijo,
namenjeno njegovemu ljubljenemu poslušalstvu. Branje šestih ključnih besedil pri katoliških in
protestantskih akademskih izvedencih je bilo analizirano antropološko, ekleziološko in eshatološko.
Sveže branje je pokazalo implikacije realističnega in metaforičnega branja podobe v besedilu.
Sklepi eksegetske analize dajejo pomembne rezultate v okviru dveh prevladujočih krščanskih
veroizpovedi našega časa, ko se uporabljajo za pragmatično uporabo spreobrnjenja in učenstva znotraj
katoliškega in binkoštnega verovanja. Realistično branje odraža zakramentalno naravo Katoliške
cerkve. Kontekstualizacija kaže, da se je Cerkev pomaknila dlje od Pavlovega besedila in dala prednost
veri, krstu ter umestitvi zakramentov, pa tudi avtoriteti, dani Cerkvi. Poslušanje razumemo na
intelektualni ravni in ljudje postanejo verniki ter učenci po zakramentih Cerkve. Metaforično branje
kaže na individualističen pristop k soteriologiji in bujni rasti cerkva, to pa ni tisto, kar si je Pavel zamislil
z izbiro podobe. Binkoštniki dajejo starodavnemu svetopisemskemu besedilu najvišjo avtoriteto, kar
poudarja osebni odnos s Kristusom.
Spreobrnjenje je za katoličane uresničeno v evharistiji, ki je brana v dveh največjih krščanskih
verskih skupnostih našega časa. Priče smo enotnostim, a tudi razlikam, ki jih bo težko preseči. Vendar
pa akademski pogled na teologijo in na izvor izraza »transsubstanciacija«, na zakramentalni učinek
»podeljevanja« in umeščenost pneumatološkega dela Duha pri Gospodovi večerji, ki ga posreduje
pričujoče delo, kaže možne poti do boljšega razumevanja. Poleg tega izraz repraeseiüatio, ki poudarja
srečanje s Kristusom in njegovim darom, prav tako omogoča, da se približamo večji communio, ki vodi
h koinōnia. Predanost resnemu resnemu proučevanju in ponižnost ob zavedanju lastnih preteklih napak
bosta zmanjšali prepad med dvema velikima krščanskima veroizpovedima našega časa. V tem smislu je
predstavljeno več področij za nadaljnjo raziskavo.
Ključne besede: Slovenija, Katoliška cerkev, Binkoštna cerkev, Kristusovo telo, realistično, resnična
navzočnost, metaforično, metafora, zakramentalno, zakramenti, spreobrnjenje, verniki, učenstvo,
krščanska formacija, deliberativna retorika, posvečenje, evharistija, Gospodova večerja, vera, razodetje,
Sveti Duh, ekumenski dialog, pneumatikos, psychikos, koinōnia.
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PRVI DEL: UVOD

1. UVOD

Podoba »Kristusovega telesa« (σώματος τοῦ Χριστοῦ) je bila v minulih letih predmet
številnih znanstvenih raziskav, vendar soglasje še ni doseženo. Ne smemo podcenjevati pomena
podobe »Kristusovega telesa« v teologiji, saj daje smisel področjem antropologije,
ekleziologije in eshatologije. Prvo pismo Korinčanom je naša poglavitna skrb, saj neposredno
uporablja podobo »Kristusovega telesa«, ki je domnevno Cerkev. To je obenem najbolj
prevladujoča teološka podoba, ki se uporablja (Dunn 1998, 548). Kljub številnim znanstvenim
študijam Prvega pisma Korinčanom, ki so nastale skozi leta, še vedno ni doseženo soglasje
glede enotnosti in jasne strukture besedila ter teme pisanja. Dve največji krščanski veroizpovedi
našega časa, katoliška in binkoštna, bereta podobo na različne načine, to pa ima za posledico
različne načine, po katerih se vero uresničuje in živi. Katoliška cerkev je v Sloveniji
prevladujoča vera, ki opravlja Petrovo nasledstvo in bere podobo »Kristusovega telesa«
realistično. Realistično branje daje smisel zakramentalni strukturi Cerkve in bistveno vpliva na
njeno vsakodnevno prakso vere. Binkoštno gibanje je opisano kot »... prevladujoč izraz
krščanstva v postmoderni dobi« (Johns 1995, 7), vendar binkoštniki berejo podobo
»Kristusovega telesa« v prenesenem pomenu oziroma metaforično, kar v njihovo verovanje
vnaša izrazit individualni poudarek in duhovno razsežnost. Glede na »globalno vas«, v kateri v
današnjem času živimo, glede na dostopnost informacij laični cerkvi in glede na hitro rast
binkoštnega gibanja v razvijajočih se državah tretjega sveta ta vprašanja zahtevajo sveže branje
in sodoben odziv.
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Ta študija poteka v štirih ločenih delih. Prvič, uvod se ukvarja s pregledom dosedanjih
znanstvenih raziskav, z izzivi, s katerimi se spopadajo znanstveniki, z merili za ugotavljanje
razlik in z opredelitvijo pojma, kaj pomenijo izrazi metaforično, metodologija eksegeze in
hermenevtična načela za kontekstualizacijo in metodološki pristop k ekumenskemu dialogu. V
drugem delu te študije je opravljena analiza katoliške in protestantske obravnave izbranih
besedil Prvega pisma Korinčanom. Ta del eksegeze preučuje, kako strokovnjaki v posameznih
verskih skupnostih berejo podobo »Kristusovega telesa« z antropološkega, ekleziološkega in
eshatološkega vidika. Tretji del raziskave je hermenevtična naloga kontekstualiziranja
ugotovitev v posamezni verski skupnosti. Tu študija jemlje pod drobnogled katoličane in
binkoštnike. Ker je binkoštno gibanje razmeroma mlado in obstaja le nekaj več kot sto let, v
okviru tega gibanja ni dovolj strokovnjakov s področja Pavlovega pisanja 1 Korinčanom, kar
bi omogočilo zahtevano trdnost rezultatov. Zato je za pragmatično uporabo kontekstualizacije
ugotovitev pri posamezni skupnosti glede področij spreobrnjenja in učenstva to delo zožilo
preučevanje na katoličane in izbrane binkoštnike (glej dodatek 2 za binkoštne raziskovalce).
Četrti in zadnji del te raziskave temelji na ekumenskem dialogu, ki obstaja od leta 1972.
Ugotovitve iz prvih treh delov, skupaj z vključitvijo nekaterih dodatnih strokovnjakov, bodo
logično vodile h krepitvi ekumenskega dialoga med katoličani in binkoštniki glede evharistije,
v kateri je osrednjega pomena prav »Kristusovo telo«.
Rezultati te študije so bogati in pomembni. Najprej delo ponuja sveže branje podobe
»Kristusovega telesa« v luči nerešenih vprašanj. Drugič, ko podobo »Kristusovega telesa«
beremo v kontekstu Pavlove argumentacije, se kaže jasna in razločna struktura. Tretjič,
kontekstualizacija odseva vlogo, ki jo imajo zakramenti pri spreobrnjenju in učenstvu znotraj
posamezne verske skupnosti. Ker je to študija s področja biblične teologije, pokaže tudi, kje
svetopisemska besedila ne podpirajo določenih verovanj in praks ali pa le-te presegajo. Končno
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to delo posreduje skupno branje narave evharistije, vzpostavljenih enotnih stvari, spornih razlik
in dogovorjenih razlik ter nato predlaga pot k boljšemu razumevanju.

2. STANJE SEDANJE AKADEMSKE RAZPRAVE

Podobo »Kristusovega telesa«

lahko beremo bodisi metaforično bodisi realistično.

Teološko gledano obstaja vprašanje, kakšna je sestava ali ontološka resničnost »Kristusovega
telesa« kot posameznika in »Kristusovega telesa« kot Cerkve? Ideja o »Kristusovem telesu«
kot Cerkvi, ki se navezuje na to, da Cerkev ohranja ali označuje telesnost, ostaja teološki izziv,
prav tako pa ostaja izziv tudi prepričanje, da Duh sestavlja Cerkev. Ob spoznanju antropološke
narave »Kristusovega telesa« znanstveniki morejo prispevati k vprašanju udeležbe vernikov v
lokalni ecclesia. Tisti strokovnjaki, ki zagovarjajo metaforično interpretacijo »Kristusovega
telesa«, so mnenja, da izraz pomeni več, kot pa kaže njegov dobesedni pomen, in da je treba
vključiti zgodovinsko kontekstualno iskanje za zagotovitev ozadja za rabo podobe, da bi dali
pomen razlagi. Nedavna anketa je pokazala podporo stoiškemu branju metafore pred številnimi
drugimi možnostmi, vendar spekter ostaja raznolik. Socialni vidik dodaja dragocene vpoglede
v predstavitev Pavlovega pisma v okviru helenizma prvega stoletja, prinašajoč s seboj ideje o
enotnosti, skupni solidarnosti in občutku enakosti. Pronicljiva raziskava Kima in Martina je
opredelila ideje za bolj pragmatične vpoglede. Tisti, ki podpirajo realistično uporabo izraza,
morajo na eni strani dokazati povezavo med fizično udeležbo in evharističnim telesom ter na
drugi strani pokazati, da Pavel ni imel v mislih več, kot izraz sam pomeni.
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3. IZZIVI ZNANSTVENIKOV

Da bi dosegli pomembne rezultate za akademske in verske skupnosti, ta raziskava skuša
zagotoviti verodostojne rešitve za izzive, s katerimi se spoprijema vsako od treh raziskovalnih
področij. Znanstveni izziv, ki ga izvaja pričujoča študija, je preučiti pomembno in temeljno
podobo, ki jo uporablja Pavel in ki se bere ter kontekstualizira različno v dveh vodilnih
krščanskih veroizpovedih našega časa.
Strukturni izziv – ta del odgovarja na vprašanje, kako podoba »Kristusovega telesa«
deluje znotraj strukture in argumentacije pisma.
Eksegetski izziv – ta del preučuje šest ključnih besedil Prvega pisma Korinčanom in na
ekleziološki, antropološki in eshatološki način odgovarja na ključna teološka vprašanja vsakega
področja. Po eksegetski preučitvi se nova odkritja preverjajo v sodobni praksi spreobrnjenja in
učenstva.
Spreobrnjenje – spreobrnjenje razumemo in o njem govorimo kot o procesu (CCC 2000,
# 1439), kar pa ni dojemljivo brez Cerkve. Katoliški strokovnjaki menijo, da je ta nevidni
prehod Božje milosti zapečaten z vidnimi dejanji zakramentov krsta, birme in evharistije. Na ta
način je Katoliška cerkev zakramentalen sistem, v katerem je Cerkev posrednica odrešenja.
Binkoštniki doživljajo spreobrnjenje kot »prelomni trenutek« v življenju vernika, pri katerem
ta vstopi v zavezo, vzpostavljeno med človekom in Bogom (Robeck 2007, 6). Spreobrnjenja ni
mogoče doumeti brez vere, pri kateri igra Sveti Duh pomembno vlogo pri posredovanju
odrešenja. Človek se odzove na Božjo pobudo, ki vključuje mistično izmenjavo, to pa pri njem
povzroči, da prejme Duha in postane del »Kristusovega telesa«. »Binkoštniki poudarjajo
spremembo posameznika, kar ob vcepitvi v telo vernikov prinese spremembe v kulturo od
znotraj « (Kärkkäinen 2002, 209).
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Učenstvo –z izrazom »učenstvo« pomenujemo predvsem tiste, ki so v odnosu z Jezusom
kot njegovi privrženci; odnos, ki je določen s skupnostjo in občestvom. Medtem ko obstaja
nenehen klic za »priti«, »biti z«, »slediti«, »biti poslan«, vsi učenci očitno niso dobesedno vsega
pustili, vendar pa ima v sinoptičnih evangelijih učenstvo obliko klica k svetosti. Pomen besede
učenec izhaja iz Jezusove zapovedi v Mateju 28,19: »… pojdite in naredite μαθητεύσατε
[učence] ...« Učenec je učiteljev učenec in v tem smislu je tisti, ki dela tisto, kar dela učitelj
oziroma gospodar (Marshall 1996, 277). Cilj katekizma v Katoliški cerkvi je uresničiti
krščansko zrelost in v tem smislu je učenstvo privesti učenca do »krščanske zrelosti« (CCC
2000, # 1247). Chan opisuje učenstvo kot sledenje Jezusu in učenec je študent ali vajenec
(Chan, 2012, 16). Preučevanje tradicije kaže, da se je včasih kultura pomaknila naprej od
katehumenata in kongregacijskih krščanskih formacijskih modelov, zato je potrebno sveže
branje, da bi ohranili identiteto Cerkve. Formacija ob pomoči Božje besede, skupno življenje
občestva in »lomljenje kruha« so ključnega pomena za obe tradiciji in pomenijo veliko
združenega razumevanja. Morda bi kdo rekel, da je vrhunec duhovnega življenja Katoliške
cerkve zakramentalno in liturgično čaščenje, medtem ko je skupno slavljenje vrhunec
duhovnega življenja Binkoštne cerkve. Irenej (ok.115–202 po Kr.), Origen (185–254 po Kr.) in
Tertulijan (160–220 po Kr.) so vsi povezovali posvečenje kot podobo preobrazbe, ki spremlja
krščansko življenje. Prav ta podoba posvečenja v Prvem pismu Korinčanom je Pavlova vizija
za krščansko formacijo in je vzpostavljenja predvsem v 3,1; 6,13-14; 10,16-17; 11,24-26 in
12,12-27.
Ekumenski dialog – ekumenski dialog med katoličani in binkoštniki se je začel leta 1972.
Tovrstne razprave so razkrile številna področja skupnega občestva, vendar ostajajo tudi opazne
razlike. »Kristusovo telo« kot Cerkev je osrednji koncept obeh tradicij in sklepi iz prejšnje
raziskave zagotavljajo dragoceno eksegetsko osnovo za ekumenski dialog. Po povzetku petih
stopenj dialoga ta študija razpravlja še o evharistiji obeh tradicij.
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Cilj tega dela je sveže branje »Kristusovega telesa« v Prvem pismu Korinčanom, in sicer s
katoliškega in protestantskega vidika. To sveže branje potem prenesemo na dve največji verski
skupnosti našega časa na področjih spreobrnjenja in učenstva. Ker je »Kristusovo telo«
središčna podoba evharistije, v obeh tradicijah skupaj dojemamo evharističen obed v obliki
ekumenskega dialoga.

4. MERILO ZA UGOTAVLJANJE RAZLIK MED KATOLIŠKO IN PROTESTANTSKO
INTERPRETACIJO

Cilj tega dela je dosežen z analizo eksegetskega branja avtorjev Raymonda F. Collinsa,
Josepha A. Fitzmyerja in Luciena Cerfauxa, ki nas seznanjajo s katoliškim prispevkom;
Anthony C. Thiseltin, Gordon D. Fee, James D. G. Dunn in David E. Garland pa predstavljajo
protestantsko tradicijo.
Tretji del te študije je kontekstualizacija branja »Kristusovega telesa« v odnosu do
spreobrnjenja in učenstva, zožena na našo razpravo o katoliški in binkoštni tradiciji. Katoliški
položaj je dobro zastopan v KKC, vendar v iskanju pomembnih rezultatov črpamo iz spoznanj
različnih znanih binkoštnih učenjakov in iz dokumentov o cerkvenih pravilih priznanih
binkoštnih tradicij (glej dodatek 2).

5. OPREDELITEV KONCEPTA METAFORIČNEGA BRANJA

Hermenevtična naloga znotraj eksegeze zahteva dodatno razlago novozaveznih besedil, ki so
stara blizu dva tisoč let. Pri pisanjih prvega stoletja je bila običajna raba metafor za opis nečesa,
česar ni bilo mogoče opisati z vsakdanjimi besedami. Metafora je metoda jezikovne retorike,
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ki označuje več, kakor je s samo besedo povedano. Za dosego uspešnega prenosa pomena iz
novozaveznih besedil v sodobno družbo nekateri strokovnjaki predlagajo, da morajo značilnosti
izvornega področja metafore biti poustvarjene v ciljnem področju, da bi bil prenos uspešen.
Toda kot trdi Breytenbach,: »... je neprimerno zahtevati, da je cilj opisan kot replika vira«
(Breytenbach 2005, 273). Preprosto moramo iz skladišča metafor črpati selektivno, da bi
zagotovili pravilen in predviden pomena besedila.
Ključno vprašanje v izvedbi tega dela raziskave je, kaj je Pavel nameraval s svojo uporabo
metafore in kako metafora deluje v njegovih besedilih? Med zelo znanimi zgledi uporabe
metafore »telesa« v antiki je »basen Menenius Agrippa«, v kateri Agrippa trdi, da je država
»telo« različnih delov in funkcij (Livy, History of Rome 2.32.8-12 in Lee 2006, 9; Dionizij iz
Halikarnasa, Roman Antiquities, 6.83.2). Branje odlomkov, ki vsebujejo besedo sōma, nam
kaže, da se sōma uporablja kot bistvena podoba, na kateri temelji celotno Prvo Pavlovo pismo
Korinčanom.
Večina strokovnjakov že dolgo priznava, da sōma deluje kot metafora, in kot taka zahteva
analizo na različnih področjih, da bi prispevala pomenljive ugotovitve. Glede na »teorijo
nadomestka« metafora pomeni premik, zato ta raziskava mora odkriti spekter pomena, ki ga je
Pavel nameraval sporočiti, ko je uvedel izraz sōma v različne kontekste. Najustreznejša »teorija
interakcije« širi zahteve te raziskave v smeri Pavlove vizije in njegovih misli, to pa zahteva
skrbno razlago. In končno, uspešno prepoznavanje besede sōma bralcu kaže pomen podobe na
različne načine: prek rekonstrukcije simbolnega sveta, s predstavitvijo medbesedilnih odnosov,
skozi filozofske in teološke strukture ali prek kognitivne vnovične vzpostavitve podobe. Vse to
bralcu daje možnosti razumevanja, ki jih podoba v dobesednem pomenu ne prikaže.
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6. METODOLOGIJE

Študija uporablja deliberativno retorično metodologijo, kot jo uporabljajo Kennedy (1984),
Betz (1975) in Mitchell (1991) in kot je razložena v knjigi Paul and the Rhetoric of
Reconciliation: An Exegetical Investigation of the Language and Composition of 1 Corinthians
avtorja Mitchella (1991). Tako se razkrijeta struktura in sporočilo Prvega pisma Korinčanom.
Zatem z uporabo semiotične analize prikažemo, kako se podoba »Kristusovega telesa« nanaša
na narratio in vsak probatio.
Raziskava strokovne eksegeze sledi knjigi Gordona Feeja New Testament Exegesis, A
handbook for Students and Pastors (Fee 2002), v kateri je dokazana metodologija za izvedbo
eksegeze. Ta del pričujoče študije vključuje štiri stopnje razvoja – zgodovinsko, kontekstualno,
tekstualno in kontekstualizacijo besedil (Fee 1983; 2002; Hays 1996). Podpora znanstvenim
smernicam je vsebovana v delu Henryja A. Virklerja Hermeneutics, Principles and Processes
of Biblical Interpretation (Virkler 1981), pa tudi Hays (Hays 1996).

Katoliške in binkoštne hermenevtične predpostavke. Ob spoznanju številnih skladnosti
v opravljanju eksegeze pri katoliških in binkoštnih strokovnjakih obstajajo v hermenevtiki tudi
razlike, ki jih je treba obravnavati. Katoličani verjamejo, da je Cerkev varuhinja razodetja; ko
Cerkev govori o dogmi, po prepričanju katolikov govori Kristus, in ko Cerkev uvaja
zakramente, jih po njihovem prepričanju uvaja po Kristusovem naročilu. Obstaja več ključnih
dejavnikov, ki so povzročili različne sklepe. S katoliškega stališča avtoriteta prihaja iz treh
virov – iz Svetega pisma, iz tradicije ter od papeža, ko govori ex cathedra [iz sedeža] ali iz
magisteriuma Cerkve. Binkoštniki so prav tako prepričani, da avtoriteta izhaja od samega Boga
in iz Svetega pisma, ki je Božje samorazodetje človeštvu. Katoličani verjamejo v progresivno
razodetje, binkoštniki pa vztrajajo pri vrsti razodetja »enkrat za vselej«.
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V katoliški tradiciji Sveto pismo ni niti samozadostno niti ni sposobno določiti svoje
vsebine ali razlagati samo sebe. Zgodovinska kritična metodologija je očitno podvržena
številnim kritikam. Dulles ponavlja komentarje Josepha Ratzingerja, ko z obžalovanjem pravi:
»... razpoka med eksegezo in dogmo v katoliških krogih je postala prevelika, tako je celo za
katoličane Sveto pismo postalo beseda iz preteklosti ...« (Ratzinger 1989, 20–21 v Dulles 2006,
18). Pomembno vprašanje za katoliško hermenevtiko je mesto avtoritete, ki je pripisana
Svetemu pismu, tradiciji, papeški oblasti in magisteriumu Cerkve. Za katoličane morata »tako
Pismo kot tudi tradicija biti sprejeta in počaščena z enakim občutkom predanosti in spoštovanja
...« (CCC 2000, # 82; # 97). Sveti spisi morajo biti brani »… znotraj ‘žive tradicije celotne
Cerkve’« (CCC 2000, # 113). Ob tem je Cerkvi zaupana avtentična razlaga Božje besede in
tradicije (CCC 2000, # 85, # 119, # 553). Za apostolsko avtoriteto se razume, da prihaja prek
Petrove službe, ki izhaja iz Jezusovih besed Petru (Janez 21,15–17). Medtem ko obstaja namen
izpeljati avtoriteto iz »namere svetega avtorja« (CCC 2000, # 110), je vsaka razlaga brana skozi
leče prejšnjih bralcev, cerkvene dogme in hierarhičnega magisteriuma Cerkve. Na ta način
obstaja določen odnos med tradicijo, dogmami in magisteriumom Cerkve, ki je skrbnik nauka
Cerkve, danega od Kristusa (CCC 2000, # 88, # 2036), in tako izvaja nadzor nad razlago
Svetega pisma. Binkoštniki dajejo zgodnjim cerkvenim očetom prednostni položaj, ker so bili
bliže zgodovinskim dogodkom, vendar jim ne dajejo mesta avtoritet.
Vprašanje progresivnega razodetja oblikuje razpravo o katoliški in binkoštni hermenevtiki.
Progresivno razodetje je koncept, po katerem pozneje napisani odlomki vključujejo večje ali
širše razodetje Boga kakor prejšnji odlomki. To hermenevtično načelo izvajajo vodilni katoliški
eksegeti (Cerfaux 1947, 262 fn. 1; Fitzmyer 2008, 476). Ob tem KKC zagovarja uporabo
progresivnega razodetja za branje svetih besedil s pojasnilom, da je Kristus ljudem razkril
vstajenje mrtvih postopno (CCC 2000, # 992 # 993), in na ta način to prenese v Pismo.
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Kärkkäinen opredeljuje zgodovinski razvoj binkoštne hermenevtike v okviru štirih
osnovnih gibanj: »(1), ustna, pred-refleksivna faza zgodnjega binkoštnega branja Svetega
pisma;

(2)

trend

fundamentalistično-dispenzacionalne

razlage

v

zavezništvu

z

evangelikalizmom; (3) prizadevanje za posebno pnevmatsko eksegezo in (4) nastajajoči
postmoderni razvoji« (Kärkkäinen 2002, 4). Binkoštna hermenevtika je bila deležna kritik
zaradi nestrokovnosti in premočnega zanašanja na interpretacijo izkušenj. Kritika se je med
strokovnjaki uravnotežila zaradi obravnave Apostolskih del kot zgodovinske pripovedi, iz
katere je bila zgrajena teologija. Poglavitni zgled je doktrina »jezikov kot začetni dokaz« za
»krst v Duhu«. Yong in drugi binkoštni poznavalci zagovarjajo to stališče s trditvijo, da so
pripovedi v Luku in Apostolskih delih povsem upravičene. Conzelmann v Die Mitte de Zeit
(Conzelmann 1953) je bil prvi, ki je trdil, da je bil Luka teolog sam po sebi. Stronstad v The
Charismatic Theology of St. Luke (Stronstad 1984) je močan zagovornik Luka kot teologa. Luka
ima teološko perspektivo in kot teolog stoji z ramo ob rami s Pavlom, čeprav so njegova pisanja
bolj zgodovinske pripovedi in niso povsem didaktične narave (Yong 2005, 83–85). Ob tem
binkoštnike pogosto kritizirajo zaradi »vključevanja njihovih lastnih izkušenj v besedilo, četudi
so nekaj doživeli in zatem to našli v Svetem pismu«. MacDonald (MacDonald 1976, 6) in
Menzies (Menzies 1985, 12–13) trdita, da osebne izkušnje še vedno morajo delovati kot
preverjanje, vendar vključene na koncu hermenevtičnega procesa. Po drugi strani pa Stronstad
meni, da je prav izkušnje postaviti na začetek hermenevtičnega procesa (Stronstad 1992).
Binkoštna hermenevtika se je sprva razvila kot odziv proti liberalizmu in fundamentalizmu.
Na eni strani je bilo nevarno slediti evangelijskim kristjanom predaleč v modernizem, na drugi
strani pa je bilo preveč pozornosti namenjeno izkušnjam pred eksegetskimi metodologijami.
Vendar Archer ugotavlja, da je pentekostalizem ubral novo smer, ki ne sprejema povsem »...
pluralističnega relativizma postmodernizma, niti v celoti ne potrjuje objektivizma
modernizma« (Archer 2009, 198–210). Archer je sklenil, da je binkoštna hermenevtika trodelno
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pogajanje za pomen med »bralci v skupnosti, zgodbo v besedilu in vodstvom Svetega Duha«
(Archer 2009, 260). Na ta način so izkušnje v skupnosti, pripoved in delo Duha primarne
osnove, na katerih temelji binkoštna hermenevtika. Yong se uvršča med vodilne mislece med
binkoštniki. Razume, da obstaja povezava med Duhom, Besedo in občestvom, to pa sestavlja
prepletanje, ki ne vzpostavlja nobene hierarhije (Yong 2002, 17–18). Poleg tega Duh prek
karizmatičnih darov razsvetljuje božanske resnice (Yong 2002, 222). Na ta način se
svetopisemska interpretacija presoja z vključitvijo verskih izkušenj občestva, teološke tradicije
in Duha (Yong 2002, 229). Občestvo daje Duhu in Besedi kontekst, n: a ta način se identiteta
občestva razvija in oblikuje po Duhu, Besedi in njihovi skupni izkušnji.
Če povzamemo, je za Katoliško cerkvijo zadnjih dva tisoč let tradicije. Čeprav seveda vsi
cerkveni očetje niso prakticirali hermenevtične naloge na podoben način, je magisterium
Cerkve skozi stoletja vodil in usmerjal nastanek razodetja in na ta način tudi dogme. Eksegetska
naloga ugotavlja veliko mero skladnosti med katoličani in binkoštniki, vendar pa obstajajo tudi
razlike in kot posledica različni rezultati. Po prepričanju katoličanov avtoriteta izhaja iz Svetega
pisma, tradicije in magisteriuma Cerkve, binkoštniki pa vso avtoriteto pripisujejo Božjemu
samorazodetju v Svetem pismu, kot je bilo predstavljeno na koncilu v Hipu leta 393, ko je bil
avtorjev namen prepoznan v občestvu. Ob tem binkoštniki menijo, da je Božje samorazodetje,
kot ga odkrijemo v Svetem pismu, zadostno in zato, hermenevtično gledano, poznejša besedila
na noben način ne bi spremenila Božjega samorazodetja, ampak bi ga le poglobila.
Prepoznavanje potrebe po zanašanju na Božjega Duha pri branju in razlaganju Svetega pisma
pomeni področje zbliževanja in obenem področje, ki še ni v celoti razvito.
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DRUGI DEL: KATOLIŠKA IN PROTESTANTSKA EKSEGEZA
BESEDIL

Cilj eksegetskega pregleda je ugotoviti, kako podoba »Kristusovega telesa« deluje v Prvem
pismu Korinčanom in kako pismo tudi osmišlja. Zato študija najprej obravnava strukturo in
splošno argumentacijo Pavla znotraj zgodovinskega konteksta – analiza strukture –; zatem pa
preučuje ustrezna branja izbranih besedil v odnosu do podobe »Kristusovega telesa« z
ekleziološkega, antropološkega in eshatološkega vidika.

1. »KRISTUSOVO TELO« IN STRUKTURA 1 KORINČANOM

Ta del študije sledi retoričnemu modelu običajnega kroga piscev prvega stoletja, kot ga
uporabljajo Kennedy, Betz in Mitchell. Veliko pozornosti je namenjeno 1,30 kot osrednji tezi
pisma. Ta znova pregleda narratio, ki je po izsledkih študije vzpostavljen v 1,10–2,16. Pregled
eksegeze katoliških in protestantskih strokovnjakov kaže, da uvodni dve poglavji Prvega pisma
Korinčanom vzpostavljata vstop ali vcepitev v »telo«, čeprav po drugačni poti. Natančen
pregled opredeljuje Pavlovo rabo znanih retoričnih tehnik za vzpostavitev prehodov in
prepoznavanje petih probatio za podporo prothesis. Študija podobo »Kristusovega telesa«
preučuje v luči Pavlove rabe deliberativne retorike prvega stoletja, da bi prepoznali skladnost
in enotnost sporočila Nove zaveze.
Prothesis – 1 Kor 1,30: Glavna teza
Po izsledkih te študije Pavel uporablja posvečenje v 1,30 kot prothesis ali temo Prvega pisma
Korinčanom in s tem demonstrira primer obrnjenega pararelizma, ki ga je mogoče prebrati v
omenjeni vrstici. Posvečenje je prothesis, ki je v pomembnem odnosu do »Kristusovega telesa«.
Po poenostavljenem opisu Aristotelove osrednje teze ta študija vabi k enemu samemu predlogu:
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k »posvečenju«, s čimer elementa partitio in enumeratio nista potrebna (Mitchell 1991, 199).
Bodisi da podobo »Kristusovega telesa« beremo realistično bodisi metaforično, ni dosti dvoma,
da je Pavel pisal svoji ljubljeni skupnosti vernikov, spodbujajoč jih k višji ravni vedênja.
Uvodni del poslanice: 1,1-9
Kot so narekovali takratna kultura in običaji, je uvodni del poslanice opremljen z imenom in
zahvalo ter s predstavitvijo Pavla in njegove poslanice.

Narratio – 1,10–2,16: Osnova in namen »telesa«
Po uvodnem delu in zahvali (1,1-9) Pavel uporabi prvi dve poglavji za postavitev temeljev, na
katerih bo začel navajati svoje argumente. S tem vzpostavi podlago in izrazi namen za »telo«
ali korintsko cerkev. V antični grško-rimski retoriki bi naj narratio služil kot začetna izjava o
dejstvih, ki so potrebna za določitev konteksta, iz katerega govornik lahko začne navajati svoje
argumente.
Narratio – 1,10-31: Temelj za »telo«
To delo opredeljuje 1,10-31 kot ločen pododdelek narratio, v katerem v 1,10 najprej prepozna
problem in potem v 1,30 še rešitev. Strokovnjaki te vrstice večinoma prebirajo v povezavi z
daljšim odlomkom, ki se konča v 4,21; razen peščice, ki se s tem ne strinjajo.
Narratio – 2,1-16: Namen za »telo«
Pavlova začetna izjava dejstev, ki se sklene v 2,16, sestavlja kontekst ali osnovo za argumente,
ki temu sledijo. Prvič, uporabljena retorična vodila kažejo na jasen prehod, v katerem je tema
razprave privedena do sklepa v obliki povzetka. Drugič, ločitev retoričnih enot je izvedena
jasno, ko razumemo, da v prejšnji retorični enoti Pavel primerja tiste, ki so zunaj »Kristusovega
telesa« (naravni človek), s tistimi, ki so vključeni v »Kristusovo telo« (duhovni človek). Tretjič,
analiza križne strukture, ki jo izvaja Pavel, kaže na 14. vrstico ’ABBA’; v 15. in 16. vrstici pa
ta vzorec ’ABBA’ ponovi (Fee 1987, 117). Četrtič, odlomek 3,1-5 kaže na pomemben korak v
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pogovoru, ki se začne najprej z naslovnikom. Osrednja stvar, ki je na tem mestu poudarjena, je,
da so prejemniki Prvega pisma Korinčanom meseni (neduhovni, dojenčki v Kristusu, zgolj
človeški); to je simetrično umeščeno v središče retorične enote. Petič, vrsta argumenta prehaja
iz logos v ethos. Šestič, jezik »jaz-vi« v vrstici 3,1 je v močnem kontrastu z zaimki »mi«, ki se
uporabljajo v prejšnji retorični enoti.
Probatio – 3,1–15,58
V tem razdelku želimo pokazati, da Pavel uporabi pet glavnih dokazov (probatio), da z njimi
najprej prepriča svoje poslušalce, naj spremenijo svoje vedênje in ga uskladijo s posvečenim
življenjem v »Kristusovem telesu«. Drugič, odnos vsakega dokaza določa strukturo. Tretjič, ta
struktura deluje na logičen način, da bi nazorno prikazala Pavlov sistematični razvoj podobe
»telesa«:
probatio 1. 3,1–4,21 – prvi korak: posvečenje zahteva individualne standarde;
probatio 2. 5,1–7,40 – drugi korak: posvečenje zahteva skupne standarde občestva;
probatio 3. 8,1–11,34 – tretji korak: posvečenje zahteva zrelost;
probatio 4. 12,1–14,39 – četrti korak: posvečenje zahteva primerno uporabo duhovnih
darov v občestvu;
probatio 5. 15,1-58 – peti korak: posvečenje za »telo« bo v polnosti uresničeno šele v
prihodnosti;
peroratio 6. 16,1-24 – končna vzpodbuda.

Pavlova poslanica obsega zbirko podatkov, opise poti, omembo sodelavcev, vzpodbudo in
zaključek, v katerem svoje pisanje lepo zaokroži.
Po analizi strukture pričujoča študija preučuje ustreznost branja izbranih besedil v odnosu
do podobe »Kristusovega telesa« z ekleziološkega, antropološkega in eshatološkega vidika.
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2. »KRISTUSOVO TELO« IN ECCLESIA – 1 KORINČANOM 10,16-17; 12,12-27;
11,24-26; 6,13-14

Namen tega dela študije je preveriti štiri ključna besedila Prvega pisma Korinčanom, v
katerih se o »telesu« lahko razpravlja v povezavi z ecclesia. Ker Pavel neposredno uporablja
izraz »Kristusovo telo« v 10,16-17 σώματος τοῦ Χριστοῦ (10,16) in σῶμα Χριστοῦ (12,27),
bomo naprej pogledali te odlomke. Besedilo 11,24-26 ponuja etiologijo za katoliški pogled na
evharistijo, o kateri govorimo v odnosu do soteriološkega razumevanja in na ta način samoidentitete skupnosti. Končno besedilo 6,13-14 doda k razpravi o enotnosti in identiteti
skupnosti. Da pa bi razpravi pripisali pravo smer, ko govorimo o ekleziologiji, bomo v povzetku
pogledali kontekst, tekst in kontektualizacijo v odnosu do katoliških in protestantskih
ugotovitev.1 Korinčanom 10,16-17 – kontekst določa, da sta pri evharistiji najpomembnejši
enotnost in skupnost občestva vernikov. »Pavlova skrb je bila osredotočena na kruh in kelih kot
primarni izraz enotnosti celotnega občestva in kot sredstvo za to enotnost, ko se seveda praznuje
na pravilen način« (Dunn 1998, 616).
»Kristusovo telo« na tem mestu katoličani razumejo kot tisto, kar oblikuje identiteto
»Božjega ljudstva«, čigar lokalna identiteta pa ne bi imela pomena brez enotnega vesoljnega
»Kristusovega telesa«. Identiteta je nadalje samorefleksija enotnosti, navzoče pri »evharistiji«,
vendar je to enotnost mogoče razumeti kot mistično duhovno celoto, kot eno, in nikoli kot
solidarno ali kolektivno. Konec koncev je to enotnost, ki povezuje osebo s »Kristusovim
telesom« in jo uvede v »Kristusovo telo«. Soteriološki motiv je razumljen kot »Kristusovo
telo«, navzoče v evharistiji. Protestantski znanstveniki se na tem mestu osredotočajo na pomen
enotnosti »Kristusovega telesa«. Enotnost se osredotoča na koinōnio v smislu skupnosti, vendar
je udeležba tisto, kar naredi »telo« za telo (skupinsko) in poudarja skupnostno naravo evharistije
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pred zakramentalno. Poudarek na enotnosti je podprt z metaforično interpretacijo »telesa« pred
realistično razlago. Tretja pomembna prvina v odnosu med ecclesia in »Kristusovim telesom«
je samoidentiteta, ki se oblikuje s skupnim sodelovanjem in deljenjem »ven poklicanega«
občestva.
1 Korinčanom 12,12-27 – v povzetku je enotnost središče tistega besedila, ki se v prvi vrsti
nahaja v kontekstu zlorabe duhovnih darov. Posvečenje zahteva od tistih, ki so v Kristusu, da
med njimi ni razkola zaradi rabe teh darov, ampak da jih razumejo kot priložnosti, ko lahko
služijo in drug drugega spodbujajo k uresničevanju enotnosti, da bi bil Kristus poveličan (Janez
17,21).
Za katoliške strokovnjake v preučevanju ekleziologije obstajata dve ključni vprašanji.
Prvič, vcepitev v »telo« skozi obred krsta. Krst se bere v realističnem pomenu (v nasprotju z
metaforičnim), da bi ga prikazali kot zakrament, in vsebuje soteriološki motiv. Drugič,
vprašanje enotnosti in raznolikosti je navzoče v podobi »Kristusovega telesa«. Opustitev
določnega člena v 10,16 v razpravi govori o enotnosti, ki ne kaže samo odnosa odvisnosti od
Kristusa, ampak tudi neodvisno ecclesia kot eno. Tako pa nastane enotnost (ene cerkve) znotraj
raznolikosti (ki jo razkrivajo številne ecclesia in tudi veliko »teles«). Ob tem naj omenimo, da
z vcepitvijo v »telo« posameznik ne izgubi individualnosti. Zgodovina interpretacije nam
omogoča identifikacijo lokalne ecclesia, vendar pa molči o službi za Boga, o upravljanju in
strukturi.
Protestanti razumejo enotnost kot bistven poudarek besedila, kar je v prvi vrsti družbeni
vidik, ki odraža razsežnosti občestva. Metaforično branje podobe »Kristusovega telesa« in
»krsta« v tem besedilu je povzročilo nasprotujoče si rezultate predvsem glede enotnosti in
identitete »Kristusovega telesa«. Krst se bere kot metafora, ki kaže delo Duha v življenju
vernikov, ko uresničuje enotnost in še pomembneje, vzpostavlja prednost Kristusa kot glave
»telesa«, čeprav take besede na tem mestu niso izrecno omenjene. Podobe »Kristusovega
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telesa« in različnih navedenih delov telesa dovoljujejo branje »solidarnosti«, pri čemer verniki
nosijo odgovornost, da so v občestvu, in hkrati izraža enotnost enega »telesa«. Pomembno je
branje protestantov, da od Boga vzpostavljeno Cerkev sestavljajo tisti, ki so bili »prežeti« z
istim Duhom, zato je Duh tisti, ki določa in razločuje Cerkev.
1 Korinčanom 11,24-26 – konfesionalna struktura evharističnega obreda, obstoječa
liturgija in proklamacija so namenjene oblikovanju dejanj in vedenj ekleziološke skupnosti.
Božje delo preoblikuje dejanja, pri čemer repraeseiüatio pomeni, da pri obredu udeleženci
srečajo Kristusa in njegov dar na oseben in svež način. Protestantski izvedenci praznovanje ob
Gospodovi mizi največkrat berejo kot motiv »spominjanja«. Vendar je Gospodova miza tudi
»spominska« v smislu, da služi kot »spomin« na Kristusovo delo, vendar pa ji ni pripisana zgolj
spominska funkcija. Kontekst spominjanja razumemo kot tisti, ki je osredotočen na človeka. Za
Pavla je to pomenilo, da naj občestvo vernih pristopa h Gospodovi mizi v ponižnosti,
osredotočeno na tisto, kar je Bog storil po Jezusu, skozi kontekst samo-preverjanja. Pri
protestantskem individualističnem soteriološkem branju sta metaforično branje »Kristusovega
telesa« in spominsko branje evharistije manj opazni zaradi vseh prednosti evharistične mize, v
smislu srečanja z Bogom in danega daru. Podoba »Kristusovega telesa« je res »več kot« v
smislu primerjave.
To besedilo sestavlja pomemben del prispevka katoliških poznavalcev k ekleziologiji.
Prvič, tisti verniki, ki so »presodili sami sebe«, so dobrodošli na sicer zaprtem dogodku
čaščenja, ki vzpostavlja ecclesia. Udeležba pri mizi je na voljo, ker se sodelujoči ne le sami
pridružijo Kristusu, ampak tudi »njegovemu telesu«, to pa postavlja osebo v skupnost na
metafizični ravni z ecclesia. Najpomembneje je, da za katoličane miza zagotavlja soteriološki
motiv za ecclesia in točko spomina za občestvo, ko si prikličejo v spomin Kristusovo življenje,
Njegovo smrt, vstajenje in vnebohod. Prek mize ecclesia oblikuje svojo identiteto z udeležbo,
razglasitvijo in zaužitjem resnične Kristusove navzočnosti. Pri evharistični jedi se vzpostavi
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enotnost, ko je oseba sprejeta in vcepljena v Kristusovo »telo«. Razglasitev za mizo in zaprti
tip evharistije zahtevata vodenje, ki korenini v hierarhičnem modelu.
Za protestante to besedilo pomembno prispeva k ekleziološki razpravi zlasti na področjih
enotnosti in identitete Cerkve. Enotnost je razložena kot del socioloških osnov, povzetih z
besedo solidarnost. Izpovedna struktura evharistije, izvedena liturgija in opravljena razglasitev
so namenjene oblikovanju dejanj in vedênja ekleziološkega občestva. Protestantski
znanstveniki berejo »spomin« predvsem kot motiv pri praznovanju ob evharistični mizi. Vendar
pa je miza razumljena tudi kot »spomin« v smislu, da služi kot »spomin« na Kristusovo delo,
ne da bi imela zgolj spominsko vlogo. Kontekst spomina je osredotočen na človeka. Pavel je to
dojemal kot občestvo, ki se približa evharistični mizi v ponižnosti, pozorno na to, kar je Bog
storil v Jezusu, in sicer v okviru človekovega presojanja samega sebe.
1 Korinčanom 6,13-14 – katoliško branje tega besedila se uvršča v okvir antropološkega
razumevanja človeka in ecclesia v njem prepozna pomemben prispevek k razvoju identitete in
enotnosti Cerkve. Moralnost znotraj ecclesia z vidika antropološkega razumevanja
predpostavlja, da je potrebna avtoriteta pri oblikovanju identitete ecclesie in pri zagotovilu, da
pride pod gospostvo Kristusa. Identiteta ecclesia pridobi pomen z razumevanjem sōme. »Telo«
je dojeto kot osebnost, tako da združimo to osebnost z osebo Kristusa, to pa jo privede pod
Njegovo gospostvo. Enotnost nastane po mističnem odnosu z vstalo osebo Kristusa, to pa
sestavlja celoto.
Protestantsko branje Pavlove rabe besede porneia znotraj občestva sporoča, da kristjanom
manjka enotnosti in identitete, to pa negativno vpliva na Cerkev. Vedenje oblikuje povezanost
»telesa«; trenutno je to vez s kozmičnimi silami v svetu, zato pa Pavel vernike opominja, da
morajo njihova telesa v poslušnosti biti povezana s Kristusom. Popravljanje napačnega
razumevanja »telesa« je nujno, ker imajo »moja« dejanja ali dejanja »osebnosti« posledice
onstran zemeljskega bivanja. Pavel za predstavitev vizije o ecclesia uporabi podobo templja,
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kar pomeni posvečeno ali sveto življenje. Tisti, ki so pod gospostvom Kristusa, so del »telesa«
in živijo to vizijo. To vizijo so sposobni živeti, ker imajo Duha. Tisti pa, ki jim ne uspe živeti
te vizije, so, razen izjem, pod gospostvom druge kozmične sile.
Sveže branje omogoča temu delu tudi odziv na ključna eksegetska vprašanja:
a. Kaj je Cerkev? Katoliško samorazumevanje »Kristusovega telesa« v smislu »romarjev
na poti v nebeško mesto« je kot božansko vzpostavljena »kolektivna celota« ali »organska
realnost«, ki jo prinaša realistično branje. Ta božanska »kolektivna celota« – Cerkev postane
»vidni izraz« »Kristusovega telesa« in jo razumemo skozi tradicijo in prek sodobnih eksegetov.
Metaforično branje pri protestantih je določeno s kontekstualno, tekstualno in slovnično
poizvedbo. Metaforično branje privede do samorazumevanja Cerkve kot od Boga vzpostavljene
celote po Duhu, v kateri so posamezniki v solidarnosti združeni s »Kristusovim telesom«.
Takšno razumevanje je utemeljeno v koinōnia in sola, izrekih reformacije v 16. stoletju, to pa
vodi do bolj individualističnega soteriološkega dogodka. Vendar pa Borek predstavi enotnost v
povezavi s »telesom« kot vzajemnost, medtem ko Schrage predstavlja enotnost pri
evharističnem obredu kot repraeseiüatio. Repraeseiüatio okrog mize je »Kristusovo telo«,
predstavljeno v osebnem smislu, ko se človek sreča z Njegovim darom. Poleg tega je ta enotnost
odvisna od Kristusa, prek katerega poteka njegovo življenje.
b. Kdo je Cerkev? Za katoliške izvedence Cerkev sestavljajo tisti, ki sodelujejo v
zakramentih. Vendar pa je najpomembnejše to, da je sodelovanje mogoče le po veri, ki mistično
združuje vernika v »Kristusovo telo«. Medtem ko ideja o veri, po kateri pride opravičenje, v
besedilu ni omenjena, je sklepati, da vernik potrebuje vero, po kateri je opravičen, da bi bil
pneumatikos; vidik, ki je v razpravi pogosto prikrit, a je izjemno pomemben za posebno
proučevanje. Kot meni Fitzmyer, je posameznik po Duhu okrepljen, da se odzove Bogu v veri
(Fitzmyer 1999, 182). Ta vera mora priznati kruh (Cerfaux 1947, 265 op. 7) in tako oseba
sodeluje pri evharistični jedi po veri, kar dopolni njeno vcepitev. Cerkev sestavljajo tisti verniki,
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ki sodelujejo v zakramentih (KBE) in pri mizi, pri kateri je »Kristusovo telo« resnično ter realno
projicira identiteto Cerkve in določa njene meje.
Metaforično branje »telesa« poudarja tesen odnos s Kristusom. To je odnos s Kristusom,
ki povezuje vernike med seboj v edinosti, močno izraženi in grafično prikazani s podobo
»Kristusovega telesa«. Znotraj protestantske soteriologije se vernik s svojo vero odzove na
razodetje Jezusa Kristusa (kot modrosti Boga), to pa ga privede do prejetja »Kristusovega
uma«. Podredi se Kristusovemu gospostvu in tako postane mistično združen s Kristusom v
njegovem »telesu«. Še več, medtem ko je opisan v smislu procesa, dajejo protestanti prednost
takojšnjemu soteriološkemu dogodku pred soteriologijo, osredotočeno na proces. Kristus je
tisti, ki vzpostavlja Cerkev, Božje delo Duha pa vključuje posameznike v »Kristusovo telo«.
Cerkev je za protestante duhovno vzpostavljena celota, ki jo prepoznamo le po Duhu.
Realistično branje razlikuje med tistimi, ki se zberejo ob »Gospodovi mizi«, da sestavljajo
vidno Cerkev. Po metaforičnem branju učinek razglasitve pri evharistiji razločuje »Kristusovo
telo« glede na vedênje (pričevanje). Tisti, ki so »v Kristusu«, živijo kot »nova stvaritev«. To ne
pomeni, da se katoliški strokovnjaki ne bi strinjali s tem, da verniki odražajo podobo Kristusa
ali da so tempelj Svetega Duha in podobno, ampak temu dajejo le prioriteto ali poudarek.
Pričujoče delo je pokazalo, da Pavel govori o vcepitvi v »Kristusovo telo« v smislu prejetja
Duha. Nadaljnji prispevek Boreka je njegovo razumevanje, da je vera tista, ki povzroči
spremembo (Borek 2004, 289). Za Pavla oznanjevanje Kristusovega križa in vsega, kar je Bog
storil v Kristusu, predstavlja »Božjo moč« (1,18), ki povzroči spremembo v srcih vernikov.
Borek se strinja, da »vera proizvaja spremembo«, vendar to vero prejmemo ob krstu (Borek
2004, 138).
c. Katera verovanja in obredi določajo Cerkev? Od II. Vatikanskega koncila se je
znotraj katolicizma zgodil premik k priznanju, da je odrešenje mogoče doseči tudi pri mizi
drugih cerkva, toda evharistija še vedno predstavlja središče tega, kar pomeni Cerkev. Katoliška
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cerkev sledi zakramentalnemu razumevanju tega, kaj pomeni biti Cerkev, ko krst, birma in
evharistija (KBE), združeni skupaj, omogočajo vcepitev v »Kristusovo telo«. »Zaprti tip
evharistije« ob tem krepi posvečeno naravo zakramentov, ko jih izvaja Katoliška cerkev.
Za protestante je podoba »Kristusovega telesa« pri praznovanju Gospodove mize
predvsem dogodek čaščenja. Koinōnia in trenutek oznanila služita kot praznovanje in
pričevanje, ki ima prednost; kakršenkoli soteriološki učinek je v veliki meri izključen. Za
katoličane je vcepitev izvršena v življenju posameznika, ko po Svetem Duhu prejme moč, da
se po veri odzove in sodeluje v KBE, pri čemer Cerkev doživlja kot posrednico za vstop v
»telo«. Na ta način je to občestvena soteriologija. Protestanti berejo individualno vcepitev v
smislu, kot da se oseba z vero odzove na razodetje Kristusa; tako so posamezniki individualno
vcepljeni v »Kristusovo telo« in postanejo »solidarni« s Kristusom. Vključitev v »telo«
sestavlja enotnost, ki je enotnost v množini, ne pa izenačenost.
Ker je »Kristusovo telo« v središču evharističnega bogoslužja, njegov vpliv, verovanja in
obredi določajo Cerkev. Samo-poistovetenje z Judom Iškarijotom, izdajalcem, postavlja
vsakega udeleženca v položaj ponižnosti in potrebe po odpuščanju, ki je na voljo v »daru«
(Sichkaryk 2011, 216; Schrage 1999, 29). Odprava družbenih, statusnih, materialnih in
duhovnih razlik postavlja vse vernike na isto raven. Enotnost je večinoma razložena z
upoštevanjem socioloških temeljev. Vendar pa nas prepoznavanje razlik med duhovnim
človekom in naravnim človekom (pogl. 1–2) ter razumevanje vere kot tiste, ki prinaša
spremembo v človekovo srce , vodi k razumevanju, da se enotnost začne ob duhovnem
prizadevanju. To duhovno prizadevanje se kaže v družbeni angažiranosti, vendar pa se za Pavla
družbeno nikakor ni moglo začeti pred duhovnim. Razumevanje »presojanja« (11,28) v
kontekstu ljubezni od udeležencev zahteva, da presojajo svojo ljubezen drug do drugega.
Presojanje in uresničevanje ljubezni ustvarja enotnost, katere namen je odsevati identiteto
Cerkve kot ponižne, polne moči, preobražene, enakovredne, ljubeče in služeče skupnosti.
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Konfesionalni razkol glede učinka izraza »za vas« (11,24) Schrage razreši z rabo kruha kot
repraeseiüatie Kristusu. V tem smislu verniki srečajo Kristusov dar pri evharistiji, to pa prinese
spremembo, ki se mora kazati in odražati v identiteti Cerkve.
d. Kaj Cerkev dela? Realistično ali metaforično branje podobe »Kristusovega telesa«
bistveno spremeni vlogo Cerkve v življenju posameznih vernikov. Katoliški izvedenci dajejo
Cerkvi vlogo pri posredovanju odrešenja, vodenju maše, izvajanju krsta in vodenju postopka
birme. Brez Cerkve posameznik tako rekoč ne more biti povezan s Kristusom. Ta povezava je
hkrati obred vcepitve in učenstva. Uporaba podobe in samorazumevanje Cerkve kot »Božjega
ljudstva na nebeškem romanju« priznava vlogo, s katero podoba »Kristusovega telesa« služi za
oblikovanje zakramentalnih dejavnosti v Cerkvi in ne pri javnem pričevanju ali spreobračanju.
Pri protestantih bolj priljubljena metaforična razlaga postavlja poudarek na
individualnem delu odnosa »v Kristusu«. Protestanti berejo Pavla s poudarkom na
posamezniku, ki se odzove na to, kar je Bog storil v Kristusu. Poudarek na individualnem
pristopu h Kristusu določa odgovornost Cerkve glede čaščenja in dogodkov okrog »mize«. Duh
je tisti, ki posreduje odrešenje. Metaforično branje prav tako ostreje razlikuje med dogodki
vcepitve (spreobrnjenja) in učenstva. Uporaba podobe »Kristusovega telesa« v odnosu do
dejavnosti ecclesia odraža predvsem koinōnio, pričevanje evangelija in krščansko formacijo
(učenstvo). »Kristusovo telo« je podoba, ki opisuje samoidentiteto enotnosti v raznolikosti, v
kateri delujejo različni člani in se zanašajo drug na drugega ter so v odnosih med seboj.
Pavlove močne graje, usmerjene na cerkev v Korintu, razkrivajo tako njegovo gorečnost
za pričevanje o Kristusu kot tudi njegovo željo, da bi ljubljeni bralci delovali bolj odgovorno.
Besedila z vprašaji razkrivajo sramoto nemorale v 6,13-17, zlorabo darov, neustrezno rabo leteh za »dobro vseh« (12,7), sinkretizem pri evharistični mizi (10,14) in grdo ravnanje s
soverniki (11,20-22). Na eni strani realistična interpretacija nerednim udeležencem ponuja
gotovost, ločeno od vere, na drugi strani pa metaforično interpretativna skrajnost, subjektivnost
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individualistične soteriologije in soudeležba zanemarjajo vlogo in avtoriteto Cerkve, pri čemer
meje za Pavla razvodenijo.
e. Kdo vodi Cerkev? Realistično branje podobe »Kristusovega telesa« vodi v
skupnostno soteriologijo. V tem sistemu verovanja Cerkev posreduje milost, da bi okrepila tiste,
ki vstopijo, in na ta način razvija hierarhično vodstveno strukturo, ki Cerkev tudi določa. Tako
ni nobene Cerkve brez navzočnosti glavnega duhovnika. Z razvojem podobe je bila priznana
tudi hierarhična struktura v Cerkvi, v kateri Jezus vzvišeno kraljuje. Kristus kot posrednik
odrešenja »telesa« prav tako okrepi to podobo. Ker podobo »Kristusovega telesa« beremo v
realističnem smislu in Cerkev doživljamo kot podaljšanje utelešenja, ima torej odrešenjsko
avtoriteto. Na ta način ima Cerkev avtoriteto in vsebuje hierarhijo.
Metaforično branje uči duhovno vcepitev, v kateri je Kristus glava nad svojo Cerkvijo.
Vodenje »telesa« naj bi prišlo od znotraj »telesa«, od tistih, ki imajo »Kristusov um«. Tisti, ki
so zmožni »razločevati«, so sposobni opremiti skupnost vernikov, da prepoznajo voljo Duha v
skupni enotnosti. Poleg tega pojem »telesa« skupaj z darovi, omenjen v 1 Korinčanom in
Rimljanom, kaže na vodstvo, in sicer vodstvo, ki prihaja od znotraj – vodeno od Duha.
f. Kako naj bi bila Cerkev vodena? Branje podobe »Kristusovega telesa« namiguje
na uporabo avtoritete in upravljanja, ki ju ima Cerkev, bodisi realistično bodisi metaforično: (1)
V opominjajočem vedenju je avtoriteta videna kot inherentno navzoča. (2) Moralni predpisi
vedênja so tisti, ki odsevajo identiteto ecclesia. (3) Spoznanje, da telesa sestavljajo ecclesia in
mnoge ecclesia sestavljajo eno Cerkev. Vendar realistično branje omogoča (4) zaprti tip
evharistije, kar zagotavlja soteriološki motiv, ki zahteva vodenje. (5) Evharistija je tisto, kar
neguje in nahrani Cerkev, ko je Kristus mistično navzoč v podobah; Kristus je navzoč prek
duhovnikove molitve za blagoslov.
Metaforično branje, poleg prvih treh zgoraj navedenih, priznava udeležbo, ki jo Pavel
skuša poiskati v koinōnia, kot je bilo predvideno, da bi preželo vsa področja »Kristusovega
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telesa«. Ob tem je sprejemljiv še bolj kolegialen pristop k vodenju, če je pod gospostvom
Kristusa, ko ima Kristus prednost. Branje besede mēle [člani] se uporablja za organsko
sestavino, ki ima prednost, zato raznolikost darov. Medtem ko podoba služi kot analogija za
hierarhijo, je ne razumemo v smislu slikovitosti podobe, ampak v smislu iz nje izhajajoče
avtoritete. Pričevanje je povezano tudi s charisms, ki so na voljo vsem »v Kristusu«, in povezuje
vodenje z Duhom. Avtoriteto bi morali vedno brati v kontekstu Pavlovega razumevanja potrebe
po ponižnosti (Flp 2,5-11) in potrebe po služenju. Gotovo je, da so določeni posamezniki brez
dvoma nadarjeni in poklicani za funkcije, ampak vodenje je odnos »od znotraj, ne nadvlada«.
V poznejši Pavlovi zbirki Efežanom in Kološanom je Kristus opredeljen kot glava
»Kristusovega telesa«, pa tudi glava nad nebeškimi silami in celotnim vesoljem. Tisti, ki imajo
raje realistično branje, vključujejo hermenevtiko »progresivnega razodetja«; na ta način
razodetje razširja vladavino in oblast Kristusa. Tisti, ki berejo podobo kot metaforo, priznavajo,
da to branje preprosto doda k Pavlovi metafori in jo okrepi. Ker ima telo glavo in ne deluje brez
nje, je Kristus glava in vliva življenje v telo.

3. »KRISTUSOVO TELO« IN ANTROPOLOGIJA – 1 KORINČANOM 2,14–3,1

Nasprotje med psychikos in pneumatikos vodi katoliške strokovnjake k soglasju, da
pneumatikos poseduje vero, potrebno za sprejetje razodetja, ki ga je omogočil Duh. Tako je
soteriološki motiv navzoč, ko naravni anthropos postane del »Kristusovega telesa« po veri.
Collins in Cerfaux menita, da ima pneumatikos Duha, medtem ko ga psychikos nima. Fitzmyer
se s tem edini ne strinja. Modrost razume kot intelektualno sfero, v kateri poslušalci s prejetjem
»modrosti Boga« preprosto pridobijo intelektualni vpogled v to, kar je Bog storil po Kristusu
na križu. Nasprotje s pneumatikos se nadaljuje v 3,1, kjer se uporablja v zvezi s sarkinois, da bi
avtor pokazal nezrele kristjane v nasprotju z zrelimi oziroma tistimi, ki imajo Duha, vendar ne
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napredujejo skladno z življenjem po »podobi Boga«. Katoliški izvedenci priznavajo
pomembnost Pavlovega poudarka na pričakovanem vedênju tistih v »Kristusovem telesu«.
Pomembno nasprotje, ki ga Pavel uporabi, vodi protestantske strokovnjake do sklepa,
da so pyschikos neverniki in niso udeleženci v eshatološki resničnosti; sarkikos so nezreli
verniki, pneumatikos pa so verniki, ki so del eshatološke dediščine. Malo razmišljanja ali
pozornosti je namenjeno različnim vidikom anthropos, saj je Pavlova antropologija v bistvu
semitska in se ukvarja s človekom kot celoto. V zvezi s »Kristusovim telesom« so protestantski
poznavalci odkrili številne namige na soteriološki motiv: (1) nasprotje med pneumatikos in
psychikos obstaja predvsem med tistimi, ki imajo Duha, in tistimi, ki ga nimajo. To sprejetje
Duha je mogoče prek »spoznanja« Duha, s tem da jim Duh omogoča, da vedo in pri tem »imajo
Kristusov um«. (2) Božja modrost je razumljena kot razodetje Božjega načrta odrešenja po
Kristusu. Imeti vpogled v to razodetje pomeni imeti Duha, saj nihče ne more dojeti razodetja
brez Duha. (3) Prav tako »imeti Kristusov um« pomeni, imeti Kristusov »način razmišljanja«;
ta je na voljo le tistim, ki so z udeleženci »s Kristusom« in »v Kristusu«. (4) Izraz »v Kristusu«
vsebuje soteriološki motiv, kajti tisti, ki so »v Kristusu«, sodijo pod gospostvo Kristusa. Če
pneumatikos, tisti, ki »razločujejo«, »spoznavajo« in imajo »Kristusov um«, ne bi bili
opravičeni, bi argument izgubil svojo logiko in za Pavla ne bi bilo razumno kritizirati njihovega
vedênja. Ker Pavel obravnava anthropos kot sestavljeno enotnost, ki jo »motivira« bodisi
»Duh« bodisi »meso« (druga kozmološka sila tu ni omenjena), se lahko osredotoči na njihovo
problematično razdvajajoče se vedênje.
Ugotovitve glede naših treh antropoloških vprašanj:

3.1 ČLOVEK KOT BOŽJA STVARITEV, KATERI DEL ALI CELOTA PRIPADA »TELESU«?
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Podoba »Kristusovega telesa« vsebuje pomemben odboj grški dualistični misli, ki ni bila del
hebrejske ali Pavlove antropologije. Pavlova antropologija je pravzaprav semitska, kar ne
pomeni, da je telo razdeljeno ali razklano; s tem se strinjajo katoliški in protestantski
znanstveniki. Realistično branje »Kristusovega telesa« vodi posameznika pri sodelovanju v
evharistiji do mistične vključitve v »celoto«, »organsko realnost« ali »Kristusovo telo«.
Metaforična razlaga dojema vernika kot celoto, pri čemer je združen s Kristusom in je
v Kristusu, ko se z vero odzove na Njegovo razodetje. Ob vključitvi v »Kristusovo telo«
posameznik prejme Duha, zato je »več kot«, ne »manj kot«. Tako pneumatikos pridobi dodatne
zmožnosti in sposobnosti, a še vedno ohranja telo iz »mesa in krvi«, ki je del sedanje
eshatološke resničnosti.

3.2 ČLOVEK KOT GREŠNIK ODTUJEN OD BOGA, ALI JE TA DEL V KRISTUSU FIZIČNI ALI
NEMATERIALNI?

Kot kaže to delo, obe verski skupnosti priznavata, da je »stanje ob rojstvu« psychikos, ki ga
nadzoruje človekov odziv in se ne more odzivati na Duha. Stanje po spreobrnjenju je
pneumatikos, ki je celota »v Kristusu«. Nasprotje med theos in anthrōpos označuje osebo, ki je
odtujena od Boga v svojem naravnem stanju – psychikos. Ta oseba je rojena ločeno od Duha.
Kar odtujuje osebo od Boga je, ali ima Duha ali ne.
Tisti, ki zagovarjajo realistično interpretacijo metafore, razumejo »Kristusov um« kot
intelektualno znanje. Protestanti priznavajo »Kristusov um« kot razodetje, duhovno znanje, ki
ga oseba dobi, ko kot posameznica doseže razumevanje, kaj je Bog storil v Kristusu. Tega ne
smemo razumeti kot superiorno gnostično znanje, ampak kot duhovno razodetje Kristusa in
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Božjega dela v Kristusu. Tisti, ki ima »Kristusov um«, ima tak način razmišljanja, da ve,
razločuje in živi soteriološki učinek.

3.3 ČLOVEK KOT PREDMET BOŽJE ODKUPITVENE MILOSTI, KAKO JE TA UDELEŽBA
MOGOČA?

Realistično branje razume soteriološki dogodek kot proces, v katerem oseba prejme zakramente
KBE in je združena z vidnim »Kristusovim telesom« okoli evharistične mize. Na ta način je
sodelovanje mogoče s sodelovanjem pri evharistiji. Izraz »v Kristusu« pri Pavlu izpolnjuje
pogoj za predmet ali cilj Božje odrešujoče milosti. Poleg tega je »v Kristusu« opisano kot
»življenje, ki ga vodi Kristus« (Cerfaux 1947, 213). Tako je Kristusovo delo v podobah tisto,
ki vodi življenje. Ta študija označuje tudi soteriološki motiv, ki se kaže v nasprotju med
»naravnim človekom« in »duhovnim človekom«, saj je vera temeljna sestavina in razpoznavni
dejavnik. Po realističnem branju so meje za tiste v Kristusu vidne pri mizi.

Metaforično branje označuje vcepljene v »telo« kot tiste, ki imajo Duha, v nasprotju s tistimi,
ki ga nimajo. Številni soteriološki motivi so prepoznani kot razločevanje, spoznanje in
posedovanje »Kristusovega uma«; osebe s temi sposobnostmi so tiste, ki imajo Duha. Udeležba
je mogoča, ko se oseba odzove na razodetje »Božje modrosti« (Kristusa) z vero in tako prejme
Duha. To na splošno velja bolj za dogodek kot za proces. Nasprotje med pneumatikos in
psychikos določa meje za »Kristusovo telo«, ki je vidno po vedênju tistih, ki so napolnjeni z
Duhom.
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4. »KRISTUSOVO TELO« IN ESHATOLOGIJA – 1 KORINČANOM 15,42-49

Katoličani ugotavljajo, da je Bog tisti, ki deluje in preskrbi ter preobrazi »telo« v »nebeško
telo«. Nasprotje med pneumatikos in psychikos se osredotoča na nadzorovanje in prevlado nad
nagoni ali vplivi. Tipologija Adama-Kristusa bralce vodi, da se osredotočijo na izvore
posameznih nasprotij, medtem ko vzročno-posledična povezava kaže, da je Adam izvor
»zemeljskega človeka«, Kristus pa izvor »duhovnega človeka«. Pavel nima nobene namere
opisovati fizično materialnega vidika »vstalega telesa«, temveč ga opiše z vidika značilnosti:
»nesmrtno, slavno, močno in navdihnjeno« telo, kar opisuje človeka, ki je obnovljen v nebesih
v svojo nekdanjo slavo (pred padcem). Metafore, analogije o ustvarjanju in Pavlova ideja o
»novi stvaritvi« »v Kristusu« omogočajo kontinuiteto, ki ima prednost pred diskontinuiteto.
Prav ta koncept kontinuitete daje napetost Pavlovemu pisanju – napetost med delno in popolno
izpolnitvijo Božje obljube, ki jo je dal svojemu »romarskemu ljudstvu«. Antropološke študije
zaključujejo, da je vera kot skupno dogovorjeni vidik v življenju navzoča kot razpoznavni
dejavnik; vero moramo dojeti kot mejo za izključitev ali vključitev v eshatološko resničnost
»telesa«.
Za protestante »nebeško telo« presega omejitve sedanjega telesa v smislu »več kot« ne
pa »manj kot«. Ideja pneumatikos in psychikos je najpomembnejši vidik, ki daje smisel
»vstalemu telesu«. »Vstalo telo« je vzpostavljeno z Duhom, pooseblja Duha in je obdarjeno z
značilnostmi, ki oživijo ob prejetju Duha. Kot »duhovno telo« ne izgubi individualnosti, ampak
le vidik podvrženosti propadanju. Pavel uporabi nasprotje tudi za ponazoritev svoje eshatološke
vizije »telesa«, ki postane resničnost ob prejetju Duha. Na ta način nastopi vprašanje moralnih
in etičnih dejanj.
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Analogija Adama – Kristusa večinoma odraža izvor »telesa«. Poleg tega bo »duhovno«
postalo popolno, ko ima »somatski izraz«. Eshatologija za »telo« je vcepljenost s sodelovanjem
»v Kristusu«, saj je Kristus tisti, ki prevzema funkcijo kot darovalec življenja.
Kontinuiteta se občutno kaže v nasprotju med pneumatikos in psychikos v poteku pisma
(v 2,14 so duhovni vcepljeni in v 15,44 je eshatološko telo obravnavano kot duhovno).
Metafore, struktura in prehod kristjana iz psychikos v pneumatikos odražajo Pavlovo misel o
kontinuiteti. Beseda kraljestvo je pri Pavlu razumljena kot področje in vladavina Božjega
bivanja, ki je sedanja resničnost. S povezovanjem Duha in kraljestva strokovnjaki dokazujejo,
da je udeležba »v Kristusu« sinonim za udeležbo v nebeškem kraljestvu. Končno, razumevanje
»Kristusovega telesa« določa meje za vstop ali izključitev. Te meje Pavel pokaže z uporabo
pneumatikos v nasprotju s psychikos.
Podobo »Kristusovega telesa« vsebuje širša zbirka Pavlovih del: Rimljanom 7,4; 12,5,
Kološanom 1,18, 24 in Efežanom 1,22-23; 4,4-5; 5,23, 29-30. Vključitev progresivnega
razodetja kot del hermenevtičnega procesa katoličanom omogoča spremljanje razvoja podobe
iz zgodnejših Pavlovih besedil. Za protestante to razumevanje pomeni le poglobitev, brez
bistvenih sprememb.

Kot odgovor na naša eshatološka vprašanja lahko sklenemo:
Eshatologija je bistven del krščanskih teoloških verovanj in je temeljna za upanje, ki motivira
in ohranja vernikovo udeležbo »v Kristusu«. Tako katoliške kot protestantske strokovnjake v
luči eshatologije beremo v okviru sedmih ključnih vprašanj, da bi pridobili ustrezno
razumevanje.
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4.1 »Nebeško telo«

Bog je tisti, ki deluje pri preobrazbi »zemeljskega telesa« v »nebeško telo«, ki je »telo«,
prilagojeno za tak obstoj. Pavel označuje lastnosti, ne pa vprašanja fizičnosti ali materialnosti.
»Nebeškega telesa« ne razumemo kot »novo telo« ali »nadomestno telo«, ampak kot »telo«, ki
je doživelo preobrazbo in ga zdaj vodi Duh ter je primerno za nebeški obstoj. Bistvena uporaba
»nebeškega telesa« je, da opisuje značilnosti, v okviru katerih oseba ohrani individualnost in je
ustrezno pripravljena za svoje nebeško bivališče. »Nebeško telo« je »telo«, oživljeno po
Božjem Duhu; njegov obstoj in zmogljivosti so se povečali in presegli sedanje fizične
zmogljivosti na način, da je »več kot« in ne »manj kot«. Poleg tega je to »telo« pod Božjo
avtoriteto Duha, vendar ohranja svojo individualnost.

4.2 ODNOS MED »DUHOVNIM ČLOVEKOM« IN »NARAVNIM ČLOVEKOM« V POVEZAVI S
»TELESOM«

»Telo, v katerem biva Duh,« za protestante označuje začetek eshatološke resničnosti. Duhovne
značilnosti oživijo ob prejemu Duha in v nekem smislu dajo pečat eshatološki resničnosti.
Katoličani niso povsem na isti strani, ko Fitzmyer opredeli pschikos kot kristjan. Poudarek na
nasprotju med »duhovnim človekom« in »naravnim človekom« izpostavi nadzorujoče in
prevladujoče vplive ali vzgibe nad omenjenimi »telesi«. Tisti, ki jih vodi Duh, bodo podedovali
»vstalo telo«. Vsak poskus branja na način, da se izgubi individualnost, ko je individualno
»telo« pridruženo skupnemu »telesu«, zavračajo strokovnjaki obeh verskih skupnosti.
Protestanti ugotavljajo, da Bog deluje na pneumatikos, ne deluje pa na psychikos. Eshatološka
resničnost je navzoča v »telesu« vernika ob sprejemu Kristusovega razodetja z vero in to
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»spoznanje« ga postavlja v odnos s Kristusom ter ga uvede v eshatološko resničnost. protestani
v analogiji Adama – Kristusa vidijo spravo »v Kristusu« kot tisto, ki vpliva na eshatološko
resničnost. Pavel uporabi to nasprotje, da izpostavi prevladujočo silo, ki deluje na »telo«, in za
določitev razlike med »telesoma«, ki sta v prvi vrsti namenjeni zemeljskemu ali onstranskemu
življenju. Tu katoliški strokovnjaki poudarjajo prevladujočo silo, ki deluje na »telo«; to je v
veliki meri takrat, ko se psychikos razume kot kristjan.
»Duhovni človek« je preobražen in pod nadzorom Svetega Duha, kot tak pa ima značilnosti
nematerialnosti, kar deluje tako v zemeljskem kot tudi v onstranskem življenju.

4.3 Ključna podoba »nasprotja Adam – Kristus« v odnosu do »telesa«

Pavlova uporaba nasprotja Adam – Kristus odraža izvor »telesa«. Ta »naravna telesa« izhajajo
iz Adama, »duhovna telesa« pa koreninijo v Kristusu, ki je prevzel vlogo dajalca Duha, ki
oživlja. Katoličani (zlasti Cerfaux) kažejo vzročno-posledično povezavo, medtem ko
protestanti to razumejo zgolj kot vprašanje o nastanku, to pa je tisto, kar obravnava Pavel.
Adam-kristologija je poskus potrditve izvora tistih, ki bodo sledili. V Adamu smo vsi
podedovali zemeljsko človeško življenje, v Kristusu – »zadnjem Adamu« – pa tisti, ki izpolnijo
zakramente (KBE), podedujejo »življenje« (duhovno telo) in tako postanejo udeleženci v
nebeški resničnosti. Medtem ko je po prvem Adamu prišlo »naravno telo«, je po zadnjem
Adamu prišlo »nebeško telo«. Bog v Kristusu je izvor »nebeškega telesa« in hkrati tisti, ki
deluje, da življenje prevzame dajajočo funkcijo. Analogija s Kristusom je ključnega pomena v
smislu vzpostavljanja temeljev za vstajenje. Kristus je prvi sad, analogija o tem, kakšne vrste
»telo« bi zagotovilo bivališče za dušo, in temelj za upanje vernika. V to uporabo analogije
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Adama – Kristusa je pomešan poziv, da kot »duhovni ljudje« živimo že v zemeljskem življenju,
vstajenje pa je le končna izpolnitev tistega, kar se je že začelo.

4.4 Vprašanje nekontinuitete v nasprotju s kontinuiteto »telesa«

Načelo kontinuitete je bolj priljubljeno od načela diskontinuitete. V veliki meri je navzočnost
Duha v življenju tistih, ki so udeleženi v »Kristusovem telesu«, tista, ki nas pripelje do bolj
priljubljene kontinuitete; vendar bo »telo« moralo biti preobraženo za svoj nebeški obstoj.
Poleg tega samorazumevanje »romarskega ljudstva« na »nebeškem potovanju« spodbuja motiv
kontinuitete pri Pavlu. Protestantski znanstveniki berejo kontinuiteto v korist diskontinuitete,
na podlagi dejstva, da se je ključno nasprotje, ki se kaže pri vcepitvi v »Kristusovo telo«, že
začelo. Pavlove metafore, retorična struktura in vrstni red razkrivajo, da je pneumatikos želeno
stanje; to kaže na snovno kontinuiteto procesa.

4.5 Napetost med že in še ne v »telesu«

Eshatološke resničnosti ne bo mogoče povsem dojeti, dokler »zemeljsko telo« ne bo vstalo v
»nebeško telo«. Na ta način obstaja napetost med delno in dokončno izpolnitvijo eshatološke
resničnosti, ki velja za vse tiste, ki so »v Kristusu«. »Duhovno telo« živi v napetosti med tistim,
v kar je bilo vcepljeno, in tistim, kar še mora v polnosti postati. Duhovno telo mora živeti v
zemeljskem življenju s svojimi omejitvami, razpadanjem in vplivi.
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4.6 Kakšno je Pavlovo razumevanje Božjega kraljestva in »telesa«?

Božje kraljestvo je vladavina ali območje Božjega vladanja in povezava med tistimi, ki jih vodi
Duh, in tistimi, ki so v Božjem kraljestvu, je preprosta. Božje kraljestvo je navzoča resničnost
in hkrati prihodnji dogodek, in to je realnost, ki jo določa Duh. Ko se napetost med »že« in »še
ne« prenese na »Božje ljudstvo na nebeškem romanju«, Pavel prepozna prihodnjo resničnost
že v sedanjosti. Podoba »Kristusovega telesa« izraža to prihodnjo stvarnost, ki obstaja že v
sedanjosti. Pavel spodbuja je bralce pisma Korinčanom, naj pridejo pod Božjo vladavino, saj je
Božjemu kraljestvu namenjeno vladati v našem območju in zagotoviti bivališče, v katerem biva
»Kristusovo telo«.

4.7 Meje pri vključitvi in izključitvi iz »telesa«

»Kristusovo telo« zagotavlja meje za tiste, ki so »notri«, in za tiste, ki so »zunaj«. Meje
označujejo ključno nasprotje med pneumatikos in psychikos, Adam-kristologija in
samorazumevanje »Božjega ljudstva« kažeta na meje za vključitev in izključitev iz »telesa«.
Pavlova razprava o »mesu in krvi«, ki ne podedujeta Božjega kraljestva, je razumljena na način,
da naravne želje in mesena narava človeka ne bodo del resničnosti prihodnjega kraljestva in na
ta način je meja vzpostavljena.
V podobi »Kristusovega telesa« je vsebovana skrivnost Božjega kraljestva.
Razumevanje »Kristusovega telesa« v luči Božjega kraljestva zahteva Kristusa, ki bi mu dal
pomen ter vzpostavil idejo avtoritete in vladavine znotraj »telesa«. Kristusovo vstajenje je
temelj za vstajenje vseh vernikov. Podoba »Kristusovega telesa« določa meje za udeležene v
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tej nebeški resničnosti. Tisti znotraj »telesa« so sedanji udeleženci, povsem pa bodo to dosegli
ob vstajenju. Tisti zunaj »telesa« pa niso udeleženi v nebeški resničnosti.
Ko Pavel skuša odgovoriti na vprašanja glede smrti in na vprašanje, kaj se zgodi s
fizično osebo, odgovori s krepko ponazoritvijo iz poljedelstva, da bi svojim bralcem v Korintu
posredoval tolažbo, gotovost in motivacijo za vztrajanje. »Kristusovo telo« je uporabljeno kot
podoba sedanje eshatološke resničnosti, ki pa še ni povsem uresničena. Vstajenje bo dokončna
izpolnitev tistega, kar se je začelo ob vcepitvi v »telo«, ko je oseba udeležena »v Kristusu«. Ko
je ta podoba razumljena v povezavi z nasprotjem in v luči Adam-kristologije, poudarja
prevladujoči vpliv, ki označuje mejo. »Telo« kot podoba prav tako odseva kontinuiteto Pavlove
misli, ki opisuje značilnosti »eshatološkega telesa«.
Pričujoče delo med katoliškimi in protestantskimi strokovnjaki odkriva eksegetske izzive,
ki ne bodo zlahka razrešeni. Obstaja nesoglasje glede konteksta 1 Korinčanom 11,24-26, ki ga
katoličani uporabljajo za svoj soteriološki motiv. Podpora za transsubstanciacijo je iz Janeza,
toda protestanti trdijo, da sam Jezus zagotavlja kontekst, ki ne dovoljuje takšnih sklepov. Kelih
se razlaga v luči pashe, vendar je od krvi pri pashi do Kristusove krvi potreben preskok. Šibkosti
pri metaforičnem branju povzročajo mnogo cerkvenih razdorov, ki jih Pavlova podoba ne bi
dovoljevala. Eden izmed sklepov tega dela je, da izraz transsubstanciacija vnaša v razumevanje
precej zmede. Ob koncu eksegetskega dela pričujoča študija opisuje nekatere izmed izzivov,
glede katerih se mnenja strokovnjakov razlikujejo ali ko hermenevtični pristop popelje bralce
v različne smeri:
 kontekst;
 eksegetski pristop;
 razlike pri razumevanju ključnih besed;
 soteriologija, krst in metafore;
 podpora doktrini o transubstanciaciji izhaja iz Janezovih evangelijev;
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 interpretacija evharistije skozi pasho:;
 pomanjkljivost metaforičnega branja;
 realistično v nasprotju z metaforičnim.
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TRETJI DEL: UMESTITEV UGOTOVITEV ZNOTRAJ KATOLIŠKE
IN BINKOŠTNE VERSKE SKUPNOSTI

Ta del preučuje implikacije za umestitev eksegetskih ugotovitev znotraj verskih skupnosti glede
spreobrnjenja, učenstva in učinka strukture na učenstvo.

1. SPREOBRNJENJE

Spreobrnjenje je del širše razprave na področju soteriologije. Naša razprava o spreobrnjenju
je omejena na področje človeškega odziva. Katoličani in protestanti so poenoteni glede
pristnega spreobrnjenja k Jezusu Kristusu, vendar se pogledi na to, kaj sestavlja pravo izkustvo,
razlikujejo. Spreobrnjenje pomeni »obrniti se«, »spremeniti smer« ali »spremeniti namen«, kar
vključuje vse dele človeka – razum, voljo in čustva – celotno osebo (Summerall 2009, 172).
Katoličani in binkoštniki berejo skupaj različne svetopisemke teme, ki so povezane s
spreobrnjenjem: vera, krst, greh, odpuščanje, kesanje, odrešenje, opravičenje, odkupitev in
posvečenje.

Katoličani – za katoličane Cerkev predstavlja podaljšanje utelešenja in na ta način je oseba
ob spreobrnjenju spreobrnjena v Cerkev ali vcepljena v »Kristusovo telo«. Ta proces
spreobrnjenja vključuje poslušanje, kesanje, vero, krst, prejetje Duha, evharistijo in maziljenje.
Implikacija katoliškega branja je večinoma skupna soteriologija, pri kateri Cerkev prevzame
vlogo posrednice odrešenja.
Po dva tisoč letih razvoja svetopisemske interpretacije je zgodovina tradicije oziroma
izročila in interpretacije Cerkve doživela premik k pragmatični aplikaciji avtoritete znotraj
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Cerkve. Strokovnjaki razumejo Pavlovo avtoriteto kot ukoreninjeno v hebrejskem Svetem
pismu in njegov odnos z Bogom kot položaj, ki ga ima zdaj tudi Cerkev.
Poslušanje je za katoličane rezultat Božjega delovanja v procesu odrešenja, v katerem oseba
intelektualno in razumsko dojame tisto, kar je Bog zagotovil v Kristusu. V postmoderni dobi se
poslušanje pri katoličanih nanaša na to, kaj je Bog storil v Kristusu in kako Duh deluje v
zakramentih Cerkve.
Po prepričanju katoličanov krst izbriše prvotni greh, pokora pa se ukvarja z daritvijo za
odpustljiv greh, ko oseba izrazi obžalovanje in odločitev, da tega ne bo ponavljala. Katoliški
poznavalci ne posredujejo nobenih dokazov, da je Pavel razdelil grehe v dve skupini.
Za katoličane vera vključuje tri vidike, ki obsegajo dvojno znanje in tretjič dobra dela.
Dvojno znanje je subjektivno in objektivno dojemanje ali intelektualno znanje, razumljeno z
umom in po božanskem razodetju.
Predmet vere: po ugotavljanju poznavalcev verniki prejmejo razodetje od Duha po veri, ko
Cerkev nadaljuje opravljanje Kristusove vloge; verniki danes morajo pristopiti k zakramentom
Cerkve z vero, da bi jim bila tako prek zakramentov »podeljena« vera. Kot menijo izvedenci,
Pavel tega ni imel v mislih, saj Cerkev takrat ni bila del njegove zamisli. Prvi verniki so zato
svojo vero usmerili v tisto, kar je Bog storil v Kristusu, zdaj pa se vernikom priporoča, naj svojo
vero usmerijo v tisto, kar je Bog storil v Kristusu in kar Kristus uresničuje v Cerkvi prek
zakramentov.
Prednost vere: katoličani razumejo vero kot dar od Boga in kot dejanje človekovega
prostovoljnega odziva na Božje razodetje. Strokovnjaki razumejo vero kot podrejanje
Kristusovemu gospostvu, njegovemu kraljestvu, njegovi avtoriteti in moči. Cerkev velja za
Božjo avtoriteto na zemlji in na ta način se verniki z zakramenti odzivajo na Kristusovo
gospostvo tako, da se odzivajo na avtoriteto Cerkve. Poleg tega vera vabi Duha, ne zgolj
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intelektualno znanje. Zato pri sodobnih katoličanih kontekstualizacija mora poudarjati
prioriteto vere v Kristusa.
Katoliški izvedenci razumejo, da je Pavel govoril o trikratnem potopitvenem krstu
razumsko sposobnih vernikov kot pričevanje. Glede na branje Janeza 3,1-8 Duh premika vode
krsta in oseba je krščena v Kristusa. Prevladujoča praksa v postmoderni dobi je krščevanje
dojenčkov, česar Pavel ni prakticiral.
Ob prejetju Duha oseba postane pneumatikos, kar vernika razlikuje od psychikos. Prek
zakramenta birme Duh ne le deluje na osebo, ampak oseba Duha tudi prejme. Strokovnjaki
ugotavljajo, da sta bili v zgodnji praksi ti dve funkciji združeni pri krstu.
Realistično branje »Kristusovega telesa« vodi učenjake do tega, da izpostavijo evharistično
jed kot dopolnitev procesa odrešenja. Prek evharistične jedi oseba opusti individualno
identiteto, ki jo Cerkev preoblikuje. Udeleženec je vcepljen v »organsko celoto«, v enotnost s
Kristusom in Cerkvijo. Pri branju se okrog mize pojavlja veliko soterioloških motivov, ki so
danes preneseni v Cerkev. Praksa udeležbe se je od prvega stoletja dalje spremenila, saj je kruh
predstavljal področja oskrbe, enotnosti in udeležbo »številnih« v »enem«. V 15. stoletju so
prakso udeležbe pri eni podobi, kruhu, razumeli kot udeležbo pri obeh podobah – kruhu in vinu.
Tega strokovnjaki v Pavlovem razmišljanju ne zaznajo.
Evharistija je dojeta kot vrhunec čaščenja in življenja Cerkve ter predstavlja vidno Cerkev
kot pričevanje svetu.

Binkoštniki – binkoštniki imajo Sveto pismo, 66 knjig, ki so jih napisali različni pisci v
obdobju tisoč petsto let, za Božje samorazodetje človeku, zato ima danes izjemno mesto znotraj
verskih skupnosti ter pomeni najvišjo avtoriteto.
Metaforično branje »Kristusovega telesa« vodi k individualističnemu pristopu
soteriološkega dogodka spreobrnjenja, ki se izvaja prek Cerkve.
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Pri individualističnem pristopu spreobrnjenja pri binkoštnikih prvini poslušanja in vere
vključujeta element volje. Pavlove besede, da bodo vsi vstali v »vstalo telo«, ki bo imelo
posamezne značilnosti, binkoštniki razumejo na način, da bo vsak posameznik stal pred Bogom
osebno, ne v skupini.
Kot menijo binkoštniki, je »poslušanje« za Pavla vključevalo uresničitev: (1) Božjega
načrta, (2) greha osebe, (3) Kristusa kot živega, osebnega in sposobnega odnosa, (4) potrebe po
zaupanju in upanju v to, kar je Bog storil v Kristusu. Na tak način poslušanje ni omejeno na
intelektualno privolitev, ampak pomeni preusmeritev človekovih duhovnih sposobnosti in
volje.
Po Pavlu je kesanje »obžalovanje« in dogodek »obrnitve vstran in usmeritve k« pri osebi,
ki se zdaj nagiba k pobožnemu vedênju.
Vera izhaja od Boga in je aplikacija zaupanja in upanja, da je Bog človeku omogočil
odrešenje. Vera in kesanje vernika vodita k prejetju Duha ter k »solidarnosti« s Kristusom.
Individualistična prvina vere je privedla k razmahu verskih skupnosti, kar pa ne more biti
tisto, kar je imel v mislih Pavel z rabo podobe »Kristusovega telesa«. Poleg tega je
prepoznavanje koinōnia kot vrhunca binkoštnega praznovanja in čaščenja nedosledno ob
številnih neodvisnih cerkvah in cerkvenih razdorih, ki jim je bil priča svet.
Krst v 12,13 beremo metaforično, ne realistično, zato se ta navedek navezuje na duhovni
krst (ko vernik postane pneumatikos, se to ne navezuje na poznejše delo milosti), ne na idejo,
da krst posreduje soteriološki dogodek. Krst v vodi binkoštniki dojemajo kot vidno zunanje
znamenje notranjega prepričanja. Prava vera vodi h krstu, ki je vidno znamenje vcepitve v
»Kristusovo telo«, vendar samega krsta ne razumejo kot odrešenjski obred.
Nasprotje med pneumatikos in psychikos je središčni soteriološki izraz, kajti pneumatikos
je tisti, ki se je odzval na »Božjo modrost« v veri in kesanju. Pri odzivu na Boga vernik prejme
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Božje razodetje, postane »nova stvaritev« in je antropološko »več kot« in ne »manj kot« v
svojem prejšnjem stanju.
Kontekst Gospodove večerje pri binkoštnikih je bolj dogodek čaščenja in praznovanja kot
soteriološki dogodek, pri katerem pa enotnost odkrivamo v koinōnia. Ta enotnost je razumljena
kot »solidarnost« in jed le potrjuje tisto, kar se je že zgodilo. Gospodova večerja je dogodek
praznovanja, pri katerem postaneta vse bolj pomembna koinōnia in anamnēsis.

2. UČENSTVO

Pragmatična naloga tega odlomka je privesti sklepe eksegetske analize do implementacije
znotraj verskih skupnosti glede učenstva. Najprej pričujoče delo uvaja k razumevanju
obravnave izrazov »učenstvo« in »krščanska formacija« ter identificira štiri področja za
razpravo o učenstvu, kar je prirejena različica Koesslerjevih treh področij učenstva (2003).
Drugič to delo ugotavlja, kako učenstvo razumejo v katoliških in binkoštnih verskih skupnostih
na teh štirih področjih. Tretjič študija opravi kontekstualizacijo, tako da ugotovitve
eksegetskega branja poveže s štirimi področji učenstva, pri čemer obravnava pravila, načela,
paradigme in simbolični svet (Hays 1996, 208–209).
Katoliški in protestantski znanstveniki razkrivajo pomembne razlike, ki so v veliki meri
rezultat različnih hermenevtičnih pristopov k besedilu.

Katoličani: katoličani sami sebe doživljajo kot »Božje ljudstvo na nebeškem romanju« in
njihovo učenstvo vključuje bolj skupno in kozmološko razumevanje. V okviru razumevanja
Božjega ljudstva je identiteta učenca bistveno oblikovana z zakramenti.
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Strokovnjaki priznavajo nujnost vere pri skupnem in zedinjajočem se vidiku udeležbe v
zakramentih. Medtem ko Katekizem Katoliške cerkve (KKC) poudarja vero, poudarek na
Svetem pismu zahteva večjo vlogo, kot je navzoča v sodobni praksi.
Katoliška cerkev je razvila KKC kot avtoritetno vodilo pri oblikovanju kristjana.
Krst s trikratno potopitvijo (popolna potopitev), kot je bil v veljavi v cerkvi prvega stoletja,
ima poglavitno vlogo pri katoliški soteriologiji in je na ta način začetna točka učenstva. S časom
so se tradicija in pravila Cerkve premaknili naprej od te točke.
V sodobni cerkvi je kot sprejemljiv del kulture v veljavi krst dojenčkov, vendar po
ugotavljanjih znanstvenikov Pavel ne govori o krščevanju tistih, ki nimajo kognitivne
sposobnosti.
Po verovanju katoličanov je Cerkev podaljšanje utelešenja in zato je prevzela Kristusovo
vlogo pri učenstvu. Pavel je vernike spodbudil, naj hodijo za Kristusom na način, da ga
posnemajo in mu sledijo; tega ne bi mogli razumeti kot spodbudo, naj se sledi ecclesia.
S podaljšanjem utelešenja in s priznanjem Kristusovega gospostva je Cerkev skozi leta
razvila hierarhično strukturo, ki je namenjena vodenju in usmerjanju učencev. Tako Cerkev
postane izvor avtoritete, to pa je nekaj, kar je Pavel položil h Kristusovim nogam.

Binkoštniki: samorazumevanje binkoštnikov je, da so oni tisti, ki so »napolnjeni z
Duhom«, poklicani od Boga in napolnjeni z močjo po Svetem Duhu ter z avtoriteto, da so priče
(Apd 1,8).
Med binkoštniki se učenci razvijejo prek osebnega odnosa s Kristusom, pri čemer občestvo
ustvari svetopisemsko preučevanje, dogodki čaščenja pa so strukturirani tako, da ljudi osebno
spodbujajo k doživljanju Svetega Duha.
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»Božja modrost« je razumljena kot razodetje tistega, kar je Bog storil v Kristusu, in prejetje
»Kristusove modrosti« je duhovno in razumsko. Na ta način se za binkoštnike proces učenstva
začne s poslušanjem ali doživetjem Boga.
Dva zakramenta, krst in Gospodova večerja, sta priložnost za slavljenje, pri katerem je oseba
spodbujena, da doživi Svetega Duha kot posameznica in v občestvu.
Ključni odnos za binkoštnike je oseben odnos z Jezusom, ki ga posreduje Sveti Duh. Tisti,
ki vodijo učence ali ustvarijo priložnosti za učenje in rast, se doživljajo kot orodje Svetega
Duha, ki vodi učence bliže v življenje, podobno Kristusu.
Binkoštniki imajo visoko mnenje o Svetem pismu kot o avtoritativni Božji besedi, ki je
zadostna in zmožna posredovati navodila za življenje. Čeprav je to središčni izvor avtoritete,
zahteva interpretacijo. Zgodovina interpretacije kaže, da je bilo Sveto pismo pogosto
interpretirano skozi osebna doživetja s Svetim Duhom, kar pa mora biti kontekstualizirano.
Na poti v Damask se je Kristus radikalno poistovetil s Cerkvijo, ki jo je Pavel preganjal. Ko
je poudarek na osebnem, soteriološkem in učenstvu, so binkoštniki neuspešni pri popolnem
»razločevanju« Kristusovega telesa, zato je potreben popravek.
Podoba »Kristusovega telesa« odseva pomembnost tega, da je Kristus oblikovan v
kristjanovem načinu življenja, v katerem moralno, etično in duhovno življenje pričuje o
Kristusu.
Binkoštniki dajejo prednost individualni formaciji »s« Kristusom in »v« Kristusu, medtem
ko pri katoličanih učenstvo poteka iz povezanosti s Cerkvijo.
Ekleziologija svobodne Cerkve dovoljuje razdelitev »Kristusovega telesa« na veliko več
delitev, kot bi si Pavel sploh lahko predstavljal s svojo rabo podobe, ki jo je uporabil pred skoraj
dva tisoč leti.
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3. STRUKTURA PRVEGA PISMA KORINČANOM IN NJEGOVE IMPLIKACIJE ZA
UČENSTVO

Eden najzanimivejših vidikov tega dela je prikaz, da se ob branju 1 Korinčanom v luči
deliberativne retorike prvega stoletja, orodje, na razpolago piscu, pojavi kot jasno razpoznavna
struktura, ki vodi bralca k posvečenju (postati učenec). Tako je struktura Pavlovega argumenta
informativne narave glede poti, po kateri oseba potuje pri svojem učenstvu.
Beseda prothesis je razložena kot posvečenje, to je podoba, ki so jo oblasti zgodnje Cerve
prepoznale kot učenstvo. Prvi dve poglavji ponujata narratio ali temelj tega, kaj pomeni začeti
pot posvečenja – brez katerega je to zmanjšano zgolj na humanizem. Pet probatio zagotavlja
logične korake v krščanski formaciji in pripravi osebo za »nebeško telo«, ko je Kristus
oblikovan v življenju vernikov, kar je izpolnitev posvečenja (učenstva).
Še posebej zanimivo za to študijo je, da ugotovitve sežejo prek teologije na področja
menedžmenta in vodenja. Pavlova struktura zagotavlja modele za razvijanje vodenja. Na enak
način najdemo v Pismu modele za disciplino.382 Pozorno branje teh besedil pokaže, da je Pismo
koristno za »svarjenje, poboljševanje in vzgojo v pravičnosti« (2 Timoteju 3,16) tudi danes, ko
ga seveda eksegeti pravilno kontekstualizirajo. Kot dopolnilo (glej Dodatek 2), to delo prikazuje
praktično uporabo Pavlove strukture, ki je zelo učinkovita pri načrtovanju razvoja osebnega in
skupinskega vodenja. Jim Collins je začel revolucionarno študijo vodenja, ko je preučeval
enajst najboljših podjetij glede na rezultate Fortune 500 v letih 1965–1995. Ta študija je
predstavljena v knjigi Good to Great avtorja Jima Collinsa (2001), ki je zelo priljubljena med
voditeljskimi krogi. Osnovna teza tega dela je, kot kaže tudi Collins, da gredo velika podjetja

Trije široko uporabljeni modeli discipline: Jezusov model (Mt 18,15-17), Natanov model (2 Samuel 12,1-15)
in Pavlov model (Filemonu 1-25).
382
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skozi cikel šestih korakov.383 Collins je razvil šest lastnosti, ki odlikujejo najboljše med
najboljšimi (glej Dodatek 2).
Medtem ko so številne cerkve na Zahodu prevzele poslovno prakso s tem, ko so uporabile
te ugotovitve, pa obstaja velika nevarnost, ali je to v nasprotju s svetopisemskimi načeli. S
primerjavo Collinsovih ugotovitev in Pavlove strukture glede tega, kako bi morala cerkev v
Korintu razvijati svoje posvečenje, vidimo veliko povezavo in ustreznost vključevanja strategij
vodenja in rasti, vendar s pravimi cilji in motivi (glej tudi Scobie 2009, 107–133).

Jim Collins s svojo ekipo vzpostavi šest ključnih vidikov kako dobra podjetja postanejo odlična podjetja: (1)
Vodenje po peti stopnji, (2) Pridobiti prave ljudi, (3) Soočiti se z dejstvi, (4) Koncept ježka, (5) Kultura
discipline, (6) Spodbujevalci tehnologije (Collins 2001). S preučevanjem teh vidikov lahko ugotovimo, da
obstaja povezava s Pavlovo mislijo. Čeprav to ni tematika pričujoče študije, pa zagotovo postavi temelje
metodologiji, na kateri bi lahko gradili prihodnje raziskave in s tem podprli delo voditeljev v Cerkvi.
383
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ČETRTI DEL: DIALOG MED KATOLIČANI IN BINKOŠTNIKI O
»KRISTUSOVEM TELESU« V 1 KORINČANOM GLEDE
GOSPODOVE VEČERJE

Ekumenski dialog med katoličani in binkoštniki je zelo vznemirljiv, ker predstavlja
razpravo med dvema osrednjima verskima skupnostima našega časa. Ta ekumenski dialog se
je začel leta 1972, ko so na II. Vatikanskem koncilu dali svež dih ekumenizmu (Katoliška
cerkev je ugotovila, da odrešenje obstaja v cerkvah zunaj Katoliške cerkve) (Papež Pavel VI
1964, # 15). V tem uvodu četrtega dela te študije so podane oznake ekumenizma in meje za
ekumensko razpravo, predstavljena je tudi metodologija pristopa k dialogu, ki jo je podal
Vondey (2010), nato pa se usmerimo k pričakovanim rezultatom. Ob tem povzamemo prvih
pet stopenj dialoga, z več pozornosti, usmerjene na vprašanje uvajanja in krščanske formacije.
Ekumenski dialog razlaga štirinajst Smithovih vprašanj (2008) o evharistiji v luči svežega
branja »Kristusovega telesa« v Prvem pismu Korinčanom.

1. ENOTNOSTI, RAZLIKE IN POT NAPREJ

Cilj tega dela študije je opredeliti področja strinjanja, področja nestrinjanja in možno pot
naprej. Prvi izziv ekumenskega dialoga je opredeliti medsebojno samorazumevanje, drugi izziv
pa je opredelitev pogledov in percepcije druge skupnosti (Vondey 2010, xix–xx). Ko obstaja
medsebojno samorazumevanje med verniki ene skupnosti, obstaja možnost za nekakšno
enotnost, vendar pravo enotnost odkrijemo šele takrat, ko je to samorazumevanje mogoče deliti
z drugo versko skupnostjo. Kot nadaljevanje štirinajstih vprašanj raziskave ta del študije razišče
enotnosti in razlike glede samopercepcije in percepcije druge skupnosti. Pogledamo lahko štiri
logične okvire za raziskavo enotnosti in razlik, da bi začrtali pot naprej v naslednjem razdelku:
prvič, tam, kjer sta obe veroizpovedi partnerki zaradi medsebojnega strinjanja (enotnosti), so
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navzoči konvergenca verovanja, praksa in samorazumevanje – in to imenujemo »enotnosti«.
Drugič, obstaja logična možnost, da obe partnerki mislita, da se strinjata, vendar se ne (še vedno
ostaja enotnost); tu je majhna potreba po identificiranju tega kot malo verjetno. Tretjič, kjer ena
partnerka meni, da se strinjata, druga partnerka pa se ne strinja s samorazumevanjem druge, to
imenujemo »sporne enotnosti«. Četrtič, kjer se ena ali obe partnerki razločno ne strinjata glede
položaja, verovanja in prakse druge, to imenujemo »nestrinjanje«.

2. ENOTNOSTI

 Kredo – Kristusovo utelešenje zagotavlja mnogo področij konvergence, saj obe
veroizpovedi sprejemata Nicejsko veroizpoved in Apostolsko veroizpoved kot svojo.
 Vsezadostnost Kristusa – Kristusovo delo je vsezadostno, za vse ljudi, za vse čase.
 Vera – vera je bistveni element, ki je nujen v življenju udeleženca, da bi lahko praznoval
in prejel koristi, ki se jih spominja pri evharistični mizi.
 Odpuščanje – pri evharistični mizi je lahko odpuščanje doživljeno na novo, vendar se to
odpuščanje kaže na različne načine. Za binkoštnike odpuščanje nastopi prek presojanja,
molitve priznanja in prošnje za odpuščanje. Za katoličane je prvotni greh izbrisan prek krsta,
odpustljivi grehi so odpuščeni prek pokore in proces vcepitve je izvršen ob udeležbi v
podobah, kjer je podeljeno odpuščanje.
 Enotnost – pri evharistični mizi se odkrije enotnost, čeprav je tudi to najdeno na različne
načine. Za katoličane se enotnost odkrije v udeležbi v Kristusu, ko se podobe spremenijo v
Kristusa in so na »nepojasnjen način« del »Kristusovega telesa«. Binkoštniki so s
»Kristusovim telesom« poenoteni na duhovni način prek koinōnie, ki je na voljo ob
Gospodovi večerji.
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 Anamnēsis – spomin ob evharistični mizi prikliče eshatološko resničnost prihodnjega
vstajenja in vznešenja za vse svete. Čeprav spomin prikliče prihodnjo eshatološko
resničnost v sedanjost, katoličani zagovarjajo stališče, da bodo združeni z zgodovinskim
»Božjim ljudstvom«. binkoštniki pa zagovarjajo stališče, da so »v Kristusa« vcepljeni po
Novi zavezi.
 Cerkev – Kristus je utemeljitelj in glava Cerkve. Evharistična miza ima ključno vlogo v
verskih skupnostih kot praznovanje spomina in duša je osvežena, bodisi z zaužitjem bodisi
po veri.
 Identiteta – identiteta pri evharistični mizi je oblikovana po »milosti«, ki je na voljo ob
mizi. Obe veroizpovedi privolita v Božjo milost, ki je na voljo pri evharistični mizi za
»odpuščanje« ali »očiščenje« in za »ozdravljenje«.
 Pričevanje – obe verski skupnosti imata pričevanje in oznanjevanje evangelija ob jedi za
pomembno. Pričevanje se izvršuje z besedami in dejanji, da bi bili neverniki lahko
prepričani o grehu in Kristusu. Ko se oznanja Pismo, »Bog govori«.

3. SPORNE ENOTNOSTI

V primeru, ko ena stran meni, da se druga stran ne strinja, bi pričakovali, da bi ob pomoči
izobraževanja, razprav in vodenja to enotnost laže dosegli.

 Osredotočenost na Duha – katoličani bi trdili, da so binkoštniki preveč osredotočeni na
Duha in zato v nevarnosti, da zanemarijo Kristusa pri evharistični mizi. Binkoštniki se
spoprimejo s to obtožbo z Daytonovim delom, ki trdi, da je Kristus Gospod, opravičitelj,
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zdravnik, krščevalec z Duhom, posvetitelj in kmalu vrnjeni kralj, in na ta način je
kristologija uravnotežena.
 Vsezadostnost – obe veroizpovedi sta predani razumevanju vsezadostne Kristusove
daritve. Ker pa katoličani prakticirajo zakramentalno teologijo, binkoštniki trdijo, da
pragmatično katoliška praksa vere skupaj z zakramentom pomeni posredovanje Božje
milosti. Ob tem binkoštniki razumejo izjavo Tridentinskega koncila, da »maša naredi
Kristusovo daritev navzočo,« in berejo to kot Kristus skupaj z zakramentom, katoličani pa
tega ne berejo na tak način.
 Ponovna daritev – za katoličane evharistija naredi Kristusovo daritev Bogu spet navzočo
po molitvi postavljenega duhovnika in zaužitju udeleženca. Nekateri katoličanom zato
očitajo, da vnovič darujejo Kristusa.
 Transubstanciacija – tisti, ki so kritični glede tega izraza, besedo transubstanciacija
označujejo kot »magični zakramentalizem« ter lažne izjave o kanibalizmu in uživanju
mesa. Vendar se je ta izraz pojavil v srednjem veku in ga uporabljamo kot filozofski termin,
ne pa v smislu fizične, kemijske ali biološke preobrazbe. Katoliško samorazumevanje ne
izhaja iz materialne preobrazbe, ampak gre za »metafizično preobrazbo substantia«.
 Pneumatološka navzočnost – binkoštniki verjamejo, da je Kristus navzoč pri evharistiji
po svojem Svetem Duhu, na način, da je Kristus navzoč v vsakem udeleženem verniku. Na
ta način jed in podobi usmerjata h globlji resničnosti, ki ju označujeta. Jed je usmerjena v
prvi vrsti k človeku. Katoličani bi to razumeli kot poduhovljenje evharistične jedi.
 Rednost – Katoliška cerkev obhaja mašo vsak dan, vendar trdi, da bi se zvesti morali
udeležiti zakramenta vsaj enkrat na leto. Medtem ko so Binkoštne cerkve glede rednosti
zelo prožne, imajo skupno Gospodovo večerjo enkrat na mesec. Ker je za katoličane
odrešenje zagotovljeno skozi udeležbo pri evharistiji, nekateri binkoštniki katoličanom
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očitajo, da spodbujajo »nominalno krščanstvo«, ker zvesti katoličani niso izzvani k višjim
standardom udeležbe, spomina in pričevanja.
 Sveti Duh – katoličani prakticirajo zakramentalni sistem vere in verjamejo, da Duh deluje
prek zakramentov. Binkoštniki verjamejo, da Duh deluje, da bi posredoval koristi
Kristusovega dela posamezniku po veri, ko se le-ta odzove na to, kar je Bog storil v
Kristusu. Priznano je, da je to dogovorjena razlika, vendar pa Yong in Kärkkäinen
predstavita mogočo pot k večjemu razumevanju s pneumatološko teologijo.

4. DOGOVORJENE RAZLIKE

 Zakrament / naročilo – katoličani se pri evharistični mizi držijo zakramentalne teologije,
binkoštniki pa uresničujejo teologijo naročila. Binkoštniki ne verjamejo, da podobi
»podeljujeta« milost; podobno katoličani trdijo, da binkoštniki praznujejo pri osiromašeni
evharistični mizi.
 Identiteta – katoličani sami sebe doživljajo kot »Božje ljudstvo na nebeškem romanju«,
kar jih povezuje z zgodovino Božjega ljudstva in tudi s tistimi okrog evharistične mize.
Binkoštniki se doživljajo kot »z Duhom krščene vernike«, ki se združujejo s Kristusom in
njegovim narodom v koinōnia pri Gospodovi mizi.
 Realistično – katoličani berejo podobo »Kristusovega telesa« v realističnem smislu in
evharistična jed je središčna sestavina življenja Cerkve.
 Metaforično – binkoštniki berejo podobo »Kristusovega telesa« v metaforičnem smislu in
Gospodova večerja je na ta način spominska jed, ki pričuje o tem, kar je Kristus naredil, kaj
dela in kaj bo še naredil.
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 Vera – katoličani verjamejo v tridelno vero: intelektualno znanje o Bogu, božansko
razodetje Boga in živa dela za Boga. Binkoštniki verjamejo (Ef 2,8; Jak 2,18), da so dela
dokaz vere, vendar v ta kontekst ne štejejo del, s katerimi si kaj prislužimo.
 Vidna Cerkev – realistično branje »Kristusovega telesa« Katoliške cerkve pomeni, da je
Kristus pri zaužitju fizično navzoč v podobah. Na ta način je Cerkev vidno »Kristusovo
telo« in tisti, ki so udeleženi pri evharistični jedi, so vidna Cerkev. Binkoštniki zagovarjajo
metaforično branje »Kristusovega telesa« in tako verjamejo, da Cerkev vzpostavlja Duh, ne
pa tisti, ki so zbrani pri Gospodovi večerji. Na ta način je Cerkev vidna samo za tiste, ki
živijo skladno s svojimi besedami. Samo Duh ve, kdo je prava Cerkev.
 Enotnost »telesa« – katoličani verjamejo, da je pri evharistični mizi Cerkev ena »organska
celota«, medtem ko binkoštniki vidijo enotnost pri Gospodovi mizi kot »solidarnost« s
Kristusom in drugimi verniki.
 Anamnēsis – za binkoštnike to pomeni spominjanje minulih dejanj in prenašanje le-teh v
prihodnost, tako da koristi niso izgubljene. Anamnēsis pri katoličanih je vnovično darovanje
Kristusove žrtve.
 Kozmologija – katoliška udeležba v evharistiji je tudi udejstvovanje v imenu kozmosa, pri
čemer bo odkupitveno delo Kristusa prineslo nov kozmos. Za binkoštnike je praznovanje ob
Gospodovi mizi za odkupitev človeštva. V vsakem primeru binkoštniki raje razmišljajo o
odrešenju sveta kot o novem svetu.
 Sprava – katoličani verjamejo, da je sprava za prvotni greh dosežena prek krsta (večinoma
krsta dojenčkov), sprava za odpustljive grehe pa je dosežena prek pokore in evharistije. Za
katoličane je evharistija izpolnitev vstopa v »Kristusovo telo« ali odrešenje. Binkoštniki
zagovarjajo teorijo »moralnega vpliva« sprave. Spravo je zagotovil Kristus in jo prejmemo
po veri – ne prek zakrametnov. Po drugi strani pa zaa katoličane odrešenje nastopi po
kelihu.
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 Resnična navzočnost – katoličani verjamejo, da je Kristus navzoč v podobah po molitvi
postavljenega duhovnika in delovanju Svetega Duha. Binkoštniki verjamejo, da je
Kristusova navzočnost resnična na »duhovni način«, ko se vstopi v koinōnio po veri. Ob
tem je Kristus navzoč tudi v drugih vernikih pri Gospodovi večerji.
 Eshatologija – za katoličane je jed vir njihovega eshatološkega upanja, zato besede,
izgovorjene ob jedi, in preobrazba, ki se zgodi v podobah, zagotavljajo »jed za večno
življenje«. Eshatološko upanje binkoštnikov je vera v Jezusa Kristusa, da oseba postane
dedič novozavezne obljube po veri, kar se praznuje pri Gospodovi večerji.
 Podobi pri evharistični mizi – katoličani verjamejo, da se kruh in vino kot podobi
skrivnostno »na nepojasnljiv način« spremenita v »telo« in »kri« Kristusa. Binkoštniki
verjamejo, da sta podobi, kruh in vino, simbolični prikaz tistega, kar je Kristus dosegel.
 Hierarhija – mesto, ki je dano evharistični jedi, in nujnost podelitve, ki jo opravlja
postavljeni duhovnik, spodbujata hierarhično strukturo Cerkve. Binkoštniki se nagibajo k
ekleziologiji svobodne Cerkve in izbirajo med številnimi voditelji, pri čemer avtoriteta
izhaja iz same skupnosti.
 Koinōnia – skupnost je opisana kot središčni del binkoštnega čaščenja; na ta način je pri
Gospodovi večerji v središče postavljena koinōnia, ki zagotavlja štiri dejavnosti Cerkve:
izgrajevanje, služenje, pričevanje in čaščenje. Koinōnia je en vidik katoliškega čaščenja,
vendar ne njegov središčni del.
 Občestvo – katoličani sami sebe doživljajo kot »Božje ljudstvo«, ki se v skupnosti
udeležuje evharistične jedi. Binkoštniki kot »z Duhom krščeni verniki« se imajo za za
posameznike, ki stopajo v skupnost z Bogom in preostalimi verniki okrog Gospodove mize.
Na ta način ima Katoliška cerkev bolj na občestvo osredotočeno ekleziologijo okrog
evharistične mize, ko občestvo vernih skupaj pristopa k Bogu. Ekleziologija Binkoštne
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cerkve je po naravi bolj individualistična, pri čemer ljudje pristopajo k Bogu kot
posamezniki in skupaj sestavljajo občestvo v koinōnia Duha.
 Oznanilo – za katoličane oznanilo pri evharistični mizi pripravi zveste, da so udeleženi »v
Kristusu«. To je pomemben del katoliškega obreda evharistije, ker se ob izgovorjenih
besedah nad jedjo in ob molitvi duhovnika podobi preobrazita v »Kristusovo telo«. Za
binkoštnike pa naznanitev pomeni skupinski spomin na odpuščanje, ki je na voljo pri
Gospodovi večerji, in potrebo po odpuščanju.
 Ordinirani oziroma postavljeni duhovnik – katoličani zahtevajo postavljenega
duhovnika za izvedbo evharističnega obreda. Praksa večine Binkoštnih cerkva pa je, da
Gospodovo večerjo opravi ordinirani duhovnik, ker pa jedi ne razumejo na zakramentalni
način, je mogoče najti laične voditelje, ki opravijo obred Gospodove večerje. Binkoštnikom
bi bilo neprijetno pripisovati določen položaj posvečenemu duhovniku pri Gospodovi mizi,
še posebej v zvezi s Cerkvijo, ki posreduje odrešenjske koristi.
 Tisti, ki so vabljeni – katoličani prakticirajo zaprti tip evharistije, odprt le za člane njihove
verujoče skupnosti, ki so bili krščeni in so opravili obred birme. Binkoštniki delujejo po
načelu pol zaprte Gospodove mize, odprte le za verujoče odrasle vernike, včasih omejene
le na tiste, ki so bili krščeni skladno s tradicijo njihove cerkve.
 Koristi – medtem ko obstaja soglasje, da so pri evharistični mizi na voljo »oprostitev« ali
»očiščenje«, »ozdravljenje« in koinōnia, ostaja razlika glede odrešenjskih koristi, ki so na
voljo udeležencem. Ob tem katoličani ugotavljajo, da je korist za ustvarjen red, ko
evharistična jed predstavlja Bogu darovano Kristusovo daritev za ves svet.

5. POT NAPREJ
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 Želja in možnost – II. Vatikanski koncil je odprl vrata novim možnostim s priznanjem, da
je odrešenje mogoče najti tudi v drugih cerkvah. Dialogi so prinesli rezultate, še posebej
dialog med luterani in katoličani (skupna izjava glede nauka o opravičenju) glede
spreobrnjenja po veri. Logika deklaracije II. Vatikanskega koncila, da je odrešenje mogoče
tudi prek drugih cerkva, ne dopušča, da bi bil evharistični obred edino sredstvo odrešenja,
ker temu ni vedno tako v drugih cerkvah. Poleg tega smo z razvojem in rastjo Binkoštnih
cerkva priče novim teologom in ne drži več, da katoličani pri dialogu ne bi imeli
verodostojnega partnerja. Na ta način sta želja in možnost prisotni na novi stopnji.
 Zakrament – med klasičnimi binkoštniki je velja predpostavka, da se zakramentalna
teologija (kot jo uresničujejo katoličani) zoperstavlja veri z zakramentalnim dejanjem tako,
da dejanje opravljanja zakramenta dejansko nadomesti vero ali da je opravljanje zakrament
alternativa veri (Kärkkäinen 2008, 120). Hunter ugovarja z binkoštne strani, da ni treba, da
je tako, ker se »zakrament nanaša na tiste zunanje obrede, ki jih narekuje Pismo in so jih
opazili zbrani Božje ljudje« (Hunter 2002, 947). Hunter trdi, da bi binkoštniki morali
razumeti katoliški zakrament evharistije kot »kognitivno/simboličen«, pri čemer je potrebna
vera, da bi bil učinkovit (Hunter 2002, 947–948).
 Resnična navzočnost –preobrazbo podob je Aristotel opisal z besedami, ki se ne nanašajo
na fizično, kemijsko in biološko preobrazbo. Izziv je doseči soglasje, ki preprečuje
polarizacijo materialističnega nesporazuma na eni strani in poduhovljenja na drugi strani.
Če binkoštni strokovnjaki priznavajo resnično bistvo Duha, ki omogoča snovne
spremembe, ima to potencial, da zmanjša vrzel z večjim razumevanjem. Uporaba
Schillebeeckxovih uvedenih terminov transsignification in transfinalization, s katerimi
avtor poudarja kontekst, ima potencial zbližanja obeh stališč.
 Sveto pismo – veliko upanje za prihodnost obstaja zaradi tega, ker ima Sveto pismo še
vedno osrednjo vlogo v obeh verskih skupnostih. Kot trdijo katoličani, ko govori Pismo,
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govori Bog (CCC 2000, # 102, # 109, # 2700; Pope Paul VI 1963, # 7), in znanstveniki v
svojem branju Pavlovih besedil uporabljajo »progresivno razodetje«. Ta pristop je
spremenil

prioriteto

vere,

krščevanja

dojenčkov

in

vidike

zakramentalizma

(predpostavljajoč, da ima Cerkev vlogo Kristusa na zemlji) z učenjem več od tistega, kar
strokovnjakai razberejo v Pavlovem pisanju cerkvi v Korintu. Če Bog govori, ko govori
Pismo, potem poznejša Pavlova pisanja morajo zgodnejšim pisanjem dodati globino, ne pa
razvoja. Prihodnji pogovori se morajo osredotočati na vir in vlogo avtoritete znotraj
skupnosti. Cilj biblične raziskave mora ohraniti prizadevanje, da bi obnovili koinōnia, ne
da bi spravili razdeljeno Cerkev na najnižji skupni imenovalec in tako na šibkejše
krščanstvo.
 Pneumatologija – vprašanje povezanosti Duha z evharističnim obredom je bilo
obravnavano le na kratko. Yong v svojem prizadevanju, da bi oblikoval pneumatološko
ekleziologijo, upošteva »zakrament Duha« (Yong 2005, 160,166). Na ta način sta
anamnēsis (spomin) in epiklēsis (priklic) mogoča za binkoštnike (Kärkkäinen 2008, 122).
 Charisms – ali lahko zveza med charisms in evharistijo postane bolj trdna in vključujoča,
ali pa so omejitve nepremagljive?
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PETI DEL: ZAKLJUČEK

1. CILJ NALOGE

Namen pričujoče naloge je bil najprej ugotoviti, kako podoba »Kristusovega telesa« deluje v
Prvem pismu Korinčanom in osmišlja njegovo strukturo, enotnost in argumentiranje. Drugič,
ob upoštevanju realističnega in metaforičnega branja je bil cilj ponuditi sveže branje besedila.
Tretjič, zaradi različnega branja dveh največjih verskih skupnosti je bil cilj ugotoviti
pragmatične posledice za kontekstualizacijo znotraj posamezne verske skupnosti na področjih
spreobrnjenja in učenstva. Četrtič, za katoličane se spreobrnjenje zgodi pri evharistiji – to je
tema, ki jo je treba še obravnavati v ekumenskem dialogu, ki poteka že od leta 1972. Cilj
zadnjega dela naloge pa je bil vzpostaviti dialog glede evharistije v luči svežega branja
»Kristusovega telesa« v Prvem pismu Korinčanom in izrisati pot k večji enotnosti.

2. METODOLOGIJA NALOGE

Metodologija za strukturno raziskavo uporablja deliberativno retorično metodologijo, ki jo
razlagajo Kennedy (1984), Betz (1975) in Mitchell (1991). Pri eksegetskem branju so nalogo
usmerjale tri ravni Feejeve (2002) dokazane metodologije eksegeze: zgodovinska raven,
kontekstualna raven in tekstualna raven, z dognanji Virklerja (1981). Znotraj eksegetskega
branja je pozornost te študije usmerjena k odgovarjanju na šest vprašanj na področju
ekleziologije (ki jih postavljata McIntyre 2010; Kärkkäinen 2001; CCC 2000), tri ključna
vprašanja na področju antropologije (ki jih postavljata Duffield 1983, glej tudi Son 2001) in
sedem modificiranih vprašanj na področju eshatologije (ki jih postavlja Kreitzer 1993). Na
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ravni kontekstualizacije študija skuša zagotoviti rezultate svežega branja znotraj sodobnih
verskih skupnosti, kar bi dodalo k smiselnosti raziskave.
Ugotovili smo, kakšno je razumevanje posamezne verske skupnosti glede spreobrnjenja, in
z uporabo Hayjevih (1996) štirih ravni kontekstualizacije preučili razumevanje v luči svežega
branja. V zvezi s kontekstualizacijo učenstva ta naloga uporablja modificirano različico
Koesslerjevih (2003) štirih ravni razvoja učencev (spreobrnjenje, odnos, navodila in kontekst),
da bi primerjali nasprotje med svežim branjem in ustaljeno prakso. Na ta način so bili eksegetski
sklepi uporabljeni za verske skupnosti na smiseln način. V zadnjem delu, v katerem delo vstopa
v ekumenski dialog, sta bili obe verski skupnosti brani v luči Smithovih (2008) štirinajstih
vprašanj o evharistiji, ki iščejo enotnosti, sporne razlike in dogovorjene razlike ter nato predlaga
pot k boljšemu razumevanju.

3. POVZETEK ZAKLJUČKA

Strukturna analiza, ki je pokazala »Kristusovo telo« kot osrednjo podobo, ki jo uporablja
Pavel, zagotavlja strukturo in jasnost njegovega pisanja. Branje pisanja v luči deliberativne
retorike kaže, da je poenoteno besedilo oblikovano okrog teme posvečenja, sestavljene iz petih
jasnih probatio, ki vsi podpirajo narratio (posvečenje). Spoznanje jasne strukture in teme
bistveno doda k nalogi kontekstualizacije znotraj posameznih verskih skupnosti.
Ta strukturna analiza razumljivo vodi do najzanimivejših ugotovitev in prispevkov
pričujoče študije. Prvič, zadovoljiti bi morala dolgotrajno razpravo o temi Prvega pisma
Korinčanom (posvečenje), o enotnosti korespondence (ena združena spodbuda) in o strukturno
celovitosti (progresivni logični razvoj argumentacije, glej Dodatek 1). Drugič, jasna analiza
strukture Pavlove spodbude njegovim ljubim vernikom v Korintu kaže jasno in logično pot k
osebni in kolektivni krščanski rasti, od »dojenčkov v Kristusu« do zrelih in rodovitnih vernikov.
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Tretjič, ugotovitve prinašajo prispevek tudi na področjih zunaj teologije, in sicer na področjih
menedžmenta in vodenja, kar kaže, da Pavlova misel govori družbi na splošno (glej Dodatek
2).
Nasprotujoče si realistično in metaforično branje podobe »Kristusovega telesa« zahteva
sveže branje besedila v luči vprašanj spreobrnjenja in učenstva. Realistično branje, bolj
priljubljeno pri katoliških znanstvenikih, kaže, da je Cerkev podaljšanje utelešenja. Cerkev je
vidno navzoča kot »Božje ljudstvo na nebeškem romanju«, ki se zbere okrog mize.
Zakramentalna narava Cerkve vodi do samorazumevanja Cerkve kot posrednice Kristusovih
koristi v odrešenju. Krst, birma in evharistija so bistveni koraki v življenju vernikov, ko
napredujejo k polni vključitvi. Realistično branje daje tudi vsebino hierarhični strukturi v
Cerkvi, pri čemer se zdi, da Katoliška cerkev ohranja Petrovo službo in nosi Kristusovo
avtoriteto.
Metaforično branje podobe »Kristusovega telesa« označuje Cerkev kot duhovno solidarnost
s Kristusom, ki jo je mogoče prepoznati po vedênju. Cerkev so tisti, ki so prišli pod gospostvo
Kristusa. Metaforično branjeoudarja individualno soteriologijo v nasprotju s skupinsko
soteriologijo pri katoliških strokovnjakih. Poudarek na besedi koinōnia pri protestantskih
poznavalcih poudarja kolegialno in bolj skupnostno vodenje, pri katerem avtoriteta nastopa
znotraj skupnosti. Naročila ali zakramenti so za protestantske izvedence praznovanja in
čaščenja in ne zagotavljajo prenosa milosti, ki je dana po Svetem Duhu.
Tri vprašanja s področja antropologije so usmerjala raziskovanje tega dela. Obe branji trdita,
da podoba »Kristusovega telesa« omogoča nasprotovanje grškemu dualizmu, ki prinaša ločitev
med fizičnim in duhovnim. Nasprotje med psychikos in pneumatikos kaže, da je oseba »v
Kristusu« več, in ne manj kot v prejšnjem stanju; celotna pripada »Kristusu«. Realistično branje
ugotavlja, da oseba postane »organska celota« s Kristusom potem, ko se z vero odzove na
razodetje Duha in je prek krsta, birme in evharistije končno vključena v »telo«, ko sta zaužita
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kruh in vino. Pri metaforičnem branju se vernik duhovno pridruži »Kristusovemu telesu«, ko
se z vero odzove na »Božjo modrost« in postane združen s Kristusom, kar sestavlja
»solidarnost« s Kristusom – kot njegova Cerkev. Na ta način so vključene bistvene prvine, ko
vernikovo telo postane »tempelj« Boga, torej se duhovni element prenaša naprej, da prežame
celotno osebo in njena dejanja.
»Kristusovo telo« je v odnosu do eshatologije zagotovilo veliko skladnosti med raziskovalci
obeh verskih tradicij. Ta del študije dovoljuje bralcem, da se odzovejo na sedem ključnih
eshatoloških vprašanj, da bi prepoznali, kako podoba »Kristusovega telesa« deluje v mislih
bralca. Po prejetju razodetja Kristusa, danega od Duha, jih spoznanje postavlja v odnos s
Kristusom in na njihovo soteriološko pot. Če beremo psychikos kot kristjani, potem poudarek
na prevladujočih silah, ki delujejo na osebo, po Fitzmyerju vrže luč na soteriološki proces, s
katerim katoliški raziskovalci berejo Pavla. Protestanti raje govorijo o soteriološkem dogodku
in o tem, da postane posameznik v nekem trenutku udeleženec v eshatološki resničnosti.
Vcepitev v »Kristusovo telo« naredi vernika za udeleženca v prihodnjem življenju, medtem ko
ostaja v tem. Eshatološka resničnost bo povsem uresničena ob vstajenju. Za katoliške
raziskovalce torej Cerkev zagotovi ovire za vključitev in izključitev, protestanti pa vidijo
posameznika, v katerem biva Duh in je prepoznan kot pneumatikos, kot tistega, ki je dedič
duhovne resničnosti. Pavel uporabi podobo »Kristusovega telesa« skupaj z drugimi močnimi
poljedelskimi ilustracijami, da bi pozval vernike v Korintu k večji posvečenosti. To ima
pomembne posledice tako za spreobrnjenje (krščansko uvajanje) kot tudi za učenstvo
(krščansko formacijo).
Z zožitvijo usmerjenosti na katoličane in binkoštnike, dve največji krščanski gibanji našega
časa, skuša to delo rešiti pragmatično nalogo kontekstualiziranja svežega branja v okviru
posamezne verske skupnosti. Po realistični obravnavi pri katoličanih je Cerkev podaljšanje
utelešenja in s tem prevzema vlogo Kristusa. To sveže branje predlaga, da se s progresivnim
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razodetjem, tradicijo Cerkve in cerkveno avtoriteto cerkvena praksa preseli iz Pavlovega pisma
Korinčanom. Poslušanje se razume na intelektualni ravni, ko se oseba na razodetje, dano od
Duha, odzove z vero in je prek zakramentov krsta, birme in evharistije vcepljena v »Kristusovo
telo«. Ko strokovnjaki berejo pisanja apostola prvega stoletja, razumejo njegov poudarek na
veri, in čeprav je to del cerkvene dogme, je poudarek na zakramentih postavljen kot
pomembnejši, zato to delo ugotavlja, da je to vprašanje prednosti. Poleg tega se je praksa krsta
od obdobja Pavlovega pisanja do danes bistveno spremenila. Trikratna potopitev pri krstu
kognitivno sposobnih vernikov je zdaj nadomeščena s prevladujočo prakso krščevanja
dojenčkov v lokalni župniji. Cerkev je zdaj oskrbnica Kristusove avtoritete in videna kot
Njegova avtoriteta na zemlji. Katoliški raziskovalci menijo, da si Pavel ni mogel predstavljati
take Cerkve, saj takrat še ni bila del njegovih razmišljanj.
Binkoštna cerkev, ki je stara le nekaj več kot sto let, razume starodavno besedilo Svetega pisma
kot samo-razodetje Boga človeku in le-to predstavlja najvišjo avtoriteto v skupnosti. Ta študija
se zaveda izzivov pri zbiranju »gradiva« glede binkoštnega gibanja zaradi kratkosti njegovega
obstoja, pomanjkanja akademsko usposobljenih strokovnjakov in dejstva, da Cerkev v veliki
meri deluje v obliki posameznih avtonomnih skupnosti. Binkoštniki so usvojili
individualistično soteriologijo, ki je videti kot »prelomnica« v življenju vernikov. Čeprav je
spreobrnjenje razumljeno kot proces, je pogosto dojeto kot dogodek v nekem trenutku. Ta
raziskava kaže, da so poslušanje, kesanje, krst in prejetje Duha skupni obema verskima
skupnostima, vendar pa je zakramentalni sistem Katoliške cerkve tisti, ki »podeljuje« milost.
Za binkoštnike odziv na »Kristusovo modrost« z vero pomeni vključitev v duhovno razsežnost.
Sprejetje Duha ločuje soteriološki dogodek. Krst, o katerem govori Prvo pismo Korinčanom,
se razlaga metaforično, in čeprav je vključen v proces odrešenja, po mnenju binkoštnikov nima
soteriološkega učinka oziroma neodstrani izvirnega greha.
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Podoba »Kristusovega telesa« v Prvem pismu Korinčanom je razložena kot tista, ki jo Pavel
uporabi v svojem spodbujanju k učenstvu. Učenstvo je pomembno v obeh tradicijah. Obe verski
skupnosti povezujeta učenstvo s spreobrnjenjem in ga označujeta kot začetek procesa. Pri
katoličanih kot »Božjemu ljudstvu na nebeškem romanju« na učenstvo močno vplivajo
zakramenti in zarisujejo njegovo pot. Pavlov poudarek na Kristusovi avtoriteti ter na odnosu
med Kristusom in učenci je prevzela Cerkev, saj Cerkev skozi čas izpolnjuje vlogo Kristusa.
Branje »Kristusovega telesa« kot podaljšanje utelešenja Cerkvi dovoljuje vodenje avtoritete pri
krščanski formaciji. Poleg tega taka razlaga vzpostavlja hierarhično strukturo Cerkve za
izvajanje avtoritete; to so vidiki, ki jih je Pavel pustil pri nogah Kristusa.
Binkoštniki so razvili razumevanje o sebi kot o tistih, ki so »krščeni z Duhom«, kar jim
omogoča biti priče in jim za to tudi daje moč. Spreobrnjenje je razumljeno kot priznavanje
gospostva Kristusa in podvrženost Njegovemu gospostvu po veri v vsem svojem pomenu.
Učenstvo je preprosto naravni podaljšek tega in lokalna cerkev zagotavlja okvir za priključitev
Kristusu (koinōnia), za »branje« njegove besede – Svetega pisma – in pričevanje.
Individualistični soteriološki pristop binkoštnikov se je končal v individualističnem pristopu do
ekleziologije. To je privedlo do številnih cerkva in cerkvenih razdorov, to pa ni bilo tisto, kar
je imel Pavel v mislih z uporabo podobe »Kristusovega telesa«. Katoličani dojemajo učenstvo
izhajajoče iz povezanosti s Cerkvijo, binkoštniki pa učenstvo razumejo kot plod dinamičnega
(živega) duhovnega odnosa s Kristusom, ki se kaže v povezavi s Cerkvijo.
Kontekstualizacija spreobrnjenja in učenstva je bila povezana tudi z identifikacijo teme,
strukture, enotnosti in argumentacije pisanja kot rezultat deliberativnega branja. Rezultati
kažejo, da Pavlovo pisanje ljubljeni cerkvi v Korintu procesu učenstva doda precejšnjo globino,
če bralci dovolijo, da jih vodi njegova argumentacija (glej dodatek 1).
Po kontekstualizaciji podobe »Kristusovega telesa« v pragmatični nalogi spreobrnjenja in
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učenstva je naslednji logični korak zožiti pozornost in brati podobo skupaj v odnosu z
evharistijo v obliki ekumenskega dialoga. Ob upoštevanju svežega branja, ta del študije bere
skupaj obe tradiciji v luči štirinajstih vprašanj, ki jih podaja Smith (2008). Obstaja veliko število
enotnosti, čeprav dogovorjenih razlik ni mogoče zlahka preiti. Velika ovira se kaže v načinu
razumevanja avtoritete pri vsaki od verskih tradicij.
Katoliška cerkev doživlja samo sebe kot varuhinjo Kristusove avtoritete in »Božje ljudstvo
na nebeškem romanju« kot tisto, ki je zbrano okrog mize. Dialog in razprava sta namenjena
predvsem temu, da se cerkve, ki so zapustile Katoliško cerkev oz. so bile osnovane zunaj
Katoliške cerkve, vrnejo pod okrilje Katoliške cerkve. Cerkev v zdajšnji modernosti se je
bistveno oddaljila od Pavlovega pisanja občestvu prvega stoletja v spolno sprevrženem mestu,
ki je bilo v zablodi. Cerkev deluje v Kristusovi avtoriteti, vzpostavlja zakramente in ima
osrednjo vlogo pri milosti. V tem smislu se zakrament krsta, vera v kruh in vino pri Gospodovi
mizi ter Cerkev kot posrednica odrešenja razumejo in izvajajo drugače kot pri majhnih
občestvih prvega stoletja. Vrhunec katoliškega bogoslužja je evharistija, pri kateri je odrešenje
dopolnjeno in obnovljeno, saj je Cerkev nahranjena s Kristusom pri obhajilu.
Binkoštniki izhajajo iz razmeroma mladega gibanja in svojo identiteto oblikujejo sami,
gledajoč nase kot na tiste, ki so »krščeni z Duhom« in ki so prejeli moč in usposobljenost, da
so priče za Boga. Gospodova miza je za binkoštnike priložnost za čaščenje in praznovanje in
ne prinaša soteriološke funkcije. Vrhunec čaščenja za binkoštnike je koinōnia pri bogoslužju,
kar je mogoče prejeti pri Gospodovi mizi.
Kar je za avtorja še posebej zanimivo, je odkritje razumevanja nemških škofov glede
»nepretrganega dajanja Duha po Božji ljubezni«, kar je prepoznano kot možno »novo izlitje«
(Final Report Phase V, # 230, # 232). To ima potencial ustvariti izjemno konvergenco
razumevanja med binkoštniki in katoličani glede delovanja in osebe Svetega Duha. Priznati
moramo, da se je pri protestantih pojavljajo veliko napačnega razumevanja glede katoliškega
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pristopa k skupni mizi. Doktrina o transsubstanciaciji ne vključuje fizičnih, bioloških ali
kemijskih resničnosti. Na ta način bi prispevek Schillebeeckxa glede razprave o posvetitvi
podob v smislu transsignification, kot tudi končni pomen podob kot transfinalization lahko
zmanjšal zmedo, ki jo je povzročilo strogo uživanje jedi in pitje pijače na eni strani ali preveč
poduhovljena interpretacija metaforičnega branja na drugi strani. Poleg tega prispevek Penna
glede branja »Kristusovega telesa« kot vidnega izraza Cerkve daje prostor drugim. Schrage
uvede izraz repraeseiüatio, da osvetli srečanje s Kristusom pri evharistiji in z njegovim darom.
Ti prispevki Schillebeeckxa, Penna in Schraga postavijo razpravo na višjo raven, na kateri
obtožbe glede mesenega uživanja hrane ne morejo obstati, saj je potrebno nekaj bolj
oprijemljivega kot zgolj poduhovljena spominska evharistija – tu se namreč sreča Kristusa.
Pristna predanost resnim raziskovalcem in ponižen premik naprej od preteklih napak odpirata
možnost za graditev na že prej položenih temeljih.

4. TEOLOŠKI PRISPEVKI

Prispevki k akademski skupnosti, teološki skupnosti in verskim skupnostim so bogati in
pomembni. Ta študija prinaša večjo jasnost glede razumevanja strukture in namena Prvega
pisma Korinčanom, sveže branje besedil in pregled pragmatične uporabe besedila v sodobnih
verskih skupnostih. Kot rezultat razvoja binkoštne teologije in ustrezne izobrazbe binkoštnih
strokovnjakov je zdaj s katoliškimi kolegi mogoč dialog na višji ravni. Ekumenski dialog med
obema največjima veroizpovedima našega časa se nadaljuje okoli evharistije, ki določa
enotnosti, sporne razlike, dogovorjene razlike in pot k boljšemu razumevanju.
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4.1 STRUKTURNA ANALIZA

o Sklepi strukturne analize z uporabo deliberativne retorike nas vodijo do zanimivih in
praktičnih ugotovitev. Prvič, dolgotrajna razprava glede teme Prvega pisma
Korinčanom je lahko končana (posvečenje). Drugič, prejšnje razprave glede enotnosti
korespondence so prav tako lahko utišane (ena sama združena spodbuda). Tretjič,
čeprav so bile skozi zgodovino predlagane številne teorije interpretacije, pisanja kažejo
celostno in strukturno integriteto (progresivni logični razvoj argumentacije, glej
Dodatek 1).
o Strukturna analiza kaže, da Pavlovo spodbujanje k posvečenju kaže jasno in logično pot
za osebno in skupinsko krščansko rast (glej Dodatek 2).
o Zelo pomembno je tudi, da s študijo lahko plodno prispevamo k akademski disciplini
menedžmenta in vodenja, demonstrirajoč Pavlovo misel, ki govori družbi na splošno
(glej Dodatek 2).

4.2 EKSEGETSKO BRANJE

o Obstaja zastoj pri skupnem branju besedil. Različni hermenevtični pristopi se ne
razlikujejo zgolj po vlogi in avtoriteti tradicije, po avtoriteti in umeščenosti cerkvenih
očetov in po vlogi cerkvenega vodstva pri narekovanju doktrine. Poleg tega se kontekst
razprave tehta drugače pri določanju teoloških sklepov.
o Teološki zastoji ostajajo tudi pri ključnih eksegetskih interpretacijah: τοῦτό μού ἐστιν
τὸ σῶμα τὸ ὑπὲρ ὑμῶν [to je moje telo, ki je za vas], εὐχαριστήσας [zahvaliti se],
Ποτήριον τῆς εὐλογίας [kelih blagoslova], ἀνάμνησιν [v spomin], κοινωνία
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[soudeležba, skupnost], καταγγέλλετε [oznanjanje] in ἐβαπτίσθημεν [so krščeni] so vse
ključne besede in termini, ki jih teologi različno interpretirajo.
o Kontekstualizacija svežega branja kaže, da so se verske skupnosti pomaknile naprej od
Pavlovih besedil.
o

Po ugotovitvah strokovnjakov je vera v Kristusa ključnega pomena pri
soteriološkem dogodku, vendar sta uvedba zakramentov in Cerkev kot podaljšanje
utelešenja spremenili predmet verovanja in prioriteto. Oseba tako pristopa z vero,
zaupa v delovanje zakramentov, v delovanje Cerkve in v to, kar je Bog naredil v
Kristusu.

o Avtoriteto, ki jo je Pavel dobil od Kristusa, ima zdaj Cerkev.
o Od obdobja apostolovega pisanja sta se krst in njegov pomen razvila.
o Zakramenti in Cerkev imajo zdaj osrednjo vlogo pri prejetju milosti, kajti kot
ugotavljajo znanstveniki, Cerkve ni bilo v Pavlovem razmišljanju, zato tega tudi ni
moglo biti v času njegovega pisanja.
o Pavlova namera z rabo podobe »Kristusovega telesa« je bila več kot le metaforičen
jezik.
o Individualistična soteriologija binkoštnikov vodi k individualnemu pristopu
avtoritete. Gre za vprašanje presojanja in prepoznavanja avtoritete znotraj skupnosti,
čemur bodo binkoštniki morali posvetiti več pozornosti, če želijo ohraniti delovanje
Duha.
o Protestantska tradicija je ustvarila veliko število različnih cerkva in denominacij, od
katerih so številne nastale kot posledica razdorov; to je nekaj, česar Pavel ni
predvidel s podobo »telesa«.
o Branje evharistije v obliki ekumenske razprave med katoličani in binkoštniki še ni
bilo opravljeno, zato je to povsem nov prispevek. V senci naše razprave o podobi
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»Kristusovega telesa« je to delo razjasnilo mnogo enotnosti in razlik ter zarisalo pot
naprej k večjemu razumevanju.
o Navdihnjeno Pismo ostaja središčno pri katoličanih in protestantih; družita nas
Nicejska in Apostolska veroizpoved, ki pomembno oblikujeta temelje skupne
krščanske vere. Obe skupnosti se strinjata, da je odrešenje mogoče v drugi skupnosti
in na ta način ostaja pot prihodnosti svetla in polna upanja, čeprav pri resnem
akademskem raziskovanju prepoznavamo razliko v hermenevtičnem pristopu,
zakramentalizmu, avtoriteti cerkve, veri, krstu v Duhu in vlogi Cerkve.
o Skupno branje evharistije pričujoči študiji omogoča osvetliti Schillebeeckxov
prispevek, ko razpravlja o posvetitvi podob v smislu transsignification in tudi o
končnem namenu podob kot transfinalization. To bi lahko precej zmanjšalo zmedo,
ki jo je povzročilo strogo uživanje jedi in pitje pijače na eni strani ali preveč
poduhovljena interpretacija metaforičnega branja na drugi strani. Poleg tega Schrage
predstavi izraz repraeseiüatio, v katerem je središčna prvina srečanje s Kristusom
in njegovim darom.
o Pomembne koristi te študije prinašajo (1) boljše razumevanje in spoštovanje drugih;
(2) priznavanje navdihnjenosti in pristnostni 1 Korinčanom, kar bo okrepilo vero;
(3) prenos Pavlove strukture v lokalne župnije za namen učenstva, razvoja vodenja
in mentorstva; (4) prenos Pavlove strukture kot modela za splošni razvoj vodenja;
(5) samoocenjevanje ob ponižni in krotki drži vodi h globljim spoznanjem in osebni
ter skupinski rasti; (6) pričujoča študija usmerja k področjem za nadaljnje
proučevanje ključnih razlik, kot so individualni raziskovalni projekti. Vsi vidiki
»nedogovorjenih razlik« predstavljajo možnosti za nadaljnje raziskovanje in dialog,
kar bi lahko zmanjšalo razlike.
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5. KLJUČNE BESEDE IN IZRAZI

1. Posinovljenje – to metaforo uporabi Pavel za pojasnitev ideje, ko oseba postane Božji
otrok.
2. ἀνάμνησιν [spomin, 1 Kor 11,24] – nanaša se na spominsko naravo evharistije ali
Gospodove večerje. Gre za spominjanje Kristusovega trpljenja, smrti, vstajenja in
vnebohoda .
3. Sprava – izhaja iz besede, ki pomeni »narediti eno«, in se razume kot Kristusovo delo
pri reševanju problema greha.
4. βαπτίζω [krstiti] – nanaša se na trikratno potopitev v vodo.
5. Klic – ker je Bog imel načrt in je vnaprej določil ljudi, da bodo odrešeni, jih je poklical.
Reformirani teologi učijo, da se ljudje ne morejo upreti klicu.
6. Katoličani – pomeni katoliške vernike, ki jih iz Rima vodi papež Frančišek kot
neposredni naslednik Petrove službe. Britanska medijska hiša trdi, da je v svetu trenutno
1,2 milijarde Rimokatoličanov.
7. Krščanska formacija – opisuje proces vernika, ki se odzove in »vstopi«, da bi »sledil«
in »bil poslan«; v poslušnosti sledi Kristusovemu klicu.
8. Cerkev – nanaša se na »Kristusovo telo« po vsem svetu.
9. cerkev – nanaša se na lokalno skupnost vernikov, ki so del vsesplošne Cerkve.
10. Birma – zakrament Katoliške cerkve (ta obred imajo tudi nekatere Protestantke cerkve),
ki dopolni naročilo vcepitve. Birma je opravljena z maziljenjem, polaganjem rok in
molitvijo za prejetje Svetega Duha.
11. Spreobrnjenje – beseda spreobrnjenje se uporablja za opis soteriološke funkcije
odrešenja osebe po Kristusu in njen vstop v »Kristusovo telo«. Spreobrnjenje kot
koncept se morda bolj uporablja med binkoštniki zaradi njihove soteriologije
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določenega trenutka, katoličani pa raje uporabljajo besedo vcepitev ali potrditev, ker
govorijo o soteriološkem dogodku kot o procesu.
12. Deliberativna retorika – opisuje sredstvo, ki so ga pisci v prvem stoletju uporabljali
za oblikovanje svojih argumentov: deliberativni (argumenti za prepričevanje in
odsvetovanje), sodni (argumenti za obtoževanje in zagovarjanje) in hvalni (argumenti
za izkazovanje časti in krivde) so bili pogosti načini, kako so pisci oblikovali svoje
argumentiranje.
13. Deliberativne retorične komponente – opisujejo strukturo argumentiranja, ki je bila
običajna v kulturi prvega stoletja: a. exordium (uvod), b. narratio (izjava o dejstvih), c.
probatio (jedro dokazov), d. peroratio (zaključek).
14. Učenstvo – beseda učenstvo se uporablja izmenjujoče se z izrazom krščanska formacija
in opisuje proces, kako vernik, ki je v odnosu s Kristusom, v tem odnosu zraste v
zrelosti.
15. Ekumenski dialog – je medverska disciplina skupnega razpravljanja o prvinah vere,
kar ima za cilj prinesti večje razumevanje med verskimi skupnostmi. To je odziv na
Jezusovo molitev, da bi bili njegovi otroci eno (Janez 17).
16. Izvoljenost – je ideja, po kateri je Bog že pred stvarjenjem določil, da bodo nekateri
ljudje vnaprej določeni oziroma izvoljeni za odrešenje.
17. Evharistija – to je ime, dano sveti ali Gospodovi večerji. Je zakrament soudeležbe pri
podobah kruha in vina, ko se verniki zberejo, da bi se spomnili Kristusa in njegovega
dela pri križanju in vstajenju, po čemer je omogočeno odrešenje.
18. Evangelizacija – oznanjevanje vesele novice evangelija Jezusa Kristusa, da je
odrešenje zdaj na razpolago vsem, ki verujejo vanj zaradi njegovega življenja, smrti in
vstajenja.
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19. Vera – je dar od Boga; verujemo v tisto, česar ni mogoče pokazati ali dokazati s
preizkusom. V kontekstu naše razprave o spreobrnjenju in učenstvu mora oseba imeti
vero v Jezusa kot Boga, ki je prišel iz nebes v človeškem telesu, je umrl in bil obujen
od mrtvih (Rim 10,9).
20. Izpolnjeni s Svetim Duhom – specifično učenje binkoštnikov, da je po odrešenju na
razpolago druga milost za vse vernike, ko so jim dani darovi in so na ta način okrepljeni
in izpolnjeni z močjo za pričevanje.
21. Predznanje – ta izraz vsebuje idejo, da ima Bog popolno vedenje o dogodkih, še preden
se zgodijo.
22. Svobodna cerkev – nanaša se na tiste cerkve, v katerih vodstvo izvolijo verniki znotraj
skupnosti in v katerih obstaja jasna ločitev med Cerkvijo in državo.
23. Poveličanost – v tem kontekstu se izraz nanaša na uresničitev procesa odrešenja, v
kaerem verniki prejmejo poveličana nebeška telesa.
24. Nebeško telo – opisuje telo, ki je prilagojeno nebeškemu obstoju in nima pokvarjene
narave.
25. Vcepitev – se v študiji uporablja za opis soteriološkega procesa, v katerem oseba
postane članica »Kristusovega telesa« in Cerkve.
26. Božje kraljestvo – kraljestvo in območje Božje vladavine, ki vključuje tudi njegove
osebke. Verniki označujejo svoj odnos v povezavi s kraljem, Bogom.
27. κοινωνία [občestvo, 1 Kor 10,16; 2 Kor 6,14, 13,13; Flp 1,5, 2,1; Fil 1,6; 1 Jn 1,3] –
pomembna beseda, ki opisuje odnos medsebojne delitve, skupnosti in skupne udeležbe.
Če damo prednost realističnemu branju, potem se predvideva metafizična raven delitve.
28. Gospodova večerja – je še eno ime za evharistični obred. Cerkve, ki prakticirajo
svobodno ekleziologijo, raje uporabljajo izraz Gospodova večerja; v veliki meri zaradi
različnega razumevanja delovanja zakramentov.
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29. Metaforično – po metaforičnem branju »Kristusovo telo« kot prispodoba in v
metaforičnem smislu pojasnjuje, da je pri Gospodovi večerji Kristus navzoč po svojem
Duhu, ne pa s svojim fizičnim telesom.
30. Metafora – metafora ali prispodoba opisuje primerjavo, vendar navadno ne opiše do
potankosti predmeta obravnave. To je namera narediti neznan koncept za znan ali
dojemljiv.
31. Naročilo – napotek od Kristusa, vendar sam po sebi nima odrešilne moči.
32. Pokora – je zakrament, v katerem se opravi priznanje; tako je oseba oproščena grehov
in spravljena.
33. Binkoštniki – skupina krščanskih vernikov, vključujoč klasične binkoštnike, binkoštno
karizmatično gibanje in neokarizmatike, ki zagovarjajo izkustvo »biti izpolnjen s
Svetim Duhom«. Anderson navaja akademsko raziskavo, ki trdi, da je leta 2010 bilo
612 milijonov binkoštnikov, kar jih dela za drugo največjo krščansko skupino
(Anderson 2014, 3).
34. πνευματικὸς [duhovni človek, 1 Kor 2,15, 14,37; Rim 7,14] – tisti, ki ima zmožnost
prejeti Duha (Fitzmyer 2008, 183), medtem ko bi protestanti rekli, da je Pneumatikos
oseba, ki ima Duha.
35. Predestinacija – je izraz zamišljenje, da je pred začetkom zgodovine Bog imel načrt in
vnaprej določil (predestiniral) odrešenje nekaterih ljudje.
36. Realistično – po realističnem branju je »Kristusovo telo« dobesedno in kot realistično
»telo« navzoče, kar daje drugačen pomen evharistiji kot zakramentu.
37. Resnična navzočnost – Kristusovo telo je resnično navzoče v podobah kruha in vina
po duhovnikovi molitvi in zaužitju vernikov.
38. Odkupitev – prevaja grško besedo ἀπολύτρωσις [odkupitev, 1 Kor 1,30] – izraz, ki
izhaja iz trgovine s sužnji in se navezuje na svobodo ali osvoboditev od vezi greha. To
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ima konotacijo za prihodnost, ko se bo Jezus vrnil in dovršil odrešenje ter s tem
odkupitev.
39. Obnova – ko se oseba odzove na Božji klic z vero, je obnovljena, rojena od Duha in
prejme novo srce.
40. Kesanje – prevaja grško besedo μετανοήσατε [kesati se], ki vsebuje dva pomena. Prvič,
kesanje vključuje človekovo pobožno obžalovanje za hudobna dejanja in njegovo
dojemanje svojega stanja. Drugič, kesanje vključuje voljno obrnitev vstran od hudobnih
del.
41. Razodetje – je razkritje ali razodetje znanja ali informacije prek nadnaravnih sredstev.
V kontekstu naše razprave je beseda uporabljena za opis tega, kako ljudje pridejo do
razumevanja »Božje modrosti« (1 Kor 1,21, 24).
42. Pravičnost – prevaja grško besedo δικαιοσύνη [pravičnost, 1 Kor 1,30] – govori o
božanski oprostitvi, vsebuje sodniški element in se nanaša na Kristusovo delo v
življenju vernika. Na ta način se navezuje na preteklost kakor tudi na to, da je oseba
pravična v sedanjosti.
43. Zakrament – besede »zakrament« v Svetem pismu ne najdemo, prvič je bila
uporabljena ob prevajanju besede mystērion v sacramentum konec 4. stoletja v Vulgati
(Wallace & Bromiley 1988, 256; Osborne 1988, 7). Rimskokatoliška, Pravoslavna,
Luteranska in Anglikanska cerkev vse prakticirajo neko obliko zakramentov, kar je
močno vplivalo na to, kako se veruje in živi vero. Izvrševanje zakramentov je v bistvu
podaljšano utelešenje na način, da prvine fizičnega sveta postanejo sredstva ali
posredniki milosti. Obstaja sedem zakramentov.
44. Zakramentalni – sredstva za prenos milosti. Sedem zakramentov Rimskokatoliške
cerkve ima zakramentalni učinek, kajti ko so pravilno opravljeni, so sredstvo, po katerih
je milost prenesena na udeleženca.
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45. Posvečenje – prevaja grško besedo ἁγιασμὸς [posvečenje, 1 Kor 1,30]. Posvečenje je
proces, v katerem oseba postane sveta ali bolj podobna Kristusu. V povezavi s tem
delom je posvečenje poglavitni cilj Pavlovega pisma.
46. Σῶμα [telo] – katoliški izvedenci razumejo telo kot celoto. Protestanti na splošno
razumejo sōmo kot solidarnost.
47. σῶμα Χριστοῦ [Kristusovo telo, 1 Kor 12,27] – Kristusovo telo se navezuje na Cerkev,
ki pripada Kristusu.
48. σώματος τοῦ Χριστοῦ [po Kristusovem telesu, 1 Kor 10,16; Rim 7,4; Ef 4,12] – o njem
se govori v kontekstu evharističnega obreda, v katerem so »po Kristusovem telesu«
razumljeni dobesedno zgodovinsko telo Kristusa, cerkveno telo Kristusa, Cerkev in
evharistično telo Kristusa. To določa pomen bistvenega dela naše razprave pri tem, da
katoliški učenjaki razumejo »po Kristusovem telesu« na realističen način, binkoštniki
in večina protestantov pa dajejo prednost metaforičnemu branju.
49. ψυχικὸς [duševni človek, 1 Kor 2,14] – je na splošno razumljen kot človek brez Duha
ali človek, ki ga vodijo naravni vzgibi, ne pa Duh.
50. Transsubstanciacija – je nauk o podobah kruha in vina na način, ki je nad našim
dojemanjem, ko se kruh in vino po molitvi duhovnika in zaužitju vernikov spremenita
v telo in kri Kristusa.
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ADDENDUM 1. STRUCTURE OF 1 CORINTHIANS FROM DIFFERENT AUTHORS
Raymond F. Collins

Joseph A. Fitzmyer

David E. Garland

First Corinthians

First Corinthians

1 Corinthians
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Response to oral and written reports

Response to Problems

I. 1:1-9
Introduction

A. 1:1-3

Epistolary
Opening

B. 1:4-9

Thanks-giving

I. 1:1-9
Introduction
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Scandals
Reported
Orally

A. 1-3

Address & Greeting

I. 1:1-3

Letter Opening

B. 1:4-9

Thanksgiving

II. 1:4-9

Thanksgiving

A. 1:104:21

Scandals & fractions
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Fractions and Dissensions in the
church

IV. 5:1-6:20

Incest, lawsuits and Prostitutions
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III. 1:184:21

First Rhetorical
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B. 5:1-13

Scandal of Incest &
Immorality

IV. 5:1-7:40

Second
Rhetorical
Demonstration

C. 6:111

Scandal of courts

D. 6:1220

Scandal Prostitution

A. 7:1-40

Marriage & Celibacy

V. 7:1-40

Sexual Relationships, divorce
and Remarriage

VI. 8:1-11:1

Dispute over Food Sacrificed to
Idols
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Headdress in Public Worship

VIII. 11:17-34

Divisions and the Lords Supper
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Gordon D. Fee
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A. 11:2-16
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Gifts
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body - Community standards
(ethics)
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body

4. 12:1-14:39 Sanctification
requires appropriate use of
spiritual gifts in the body
VI. 15:1-58
The
Resurrectio
n of the
Dead

About the
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Further
Matters of
Concern
IV. 16:1324
Conclusion
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Epistolary
Prescript
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Resurrection
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Consequences of
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Resurrection of the Body
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The Collection
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Concluding
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Travel Plans
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Final Greetings
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Exhortation & Greetings
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5. 15:1-58 Sanctification will
be consummated in the
future for the body

V. 16:1-24
peroratio

Final Exhortation for the
Body

ADDENDUM 2. DELIBERATIVE RHTORICAL STRUCTURE AND OTHER USES
Chris J. Scobie
Body of Christ as Image

I Corinthians Leadership

Jim Collins

Deliberative Rhetoric

Organizations

Groundbreaking
Leadership Study 2001

I. 1:1-9 Epistolary Prescript

Introduction

II. 1:10 -2:16 narratio

Basis &
Purpose for
Body

III. 1:30 prothesis

Sanctification

IV.3:1-15:58 probatio

1. 3:1-4:21
Sanctification
requires
standards for
the body Individual
standards
(morals)

2. Define Standards
(Moral Standards)

2. Get the right People
People with the right
character, capabilities
and chemistry are
priority

2. 5:1-7:40
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requires
standards for
the body Community
standards
(ethics)

3. Channel Efforts,
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(Ethical Behavior)

3. Confront the Facts
Does not hide , but in
openness dialogs and
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3. 8:1-11:34
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requires
maturity

4. Develop discipline
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(mature behavior)

4. Hedgehog Concept
Develop discipline to
consistency and action

4. 12:1-14:39
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requires
appropriate
use of
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in the
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5. 15:1-58
Sanctification
will be
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in the future
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5. Train and Release
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7. Manage Culture and
Review
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reflecting results in
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Final
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1. Level Five
Leadership
Humility and
professional will
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Duffield, Guy P. and Nathaniel M. Van Cleave, are most notably included here for their
work, Foundations of Pentecostal Theology (1983), which has been significantly
influential in the Four Square Pentecostal denomination.
Fee, Gordon, mentioned in the body of this work, he is an ordained minister of AOG, USA
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Kärkkäinen, Veli-Matti, – is originally from Finland, a significantly published author
in both English and his native Finish language. Kärkkäinen serves as professor of
systematic theology at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena California and holds a
teaching position in Helsinki Finland.
Macchia, Frank D., is originally from Switzerland, but like so many seem to find it more
appealing to live in the USA where he is a professor at Vanguard University, Costa
Mesa, CA. Macchia serves as the president of the Society of Pentecostal Studies and
has authored a number of books, he is best known to us for Baptized in the Spirit, A
Global Pentecostal Theology (2006).
Menzies, William W., (1931-2011). Menzies taught at three AOG Bible schools, he was the
first editor of Pneuma, has served as a mission consultant and is well recognized in
Pentecostal circles.
Menzies, Robert P., is the son of William, lectures for Asia Pacific Theological Seminary
and currently serves in China as a missionary.
Petts, David, is known as Mr. Pentecost of UK. Petts has written You’d Better Believe It
(1999) which is used by AOG affiliated Pentecostal churches in UK as a guide on
doctrinal issues. In addition Petts is also a professor at Mattersey Hall UK and
Continental Bible School, Brussels.
Pinnock, Clark, H. (1937 – 2010). A Canadian theologian who served many years at various
Seminaries of differing traditions: New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary, Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois, Regent College in Vancouver, and
McMaster Divinity College, in Hamilton, ON, Canada. Flame of Love a Theology of
the Holy Spirit (1996) is a contribution to our study.
Robeck, Cecil., Is a professor at Fuller Theological Seminary. In addition Robeck chairs the
Pentecostal side of the ecumenical dialog with the Catholics.
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Stronstad, Roger, is a Canadian Pentecostal Bible scholar who is known for his contribution
of Charismatic Theology of St Luke (1984). He is an Associate Professor in Bible and
Theology at Summit Pacific College.
Yong, Amos, is of Korean origins and is considered one of the leading thinkers in modern
Pentecostal Scholarship. Yong is a credentialed minister within the AOG, serves as
co-editor of Pneuma and is currently a professor at Regent University, School of
Divinity Virginia Beach. Yong has authored many books. Books such as Beyond the
Impasse: Towards a Pneumatological Theology of Religions (2003), The Spirit Poured
Out of All Flesh, Pentecostalism and the Possibility of Global Theology (2005), and
Who is the Holy Spirit? A walk with the Apostles (2011), have contributed here.

Pentecostal Church organized Communities.
 AOG – Assembly of God, USA – refer Stanley Horton
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 COGIC – The Church of God in Christ, refer - 1991. Official Manual with the Doctrines
and Disciplines of the Church of God in Christ. [on line]. http://cogicjustice.net/wpcontent/uploads/2012/04/COGIC-OFFICIAL-MANUAL.pdf (accessed on 27 September
2012).
 Foursquare Church – Refer Duffield Guy P. and Nathaniel M. Van Cleave
 UPCI - United Pentecostal Church International, refer - 2012. Manual: United
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September 2012).
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